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INTRODUCTION 

HE present volume, unlike the last but like volumes i-iii, is concerned with papyri drawn 

not from one single find but from various sources and covering a considerable extent of 

time. Their range is not indeed as wide as was at first intended. The original plan was to include 
in the volume all the papyri acquired in 1906 and 1907; but when the whole collection had been 

dealt with and all those texts transcribed which seemed worthy of publication in full, it appeared 

likely that the inclusion of all of them would make the volume inconveniently bulky. The great 
size of vol. iv, undesirable in itself, was unavoidable if a very important and unusually homo- 
geneous collection of papyri was not to be divided between two volumes, but there was not the 

same reason for keeping all the 1906 and 1907 texts together, and it was therefore decided to 
omit part of them. The obvious plan was to confine the volume to the acquisitions of 1906, but 
it was an objection to this that texts belonging to the same find (the sixth-century Kém Ishgau 

papyri) were acquired in both 1906 and 1907, and it would have been a mistake to separate 
them. Moreover, the acquisitions of 1907 included the important Syene papyri, which it seemed 
desirable, in view of the impending publication of the Munich papyri belonging to the same 

find, to issue as soon as possible. It happened that the Roman and Ptolemaic texts acquired in 

1906 and 1907 were not only less numerous but of less importance than those of the Byzantine 

age, whereas, on the other hand, the large papyrus collection purchased in 1911 consists almost 

entirely of texts of the Roman period. It seemed best therefore to confine the present volume to 
Byzantine papyri, and to leave over the Roman and the few Ptolemaic texts for inclusion in 

vol. vi. In view of the fact that the texts here published are representative of only one period 

no atlas of facsimiles is being issued; but it is hoped to publish with vol. vi facsimiles of the 

most noteworthy papyri in both volumes. 
As already said, the new texts in this volume come from various sources. As they were all 

acquired by the Museum by purchase, not by excavation, their provenance can be established only 

on internal evidence. Fortunately that evidence is in many casesclear. Two homogeneous groups 
stand out among the rest. The first and largest is that of the Kém Ishgau papyri of the second find. 

The first find, made in 1901, consisted of eighth-century papyri, Greek, Coptic, and Arabic, of 

which the Greek and Coptic texts acquired by the British Museum were dealt with in vol. iv. The 
later find (or finds, for papyri of this collection were found on more than one occasion) consisted of 
sixth-century papyri; and these seem all to have belonged to a single ‘ muniment room ’, that of the 

poet Dioscorus. It is unnecessary to say much of Dioscorus here, since the late M. Jean Maspero, 
the editor of the Kém Ishgau texts at Cairo, has already given a full account of his career and 
personality, ’so far as known, in his article Un dernier podte grec d Egypte: Dioscore, fils d’ Apollos 
published in the Rev. des Et. grecques, xxiv, pp. 426-481, and a further account, correcting and 

supplementing the earlier one in the light of later evidence, is being prepared by the present 
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iv INTRODUCTION 

editor for publication elsewhere.!_ He came of a-well-to-do Coptic family, which belonged to 
the local aristocracy of Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). The earliest member of it known to us is 

Psimanobet, whose son and heir was Dioscorus. Dioscorus had two sons, Apollos and Besarion, 
who held the rank of zpwroxwpyjrns or village headman, and one of whom, Apollos, obtained shortly 

before his death the Flavian dignity. Apollos was the father of our Dioscorus, who was known 
throughout as Flavius, and inherited his father’s estates and office of wpwroxwprjrns. He was 

trained in the law, and received a sufficiently good general education to read at least a fair amount 
of Greek literature and to write execrable verses. Owing to his collision with the pagarch of 

Antinoopolis he was compelled to leave his native village and settled at Antinoopolis, where he 

became a public notary; but eventually he returned to Aphrodito and seems to have ended his 

days in a position little, if at all, impaired by the vicissitudes through which he had passed. The 
documents contained in his archives, which are now mainly distributed between Cairo, Florence, and 

London, fall into three principal groups, those written before his flight, those written during his stay 

at Antinoopolis, and those (represented only by a few texts at Cairo, chiefly in vol. iii of the 

Cairo catalogue) written after his return to Aphrodito. The first group contains documents of 

various classes: (1) administrative documents, which must have come into Dioscorus’s possession 
owing to his own and his father’s official position ; (2) deeds relating to the family property and 

personal documents, such as letters, and legal, literary, and grammatical texts; this class includes 

two valuable documents, now at Cairo, written at Constantinople; (3) documents, chiefly legal 

deeds, which have no obvious connexion with the family of Dioscorus, and which were probably 

acquired by him (in accordance with a common custom) as waste paper, to be used on the verso. 

The second group consists (1) of documents written in the office of Dioscorus while notary at 

Antinoopolis ; these are chiefly drafts and include a number of petitions to the Dux or other high 

officials ; (2) of a few deeds personal to Dioscorus himself or to his clients; (3) of a number of 

Dioscorus’s literary compositions, chiefly poems asking for assistance and patronage from men 

of rank. The third group contains various legal and official papers. 
The Museum portion of the find was acquired (on two occasions) not as a single lot but 

dispersed among other papyri of various dates and from various places. It is nevertheless easy 

in all but a few cases to establish their provenance. In many cases, of course, place names or 

personal names furnish evidence. In others we have to depend chiefly on the evidence of hand- 

writing. Papyri written by Dioscorus are for the most part easily recognized, as he wrote a very 

distinctive hand (or rather hands*); and, as regards the other documents, the hands in use at 

Aphrodito, as no doubt in other places, have a kind of family likeness which, after some practice, 

can be recognized with fair confidence. But there is a further indication. The Kém Ishgau 

papyri of the sixth century seem to have been found not much above, and in some cases even 
below, the damp level; and in general they are stained dark, sometimes very dark, in colour. 

Some have the colour of peat, and the ink has been so affected by the damp as to acquire a 

silvery hue, so that it can best be read by holding the document obliquely to the light. Even 

those papyri which show no effect of damp are usually dark rather than light in colour. Thus on 

1 In connexion with an edition of those of Dioscorus’s verses 2 Dioscorus wrote sometimes in uncials and sometimes in 

contained in the British Museum collection. It had been hoped cursive, but the general character of both is the same, and not 

to publish this article in time to be referred to here, but the infrequently he mixed the two styles. In this catalogue the 

author’s temporary transfer to the War Office has made it uncial hand is called hand A, the cursive hand B. 

necessary to suspend the work till the end of the war. 
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one ground or another it is possible to identify with practical certainty the provenance of all but 
a very few of the Kém Ishgau papyri. 

It may be noted here that very few papyri seem to have been found on the site of Anti- 

noopolis till the excavations there of Mr. J. de M. Johnson in 1913-1914; and in the case of 

any particular document written in that city there is always at least a presumption that it was 

discovered elsewhere. To take Byzantine papyri only, there was published in vol. i of the 
Florentine papyri a well-known document of divorce (no. 93) written at Antinoopolis, which was 

apparently acquired before the rest of the Kém Ishgau papyri. As it has no subscriptions it 
is clearly a draft only. Now, in the present volume 1718 is a duplicate of the Florentine 

document—or rather it is a draft of the copy intended for the wife, whereas P. Flor. 93 is a draft 
of that intended for the husband. 1718 is in hand B of Dioscorus, and was therefore written in 

his office at Antinoopolis and taken by him to Aphrodito on his return. Consequently P. Flor. 

93 also must have come from Kém Ishgau. 
Again, there are in P. Strassb. i several Byzantine documents from Antinoopolis. Of no. 40, 

dated 569 (when Dioscorus was a notary in the city), five lines are given in facsimile; and the 

hand is almost certainly that of Dioscorus. That it comes from Kém Ishgau is confirmed (if 

further confirmation were needed) by Preisigke’s statement that much of the papyrus is very dark, 
parts almost black, and that in places it is only possible to read it ‘wenn man den Papyrus schrag 

gegen das Licht halt’. Nos. 46-51, all dated in 566, may also very probably have come from 
Kém Ishgau, Dioscorus having bought them as waste paper; the only one given in facsimile 

certainly, from the photograph, resembles the Kém Ishgau papyri in its state of preservation. 
The Kém Ishgau documents in this volume are neither so numerous nor so important as 

those at Cairo, which indeed it is no exaggeration to call epoch-making for the study of Byzantine 
Egypt. Nevertheless they include several very interesting texts, and both they and the 
Florentine papyri serve to amplify the knowledge derived from the Cairo collection. Of the 

‘documents from Aphrodito itself or the Antaeopolite nome attention may be called specially to 

the tax order from the fraeses (1663), the two interesting contracts concerning the collection of 
taxes (1660 and 1661), and the two letters (1679 and 1680) which throw light on the procedure 

in the case of legal summonses. There is a useful series of leases and one sale of land. The 

Antinoopolite documents are, however, the most valuable portion of the collection. The petitions, 

though less novel than those at Cairo, have several noteworthy features ; and the long arbitration 
settlement (1708) is of quite exceptional interest. There is also a lease (in form at all events) of 
a boat (1714) and a valuable marriage contract (1711), of which, however, there is a draft in the 

Cairo collection. Finally, the metrological papyrus, 1'718, is a noteworthy addition to our material 
for the study of Egyptian metrology, and to some extent of ancient metrology generally. 

The Syene papyri, now divided about equally between London and Munich, also form part of 

the contents of a single ‘muniment room’—that of Patermuthius and his wife Kako. Patermuthius 
was not, like Dioscorus, ‘a member of the Coptic gentry, but a man of the people, a sailor by trade, 
and later a soldier in the numerus of Elephantine; and so far as our evidence goes he never 
advanced beyond the rank of a private. But he was, for his position, fairly well-to-do, owned 

a good deal of house property, and had some ready money; and in course of time he came into 

possession of a considerable number of title deeds to various property. 
The Syene papyri are noteworthy for the length and excellent preservation of many of them, 
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and besides containing useful legal material they furnish information on military matters and on 

the state of culture and, to some extent, social conditions in a frontier town. The Museum texts 

do not include any of quite the same interest as two of the Munich ones, the receipt for a soldier’s 
probatoria (no. 2) and the judgement of Menas (no. 6). Moreover, after the publication of 

P. Mon. i, they have naturally less interest than if they had appeared first. Nevertheless they 

contain much noteworthy matter and form a useful supplement to the Munich collection. 

Of the remaining papyri in the collection the majority certainly identifiable come from 
Hermopolis or its nome, so that Hermopolis may probably be conjectured as the source of many 

of those whose provenance is not identified. There are a small number from Oxyrhynchus, and 

a few may probably be from the Fayum. The Panopolite, Nilopolite, and Heracleopolite nomes 
are also represented by odd papyri. 

The Early Byzantine documents are in general not very noteworthy, but 1649 and 1650, 
which throw light on some liturgical officials and on the care of the embankments, and the 

interesting but unfortunately mutilated petition, 1651, deserve mention. The Late Byzantine 

documents include a number of tax receipts, a fair number of leases, a Latin letter (1792), 

mutilated but valuable because of the rarity of Latin letters, a Greek letter (1786) interesting 

for its vulgar Greek, and some useful contracts of a miscellaneous character, e.g. a contract of 

surety (1798) mentioning the cafz-unit of taxation, two contracts of partnership (1794 and 1795), 
and a very puzzling agreement about land (1796) which would be of really exceptional interest if 

the editor’s conjecture as to its nature (about which he is now even more dubious than when the 
sheet in question was printed off) should be correct. 

Something must be said as to the arrangement of the volume. In accordance with the 
precedent set in previous volumes the Early Byzantine documents are grouped by subject; but in 

the case of the Late Byzantine papyri, which occupy by far the largest part of the volume, it 

seemed undesirable to break up the Kém Ishgau and Syene groups, and a topographical arrange- 
ment has therefore been adopted. First are given those of the Kém Ishgau papyri which relate 

to Aphrodito or other places in the neighbourhood of Antaeopolis, arranged by subject. They 

include the petitions, which, though written at Antinoopolis in the office of Dioscorus, relate to 
inhabitants of the Antaeopolite nome. Next come the papyri written at Antinoopolis, also 

arranged by subject. The Kém Ishgau papyri are followed by those from Syene, divided into 

two groups according as they were written in the neighbourhood of Thebes or at Syene; as 
a matter of fact the latter include one document probably written at Babylon, though presumably 

relating to a native of Syene. Both groups are arranged chronologically, on the model of the 
Munich Syene papyri. Finally, under the heading ‘ Miscellaneous’, are placed all the remaining 
texts, which, as already explained, come in the main from Hermopolis or its nome, though there 

are also several from Oxyrhynchus and possibly odd ones from other localities. The texts are 
followed by ‘Descriptions’ of less important papyri, arranged on the same principle as the 

texts but beginning with the literary and semi-literary papyri. It may be pointed out that many 
of these descriptions include almost or quite complete texts of the documents concerned. 

Since the order is thus topographical, it seemed advisable to preface the texts by a classified 
list of documents. 

There are few novelties in the principles followed in this volume. As in vol. iv, the 

numbering of texts is continuous, a table of inventory and catalogue numbers being given at the 
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end. An innovation is the addition of an index of references. This is perhaps unnecessarily full, 
but such indices are often useful, and in this case the index was rendered specially advisable by 

the close connexion between texts in this volume and those in the Cairo and Munich volumes. 
A further novel feature, novel not only in this catalogue but among papyrological publications 
generally except P. Mon. i, is the list of Latin words occurring in a Greek form. It is hoped that 

this list will be useful as giving a conspectus of the Latin element in Byzantine Greek. Several 

indices are grouped together under the heading ‘Chronology’. Apart from these particulars, the 
indices follow the same lines as in previous volumes. 

An attempt has been made throughout to indicate all changes of hand, as far as possible. In 

the case of endorsements such indications are, of course, specially uncertain, since not only is it 

difficult to compare writing on opposite sides of the papyrus but endorsements are often written 
in a hand of special type. 

An apology is due for the late appearance of this volume. It was hoped to publish it in the 
spring of this year, and the intention would probably have been realized but for the war ; but, in 

the first place, the depletion of the staff of the Clarendon Press made the work of printing some- 
what slower than usual, and, secondly, the removal of the editor in November, 1915, for the major 

part of his time, to the War Office naturally delayed very greatly the work of indexing. 
Assistance has been given to the editor by several persons, to whom he owes sincere thanks. 

Before he had seen any of the texts dealt with in the volume the whole collection had been 

examined by Sir Frederic Kenyon, who had transcribed many of the texts, in particular the long 

1708 and nearly all the Syene papyri; and these transcripts were of great assistance in preparing 

the volume. Sir Frederic Kenyon also read the greater part of the proofs, though latterly his 
military duties prevented him from giving them such close attention as they would otherwise 
have received. They were read in addition by Mr. Gilson, the Keeper of MSS., and by Prof. 

Hunt. All three made various suggestions, which are as a rule not separately acknowledged. 
Help in reading the proofs of the indices and introductory matter, at a time when the editor was 
occupied elsewhere, was given by Mr. Meyerstein, Assistant in the Department. To M. Jean 
Maspero the editor is indebted not only for information as to readings in the Cairo papyri but for 

a sight of the proofs of vol. iii of the Cairo catalogue, which was of great value in several ways. 
M. Maspero, killed during the French attack on Vauquois last year, is now, alas! beyond the 
reach of thanks or praise; but the editor feels it his duty to express his sense of the loss to 

papyrology involved in the death, at the age of only twenty-seven, of so able a worker. Prof. 
Vitelli kindly sent proofs of that portion of P. Flor. iii containing the Kém Ishgau papyri, and 

Profs. Heisenberg and Wenger did a like service as regards the proofs of the Munich volume, 
besides furnishing information on various single points. The text and translation of the Coptic 
arbitration, 1709, are due to Sir Herbert Thompson, who also indexed the document. Mr. 

J. de M. Johnson gave information regarding papyri in the Rylands collection before the 
publication of P. Rylands ii, and Dr. Crénert was kind enough to answer queries on lexico- 
graphical points. Help given by other scholars on single points is separately acknowledged. 
Finally, it is a pleasure to express thanks to the staff of the Clarendon Press, and particularly to 

the Press Reader for the correction of slips and for several acute suggestions. 

RL 

November, 1915. 



ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA 

Page 7, 1650. See Addendum to 1828. 

Page 18, 1657, 10, note. For (apapiorpa read (wpdpiorpa. 

Page 47, 1673, 159, zote. In the sentence beginning at the foot of col. 1 read: In 1907 (7th cent.) the curiously different rates of 
Is. per 12 (dochic) artabas and 1s. per 15 (dochic) artabas occur. Zhe statement in the original note was due to 
a misreading and consequent misinterpretation of the passage referred to. . 

Page 59, 1674, 20, note. For 37002 read 67002. ‘ 

Page 61, 1674, 45, zofe. The correct accentuation of d:adadua is dsadadid 3 see Chandler, Greek Accentuation*, p. 27. 

Page 81, 1686, zutvod. For the dotixd see now, however, P. Oxy. xii. 1419, 2, note, where the editors incline to reject the idea 
that dorixd and wodcrixad were communal rather than imperial taxes. Their theory is supported by 1686, with its division of 
the dorixy cvvré\eca into the same categories as the imperial taxes. 

Page 83, 1686, 29, zoze. Flor. iii. 296 (published since 1686 was printed off) seems to contain a reference (Il. 28-32) to the 
sae core f Possessores of Aphrodito of taxes properly payable by the people of Phthla, and possibly that passage is to be 
rought into connexion with the present one; but it is too imperfect to be very clear. 

Page 91, 1692 (a), 15, #0fe. Yidaysrey is correct ; see P. Cair. Masp. iii. 67328, vi, 9. 
Page 98, |. 6 of second paragraph. For Cair. Masp. ii. 67108, 67109 read Cair. Masp. i. 67108, 67109. 

Page 101, 1696, 1. Read probably Adppodirns ; for though kopnv  Adpodirny does occur (1686, 29) the genitive (which is the correct 
Jorm) is much the commoner. : 

Page 122, 1708, 90, mote. Perhaps the contrast is between the wages of a pio@ws (sc. an apprentice) and those of an é¢pydxetpos 
(sc. a skilled labourer); Kenyon. But the word épyéyetpos is not known, and to take the genitive as from épydxerpov (‘ wages 
Jor my labour ') makes a good sense. 

Page 142, 1711, 47, note. The suggested reading yupvos is supported by P. Cair. Masp. iii. 67305, 26, and is probably right. 

Page 147, 1714, 13, zote. For especially 1. 16 (F) read especially 1. 17 (F). 

Page 153, 1717, 33. After lovorwo insert a note of interrogation. If lovotwo ts correct the date will of course be 565-673, but B[d§ 
Iovorimavov zs also possible. 

Page 164. For these measures of length see now P. Rylands ii. 64, which confirms the reading of «[a]A[auovsz] in 1. 79 here. 

Page 191, 1782, 2. It should have been pointed out that 4:Awv here is presumably a slip of the pen for EAefayrins, as there can 
be little doubt that the Fl. Patermuthius in question is the husband of Kako, who belonged to the numerus of Elephantine. 

Page 233, 1773, 10, ote (cf. 1800, 3, zo¢e). Prof. Grenfell has called attention to the fact that a new reading at which he has 
arrived of P. Lond. ii. 248 (p. 306), 16-21 invalidates Kenyon’s conclusion that in that papyrus the denarius was 
equivalent to the drachma; and consequently the current identification of denarius and drachma in Byzantine papyri (e. g. 
Maspero, P. Cair. Masf. ii, p. 121) must be given up. The denarius was equivalent to the tetradrachm. 

Page 235, 1775, 5, zo¢e. A semicolon and ¢/. have dropped out in printing. : 

Page 237,1777. Jt was not discovered till sheet Nn was on the point of being sent to press that 1895 belongs to this document. 
The text now reads :— 

pera thy vrartav To’ SeororoY nu@y Oeodoato” atwytoY AvyovaroY 
ro 18 kat BAS Mag[t]u0" ror Aapump’/ Ow8 12 
Avpnduos Aptoroy TavBnxioY aro kapns Taprert Tov 
Olneeniteos vo]yo’ Advuy' yw mpeaBurepw xabodixns 
e]xkAnoras [. . .Jepous tor tise) xrh. 

Page 242, 1786, 5, zotfe. For preposition read pronoun. 

Page 256, 1798, 3, mote. 7p°/ is perhaps merely mpés, z.¢. (supplies) ‘amounting to’. 

Page 266, 1828. As Julius Eubulius Julianus was praeses in A.D. 372 (see 1650, introduction), this document can date only from 
the year after the consulship of Modestus and Arintheus, 7. e. 373. Unless Fl, Eutychius became praeses during 373, the 
date on the verso of 1650 can hardly then refer to the document on the recto. 

Page 299, /ndex of persons. For \ax@Bos (three times) read “laxwBos. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND METHOD OF 

PUBLICATION 

Tue method of publication followed in this volume is in the main the same as that in previous volumes. Accents and 

breathings are not inserted ; but they and other lectional signs are given when they occur in the MSS. Abbreviations are 
left unextended. In the descriptions, however, abbreviations are extended and accents and breathings inserted. Square 

brackets [ ] indicate a lacuna, round brackets ( ) the extension of an abbreviation, double brackets [ ]] words or letters deleted 
in the MS., angular brackets () a letter or letters supplied by the editor, two strokes above the line ‘’ that the words so 
enclosed are in the MS. inserted above the line. As ‘a rule, however, such later insertions are left in publication in their 

original position. Dots under letters indicate that they are doubtful or extremely imperfect. Dots placed close together 
indicate the approximate number of letters lost or illegible, dots spread out, e.g. 1700, 12, letters lost or illegible of which the 

exact number is difficult to estimate. A line of dots at the beginning or end of a text, if not counted in the numeration of 
lines, means that the text is incomplete; if so counted, that there are traces of letters visible but not enough for any 

connected reading. Heavy Arabic numerals refer to texts in this volume and vol. iv, ordinary numerals to lines, Roman 

numerals to columns. Where several documents are referred to at the same time the references to the single documents are 

separated by semicolons. 
The abbreviations used in referring to publications of papyrus texts are for the most part those used in the Archiv fir 

Papyrusforschung. Below are given some which vary from the Archiv practice and also abbreviated references to other 

publications. 

Berger, S/rafklauseln = Adolf Berger, Die Strafklauseln in den Papyrusurkunden, 1911. 

Cantarelli = Luigi Cantarelli, Za Serte det Prefetti di Egitto. Reale Accademia dei Lincei, 1906-1911. 

Daremberg-Saglio = Ch. Daremberg et Edm. Saglio, Dictionnacre des antiquités grecques et romatnes, 1877, etc. 

Ducange = C. du Fresne, Dominus Du Cange, Glossarium ad Scripiores Mediae et Infimae Graecitatis. 
Ferrari, Pap. ined. = Tre Papiri inediti greco-egizii dell etd bizantina, in Atti del R. Ist. Veneto di Sc., Lett, ed Arti, \xvii, 2, 

p. 1187 ff. 

G. G. Nachrichten = Nachrichten v. d. Kon. Ges. d. Wiss. 2u Gottingen, Phil.-hist. Klasse. 
Gelzer, Studien = M. Gelzer, Studien zur byzantinischen Verwaltung Agyplens, Leipziger Hist. Abhandlungen, Heft xiii. 

Maspero, Org. militaire = J. Maspero, Organisation militaire de PE gyple byzantine, Bibl. de Ec. d. Hautes Etudes, 201™€ 

fasc., 1912. 
Pauly-Wissowa = Pauly’s Real-Encyclopadie der Class. Altertumswissenschaft; ed. by G. Wissowa and W. Kroll, 1894, etc. 

P. Beaugé = J. Maspero, Les Papyrus Beaugé, in Bull. de ? Inst. fr. darch. or. x. 

PERF. = Papyrus Erzherzog Rainer: Fithrer durch die Ausstellung, Wien, 1894. 
Preisigke, B.-Z. = Fr. Preisigke, Berichtigungsliste der griechischen Papyrusurkunden aus Agypien. Strassburg, 1913, etc- 

, Sammelbuch = Fr. Preisigke, Sammelbuch griechischer Urkunden aus Agypten. Strassburg, 1913, etc. 

Reil, Gewerbe = Th. Reil, Bettriige zur Kenntnis des Gewerbes im hellenistischen Agypten. Borna-Leipzig, 1913. 

RKT. = Corpus Papyrorum Raineri. J. Krall, Koptische Texte. Wien, 1895. 
San Nicold, Vereinswesen = M. San Nicold, Agyptisches Vereinswesen zur Zeit der Ptolemier und Rimer. Band I. 

Miinchen, 1913. 
Sophocles = E. A. Sophocles, Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine Period. Memorial Edition. 1893. 

Stephanus = H. Stephanus, Zhesaurus Graecae Linguae. Parisiis, 1831-1865. 
Theban Ostraca = A. H. Gardiner, H. Thompson, J. G. Milne, Zh%eban Ostraca. University of Toronto Studies, 1913. 

UKF. = C. Wessely, Studien zur Palacographie und Papyruskunde, iii, viii. Griechische Papyrusurkunden kleineren Formats. 

Waszytiski, Bodenpacht = St. Waszyhski, Die Bodenpachi. Band I, Leipzig und Berlin, 1905. 
Wessely, Karanis =C. Wessely, Karanis und Soknopaiu Nesos in Denkschr. d. Kats. Akad. d. Wiss. xlvii, iv (1902). Wien. 

Wilcken, Mitteis, Chrest., Grundsiige =L. Mitteis und U. Wilcken, Grundziige und Chrestomathie der Papyruskunde. 
Leipzig-Berlin, rgr2. 

b2 



CLASSIFIED LIST OF PAPYRI 

[Zn the dates Roman numerals indicate the century ; an Arabic numeral 1 or 2 means 1st or and half, the letter m 

the middle, of the century. | 

A. LITERARY TEXTS. 

1811. Homer, //ad xxii, ll. 449-474 : : : : 4 ; Provenance unknown _ iii. 

1812. Tragic fragment . : ; é - : . : . re Early iii. 

1813. Tragic (?) fragment , : : : : ; : ; i ii (?). 
1817. Dioscorus, encomia ; : : ; . : : Kém Ishgau vi?. 
1818. Dioscorus, poems and prose . 45 ‘a 

1819. Dioscorus, epithalamium 5 ; : - ~ vi’. 

1820. Dioscorus, verse fragment . : : : : : : vi2. 

1809. Epicurus, [epi Sicews, bk. xi : 2-9 See) a bal (hee) UR aOR CRAN Sha i (?) 
1814. <A, Oration . : : : ; . : : Unknown ii. 

B. Xenophon, Jem. iv. 2. 1-4 MA ii. 
C. Demosthenes, De Fails. Leg. ae 12-13 . : ¥ iii. 

1816. A. Prose fragment = : 4 2 ‘ é ; . ii. 

B. Hexameter poem (fragment) : - : : oe ii. 
C. Oration (?) F ; ‘ : : - ; : : - i-ii. 

1815. Prose fragment . “ ; : : ; : : “ ii. 

1718. Metrological tables and problems . ; : : : : Antinoopolis vi?, 

1821. Dioscorus, Greek-Coptic glossary . - : : ‘ é Kém Ishgau vi?. 

1810. Unknown . ; d : : : : ; - ‘ Herculaneum i(?). 

B. OFFICIAL AND SEMI-OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS. 

1. LETTERS. 

1824. . : : : : . ; A . : : Hermopolite nome Early iv. 
1825 (?). Lav, and Gr. : F etc eee «ot! eS Panapolis(?) iv. 
1826;-~ ,; ; : : : ° : ‘ P * : Hermopolis (?) iv. 
1679. Order to send persons to court . : +. t+ ‘bss )stAphrodito vi'. 
ERED Ey hs ARF 1, De pu, aaa 3 vil. 
1682,1683,1684.. . . . 3 vim, 
1680. Commonitorium . : : 2 : ; ; 3 : “i vi. 

1681, 1685, 1840 (?). . fc ‘ Tmt ; z 2 ” vi. 

2. ORDERS. 

1798. Order for payment to donkey-drivers . : : : : Oxyrhynchus A.D. 470. 
1668, Order for payment of military supplies . A F : Aphrodito vi. 

1667, 1668, 1669. Orders for payment from village beeabary : : vt Early vi. 

3. Returns anp Reports. 

1823, Return or report by éxipeAnrys cirov te ‘ . Nilopolis iv. 

1648, 1649, 1822. Returns of liturgical officials to riparié : : Herm. nome A.D. 373° 

1647. Return of land to censtfor . ; J - : 5 a5 A.D. 298. 

1650. Minutes of law case. : : ‘ d fe ee -  Hermopolis (?) A.D. 372+ 



1664. Gold taxes (to a village) 
1750. Poll-tax, etc. (to a village) 
1665, 1666.  xwynrixa 

1738. Snpoora, poll-tax, and 6 

1739. dypoora and poll-tax 

1740, 1742. Sypdora 
1741. Sypdora ; 

1743. dypdoi 

1868. Syydora 
1747. Poll-tax 

1744, Poll-tax 

1745. Poll-tax . 

1746, 1748. Poll-tax 

1749. Poll-tax 

1751, 1752, 1864. 

1754. Customs 

1753.  cipevera 4 : 

1758. Annona (money) . 
1866. Lmdola - 

1759. LEmbola 

1755-1757, 1760. 

daravy 

Embola 

1653. 

1654. 

1671. 

1670. 

1672. 

1673. 

1761. 

1838. 

1869. 

1762. 

1763. 

1870. 

1652. 

1866. 

1868. 

1867, 

Account of expenses 

Account of receipts 

Account of expenses 

Account of expenses 

Account of receipts 

Tax (?) account 
Account of receipts 

Account of receipts 

Account of expenses 

Tax account . 

List of persons 

List of persons 

List of persons 

List of persons 

1662. 

1660. 

1661. 

1827, 

1651. 

igll. 

1828. 

1829. 

To a strategus 

To a strategus 

To exactores 

To — (?) 

To —— (?) 

jamravn 

Register of rent (?)-payments . 

Account of receipts (?) . 

Contract to collect taxes (?) 
Contract to collect taxes 

Contract to collect taxes 

CLASSIFIED LIST OF PAPYRI 

4. Tax Recerts, 

Aphrodito 
Unknown 
Antaeop. nome _ 
Oxyrhynchus (?) 
Unknown 

Oxyrhynchus (??) 
Hermopolis 

Unknown 

Oxyrhynchus (?) 

Hermopolis (?) 

Unknown 

Oxyrhynchus (?) 

Babylon 

Herm. nome 

Unknown 

5. Accounts AND RecisTErs. 

Panop. nome 

Aphrodito 

” 

Aphrodito (?) 
Antaeop. nome (?) 
Herm. nome (?) 
Aphrodito 

Unknown 

Fayum (?) 
Herm. nome 

Unknown 

” 

- 6: ConTRACTS FOR OrFiciaL Purproszs, 

Aphrodito 

Antaeop. nome 

Aphrodito 

C. PRIVATE DOCUMENTS. 

1. PETITIONS. , 

Herm. nome 

Hermopolis 
Heracleopolis 

Hermopolis 

Hermopolis (?) 

xili 

Vis 

Ar. period, 

vi. 

A.D. 710 (?) or 680(?). 
Ar. period, 

vii. 

Ar. period, 

Ar. period. 

Ar. period, 

vi-vii. 
Ar. period. 

Ar. period, 

Ar, period, 

Ar. period. 

Ar. period. 

Ar. period, 

vi-vii, 

vi. 

vi. 

vi (?). 
vi. 

vi. 

vi-vii. 

Ar. period, 

Ar. period. 

iv’, 

v. 

vii. 

Cire, A.D. 553+ 

A.D. 553+ 



xiv 

1831. To —— (?) 
1830. To ——(?) A 

1675, 1676. To the Dux 

1674. To the Dux . 

1677.. Toa magister 

1678. To magistri . 

1707. Compromissum 
1708. Arbitration 
1709. Arbitration (Coptic) 
1849. Settlement of dispute 
1728. Settlement of dispute 

1710. Marriage contract . 
1711. Marriage contract . 

1712, 1718. Contracts of divoros 

1894. Will 

1727. Parental division of aropeet 

1706. Contract of apprenticeship 

1794. Contract of partnership . 

1705. Contract of partnership Faaricultaral) 

1795. Contract of partnership . 

1798. Surety for colonus . 

18938. Surety for zpwroxwpyrar 

17382. Surety for appearance at arbitration 

1686. Land 

1722. House property 
1724. House property 

1733. House property 

1734. House property 

1735. House property 

CLASSIFIED LIST OF PAPYRI 

Unknown 

” 

Antinoopolis 

2. CONTRACTS AND RECEIPTS. 

(a) Agreements concerning legal cases. 

Antinoopolis 

” 

Syene 

(6) Family and business contracts. 

Antinoopolis 

”» 

” 

Antinoopolis (??) 
Syene 

Aphrodito 

Hermopolis 

Aphrodito 
Hermopolis 

(c) Surety. 

Herm. nome 

Unknown 

Syene 

(d) Sales. 

Aphrodito 
Syene 

” 

Babylon (?) 
1729. Conveyance of reversion i arose in return for services veceivel Syene 

1730. Surrender of house property . 

1726. Boat 

1656. Sale in advance Q) of sea ; 
1764. Sale in advance of wine. 

1881. Sale in advance (?) of wine, etc. 
1871. Sale of —— (?) 

1691. House property Gcdone) 

1872. House property 
1715. House property 

1768. House property 

1877. House property 

1874. House property 

1832. Land 
1833, Land 

” 

Fayum (?) 
Unknown 

” 

(e) Leases. 

Aphrodito 

Herm. nome 

Antinoopolis 

Hermopolis 

Unknown 

Hermopolis 

Herm. nome 

Unknown 

iv. 

Late iv. 

A.D. 566-573- 

Circ. A.D. 579. 

A.D. 566-567. 

A.D. 566-573. 

A.D. 566. 

A.D. 567 (?). 

Before circ. a.D. 5'70(?). 
A.D. 583. 

A.D. 584 or 585. 

Circ. A.D. 565-573- 

A.D. 566-573. 

A.D. 569. 

Early vi. 

A.D. 583-584. 

vi. 

A.D. 487. 

vil. 

vi. 

A.D. 472. 

v. 

A.D. 586 (?). 

A.D. 565. 

A.D. 573+ 

A.D. 578-582. 

A.D. 594+ 

Late vi. 

Late vi. 

A.D. 584. 

A.D. 585. 

A.D. 581. 

iv. 

vi. 

vi. 

vi. 

A.D. 605 or 613. 

iv. 

iv. 



CLASSIFIED LIST OF PAPYRI 

1688. Land Aphrodito 

1689, 1690. Land. ; 
1695. Land . 

1841. Land (méayage) 5 
1693. Land . ; ms 
1694. Land (méayage) : 
1696, 1697, 1842 (?). Land ra 
1765. Land Herm. nome 
1692. Land (two leases). Aphrodito 
1878. Land F Herm. nome 
1698. Land (méfayage 2”) Aphrodito 
1880. Land 5 Herm, nome 
1769. Land Wiseyard) ” 
1770; 1771. Land... is 

1878. Land Unknown 
1879. Land (?) . Kém Ishgau (?) 
1714. Boat (= contract of service ”) Antinoopolis 
1876. Uncertain Unknown 
1767. Uncertain Herm, nome 

1848. Uncertain Kém Ishgau 

1875. Uncertain Hermopolis 

(f) Loans and acknowledgements of debt. 

1719. Loan of money (with security) Thebes 
1716. Loan of money (with security) Antinoopolis 

1723. Loan of money (with security) Syene 
1882. Loan of money Unknown 
1736. Loan of money Syene 

1737. Loan of money (with Seentily) & 
1725. Acknowledgement of debt for donatio sr opier eupias = 

1687. Acknowledgement of debt for rent : Aphrodito 

1766. Acknowledgement of debt for rent Herm. nome 

1772. Acknowledgement of debt for rent . 3 

1700. Acknowledgement of debt (sale in advance ). Aphrodito 
1773. Acknowledgement of debt for price of wine Hermopolis 
1699. Acknowledgement of debt Aphrodito 
1844. Acknowledgement of debt 5 

1721. Acknowledgement of debt Thebes 
1775. Acknowledgement of debt Hermopolis 

1776. Acknowledgement of debt ” 

(g) Receipis. 

1702. Forrent . Aphrodito 

1704, For rent ” 
1780. For rent Hermopolis 
1781. For rent Herm. nome (?) 
1779. Forrent . : : : : ‘ ~ Unknown 
1782-1785. Forrent . A ata ‘ : J Hermopolis 
1884, Forrent . A ; , ; : . Unknown 
1777. For fleeces . Oxyrhynchus 

1781, For money in settlement of dispute Syene 
1708. For sportulum . ; ‘ : ‘ . . . Aphrodito 

1774. For price of vegetable seed . Hermopolis 
1701. For price of wine x! : : ; Aphrodito 

A.D. 523. 

A.D. 527. 

A.D. 531 (?). 
A.D. 536. 

Early vi. 

vi’. 

vi’. 

A.D. 554+ 

A.D. 555 and 556. 

A.D. 556. 

vim, 

After a.p. 593- 

A.D. 570. 

v. 

A.D. 561. 

vi™, 

A.D. 541 (?). 
A.D. 570 (?). 
A.D. 577+ 

vi. 

A.D. 611. 

A.D. 613. 

A.D. 580. 

A.D. 523- 

A.D. 559+ 

vi. 

vi. 

A.D. 454+ 

A.D. 520. 

Early vi. 

vi. 

“vi-vii. 

XV 

-D. 615-616 or 630-631. 

. 542-543 OF 557-558 (?). 



XVi 

1778. For firewood and iron . 

1720. For price of ear-ring 
1717. For repayment of money 
1888. For corn and money 

1898. Agreement concerning land (surrender ?) Hermopolis 
1796. Agreement concerning cultivation of land. : ‘ . ” 
1902. A. Agreement Antinoopolis 

B. Agreement ” 
1896. Uncertain . Hermopolis 

1893 a. Uncertain Unknown 
1797. Uncertain Oxyrhynchus 
1845. Uncertain Kém Ishgau 

1897. Uncertain ; Antinoopolis (?) 
1901,1908. Uncertain . Unknown 

1900. Uncertain Hermopolis (?) 
1899. Uncertain Herm. nome 
1862. Uncertain Lycopolite nome 

3. Ores. 

1655. Order for payment Oxyrhynchus 
1799. Order for payment . Unknown 
1800-1802, 1805. Orders for eke p 

1804. Order for payment (rent) $5 
18038. Order for payment 
1806. Order for payment y 

4. LETTERS. 

1658, 1659, 1836, 1837. Unknown 

1786. ” 

1790, 1885. . 3 
1792. (Latin) 5 

1788. Aphrodiio (??) 
1887. 3 Hermopolis (??) 

1787, 1789, 1886 (or report) 188s, 188°. Unknown 
1890. : » 

1791. 

1891, 1892. Unknown 

5. Accounts AnD Lists. 

1846-1848. Pawnbroker’s accounts Thebes (?) 
1834. Money account Unknown 

1835. Money account 

1904. Money account 

1905. Money account (receipts) 
1807. Money account 
1808. Money account ‘ 

1907. Money account (receipts) 

1906. Account of corn, etc. 

1657. Inventory of goods 

1850-1861. Miscellaneous fragments 
1908. Shorthand document 

1909. Leather binding . 

1910. Seals . 
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: Unknown 

: E Thebes 

Antinoopolis 

Unknown 

(2) Miscellaneous and Uncertain. 

v-vi, 

A.D. 549. 

Circ. A.D. 560-573. 

vi. 

A.D. 594- 

Vi. 

A.D. 566-573. 

A.D. 566-573. 

A.D. 483. 

v. 

A.D. 546 (?). 

vim, 

A.D. 588. 

vi?, 

A.D. 600. 

vi or vii. 

A.D. 364, 

v (?). 

v-vi. 

vi. 

vi. 

Ar. period. 

vi. 

vii. 

Hermopolis or Oxyrhynchus vii. 

Herm. nome 

Unknown 

Hermopolis 

Unknown 

”? 

6. MiscELLANEOUS. 

Syene 

Unknown 

” 

” 

vii-viii. 

vi. 

iv. 

iv, 

v or early vi, 

vi-vii. 

vii. 

Vii. 

vii. 

vi. 

iv-v 



DT EOS, 

A. EARLY BYZANTINE PERIOD. 

1, Official Documents. y 

PAPYRUS 1647.—[a. pD. 298.] 

Inv. No. 1611 recto. Acqtiredin 1906. Hermopolite nome. 83in.x8in. Ina small slightly 
sloping cursive hand, along the fibres; papyrus a good deal rubbed. Recto of 1824. 

N previous volumes of this catalogue the reign of Diocletian has been for the most part treated 
as belonging to the Roman period, but in such an age of transition it is hardly possible to draw 

the lines of division very consistently. Wilcken in his Chrestomathze includes the reign in the 

Byzantine period; and in subject-matter the present document belongs unmistakably to the 
Byzantine rather than to the Roman period. It is a return of landed property to the censctor, and 
though, like nearly all the documents of the Early Byzantine period in this volume, it is in a bad 

state of preservation, it can be read almost completely with the help of P. Flor. i. 32 a, 6 (= Wilcken, 
Chrest. 228), which are two returns to the same cenzsztor, from the same village, and in identical 
formulae. It follows that the date of the present document is the same, namely a.p. 298. The 

return is therefore for the census of 297, the first under the new organization introduced by 
Diocletian and the starting-point of the first indiction-cycle (Wilcken, Grundziige, pp. 1x, 223, 227). 

The return being on closely parallel lines to Chres¢. 228, Wilcken’s commentary on that document 
(Grundziige, p. 227) applies equally to it. The question must however be raised here whether it 

is, like Flor. 32 @, 4, an original, or only a copy. That it is the latter is suggested by the fact that 

the signature is obviously in the same hand as the body of the document and Jossibly by the 
omission of the date (see note on |. 1); but on the other hand the censitor’s legi seems to be 

in a different hand from the rest (though the fact that it is in Latin makes it very difficult to be 
certain of this), and the seal certainly suggests an original, Moreover, the return may very likely 

have been written by the person who signs for the landowner. It is, however, highly probable 
that besides making up the original returns into a roll (cvyxo\dyjowysos) the officials would also 

keep a register of copies of them (eipdpevov), and it is therefore quite conceivable that this 
document was a copy. 

On the left, on a different «oAdnua of papyrus, are the ends of a few lines of a preceding 
document. As the verso was subsequently used, two unconnected documents may have been 
stuck together to yield a new sheet of papyrus, but it is perhaps more likely, especially if the 
present return is an original, that this preceding document was a similar return to the present one, 
a number of returns having been united in a composite roll in the office of the censttor. 

v. B 



2 CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI . [1647 

These Hermopolite returns are to be compared with P. Thead. 54, 55 (a. D. 299) from the 

Fayum. 
[Iovliw Ade€alvdpw tw Sag nporare [«]nvoluropr] 

[rapa Avpywov Qipov Awrkatos amo Kapns Oppov axojdovdws Tw] 

[Oe mpootaypatt twly Sermotwv nuwy Aroxdytiavov [kar Magiuavov] 

[SeBacror] «lal. Klwlvoravriov car Makiyuarloly roly emipaverrarwr] 

5 [Kawrapor ajroypadopat -exew [ple 

[wept mlpaxropravy Appwvos tomaplyeas Tepe Toldw Karo ?] 

[ex toly Mooywwvos Kd\npov wW.o[T1)" eomap" apovp’ [ 

[k]at tov. X..[. . KAnpov] Wro[re"] yepoov apoup/ [ 

[kaw elfonrupe z[nv] tov Kypiwv nuwv Avoxdyriavov [kar Ma€yavov] 

10 [SelBagrwv cat K[wlvoravtiov Kale Magipravov ziwv emaveorarwr] 

[Kjavoapwv rvynl[v] «€ adnOevas Kar murtews THv atolypadyy] 

metoinobar Kas ovdev to] ouvohoy KEexaKoupynkeriar n. Tapa) 

Aehourevar ev Se py vmTevOvvos evopar tw oeBacpiw [opkw Kat] 

mpos TovTo emepwrn? wpoho? Scevz[vyer] 

15 Avp’ Qpos ameypayapny opvus tov ceBacpifov olp|kjov [Avp’.... .] 

as eyp, umep S ypaplp)) wy edo” (2nd hand) degz 

~ (3rd hand?) 8 K3~ [plo 

1. Before this line the date should have been written, as. in 
Flor. 32, but there is no sign of it. There may have been a 
space, or the last line of the dating clause may have been 
shorter than the rest, but if the document was a copy (see the 

introduction) it is possible that the date was omitted. 
2. axchovOes: there is no space before this as in Flor. 32. 

5. In Flor. 32 a, 4 there is no space before ¢xew, but the pre- 

sent document confirms Wilcken’s conjecture (Chres¢. 228, 9, 
note; cf. Preisigke, &.-L. i, p. 137) that nothing is wanting in 
Flor. 32 4 after pe: the specification of the land began a new 
line, which, here as in the Florentine document, was indented. 

6. xarw: so in Flor. 32 a, 6, where however the mpaxropeia is 
probably not the same; but the evidence of those documents 
makes it likely that an inhabitant of Hormus would hold land 
in Dept Hédw xdro rather than in TI. I. dv. It is not quite 
certain whether “Appwvos is to be taken as a village or other 
geographical name or as the name of the official at the head 
of the mpaxropeia. The analogy of Flor. 32 4 would suggest the 
former, though here xapns is not inserted, as it is there. 

Wilcken reads in Flor. 32 4 kouns.p.[ ]s. Is it possible that 
Appulovo]s is to be read? ~The xAjpos is here Moaxiwyos (but see 
the next note), and in Flor. i. 50, 75 a KAnpos Ned[é]ws kali] 
Mocxiwvos occurs, perhaps in the village of A (so Vitelli 
states in the index, but cf ll. 74-75, where another village name 

seems to intervene). If so, A[ypavos is possibly to be read 
there. 

7. Mooxiwvos: not quite certain; Mayxtwvos could also be 
read, but seems a much less likely name. Besides the xAjpos 

&) 
mentioned in the preceding note,.a xAjpos Mooyxiavos also occurs 
in P, Amh. ii. 99 4, 6 as in the Aevxorupyei[ry x]drw (for ré[A\]w 

there a village name is presumably to be read as suggested by 
Wilcken, Archiv, ii, p. 133). 

8. NAgw[s (see 1. 6, note) seems just possible, but the traces 
are not clear enough to justify its insertion in the text, especially 
as in Flor. 50, 75. Newkéws kat Mocxiwvos is a single xAjpos. 

Il. mores: in Chrest. 228 Wilcken takes this as a miswritten 

adverb, printing mor«e»@s, but the present document shows 
that the manuscript is correct and the word the genitive of riors. 

15. Perhaps Eppt]. 

17. Cf. P. Flor. 32 a, 18; 4,21. The analogy of those docu- 
ments suggests that xo— is to be read here, but the traces 

strongly suggest rather than o. In Chrest. 228, indeed, Wilcken 
marks the o as doubtful, so that it is possible x8- is to be read 

in the Florentine documents also ; but Prof. Preisigke in a private 
letter (see now his &.-Z. i, p. 137) remarks that xo(AAnparos) is 
the word required, the note probably being a reference to the 

land-register of the taxation officials, made up from the returns, 

and § being perhaps &:(4). If [p]o@ here is right, all these three 
returns were summarized in the same column, which is not un- 
natural, as they are all from the same village. It seems never- 
theless, as already said, very difficult to read xo— here; and 
if xd- is read we must suppose either that Preisigke’s explana- 
tion, plausible as it is, is wrong, or that, if ko is confirmed in the 
Florentine papyri, xd here is a scribe’s blunder. As regards 
[p]o8- it may be remarked that the slight traces before o suit 
p perfectly. 
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PAPYRUS 1648.—a. p. 373. 

Inv. No. 1709. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolite nome. 7 in. x 6}in. In an upright cursive 
hand, along the fibres; much rubbed and worm-eaten. Folded from right to left. 

HIS and the following document belong to a class fairly well represented among papyri 

of the Early Byzantine period, namely returns, with warranty, of persons qualified to under- 
take liturgical offices. Other examples are P. Lond. iii. 1246-1249 (pp. 224-228). Documents of 
a somewhat different class (warranty for officials already appointed) but showing similar formulae 
are P. Lips.i.45-56. The present documents, with 1822, which is a duplicate of 1648 (not in the 
same hand), are in a very bad state of preservation and in places by no means easy to read, but 
fortunately they supplement one another, so that it is possible to decipher them almost com- 

pletely. They are of a distinctly interesting character and make us acquainted with officials who 
appear to be new. 1648 with its duplicate (in the notes and this introduction referred to as B) is 
a return by the irenarch of Temenkyrkis Poimenon, a village in the Hermopolite nome already 
known from P. Strassb. i. 29, 7, 33; Flor. i. 2, 43 (f Temenkyrkis, P. Lips. i. 99, ii, 18), to the 

viparw of the nome, of persons qualified to be: é«Bodels youdrwr (4), xopoypappareds (1), 

Evhouerpns (1), épyoddrns (1), and dvda€ Mopha ris Sypoctas 6800 (1). The ipariz, for whom see 
Gelzer, Studien, p. 53f., are well known as a police authority, who seem regularly to have ‘been 
two in number. Since they appear as the 7farzz of a complete nome they were presumably the 
heads of the police organization of the nome. The irenarchs (Gelzer, p. 58 f.), one of whom 
appears for a single village, may have had supreme charge of the village police ; that they were 

in a position superior to that of mere dv\axes is clear from the present document, where an 
irenarch nominates a @v\a€, but which shows that their functions were not limited to those con- 

nected with the police. It may be added that these village irenarchs are to be distinguished 
from the irenarchs of the nome ; see P. Strassb. i, p. 22, note 1. 

The known connexion alike of the irenarch and of the v7far7z with the police would naturally 
suggest that the offices to which nominations are made would fall under the same category, 
_but this is not the case here. The dvda€ ris Snuoaias 6800 is indeed an official of the class to be 

expected, but the others can hardly be so. It might indeed be suggested that the éx@odets were 
persons in charge of the sluices (¢f ris . . . dvaBdcoews), analogous to the second century adeco- 
dvdaxes of P. Strassb. i. 55 ; and it would be natural that those responsible for opening the sluices 
should also be charged with the duty of preventing any interference with them by unauthorized 
persons. They would thus have a semi-police character. But apart from the fact that é«BoXels 

seems a not very likely title for officials of this character, it is highly improbable that if the word 
referred to the /etéing out of the water it would be joined with yopdrev; and in P. Rylands go, 
17; Wessely, Karants, p. 55, we have the compound yoparexBodeds (yoparexBodia). The refer- 
ence is rather to the throwing up of the necessary dikes; and since the actual labour was 
performed by the peasantry as a whole, the é«Bodets must have been the officials in charge of the 
work, a position also indicated by the two passages just referred to, where the mépos necessary 
to qualify for the liturgy is 600 drachmae. How their functions differed from those of the 
€pyoderns TGV xwpdtwv does not appear. It may be added that the word occurs also in P. Oxy. 
X. 1301. 

B2 
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The yopoypappareds (for which we should expect yoparoypappareds, but the reading is 

assured) was no doubt charged with the secretarial work connected with the construction and 
repair of the dikes; he may probably have issued the certificates of the statutory amount of 

labour, which in the Fayum, at all events in the Roman period, were given by the karaozopevs 
(Wilcken, Grundziige, p. 335): : 

The €vdopérpys is a hitherto unknown official, but the word is doubtless to be brought into 

connexion with the verb évdoperpéw in BGU. i. 12 (= Wilcken, Chresé. 389), 27; [ylewpetpodvros 
‘kal EvNoperpodvros. Wilcken suggests that the €vdo- is connected with the word &/\ov,a measure 

of 3 ells forming ‘ die Seite des Naubion-Kubus’. His conjecture is obviously confirmed by the 
‘present document. The €vdopérpys was, then, the official who measured the naubion-quotas of 

the labourers. This shows that in the Thebaid, to which the Hermopolite nome now belonged, 
the quota of labour was still, as in the Roman period (Wilcken, Grundziige, p. 334), reckoned by 

naubia, as against the five-day unit of the Fayum. It is true that the Berlin document just 
referred to is from the Fayum, and the verb €vAoperpety is there used, not of the measurement of 
the quotas but of the érioxelus Tay xopdrav Kal Suwpvxwv, so that.here also the €vdouérpys may 

be intended for a similar duty ; but this seems unlikely. In BGU. 12 the official who €vAoperpet 

bears the title of yeopérpys, not Evhowérpys; and in the present document the other duties are 
certainly connected with the construction of dikes. 

The dvda€ Topha rijs Snpooias 680d is clearly a police official, and his juxtaposition by the 

side of officials concerned with the embankments may be regarded as fortuitous ; unless, indeed, 

the road in question was closely connected with dikes. But it is perhaps not without significance 

that in both 1648 and B the entry relating to this appointment is a later addition. The nomina- 

tion to an office of this kind would naturally be in the hands of the irenarch. The reading Ilop\a 
is derived from B, where it seems certain. It is presumably a place-name, though it seems 
a little curious that the office should be locally circumscribed. But perhaps Mop\a was a hamlet 
or other subdivision of the main village. 

It will be seen that our conception of the functions of the rzJarzz must be extended. 
They clearly exercised some sort of supervision over the dikes; and since their name was pre- 

sumably derived from the Latin rzfa, it seems probable that this was, as suggested by Spohr 
(P. Iand. 37, 2, note), their original function. Presumably they were at first officials charged with 

the general superintendence and protection of the embankments (something like our ‘ Thames 
Conservancy ’, Kenyon), whose duties were gradually extended till they acquired the character of 

chiefs of the nome police. It may be added that these rzparzz of the nome are to be distinguished 

from the village ~zfarzz of whom we hear in Late Byzantine times (1687, introduction), though 

the functions of the latter were similar in kind (P. Cair. Masp. i. 67091, 2, note). 
It is to be noted that in Lond. 1246-1248 (a.p. 345), referred to above, the nomination of 

bdSpopv\axes is made by the comarchs to the ywparemetxras of ‘the southern portions’ of the nome. 

It is curious that, while the officials responsible for the construction of the dikes were nominated 
by the irenarch to the vzfariz, those whose functions (-¢¢\axKes) gave them a certain police 
character should have been nominated and approved by functionaries not specially connected 

with the police. Since the authority of the ywparemetxrar extended to only a portion of the 
nome they were possibly themselves subordinate to the véfarzz, and their supervision of the 

appointment of dépopvAaxes may have been due to the inferior importance of the latter. The 
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appearance of the irenarch in the present context is easily to be accounted for by the fact that 

he was a subordinate official in the department of the rzparzi. 

¢ 

plera tyv] vrareav Aol \urtov Modeorov tov \lapmpotajrov emapxo” Tov tepo” 

mpaitwpiov Kat Praviov ApivHeolv] tov dlaumporalro” otparyndarov 

Avpndiois Awpollelo YABjalvou Kar Aprep[dlolpw) Eppwr[o]” rodurevope 
vous purapioliis voujo” Eppo"[zjoXuz[oly 

5 a/ Alvlp// Kagropols Talrvoviov pi Yoduas elipyvapxov azo Kopns 

Tlemevk|ypkews Tousevwv tov avrov [vopov avladidope Kat 

elra}yyedho rouls eléns ey yeyplap|perious exBlodeas re Xopatov 

kal] xopoylplayplarea] Kav Evdoperpyny Kale elpyodory[v] TWVOE TWY 

Xepatov Ts [evtu]yas evoiovons (C] yr[or] B veas woc"/ 

10 alval\Bacews Kaplrjwv tys evtvxovs [un] 

UKkalvous Kau emi[tideto’s Kat evOerolus 
nro. y’ wée'/ ovtas 

mpols To [ey’yt]pic bev 

avitjos povric[pja Kuvduvw epou [rov eypnvapy)ov eat Se 
exBodeus Evdo[perpn]s 

AzrohXwvios K[ol\Novbo” HpakXeros I }e[Bla[ro]s 

15 Tapappov >.) . nrv0s epyodlorns] 
Ovvadpis [Evdaliovos Avtis Sud[Bavov] 

Avris Tad (2nd duda€ [Iolp[Aja rns S[ylwooras odov 
Xopoypapparevs hand) (IlezBy[s To los . 

[Bois Srepavov 

I. Aaumporarov: B apparently Aa[um]poro”. 

3. Awpobew: B apparently Awpofeo]v. This is perhaps the 
riparius who occurs in P. Lips. i, 62, i, 33 (A.D. 385), where his 
colleague is Zenodotus. The latter seems to occur again in 
Lips. 37, 3 (A. D. 389). 

Apreptdwpw : possibly the same person as in P, Lips. i. 98, 
ili, 8. 

4. vowov: B omits the word, unless it followed Eppovmondirov ; 
cf. 1649, 5. 

5. Hanvovdiov: B apparently Mamvo'ato’. 

8. Kat epyodorny rovde: a doubtful reading here, owing to the 
rubbing of the papyrus, but its correctness (so far as epyodorny 

is concerned) is assured by 1. 15 = B, 1. 14; the present passage 
is lost in B. révde, which is fairly clear, may mean ‘the local 

dikes’ only. 
9. «( nro B: this is a late instance of this method of stating 

the indiction, which has been explained (Wessely, S¢udzen, ii, 
p- 33; Wilcken, Archiv, ii, p. 393) as a practice adopted only in 
the early days of the indiction reckoning and soon discontinued, 

An instance from the preceding year (A.D. 372) is BGU. iv. 
1092, 9. Earlier instances are P. Cair. Preis. 34, 8 (A. D. 315); 
Wessely, 7. c. (A. D. 328, 343); Cair. Preis. 39, 9 (A.D. 347; see 

Archiv, ii, p. 135). 
10. kaprav: B xapras (sic). The wording, if taken literally, 

would imply that the dikes were to be constructed or repaired 
for the inundation (and therefore sowing) of the 2nd indiction 
(A. D. 373-374), the crops from which would be harvested in the 
3rd indiction (A. D. 374-375) ; but since the harvest certainly came 
at the end, not the beginning, of an indiction (about March or 

April), this interpretation is impossible, Sir Frederic Kenyon 

has suggested that the meaning is that the dike-officials were 
appointed at the beginning (eiovovons) of an indiction, to repair 
the dikes towards the end of it, ready for the inundation, sowing, 
and harvest of the following indiction. dvaBdcews, however, 
which must refer to the inundation (it cannot, e.g., be taken with 

kaprév), is clearly referred here to the 2nd indiction, the 

dyaBaois of the 2nd, the xaproi of the 3rd. Moreover, such 

methods of expression are not uncommon; ¢/. the following in- 

stances :—BGU. iv. 1092, 8-10 mpés pdvnv tiv edruxas eaoperny 
k[at]acmopa[y] rijs éxxawdexdrns roe mparns ivd., kaprav devrépals] 
(a lease); PSI. i, 62, 17 f. omeipew emi ris mapoto[n]s Sevtépas 
ivd., kapra(v) rpirns ivd. (surety); Oxy. i. 133, 18-20 drodaoupev 

+. €v 76 Had pyri... rijs adris rapotons recoaperxadexarns ivd. 
€k véwv Kaproy ris civ Ocd mevrexaexdrns emiven(noews) (advance 

of seed-corn) ; 1769, 1; etc. The explanation is presumably 
that, though the harvest came at the end of an indiction, the 
tax- and rent-payments from it were not made till the following 
indiction, and thus the crops came to be regarded as belonging 
to the year following that in which they were sown. Certainly, 
however, it might have been expected that the dike-officials 
would be appointed some months before the beginning of an 
indiction rather than at its commencement, as eiotodoys implies 

was the case here. 
Il. ey xtpioGev: this suits the space rather better than 

[ey xet]oroBev. 
16, EvSaovos: it is not certain that there is room in the 

lacuna for Evda, but in this hand letters are sometimes very 

cramped. 
17 f, pudag xrd,: in B also this is a later addition, in a second 

hand, 
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20 Ovorep ey'yvopat Kat Tapacrnow [arom)\npourras To ey 

xepirbev avros dpovricpa Kab[ws] m[plodedyorat 
tywws Kat TioT@S ets TO Ev pyderr peudOnvar cay Se TIS. 

alurwv alpvote(plyon Kar wn maplactinow eylw avtols tTlov vmep 

[avrov Noyov vroclrnoolpar Kar erepwTyfers wpodoynoa] 

21. dporropa: B dporiopa. 1649. In B all that remains after rapacrnow (1. 26) is Juat ka 
23 f. For the supplement see the corresponding passage in (I. 27). 

PAPYRUS 1649.—a. p. 373. 

Inv. No. 1610. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolite nome. 11jin.x5in. In an upright laterally 
compressed cursive hand, along the fibres; papyrus rubbed in places. At the foot, 33 in. of 

blank papyrus. 

RETURN of the same character as the preceding, perhaps a copy rather than an - 

original return (see note on 1. 21). The name of the village ended in », but is almost 

wholly lost. Only é«Bodets are here concerned. , 

peTa THV vrrat|elav Aoperto” (MJoSecrov tov Aap7[pojralrov] 

emapxo” Tov eplov] mpaitwpi[ov] Kar PA’ ApwHeo” Tov 

; halpmrpotarov otplarn\[arov] 

AvpyAto[t]s Awplofew Su)\[Bavov] Kav Api[rlend[ Sapo] 

5 Epptvov ro[\lirevolpelvors pimlalptors Eppozroddz]olv] 

[7/ Avp/] 2ABavov Tayvptos py TByKwos aro Kopys 

[....]. 1 Tov avrov vopo” epnvapyov avadidepe Kale] 

euray'yehhw tous e&s eyyeypapperfolus exBohers) 
XolpJatov THs evtvyws evoiovons il nTou B 

10 wouK]h avaBacews klap}rov TNS EVTVXOUS tM TOL 

Y wiK) ovTas uxavovfs] Kau emiTydevovs Kat evleTous 

mpos To evyipirbev avrors dpovticpa Kwduve epolv] 

Tov ELipNnvapxov — eo Se 

Atpys Opov 
15 Atpns Kod\{ovBov] 

oveTep ey-yuopat Kat [raplacrnow [a}rom|\}npourrals] 

[Tlw ey yipiobev avrolis Plpovticpa vywws Kau 

motos es To ev pydler)e [wlendlOlnvar eav 
[Se] rus avtoy advorepnoy [kal py Tapactnco 

20 [eyw avros] tov vrep avirov hoyloy vrocTnmopar 

8. exBodes: sic, apparently ; the reading is not certain, but « seems more likely than a. 

17. [r]o: sic, apparently, but not certainly. 
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Klale emep|/] wpod....).. Avp[/] SABavos o zpo" 
evpnvapxos emdeduxla] Avp/ Appwvrios eypalya] 

(vlrep avr) [yph wy edo)” 
81’ eplov].. . xov eypady 

21. wpod,...): the traces do not suggest either wpodoyn or noteworthy that the irenarch cannot write. 

wpod/ ws mpok/, but the former is just possible. It is not clear 24. Possibly not in the same hand as the rest, but it may be 

whether the subscription is in a different hand from the body the same scribe spreading the letters out more. C/ note on 
of the document. If not, the document may be a copy. It is 1661, 29. The name may be Expayov. 

PAPYRUS 1650.—a. pD. 373 (?). 

Inv. No. 1609C. Acquired in 1906. [Hermopolis ?] 1in. x 10}in. Ina small sloping 
cursive hand, along the fibres. 

O small is this strip of papyrus from a report of a law case that it would not be worth giving 
but for the name of a fraeses which it contains and for its mention of the rparzt (see intro- 

duction to 1648). The fraeses can be identified with certainty. On the back is a date corre- 
sponding to the year A. D. 373, and though this is written in a different hand from the report on 
the recto it probably refers to it, since there is no trace of anything besides the date having been 

written. In any case, it gives some indication of the date of the law case, which was heard by the 
praeses Julius Eubulius Julianus. Now in P. Lips. i. 52, 53, dated in 372, the Araeses of the 
Thebaid is Julius Julianus, and since the Thebaid is the probable provenance of the present docu- 

ment, the majority of the Early Byzantine papyri acquired in 1906 being from the Hermopolite 
nome, the identification of the present praeses with that in the Leipzig documents is at once sug- 
gested. That it is correct is confirmed by Prof. Wilcken, who states that an unpublished Leipzig 
papyrus (Inv. 366), dated in 372, is addressed "Iovhi[@] EvAl J\iw “Tolukiave 7O hapmpotarw 
Hyeuovr. Evflovj\iw is evidently to be read, and the identification is therefore certain. In 

- Lips. i. 52, 13 Mitteis reads "Iovdiov “Iovkiavio[vd}avov, explaining as an example of dittography ; 
but Wilcken writes: ‘Ich habe mir in meinem Exemplar notiert : "IovAfov “IovAvav(od) “lovBiavod. 

Letzteres ware vielleicht Jovianus ? Ader das habe ich vor einigen fahren gelesen, gebe es nur mit 

Vorbchalt, Dann wire also der volle Name: "IovAvos EdBovduos Iovdtavis “IovBiavds.’ For this 
praeses see in addition Cantarelli, ii, p. 41. 

Small as the fragment is, it enables us to form some idea of the subject of the dispute. It 
was clearly one as to the ownership of property. The advocate of one of the parties grounds his 
claim on the possession of the documents of sale, and the Zraeses states that in that case the pos- 
session will be given to his clients. The advocate asks that this may be done Bonfeia rav 

purapiwv. The reply of the praeses is lost, but may probably have been in the affirmative. 
The invocation of the 7zfard in a case of this kind is doubtless to be connected with their 

police duties, and is of some interest as extending our knowledge of their functions. 
It is to be noted that the report is written throughout in Greek, not in Latin, as was 

usual (apart from the speeches) at this period (see Wilcken, Grundziige, p. 86). This and 
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the perfunctory, unofficial script suggest that it was a transcript made for private purposes, 
with translation of. the Latin, from the official journal; and this may give some support to 

the conjecture (I. 4, note) that H stands for wapd«Anros. A translator might very naturally 

use this rather than the usual prep for advocatus. The original would presumably have the 

advocate’s name in full. The same remark may very likely be applicable to Lond. 971, | 
which is clearly no official transcript. 

Lastly, it may be remarked that the fragment seems likely to come from near the end 

of the document. This conjecture, probable from the internal evidence, is supported by the fact 
that there is only a single layer of papyrus, the fibres being horizontal on both sides. As both 

sides are used, one layer must have flaked off in antiquity, and this is likely to have occurred at 

the end rather than in the middle of the roll. 

tN [a+ pORnS are... v4 XP - + Tpoyowa Twy piTapiwy exouev yap pera 

XElpas Tas Tpa 
ats // lovdwos EvBovduos Iovdtavos 0 haprpotaros nyenwy ev €. KaL Tpacw Exes Kat 

vopny nvexOy 
cera coun voun H Bonfea twv piutapiov // lovduos EvBovdtos Tovd]i{avos 0 apmpo- 

TATOS WYELOV 
* 

Verso, along the fibres, the opposite way up: 

5 (2nd hand) pera ryv vrarevav Aopitiov Modeorov Tov hapmporarov emapyov Tov Lepov TpaiTwpt 

ov kat Pdaviov [A]pwHeov tov apmpotarov otpatndarov 

2. Above this line towards the end are traces of letters inthe Wilcken (Grundziige, p. 86, note 2) and Mitteis (Chrest. 95, 9, 
preceding line, ending with ¢o . [. note) take the similar symbol in P, Lond. iii. 971 (p. 128) as 

3. ed; etmev. a Latin letter, but this may be doubted. In the present case 
et kat xtA.: 7.¢., apparently, ‘if in addition to the actual also the traces most obviously suggest w. The coincidence is 

possession (vop7)) you have the document of sale, the possession _very likely a mere accident, but it may perhaps suggest that the 

will be secured to you.’ same word is indicated in both cases ; if so, it must be a common 
nvexOnoerat: sic, apparently. noun rather than a personal name; perhaps mapdxAynros as 

4. Ht: the advocate is indicated by this symbol or abbreviation. equivalent to the Latin advocatus? 

PAPYRUS 1651.—20 Apr., A. D. 363. 

Inv. No. 1607. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolis. 1o}in.x6;in. In a clumsy irregular 
cursive hand, along the fibres. Folded at right angles to the fibres, perhaps from left 

to right. ; . 

N previous volumes of this catalogue petitions, being of a character intermediate between 
official and private, have been placed by themselves; but since the present one is the 

only petition of the Early Byzantine period in this volume sufficiently well preserved to be 
worth publishing it is more convenient to class it with official documents, 

It is unfortunate that it is in such a bad state of preservation and in addition rather 
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badly written, as it is of some interest. It is a petition by an inhabitant of Hermopolis to 
the strategus, complaining that during his absence from home his wife has carried off the 
contents of his house, including valuable legal documents. Having failed to get them back, 
he requests the strategus to secure the offender and place her under arrest pending the arrival of 
the Zraeses, before whom he intends to take proceedings, 

For the strategus in the fourth century see Gelzer, Studien, p. 50 ff. ; Wilcken, Grundziige, 

p. 77. Gelzer showed that the strategus mentioned in documents of this period was not the 
strategus of Roman times, whose office was probably abolished at the same time as the old nome- 
organization, but was merely a synonym for the new exactor, who inherited the financial functions 

of the strategus. The present document is of interest because the réle of the strategus here does 
not fit very well into the definition of the exactor’s duties as concerned exclusively with matters 
directly or indirectly affecting the finances, but is suitable rather to the Roman strategus. The 
fact that the documents concerned related to property and in particular to sales of house property 
(ll. 13-14) may bring them into the sphere of the exactor’s functions, but the connexion is 
not exactly obvious ; and the petition, if rightly addressed to the exactor, may perhaps indicate 
that his authority was rather more general than has been supposed. 

For other late instances of orparyyds as = exactor see P. Oxy. ix. 1190 (a. D. 347); i. 66 (357) ; 
vii. 1057 (362); Wilcken, Chrest. 43, introd. (369-370). It is to be noticed that the strategus is 

described as of the czty (Wilcken, Grundziige, p. 78). 

Urarevas Tov Sexmiojrov nuwy TovdAvavov Tov arwriov Avylolvaro” 

to 8’ kat Pravifov SlaNAlolvarijo[y] tov aparporarov emapyxou 

Tov iepov mperwpto[v\// 

Avpniw Eppeila ?] H)\woSwpo” apfavr. Bovleutn evapyw arpa 

5 [rylyo Eppovmiodews] rns Aapl[rporjaryns 

ae ‘Avp/ Avov Afzro|AAwvos ato ty\s]-auryis] tohews ete azo 

Tov pnvos Mecopyn 7 enn cupBios Eppiovyn Katpornpnoapery 

THY amovovay pov em Kwpns SiatpiBovtos Tavta Ta evdov 

ETL THS NMETEPAS oLKLas Ev y Kat avayKata BLiBdia vdiia 

10 pen avopov e€odov memointar Kat TodaKets 

erleuro'y’ emt. oew|.|Kharar. Xw ToTe pev epavn ore 

T...ver.. pl. .] ever|.lo.[.] aveoxurvto... 

Ta NUETEpA OVK atrodedlwlkev palioTa Tas Tpaces 

[Tlwv env oixoredwv St]a Touro pn Svvapevos 

6. ere: Kenyon. Or possibly em = émei. just possible, though unlikely, éi oe cannot be read, as there 
7+ katpornpnoapevy : the beginning is a correction; or possibly is a letter between « and a. This letter looks like o or co. 

a has been altered to n. averxuvro .,. iS some part or derivative of dvaicxuvtos ; possibly 

9. nuerepas: Kenyon, The reading, which is doubtful, is quite avecyuvro[ra]r[o]y. At the beginning of l. 12 d¢, which we should 
possible if we suppose that the y is a correction (perhaps from ¢) expect, is not perhaps quite impossible. The sense of the whole 
or has been muddled. The traces at first suggest rather rms may be that the petitioner repeatedly sent to his wife (or sum- 
pias erepas ; enns, which is a prioré more likely, is hardly possible. moned her before some official), and that sometimes she came 
Tis pias érépas might be a clumsy way of indicating that the and sometimes refused, but that in either case she had failed to 

petitioner has two houses (a town and a country house?), and ___ restore the stolen property. 
that it was only one of them which his wife rifled. 13. mpaces ; mpaots was first written and afterwards corrected 

11-12. Very difficult. emeymo'y’ is not a certain reading; for by writing ¢ above the line. 
the over-written v, a: might be read. For xAaia, KAavd is perhaps 

Ve Cc 
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15 aldiylolvyacat emd[Swoue tin on] gvvern trade 

7a} BiBrra alEijwv ravrny |ralprayobev] 

axOnve kar ev aodarer ewwalt] alypt] Ts evTvxous 

emdynpias Tov Kupiov pov Siacnporarov nyepovos 

Kepeadtov Tydrediov lepoxdelovls euov peddovtos 
20 THY TEpL TovTOV evTVXLaY ToI[n]oacBaL SveuTvxen 

Trazlelas 7ys mpoxelterns Pappovle KE 

(2nd hand) Avp’ Avols A]ro\\wvos [elriSeSwxa Avp/ 

Od. [. Js Habeppovbioly eypayya vmep a) ypappy 
[un €1}°, 

15. adnovyaoa: corrected from -ce. Cf P. Amh. ii. 141 19. Kepeadtov TyAeguou lepoxeous : apparently a hitherto un- 
( = Mitteis, Chrest. 126), 15. known graeses of the Thebaid. 

ovvere: Corrected from cuveot in the same way as mpacets 22. Amo\Awvos: the earlier part, if rightly read, is much 
in 1. 13. cramped. This subscription is in paler ink than the body of the 

16. ravrnv: Hunt. The ur is however very doubtful and _ document. 
looks rather more like oc. mavraydéev must mean ‘ from wherever 23. OA...s: there is perhaps room for OAvpmuos. 
she may be’. j 

\ 

PAPYRUS 1652.—First half of 4th Century. 

Inv. No. 1613. Acquired in 1906. Possibly Fayum. 83in.x2Zin. Inaclear regular 
upright cursive hand, along the fibres. 

S° incomplete is this papyrus that it is impossible to say what is its subject or to be certain 
that it properly falls under the category of official documents, and it would not be worth 

publishing but for the interesting personal names it contains. It is an account or register; that 
it is official seems likely, but as already remarked cannot be regarded as certain. Its provenance 
is also a matter of uncertainty. The papyri of this period acquired in 1906 come almost entirely 
from the Hermopolite nome, but the names here do not suggest that district, and several of them 
do on the contrary point to the Fayum. Thus the name Sakaon seems, in published papyri, not 
to occur outside the Fayum except, in the form Saxavwv, in Oxy. vii. 1059, 4. In the Fayum, 
besides the well-known Sakaon of the Theadelphia fourth century papyri, we have a Sakaon son 
of Artemas in Lond. ii. 250 (p. 310; circ. a. D. 350), a Sakaon son of Petmoutius in Gen. 65, 4 
of about the same date (but see Jouguet’s remark, P. 7head. p. 26), and probably a different 
Sakaon in Thead. 22,6; etc. Aion again, though known in the Hermopolite nome (¢. g. Lond. iii. 
1157, 96, 155, pp. 65, 67), at Memphis (Wessely, Studzen, x. 296 verso, 6), and at Heracleopolis 
(UKF. 367, 1), is far more common in the Fayum. Alypius also points in the same direction, 
and one or two of the other names occur in the Abinnaeus accounts, Lond. ii, pp. 307-311; Gen. 
63-65. The Sakaon father of Aion (1. 3) and the Sakaon father of Timotheus (I. 20), though they 
may be the same person, are apparently distinct from the Sakaon of Theadelphia, who does not 
seem to have had any sons of these names. 

On the verso is a small portion of a money account with the large sums characteristic of the 
earlier part of the fourth century. 



ae ~~ + 

1652] EARLY BYZANTINE PERIOD It 

A oe Be 

Sage Lovpews 814 Arwrfos 
Acov Yaxawvos ApaPloroforys ? 

TIrokepatos [lacvyev[ous 

5 Azod\ov Anpyrptov [ 

Ilurov Kaoreddurns [ 
Kupiddos 0 Kat @codwplos 

lexwv Tepnovtos di’ [ 

Hpwv Arovdiov 8.4 H[pwvos ? 

10 Aackas II... .Js 8% Al 

Kodev Hpwrios 

Kat Ou’ Llalpidwpov ? 

Tevys kau Tapir? 80’ Kd{npovopwr ? 

Aras Hpwvos 84 Tapdelpou? 

15 Avvys Axovdrews 81’ . [ 

Aras EBnrews 51/ Arod\[wvos ? 

Advts AvocKopolu 

OApiav Avovews’ 5.4 

Tamaes Aatovtos &u/ . [ 

20 Tipobeos Laxawvos [ 

Hpas tavpeharys [ 
Hpav Aroudiov 8.’ Hplevos ? 

@cppovfapwov Iacryev[ous 

Kvupidda ‘Axvda’ov 81% Hpwvos [ 

25 BadBwos yups’ d/ lepl 

Sapamov Kupwov 8 [ 

Savors kar Eddas 8:4 Ualpidwpov ? 

kar def Apegtou 

1. 84: dea. 
3. ApuBorogorns: Hunt, who refers to P. Amh. ii. 77, 4. 

apa8[apxys (for which see P. Cair. Masp. ii. 67166, 8; Wilcken, 
Ostr.i, p. 350 f.; Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll, s. vv. Alabarches and 

Arabarches) is unlikely here. If 'ApaBoro£drns is right, it perhaps 

gives some support to the view that the document comes from 

the Fayum, as Amh. 77 is from that district. 
6. xaore\hirns : rather more like xeoreAXurns, but that seems 

inexplicable, whereas xaoreAdirns may be a derivative of kaoreh- 
hov. If the reading is correct it seems likely that the word 
may correspond to cas¢el/arius, ‘ Aufseher bei einem caste//um 
(= Reservoir)’ (Kubitschek in Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll, s.v.). 

kdore)ia in the sense of reservoirs are known in the Fayum from 

[ 

Lond. iii. 1177 (p. 180) = Wilcken, Chrest. 193. 

8. Iexv: this seems the reading. 
9. H[povos: see 1. 22, where the same person pays through 

Hp[, and 1. 24, where Heron appears as an agent through whom 

a payment is made. 
10. A[: perhaps A[twvos (1. 2) or A[wroAwvos (1. 16). 

II. Hapedwpov : cf. |. 14. 
14. TlapsSwpou: this seems the easiest reading ; cf too |. 27. 

Apreyi— is out of the question. 
19. Aarovros: \ apparently corrected from a. 
24. Perhaps ov is a scribal blunder which was not corrected 

when AxvAa was inserted. 
25. yous’ : probably yupvacrapyyoas. 

C2 
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PAPYRUS 1653.—4th Century. 

Inv. No. 1757 recto. Acquired in 1907. Panopolite nome. 113in. x1 ft. of in., with some 

fragments. Ina small neat upright rather flourished cursive hand, along the fibres. Recto 

of 1654. 

N the case of this register again it is not easy to determine whether it properly belongs to the 

category of official documents. Its scope suggests that it does; but this is rendered some- 
what doubtful by the fact that several of the payments are described as eis 76 S(nudoror) (see |. 9, 

note), which suggests a tax-payment. The register may relate to the estate of a large landowner 
or possibly to that of a wé\us or other corporation. The payments are usually in money, being 
then in solidi and fractions of a solidus; in other cases corn is paid. Where corn is paid, no 

money appears, and vce versa; moreover the corn is always paid eis 7d S(npocrov), the money 

never. This suggests, as at least a possible explanation of the account, that it is a register 

of rents paid by the tenants either of a private landowner or of a corporation, and that in some 

cases the tenant was instructed, in lieu of rent, to pay a proportion of the emdola for which the 
landlord was liable direct to the authorities. This would save the landlord the trouble of making 

his eméola-payments himself. But this is of course only a conjecture, and too little remains of the 

account to make certainty possible. 
Most of the names are preceded by the word xhy~. They are most of them of a type 

characteristically Byzantine ; and though such xAjpos-names are common enough in late papyri 

one would expect in the fourth century a fair proportion of names of the earlier type. The question 
may therefore be raised whether xhj(pos) is to be read ; whether xy(povdpou) is not a more likely 

extension. K)ypovduor however seems to be ruled out by 1. 19, where the personal name 
and description is followed by xk(at) xouvwvdv); and on the whole xdjpos seems the likeliest 

extension. The names are presumably those of the present occupiers. If the register is one of 
vents, they cannot be the owners of the «Ajpou. 

Only two headings are preserved, both incomplete. The first shows that the following section 

of the account relates to the three pepides of the oikovouia of VivdBda. This place is known as 
a village in the Panopolite nome; see 1692 (a), 7, (4), 5; Cair. Masp. ii. 67264; and no doubt 

1460, 98; 1461, 5, where it appears as WivaBed{e] in the Panopolite pagarchy. It is very likely 

the same as Psinaula in the Motztia Dignitatum (ed. Seeck), Or. xxxi. 54, where the ‘ala secunda 

Herculia dromedariorum’, under the authority of the Dux of the Thebaid, is stationed at it, and 

VwaBra rhs OnBaidos of Athanasius, Hist. Arianorum ad Monachos, § 72 (Migne, Patr. Gr. xxv, 

col. 780), where Adelphius is banished thither. See too H. Gauthier, Bud/. Lust. fr. d’arch. or. 
iv, p. 82; x, p. 94 (the latter volume not yet accessible to the present editor). 

The second heading contains only one word, which is unfortunately of too doubtful a sense 
to explain the nature of the account. 

Col. 1.] 

} » ypy 
lie 

I. ywy: 3 + gy. It is not certain how much is lost before 2. The o’s inserted here and in following lines are merely 
this (see ll. 57-62). marks to guide the eye from the name to the money entry, like 
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] vy aus 

] 
5 li a waft 

] v? af’ 

J 
Wr se i af 

ets 70} 3! ot S— iaf 8” 
10 jroov Awa X[.. .|pov ° o vw B 

] Eddnvidos ets to 8~ ot S— KS’ 
12y Patess) so. they ¥ pepiowy TNS av” ovKovop.as VivaBha 
12a ovTws 

[kAly'—! Meaw[ros ? phcbwrov ° ° ov YK 
[khn~] Tavex[aroly x, Tayoupuov ° ° o wv? SyKd 

15 [kA\n~] ABpaay{tlov Maveyarou ° ° o va 
k\[n~] TleBwros troipevos ° ° o vy SyKd 
Khn~ Por.Bappovos rorps ° ° o ye yKd 
khyn~ Iwar{vov] zomevos ° ° o pv Ys 

khyn~ Arpyros [xelpadaiw™ kK, Kow~ ° o vp? [J ee 
20 [«dy]~ Tazvov[Aolu Kopwdou ° 0 «fo vB us 

kdy> about 14 letters Ju ° ° [o] yf°] ay Kd 

KAln~ | do. sip ° [o 0] v? aff 

k{An~ about 15 letters ]. ° 06 6fo] Pa 

k[\yn]~ [about 14 letters ]. ov lok ser foo or Pa 

25, WMAM\S fis 0uls .. « <) 2 foly ° [o o] vl o 8 

chy lwalvlvoy s[olyserfo]s o fo o. vad 
k\n~ Buxtopos Makjalpiolv ° es a er 

khyn~ Tayxovpsov Iamvovbiov ot} tf tte.4 
K\n~ TleBwros Acov ° So" “et rs 

30 Jas to 8 ot S—..[ 

Col. 2.] 

kry~ II 

khyn~ WVarov [ 

Khn~ TeBwz[ols Maxjapuov ? 

our modern dots or asterisks. Dots are plentifully employed 
for the same purpose in the Aphrodito registers in vol. iv. 

g. as ro 8: of. ll. 11, 30, 36, 40, 54-59. The over-written 
stroke, being in Il. 11 and 59 slightly curved, might stand for v, 

but probably the abbreviation is to be explained as = dyudonop ; 
of. rod 8[nuJooi(ov) in 1654, 3 and frequently. These payments 
then, always of corn, are tax-payments or payments of corn 
for the public service ; see the introduction. The symbol $<-, 
here and often elsewhere, is made with a straight first stroke, of 
the shape of a minuscule A. 

12. Evidently a heading. It may have begun with yopyoipor ; 

of.1\. 47, note. otrws below this line is equivalent to our vz. ; 
it is the origin of the symbol o—, which developed from ov— 
(1654, 8, 10). 

19. xeadawr(ov) x(at) Koi(vevor): for the title Kepadawris 
see Gelzer, Studien, p. 47 f., and especially Jouguet, P. Thead. 
22, 4, note, who is followed by Wilcken, Grundziige, p. 410; 
now too Reil, Bectraége 2. Kennt. d. Gewerbes, p. 194. Jouguet 
shows that the word corresponds to the Lat. capitudarius. 

33. IleB8wros: the reading seems obviously suggested, but into 
the lower part of s comes a horizontal stroke which is difficult 

to reconcile with the reading z[o]s. 
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k\n~. Qpov TazvovO{vov 

35. KAn~ Tletpov Evwyx [ 

k\n~ Wovxiov Varov eis To [O~ 

khkyn~ Tlaryo\ Tlewp Tacairos | 

k\n~ Tlayouptov Vaiz[ols [ 

ky WVatov lwavvov dpwd~  [ 

40 xkhy~ Ilaovre Tlovadehai evs To [6~ 

Mavoews rper Bz o [ 

TleBw7os Appwriov o [ 

Tlerepovwzos . [ 

Aje|piwvos Ti 

45 [...ov Of. Jad. [ 

o/Bappove's ‘Tl 
Xepnoyely 

Iwavvolv) xed[a)Navw™ 

Iolalvivjov mp‘/ tov ay.ov 

50 Afra] Iwavvov 

Kn Werntos MWaBwiros 
kh\yn~ TIBnkwov Yavoveros 

o [ 
K\n~ Avovr VevrPapimos o [ 

o [ 
[ 

khyn~ WVevranvovros ets [tro 8~ 

55 KAn~ Wairos Amod\hkwrov eis [ro 8 

Khn~ @codwpov Avookopov ets [ro 5~ 

Fragments 1 and 2 (probably of col. 1).] 

] xeda* cus tro 8-] ov S— 5§d//] 

Jiros ets ro] 8- ov S— [ 
els to 8~ oft S— 

Fragment 3 (probably of col. 1).] 

60 } Tlavdo{v 

] Vairols 

] Ilerplov 

37. Tavairos: over the x are two circles, like those in the lines 
of the account, instead of dots. So too in the, other cases. 

39. Gpiod~: dprodeixrov; cf. P. Cair. Preis. 8 (= Wilcken, 

Chrest. 240), 9. The curved stroke above the o is most likely 
accidental, but is perhaps just possibly intended as a breathing. 

44. Awptovos: a doubtful reading. 
47. xepnoter: 7. probably x@picipwy. The word occurs in 

P. Flor. i. 64, 9, 35, 79 (Wilcken, Archiv, iv, p. 449), apparently 

referring to lands, which suits well with the present passage. 
Herwerden, Lex. Suppl. 2nd ed. s. v., translates ‘ separatus, a. v. 
xepitev, but what class of land is designated by the word 

and why the land is so described is obscure, and the present 

passage contributes nothing to the explanation. This heading 
may be parallel to that in J. 12; a trace on the right would suit 
7, so that we might read rly 2 pepidwv oixovopias ts Sewos or 
[ns ovxovopras tys Sewos simply. 

57- This was the first line of the column. It is not clear 
whether 1. 1 followed directly on 1. 59, but’it may have done so, 
as there is a space above it, which shows that the preceding line 
was either an incomplete line continued in 1. 1 or one containing 
a wheat payment. 
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PAPYRUS 1654.—4th Century. 

Inv. No. 1757 verso (see 1653). 

HIS account is written on the back of 1658 

same estate or estates. It is again uncertain whether it is official in character. 

In a hand of similar formation to that of 1658, but larger, 
looser, and less regular, across the fibres. 

by a different hand, and evidently relates to the 

Payments 

to Boorpédor in the public service (1. 3) suggest that it may be, and odovaxdy in |. 1 makes in the 

same direction, but neither is conclusive. The account is in a very bad state of preservation. 

There are remains of a previous column and fragments from the upper part of that published. 

Opposite the second line upwards from |. 1 of the text was written the word oe’. The account 
is for expenses, mainly for salaries. 

GS ws Tmlavt|wv over ax[ov 

tous Teptyu” S$ Bowrpodfots 
tous Bowrpodots tov S[yploot/ X [carap/? 

uTep TYs” Koud/ TemeaooKoT | 

5 To peyadrorp’ Anunrpro [. ro .[ 

uiep TYyLS” Kovd/ omor/ Temeroxoups§ [.]. . [ 

es hoyov ofa’ §$ du. p. Kar Ber” Svadopwr alporwmwy ? 

ou 

Tos UToteTray” ato x” VivaBdla Plrokevov 

10 Ov 

° Tw hoyoypahw Tys av" [ouxlovouas [? VuwlaB\’a cadlap/ 

o Koopa mods kat al.... 

ws UmoTeTakT[aL.... 

X, carap/ alu! [ 
X carapi/ S .[... 

|. p++ FTOVTEpOS 

Ney 

15 

TOL... UTEP 

I. B: 6uod. The symbol occurs frequently in the sixth century 

Aphrodito Papyri. 
2. Bowrpohas: = Boorpépas, another form of Bovrpdpors. 

Those mentioned in the next line were in the public service, and 

possibly rou dypoatov is to be supplied here. 

3- X: of. 14, where alone the symbol is sufficiently complete 

to show itsshape. It evidently = tmép (cf. 17), but differs in form 

both from the earlier ( ) and the later (§ ) forms of the 

symbol for that word. Is this the meaning of the doubtful 

symbol in P. Flor. i. 64, 11, which Wilcken (Archzz, iv, p. 449), 

takes as the letter x? 
cadap(.ov): cf. Il. 11, 12, 14-17. 

4. L. xoid(av) remtscoxornpévov. The letter over + should be 

n, but it is not clear that it is. In 1. 6 the clerk has written 

mere.goxoups*, and possibly here too the reading is memetrgoxoy- 

AE ca ee ] kar X garap/ $ Beo™ od’ erav™? 

Mio a eate Ae yo eee yy 

ceeree he peer y- 

[. . urlep gad{a]pu’ av” od’ enay[” 5// - wee® 

-[ gadrapi’ av™ od’ evrav™ 8! ide 

[us]s, though the traces differ somewhat from those inl. 6. A 

kodov was a large jar or tun; see the references given in 

Herwerden, Lex Suppl. . 

7. dc. p.: hardly d:arp(opis). Beo7 is more probably Secriov 

than Beortapiov ; cf. 1. 12. 
8. ov—: =otrws; cf. 1658, 12, note. 

g. Sikogevov: apparently part of the place-name, as the 

imoreraypévor are the persons specified in Il, 11 and 12, x» is 

corr. from yp. 

11. 0. Merely to fill the space, this line and the next being 

indented. 

cadap(tov) : coy is an equally possible reading. 

12. a[: perhaps a[AAows ; or a name, ¢. g- A[@avaciw. 

od(ov) evtavt(ov): cf. Il. 16, 17. 
15. §: xai (?). 
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2. Private Documents. 

PAPYRUS 1655.—14 June, 364. 

Inv. No. 1759. Acquired in 1907. 

sloping cursive’ hand, across the fibres, 

Oxyrhynchus. 
Probably folded from the bottom upwards. 

3hin.x 52in. Ina rapid irregular - 

HIS document is at present very imperfectly read, but it seems worth publishing, as in 
several of the undeciphered passages conjectures can be verified from the MS. 

an order to deliver two and a half litrae of meat for a purpose at present uncertain. 

It is 

That 

it comes from Oxyrhynchus is shown by the date, which is by the double era of that city. 

Amdovs kat IoWwpiavos Ato\oviw payip/ mapa] 

Sos HapovOiw amo Akvovews ouvhynp 

dbevt. eg Tous vuv taproraplevoluls] ews 

UTEP TS Elvolas TwY KUYpLOY [O’ 
5 ..+dewv tys CS w8ixrvovos v Samavys 

2 6 XGEiOS og sla °F: out ore 
4 See ] kpews } BL’ (2nd hand) eppwofar oe evy) rofAd]- 

x-sS 80s xp/ d BS’ 

(1st hand) L pS’ 6 S/ Tlavm x (3rd hand) eppwofar oe evy) odd Kk” 
10 K) 

1f. mapaldos: possibly dos (cf. ll. 8, 10), as w is an uncer- 
tain reading, but it is not clear in that case what can have been 

written. xatpery is impossible. 

2. Adxvovews : presumably a village name. 
3. €ws: OF eas ; ets seems impossible. 
4. evvotas: this reading, which was suggested by Prof. Hunt, 

is just possible, as a very small trace of ink above the line may 
be part of v. -In the line itself there is certainly not room for 

more than one letter. 
pou: sic, apparently ; ner is hardly possible. 

Sos 4 BL/ 

5. ...Aewv: Baowkewy is impossible. The traces look like 

yeAXeov or cedrcor. 
vs = bmép. 

7- A: =Nirpas. : 

8. x .s: this, which is written like xvs, is no doubt an abbre- 
viation or slurred writing of xpdvots. 

9. xpévos or an abbreviation seems hardly possible after roA\, 
which therefore must stand for moddois xpévois (or wodAd?).  k” 

perhaps = xtipee. The word does not seem to be the same here 
as in l. 8, as x is certain there and practically impossible here. 

PAPYRUS 1656.—4th Century. 

Inv. No. 1616A. Acquired in 1906. 
dimensions 5% in. x 53 in. 
the fibres. 

HE nature of this document is not quite certain. 

Provenance doubtful; perhaps the Fayum. Extreme 

Ina fair-sized slightly sloping cursive hand, with a thin pen, along 
Apparently folded from right to left. 

In form it is an acknowledgement by 
Aur. Apion, a fzncerna, to FI. Vitalianus of a loan of a quantity of coda (see note on 

1. 6); but in 1. 8 ff. Apion seems to acknowledge the receipt of the price of the same xovda. 
The document would therefore appear to be a sale in advance, in the form of a (fictitious) 
loan, Apion agreeing to deliver the xotda at some future date. It may in that case be 

compared (though not an exact parallel) with the class of documents represented by 1774 
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(see the introduction there), the exact nature of which has been disputed ; cf Wilcken, Archiv, 
Vv, p- 253, on Strassb. 1. It may then be taken as giving some support to Wenger’s view 

of that class of documents as ‘ Pranumerationskauf’; but the mutilation of the document makes 

the above explanation doubtful ; it is not clear either whether the price was specified (in 1. 11 f. ; 

but cf Oxy. iv. 728, where also the price is specified) or what provisions were made as to repay- 
ment. If the document is really a sale in advance, we may suppose either that the xod¢a were 

to be manufactured (though in that case it is curious that the vendor is a pencerna), or that Apion 
was acting as a middleman, and was to purchase the xodda from dealers and deliver them later. 

As regards provenance, it is possible that a clue is afforded by the mention of FI. Vitalianus. 
A person of this name occurs in P. Grenf. i. 54, 3 as yeovxodvre év 7H "Ap(awolrp). The date of 

that document is a. D. 378, and the hand of the present fragment suits the suggested period very 
well. Moreover, the name Vitalianus was sufficiently uncommon in Egypt to give the coincidence 
some value. It is true that most of the Early Byzantine papyri in the 1906 purchase come from 
the Hermopolite nome, but one, 1652, may, as we have seen, very likely be from the Fayum, and 

the papyri of the Roman period include a fair number from that district. 

. . 

Paper [ 
Opodoye. Avpydwos Amiwy Al 

Twv Tohews TivKepyys [ 

DA Ovitahiavw yeovyourts [ev TH avTn moder] 

5 €xetv Tap avto” Tov opodoyolvyTa Kat] 

xXpeworew Kovda Sutra vTopia Kat] 
OnBaetxov Simra Kovda yrrfa] v...[ 

etnpolyn o Amor Tapa tov ®\’ Ovradta{vov] 

THY Tw evTopiwv Kat Tov OnBaerx[wr] K[ovdar ?] 

IO THY ouptedovnperny pletaév avtwy Tedeav ?] 

Tysyly...]..-€... AeTov [ 

kal 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

] koudav Surd[ov 

1. Above this line the upper layer of papyrus has peeled off, 
leaving only the lower layer, except in one or two places, where 
small traces of at least one line are visible. The papyrus on the 
left is entirely gone, but as there is a blank space before 
Papevod it seems likely that nothing was written, and that 
®Papevo begins a short line, concluding the date. 

2. At the end of this line may possibly be read (see the intro- 
duction) amo rns Apotvor). 

5. Nothing more than xac seems required. Possibly Amova 
was read after ouodoyourra. 

6. evropia: cf.1.9, The meaning is doubtful, nor is it quite cer- 
tain that the word is an adjective agreeing with xod¢a rather than 
a noun in the genitive, indicating an article measured by xoda. 
In favour of the latter explanation is the genitive @nBaeckoy in 
1. 7, which would point to the sense ‘x double xod¢a of évrdéura 

and 1,000 double xod¢a of Theban —’, On the other hand, the 

meaning of évrdyia would then be quite obscure, and, moreover, 
since @nBaixd alone gives no satisfactory sense, we should have 
to find room in I. 6 not only for the quantity of coda évropiey 
but also for a noun with which OnSaexwy could agree; and the 

space seems insufficient. Probably, therefore, OnSaecxey is a slip 
of the pen for @nBaeixa, and the articles in question are coda 
évrduta and OnBatxa cota. évrdusa may possibly refer to the 
shape of the cota; ex(w)ytwv, which might be explained as indi- 
cating xodga adapted for carrying on the shoulders, is hardly 

a possible reading in l. 9. 
7. OnBaerxwv: the 6n is a later addition, apparently by a second 

hand, 
10. reXecay : some word seems required to fill the lacuna, but 

perhaps perafv avrwy was spread out. 
13. There are traces of a preceding line. 

V. 
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PAPYRUS 1657.—,th-5th Century. 

Inv. No. 1760. Acquired in 1907. Provenance unknown. 63 in.x 5S in. Ina rough 
uneven cursive hand, along the fibres. Perhaps folded from right to left. 

IST of utensils. 

meaning, 
As usual with such inventories, several of the words are new and of doubtful 

but the character of those which can be understood suggests that the inventory is one of an ironmonger’s stock. There are slight traces of a column preceding that transcribed. 

KoTv\uy 

Aurpis 

Avyvapia 

KnKW 

Tapa KaKKafo’ 

q|v]Kavia 

xXahwvap/ 

kavioTpa 

10 gapapiotpa 

kvabva 

payarpra 

odpayornp/ 
K\LOLa 

opou/ troTnpoTNs 

.. atala 
15 

I. xorvdw: a diminutive ( = xordAtov) of xordAn. 
2. Aurpis: or Avypis. Apart from the third letter the reading 

is certain, but the meaning is obscure; possibly connected with 
Aurdpt, lorum quo canis venaticus alligatur (Ducange) ? 

3- Avxvapia : no doubt lamp-stands. 
4. knxw: the second « seems certain, so that xnBw ( = kdBiov) 

is impossible. The first letter is doubtful. Possibly xykioy or 
kyketov, ink-pot (from xyxis) ? 

5+ Quite obscure. dexavs is presumably Aexdvyn Or exdnov, 
There is no mark of abbreviation after op@ar, and perhaps 
o@ahpixp/ in one word is to be read. 

6. m@pa kaxkaBiov: ‘the lid of a cauldron’, 

Puxpny pucp/ dexars 

a 

a 

8 

a 

a opbah pixp/ 

Fk MDBO™ WE a 

7. Tukava; a diminutive of ruxdyy. 
9. kavorpa: probably the Lat. canistrum ; but m is as possible 

a reading as » (Soph., Ducange, kariotpioy = capistrum), and as 
a and y are not close together there may have been a letter 
between them (qu. kaumotpa = campestria?), But on the whole 
kaviorpa seems the likeliest reading. 

10, copapiotpa: Hunt, who compares Oxy. x. 1289, 3, ¢a- 
papiorpa, 

15. wornpom\§: mornpomdurns, 
Wilcken, Os/r. ii. 1218. 

16. . araga: the beginning looks like am. 

a vessel for washing cups; cf 

PAPYRUS 1658.—4th Century. 

Inv. No. 1614. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 33 in.x6% in. In a clear, 
rather narrow cursive hand, along the fibres. Folded from right to left. 

BE a spiritual sense. The writer is called 

RIVATE letter, evidently from a Christian ecclesiastic, vids being no doubt used in 
Antonius. Can this by any possibility be 

St. Anthony himself? The date would suit, but it would be very rash to assume identity 
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from a mere coincidence of name, though doubtless Antonius was not one of the commoner 

names in Egypt. Moreover, it seems to be generally agreed that St. Anthony knew no 
Greek (C. Butler, The Lausiac History of Palladius, i, p. 222; id. Catholic Encyclopaedia, s. v. 

Anthony). He might of course have employed an amanuensis ; and the name of the recipient 

may perhaps be taken as affording some confirmatory evidence, for it appears to begin with Ap, 
and an Ammon or Amoun was a friend and contemporary of St. Anthony (Migne, Patr. Gr. xxvi, 

col. 929; Butler, of. czz., ii, p. 190, where other persons of the same or allied names are mentioned) ; 

but the » is a doubtful reading, and a slight trace further in the line gives no obvious support 
to a reading Apovy or Appon. 

On the verso, besides the address, has been written what appears to be another letter. 

To alyyto vio Apf{ 

AvTovis ev K® yxaLpel 

xXapis To tavtwv Seororn Tapacyovte nw 

Kaipov emitndiov mpoceimw THY avapwdAdnTOV 

5 gov JeoreBiav ayaryte vie ws yap alyfws pv 

Bnv advahumtov cov ToLovpat Kat amovTos yap Ts 
tov avOpwrev ov av Oednovey tpocopihew 

eens ole 

Addressed, along the fibres :— 
Tw alijuvytw [vw Ap... .] 

6. Probably the sentence ends at drovros, and the next sen- dental, in which case read evyo|[ua:. Or perhaps evye|[uat. 
tence should begin ris yap. The present order is perhaps a slip g. The address is written in a much larger script than the 
of the pen. letter, but the forms are sufficiently similar for both to be by the 

8. evxo): possibly the apparent sign of abbreviation is acci- same hand. 

PAPYRUS 1659.—4th Century. 

Inv. No. 1608. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 5 in.x53in. In a small 

compact sloping cursive hand, along the fibres. Folded from right to left. 

HOUGH this is a private letter it may probably refer to official business. Mention is 
made of various kinds of clothing, about which the writer is or has been anxious, and 

the word durovpynya in 1. 14, though in an obscure context, suggests that he was connected 
in some way with the érpédea éoOjros. This is supported by the mention of Alexandria 
(see 1. 12, note) and by the kinds of clothing referred to, xAapdSes, rdddua, and oriydpra, for 
these occur in P. Lips. i. 59, 60 in connexion with this éripéde. See also P. Lips. 45, 

introd.; Gelzer, Studien, p. 43. 

D2 
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ouvTw leylvonev tyy atofeow n THY 

exBaoiv tlov mpayparos TEpL yap ohwv Twv 
xXAapvdwv Kar Tov mevTnKoyta Svo Tadhvwy 

5 HHEptwyyoapev ort [? olws eyevouny ews 
To ohoy TovTwy virodexOn Kav TEpr Tw oTixape 
ov amlelB\ynOnoav twa e€ avrwy wv THY ov 
vevnv emo\./noate ov Te Kat @eoTysos KaT € 
yy amovovav extw ovy To Cytnma Tept azo 

10 Bodns Kav ovye TEpL ov oloas eyvov Se ws py 
Kndope|vjos Tepe npaly] e€ wv npedknoas Tov 
Tooouroy xpovoy ev [Ad]eEavdpera pn cvvevy 
cacba Ta «dyn ort eyy[w|s oTt Tapadidwor pe 
TEpL 7)... Tov Alrolupynyaros amehOw iva py 

15 ¢plpwo[Pa] ve evxouali] zroddous Xpovous Kuple mov TaTEp 

Written from top to bottom of the left margin :— 
] ednhwoas ta epi rns vylas TWY TNS OLKLAS jLov * 

1. ]..«: the traces do not well suit either co: or fot. 
2. eyvapey? the writer generally uses the singular but some- 

times the plural (ll. 5, 11), so that it is not necessary to read 
éyvatv) pev, 

tn» (first): » corrected from o. 
5. ows: the space before: is very small, and o seems to suit 

it better than any other letter. The sense must be ‘in what 
a state of mind I was !’ like ofws efyov. 

7. ameBdnOncav: ‘were lost’; or ‘were rejected’ (as of 
inferior quality)? The first interpretation is supported by 
ll, 9-10. 

8. emownoare: corrected from enanoate, o being written over 
a and « inserted above. 

12, Adefavdpea: cf P. Lips. 58, where clothing is taken to 
Alexandria. 

13. 9 o7t: above the y is a curved line which may possibly be 
a breathing but is perhaps only an accidental stroke. dn, 

a likelier reading @ Zriori, is just possible. 
14. It would be possible to read wep: rns [a]vrov, supposing 

that the writer originally intended to write Aetroupyas ; but this 
leaves dé\w without a construction. The traces before rou 
would suit ex, which is appropriate to what follows, but leaves 
mepirn inexplicable, If ex is right, we want a word meaning 
‘when’, but em is out of the question. A conceivable, but 
very unsatisfactory, solution of the difficulties raised by this 
whole passage would be to read n6y in 1. 13 and wepupn[pa (an 
easy reading, though an unlikely word) here, explain dmé\@o as 
a grammatical blunder for doe pe dmedOciv, and paraphrase the 
whole ‘and I know that, as you show no concern on my behalf, 
in consequence of your long negligence at Alexandria in not 
buying the articles you know without my telling you that he 

[who ?] (will) hand me over (to the authorities), so that I shall 
come out of the liturgy in a miserable state.’ This line is con- 
tinued in 1.16, and]. 15 was written last, 



B. LATE BYZANTINE PERIOD. 

I. APHRODITO AND NEIGHBOURHOOD. 

1. Public Finance. 

PAPYRUS 1660.—Circa a. D. 553. 

Inv. No. 1746. Acquiredin 1906. Antaeopolite nome; from Kém Ishgau. 2 ft. 73 in. x 113 in. 
In a small compact sloping cursive hand, across the fibres; papyrus very dark, and rubbed 

in the folds. Half-way down the document, on the right side, is a large irregular stain. 
Below the document is a blank space of 113 in. Folded from the bottom upwards. 

A note on this document in Archiv, vi, p. 111 f. 

S stated in the preface, the documents of the Late Byzantine period are arranged by 
locality ; and the first place is given to the Aphrodito papyri of the sixth century, which 

are divided into two classes according as they relate to Aphrodito itself and its neighbourhood 
or to Antinoopolis. In all probability, as stated in the preface, these sixth-century documents 

from Kém Ishgau all come from the archive of Dioscorus, for a general account of whom see 

the articles, etc., referred to in the preface. 
In the present section, which relates to public finance, the first place is appropriately 

given to a contract relating to the collection of taxes, though it does not as a matter of fact 
relate to Aphrodito itself, but (if the reading of 1. 10 is correct) to the village of Phthla, 
where Dioscorus and his father held land, and which occurs fairly often in the documents of 

this collection. As no signatures are added it is clear that it is, like several of these papyri, 

only a draft, though no alterations of phrasing have been made; and that it once belonged 
to Dioscorus is shown not only by the general evidence which indicates that the whole of 
the K6ém Ishgau sixth-century find consists of his papers, but also by the fact that on the 
verso (across the fibres) are the ends of 12 lines of writing almost certainly in his well-known 
hand, and, though too indistinct for transcription, probably belonging to one of his numerous 

compositions in verse. The date, though lost with the commencement of the papyrus, may 

be approximately settled by the mention of the pagarchs, whose names occur also in 1661 

dated in 553. 
The document is of considerable interest, both in itself and for its evidence on one or 

two incidental points. As already said, it is a contract concerning the collection of taxes. 

The wording of Il. 4-10, 16-19 suggests that it is an undertaking to secure the party 
addressed against a possible deficit in the tax collection; but other passages make it prob- 

able that it goes beyond this. Ll. 10-14 émi 7@ cle moujoa Kal mrnpdoa THY xdpay cov 
& dmaci kal wav cicod.... Képdos (rar) euot murrdévrwy daBeiv Kal ovvagar xrd., and again 

ll. 27-32 seem to imply that the party giving the undertaking is to be the other's deputy in 
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the actual collection and disposition of the taxes. He agrees to secure him against all claims 

on the part of the pagarchs touching the dyyudora, the emdola, and the cipévera (see note on |. 9), 
to act as his representative, to collect all the profits (képdos) on the taxes falling under his 

competence and pay them over, perhaps to the pagarchs (see note on |. 13), to render the other 

party a complete account of all transactions, and finally, in case of a deficit (but see note on 
ll. 16-19), to defray half of it himself. The party addressed was therefore a collector of 

taxes for the village of Phthla; the expressions (r@v) euol mumrdvrwv (1. 12) and 7d émBdddov 

cou pépos (1. 19) show that he was not the sole collector but had a colleague or colleagues. 
In 1665, 1666, we have receipts for tax-payments given to a landowner of Phthla, and both 

are signed by a Bonds for the pagarchs. It seems likely, therefore, that the person here 

addressed may be himself a Bonds. The latter is addressed sometimes as ov and some- 
times as tyels. Probably only a single person is referred to, the plural being complimentary. 

A curious clause is that in ll. 24-27, by which the deputy undertakes to secure the 

other party against not only legal proceedings (xévynows) but even evil-speaking (dvo¢npia). 
The incidental evidence referred to above is that concerning the pagarchs. Not only 

are there, as in 1661 and in several other instances previously known, two pagarchs, but, 

what is more novel, one of them is a woman, ‘the most illustrious Patricia’, As it is not 

very likely that a woman would be specially appointed pagarch it may well be-the case that 

she held the office by succession to her father. That such offices as that of pagarch would 

tend, in the semi-feudal society of the time, to become hereditary is in itself not unlikely, 

and is moreover suggested by the case of the Apions of Oxyrhynchus (see Gelzer, Studien, 

p. 83 ff.; Spohr, P. and. i, p. 111 ff.); cf too, at a somewhat later period, the conditions revealed 

by PERF. 554, 557-559. Patricia, though called pagarch, does not herself exercise the functions 

of the office, but deputes them to rod Aapmrpo(rdrov) Kupiov Mnva adris Sioicntod Kal raydpy(ov), 
almost certainly the Menas, oxpuwidpuos, of 1661, whose misdeeds are the subject of P. Cair. 

Masp. i. 67002. This suggests that in 1661 also he may have been pagarch only by delega- 

tion; and in that case the difficulty felt by Maspero, P. Beaugé, p. 13, that Menas appears 
as pagarch in 553 and yet, on his new dating of Cair. Masp. 67002, was appointed pagarch 
in 566, would be lessened; to accept his new date it would no longer be necessary to infer 

two periods of office for both Menas and the Dux Athanasius, as we might suppose that 
at the earlier period Menas was merely the deputy of Patricia and did not become pagarch 

independently till 566. 

[about 14 letters Ty\s €uxpnuerns Kwpns TavTynv t[nv] wplol|Afayrav 

[+oporoyw diJa ralulrns pov tys eyypadd acodadeas nror opooyias 

[exdovws Kav Temetopevos ETOLUws EXEL KWOUVH Eeuw Kat [TO|pw TNS EVOVTNS [LOL 

[vrap]g[ews yevi|ca|s] Kao tJ8uxws TO avevoxdyrov Kar to alnpsov Kar To aBdaBes 

I. tavrny tyv (o)podkoyav: governed by (e.g.) rifevrax. One passages affords an instance of evovons, confirming the reading 
would indeed expect the words to come earlier, but though the here, where, since the beginning of the word looks like ev», it 

reading is not certain rov avrov [voyov or a nome-name seems might be supposed to be a slip for the more natural cvvovans. 
impossible. 4. umapkews; cf. Cair. Masp. iii. 67303, 19. 

3. kwduvw krr.: cf. Cair. Masp. i. 67097, r., 57-58; 67115, yeukos Kat idikws: cf below, 1. 46; Cair. Masp. 67097, r., 

17-18 ; 67120, r., 12-13; iii. 67303, 18-19. Onlythe lastofthese 58; 67120, r., 13; etc. 
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5 dvdrakar vou amo mavros mpor..|.. Kl. . rwv pleylahompererrarwy Kowwv 
SeomoTav Tayapywv jovdvavd Tov peyahorpeotarov amo apy\ov\r[wv 

kat Tys evdokorarys Tarpixvas 8/ tov hapmp’/ Kupiov Mnva avTns SiouknTov Kat 
Tayapx) eure TEpL TwV eLpnuevav Sywociwy Kat THS aLlovas EuPBodns 

Kali] Tys elulpeverals] Se makw Kar Tepe rns avahigKoperns pwyas Kat 

10 erepas Lnuwas mpohare rs erpylulertys] moluns [Pda emi rw edule 
Tonoat Kal TANPwWoAL THY KwWPaY GoV EV aTacL Kal TaY ETOd.€.. 

Kepdos emo TuTTovTwv haBew Kav cvvakat AYPUTTLOTOS Kat KataBadew 

eis Tavtas K[at] evleyKew vp Tov hoyov exacTd Kehadavd Kat exaoTyS 

amodocews Ka pydev amoxpuipar axpe ¢vjo[s] Kepario]’ ov pny adda 

15 Kat ppiKtov opKov Tept TovrTov Tmapacyew vv ev os Bovreo Oar 

aywois Toros eb Se cupBan vrohurec Oar ovov TL TavTEews pera THY 

arom ynpwow Twv ws eipytat Snpociwy Te Kat eTEepwy Kepadarov 

kar Satammpatov Kala mpoevrov em Tw ev mac} Kowwvev 

Kal OuppeTExe Gor ets TO ewtBadrhov cou pEpos KaTa TO HpTV Kae 

20 KuwO[uvjevoas ws Tacav oyoroveav OeoOar Kav amomhynpwow Tov 
erpy|evor] Snpoowy Kale] erepwv Sopatwv eyyus Twv mpodexevTwv 

Tayapxov Kal TpaKTevTwY avTwy amiolm..... -] oltles vrep Tov ee eee 

avnKovTos TH elpnuevn imep Snuocrov Te Kat avawparos 

Oporoywy Se Kar tovTo wy ovyxwpyoa ovay SyToTe Know 

6. peyadompectarov : Sic. 
apxovroy: a doubtful reading, but cf 1661, 5. Nothing 

seems required after this word and possibly nothing was written, 
but there are perhaps traces of ink (which may, however, be 
only stains) further to the right than apyorvrwy would be expected 
to extend. 

8. etre: apparently corrected from ede; cf 1. 9, where etde is 
uncorrected, 

Q. evpevetas: of.1753; the reading is not certain but seems 
best to accord with the traces. The edyévera was presumably 
an addition to the tax-payments, in the nature of a present to 
the officials. As it follows the embola it may be the mpooOnxn 

avris of 1686, 27. 
ede: 7, etre. 
pwyas: 2. poyas. 

10. kwuns Oa: a doubtful reading. The village of Phthla 
occurs fairly often in the Aphrodito papyri, and Dioscorus and 
before him his father held land there, so that the reading is 
@ priori not unlikely. x[w]yzns can only be inferred from the 
projecting upstrokes and an uncertain p, but @da, though not 
certain, is an easy and likely reading. One would indeed 
expect the ¢ to be visible, which is not the case, but the papyrus 
is not in good condition here, and possibly the letter was smaller 
than usual. Or Il@\a may very possibly have been written 

instead ; cf, 1460, 121. 
Il, «god. €..: not e:codiatouevoy or an abbreviation of it. 

e.rodeu| ov] is more likely, but ¢ is not close to 6 and there seems 
to be a trace of ink (suggesting +) as well as a stain in the 
space. 

12. xepdos: after this 7. rav? 
aypuntiotws ; presumably a slip of the pen for ayputmaras = 

dypimves ; of. pera dypumvias in 1, 29. 

13. ravras: the reading is certain but the reference is not 
clear. xaraSadeiv means ‘to pay’ in the financial texts of the 
period, so that it is doubtful whether we can take the sense of 
the phrase to be that the profit was to be added to the péya xai 
érépa ¢npia, which were moreover disbursements, not receipts. 
Does rairas refer to the pagarchs, one of whom was a woman? 
In that case the sense may be that what remained after 
defraying expenses (gdya, etc.) was to be paid over to the 
pagarchs, and an account rendered to the party addressed in this 
document. 

15. Bovreobar: 2. Bovdreobe. 
16-19. et de ovpBaiy xrd.: from the wording this passage might 

mean that if any profit is made after all the taxes are paid (7. e. 
if the payments exceed the estimates) it is to be divided between 
the parties to the agreement. In that case it would indicate 
that the taxes were farmed ; but in the first place the evidence 
is all against the farming of the Jud/ic taxes at this period (see 
Wilcken, Grundziige, p. 230; Gelzer, Studien, p. 45), and 
secondly ll. 20-22 seem rather to imply that what is in question 
is a possible deficit, to be made up equally by both parties. 
Probably, therefore, dromAjpwow is not to be pressed as = com- 
plete payment. 

20. ws: the top-stroke of o was lengthened; or possibly were 
was written, but there seems hardly room for this. 

22. tpaxrevroy: cf. 1753, 3, note. 
aron[ : what is wanted is a verb going with drom\jpecw. 

drom\npooa is hardly likely, and moreover the traces do not 

seem consistent with it, as the A would probably be visible. 
ar[a]z[ might also be read. Perhaps dwoméuya? Cf the 
parallel use of éxéumo of tax payments in the Aphrodito letters 

(see vol. iv, index). 
ovros; very doubtful. 

23. Ty e,pnuen: i.e. probably copy ; but the mutilation of the 

previous line makes this not quite certain, 
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25 n Ka Svodylulay yever Oat] Ka vpwr ev Sixacrnpiw n exTos SuKaornpLo 

alka mpooexew Tacn TH Kon Ev TH ToV eELpylpldvaly Sikatwr Tpovopta 

Kav UL@V ovT@V ev TH Kopyn Kav Kat ern EEvys ws EK TPOTwTO 

dpov [rlparrev Kar pndev Kata Sodov mpakar n Kata apederav ada 

TAvTa EKTEMETAL PETA aypuTVLAs Kat axpiBLas KaL oTo’dys Kall] ed [a] 

30 eu more ed\\exDeuny pera To ene Tov etpnuevov Oerloly opKoy ev Tolts] aytouls] 

torrots amofer far Sodov tiva Siampatapevos axplt] €vos KEpaTLO ETL TH EpE 

ev Suto vv emvyvevat Kat evoxos eropat TH Dew opKw Kat TO TEPL TOVTO 

erapTnpeva Kwo[v\y[w] cvvexloujevos Kar Tporems Tac Tos Tpoyeypappevous] 

ouppwvois Te Kat opohoynpact ETOMVUPEVOS TOV TE TaVTOKpaTopa BEd 

35 Kat THV Oevay Kat ovparioy Tvynv Tov Ta TavTa viKwrTos SeaToTs THS oLKOUpEVNS 

®d/ Jovetuiavov 7d awd Avyovoto Avtoxpatopos tavtnv THv opodoytav Siadvratar 

go. Sia mavTos appayn Kat avadevToy Kal ael..T.€. TOV KaL aperavaTpemToV 

ewat adda Kupiay Suvapw exew Kar ioxuy BeBarav em mans apyns Kar eflovjodas] 

mpopepopernv nvTep amdyv eteraka ypadnvat Ka droypadynvar 

40 xeupe Eun Kar ovrnfolv plap[ruljpor Kata viouovs a Se Kar Oehnow tapaByvar 
KQL [LN EUpewar Tos Tpodedyapevors TUpPwvots o[pol\oyw 

SiSovar tu loyw mpootiys e€ ewepwoTnoews Kar TapaBacews ypvcov 

ovykias e€ epyw kat Suvaper amaitoupeva vroKeipevrov Up els TavTa 

TO eyyeypappeva KaL Els PEpOS aUTwY KaL Kehahatoy KaL ELS THY 

45 €KTLOW TOV TPOTTIMO TaVvT@Y pov TeV VrapxovTwY Kat Valalp[Eov]rolv] 

Tpayparwv iiuKws Kat yerikws evexupd oyou Kat VroOnKns 

Sixarw Kabarep ex Sixy{s] Klar] ef amacr Tous eyyeypappevors 

emlelpwrnfes wpokoynoa + 

26. ev Tn Tov etpnpevov Sixatwy mpovojia: apparently ‘in the 
(matter of the) collection of the said dues’; in which case 
mpovopta will perhaps = mpovopeia. ; 

27. ern: @, emi; but possibly em was actually written, the 

apparent leg of the n being really a stain on the papyrus. 
30. eAAexGernv: ‘I should be accused.’ The scribe first wrote 

€AAexGern era and then apparently added the » on the top of 
the p. 

33. emaprnpeva: 2. ennprnpev@; cf. Cair. Masp. i. 67032, 101; 

67094, 17. As in the last case the papyrus has ep: tour (corr. 
from rovrov), and as in 1. 32 here rovro seems to be for rovro 
(there is no trace of a v), ro{u]t[w] is probably to be read in 
67032, I0l. 

mpogent: apparently a stronger form of émi, as Wilcken 
takes it in Cair. Masp. i. 67032, 73, note. Heisenberg in P. Mon. 

I, 44 reads rpés éni, taking mpds as used adverbially ; but a com- 
parison of the various places where the combination occurs (cf. 

Cair. Masp. ii. 67243 B, 18) makes the other explanation some- 

what the likelier. 
34. Ged: perhaps merely a slip of the pen for Geov; but pos- 

sibly the stroke may here, as occasionally elsewhere, stand for v. 

42. €& erepwrnoews kat tapaBacews: the conjunction is curious. 
e& émepwrnoews occurs also in Cair. Masp. ii. 67158, 29, aore 

ra[dr]a t[@] eupevovre kat crorxodvre péper e& emeporncews [SoOjvar], 

where it evidently means ‘on demand’. Here the whole clause 
may perhaps be rendered ‘ on demand and after transgression ’. 
Possibly ‘ by reason of transgression ’ is implied ; cf Cair. Masp. 
iii. 67299, 55-57, dace [S¢ r]O epper[ovr]e péeper brép pdvov Tod Ths 
mapaBdoews eyxetpnpatos, €k cupgh[aovjov Kal erepornceas, 
Aéy@ mpootipov kal Towns, KTA. 

43. epyo kat Suvaper: for this phrase see Wenger’s note on 

P. Mon. 4, 35. 
amatroupeva: Sic. 

46. oyou: 7. Ad yo. 

PAPYRUS 1661.—24 July, a.p. 553. 

Inv. No. 1547. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 10% in.x9% in. In a sloping 

laterally compressed cursive hand, along the fibres; the writing and the spaces between the 

lines diminish in size towards the end of the document. Rubbed at the right and in some 

———— 
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other places. Folded from left to right. From top to bottom, towards the right side, 
is a crease in the papyrus which apparently existed in antiquity, as the scribe has frequently 
avoided it in writing. 

HIS document, like the last, is an agreement concerning taxes. It is addressed to the 
4 pagarchs Julian and Menas, the heads of the financial organization of the pagarchy, 

through the mpwtoxwpyras, by two dmairyntal rOv devrovpydv of Aphrodito, and is an acknow- 

ledgement by them of a debt of 12 solidi in respect of the Newrovpyot jrou dvdaxes of the 
village. It is worded throughout like an ordinary acknowledgement of a debt, and the 
debtors nowhere speak of taxes being actually collected; but since the persons concerned are 

amaitntat Tov hetrovpyov, and the debt is in respect of the Aevrovpyot, it seems fairly certain 
that the document is not a private acknowledgement of their indebtedness in respect of taxes 
personally payable, but is connected with their duties as daurnrat. The money may be either 
already collected or to be collected. The latter supposition is not only in itself the more probable, 

but is supported by the fact that the payment is to be ‘at the three xaraBodat of the 

Sypdcwov’; for the taxes were at this period paid in three instalments each year. The 12 solidi 

represent, therefore, the amount at which the village (or the subdivision of it for which these 
persons were responsible) was assessed for the tax in question, and the document is simply 

an undertaking by the daarnrat to collect and pay over this amount. The wording and the 
fact that the daairyrat pledge their whole property as security for the payment show (if the 
taxation is direct and the dwaurnrai liturgical officials) that the collectors were themselves held 

‘responsible for the tax they were called upon to collect, and that in case of a deficit dis- 
traint would be levied upon them. Sir Frederic Kenyon suggests, indeed, that the document 
is a contract for the farming of taxes. The dauryraé are then not liturgical officials but tax- 
farmers, and the 12 solidi are the sum for which they contract, keeping as their profit 

anything in excess of it:. It is in that case natural that they should be held responsible for 
any deficit. This explanation agrees well with the wording of the document, and in favour 
of it may be urged the fact that the tax in question is not described as Sypdova (see note on 
1660, 16-19). Against it must be set the name of the collectors, dwairnrat; for certainly in 

' most cases the dmaurnrat of papyri are liturgical officials engaged in the collection of direct taxes 
(see, for the Roman period, Wilcken, Ostr. i, p. 610, for the Byzantine, Gelzer, Studzen, 

p- 54ff.; Wilcken, Grundziige, p. 230). The nature of their office is unfortunately too 

doubtful to throw light on this question. The title is certainly an extraordinary one, and that 
Nevrovpyav is not a slip of the pen for Nerovpyidy is proved by the double occurrence of 
the word and by the addition in 1. 12, where ¢v\{ax]ov is a very probable though not absolutely 

certain reading. Possibly persons liable to the liturgy could compound by a money payment 

and the dmairyrat were collectors of this; but this seems an unlikely explanation, Prof. Hunt 

suggests, doubtfully, that the \erovpyoé were not entirely unpaid and that ‘a rate raised on their 
behalf might be collected by persons described as dwaurynral tév Aerrovpyav’ ; and a conceivable 

explanation is that the daaurnrai were collectors of cautionary deposits paid by Aewrovpyot or 

their sureties. In any case it is doubtful whether we can regard the document as a contract 
for farming taxes, tempting as such an hypothesis is in view of the absence of evidence on 
this institution in the Byzantine period. The agreement may represent either a private arrange- 

V. E 
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ment by which the pagarchs shifted their own responsibility for the taxes of the pagarchy on to the shoulders of their subordinates, or a Statutory institution, each collector being directly responsible for his own department. The latter is perhaps the more probable supposition; it is to be noted that in 1660 also the collector is responsible in case of a deficit. 
+ Bactdevas tov Georarolv] nuwv Seomorov ®\ loveriviavo” 

Tov awwyiov AvyovaTou Kat Avtoxpatopos erous evxola|rou eBdopolv] 
HeTa Thv Vrateav PN Bacrretlo” tov evdo€orlajrov erov Swdexarou 

Ereup //d // Sevrepas [wStxrvovos 
5 Ns loviavw tw Peyahompereotatw aro apxovrwy Kat Mynva apmrporarw 

TKPMApLM Kal Tayapxais THs AvravoTohitay S./ ipuov DX AvwocKopo’ Azoh\wros 
kat Amod\altlos Iwavvov evdoxipwrarwv TpoToKopyTov Kwyns Adpodirys 
Tov avrov Avraworohitov voyou 7/ Avpn\twv Tleoadovros lowSwpo” ex Bntp/ 
Mapwas kar Mynva Epuavwros ex Hytpos Tolw\yns amarntey tev Aevroupyo[v] 10 THS avTNS Kapnns Adpodiryns xatp' [ouodo}yolu|uer Sia ravrys npolv] trys eyypa[djo* 
aodaheas [o}pedeuv vew Kat xipleworey] ev Ka)Oaplo] Kale avaudiBorw vITEp 

To pud[ak lov 
Tov avtwv [Alevrovpywr pa "abe Kolulns Adpodirns imep rns Tapovons 
ddu}repas if8]/ xpuco” vouioplalria Swdexa evotabua Cvyw Sypooww y/ 
xp/ v° iB evorab ps luy§ Spools] KQL TAaUTA ETOLUL@S EXOMEV TAapaoyew Up 15 ev Tpiot KataBodats tov Sypocrov exaorys K[a}raBodns xplulrou vomit pari® 
Tevoapa evoTabwa Kaus evpyrar Sixa Twos avrihoyras Kaw umeplews 

nov 
eravaly|kes mavrovas [vp] evopias KaTexonerns Vp Vuwv aypi 
am[o|Sool[elws Kat TvuTANpwoEws TaYTOS To” ELpyHEvOU XpvaLoV KaL 

19 emlelpornOlev}res wpodroynoaulely Sy[dovlore e€ ahdnheyyun's’ Kau ahdnhavadoyor 
KOL UirEp 

20 

3+ erov: ste, 
5- Mnva: see introduction to 1660, Though not described as scriniarius in 1660, it seems probable that the Menas there 

is the same person as in the present case. 
6. mayapxas: this goes with both "Iovkcavg and Mnva@. The 

forms mdyapxos and maydpyns were used concurrently. 
Avocxopov: this is the well-known ‘ poet’ and advocate, 

whose papers make up the sixth-century Aphrodito Papyri. He had succeeded his father Apollos as TpeToKopyrns. 
7. Aroh\wros: this person was, with Dioscorus, one of the 

envoys from Aphrodito who concluded with the Count Palladius 
the agreement in Cair. Masp. i. 67032 (A.D. 551). He appears 
with Dioscorus as Tporokwpirys in 67094, 5, dated in this same year, where Julianus appears as pagarch alone, without Menas. 

8. Hecadouros: in 1. 24 Ileadovros ; but in neither case is the \ a certain reading, and it is even possible that no letter is to be read between a and o. 
9. Towyns: though the @ is lost the reading is practically 

certain ; cf. Cair. Masp. i. 67109,.12. The Psempnuthius there 
mentioned is very likely the brother of the present Menas. It is 
not clear whether the Myvas Tuxad vids ‘Eppaér(os) of Cair. Masp. ii. 67143, v., 7, is to be identified with this person. The 
name Toovn is well known also in the Syene papyri. 

ard[n|\wv alvalSeyouerer . $ uTeBeujeOa [nar] evexvpov hoyw K) vol Alnxns [Sixaro 

II. evka@apo kar avaudBorw : for this phrase cf. Cair. Masp. ii. 
67129, 9 f., where avauduBodo is to be read for avapdu8(p) oxo. 

13. (vy Snpooww: for the latest treatment of the (vyd of Byzantine papyri see Wenger, P. Mon. 1,53, note. 
16. umepOews: 1. imepbérews; but it is just possible that the word was correctly written. 
17. [vp]: the scribe began to write vpav. 
18. aodocews : the second o is a correction from o. 
19-20. dndovorsx—§ : a confused passage. The whole section beginning with dydovdre and ending with épodoyhoapeyr in 1, 24 

is apparently an afterthought, inserted to make the mutual responsibility more definite. In 1, 19 we should expect «é addndeyyuns Kav addAndavadoyns, but the last word is quite impossible, aAnravadoyo. is not a quite certain reading, but is very probable, and the union of the adverbial phrase e€ ahAnXeyyins with the adjective a\Anravddoyxor, though unusual, is not unnatural. xa xrd. is a (tautologous) expansion of the idea, avadexopever (avadexouevoy is also possible; neither is quite certain, but avadexoueba seems impossible) being mis- written for dvadeydpevor, The letter after this looks like v, and above it is a letter or dot in blacker ink. Perhaps the scribe began to write yay or umeBeueOa, but stopped and only deleted the v later. § = kai, 
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nalvira Ta VrapxovTa Ka. vrapLovta yerikws Kat idiK\ws] evs tla po 

KELMLEVA OLWONTOTE OdiAnpaTL pEXpL ETUAVTEWS TO TpoK/ xpvatlou Tlwy 

avtov Swdexa evots Snuoo, lvyw vopicpatwv Kat emt TOTW K) EM’ Tag. EF 

24 epoTn wpodoynoapev (2nd hand) £ 7/ Avpy\vwv Turadovros Lo{iSwpo’ Kar Mnva 

Eppaveros ws tpox/ [olyppore] 
25 mavra ws mpok’ +6 Avpndwos WVais Buxropos afwwies eypaa vmep avrwv 

ypapara pn edotwv + 

26 (3rd hand) 2 Bixr[wp] Po.Bappwvios] peo B$ paprupw tn odthn axovoras tralpja rw 

27 Oepevav P (4th hand) ®dlavos?] Bexropos paprivjpw rn wherkn axovoas 

| mapa 
28 tov Oepevov £ 

29 (5th hand ?)+6e exov TuAdarov opin / | ey[plad{y] 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

30 (6th hand ?)++ypapp .../ a/ U[vradouros Io}dwp/ x) Mynva Ep[palvor(s] 
31 

21. ets Ta mpoKetpeva : Ketpeva is Certain, and it is difficult to see 

what but zpo can have preceded, but the traces look more like 
vu. es tla, though very indistinct, is a perfectly possible 
reading. 

25. ypapata: Sic. 
27, 28. Thus indented in the papyrus. The reason is probably 

that there was in antiquity, as at present, a flaw in the papyrus. 

27. Bixropos: @. Bixrwp if ®A{avos} is rightly restored, but 

possibly a personal name beginning with A is in question; the 
traces do not much suggest awos. 

29. The hand here is quite different from that of the body of 
the document, and it seems likely that, as Wenger (P. Mon. 
I, 64, note) and Mitteis (Archiv, iii, p. 174 f.) hold was often 
the case, Pilatus, though he states that he wrote the document, 
did not actually do so himself but had it done by a subordinate, 

and merely took the responsibility for it by signing his name at 

xp/ v° oB evors Sy)! 

the foot; but we have always to reckon with the possibility, 
recognized by Mitteis, /.c., that notaries might use for the 

signature a special and artificial kind of script not employed in 
the document itself (ci 1716, 17, note). Certainly these 
notarial signatures often show a type of hand quite unlike that 
found in any document ; and some editors are perhaps too ready 
to describe such signatures as a new hand on the ground of 
difference of script. Pilatus is the scribe of several of the Cairo 
papyri of this collection. 

30. ypapp. ..: probably ypapyparioy, the pen being drawn 
upwards at the end of the v, and 7: being written close together. 
This endorsement is in a large spread-out upright hand of 

a type not infrequently seen in endorsements, and is perhaps 
therefore due to the original scribe, using a different script 
(see foregoing note). It may even be the same hand as the 
signature of Pilatus. 

PAPYRUS 1662.—First half of 6th Century. 

Inv. No, 1642. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 1ft.x6in. In a mediitm- 

sized fairly regular upright cursive hand, along the fibres; papyrus very dark and in bad 

condition. 

left to right. 

find. 

In the upper half two-thirds of each line are lost. 

With it are two narrow strips from other documents, also of the Kém Ishgau 
Apparently folded from 

T is a matter of conjecture only that this document relates to Aphrodito, but the conjecture is 
a practical certainty. The appearance of the papyrus strongly suggests Kém Ishgau as the 

provenance, and the hand indicates Aphrodito rather than Antinoopolis as the place of writing. 

The names too suit Aphrodito, and the mention of Apollos, perhaps as a mpwroxwprrys, in |. 3 

tends to confirm this. 

E2 
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The nature of the document is less certain than its origin, and it is not beyond doubt that it 
relates to taxation rather than to a private debt. Like the preceding document, it is an acknow- 
ledgement of a debt. That the debt is in respect of taxes is suggested by the word (it is true 

only a doubtful reading) dm(at)rnbér[ra], by the fact that the document is very likely addressed to 
a mpwrokwpyrys, and perhaps by the mention of a orparyddrns ; and that the taxes are not those 

of the debtors themselves but are to be collected may perhaps follow from the expression rod cov 
pépous terdprov inl. 15. If this is so, we may conclude that the document is of a similar kind to 
the last. Apollos is one of four zpwroxwpyra charged with the duty of collecting 9 (nominal) 
solidi, and he deputes the collection of his part of the whole to two other persons. But it 

must be admitted that this interpretation is merely conjectural; and other explanations are 

possible. There is nothing to show what tax (if tax it is) is in question, 

Avpyduot Azohdw)s Byotd 

[kar ABpaap Avovduiov ot Svo] aro Kwps 

[Adpodurns tov Avrasoms vopov) Amoh\wre 

[AvooKopov ? 

5 

[rov pepous 

[patuwp ? 

[ra ? 

Io 

Jopitev 

] Wevo’orpe 

] vmep rerap 

ev|vea vopir 

? tla amernbev 

].. oTaTo” Kero 

j orparndaro 

e|BSopuns 
? woi}'/ xpvoo” vopiocparia 

dvo evotabua Cvy§ Kepario Swdexars 
yt/ v° B K/ iB boys Kali] ta’ra eTopws exopev 

15 Kovdirat wou amo Tov oo” mEepous TETApTO 

Kat eg vuwov acdadiay trerompela 

Tovto To ardades pel vroypadys 
npwv ws mpok// (2nd hand) + Avpndos Azoh\ws 

Bynowov o mpoK/ e€edwxa Ta evTayiov TwY 

4. Joptroy: very possibly tpwroxjop{n)rav ; hence the supple- 

ment, as Apollos son of Dioscorus (the father of the versifier 

Dioscorus) was a mpwrokwpnrns. If mpwroxopyrar is right some- 
thing like rg é1 réy must have preceded it. 

6. For teraprov pepous see below, 1.15. Four times 2s. 44 c. 

is8s.4c. If therefore, as seems likely, this ‘ quarter ’is a quarter 
of the 9 solidi apparently. mentioned here, the latter sum 

represents nominal, 2s. 7; c. real, value. The average actual 
value of the nominal solidus would then be 2149 carats. 

Probably the reckoning was rough, as 39 is not a possible 
fraction in papyri; but of course the value of the individual solidi 
may have varied. If the 5c. were omitted the value of the 
solidus would be 214 c. 

8. amernOevra: 1. dmairnbévra. 

g. ]. orarov: an epithet, such as éydofordrov, but too little of 

the letter before o remains for any reading. Whether kero is 

part of a name or a title is not clear. The 7 is formed in an 
unusual way but seems likelier than any other letter. 

12. If ivdcx(riovos) is right and éBddpys refers to it the payments 
were considerably in arrear. Possibly something like dé rijs 
€]Bdduns [ews ris... . . ivd:]x(riovos) is to be read. 

14. (vy(@): for this absolute use of the word (which is more 
usually accompanied by a qualifying adjective or noun, (vy@ 
Snpocie, Cvy@ Tis Kopns, etc.) of Cair. Masp. i. 67044, 3; etc. The 

sense is probably ‘ by weight’, z.e. it shows that the sum which 

it follows is the actual, not the nominal, value. 
16. vpey: corrected from nyor. 

19. ra: sic. This is an uncommon use of evrdyov, which 
generally means either an order for the payment of taxes or 
a receipt. Here, however, it means an acknowledgement of 
a debt, 
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20 Svo vomiopatwv Kepatiov Swdexarov ws mpor| /) 

(3rd hand) + Avpydvos ABpaap Avoudu 
ov o mpok/ e€edwxa To evTia - 

yetov ws mpox/ (? 1st hand) @codSoctos poval/ 

Kal ypappat) papTupw To evTay$ o Kat w- 

25 parizas eypad/ Main i ivdu'/ 1B // 

21. The hand of Abraham is a large clumsy sprawling uncial 
with some cursive forms. 

22f. evtiayetov: Sic, apparently. 

23. It is clear from the subscription of Theodosius that he was 
not only a witness but also the scribe who drew up the docu- 
ment, but it does not necessarily follow (see 1661, 29, note) that 
he was the actual writer of it. In this case, however, it seems 
probable that he was, for not only does the wording of his sub- 
scription seem to mean this but the hand, though sloping, whereas 

that of the document itself is upright, is fairly similar in the 

subscriptions of the parties, on the contrary, are in ink of 
lighter colour. Some editors (e.g. Heisenberg, P. Mon. 1, 64, 
note, etc.) conclude from such differences in the colour of ink 
that the signatures were in some cases added after the date at 
which the document itself was written, but this does not 
necessarily follow, as we cannot be certain that only one inkpot 
was used. In the present case the notary may well have written 
the document and added his signature at the foot, and then 
brought it to the parties for their approval and confirmation. 

24 f. ow-|naTwwas; so written, Apparently eypap/ should be 
forms of the letters and is in ink of the same colour. The éypawa, 

PAPYRUS 1663,—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1550. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 1 ft. ofin.x1ft. g3in. In 
a large easy, cursive hand of official type, very similar to, and possibly but not probably the 
same as, that of Cair. Masp. i. 67030; the heading in a very tall narrow script. The second 
column is in the same hand as the first ; in Cair. Masp. 67030 it is different. Writing along 

the fibres. The papyrus, which is discoloured in places, was folded from right to left. 
See J. Maspero, Org. militaire, pp. 105, 142, etc. 

HIS document forms a close parallel in its character and format to Cair. Masp. 67030; 

but a still closer parallel is to be found in a papyrus at Alexandria which is to be published 
in vol. iii of the Cairo catalogue (Cair. Masp. iii. 67321), and which, by the kindness of M. Maspero, 
-has been seen in proof by the present editor. Documents of a similar character are P. Flor, 
ili. 292; 293, also seen in proof by favour of Prof. Vitelli. 67030 is an order by the praeses 

Jaccobus (szc) for the annual payment of the embola; the present document and the Alexandrine 
papyrus are orders for the payment of corn, etc. destined for the annona of a corps of Numidians 

stationed at Hermopolis for the protection of the Thebaid ; and the wording of these two is almost 

identical. They are not indeed duplicates; the praeses and the period for which the supplies are 

demanded are different, as is also the oftzo through whom delivery is to be made ; but with the 
exception of these necessary modifications the formula is the same throughout. Both documents 

have lost their left side, but 67321 has lost much less than 1668, and as the lines are of different 
length a combination of the two enables the imperfect first column to be restored almost com- 
pletely. In the present transcript, all the words or letters in the supplements which are not specially 

marked are visible in 67321; those which are lost even there and have been conjecturally supplied 

by Maspero are printed in thicker type, while letters uncertain there are marked by the usual dot, 
67321 is an order issued by the graeses Jaccobus, the same who occurs in Cair, Masp. 67030, 
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for the supplies for the months September—December of the 12th indiction ; here the praeses 
is Phoebammon, and the supplies are for January-April of the 13th indiction. These indictions 

may well be successive years. The oftio (for whom see Maspero, Org. mzlitaire, p. 105) is 
in 67321 Beryllas, here Theotecnus. In both the official responsible for the provisioning of 

the troops is the comes Plutinus. 

It is to be noticed that here the supplies are for ‘ the second guadrimenstruum of the present 
13th indiction’, the months concerned being January-April. The use of the Latin names and 

the description of these particular months as the second guadrimenstruum show that the indiction 

is that of Constantinople, which began on Sept. 1; the three guadrimenstrua were respectively 

September—December, January-April, May-August (cf P. Hamb. i. 39 of a.p. 179, where the 

same periods are seen). The indiction for purposes of taxation—at least where the reckoning was 

by these guadrimenstrua—would thus overlap with the Egyptian indiction in current use. 
This clear instance of the use in a papyrus of the indiction of Constantinople is of interest ; 

cof. Wilcken, Grundziige, p. 1x; Hermes, xxi, p. 281 f, It raises the question whether any others 
of the indiction reckonings for financial purposes found in such documents as taxation registers 

are to be identified with the indiction of Constantinople. Those at all events which refer to 

the Numidians (Cair. Masp. i. 67056, iii, 5; 67058, ii, 6,8; v, 1; 1670, 16) probably apply to 

the same guadrimenstrua as here. 
In 1. 22 ff. are added to the order to pay the supplies over through the oftio Theotecnus the 

words apoxpitas dxpt KouiO7s TOU edTUXETTaTOU TpOdnANyaToV THs adTHs TpLaKaLdeKarns WWO(LKTiovoS), 
which are of great interest. The word rpo8y\i}yarov is the Greek form of the Latin praedelegatio, 

for which see Seeck in Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll, iv, col. 2431, s.v. Delegatio, 2: ‘ Die Delegatio 

soll im Anfange jedes Steuerjahres in jeder Stadt durch 6ffentlichen Anschlag bekannt gemacht 
werden, ja in einzelnen Provinzen wird schon einige Monate friiher eine vorlaufige Mitteilung 

ihres Inhaltes (fraedelegatio) zur offentlichen Kenntnis gebracht. Vor ihrem Eintreffen ist die 

Erhebung der prasumptiven Steuerquote zwar nicht verboten, wohl aber ihre Verwendung, da auch 

diese durch die Delegatio geregelt wird.’ This suggests that the new word dapoxpirws here is to 
be taken in the sense of ‘ without assignment’, z. ¢. the supplies are to be furnished but are not to 

be actually disposed of till the arrival of the Araedelegatio, which accords perfectly with what Seeck 

says. But at the foot of the document an assignment of the supplies appears to be made, part 

being for the offzo and part for 7@ Sypoot(w); and though the reference may be particularly to the 
actual issue of the supplies to the corps and the officials, it is perhaps more likely that, as 

suggested by Prof. Hunt, the word really corresponds to our ‘without prejudice’. 7@ Snpuooio 
probably denotes the officials; a small portion of the whole was to be paid to them as salary or 

for expenses. pe: 
It is to be noticed that the praedelegatio is that for the indiction, not merely for the guadrz- 

menstruum. As the delegatio was issued at the beginning of the indiction, the praedelegatio should, 

as stated by Seeck, precede the indiction; but since the thirteenth indiction here concerned 
is described as ths tapovons this is impossible in the present case. It might indeed be suggested 

that though the months January-April are called the second guadrimenstruum the reference 

in THs Tapovens is to the Egyptian indiction; that the letter was written after the commencement 

of this but before that of the indiction of Constantinople. This is a possible explanation ; but it 
seems unlikely that the supplies for the second guadrimenstruum would be raised before the 
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beginning of the first, and on the whole it is best to suppose that the praedelegatio (and a fortiori 
the delegatio) was not infrequently late in transmission. 
letter some time in the autumn. 

Col. 1.] ; 
I [+5 

eTapy*§ 

We might then place the date of this 

lov S[ep|nvos PoBappwv o peyadorps Kops Kar apx§ ths On? 

2 [macas Oeov nyovpevov tas v(?) nAtw trodljets WOvvwy Bacidrevs 0 Kpatiotos oToLs Kal OTpAaTLW- you. 4] P' P 
TLKOLS Katadoyots €lS Tmapatagw 

3 [waperkevacpevois TN TOV TA\KTLK@Y EUTELPLA ETA THS TWOV VOMwV Takews reixiler xapaxrnpiler 

TovTo To vuv dournoav 

patiKd TuT6 evidpvcba ty Eppoutolurwv 

5 [mode apiOpov twv eveafoowrwly Novpdev loveriveavev avdpwv TevtaKxogiwy oKTw Tpos Tapa- 

duiaxnv tys OnBarwv 

6 |ewapyeas Kae tpos exiiwiiv taclns BapBapixns emdpopuns Kar ournoes avtous xopyyecba 

Tpooeratkev THY yap ToLavTnVv ayabnv 

7 [ka mpovontixny Sioucnow mepati] tapadovva. mpooreraktas 

avnp tT evoeBer TavTn ToduTLa. 
o evdoforaros Koes Il\outwos 

8 [xpyowmos yeyoves Kar ev Tors Kollvois Tpaypyacr evdoKyos Pavers ws Kal pepapru[p]yTat Tapa 

TNS KpaTovons TYXNS Kal THS 

9 [vibmdorarns Kabedpas ooris ex mpolousiwy [T}ns avto” adifews eSerkev to duce Tpocor [7]y 

avtov evdoforntt mpaov To hvawrehouv 

1. The Phoebammon here mentioned may well be the same 
person as the paxap[tov] xéperos DoBdppol[v]os of P. Beaugé 2. 
That the last of a series of names was the name in actual use 
seems established (Maspero, P. Beaugé, pp. 10-11; Bell, Archiv, vi, 
p- 110f.), and this Zvaeses was therefore known as Phoebammon. 
If he is identical with the comes of Beaugé 2 this document must 
be earlier in date than that, as he is there described as dead. 
At is to be noticed that the titles of the Jraeses are not here 
followed by ré5e, which Maspero reads in the text of Cair. Masp. 
67030,1. It is therefore very probable that rode should there be 
altered to ro 6’, a reading which the facsimile makes likely. This 
is now confirmed by Cair. Masp. 67321, where Maspero reads in 
the same position ro 9”. If this is rightly read an interesting 
conclusion is suggested. Cair. Masp. 67030 was written in the 
loth indiction (Col. 2,1. 2), 67321 in the 12th. Ifd’ be read in the 
former we must infer that the allusion is to the year of office. 

The toth ind. was Jaccobus’s 4th year of office, the 12th his 6th 
and, if the present document was written in the following year, 
his last. Does the same inference apply to the titles of the 
Dux? If so rd 8 in Cair. Masp. 67002, etc. means ‘for the 
second year’, and Athanasius became Dux in 566-567. 67005 will 
then prove (see P. Beaugé, p. 11) that he held office for two 

years only, and that Callinicus became Dux in 567-568. [M. 
Maspero, in a private letter, questions the above conjecture. 
Assuming that ‘la charge de fraeses (consularis), sans doute par 
un vieux souvenir de l’époque romaine, était peut-étre annuelle, 
mais renouyelable’, he agrees that iz practice rd B (+, etc.) might 
refer to the year, but thinks that in strictness it always meant 

‘for the second (third, etc.) time’. As regards Athanasius, he 

remarks that 67002 is tobe dated in 566-567, which, ifré 8 referred 
to the year of the term, would place Athanasius’s first year in 
565-566. Menas was pagarch ‘ from the 15th ind.’ (566-567) and 
was pagarch under Cyrus, the predecessor of Athanasius, so that 
the latter could not be Dux in 565-566. But 67002 was written 
after the 15th ind., and therefore not earlier than the middle 

of 567; and there is no reason why it may not have been written 
even in 568. Thus Maspero’s objection is not conclusive.] 

2. i@vvwy : apparently the Epic and Ionic verb. 

]reyvov 
3. pera THs T@Y vouwr : 67321 reads Tloy voper. 

recxeCet xapaxrnpitec : neither here nor in 67321 is xae written 

between these words. 
4. katnétwoev: the word was accidentally repeated; the 

marks above and below the second writing of it are intended as 
a sign of deletion. 2 

7. t™ evoeBer tavrn wodwt(e)ia: probably Antinoopolis, which 
was the capital of the Thebaid and the seat of the Dux (see 
Wilcken, Grundziige, p. 82; Kiihn, Antinoofolis, p. 163 ff.) and 
therefore probably of the Zraeses, for though the rations were 
intended for Hermopolis there seems no reason why the person 
responsible for collecting them should not have resided at 
Antinoopolis. That ravry refers to the city in which the writer 
is and does not merely point back to rq ‘Eppouro\crar is certain ; 
in the latter case 79 elpnuévy or a similar expression would be 
used ; and that the Jraeses was writing from Antinoopolis, not 
from Hermopolis, seems to be confirmed by 1. 4, where, in the 

latter case, we should expect ravtn tn Ep. 
8. rns Kparovons tuxns: 7. €. the Emperor. 
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fey A PeGesg Ae 

Tos mpodmrobeow evkabooiwrots 

[1663 

.. kotav Oednoate toivuv SexlopJevor tovto To SikacriKov Tpootaypa xolp|yynrae 

11 [Novpidats lovarriviavors Sia Beorlexvd tol”! kafoowwpevd avtwv omTLovos Ets avdpas TEVTAKOTLOUS 

OKT@ TehovaLV VITEP pNVOS 

12 [lavovapiov kat PeBpovapiov car Mapriov] car Ampidto” THs mapovons TpioKaideKaTys emuve- 

pnoews axodovdws TH Vroreraypern yvooe 

13 [edores ws a kara Te pabypia tis mapalkodo[vOnlon ovK extos everbe Suxacz jens Kwnoews 

dua yap Touro ek Ta&ews 

14 [aweoradrar £ (2nd hand) gz (3rd hand?) dg?) 
15 (1st hand) £ rows ao Kops Adpodirns ro” Avrolijomo\rov 

Col. 2.] | 
16 £ xpy ex rns tpere[plas Kopns To vroreraypevov 

HETPOV ELOEVEyKELY KaL Tapacyew ToLs yevvaLtoTatiots] 

OTpatwwrats Tous amo To apiOus Novpudais Tovorriveariorls 

dia @eorexvd tov Kafoowwpevo” avtwy omTiovos 

20 vmep pnvos larfolvapto” Kaw @eBpovapio” kat Mapruov kav 

Ampwdwo” tys Sevtepas terpapnvo” Tys Tapovens 

TpioKaoeKaTns ETLVELNTOEWS AT POKPLTWS axpe 

Kop.oys TOV EvTVXETTATO TpodynAnyaTo” THS avTNS 

tpirkadecatns ivd/ Snrady tys KataBodns yous 

25 Tas poppap/ komt // 
ord m° op PP. fpr’ owo” ¥ /a fpr 

2 Saag oe 

10, dexouevor : in 67321 placed after mpécraypa. 
11. Novgidas : perhaps Novpsdors (séc), which 67321 has. 

omriovos: it seems possible from the facsimile that in 

Cair. Masp. i. 67058, ii, 6, Nous (1/) Acovrid x/ (= kaboctwpévov) 
or is to be read. 

13. ek rafews: the blank space is apparently due to a wish to 

extend the letter into another line. So too in Cair. Masp. 67030 
(pl. xix) 1. 5 is left shorter than the preceding ones. 67321 has 
[dca yap rour]o blank [ex] rafews xrX. The same space is seen in 
Flor. 292 and 293. 

18. Novyidas loverwmavas : it is not necessary to suppose that 
this is a mistake for the genitive as Maspero takes it (Org. 
militaire, p. 105). The sense will be ‘the Numidians of the 
numerus’. 

21, Terpapnvov : see Wilcken, Archiv, v, pp. 446, 447 on Cair. 
Masp. i. 67056; 67058; and c/. below, 1670, 16. 

25. ras poppap(sas) Kort(ere): oppapia is defined by Suidas 
as ‘mapa ‘Papaios drdpacis Gavérov’, but here it evidently means 
‘receipt’; of. Cair. Masp. i. 67050, 11 ; 67051, 6; ii. 67137, 7, 8; 
67229, 6. In the second place it is defined: riv dmddaéw row 
$[oppapiar]. Its use seems to be official, not for private 
receipts, The meaning of the whole sentence is ‘ when payment 
is made you (will) get the receipts ’. 

26. m°: modii; the m is the Latin, not the Greek letter. 
fp,: doubtful ; as the symbol. is clearly made up of x and p, 

the natural extension is obviously kp:dv (dpréBa),. and this 
would suit very well, as the payments would then be of wheat, 
barley, and wine, though the excess of barley over wheat would 
certainly be contrary to the usual proportion. In Cair. Masp. 

67030, ii, 11, 13, 14, however, the same symbol immediately 

follows cirov, which at this period means ‘wheat’ in particular 
rather than ‘corn’ in general, and Maspero therefore takes it as 

= dprdBy. It might then be explained as dprdBn here, and in 

that case the wheat is stated in Roman and Egyptian measures. 

To this, however, there is a conclusive objection—that the artabas 
are a larger amount than the modiz, 9582 as against 240, which 

would make the capacity of the modius nearly four times as 
large as that of the artaba. As is well known, the capacity of 

the artaba varied greatly (Wilcken, Grundziige, p. \xviii ff. ; 

Ostr. i, p. 741 ff.), but it seems quite impossible that any kind of 
artaba can have stood in such a relation to the Roman modius. 
We know (Hultsch, Script. Metrol. i, p. 258, 5; see P. Lips. i, 
p. 251) that the Romans introdnced an artaba equivalent in 
capacity to 34 or 3 (see introduction to 1718) Roman modz/, and 

it is certain that no artaba can have been less than a modius ; 

moreover in an official account we might expect the equiva- 
lent of the 240 modii to be given in the Roman artaba of 34 
or 3 modiz. A symbol made up of « and p is so unnatural as = 
dpraBy that the explanation may be that it did originally and does 

here mean kpiOav (dpraBat), but that it came to be used simply as 
dprdBn, for which it stands in Cair. Masp. 67030. But it seems 
quite possible that though ciros by itself meant ‘wheat’ (just as 
our ‘corn’ is often used of wheat in particular) yet cirov xpiai 
might still mean barley (cf 1772, 12, note); or perhaps ouralp, 

means oroxpidov. 
fp: 900; apparently a new form of , later . 
&: &éora, see vol. iv Jasszm. 

27. o—— o(trws); see 1653, 12, note. 
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Tw omti/ otro” m° ody [phat ot/ y sawn 2 
ta Snpoar/ airo” m° Kl 87 o/ g vd 

PAPYRUS 1664.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1732. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 4}in.x1 ft. o}in. In a fairly 

large flowing cursive hand sloping to the right, across the fibres; the subscription larger and 
looser. Papyrus of dark colour, stained in places'a dark red. Apparently folded three 
times from bottom to top and perhaps once from right to left, 

HIS document is exactly parallel with the series of receipts beginning with Cair. Masp. 
i. 67033, and particularly with that papyrus itself. It is a receipt from the éOvuKds 

xpvodvys (for whom see Gelzer, Studien, p. 61) to the people of Aphrodito for the xavomxa 

kal xpvowoi tithot, The receipt is signed by the ypuadrys. 

[+ dedaxacw] o1 aro Kwpns Adpodirns To” Avratotohiro” vopov 8/ rolv Bavps Iwavvov (?) vrodexrs] 
[rns auvrns] kouns ets hoyor KavoviKwY Kal xpvotKwy TiThwy Tplwrys) K[a}r[a]Bodns 

Tpirns wW8/ xpuvcov vomicpartia exaTov TpiakovTa Teaoepa nurov evots amh/ yi/ xp/ v® pdr 
evot, amh/ Kar es Dpov acdadeav Kav To” Snpooto” oyouv memounpar TovTo To evtayvov pel” 

5 vmoypadys euns ws mpox// (2nd hand) +Hdwdepos eOrix/ ypuowr erapyxeias 

OnBaid$ reromnpor to evrayio[y] Twv vomiopatia eKaTov TpLaKovTa 
Tecoapa nutov myp/ amd/ ws tpoK/ 

I. tov Oavp(actwrarov) Iwavvov umodexr(ov): for the name see 6. voutoparia: sic. 
Cair. Masp. 67033 ff. ; for rov @avps see 67036, 2; etc. 

PAPYRUS 1665.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1784. Acquired in 1907. Phthla in the Antaeopolite nome; from Kém Ishgau. 
21 in. x about 11;in.; in two fragments not continuous, In a small compressed cursive 
hand, along the fibres; papyrus of poor quality. Perhaps folded three times, from left to 

right. 

RECEIPT similar in form to Cair, Masp. i. 67045-67047. Like the first two it is 

given to Apollos the father of the versifier Dioscorus but unlike them, which are for the 
aoriud or city dues of Antaeopolis, it is for xwpnrud, village dues; for the distinction see 
Maspero’s note on 67045. The dues are payable for the cwynriuxdé of Phthla, a village where 
Apollos and after him his son held land. The receipt is issued by the pagarchs (plural) 

through their Bon@ds (see introduction to 1660). 

V. F 
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1 +8e5ax/ Amod\dws AtooKopo” 8/ PorBappwvos [ers Aoyoly Snuoowwy kwpyntix/ Kops POda 

Tpirns KataBo[\ns Kavo] 
extns wd/ Kepari/ tpia extov yi/ K/ y ¢ [ov evSolforaro. mayapxou 8/ eno” Bucropos Bon”? to 

efedax/ zo] 
3 evrayt/ os mpok/+.....+(2nd hand?) & 8/[............. Klepari/ mevre nusov yr) K/ 

rae: E 

I. kavo; cf. Cair. Masp. 67045, 1; 67046, 1; 1667, 4; additional payment, perhaps (imép) 3(npooiwy) [dorixav followed 
= kavovos. by the specification of the xaraBody. It may very likely not be 

3. os: 2. os, The writing between the two crosses is appa- the same handas the preceding, as the writing is less compressed, 

rently shorthand. The following entry is evidently for an but the ink is the same. 

PAPYRUS 1666.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1772. Acquired in 1907. Phthla; from Kém Ishgau. 2in.x8in. In a rough 

clumsy cursive hand with a thick pen, across the fibres; papyrus of coarse quality. Probably 

folded from bottom to top. 

RECEIPT similar to the last and to the same person, but here a payment for certain 

monks seems to be included, though, owing to the uncertainty of the reading, this is doubtful. 

Perhaps a charge in the nature of a tax was made for the support of a local monastery. The 

receipt is issued by a Bonfds. 

+ SeSwxey Atro\hws Avockopd eis dloly$ Snpooliwr] 

Kopntik/ Kopns POdAa Kar poval/ Aly|fo]?.¢€.. 10. [ 

oySons w5/ Keparia Swdexa nov terap y/ K/ LBi8/] 

ou evdok&} mayapx§ 5: exov Marou Bon$ ororx$ ra 

5 Swdexa ynuios Terap Kepatiwv ws TpoK/ 

4. It is not quite certain whether xep/ was written after this (in the lacuna), but kepartwy at the end is probably meant for 

xeparia, being influenced by the fractions. 

PAPYRUS 1667.—Early 6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1697. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 11$in.x4jin. In a large 

flowing irregular cursive hand, along the fibres. Perhaps folded from left to right and once 

from bottom to top. Below the text is a blank space of 6 in. 

HE three following documents are to be compared with Cair. Masp. i. 67052; 67053. They 

are orders addressed by mpwroxwphra of Aphrodito to the iodé«rns John for disburse- 

ments from his dodoxy (see note on |. 3). The trodéxrns was clearly not a mere collector 

or receiver of taxes, but a general finance official under the authority of the apwroxwpyra. 
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It was through the jaodéxrns, very likely this same person, that the payments of the village 
for public taxes were made to the éOvxds ypvodvys in 1664. In the two Cairo papyri he is 
instructed to make payments for various purposes, some at least of which seem to be expenses 
of local administration. Here it is not said to whom or for what purpose he is to make the pay- 
ment. Possibly this is due to mere inadvertence; but it may be that the money is to be paid 

over to the tpwroxwpyra: for purposes not specified ; cf. 1668, introduction ; 1669, introduction. 

+xataBorn- Iwavyyn virodexrs 

Tapacy) aro THs ons 

vrodoxys Twv Sypoc, 
KavO Tparns ivd/ xpuco” 

RS [vlolplopariov & mapa Kep/ 

[ev nlc” reraprov ypvaox 

[ora y]i/ v? a a/ K/ ad Owf //in 
[rns] a*ryns a ivdc%// 

(2nd hand) [Xalpsovos mporo*/ oxxx 

10 (3rd hand) [Bor}ros rporok// axou 
Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

(4th hand) + KalraB/ rns a ivd/ va m/ ald xp 

I. karaBohn*: the dot is a mark of punctuation, intended to Q. Xapiowos: restored from Cair. Masp. 67052, 9; 1668, 12 ; 

separate karaBoAn from I@avyy vrodexr(n). 1669, 9. 
3. vrodoxns : as in all cases this word is followed by a speci- OXXX: oTorxel. 

fication of the indiction it seems probable that it means, not, as Io. Borros: from Cair. Masp. 67052, 8; 67053,13; 1668, 13; 

ojs would suggest, ‘office of receipt of taxes’ but ‘amount 1669, 8. 
received’. oxot: doubtful ; = crovyei. 

6-7. xpvcox(ork) oraO(yw): cf. Cair. Masp. 67052, 6; etc.; II. karaB(oAn) : doubtful ; in Cair. Masp. 67052 the first word 
Reil, Gewerbe, p. 54. of the endorsement is not read ; 67053 has no endorsement. 

PAPYRUS 1668.—Early 6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1770 B. Acquired in 1907. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 114in.x 33 in. In a small 

neat upright cursive hand, along the fibres; the subscriptions in clumsy unpractised hands. 
Papyrus dark, imperfect on the left, and in a bad state of preservation. Folded from right 

to left and perhaps once from bottom to top. Below the text is a blank space of 6 inches. 

HIS document is somewhat more detailed than the last. The sum ordered to be paid 

is 482 carats, and the various parts of this are specified. It is not clear, however, to whom 

the money was to be paid or even certain that the words Sia Xapiciov in 1. 6 and da Bérrov 
in l. 9 mean that the payments were to be made by these persons or merely that the moneys to 
be expended had been paid in by them. The last explanation seems in itself unlikely, as when 
money was being paid out of the local treasury it could be of no interest to know who had paid it 

in, even if, which is improbable, the separate payments were kept distinct in the treasury; but it 

is supported by 1. 6, (iaép) xrjrews adrod; and as the total sum is described in 1. 10 as So0O(é) 
t(01)s Snpocious it might be thought that the payments previously specified were payments z#/o the 

F2 
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treasury. This is not however a necessary inference, and the phrase may merely sum up the 

payments already specified in detail. In either case it seems clear that the 483 c. had already 
been spent by Charisius and Bottus ; the dodékrys, who was in charge of the local treasury, might, 

as in Cair. Masp. 67052; 67053, be authorized to make payments himself, but he might also be 
instructed to pay out money to the pwroxwpyrar for expenditure incurred or to be incurred by 
them; and their written order to this effect would serve as evidence of the withdrawal of the 

money. 

XPY 
[+xaraBohyn Iwavy|n vi0dexrs tapacyo’ 

[aro ts ons vTolsoxyns Taov Snpooiwy 

[Kavovos wee ee dns tvdux/ ypvod 

5 [kepatia teaoapjakovra oxTw tpirov Lvyi§] 

[y/ Kep/ pln y Gu dia Xaplijow" SF xrycews a’rov 
ua. 

fee eiaieiedg ]«/ exoor kar SF @povvyOn Sia 70” avrov 

Kep/... n\uso§ teraprov Kal. X mopo” rns Kwopns 

Io 

(2nd hand) 
(3rd hand) 

I. xuy: see the references in Mitteis, Grundziige, p. 89, and 
now particularly Délger, IX@Y3, i, pp. 298-317; W. K. Pren- 
tice, Class. Phil. 1914, pp. 410-416. 

5. tptrov: apparently a correction, at least as regards the 
earlier part of the word. 

6. (umep) xrnvews avrov : as suggested in the introduction, this 

would naturally seem to indicate a tax-payment by Charisius 
into the treasury for his own land, but the other evidence rather 
makes against this explanation, and it is not quite impossible 
that a payment for public purposes may be meant. 

7- pia: such seems to be the reading; tpia is impossible; 
is apparently a later insertion. Such a mistake as pia for év, 

in a correctly written document and with a word so common as 

weve es. TOW BG K/ pm y to 805 rhs Syuoorors 
veeeeees] Exeuh // 8 // tys § wix//.. 

[Xapliovos wpotok/ arox 

[Borro]s mpotox/ otixe por // 

[ 
[ 
feteta/ ss de. 4382 Ilo Kae S[ula Borro\ Keparva 

[ 
[ 

kepdrtoy, is Curious. 
Opovvx6n: cf. Cair. Masp. ii. 67243 (B), 14, QuovexOn tijs 

kouns. Both are forms (with the Coptic feminine article) of the 
place-name Movvayé6y in the Antaeopolite nome, which occurs 
several times in vol. iv. ; 

g. Jrov: the end of a fraction, and so too ro]y in 1. 10. 
10, @: dpov. 

tsi 2. rots. 

11. §: atrjs. What follows wdix// is probably shorthand or 
a mere flourish. 

12. orox: to is very doubtful and is read on the assumption 
that a horizontal stroke which covers the whole is the top-stroke 
of rt. 

PAPYRUS 1669.—Early 6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1658. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 1ozin.x4¢in. In a very 
uneven awkward cursive hand, in places with very thin, in other places very thick, strokes ; 
in several places the ink is smeared. Writing along the fibres. The papyrus, which is 
of poor quality, was probably folded once in the middle, below the text and presumably 
also at right angles to the fibres, but the folds are not élear. 
of 62 in. 

Below the text isa blank space 

N this order the person to whom the money is to be paid is again not named, but as the sum 

is described as 7a Sofévra eis "Avtwdou hédy(w) dvadwpdr(wr), it seems clear that the recipients 
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are the mpwroxwpyrat themselves. They had apparently advanced out of their own pockets 
money for the public service and now authorize the irodéxrns to refund them the amount from his 
brodoxy ; of. 1668. 

+xaz[aB]o* Twavvn vrodex™ 

Taplac]yo” amo trys vrodoyns 

ons Kalvjovos mpwrns iv*/ 

xprico]. vopioparia e€ y/ xp// v° = 
5 a/ Kepl/ [Selklalrevre teraprs xp’/s @w8 // wy / 

ms § [wd/) ra Sofevra eis 
Avtwoo” hoyd avahwopars 

Botros mpotok/ ox 

(? 2nd hand) Xalpkovos mporox/ oxyx 

3. ons: not well written, but it does not seem possible to 8. The document was probably written by Bottus, whose 
read Sup{s]. : 4 signature does not seem to differ from the foregoing; but this 

5. xp"/S: xpucoxorxg (orabud) ; cf. 1667, 6-7, note. is not certain. The hand of Charisius is also very similar but 
6-7. ta xrh.: for this item of expense ¢/. Cair. Masp. 67053,5. is probably autograph, to judge from 1667 and 1668, 
7» Aoyou: 2, Ad yo. 

PAPYRUS 1670.—First half of the 6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1858. Acquired in 1907 by transference from the Oriental Department (from Or. 
6807, acquired the same year). Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 62in. x1 ft.o}in, Inacramped 

cursive hand of varying size, along the fibres; papyrus of a rather dark brown tint. Between 
the columns a space of 33in. Probably part of Cair. Masp. i. 67056. 

HIS small fragment of an account is worth giving chiefly because of its probable connexion 
with Cair. Masp. 67056. In order to test the theory of its connexion a photograph of part 

of the Cairo papyrus was procured through the kindness of M. J. Maspero, but has not enabled 

a decisive answer to be given. As the photograph was on a reduced scale it was not possible to 

compare its lower outline with the upper outline of the present papyrus, and the reduction in the 

size of the writing and one or two differences in the forms of letters make it difficult to be quite 
certain that the hand is the same. But the arguments for the connexion of the two fragments are 

very strong. Thedistance between the two columns seems to be the same, and some perpendicular 
markings on the papyrus appear to correspond fairly well. Moreover there are in both prominent 

horizontal flaws in the texture at regular intervals; and these intervals are roughly equal in both 
fragments. Again in the present document at the top of column 2 there is the end of a stroke 
which might well be the left limb of the y in evrpeyov7[@v (67056, iii, 6), and at a sufficient interval 

is the end of another stroke which might be a mark of abbreviation (evtpe]y[ovr}}). From the photo- 
graph it seems probable that the word was so abbreviated, not written in full as Maspero gives it. 
The arguments founded on internal evidence are still stronger. In col. ii of 67056 the sums are 
mostly small. The same is the case in col. 1 here. Incol. iii they are on the contrary large, and 
the one sum preserved in col. 2 here is 20s. 20c. Moreover in col. iii there is a payment for the 
second guadrimenstruum of the Numidians. The payment preserved here is for the third guadr¢- 
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menstruum. Again, if the one payment here preserved and those in col. iii are added together, 

the result is 458s. 8c. The total of the column given here in 1. 17 is 460s. 213 ¢., which would 

yield for the missing sum in 67056, iii, 6, 2s. 13.c.; and the character of the entry suggests that 
the sum might be small. Lastly, in col. 2 here this section of the account is concluded, and 
in col. iv of 67056 a new section begins. From all these arguments it becomes at least highly 
probable that the present document forms the lower part of cols. ii and iii of 67056. 

Assuming the identity of this account and 67056, we can infer from 67056, i, 1, which is the 

beginning of the account or of this section of it, that it is one of expenses. It is from Aphrodito, 

as inferred by Wilcken (Archiv, v, p. 446), against Maspero, from Cair. Masp. 67058. This infer- 
ence is confirmed by 1. 20 here, where Apollos the tpwroxwpyrns is mentioned. The disburse- 
ments include tax-payments, both for the xavom«dé and for such special taxes as the annona of the 

Numidians. The payments were evidently made from the local treasury, and the document thus 
illustrates the réle of this treasury as the centre of the village finance; the taxes, as collected from 

individual tax-payers, were deposited in it and paid out as required, either to the eOr1xds ypuodvys 

or other officials for the tax quota of the village or to individuals of various kinds in discharge of 
administrative expenses ; of. 1667-1669. 

Col. 1.] 

] mous Vv « 

] ve ak/ iB- 

]. 74 v ak/ ws 
]k& ToKe v? ak/ ¢ ; 

5 ] K/ 6 A 
] Yak) > 

]. ex/ K/ «§ 

}is k/ 

AS sae 

10 ? evtjayi/ 8/ IaxkvB§ S dour, «/ 0 B/ 

Wap/ K ear ft 
JoovewvTos K/ wf 

y x/ B 
]. vas K/ aS 8 

15 Jw mp* S Roum v? . [.] K/ uJ 

Col. 2.] 

y Sp" tov yevvat/ No’pit§ v° KK/ Kk 

3. ]. 75: perhaps K mpod/ rwy orplars, as in 67056, ii, 4, but 12. Joovewyros: the o has disappeared since this was first read. 
the letter before r looks more like « than a; perhaps, therefore, All the other letters seem certain. 
we may read [a 8p” tov yervar/ Novp]irs, though this is a different 15. Possibly w) is the end of a personal name (aft) ?) and mp* 
section of the account from that in the following column, and the to be extended mpayparevrod. (kal) Nour(Gy) (cf. 1. 10) supports 
amount is small. this. 

II. @wy; or perhaps Bowy; but cf Cair. Masp. 67053, 7. 16. (rpirns) (rerpa)un(vov) rev yervat(ordrwy) Noupi{S)(dr). 
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. Ps ad/ & Anpars$ THs vTodoxys Twv odov Syus v? dka K/ KBS 
20 SK twv Sobevr§ 8/ ro. Kup/ Atohdwtos tpwrot/ vv K/ 7S 

8 v’ dB «/ mf amdnp§ o doyos F 

17. The total of this column. 

18. Presumably the total of this and the two preceding columns. 
The total of the two preceding columns was therefore 71 s. 21} c. 
The letters read as 8 here and in the amounts in ll, 19 and 21 
might equally well be a, but 8 is required by the arithmetic, and 

8 and a are very similar in their cursive forms. But there may 
be a miscopying, as with 7 in 1. 20. 

19-21. In these lines the sums making up the total amount 
are specified and the total is then repeated with a note that the 

account is complete. As the preceding account is one of money 
expended on various purposes, the sums specified in ll. 19, 20 
must represent payments into the local treasury ; the disburse- 
ments recorded in the preceding portion of the account were 
made out of moneys received respectively from the collection of 
the dypé01a and from Apollos the mpwroxopyrns. 

19. ap/: ad’ dv. 
20. v°ex/ns: this makes the sum only 532s, 6%c. Clearly the 

clerk has misread ax as », 

PAPYRUS 1671.—Early 6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1770A. Acquired in 1907. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 112in.x3in. In a small 
cursive hand, along the fibres; dark papyrus. Perhaps folded from left to right. Below the 
text is a blank space of 72 in. 

HIS is a small account of money received from the shepherds of Aphrodito—if, that is, 

mourevev) is correctly read inl, 2, The account is apparently not of receipts but of expendi- 
ture ; that is to say, the entries refer to the way in which money received from the shepherds was 
spent, The shepherds, as we learn from Cair. Masp. 67001, 4, 70 xowdv tov Tomévov, and 

other places, formed a corporation, and probably they paid their taxes in a lump sum. 

£ doy, xpvo1w twv azo 

Adpodir§ troup. Odov 

Ov 

e€ evray/ po v? wp K/ 8 

5 98/ Adpiavd ops K/ K 

e€ evrayt/ wo opo/ v° € K/ Ky 
y/ Ov py K/ 10084 

hour, v? te K/ 884 

2. mrowe(vor): the p* is very doubtful. 
should be read. 

Perhaps zroc* . @dov The shepherds of Phthla occur in Cair. Masp. 67002, i, 14, etc. 
5. Adpiavov orp(ariwrov): cf Cair. Masp. i. 67052, 4; etc.; 

Ferrari, Pap. ined. 3 (=Flor. iii. 280), 12. The latter indicates @Aov: apparently a place-name. It is not possible to read 
Oka for Oda (unless indeed we read Oda+, but even that is not 
very likely), which was moreover not a subdivision of Aphrodito. 

for the present account a date fairly early in the century. 
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PAPYRUS 1672.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1783 verso. Acquired in 1907. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau)(?). . 72in.x 5 in. 
In a small sloping cursive hand with a thin pen, across the fibres. A good deal faded. 

Verso of 1685. 

HE connexion of this papyrus with Aphrodito is a matter of inference only, as neither 

the verso nor the recto contains anything which definitely points to Aphrodito as the 
provenance; but this provenance is strongly suggested by the hands, and the letter on the recto 

resembles the letters from Aphrodito in this and the Cairo catalogue, 

is unfortunately too indistinct for decipherment. 

The address on the verso 

It is not certain but seems probable that the account is official rather than private. It 

is apparently one of expenditure, and is to be compared with 1671. 

£ yvo. xpvovo! 

K Tys xhopopay./ pv? ty 
K avvopv tov Snp§ [v? ul ?] 

K 76 Sopertix/ v? 8 

5 kK Tov mpysK/ va 
K TeV voTappLov va 

kK tov vTodext) K ovrmbior 

Tov agrteK/ v° 8 
yy vp 

10 Kat K Ts €x9) Tov Syps 

vB 
ly]/ to way v° vB 

I. yoo.: presumably yvaous, but it is not clear how the 
character after is to be explained. It is not the usual abbrevia- 
tion mark 5, but it may be a contorted writing of oy It does 

not favour the extension yrop(wr). 

Xpvotov: corrected from xypuvotwy; or possibly the reading is 

xpvotwy corrected from xpucto"- 
3. avvwp): obscure. The reading is fairly clear; avyav(xov) 

is impossible, and would not in any case go very well with rav 
8nu(ootwv). dvep(adia) (meaning a deficiency in the Sypdora as 
compared with the estimates) is too far removed from what is 
written ; avywpio’ (= dvopoiov in the same sense) might be read 
but seems unlikely. avadwpys is impossible. 

v iC: this reading depends on the correctness of the ty of 
1. 2, which is not beyond doubt; but the faint traces are not 

inconsistent with :¢, 
4. Sopeatix(ov): cf. Cair. Masp. i. 67040, 5; Maspero, Org. 

militaire, pp. 87, 106. 
5. mptpux/: mptptxepiov. 

note. 
6. vorappioy: the dotted letters at the end are extremely 

doubtful, but it seems clear that p was repeated. The clerk 

was probably intending to abbreviate the word. 
7f. Apparently a payment of ‘extras’ in connexion with the 

collection of dorixd (see 1665, introduction). 
10. ex0(eoews) : the sense is not clear; see 1685, 1, note. 

The word can hardly refer to the farming out of taxes (cf. 1660, 

16-19, note; 1661, introduction). 
12. [y:]/: or perhaps @ (= épov) was written. 

See for this word P. Mon. 2, 16, 

PAPYRUS 1673.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1686. Acquired in 1906. Ibion (in the Antaeopolite nome ?) ; from Kém Ishgau (?). 
Book, at present consisting of 9 folios, all having lost the upper part and more or less 

mutilated at the foot. About 9? in. x 53 in. In a regular upright cursive hand with a rather 
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thick pen; papyrus for the most part dark brown in colour but with patches of light brown. 
The book was made up in a single quire, with the protocol «éA\nya in the middle of the book 
(f. 5); for mounting, the leaves have been separated, but were originally connected as 
follows :—ff. 1+[10, lost]; 2+9; 3+8; 4+7; 5+6 (middle of the quire). The fibres 
of the «é\Anua which begins on the right of f. 6 are continuous with those of the left 
KohAnwa Of ff. 4+ 7. 

I T is only with reserve that this account is placed under the head of Aphrodito. It relates to 
a village called Ibion (I. 59); and though this name occurs in the Cairo Aphrodito papyri 

(i. 67055, r. ii, 8; ii. 67178 (A), 1), probably of a village in the Antaeopolite nome or at least in the 
neighbourhood of Aphrodito, it is of course far too common in many parts of Egypt to serve in 
itself as any evidence. The only other place-names which occur (except perhaps KevaAcs, |. 164) are 

Nios, pyxris, and MopOpetor (1. 398; doubtful). The first and last are too general to be of much 

use, the second is known only as the name of a village in the Hermopolite nome (BGU. i. 21, i, 6; 
P. Cair. Preis. 6, 2; 18,6; 19, 7). Asan Ibionalso occurs in the Hermopolite nome this may perhaps 

be regarded as sufficient evidence to justify the conclusion that the papyrus comes from that district ; 
and since many Byzantine papyri of this lot are certainly Hermopolite this hypothesis must 

undoubtedly be regarded as a very possible one. There are however some considerations, less 
definite indeed, which point rather to the neighbourhood of Aphrodito. The papyrus resembles the 

documents from Kém Ishgau and differs from the majority of those (in the present collection) from 
Hermopolis in its dark tint. There are indeed light patches, but the prevailing colour is dark. 

The hand moreover bears a close resemblance to a type of hand common in the Aphrodito 
papyri, particularly the accounts. Again, the names do not point to the Hermopolite nome, if we 

may judge by extant documents from that district. They seem rather to suggest a locality not 

hitherto represented in papyri, and as one or two of the less common ones, such as Texpopzias, 

“Avovdu(o)s, IIkdhtos, "IaxvBuos, are known at Aphrodito, this locality may perhaps be looked for in 

the neighbourhood of Antaeopolis. Lastly, since TopOetov occurs as a place-name at Aphrodito 
(1420, 206), it gives some slight support to the localization. These considerations are, it must be 
allowed, very inconclusive, and we have on the other hand the evidence of the name IIpj«ris. 
The assignment of the document to the Antaeopolite nome cannot therefore be regarded as 
anything but doubtful. 

Nor again is it certain that the account is connected with taxes; for though on a large scale, 
it might perhaps relate to some big estate such as that of the Apions of Oxyrhynchus or that of 
the comes Ammonius in Cair. Masp. ii. 67138-67140. It is perhaps most likely that the payments are 
for taxes ; but there is no indication what taxes are concerned. The payments are arranged, not, 

as usual in the case of taxes, by xaraBodai, of which there were three in the year, but by ddces 
amounting, so far as the papyrus is extant, to seven; and these are again subdivided into seven 
g@uv\(_ ) each. How the abbreviation is to be extended is not clear. It may be @v\\ov, meaning 

first the leaf of a book on which the payments in any collection were entered and perhaps 
extended later to denote the collection itself. (The use of dvAXov as ‘crop’, seen in the Tebtunis 
papyri, is not appropriate here.) Or again dvdaypa, in the sense of an ‘ ordinance’, z. ¢. order for 
collection, seems a possible extension, but is not specially likely. 

The format of the account is of some interest for the light it throws on the make-up 

V. G 
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of papyrus codices. It consisted apparently of only a single quire, like 1419 or P. Oxy. ii. 208 

(=Lond. 782), and, as in the case of 1419 (see Addenda to vol. iv), the portion of the papyrus roll 
containing the protocol forms the middle sheet (ff. 5 and 6). As usual, the first koAAnpa of the roll 
was attached in the reverse order to the rest, the vertical fibres being on the inside of the roll, and 

the protocol was written along the fibres, zc. from bottom to top of the roll. The fact that the 
protocol thus forms part of the book and that the sheet forming ff. 5 +6 is continuous with that 

forming ff. 4+ 7 shows that blank papyrus was bought in rolls (cf Ibscher, Archiv, v, p. 192) and 
when made up in codex form was cut into sheets of the required size, which were doubled to form 

two leaves each. Usually the sheet containing the protocol was the outside sheet of the first 
quire, or, if there was only one quire, of the whole book, so that the protocol came on the 
second page; but less commonly, as here, it was placed in the middle. In the present case the 
protocol xé\\npa was cut about the middle of the protocol, so that only the last three lines 

remain ; the writing of the account follows the protocol immediately across the fibres, the greater 
part of this page being formed by the first «éA\ypa. 

At the side of the names are strokes, such as are often added in sign of revision; but 

in many cases here these strokes seem to be made continuously with the first letter of the name 
and must therefore have been made at the time the account was written. 

Fol. 1.] 

/ W[ro}\opasov ? I 

/ Trodoplaov ] van/ &8/ 

| Kopnre ae ge viat/ i 

/ Macwfis Toaxvov yiat/ 

5 
yl » On/ be8/ KaGls vo s\K/ A987 

+ y S004 = duvd\f ov— 

/ Po.Bapp$ MWarerrov] via! & 

/ PoBappS Elv}oxdou] v [a] a/ ot 
10 / Ilerpos Tavpltlvov yian/ &8/ 

/ Trodoparo” ABpaap.d vy at/ 80/ 

| tons Tacwfov v' [ala/ 
| Tepovri/ Evwxvo’ 8/ Mwos xcop$ Ya a/¢ 

[ ABpaapis ovxovops 

I. Hiroopatov: this is the constant spelling in this account. 

2. 7/: mapd; z.e. the solidus was actually worth 24—7% 

carats = 16}c. It will be noticed that the variations in the 
value of the solidus are considerable. Each solidus was 

separately weighed, and the deduction to be made from its 

nominal value is noted in the account. Where a payment was 
of a less amount than a solidus it is stated in carats, apparently 

of actual value, for no deductions are ever made from them. In 
the totals, as in 1. 6, the nominal total amount in solidi is first 

given (a), then (e.g. 1. 54) the total of the sums less than a solidus 

in carats (4), then the total of the deductions from the nominal 
solidi (c), and finally the total actual value after adding ato 6 

and deducting c. 
3. Kopnre: this name, in its Greek form Kopjrys, occurs in 

v Ba/ if. |.) 
Cair. Masp. i. 67097, v. (B), 10; (E), 98; 67123, 3(?); ii. 
67212, 3(?). The strokes following are intended merely to guide 
the eye of the scribe and the auditor to the entry at the end of 
the line. Sometimes a stroke of the last letter is extended for 

this purpose; at other times, as here, the line is broken into 
a succession of short strokes. 

5. Sometimes o— or ov— (= ovrws) is written instead of the 
mere line. 

6. See note on 1. 2 above. 
doubtful ; perhaps ka@d)ov. 

9. Evwxtov: doubtful, but this is very likely the same person 

as in l. 134. 
13. kopS: kopdpxov; for this person see Il. 383, 384, etc. 

The correct extension of xa6S is 
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15 / Ieevs [AoA]\wros 
[AB]paapus orK/ [opole/ 

[PjoBayps Yrarsfov] 
[Televs Iwavvov 

[..]..« Tarns 

20 [Bulkropos Badevs 

[PJoPappl] Hdfas 
(Tlwr{els TIkvdvov 

[. Je. . pov Lamvov6to' 
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=e et @ laf 

a a / 
a m/ al 
an/ £8/ 
am/ O 
an/ > 8/ 

an/ 
viat/ (8 

25 yi v il a/ pis Ka [v'] BK/ yW 

Fol. 1 4.] 

/ a 
| PoBlapps iS 
[ PorBappS....[ val 7/8 

30 | ABpaapis pelo Burelp/ vy Bu/ 
| AvSpeas Azroh\wros ypat/¢ 
| Avovdis Ioaxuov ~ ~ ~ ~ vi anf s8/ 

y/ v tam/ 08 KlalO§ v CK/ «BY 

35 + y Soo$ ¢ duvi/ ov— 

| Hoaias PorBapps 

| Buxtopos BeSBovGov 

| Wiepand lwavvov 

/ Troh/ Aplolvyvov 

40 | Mlol[olns PouBapps 
[Iwviis Twavrfolv _ 

Ewes: ] Ilro\opaov 

[IIro\]opaso’ Buxtopos 

[? IIto]\/ ABpaavpsov 

45 [IIvo}Aopza10' Apovrio’ opor/ 

15. Cf. l. 232. A piece of papyrus having broken away in 
mounting, the stroke and 7 are now lost. 

16. opor/: dyoiws; Abraham had occurred above inl. 14. In 
this and the following lines »* has not been written. Before the 

name, here and in other cases where the beginning of the line is 
lost, the stroke was probably made, but as it is not certain that 
it was added in every case it has not been inserted in the 
transcript. 

18, Ieevs; cf. 1.235. There seem to be traces of the evs here, 
and the name suits the space. 

21. Hdtas; doubtful ; cf ll, 230,244. Then, if correct, ismade 
in the uncial form common in figures but very rare in names in 
this account. 

G 

am! 
‘an/ 65 

‘ant/o¥ 

a a/ Ti 

‘aa/y 
ran/ (8 

‘faml/ C8 
-an/ 68 
‘an/ M9 
yant/) o 

37. Be@Bou@ov : cf. the use of Coptic letters in 1419. 

38. Kopand : a téros Ikopandiov is known at Aphrodito, Cair. 

Masp. i. 67118, 16. 
41. Ios: cf. 1.141. This suits the space perfectly, and no 

other name in -is which occurs in the account with "Iwdvyvov does 

so. It is therefore, though not certain, a probable reading. 
44. ABpaavpiov: sic, a common spelling in this account. 

Instead of [MroJ\/, [Eva]y is a possible but a less likely 

reading. 
45. ¢: if ( is read in two of the Il. 45, 48, 49 the total 

in 1. 54 is accounted for. But other fractions are of course 

possible. 

el Age ee ee, et OS, 

2 
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[? Evjwy Tazvo[v]Ovov k/ 5 8 

/ S[o)Aoper Tleevros K/ &[ 

] rod /} Bex/ [oluor/ vian/ t 
[....] rod[olzavov yan/ 

50 = [? Eppjwwos T[ro]Aoprarov van/ 634 

[IIr]o\/ BeSBovGov K/ OL 

[? Ep|uwos IIz{o)Aoparo’ opor/ vi at/ AL 

WY, vy 3 / eae a/ 8 &/ abs me [ua ie &] 

Fol. 2.] 

55 Cdr v wa c/a 

| Ops ro 7% y S004 ) £6 K/ 1S 8 

+ eompat/ § S004 Kops [IBiwvos 

60 a dvd/ ov—— 

| Qpos Varos k/ n_& 

| Avovdis Bit]xropos van > 

| Iwondis ABpaavriy)s vat! s 

| twondis ABpavpps opoi/ yan! CY 

65 | Avovdis Buxropos opor/ vat/ C 

yf v & Kf a8 a/ KO Kad, v yn/ 5 

+eoampat/ 8 S004 B dvd/ ov— 

[. . ela. .Js AvovBov yan/ oi 

[Po}-Bayps Tledus yiat/ O08 

70 [@eo]bros Kupiaxov _ pant! (& 

y/ v yt Ky Kab) vs BK/ & 
ov 

Fol. 2 4.] 

7, icaxos Ev[ 

/ Azoddos TaxvB{volv [ 1c 

75 o 
yy vi ek/ N& a/ de 8 Kad, v yK/ Kal 

47. (_: there must bea & here orin I. 51 to make up the total 59. IBtwvos: one of the two dots is visible. 
in l. 54. 64. ABSpavyps: sic. This line is a later insertion, by the same 

55. The end of the recapitulation of the totals for the various _ clerk. 
gvd(_ ) of the third déo1s.  L. 57 gives the grand total. 66. v8: 8 is a correction from y. The sum of the carats to be 

57: / Ops : 6uod; the stroke is drawn through the 0, asin the deducted and the last entry are also corrections, showing that 

shorter abbreviation 8. So too in the other cases. the column was added up before |. 64 was inserted. 

mS: probably rap (cf. 1672, 12), but perhaps mapadoéer. 
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+8 S004 8 dud/ 

—— 
/ Varos Terpov K/ & 

~ 80 Jf Eppuwos Iwavvov viant/«¥ 
/ Wovpoore lwavvov viat/ 

/ Urodopato” Ywavvov vi at/ 0 

/ Eppwos lwavrvov opor/ yan/l 

/ TaxvBis Trodopano” yan! 
85 / laxvBis Trod/ opoi/ yian/ (& 

yl v ok) dK t/ pdS Kab, v' Sx/ OY 

[+] 8 S004 € dvd/ ov— 
[Avoludis Myvaros vi an!» 

[AzroA]Aws TIrokopasov viat/ n 

go [lwjis Ioaktov © ~ . vy an/ [5/54 
Twrs Buxropos vian/€ 

/ Avovis Ttohopato” vy anf C84 

[HalowAis PorBapps wv Buf &S 
[Televs [A}ro\Nwros vian/ «& 

95 [IIro]Aopato’ ehavovpyos van 0 

yl v On) &> Kab) v sK/ ¢ 

Fol. 3.] 

] of 
| lof Vian/e 
/ ¥ ey een 

100 6/ Irodop[avov A}ooKopou yi at/ >i 

/ ®Bis Aavendi[6] opor/ yiat/ 

/ Topas Irod{/] edarovpys yiat/ 

y/ v Ox/ [al_& a/ EBL Kad, v = K/ Kad! 

+ 8 800§ = dvdi/ ov— 

105 / Iwvs MalvjAov po Bet ee vat/ C 

/ Tavpivos Siaxovov vy an + 
P Ripe saBe we a v an/ Ao 

/ Tleevs Ato\Nwros ~ vy anf Co 

/ Hdtas Movomov _ ~ yan >& 

110] @o.Bapps Ioaxiov yian/ 
[Av]Opeas Azroh\wros vat/¢ 
[....] dealkolvou a JR yiat/ nr 

[Tavp]wos Siax/ opor/ vial +8 

88. Avoudus : cf. 1. 201. disappeared. 
90. lous: cf. 1. 211. 94. Teevs: cf. ll. 108, 408. 

gi. No stroke is visible before this line, but it may have 102. Twpas: or, less probably, Twpas. 
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115 

120 

Fol. 34.] 

125 

130 

135 

140 

145 

Fol. 4.] 
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[ABplaavpus ovkovopov 
[Tavpe}pfo}s Suaxovov opor/ 

Pisn toeeare }s lovrov 

[Hacw)fs OQpryenov 

[ABplaaps ovx/ opor/ 
[Ilelevs Azro\Nw}ros opou/ 

[ABplaaps ouk/ opor/ 
[ABplaaps oux/ opor/ 

vat! 1 

yan 

yiat/ > 

viat/ 8 

(vy anf & 
yanf 

v an/ oo 

vy anf C5 

y/ v La] pil®! ad,» Bw/ BS 

/ ® 
/ PoiPlapps 
/ Tons dS1ax/. . [ 

/ ABpaaps orx/ opfor] / [ 
/ ®Bis Apporo’ Ipyxrs 

Ie 

[vl anf 1 
J %d/ loavvov.Sodopoly’| ax? Hpyers v an/ 0 

/ w\/ Aprddas an Ipnxrs vi at/ 0 
/ Texpopaas Tevnvio’ am? 

/ ABpaopas Kopapx’s 
/ Meevs Atodde@ro{s] opor/ 

/ Buxropos Siax/ Nynoov 

/ Po.Bapp§ Evextov 

[THoner§. ve an/ » & 
vy at/ 0X 

van C 

viat/! O 

v at/ (SY 

yy v isk) Saf pil! Kab, v ian) oO 

+ [8] Soos] £ pudt/ ox ——— 
[IIz]oA[o]uaro’ Apovriov 

[IIrlodopato’ Buxropos 

[ITurpand Twavvov 

[Marvoviis Twavvov 

Wlevks Twavvov _ _ 

/ Meevs Trokopasov 

[Il]rodopatov [Blix/ opot/ 

[.. . -u§ [IT}rodopasov 

[a] a[/] ¢ 
"anf. 

“ane 
a[m/} > 84] 

ani/ 
a.(a/ 
at/ € 

van 

Wa Se Se Se eS 

tyk/ vn a/ vy Ka vv eK/ 5” 

[y/ vu. a/.. Ka 

117. Maowhts: cf. ll. 418, 421. 
127. Ipnkre(ws): a place-name, ‘from Prektis’. For this 

v B/\ O8y 

place see the introduction to this account. 

128. kA/: KAnpovdpot, 

[1678 
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[P) ene. 7''5 
a pud/ viyK/s 

Baw v Buf ¥ 
150 y pud/ Vv ly] K/ Kal 

8 duif v S«/ OX 
€ dud/ vy k/ y 

s pul/ vi ky K/ Or 
Cdvf/ iv nk/ OY 

155 oc 

/ Ops ro 7% 8 S004 v? m«/ ia 

ov 
A [Amo}\\ws Trod/ v™ euBod/ ty wd%/ 8/ 

ow S— hy v 8a/ Kr 
160 ad/ 08, ox —— 

. . 0005 vy t/ OS 

[Nor/ v' an/ 8 0% whyp/ o doys 

oO 

A Kevobews v™ 1B w8/ 

165 [? elAa BE ve nk/ ws Adeg/ 

ov 

Fol. 4 4.] 

/ lwonl gus 
/ Avovdis Bluxropos ? 
/ Mnvas avayvolorns kh 

170 [ lwondis ABpaapps [ 1. ¥ 

147. exe r°§: 7°5 is certain from Il. 268, 373. Here ex seems (dochic) artabas and 4s. per 15 artabas seem to occur. In 

certain ; in the other places em: is written in a sort of monogram 
which makes it look like a large $f. The extension is no doubt 
én TO avTo. 

152. Got by the addition of Il. 96 and 1033; this pvA(_—+) was 
divided between two pages. So too with the 6th and 7th 

gur( ). 
156. The sum is a correction. 
158. A: probably Aéyos. This and the account in Il. 164, 165 

are separate ones, unconnected with the main account; ov(ras) 
in 1. 157 does not refer to them but is used, like the symbol o—, 

unmeaningly, after as well as before the total ; cf 1. 166. 

vu": tnép. 

159. Probably the money alone was paid (in lieu of 33 artabas 
of wheat), not both wheat and money, as this is an account of 
money payments only. If 4 solidi was taken as the price, this 
gives 8} artabas per solidus ; on the actual value of the money 
paid, z. e. 2s. 22 c., the rate is roughly 114 artabas to the solidus. 
In A.D. 699 the rate of drapyupiopds for wheat for the embola was 
Is. per 20 artabas, in 706-707, I s. per 12, in 709, 1s. per 13, in 
715-716, 1s. per 10 (vol. iv, p. xxxviii). In Cair. Masp.i. 67062, 
8 artabas cost 1s. The price per artaba was therefore 3 carats. 

In 1907 (7th cent.) the curiously different rates of 6s. per 12 

Cair. Masp. iii, 67289, 13, 10 artabas cost I's. less6c. In 67320 
adaerattio of wheat is at the rate of 40 modii (= 13% artabas) to 
the solidus. The figures for the money here are a correction ; 

the original amount ended with 3. : 
160. ap/: ag’ Sv. But the a is doubtful. The sum of Il, 161 

and 162 is 4s. less 26c., z.e. the amount noted as paid in 1. 159. 
3s. less 19% c. were paid for some uncertain purpose, and I s. 
less 6} c. remained over. 

162. mAnp(ns) 0 doy(os): of 1670, 21. The identity of 
formula perhaps gives some slight support to the hypothesis 

that this account was written in the Antaeopolite nome. 
164. KevwOews: this form of genitive, at this period, suggests 

a place-name, but from the analogy of 1. 158 we should rather 

expect a personal name. Kevaé&s does not seem to occur as 

a place-name. ; 

165. edafe(v): this reading, which was suggested by Prof. 

Hunt, is favoured by a horizontal stroke joining the d on the left. 

Ane£(av8petas) : ‘on the Alexandrian standard.’ No deduc- 

tions are made ; the solidi were full weight. Note that the sum 

is given in solidi and carats ; see note on I. 189. 

168. Buxropos: of. 1. 282. 



/ Buxropos Trodopaco’ 

/ Qpos Varos 

/ Meevs Macwfiov 

175 
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y/ v @ re a 8 af &d_8/ Kad, v° 

[1673 

oe alt /) 8" 

+ e€ S004 B dvA/ ov ————_ 

/ Mamvovbis Avovdrov 

/ Qpos Hoaiov 

/ Yepovrios Hoatov 

180 / GoBapp$ lwarvov 

[bouBapps Lwavvov opor/ 

] Hoaias Dariw9,€ 

/ Po.Bapps Loavvo’ opou/ 

yy ve ex/ in t/ dF 

+ € S004 y dud/ ov 

| Avougis avayvwotov 

[Mlwos Kopapx§ 

[Muvos kopapyis} opov/ 

(? Map]kos EvoeBetov 

185 

190 
[? Iwavyys Trodopaxo 

8 is apparently a correction, perhaps also x/. 

189. 7: apparently a new symbol. The arithmetic shows 

that it denotes 3 (of a solidus) = 16 carats. This was the 

nominal value only, as a deduction is made. This fact and that 

previously noted, that where an amount is given in carats no 

deduction is made, confirm the view put forward in vol. iv, 

p. 84 ff. that dpiéusa vopiopara, expressed in solidi and fractions, 

are of nominal value only, and éxépeva vopiopara, expressed in 

solidi and carats, are of real, standard value. This view has 

been questioned by Maspero, Addenda to vol. ii, fasc. 1 of his 

Cairo catalogue, and Rev. d. Et. gr. xxv, p. 221 (see, at the last 

reference, the remark ‘ La valeur nominale du solidus est de 24 

kepdria ; Cest donc le vopiopa éxdpevov gui la représente, et non 

P Gpidpiov’). This difference of opinion is apparently concerned 

more with wording than with anything substantial and seems to 

rest on a misconception of the meaning of the present editor’s 

remarks in vol. iv. Both are agreed that the dpidptov vopropa 

was of less value than its nominal one of 24 carats. The 

sentence in vol. iv, p. 84, ‘it seems obvious that the higher 

amount must represent the lower value, z.é. that the larger sum, 

the dpidya, gives the nominal, the lower sum, the éxdpeva, the 

real value’ is perfectly true as it stands and agrees with 

Maspero’s own view; and his objection to it seems to rest on 

the supposition that by va/ue is meant cash. Of course the 

apiOyua were real, the éxépeva nominal, cash; that is to say, the 

money actually paid in consisted of dpi@pia vopicpara, coins of 

less worth than 24 carats; and the sums stated in éydpeva are 

fictitious, nominal sums in that they represent not actual cash 

but the actual va/ue of the cash paid in. As regards the further 

185. v 8/78: 

i=} 
s ux = 

v 

Kal, vd K/ 8 

v at/ O 

vi Ba/ de 

v B1a/ is 

yi at/e€ 

K/& 

question, what was the cause of the depreciation, see Kubitschek, 

Numism. Zeitschr. Wien, vol. xxix, 1897, p. 166 ff. ; Maspero, 

Cair. Masp. ii, p. 26; Wenger, P. Mon. 1, 53, note. Wenger, 

whose explanation seems to be anticipated by Maspero in his 

remark as to ‘un de ces systémes locaux de poids et mesures 

que l’autorité impériale ne put jamais détruire en Egypte’ (Rev. 

Et. gr. xxv, p. 221), holds that the word {vydv so often mentioned 

in connexion with coinage refers to the ‘ Nachpriifung des Soll- 

gewichts des véuiopa (fy Pfund)’, and as different (vyd were 

employed it was safer in any individual case to specify the ¢vydv 

used. This theory seems likely to be the true one; and thus 

the variations in the actual value of the solidus will be due partly 

indeed to the actual degree of wear or initial deficiency in weight 

but partly also to differences in the standards of weight. That 

the latter is, however, not the only or perhaps even the principal 

cause is shown by the evidence of the present document ; for 

the ratio between real and nominal values varies considerably, 

whereas the scales and standard of correctness must have been 

the same for all the coins received. A still more striking proof 

of the fact is to be found in Cair. Masp. iii. 67309, where of 

15 solidi, all weighed (uy cat crabpo Snpooie *Avrivdov, 6 are 

described as worth 19c.and 9 are worth 18c. It may be added 

that in 1674, 36 a sum given in carats (8) is apparently de- 

scribed as worth only 5% c. in actual value. This is an exception 

to the rule noted above, whereby ¢xépeva are given as carats, 

dpi0jua as fractions of a solidus. 

191. Iwavvns : a Movoijs TroXopaiov occurs in 1, 200, but here the 

letter after the lacuna looks more like v than c. 



1673 | LATE BYZANTINE PERIOD 

[....]s Azo\\wros yan nr 
[... .Jeos Aar{e}pA10v k/ &/ 

lyf wv OT K/ 8 af pl Kady vv €x/ i 

Fol. 5.] 

195 /[ k 
Phy vcaiah Js TIrodopatov opjor/ viat/ C8 

y/ VM nl atl vs_8 Kad, v’ ex/ is 
+e doos € dud/ ov 

[ lors Burr§ K riyp§ Lax S— iB v Ba/ iB 
200 / Movons Troopatov K/ to’ 

/ Avovdis Mnvaros vi at/ no 

/ Mavdos Toaxuov van! 1 

/ Avovdis Macwbov yan! C 
/ AvovOis Trokopaio” yat/l 

205 / Avoviis Toaxwov vat/ ¢ 
/ lwavrns Por.Bapps K/ 

/ Uacwbis PorBapps vial + 

/ \oaxos Azro\wros viat/ C4 
/ ®Bis Aavipduov vian/ Ci 

210) J] Halojwbis Traxiov v Bla/ 1d 

/ tevs Toaxvov v' Br/ id 
/ lwvis Buxropos vy an/ oo 
] Avdpeas Tavawbiov vat/ 

[Tlalvhos Ioaxwov opor/ vy anf ¢_/ 

215 / Avovdis Taw” opor/ vy at/ nL 

] AvovOis Ioaxvov opou/ vi at/ (6 

/ ®iBis Aavindtov opor/ vian/ [ 
/ lwr{is] Buxrop/ opor/ v ala/ 

Tlavios Ioaxiov opor/ vy a([n/ 
220 

y/ ve KB K/ ie_8/ a/ p& 8 KalO, vv ve k/ Ky] 

Fol. 5 4.] 

/ Ax 
/ Mavdos Iga[kuov Kk 

/ Avoviis Toaxjiov opjou/ en 

225 | Ioaxos Ayeviolv vl al[r/]. 

yy v nk/ 6S a/ Ea Kal; v> eK/ is 

193. [....Juos: not [&:B]ios (1. 209, bi Pts). pi{o)s for "ABpaduos, . 

199. KK reps Aay Ss i8: imep ripijs Aaydvwy dpraBar ip. 219. There was probably no stroke at the beginning. 
213. MavewOwv: a variant spelling of Macwdiov, like ’ASpaav- 222, Av[: perhaps Av[oudis Ioaxiov; cf. 1. 224. 

Vv. H 



50 

Fol. 6.] 

230 

235 

240 

245 

249-251 

255 

260 

265 
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+ € S004 ¢ dud/ ofv] 

/ ABpaapis ovxovops 

/ Po.Bappov Hdras 
/ Evoxis Tamvovb0’ 

/ Meevs Azrod\\wros 
/ Av8peas Azroddar$ 

/ Tavpwos Sraxovo” 
/ Meevs Iwavvov 

/ Avovdis Ioaxvo’ 

/ Po.BappS Tarevio’ 

/ lepynpras Tovov 
/ ABpaapps ovx/ opor/ 
/ ®orBappS Toand 

/ Buxropos yvwornp/ 

/ Tavpwos diax/ opor/ 
/ ABpalalus ovx/ opor/ 

/ PorBappS Hrras 

/ Aljodrws Ed\wr$ 

/ AvSpeas Azroddw7[$ opor)/ 

* 
ye 
Vv 

<2) GS re os 

[v"] 
bs 
f 
i 
ya 
a, 
yp 

y 

an! > 
at/ 

at/ 7 

"aa / WO 
"an/¢ 

atl A 

*an/ od’ 

at/ ¢ 

an/ 

an/{ 
at/ ¢ 

at/ s[ 

7 ie 
at/.[ 

a a / 
Ba/ of 
K/ [8] 
Ba/ if 

yy vi kak/ (8 a/ pry Kab, v? 8 K{/ KS 

[1673 

In the left margin, remains (3 lines) of the protocol, written in an 
illegible sprawling script. The last line may end with «. 

ly/ vi. k/. t/.. Kad) v BK/ Kal 

[+e S004 ¢ dud/ ov—] 

[Sodop lov Tlefev]s 

/ U[alewOts Buxz[opols 

/ MWavdos Buxro[pos] 
| Amoddas [? IaxvB)o’ 

/ Urodrop{als Apovrio’ 

/ Hoaias PovBapps 

/ TIz[o]|Aopato’ Bux{ro]p/ 

/ Xoropwr Teevs [olzor/ 

/ lwar{yns Evdaipwvos 
/ ®Bis Tepovriov 

/ Macwhs Bux/ opor/ 
/ Evoyis Yapamiwv 

Se 

vat! & 

viat/ 68 

k/ B 

K/ w\_&/ 
k/ 
at! 

an/ 9 
"am/ o_o 

‘an/ 58 

at/ C8 

aml 
k/ tB\_8/ 

y/ v nk/ vB S a/ ve Kady v 

257. laxuBiov: cf. |. 74, etc. 

CK/ Ka 



a © 

1673] 

Fol. 6 4.] 

268. Emi 7°s: cf. note on |. 147. 
279. Mnvas..[: not Myv[as] av[ayvworns (cf. 1. 169). 
282. v*: over this has been written what looks like ». 

270 

275 

280 

285 

290 

LATE BYZANTINE PERIOD 

Em 7°§ ov— 
a pud/ v = K/ [n) 
B dvd/ v 8K/ s_&/ 
Ly] pud/ v ek/ L8/ 

5 dui/ vy ek/ us & 
e pud/ v Kkak/ ve 4 

[= pjd/ v il K/ m 

I $ud/] HUE eh. 

[Lou§ to 14 €] Soas v? €0«/ 8 

/ 3{a)Buvos 
/ Myvfas]. . [ 

/ Macwbts Buxroplos opor] / r[" 
/ Macwbts Buxropo[s opor} / v aln/ . s¥ 

/ Avovdis Buxropo[s opor]) / vi at/ C[ds¥ 

yy ve oK/ a) AM Kab, vv 8 K/ OS 

+¢ 8004 B dud/ ov 
/ ®Bis Trodopaco’ v' [ala/ ¢ 

[ Vepovruos Hoaiov ~ _ _ vyiat! 

/ Por.Bappov lwavvov van! o_o 

/ Meevs lwavvov ~ ~ ~ viat/ » 
/ Po.BappS Iwavvov opor/ vian/ 8 

tyly/ vy e7/ ‘a FiO) y De 
(Be 

[+] ¢ S004 y pun/ 

295 

300 

ov 

[A7oA]\ws TaxvBiov _- _ _ van/n 

[Iwavlyns Tazvovbiov viat/ 7 
[E]\Aws oxvdevs k/ a 
[Iwlavyns Tazvo[v|Oo opor/ vat! 

[? Mivjos Kkapapys v § [a/ KB 

y/ v CK/ at/ pe Kal) f° €K/ 8) 

297. oxvdeus: Z. oxurevs. 

6’ (the papyrus is lost after _). 

H 2 

If so, read here x8 &. 

51 

299. v' dx/KB\_ : it is possible that in 1. 298 \_ was followed by 



52 

Fol. 7.] 

395 

310 

315 

320 

Fol. 7 4.] 

325 

339 

335 

303. /x: if no fraction followed 9, the reading will be 
a/ «8. 

322. K; or perhaps I, 
324. PoupBrov: cf. 1. 344. Levppiovis also possible there but less 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI [16738 

[yy v} 8k/s| a/ Kk. Kal™, v yK/ s 

[+ = S004 «] dudl/] oly ——] 
/ AvovOis Trodopalvoly 

/ Avovdis Mnvaros 
/ UasvovOs Turovhov 
/ lwavrms Por.Bapps 

/ Alvjov@is Tirodopato’ opov/ 

/ Avdpeas Tlacw6tov 

[ons Yoaxuov ~— ~ ~ - 
/ Uasrvovbis Turovkov opor/ 

/ Avfov]Ots Toaxiov 

/ Bikjropos Aaveur 

] Movons Plo}Papps 

] ABplalap, Azrod\dwro[s 

[Aovts Irod/ oplo}/ 

[Alvovfis IIrody opor/ 

[? EAA]os IIrod/ ABN | 3 ag ort 

y/ v iKk/ Kn a/ oc Kal) v 

/K.1 
J Uwoviis . [.]. [ 

/ PoiBlalupS PovpBluov | 
/ Mwos PorBappls ] 

| wX/ Aevros am? Ip[yxr5] 

| kd/ Xapamov an I[pyxr]s 

/ Aroddas lox{vlp/ az? Tpnxrs 
/ Mapia loxvp/ an? Tpyxrs 

/ Texpopry/-an® Tipln)krs 
/ Apavva an? Iply]«rs 

/ Novvas an Tpnxrs 

/ lwavvns [? Avjo’d/ am? Tpnxrs 

/ ®PovBap§ @eodito’ Nyco* 
/ lwavvns Aate Nyoo” 

K/ wh_&/ 
-an/ nO 

K/ 8 

K/ tBL 
yiat/ 
yiat/ 

vy at/ oi 

n of Lo 

SES Ss 

= 

VES SS 

k/ 

‘am/ C 

K/ al_& 
at/ i 

am/ el 

a a/ =e 

an/ 1 
‘an/ no 

J al/ 
a / [ 

a a / 
K/ 
k/ al 

-an/ no 

k/ 

k/ 8 
k/ © 

k/ L& 

K/ 

v at/ no 

v 

likely ; here very little of the letter remains. 

an) C8 

Perhaps for 
Fulvium (Hunt)? 

331. Apavya: perhaps a compound of aya = dupa and”Avwa? 
334. Nnoov: z.é. ‘from Nesus’, a place-name ; cf 1. 133. 



1673 | 

Fol. 8.] 

339- Heevs: cf. 1. 235. 
342. Macwbis: of. 1. 117, etc. 

340 

345 

350 

355 

360 

365 

370 

LATE BYZANTINE PERIOD 

[ twarvns Aare Nyoov opor/ 
evs.» ] Map@a Nyoo’ 

] 
[Ielevs Toapyvoy 
[? Ma}xapis loaxifolv 

[(? Majxapis Loaxwo’ opfo}i/ 

[Hacw)]fis Apryerifov] 
[? HAlvas kapapys 

[PorlBap§ PoupBrov [opJov/ 
o]pou/ 

[? HAtas Kapjapy$ opor/ 

Fil sicaies lrt/ Nyoov eh A tT RH | 

at/ 0 

am/ 
at/ 

as/ 4 
at/ C6 

an/ 1 
at/ nl 

at/ C5 

an/ ¢ 
am/ t 
at/ > 

an/ a | 

+ ¢ [So]o, £ dud/ [ov—] 
/ Woloendis Movoaiov 

/ Tleevs Eppuvov 

/ Urodopao’ Buxtop/ 
/ Urodopao’ Apovmo’ 

/ Xodopwvr Tleevros 

/ Urodop§ Buxrop/ opor/ 
/ Uacwbis Buxrop/ 

/ Warvoviis lwavvov 
/ Urodop$ Bixrop/ opor/ 

/ Tepovtios Movoratov 
J Urlo}Aop§ Bixrop/ opor/ 

/ Hoaias PoiBaps 

/ Avdpeas Movoraiov 

/ Tirodopato” Bux/ opor/ 

] Tlagw6ts tpeoBurep/ 
[Ilelevs Eppivov 

[? Ilav)\os lepaxos 

[? TlavA]os lepaxos opor/ 

[Soop Jor Tleevs opor/ 

[IIvo]Aopato’ Buk/ oov/ 
[.. . Jos [IroAoprato” 

E[z}. 7°§ ov 

345. ].@.[: very possibly xop[apxs, z, e. the same person as 

in ll. 343, 346. 

ao 8 

Seeger: TESTS NS, OT RSA CL CN GRR MO) 1 NS SSO A NS 

wl K/ 5S] 

347. |mt/: perhaps [Texpou]m(as). ; 

371. The total must have been written on the right of the 

page. Perhaps it was at first accidentally omitted. 

53 



54 

375 

Fol. 8 4.] 

380 

385 

390 

395 

400 

405 

374. The total of the 4th @vA(_) is taken from 1. 303. 
375. The total of the 5th @uA(_) from 1. 321; butas it is just 

possible that that @uA(_) extended on to f. 74 the supplement 
is not certain. 

376. The total of the 6th @vA(_) cannot be supplied, as the 

top of f. 8 is lost. 
379. Two gvA(_) have preceded on this page. 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI [1673 

a dud/ vy S«/ O08 8 divd]/ [v yK/ ¢] 

B duidl/ vv yx/ iB e pud/ [v nK/ 8?) 
y dvi/ ov ek/ 8 s pud\/ [vy 

C pud/ [v 
op to 7% & S[oas v* 

+ 8004 y gvd/ ov ——— 
/ Amoddofs] IaxvBfov] _ ~ ~ van/e 

/ Avovgis At. knvovu ~ ~ ~~ K/& 

/ Yoarrns vopixi[o]” viant/s 

/ Mwos kopapxov yiat/ > 
/ Mwvos Kopalply$ opor/ vy Ba/ v_&/ 
/ Movdts laxvBrov - vam) C8 

/ Eos Tavdov - ~ ~ ~ vian/y 

/ EXdas Tlavdov opov/ vat/ 

/ Movdis LaxvBi[o}s opor/ K/\_&/ 

/ Uamvov@, Avovdiov vy at/ 58 
/ Movons Xero K tH TeAwMas =v" a r/ 

/ Mwos kopapx$ opor/ K/ ¢ 
/ Mwos kopapy$ opor/ ~ ~ viat/ KX 

Mivos] kapapx, oof: ~ ~ v an/ €d/ 

[Mivos Kwpalpy[§ oluo/ ~ ~ vi anf yW 

1 a“ ye a as 

di ee Se ee ee 

] v an/ no 

? Tlo]pO 10% v Ba/ ty 

[ye/ vt OK/ Cm/ pry BY Kal v ty K/ if’ 

[+ ¢ 8004 5 dvud/ ov ] 

].. van! 
lov .. sh. 2 Serene 

TIro\ Jopato’ vat! ot 

“J. ov le E> k/ = 8 

]..- @Ot0’ opor/ vy Ba/ iy 
[yy v eKl/ ¢ 8 a/ O08 Kady vw yK/ Ke” 

381. An[a]unvov is a possible reading. 
390. (umep) tn{s) reA@mas: the evidence is hardly sufficient to 

show whether the allusion is to the farming of taxes (see introd. 
to 1661) or to the payment of customs dues. 

393. No stroke is at present visible at the beginning. 
398. TMlop@u10ov: probably the common noun wropOpetov used as 

a place-name; cf. 1420, 206. 
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Fol. 9.] 

/ (Has Teev]s 7 

/ Ileclus ? Azrodd@ros [ bY 
/ Urvdss [AlBpaaps [ ] & 

410 / PoiBapps Evoyid [ J 
/ Hrwas Tleevs opsor/ vy Bl ] 

/ Movons Dirypps ow" ] 
[ Movons Didmps ono of] 
/ Movons Birnp§ opor/ [ ] 

415 / PorPapps Efylwxid opor/  [ ] 
/ ABpaapis ovxovops vf he 
/ Po.Bappov Evox opot/ [vy] am/ & 

/ Macwbts Aprys ofjjoi/ [vl an/¢ 

/ Weevs Movoatov vo ant/ 

420 | Tacwfis Modudov Yt ala/ +8 

/ MacwAis QpryS opor/ vy at/ o_ 
/ H\{vas Movojacov yf* ala/ 

/ Uf Wye 

Fol. 94.) Too much rubbed and mutilated for continuous transcription. 
Fol. 10.] Lost. 

407. Cf. 1. 411. impossible. 

408. Cf. ll. 94, 108. 422, HdAtas Movaaov: cf. 1, 109. 
420. Mogfidov: this seems to be the reading; Gcodidov is 

2. Petitions. 

PAPYRUS 1674.—About a. D. 570. 

Inv. No. 1727 recto. Acquired in 1906. Antinoopolis; from Kém Ishgau. About 4 ft. x 1 ft. 
In the cursive hand (B) of Dioscorus (see P. Cair. Masp. i, pl. xxviii, xxix, upper portion), 

across the fibres; papyrus dark, in places very dark, in other places rubbed. Perhaps 

folded from bottom to top; at fairly regular intervals the papyrus is eaten away from side to 
side, but the gaps do not occur at increasing intervals from either bottom to top or top 
to bottom, the width of continuous portions varying from 43, 5, or 5% in. in the middle 

to 6; in. at the top and 73 in. at the bottom. On the verso is a Greek-Coptic glossary 
in the uncial hand (A) of Dioscorus (see Cair. Masp. i, pl. xxviii, xxix, lower portion). 

A note on the present document in Avchzv, vi, p. 110 f. 

FTER the documents relating to finance may be placed petitions, several of which are 

contained among the Aphrodito papyri in the British Museum, as among those at Cairo. 

As none of them is dated it seems best to arrange them according to the rank of the officials to 
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whom they are addressed, beginning with those to the Dux. Those addressed to the Dux 

or other high officials of the Thebaid (as compared e.g. with Cair. Masp. i. 67091-67093, 
addressed to rifarz7), here and at Cairo, form a single group, all of which probably proceed from 
the office of the ‘poet’ Dioscorus, and nearly all of which are in his own hand. Such is the 

opinion of M. Maspero regarding the Cairo petitions ; and so distinctive is the hand of Dioscorus 
in papyri certainly written by him that there can be no doubt he is right in his identification. 

Since Dioscorus did not settle at Antinoopolis and become a voyuxds in that city till 566, the date 
of all these petitions, which were doubtless written there for presentation, must be later than May 

of that year, Dioscorus having fled from Aphrodito in the 15th indiction (so Maspero concludes, 

P. Beaugé, p. 14, no doubt rightly, from Cair. Masp. 67002, i, 10-12, 19), which began in 566. 

This agrees with the evidence of the London papyri; in 1686, dated 7 Nov., 565, Dioscorus 

occurs as still at Aphrodito, but on 28 Sept., 566 he was already at Antinoopolis (Cair. Masp. ii. 
67161), and 1708, which falls in the year 567-568, and possibly between May and 13 Nov., 567, 
was written by him there. He probably therefore became a vopuxds by the autumn of 567; and 

as some time must be allowed for him to obtain the position, which was due to a request to the 
praeses (Cair. Masp. ii. 67131 verso), it is not likely to have been before the end of 566 or the 
beginning of 567 that he began his notarial activities. As he wrote Cair. Masp. 67002 not long 
after the end (ris evayyos Siadpapovons rh. i, 10) of the 15th indiction, his appointment may 

probably have taken place before the middle of 567. 
Most of the petitions to the Dux, including the present one, are obviously merely drafts ; 

and since all were discovered at Kém Ishgau, whither they could hardly have found their way if 

they had been actually presented, it seems likely that all were so, even Cair. Masp. 67002. 
The London petitions have not the novelty and importance of that just mentioned, but they 

are of considerable value. It is most unfortunate that the present document is in such a bad 

state of preservation, as it is of special interest. Its mutilation leaves many points uncertain, but 

some facts emerge clearly. 
In the first place we have to determine to what village the petitioners belong. In the note 

in the Archiv referred to above it was stated categorically that the village is Aphrodito. At that 

time the name in 1. 34 was read Adp[/]; but further examination has led to the conclusion that the 
reading is hardly reconcilable with the traces and that Avravov] is more likely. The reference is 

therefore not to the village but to the whole pagarchy, and we can gather from it merely the fact 
that the village was situated in the Antaeopolite pagarchy. The presumption is, however, 

strongly in favour of Aphrodito, owing to the evidence to which attention was called in the 
Archiv. In ll. 91-95 reference is made to a previous petition to the ‘ Patrician’ Athanasius. 

The words 6ru 8% év xexpove Spdéa- Kareobiomer avri tpopys dprov Kal ovdev Hiv brohéhurraL ody 

téxvo.s 7[4a\v, which are a rough quotation from this earlier petition, are so similar to those 

in Cair. Masp. 67002, iii, 10-12, dru év TO Yepo[vle SpdEyua Kat ddvpas é€oOioper and ovdev wavrehds 
nptv brohéhevrras that, even in such a self-plagiarist as Dioscorus, they make it almost certain that 
the Cairo document is the petition here referred to. The village is in that case Aphrodito. This 
conclusion is supported by other, less cogent, evidence. Reference is here made to outrages by 

the pagarch and his followers on the nuns, showing that the village contained a convent of nuns. 
Similar misdeeds are alluded to in 67002. Again, in 1. 95f. it is stated, ‘ dard NerroxrynTdpwv yap 

ovyKetat 7) Koun. With this G. 67002, heading, wa(pa) ray . . . AewToKTHTOpwr, ili, 3 f., Tods 
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Tad{aijm{@povs] nuas ewroxryropas. Again, in 106f. the petitioners state, ‘pera ri abrav 
(¢.¢. 7av warépwv jpav or something similar ?) dwoBiwow dpdavol[.. . .) yeydvapev ds Spare rip 

prixiav (sc. puxpdv ds op. THY Hr. ?)’; of. 67002, iii, 9, Nwas rods Tadaurapous Sdrovs dpHavors, 

akohovOus TH dpopéry Near yupvp der pixphy THv HAtKiav. Lastly, though this is not wholly 
clear, it seems probable that the village here enjoyed the right of airompayia, and that the 
pagarchs had systematically attempted to subject it to their authority. 

As regards date, the mention of Athanasius and the reference to the petition to him 
give a terminus post quem. Cair. Masp. 67002 was presumably written in A.p. 567 or at 

latest early in 568 (see 1663, 1, note). When Athanasius ceased to be Dux is uncertain. 

Maspero places the end of his government, doubtfully, about 570 (P. Beaugé, p. 15), but 
later (ib. p. 16, note) he mentions evidence (Cair. Masp. i. 67097) which, he thinks, may 

indicate 573 as the date. Athanasius was no longer Dux when the present petition was 
written, but we have no evidence to show to which Dux it was addressed. Since, however, 

all these papers of Dioscorus were found at Kém Ishgau, to which he must later have returned 
for good, and none of the Antinoopolite documents bears a later date than 570, and since, finally, 

we know that he was at Aphrodito in 573 (Cair. Masp. i. 67096; the document must fall in 

the summer or early autumn of 573, for the 8th year of Justin ended, not began, as Maspero 
states, in November, 573), we are probably justified in assuming that his final return occurred 

before the autumn of that year. Since, then, Cair. Masp. 69097, v. (A) is dated 20 Choiak 

(= 16 Dec.) of the 7th indiction and relates to Aphrodito, and is nevertheless followed by 
eulogies of Athanasius and by a Sujynua amoxnpvfews presumably written by Dioscorus as 

vopixos of Antinoopolis (see Cuq, Mém. de 1’ Acad. des Inscr. e¢ B.-L. xxxix, p. 218 ff; on 

the other side Lewald, Zeztschr. d. Sav.-Stift. xxxiv, p. 441 ff., but his arguments are not conclusive), 

the 7th indiction mentioned in it can hardly be that beginning in 573. This is borne out by the 
document on the recto, which refers to ‘the present 5th indiction’ and clearly relates to 
Aphrodito. The conclusion must be that the recto was written at Aphrodito, before the 
flight of the poet from the village, that he there acquired the roll as scribbling paper, wrote 
on the verso the document (A) in a. D. 558, the poems (B) and (C) shortly after his arrival 
at Antinoopolis, the document (D) while voyuxds there, and the poems (E) and (F) later still. 

(F), which refers to a orparnydv véov, may, as Maspero suggests, belong to the government 
of Callinicus. Thus Maspero’s suggested extension of the government of Athanasius to 573 
must be rejected. If the suggestion made in 1668, 1, note be correct, that 76 x, even in the title of 
a Dux, may be taken as referring to a single year rather than to a term of years, Athanasius must 
have vacated his office in 568. In any case the utmost we can say of the present petition is that 

its date falls between 567 and the summer of 573. As an interval of some extent must clearly be 
allowed between Cair. Masp. 67002 and it, the date was probably not much, if any, earlier than 

570. In passing it may be remarked that Maspero’s argument for placing P. Beaugé 2 early in 
the government of Callinicus is not conclusive ; for it is evidently only a draft, and the omission of 
the names of the Dux may be due, not to ignorance, but simply to a desire to save time. 

The subject of the petition is the misdeeds of the pagarch or pagarchs. The petitioners de- 

clare that their village, its soil being sandy and unproductive, had been assessed, along with the 

rest of the pagarchy, at 2 carats per aroura for arable and 8 carats per aroura for vine land. 

Later, apparently by the pagarch Julian (I. 37), the rates were raised, but it was at the same time 

Vv. I 
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laid down that no further demands should be made on the village. This ordinance was not 
observed, however ; further increases were made in the rates (Il. 52-54); and when the inhabitants 

[proved unable to pay these ?] owing to the failure of the inundation, the pagarch, though he had 
sworn to be content with the taxes paid at the old rates (Il. 72-75), visited the village with 

his soldiers and committed many outrages. This pagarch may be Menas, and the events those 

recorded in Cair. Masp. 67002; but more probably they are the misdeeds with which this 

petition is directly concerned. It is like the rambling and verbose style of Dioscorus to return 
later in the petition (Il. 90-98) to earlier events. In this later portion reference is made to the 

petition to Athanasius which led to a remission of taxation. The remission had continued in 
force till lately (ews dpzu, 1. 97), but now had evidently been disregarded by the pagarch. 

Incidentally it is of interest to see the réle played by the pagarch in the financial affairs 

of the pagarchy. Though he did not himself fix the rates for the pagarchy (I. 45), it was he who 
gave effect to the assessments arrived at, and he was clearly responsible for the due collection of 

taxes, even in villages enjoying the right of abrorpayia. The petitioners, at all events, do not 

complain that he exceeded his powers in these respects, but rather that he illegally raised 

the rates and that on non-payment he employed unjustifiable violence. We may take it that 

if persons or communities enjoying avrompayia did not pay their taxes it was the duty of the 
pagarch, as the head of the financial organization, to take steps either to compel them or to 

discover what grounds, if any, there were for overlooking the omission. 

Py Pera mpovora Kar o drroxplioros nuwv Baordevs] rnv eLoxwrarny 
vnov diiavOpwmarv are Swpov Ty Tapvriaf\va OnBatlov xwpa 

TavTnv 

exapilato Jeomurar Karnfiwoev apxew ws ixlav\ny ovoay avialorekar ta mKpa 

OnBawv adiknuara Kat Tovto pabovres axlpilBos Tapa moda Twv evKdea[y] 

5 Upov ixver kvdrwdovperfot] nKapev Tapod|uplouevor SidacKovtes To K[ab] 

npas ev Tovtos exov SdialoKopev Tlyv evd[ofoly tpwv didrar[O]pwri{ar] 

ws am yovewy kat tpoyovlwy..... Js eos exlovev.........].4,..] 

mpoot..ev.. vm eo’olfay.[....... lou vmo z[wv]. vn . wy tyIs Thodco!s] 

AvTauo Kat Taons THS TaVT|NS......---. ]. ov xazleloryoay vo THv TohitiK/ 

1-6 = Cair. Masp. i. 67009, 1-7. 
3. exapi{ato Oeomurat xatrnéiwoey: Cair. Masp. 67009, 3 has 

Georio[a xalrné[iwoer] (Wilcken, Archiv, v, p. 444) with exapifaro 

written above, apparently as a correction. The construction 
does not allow of both expressions, and though it is possible 
that a xai has been accidentally omitted after exapi{aro (sc. 
éxapicaro), it seems more likely that Dioscorus in carelessly 

copying from another draft (perhaps 67009 itself) has inserted 
both the original phrase and the correction. The sense will be 

‘has graciously granted your supreme humanity for a gift to the 
all-miserable Thebaid to rule over it, as being capable of re- 

dressing the bitter wrongs of the Thebans’. 
raurny : in 67009, 3 read probably [ravr]nv. 

5-6. ro xa nuas: 67009, 6 adds mpaypa. 
7. |s «bos exopev: this, with ovimor in 1.8 and. ovkar in]. 9, 

is on a detached fragment, the exact position of which is not 

certain. At present it is placed near to mpoyor[, but as the 
reading mpoyov[wy is practically certain, and the letter before 
«$os can hardly be v, more room must be allowed. The place 

assigned to the fragment in this transcript is suggested by 1. 9, 

where xat[e]oryoav is a possible reading ; but this is so doubtful 
that no great confidence can be placed in its evidence. That the 
fragment is rightly placed in this lacuna is rendered likely by the 
(not certain but probable) €6os ¢xouev, which suits the preamble ; 
but it is not beyond doubt, and a not unsuitable position would 

be in the lacuna in ll. 12-14. The mutilation of these lines is 

regrettable, as they might throw light on the position of 
Aphrodito. They evidently refer to the relation of the village 

to Antaeopolis and contain an assertion that the villagers have 
always paid their taxes regularly. Here cvvexw|s would suit the 
space, but the s is very doubtful. 

8. efovoray: very doubtful; «£ seems certain. After this 
word either x or 7 is a possible reading. Before i perhaps mpo- 

or[ar]evga[:]. 
ry: again doubtful, and as stated above 7 is on a fragment 

whose position is uncertain. 

g. After tavz[ns, perhaps evoptas, 
kareotnoay: very doubtful. 
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[ralfiw es] nv Kae ero hepopler] avehdeuras [kau €lvyvopoves Kat mypwrix(ws] 

[ra] evoeBn Kal eros Baothixa Tehkeopara mpos THv av.. pw tov Baordcx/) 
]..0 mTpocrayparwv rns Pp Ye ™ 
| A ec gee Pag (Pee el 

FA... 

] ra€is Twv tT... 

. eAlKvoOnpev evyevos x(a] 

.] Ts Tayapxuas Cvyov rapa ?] 

]...... [we ?lrpaypevo” te rolv] 

]... ayew es Sovreay 

. +s]. @v Qpas THS avayKatas 
a 

J] mac. [. .|AAwreps ovros perevOuy 

amo Tote ovy Seorota Katamovo’pela vo Torey] 

mreov tov BapBapalertoy toTav Kal exaorny emivobvpevor evs TE 

Siaypadwv Cyusas evy . [. .] Kav ?] azlaurnoes? malpa ro fos Kau Tovavrals] 

To On Kat mempayaow Kat [....J...[... 

20 Tpodys evropew 7....... 

emt TH Tiva ayxouela 

Tacas eriBapeceus 

25 LJ. [ 

Ts TE atovas epBodlyns Kau 

Tov yovewy Nav EKT-[..... 620 ees 

Io. tragw: for the roderixy ragis see Cair. Masp. 67002, iii, 7 ; 
67019, 2, from both of which passages, and particularly from the 
second (ind ri é[ri]xmproy ceprviy todi[ri]xnv ragw), it appears 
that the rdéis is that of the province, not of the wé\us of Antaeo- 
polis; of Cair. Masp. iii. 67282, 6, where, as Maspero points 
out, modurixn Bonbera means ‘ la police, placée sous les ordres du 
Praeses et de ses agents, par opposition 4 la orpartwrixy Bonbera 

ou force armée, prélevée surla garnison’. 
ecapepouev: a probable reading ; cf. 1676, 35. 

Il. av.. pw: the characters look like avvopw or evrvopu, 

tov Baci\tk(wv) is excessively doubtful. : 
12. dtafovras ; ‘individually’ ; of Cair. Masp. 67002, iii, 8. 

]..0:; the first letter after the lacunais yor«. It is im- 
possible toread either amo or d:a. Nor can ro mpooraypa tov beread, 

13. The tops of a few letters are preserved near the beginning 
of this line. 

K..um....7..: Kadvme[prlara[y] or Kabvr7[plero[v] are 
possible readings, but the traces are so indistinct that without the 

context it seems idle to read any letters except those which are 
certain. 

14. ragéis rwv : something has been added above. 
15. nrot: written in the margin as an afterthought. If the 

reading is correct « was written above because there was no 
room for it in the line, but possibly the stroke so read is part of 
a letter in the previous line, and in that case the reading will 
be # 76. 

ewxvoOnwev: perhaps a compound, e.g. kadéhxw; but cf 
Cair. Masp. iii. 67283, i, 2, Iovdcavds 6 Aapmp(draros) Bovherat 
mapa 70] €Oos pas Edx[eo|Oat cis mayapxiay ri[s ’Avratov]rohiray. 

16. tys mayapxias (vyov: before this very possibly vro ro]. 
The whole passage may mean, ‘ Our life which was honourably 
and freely spent was dragged’ (lit. ‘ we were dragged as regards 
our life’, etc.) ‘under the yoke of the pagarchy by those who 
looked askance on our....’, but the construction is awkward. 

]. . ovotpevor [elmer ... [.. -] 
Tov Ts evjoo£o” pvnuys Ka Tpo 

Tv m\poo[O\nkny 
? elrvypl-] 

Je Avrasoto§ ova Sy Kaka 

17. aropOakpiocapevoy: Stephanus quotes the participl® 
dropOahmay from Theod. Stud., explaining it as from amopOah- 
pidw, a mistake for éropOadpidw. It may be that the form is 

right and that the participle comes, like the present one, from 
dropOahuisdw; in any case the sense ‘look askance on’ and so 
‘covet’ or ‘envy’ suits the context here; see the last note. 

18. A statement that the pagarchs (of Antaeopolis) attempt 
or have attempted to reduce the people of Aphrodito to slavery, 
‘which indeed they have done’ (rd 87 cal wempdxacw, 1. 19). 

19-20. The sense is ‘and moreover they prevented us from 
enjoying our necessary sustenance’. So perhaps exAv]eav. 

20. perevOvvat : such seems to be the reading, though y is also 
possible for the third letter. jy reyOnva: (Hunt) is impossible. 
The sense required is that it is better for all of them to (die?) 

owing to the hunger they suffer; cf Cair. Masp. 37002, iii, 14. 
21, emt: doubtful; written in the margin ; /. émei. 

ano tote: ‘since then’, ze. since the pagarchs asserted 
their authority over them ? 

tovrwy : probably the pagarchs. 
22, BapBapodevrwr : cf. Cair. Masp. 67002, ili, 3. The reference 

is to districts exposed to barbarian incursions; ¢f Cair. Masp. 
iii. 67283, i, [w]A[éo]y trav ind BapB[a]par Acdvpawopéver (sic) 
té[rely. 

kad exaorny exwvoovpevor: ‘being plotted against each hour’ 
(sc. @pav). : 

23. Suaypaher : probably in the usual sense of poll-tax (vol. iv, 
p. 168f.); the pagarchs may have attempted to enforce too 

high an assessment for the village. 
24. ].. ovovpevot: not xar]amovoupevot. 
26. mpooOnxny: the traces are too indistinct for certainty, but 

the reading is rendered very probable by ll. 44, 54 and by 1686, 
26-27, Tis éuBorjs.... kal rpocnkns aris; cf. too 1660, 9, 
note. 

27. entyp[.]: doubtful in the extreme. 

12 
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Ween > See 

30 Baortixns yewperpias dof......... 2? 7qy yiyly] ner Pappodn © 

oveayv Kar xepowdn Kar emalvayKxes?........]... Kat [alyatopara Stodo” 

TapexovTwv Tos malpep[xope|vors nueplara?] orp ~/ Te S Kar ws emt Trew 

Baputedov tvyxavovtwy dia THY Tov KaKkopvev nywr apo" pwr 

akapmiay exavovicOnpev exTadar apa To TavTte THs TavTaOduas Avrarov] 

35 [P xryrolplt] S[vo] pova Keparia exaoryns apoupys omopysns yys THs Se apziehov] 

[klepatia oxrw exo§ €.)[.]. Se mpoo....von..... Kata Teopovny Xpiorodoro[v! 

Tov at°yevou'| mpoxlovpaTopos?....+...+++ 0+ dys Tovdavd ro” [az]? exapyov 

Kat [mayapxou ? Veeatedsea.] 
]... [alkovorat 

40 [eee ee ee) GPE Lecce ee ee ee ees PTO explypl’§ Baorskov dopov dngwv 
T[ sire) .0 

Sia thv mryvaprav trys Taglews ...... .wevns. [. Ja evpy avtnv mypooa 

Kat am Tore Tedoupev TW Sy[polovw hoyw tea[clepa KEepatia exaoTns apopys 
kat €Tos 

oTopyns yns Kav exactns apo™pys apmeho” Kepatia evkoow Tpia Cv? Sypoow 

29. Hardly any trace remains of the writing after nu, which 
was clearly washed off intentionally. Possibly the word was 
a passive participle agreeing with yewperpias and governing 
huiv :—ent ri[s........ madailas (or mporépjas) jpiv [... . eons] 
Baowixijs yewperpias, 

30. Apparently part of a statement that the imperial survey 
has established the fact that the soil of Aphrodito is sandy and 

unproductive. This is an interesting addition to our knowledge 
of the village, though it is likely enough there may be some 
exaggeration. But if Ayrafov] is rightly read in 1. 34 this may 

apply to the whole pagarchy. Sandy soil is mentioned in Cair. 
Masp. i. 67118, 36, rov ... xepamdous kal dupaddous pépolus rar] 
dpoupar, 3 

31. dioAov: a later addition, with a different pen and darker 
ink, but probably by Dioscorus. 

32. mapepxopevots nuepata: very conjectural, but it suits the 
context, and the slight traces are quite consistent with the 
reading. mapiorapevots, suggested by 1. 49, is less likely palaeo- 
graphically. For qepaia see 1677, 26; Cair. Masp. i. 67002, iii, 

13; 67008, 5. orp~/=orpariorats, and the context no doubt refers 

to contributions levied on Aphrodito for the maintenance of 

troops sent to collect arrears of taxes and for similar purposes. As 
§ should = kai the following cai seems to be redundant. It is 
perhaps a correction and in that case has possibly been inserted 
by mistake, the § being overlooked ; but more probably, as re is 
not required here, Dioscorus was going to write orp(arwrais) re 

AROS) <.ose5-« kat ws xt\., but changing his mind altered the other 
word to xa: and forgot to delete re S. 

32-35. ‘And since we (or the lands) became still more 
burdened owing to the unfruitfulness of our barren arouras we 
were long ago assessed, together with every possessor in the all- 

miserable Antaeopolite nome, at two carats only for each 
aroura of arable land.’ If this passage stood alone we might 
indeed take Sapurehdy as referring to the taxes and meaning 
‘burdensome’; but it evidently goes with the same words as 

mapexévrev, which can only refer to the villagers or their holdings 
(krijpara?). It will therefore have the sense of ‘paying too 
heavily ’, ‘ over-taxed ’. 

34. Avratov : a doubtful reading, but cf. 1. 46, from which also 
xrntopt is read. The assessment apparently applied then to the 
whole ¢vopia of Antaeopolis; for that this and not the city is 
meant is clear from ll. 76, 78, 96, which show that the petitioners 

are the inhabitants of a village. Cf 1686, 20, note. 
35. Ovo: it appears from ll. 36-47 that the rates mentioned in 

ll. 42-43 were due to an increase. For arable land the rate is 

there 4carats. Here therefore it must be eitherthree ortwo. If 
tpta had been written the bottom of the r and p would probably 
be visible ; and moreover, a small trace suggests the 6. 

36. exof € .): exdueva € .), Ze. in actual value 5% carats. 
Elsewhere sums of carats are not thus given in equivalent 
values. Thex/ written above (which isin darker ink) is probably 

for xepdria. For the symbol .) as= %, see 1718, 44 and note. 
kara meopovny krh.: the sense is apparently that although 

the rates of taxes had been assessed as above, the pagarch 
Julian (1. 37), by the persuasion of Christodotus, had raised or 
procured the raising of the rates, since when (dzé rére, 1. 42) the 

petitioners had paid at the higher rate. One would expect the 
petitioners to represent this raising of the rate as illegal, but this 

is not quite clear; see note onl. 44. 

37. aro erapxov: cf. 1660, 6; 1661, 5. 
39. axovoa: the first letter read is rendered probable by 

a ligature attached tox. Very possibly vz[a]xovoa. 

40. etpnue(vov): before the second e another letter seems to have 
been written above the line. yaiv possibly refers to Julian. 

41. mAnvaptav: see Just. Nov. 128 (Teubner ed. 152), cap. 3, 

inép d€ ray Snpociwy ocuvrederdv Tas droxas rot dpuepipvias, pept- 
xds Te kal mAnvapias, maou rpdro1s Tapa Tov Ta Snpdota trodeXoperwv 
yivesbar diopi¢oper, onpawvovcas thy Tov Xpnudt@v moodTHTa kat Tav 

elddv, ov py GdAG Kal Trav lovywv Fro Tov lovAl@y Fyour KevToupioy, 
kal ra dvépara Tov KTnoewy, Unep Sy ras cuvrehetas bode xovrat. 

tafews: very doubtful, but the first letter looks like r and there 

is the end of a curved down stroke, which suggests & 
.[..Ja: the first letter is probably p,r, or ». If the last, 

there is perhaps only one letter in the lacuna, and p[e]$evpy 

could be read; but this is an unlikely compound. 
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dixa Ts atovas euBo S tov ravrns vavdd Siaragas Se opws to THViKavra 
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44. Staragas 8¢ onws To rnvixavra: it is not clear either who is 
the subject of d:ardfas or what date is indicated by Thvikadra, 
but it seems certain that diarafas ought grammatically to be 
the genitive absolute :—‘ although he at that time laid it down 
by decree in accordance with the decision of the magistrates 
that nothing else beyond these taxes could be added by the 
pagarch in office to the wretched proprietor in the Antaeo- 
polite nome, to the intent that he should be able to pay 
all (?) the said public taxes with the additional payment 
attached to them, yet we are rendered liable’, etc. Who is 
the subject of d:arafas depends in the main on the interpreta- 
tion we give to ryxadra and to what follows. If rnvtxadra refers 
to the assessment mentioned in ll. 34-36, then the subject of 
é:ardéas is the person who made that assessment, rovrey refers 
to the rates established by it, and the rates mentioned in Il. 42, 
43 are an illegal increase due to Julian. ovr», however, 
would most naturally refer to the rates specified in Il. 42, 43, and 
as no person was mentioned in 1, 34 as making that assessment 
it is more likely that Julian is the subject of dvardfas. In that 
case the course of events was as follows :—The rates were fixed 
originally (kavovifw), in consequence of a survey which showed 
that the land was of poor quality, at 2 carats per aroura for 
arable and 8 (= 5%) for vine land. Then Julian, during his 
tenure of office, for reasons and under circumstances which the 
mutilation of ll. 37-41 makes it impossible to determine, brought 
about a raising of the rates to 4 carats for arable and 23 for 
vine land. With the sanction of the dpxovres these rates were 
embodied in a decree, which forbade any subsequent pagarch 
to make any addition to the sum of taxes so determined. In 
spite of this decree the inhabitants have been subjected to 
further exactions. 

45. diadadias: see Cair. Masp. i. 67097, v. (D), 86, ék 
Siadadias PoBepwrdrav Sixacrnpiwy. Maspero renders ‘décret’, 

ovde Suynpueda 

J... [... Tlpodny o7erpar Kau o’rws 

].... Kat a. [. .JOws 

beer 

but Cuq, ém. de? Acad. des Inscr. et B.-L. xxxix, p. 204, remarks 
that ‘la Sadadia est un simple interlocutoire; ce n’est pas 
un jugement, une décision qui tranche un litige ou méme qui ait 
un caractére impératif’; and this is borne out by the present 

passage. It is by the déxpyrov that the éd:draypa was made 
binding; the d:adadia was the previous investigation and 

* decision of the magistrates in accordance with (éx) which the 
pagarch issued the déxpyrop. 

es: in blacker ink. 
46. mayapxov: this form is more likely than rayapxny, because 

the upstroke of 7 would probably be visible. 
47. epmepiexovons: p is a correction. What is meant is 

epmepiexouerns. 
48. If the reading is right (and zoAews Avraid is very probable) 

vouw must be a mistake for vouod. Perhaps re [8e is rather to 

be read. 
49. orpatwrov: for this reading cf. 1. 32. 

pevois is an easier reading than mapiorapevois. 
52. tp[...] .: hardly rp[:8n]y? The sense appears to be 

that when the petitioners had begun to pay their taxes ‘he’ 
(presumably the pagarch) demanded 2} carats per aroura over 
and above the rates (4 and 23) stated above, and this although 
their lands had not been properly irrigated. 

53. dnow: possibly a verb in the infinitive governed by this 

has been accidentally omitted. 
55. ep erovs: 1, én’ Eros. 
56. rpimepes: third, instead of its original meaning ¢hreefold. 
58. nuwv: very doubtful, the traces being extremely small. 

After it probably (#wy or some similar word. The petitioners 
cannot even (ovd¢ duv{d)peba) sow sufficient fodder for the 
animals that have survived. 

ovde SuynueOa: in a blacker ink with a thinner pen, but 

probably by the hand of Dioscorus. 

But there wapepxo- 
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NPP ee sk 1. eee els QMov tooyow.... 

Tuto” Kat Tas Kopas Kali [ras alox{nlrpias mlap|Pevovs SiapBerpar Kaw 

ta Coa nov adapecbar Kar tov omapevta plelra poxfd es tpodyv 

TOovT@Y XopTov KaTavadioKe es TA (wa THS avTd Ka ynuwv 

65 gvoKeuns Tpos Tw EnpavOnvar tov amopov vo Supay es avactpory|y] 

Tedevav nw Kat mpos AuunV To” Snuoorov Aoyo” KatTor ab 7s 

TapehaBev THY TayapxXiay TUVEXwS aTTNEMEVY TPOS avTOV 

[1674 

KGL EvVOLKQS 

Kahofehos Kau evyvopoves peta] waons THs TpeTo’ans 
K/ rns opl-p. [eee eee ee eee ee ee oo) MEPLU TOV 7, Oar. . v™ 

70 ie 
?petja to’ r[.].[...-.] 

erepa v°® p evoTtabiya..... atest Js ulrodle€aperw nuw evwoporals] 
exmpoobev twv aywwv vmo [rolv Jeopidds tarpos Kat yyoupevo® 

Tov evayous povaornpid Ama MaxpoBwo” tovrois Kat povots 
auTov 

75 apkerOnvar pera.ta tpoonpavberra Snpoor ediopknoar™® 

nev Kar adikws Kal nuacuy Kat Ts aOduas nuwv Kons 
Xpyoapevoy pera Twv hynoTpikwv efodwv kat am mpoodav 

Tov ws ELPNTAL Tayavwov THY Kal THY KOMNY NOV ETL 

WIOTITAWCOV. PT. ood aie, stetr cesar ea Slat ].v Suxnv BapBapov 

80 Tep| 

[-] 
mayapxos To homov?........ MA Tt Jee: £0 ci ae ey 

avevperet ws ek.[.......... ] voors [welrpnoas kato. de.. 

amafathws  paptupa yap Kadoupev tov Seam Ov kar Bacrrea 
1T opmevot 

Bacvevovtav Xpuotov ort cvvaddayovow new Tpayparev 
Tos adios KTNTOpOL = mpoxe[ pS] 

85 ov Saviorat Kau eumopor THOSE THS Xwpas KaTa GTO” hs TOV VOT 

62. ras acxnrptas mapbevous: cf. Cair. Masp. 67002, iii, 2. mayavixns kat [or]pari[wr]ixijs Bonbei[as] ; so too in 67021, v., 8 f. 
65. ovoxeuns: apparently in the sense of ‘expedition’, airod 

refers to the pagarch; cf. 1. 67. 
67. amnepev: the form fepev is described by Goodwin, Greek 

Grammar (ed. 1894), p. 179, as ‘rare and doubted’. This is 

a clear instance and confirms the amnexpev of Cair. Masp. 67009, 
27, which Maspero describes as doubtful. Is pos avrov possible 

ehovearo The meaning here is that the 
petitioners have shown the pagarch all due attention. 

69. «/: xai. This is an unusual abbreviation for cai and 
possibly xrno...7.[ is to be read ; but it is difficult to see 
what word that could be, in the present context. 

73. uo: if this and the doubtful reading vmodefapevw are 
correct, ié must go with éevwpudres, ‘under oath (administered) 
by ’, etc. 

75. epiopknoarra: sic. 

76. nuacvy: 7. npa{s) civ. The construction is a confusion 
between xa” nds (e.g.) Starpagdpevov and jyiv xpnodpevov. 

78. mayavoy: not ‘pagans’, but local, cantonal levies (gen- 
darmes) as opposed to the troops (orpariarat) of the Imperial 
army ; ¢f. Cair. Masp. 67002, ii, 23, werd moAARs AnorpiKis Te Kal 

See also Wilcken, Chrest. p. 150. 
80. It is possible that a line is lost after this. 
81. mayapxos: mayapxas is also possible but less likely; cf 

too 1. 46 and note. 
82. karo. de..: possibly xaroy ... ., but the traces do not 

allow of kar’ évoza. Kavoy[t]xa is perhaps, but barely, possible. 
This line may refer to a rate. For voors see the note on I. 85. 

85. rov voor(ov): vou[/] =vopicparos is hardly possible; more- 
over this (Is. for 36 artabas) would be an impossible rate (cf 

1678, 159, note), and, further, mpox[, which must almost 
certainly be read mpoxiu(évov), is inconsistent with such a reading. 

voors is supported by vogrs in 1. 82.. The sense may be that 
seen in Trypho apud Athenaeum 618, d, 6 véoros kai ra ériperpa 

Tay ddevpor, Z.¢. ‘ produce’, and so ‘interest’, but the connexion 
with the context is still not very clear. Apparently a rate of 
interest is indicated ; perhaps on loans of seed or mortgages? 
But even so it is not clear what the unit is on which the interest 
is calculated; possibly, from 1, 86, 7 dpouvpa ¢8apv6n, the aroura 

of arable land or vineyard. 
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kat Kp/ — € kat hax — iB Kar owo” ayyi/ p Kat ex ToTO” n apovpa eBapvOn 
kaw ets Snpooia Kau evs Ta Savia ovk’ amoxpuverat ets THY THLKa”rnY 
tov Savioro’ Togornta Taylra ? ravira Herpely] Kl, epenle(rplnxeper ra Snyoora Kat 
ta Sama o yap aol 

90 
e.[ 

Irns te ao. . opf. . .] 
mpaitevopevous ..[....... 7H peyad[nly nov orevwow Te 
Kat amopiay Karenabev mpar'rwv o Tavevppos marpiKLos 
APavacwos ot Sy ev xeon Spoka kar’ eo Oroper 
avtu Tpodys apto” Kar ovdey nui vioehurTat oY TEKVOLS 

95 nlpoly ex tov yndwwv es amrpodyv am? AemroKTyTOpwr yap 
g[ar] mpoceragev 

OvyKEiTaL ) KwpH KaTEhenoEY Nas ToTE pndev amaiTH 
€l pn avta pova ta Enpa Snuoora Kia] ews apt. evxaporo'[p)¢v] 
To Bew em. TovTw [ 

radars scant }, ¢o 7 [ 

100 Oadipovra trois aOdolis hem}ro[Kr}yrol par €. Tap] 
acta mpooraga em: gle ?] Seka tayta ra Kal yyas Sia. [.] 
[. oOnvar es re exdicnow tracey Kar KatopOwow tov peat] 
Svvacbar nuas ev Tors idiois adiactpodws Kat arapaxws 

yy lavas 
kat pn avaykacOnvar mraleo Oar [. . 

105 TS NwY Tarpidos v\70 
eee 

npeOa Kar pera Thy avtwv atoBiwow opdavo [.. . .] 

yeyovapev ws opare Tyv yhixvay Kau eLeomacOnpev 
ts To” Oeorazfo!’ ..n[....Jy......J... 

[. . Joy 
[.. ?raurn|y tyy Koplnr 
Ee. 

{10 

_ 88. (at) eneperpyxeyev: the second word seems an obvious 
reading, but the space between x and « is very small for it. The 
word may have been miswritten (e.g. ewerpnkepev). 

89. Perhaps ac[mAayyvos (Cair. Masp. 67002, i, 13). 
may be lost after this. 

90. rns re: something was apparently written above this. 
QI. mpatrevopevous: for mpatdevopevous, the Lat. Araedor. It 

may govern rnv peyaAny xri., ‘plundering our helplessness and 
poverty’; but possibly that may go with xaréyabev :—‘ [when] A. 
learnt our helplessness, etc., how that in the winter’, etc. After 
mpatrevopeyous the traces point to or, ep, et, or ot. 

92. xareyabey: perhaps rather xareyaOoy, but xaréuabev must 
be meant, as ’A@avdovos is clearly the subject. 

mpatrov: cf. 1708, 79, note. 
mavevppos : this method of writing $y is characteristic of 

Dioscorus’; ¢f. 1676, 69 ; 1708, 14, etc.; and Maspero’s note 
on Cair. Masp. ii. 67166, 6. The reading here (in Archiv, vi, 
p. 110 mavev{y pos was read) is due to Maspero. 

93- Spoktpa: 2. rpdEma. 
97. ra Enpa Snpooia: see Archiv, vi, p. 111, where it is 

suggested that this may mean the taxes in money and corn as 
opposed to e.g. such taxes as the dmapyvpipds pédcros and 

A line 

GMa Bias 

dmapyuptopos yadaxros which the village is known to have paid 
in the Arab period and which it may have paid at this time 
also. But it may mean the é8ypué01a simply in contradistinction 
to additional payments and extraordinary taxes. 

ews aptt: 7.é. till lately the remission has held good, but 
now, we may infer, the pagarch has disregarded it. 

98. A line may be lost after this. 
100-101. €t mapacraty: cf. Cair. Masp. 67002, iii, 22; etc. The 

subject is no doubt the Dux himself, to whom also @adWovrra 
will refer. This is evidently the concluding portion of the 
petition. 

101-102. dia.... CwOnvar: the ¢, though probable, is not certain, 
but [5y]A@Onva: is impossible. Probably da is part of the verb 
in the infinitive rather than of e.g. S:am(emroipéva), which is in 
any case an unlikely abbreviation. 

102. rov pewat: rov is here used in a final sense, ‘that we 
may be able to remain,’ 

104. Something was added above at the end of this line. 
this passage is introduced the idea so common in such petitions, 
that by obtaining succour the petitioners will be saved from the 
necessity of dvaxépyois ; cf. Wilcken, Grundziige, p. 324- 

111. Possibly Avyromo[y or Avrayir[ov. 

In 
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Detached fragment :— 
]. vevos to” [ 

Jengus op. . [ 

PAPYRUS 1675.—a. D. 566-573. 

Inv. No. 1743. Acquired in 1906. Antinoopolis; from Kém Ishgau. 93 in. x 1 ft. of in. 

Hand B of Dioscorus, across the fibres. Below the text a blank space of 6 in. 

HE conclusion of a petition to the Dux. As the width of the papyrus is the same as that of 

> 1674 and the petition is from a number of persons, and as 1674 must have ended shortly 

after the last line preserved, this may be the missing conclusion ; but this is rendered doubtful by 

the appearance of the fibres. Two xo\Ayjpara are represented, of which the top one is marked by 
very dark perpendicular lines at regular intervals. As not much more than half the xéd\dnpa is 

preserved and the last xé\Anua of 1674 is also imperfect, one would expect this «éA\npya and the 
last of 1674 to be the same, which is not the case. It is, however, possible that Dioscorus’s 

verbosity prevented him from bringing the petition to a conclusion so soon as at the end of 1674 
he seems preparing to do. 

]. @y evolpkourres] 
TV EvKhELaAY YBwY KaTa THS axpavTo” Tprados Kat THS Duwv 

TwTNplas Kal TOV ViKNTO” Huwv Kat KpatioTo” Bacid¢ws] 

HN Tapopayv ynpas Od.Bopevovs Kav Karamrovo"“evous 

5 ev ow Snmote Tpaypatt mpos twas yap THY oppnV Ne 

TETOLNKApPEV EKOEXOMEVOL TO VpETEpoV Eheos KafaTEp o1 

ev to Adn e€edexovto THv Tov Xv wapovoray Seomora 

evdofo" otpatydata Sov€ Ayovotadie Kupte 

I. evopxourres: this word doubtless occurred in this line, but —_has only 7 letters in the corresponding space. 
to identify the visible traces with the beginning of it perhaps 3. vixntov: 7. dvexnrov. 
makes the number of letters supplied in the lacuna too small. 6-7. Cf. Cair. Masp. 67002, i, 2, 
The lines are, however, by no means regular in length, and 1. 7 8. Ayovoradte? Sic. 

PAPYRUS 1676.—a. p. 566-573. 

Inv. No. 1744. Acquired in 1906. Antinoopolis; from Kém Ishgau. 2 ft. 3$ in. x 1 ft. of in. 
Ina good-sized sloping and rather straggling cursive hand, across the fibres ; an addition at the 

top and perhaps one or two corrections are in hand B of Dioscorus. The document occupies 

both sides of the papyrus; the writing on the verso (along the fibres) is the reverse way 
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up (bottom to top) to that on the recto. Papyrus dark, in places a very dark reddish brown, 
but with light patches, and rubbed in places, with some lacunae. Probably folded from 
bottom to top. 

T is not quite certain that this petition was addressed to the Dux and not rather to the praeses 
(no other official seems possible) ; but the Dux is the more probable from Il. 55—59 and from 

the title &8ofov tmeppviar (cf. the Cairo petitions; P. Beaugé 2, 15; and the Apion documents 
from Oxyrhynchus, where imeppvéoraros is the epithet used). Unlike the preceding and follow- 
ing petitions this was not written by Dioscorus, but it seems certain that it comes from his office. 
As the papyrus is fully occupied by the text, on both sides, it would be useless as scribbling paper 
(unless it were intended to wash off the writing and use it as a palimpsest), and its presence among 
the papers of Dioscorus could hardly be accounted for if it came from some other notarial bureau. 

The style also strongly recalls that favoured by Dioscorus; cf. especially Il. 23-24, 43-44, 52-60 
(see notes). Finally, the addition at the end and possibly one or two corrections are, as said 

above, almost certainly in his hand. 
Though the papyrus is damaged in places and consequently some lines are at present 

imperfectly read, there is no doubt as to the general tenor of the petition. The father of the 

petitioner, a former defensor of Antaeopolis, had become a monk (as, we learn from the Cairo 
documents, did the father of Dioscorus); and on retiring from the world he left his son, then 

under age, to the guardianship of the boy’s maternal uncle, who, on his coming of age, married 
him to his own daughter and gave him part of his own property as dower. Subsequently the 
father-in-law fell ill (it is interesting to find the malady specified, reddeypévyn rodadyia) and was 
reduced to such straits that, unable to pay his taxes, he transferred the greater part of his property 
to a scriniarius named Peter, who undertook to pay the taxes on it. This he did as long as the 

vendor lived; but on his death (so we may gather, though his death is not actually mentioned) he 
attempted to shift the responsibility for the tax-payments on to the property conveyed to the 
petitioner as dower of his wife. 

For an instance of the sale of property on consideration of the payment of taxes see 1686 . 
but there certain property is sold for the payment of taxes on other property of the vendor's ; the 
total price was the amount of taxes. Here, on the contrary, the taxes are payable on the property 

‘transferred only, and a price additional to the amount payable was clearly paid for the property. 
32), 

Recto. ] + 
+ Sidackw Tyv iperepay evdofov vreppviay ws o THs 

pakapias pynuns eos TaTnp ETL TEpLwy KaTahehouTeEV Tr[V] 

env ehelvornta piKpny ayovta THY nALKLaY KaL TO” movnpH 

5 ato Buoy amo exdukwv tTvyyxavev tTns AvTq.voTro\rwr 

Kat adnkev pe extoTte TW Yew po” KaTa pyTEepa Kat Ta 

ehaxioTa po” Tpaypara peremeita Se yevouevoy ev nuk 

ouvrnwaro pe o autos TevOepidys po” Ty avTo” Ovyarpi Kat 

2. didarkw: didac is a correction. word looks like adnxvev. 
3. €nos: ¢ corr. from o. Ge: corr. from Oeor. 

kara\e)otrey : ¢ is a later insertion. 7. yevopevoy: corr. from yevopevos. 
4. pixpyy ayovra thy ndtktay : cf. 1674, 107. 8. wevOepidns : the end is confused, and there has apparently 

6. adnxev: the scribe has made a digit too many, so that the been an alteration; but mev@epsdns must be right, as Il. 37, 48 

V. K 
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[rey re] 
Pavepa Tpaypata KaTa TO Tpoankoy THs avTo” vToTTAaTEWs 
kata Tpoixiavoy ovpBohaoy enor ExapioaTo apa TH avToU 

Ovyarpi Kav Tavta adwpioas Tpo ikavov Tov ypovov 
Kau €7L vouns yeyerntat Kat Seomoreas THs ENS PETA THS 

TOUT@WY TpoTodov oLKade avexwpnoa peta THS avTov O[vylarplos] 
avtov Se tov tpoadnynfevros eno" mevOepo” Koddovfov 
Bixropos Iowvos ovopatt vorw Baputarn Tepe 

memToKotos dnt dn TH Tepreypevn Todadyela 

ev » Kar nusOavns KaTeoTn Kal ampaKos TavTEhws woTE 

avrov Seca Tns avayKaias tpodns peta Twv avTo” 

TALsaplwv py EXOVTA Tavrotov emysehyTny Kat 

20 

@ € 

Kndenova Twv eMaXLoTwWY avTOV TPayLwY ELKOS OTL 

n Tovrov ex mllvpllpitrov oreppwrarn oxAynois TpooKeurar 
avtw advaheimrws pet emnpias Kar Suactpodys Tov 

Snpocwwv Tpaxtopwy wate avToy Tpo Katplov Tov] 

Oavarov emuxaheoar amoBherov™ ta oTeva TavTayn 

25 TOV TE THMLATOS THS TUVEXoVvaNS avTo” hoBepwrarns 

avopadias Tys Se Wuyxns [? wy\dylnpas adupelws] [Kale 
Aysw~ews avto” mpos Se rovrous Kae THs Tepe eLwbev 
Hayns Ths Tav Snpoowwy oxAnoews Klar THs ?] 

K, TovT@v amopias Tedos SiavonBes nvaykiacOn ra 
30 TrETTA TOV KTHMATwWY avToV KaTaypaat Kav ExToty|oa) 

Tlerpw tw dapmp’/ Kar tepiBderro [[kou'$]] oxpwrapa] 
nat Sofacns 

TYuns THs aperOeons petasy avTwv 

show. Sophocles quotes the word in the sense of ‘ wife’s 
brother’; here it is evidently synonymous with wevdepds. It is 
used proleptically in this passage, for the uncle did not become 
the father-in-law till after the marriage. 

9. pavepa: in the sense of rid, as often in Byzantine Greek. 

11-13. The sense might be either ‘and some considerable 
time after he had made this settlement, (during which time) he 
had enjoyed the administration and possession of my income 

with that derived from this property (z.e. the property given as 
dower), I returned home’, etc., or, taking em: as = éwei, ‘and 
some considerable time after he had made this settlement and 
when (this property) had been in my disposition and possession 
together with the income derived from it; I returned home’. 
The latter seems much the more likely interpretation. In either 
case it appears that the young couple at first lived with the 

father-in-law, but later set up house for themselves. 
14. KodAovOov: evidently not identical with the Colluthus son 

of Victor of Cair. Masp. ii. 67166, 9, who lived at Antinoopolis 

and was a poulterer; but he may be the Colluthus of i. 67087, 
who was a Bonds of the defensor of Antaeopolis. 

15-16. mepurerraxoros : the last m is a correction. 
16, ty: a correction, probably from ze, the scribe having 

begun to write mepAeypevyn too soon. 
modadyeta: yet is probably a correction. 

17. ampakos : /. either dmpaxros or ampayos. 

20. mpaypov: 7, mpayparor. 
etkos ort krA.: this is a parenthesis; rovrwy may possibly 

refer to rév avrovd maiSapiov—their troubles were an additional 
burden to his own —; but that seems rather too far away, and 
perhaps the reference is to the trouble of looking after his 
property ; not only could he not work at his business, but even 
the trouble of attending to his property, with the numerous claims 
made on it, was beyond his strength. See, however, I. 29. 

21. mé€pirrov: corr. from wupperov. The second p of oreppwrarn 

is also a later addition. 
23-24. Quite in the style of Dioscorus: cf Cair. Masp. i. 

67019, 20. 
24. amoB\erovra: corr. from amoBerav. 

25. avroy: corr. from avr. 
26. avopadias: the o corr. from @. 

Se; corr. from te. 

mvtynpas: very doubtful, but it suits the traces and the sense. 
Gdivews = doin, ‘blotting out’, and so ‘destruction’. 

27. avrov: the first v is apparently a correction. 
29. x(a): added in the margin. tovray must apparently 

refer to ray abrod madapiov. 
30. karaypayar: cf the expression which occurs in sales 

(Mitteis, ‘einheitlicher Kauf’) xai xarayeypappxaper (or xaraye- 
ypadnxévat). 
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P odetovrs tw mpopynferte Kau nyopakort ryv 

evedKomernv Tos avTw mpaleor Krynpacr Bacreukny 

sikecs sia, 's ot 

35 Kar Snpoovay cuvreheay avehreuTas euohepey] Tw 

Sypoow oyw Kar eTos akoovOws tars yevapevats 

37 avTw wviaKkais ovvypadais Tapa Tov eno” TevOepid{oly 
37@ = eae TH Svvapes Toy Emaradrparos avrov yrot Korqiopo’ wed vmoypap/ To[v]... roxo[v?] 

38 Su nv Kau emeoretbev Mepiovtos Se avTo”...... 

tw Symoow oyw Kav... aopevws Tapeoxortols?]..... 
ef evauTous 

40 avepov xpovov ndy Siayevapevov . aptiws Se 
olvl« [orl8[a] rofev Kkarpornpyoas tyv aluplpovixrfy... .] 

Ee see eee ees. TOPA YEyovoTa Kat aovyyenoToralra ?] 

eehOn 0 mpodexOers mepiBewros amp rupavrd« 

emepevdopevos TOUS Baisis Kat SiaKexwpropevors 

45 Ho ™po ikavov Tov xpovolv] TPOLKYLALOLS TPAy Lact 

Bo*hopevos addnv emBewvar por cuvTehevav evs avarpory|y] 
p68 o [yevopevo"] @ Tan 

eunv Terevav Kat evSeray aprov [[rov]| Kovdicpov [rap [avjzfov ?] ] 
oO Kat Seber eyypapws wCopae 

To euw tevOepidy [[exopevov]] peraxerpllacpov]] «€ ov 

34. evehkoperny: cf. Cair. Masp. ii. 67151, 135. In P. Flor. i. 

50, 75-76, ov ro evehkopévns Baci[AtKHs ys] dpovpys terdpz[o], 
the word is probably used in the same sense; the obligation to 

cultivate royal land was zzvolved in the tenure. 
37 4. A later addition but by the same scribe. As 8? jy kat 

eréorethev in |. 38 is meaningless apart from this line the draft 
must clearly have been copied from a (still rougher) draft, in 
which the scribe inadvertently overlooked a line. 

Tov emiorahparos avrov nrot Koudicpouv; the meaning is no 
doubt given by Cair. Masp. i. 67104, 17, él ro ravrns Ta éxdpra 
koudio Ojvai por dvappirdyos. The xovpiopds was an undertaking 

to pay the taxes, given by Peter to Colluthus, and was thus the 
- completion of the whole transaction, of which the first stage was 
the transfer of the property from Colluthus to Peter (rais yeva- 
pévais ait@ vaxais ovvypapais). An actual example of 
a kovgiopds is probably to be found in Cair. Masp. i. 67048, 
which is described as an énioradpa. The word émioradya is 
indeed also used of a further stage, the notification of the 
transfer of property to the 8nydcws Aédyos (so in Cair. Masp. i. 
67117; 67118; and no doubt in 67119, where the iroypagy is lost); 
but this cannot be the sense here, as appears from Il. 47-49 
(see note there). Perhaps the very fact that the word érioradpa 
was ambiguous led the scribe to add #rot xovpiopod. In Cair. 
Masp. 67048, 2, can e& to [k/] (or [kara] ?) ro rpimep[es be read? 
In this case three persons will be concerned. The lacuna 
seems too small for ra . .. . ojo, supplying a participle 
after ra. 

ro[v]: it is not possible to read avrov instead of this. 
38. meptovros de avrov: the sense of this mutilated passage to 

Siayevapevov in 1. 40 is clearly that while Colluthus lived Peter 
loyally observed his agreement to pay the taxes, and had done 
so for a period of six years (&£ évavrovs is a correction of the 
vaguer avepoy ypdvoy). 

39. mapecxorro[s] : map and cxor being practically certain, and 
to hardly more doubtful, it seems as if the participle were 
intended, but neither a nor « suits the traces after p very well. 
Since a stroke projects above, e, which must be a slip of the pen, 
is the more likely of the two; possibly the reading is rapeoyov 
(sc. -xev) ro, which would improve the grammar. 

41. ovk ot0a wofev: ‘I do not know for what reason’. The 
traces are, however, very slight. This sentence states that 
lately, no doubt on the death of Colluthus, Peter has attempted 
to shift his liabilities on to the shoulders of the petitioner. 

42. kat aovyyeuororara: the x is very doubtful, as there is no 
sign of an upstroke, but since a is certain it is difficult to see 
what else the word can be, as aovyy seems clearly the beginning 
of a new word. acvyyevororara is a curious word, but seems 
fairly probable. 

43. erepOn: this governs rois éAaxiorois xrh. 

however, doubtful, 
44. ewepeSouevos: 8 corrected from r. For the phrase ¢/ 

Cair. Masp. i. 67087, 15. 
eXaxworos: the scribe at first wrote «Aaxos; the is inserted 

in the line itself. 
47-48. This much corrected passage now reads pf 6 xougurpdv 

ev tayy Sébero TG ep@ revOepidn eyypadas, 6 kai peraxerpifopa, && 
od xrd., the meaning evidently being ‘ after he had’, etc., not 
‘after which he’, etc.; or possibly ped’ 8{v) xovpiopdy. . . 

duébero is to be read; it is to be noticed that covgiopds is treated 
as neuter in 1. 48. The petitioner is appealing to the evidence 
of the xovgiopzds, which had doubtless come to him or his wife 
(eraxetpifoua) as heir to his father-in-law. This proves that the 
xovpiopds in this case is the document given by Peter to 
Colluthus, not the return to the dnudows Adyos. Besides the 
corrections seen in the text, the » of xov¢icpor is a correction 

The @ is, 

K2 
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wpodoynoev aved\dNeuTws ecompatar To Snuooww oyw Kal exacrov 
eLpNUS Ks 

50 
Baorxxol vs] 

€TOS TOUS TO@V Tpabevrav avTW T pPayKhaTov Synpocous 

evypapars]] 
gopovs akodovlws Tats foseoeet yevapevats avtw eyypadws 
wriaKkais ovyypadais Kat emevdynmep addyv edmida 

Kau katapuynv ok exw peta Tov Beov tov THs Wyys plov] 

KUplov Tpocip Tos EvKecor Vwv ixvert KUAWOolv\y[Evos] 

55 Kabixerevwy tyv vrephun vor piiavOpwriav 

HV O TAVOLKTLOTHS @ceos Kat o Oevoratos KGL OLKOUJLEVLKOS 

deans npov Bacrevs exapicato Tn TavTaf\ua TavTn xwpa 

Kau TOLS EvoLKOVaL Swpov peyioTov are evBo"Xoly] et]s [ro] 

Ta TuKpa OnBarwv adikynpata avacrerdat ev tapacraiy] 

60 mpooragar ixavas pndeuiav mapodoy tov mpopybevtos 

mepiBderrov avdpos yever Par por wept TovTo” pte 

KawoTopuay adukov nv emBo"hever or tporber Oat 

Tapa TO TPOTYKOV EK Suvacreias Baws OT@S EV TOUT® 

amohavopat THS vpeTepas SiKaloovrvns Kat TavToT{€] 

65 vmepevfouar Tw TaveromTn Sew Kar Sixaiw povw 

KpiTn Tw ovTt TaTpL Twv opdavav Thovova xeELpt Ta vperepla] 

vew avrecatar pupiavtomraciais apowBais vmep THOSE 

THS Els EME yevaperns EV TOUTW ETLKOUPLAS 
Recto (at the top of the document and probably in the hand of Dioscorus).] 

Tep. ns vuas e€opkilw Kata Tys afavaro” Kopuds Kat avtd To Seams nyo 
7O 

from v and ef probably from ovy. éyypdpws may fossidly be in 
the hand of Dioscorus. The meaning of év rayq in this con- 

nexion is uncertain, and the reading, though certainly suggested 
by the traces, must be regarded as doubtful. 

49. «onpagéar: a curious word for the tax-payer himself. 
50. Baotdixous : probably in the hand of Dioscorus. 

51. mpageo: sic; the scribe stopped to delete the word before 
finishing it. It is possible also that the s was never added to 
eyypapat. The reading is certainly -a not -ou. 

eyypapws: doubtful; it is apparently a correction, pre- 

sumably from eyypapors (or vice versa). 
52. emetdnmep : corr. from emdnrep. 
54. mpooiuc : the first « is a correction, probably from «. 

o of rows seems also to be a correction. 
55. xaGixerevoy: corr. from xa ixerevov. Before r a v seems 

to occur, but whether at the first writing, being corrected 

Baow$ Kar THs vov cwrnpias 

The 

afterwards, or inserted subsequently is not clear. 
56. mavoixriotns: ‘all-pitying’; cf. Cair. Masp. i. 67004, 6; 

67020,r., 10. In both places Maspero’s notes require correction, 

the word being from the active wavorxriorjs, not the passive 
mavoixriatos. Here the o seems to be a correction from 6. 

57. Bacwdevs: there is a digit too many, so that the word looks 
like Baowdvevs. 

€xapwaro: corr. from exapitaro, which is a common mistake ; 

of. 1674, 3; Cair. Masp. i. 67009, r., 3. 
58. ros: corr. from rns. 

are evBovdoy: very doubtful. 
61. pyre: 2. pnd. 

62. nv: there is a dot over this word, perhaps accidental, but 
possibly intended to mark it off as a separate word. 

63. Suvacretas : probably the ¢ was inserted later. 
69. Kopugs : of. 1674, 92, note. 

PAPYRUS 1677.—a. D. 566-567. 

Inv. No. 1646. Acquired in 1906. Antinoopolis; from Kém Ishgau. 1 ft. oFin. x 10% in., 
except at the top, where two other (not continuous) fragments remain, giving a width 
of about 1 ft. 23in. In hand B of Dioscorus on both sides of the papyrus, on the recto 
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along, on the verso (where the writing is the reverse way up) across, the fibres. At the 

beginning the writing is large but diminishes in size as the document proceeds. The 
papyrus was perhaps folded perpendicularly, from right to left. 

S in the case of the preceding drafts, the name of the official to whom this petition was 
addressed has not been inserted, but since he is called payioreps he was clearly not 

the Dux. For this title wayiornp see Cair. Masp. i. 67003, 4, where a petition is addressed 
to the Dux da rod pleylahomp(ereordrov) plalyiorepos Awpobéov (cf. Maspero, Bull. de l’Iust. fr. 
darch, or. vii. 85), and Just. Novell. xxx (= Teubner ed. xliv), cap. 2, especially the words 
Kwduve THs Ons Kopitiavais Tdews Kal Tov Sexarpiav Tov TpwTevdvTwv, ods 5) payloTepas TPdToUS 

kai Sevtépovs Kahovow. It is clear that the payiornp was an official of the raéis, in the present 
case of the Ducal régis ; and he was therefore a natural person to whom to address a petition. 

Though, as usual, undated, the petition can be dated on internal evidence with practical 
certainty. The petitioner is Dioscorus himself, and he complains of the misdeeds of the pagarch 

Menas. A comparison of Il. 12-15 with Cair. Masp. 67002, i, 11-18 makes it quite certain that 
the occasion was the same as in the latter document ; and since that must have been written in 

the latter part of 567 or the beginning of 568 the date of the present document cannot be 

much later. Itmay probably be earlier, for though this petition is a personal one from Dioscorus 

alone, whereas 67002 is from the Jossessores of Aphrodito generally, the case of Dioscorus is 
alluded to in that petition, which is to the Dux, and he would hardly address himself to a payiornp 
subsequently. He may have written it shortly after reaching Antinoopolis ; in any case it will 
probably fall between the summer of 566 and that of 567. 

The mutilation of the document is unfortunate, as it is of some interest and mentions events 
not alluded to in 67002, which the lacunae make it in several cases difficult to follow. Dioscorus’s 
complaint falls into two portions. First (ll. 10-20) he refers to the facts already known from 
67002 : that Menas had transferred his lands at Phthla to the Bonds and shepherds of that 
village, leaving to him however the liability for the taxes payable on them. If the supplement 

adopted in 1. 14 is correct, or at least correctly represents the sense, the confiscation of his property 
was not so complete as might be gathered from 67002, only his lands at Phthla being affected ; 

‘but it is of course only conjectural. Lower down he appears to refer to an order by the Dux in 

his favour. 

Secondly, Dioscorus complains of outrages by-Menas on his (Dioscorus’s) brother-in-law and 
son. It is not always clear in this portion to which of the two the reference is, but the following 
seems to be the likeliest summary of what is said :—Menas brought about the appointment of the 
brother-in-law Apollos (it is not clear what relation Evg,av has to Aod\or in |. 23, but the name 

in ordinary use was clearly Apollos, as appears from Il. 31, 46, 47) as tpwroxwpryrns of Aphrodito. 
This at least appears to be the sense of ll. 22-24, taken in connexion with the evidence of |. 48, 

from which it is clear that Apollos did actually hold this office, but why Menas secured his 
appointment is not stated, so far as the extant portion of the document goes. Subsequently, 
apparently owing to arrears in, or (alleged) non-payment of, the taxes, Menas sent a force of the 
local gendarmes to his house, which was completely pillaged, Apollos and his children being 
reduced to poverty, and (I. 30) his lands being handed over to the shepherds. Not content with 
this, Menas had Dioscorus’s son arrested under the pretext that he was responsible for his uncle’s 
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debts. It seems likely (see note on 1. 49) that this son was the Bonds of Aphrodito, which 
will explain why he was saddled with the liability; but Dioscorus declares that this was not 

justified, since (1. 31) his son had nothing to do with the affairs of Apollos, and moreover (I. 49) 
Apollos paid the taxes direct to Menas, not through the Bonfds. In 1. 52 f. he rather hints 
that Apollos may really have paid the taxes, but that the receipts for them were confiscated 

when his house was plundered; ‘if, when his house was pillaged, the receipts were taken... 
I do not know.’ 

It is not quite clear whether in 1 32 the children mentioned are those of Apollos or of 
Dioscorus’s son. The mention of them follows a reference to the son, but they may still be the 

children of Apollos if some such reading as that suggested in the note be adopted. In any case, 

Dioscorus’s son must have been of age and therefore not one of the radia vymda] . . . py) eyvexdra 
THY apiotepay pare oxeddv Kal Thy Se€idv referred to in 67002,i, 12. If Apollos was really first 
made zpwtoxwpyrys by Menas he can hardly be the Apollos son of John who occurs in that office, 

along with Dioscorus, in 1661, 7; Cair. Masp. i 67094, 5 (cf. too 67060, verso, where the same 

person may be meant, and 67032, 10, where he is found at Constantinople with Dioscorus) ; but it 
is possible, though not likely, that the interpretation given to Il. 22-24 is mistaken.. He may 
well be the person mentioned in 67008 ; cf 1. 26 here, «jal éropOyOn jpepaia (sc. dpa, ‘by day’) 

} avrov oikia wapd te Tov AjoTav Kai xrh., with 1. 5 there, zlo}b Biaiws dvlalpnOrrol[s tlapa 

THs Anotpicys éd[ddjov Hyepaia (so no doubt for Maspero’s neparals]; cf too 67002, iii, 13). 

A nephew despoiled by the pagarch for taxes owing by an uncle called Apollos recalls 67026 ; 
but there the uncle is a maternal uncle, the pagarch is Julian, the nephew is Dioscorus, and the 
uncle had died previously. 

The name of Dioscorus’s sister is probably (see note on 1. 23) not given. She may be the 
sister alluded to in 67026 if that is a genuine rescript and refers to our Dioscorus ; but though 
Partsch defends its authenticity (ewe Urkunden zum justinianischen Reskriptenprozesse, 

G. G. Nachrichten, 1911, p. 224 ff.) there are still grave difficulties.” 

Recto. ] 

Ixey]// 
P rw adlylOeww ayabw Seororn pw” Kar diiavOpwr evepyern hapmporare 
Kat Tep[iBrlento payvorep. +Senois Kat ixeoa 7/ Tov eheewd otKeTO” Uuwv 

+ Altoo]xopo” + 

5 evdyplerrar] Kar SuaBeBonta ev amacr tapa tavtos avOpwo” y dihoxayabo® 

* One would gather from the rescripts that the Dioscorus 
there mentioned was still fairly young and also by no means 

well-to-do. Our Dioscorus appears as tenant of the monastery 
of St. Sourous, a Flavius, and @avpaciraros in 543 (Cair. Masp. 
i, 67087). His father was alive and at Constantinople in 541 
(ii. 67126). He was dead before 555 (1692), probably before 

547 (i. 67108; the supplements there are rendered probable by 
ii. 67134), and Maspero (Rev. Ez. gr. xxiv, p. 461) places his 

death in 542, though this is not beyond doubt. Before his 
death he became a monk (67064 ; 67096). Dioscorus was aman 
of wealth and importance both before and after 551, the only 

time at which we know for certain that he was at Constantinople 
(Partsch, /.c. p, 218, supposes him to have visited the city 

twice, but even he says ‘jedenfalls aber gehért unser Reskript 
in die 50er Jahre des 6. Jahrhunderts’). Moreover there is no 
trace elsewhere of his having had any cause for dispute with his 

father, such as 67028 would indicate; see especially 67064; 
67096 referred to above. It is of course possible that the 
Dioscorus of the rescripts was a different person altogether, and 
that our Dioscorus translated them merely as an exercise in 
Latin. Note that a brother (or half-brother) of his occurs in 
1702. 

2. piravOpon(w): there is no sign of abbreviation. Possibly 
a single word is intended, didavOpwmevepyery. 
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vpov [aulrpa eveplyeoia aev oTovdacbca TavTa Ta dvoUTEAn Kat re Be 
meEp 

] Stxavwv ¥ wacay aperny nv emexe opeyerar Svaredew 

Juern Kayw Toto cadws emiotapevos aoKvws mpocip 

Tos averrapous v\uwy ixveot To Kat eve Tpaypa SidacKwy ev ToTOLS 

10 [? exov +Myvas o dalurporaros oxpiwiapios Kau Tayapyns TNS Avta, ws is te mheo 

[? veEvav ? BralBas po’ Kar Orupers Kar orevoywpias ds imepnewa evta’ba 

ovlyexopevos TN amTopia Kat Teva Tadaiw” ef o Tr 0 Bonfos 

[? Kupos rns Kops PO)\a peta Twv TavTns ToyLevwv KapToUVTaL Tas apopas 
[mov ?ev tw mediw TTvace tIns avrns Kopns avev expopiwy Kav Sypoowwy Kat 

15 [Prnv ouvred\ecay ToTwY] eavas everiTeTpapperny pot adiKws Em yap THS TpO 

[> nynoaperns apyns.... T]o Tys evd06 prnuns apaBapxov moddas Svodypetas Kau 

] to’ro’ emotovy Kau tralp|eero pow avtrw n peyadomperns 

? kale avtos o Sov€ rote Tw eupny“§ Kekevoravres avdpe TOTO 

Jevos apa AUTOS ECOTL O OLKELOUMEVOS TA YUNLATA EavTw 

20 Tlous epois avOpwrrots ov Trowmeves Exewvor 

[rovrois Kat..... ? adiKn|wace 

e\lacowpa Tep. TOTwWY 

mpos Se Tos avuTourrol’ 
KaTETXEV TOV Eu“ov viov vrep addoTpLwy Synuoorw 

o yap eypnu§ Mynvas dpevararns yevap's 
lv Evg,av’ Aroha tov avdpa rns euns adeddys axovra 

? mpwtokapntnv Alppodirns Kopns Tomnocacbar Kae Tov eweka aperKew avTw 

25 ] vr avtov THs Kops TpwToKapnTns Kakw Kat Bravo 

kKlav exop0nOn ypepasa 1» avTd o1Kia mapa Te TwY AnoTwY KaL 

6. Nappa: there is not room for ka. 
7- At the beginning may be something like [ka rors opeyo- 

pevos (cf. 1678, 4) rwv]. The edge of the papyrus here is below 
the o of evepyecia in 1. 6. In the following lines one or two 
more letters are preserved, except in 1. 13, where the edge is 
almost level with that in this line. As Dioscorus forms his 
letters very unevenly no estimate of missing letters has been 
made, but the approximate number can be judged from Il. 2-6. 
Since however the writing grows smaller and more compressed 
‘as the document proceeds, it must be remembered that in the 
lower lines the number of letters lost will be larger. 

g. ros averraois vpov : of. Cair. Masp. i. 67008, 8 f., mpdouue rois 
ebkre[éo]e dpav [txveor]; P. Beaugé 2, 5, mpdouue rots] edxdeéor kal 

dverdgots ipa[y] tyveot. The space here is hardly enough for 
evk\eeot kat as well, but on the other hand is perhaps too big 

for rows averahors only. 
10. exov: cf. Cair. Masp. 67008, 9, 7d] Kar’ éué mpaypa év 

rotrots éyov ; P. Beaugé 2, 8, rd yap kar’ éue rpaypa ev rovrais exw; 

1674, 5f. The lacuna is too large for what is here read, but 
probably a space was left after exov. Possibly, too, PAaovos was 

written, abbreviated or in full. 
Avra. os is ; the ov is written under the line, across the down- 

stroke of 1, in a manner comparable to the ¢ common in the 

writing of Dioscorus. For as is, @ eis (¢ is) is possible. The 
meaning would then be ‘to whom ... [I reported] my losses’, 
etc. ; but els re mAco[vetiav does not fit well into this, and there 

is no trace of a verb meaning ‘I reported’. 
11. The ds imépewa makes against reading [veétav avrov xat ets 

Bda]8as, which would otherwise be not unlikely. 
ds Umeywewa: the mark over a is evidently a breathing, 

inserted for the sake of clearness, The # is a correction. 

12. Perhaps [kat ev Adpodirns koun]? But this seems unlikely. 
madawv: the bearing of this is not clear. The »y is not 

certain but probable. 
ep o tu: ‘inasmuch as’. 

13. For the supplement (which is, however, rather too short) 

of. Cair. Masp. 67002, i. 17. 
kaprovrrat: plural for singular owing to pera ray ravrns 

Toiever, 
14-15. Cf. Cair. Masp. 67002, i, 13-15. 

in l. 14 see 1686, 28. 
16. apaBapxov: cf. 1652, 3, note. The person here referred 

to for purposes of dating was presumably Dux, and it is in this 
capacity, not as Arabarch, that his dpx7 is mentioned ; cf. 67002, 

ii, 1, and 1708, 79, note. A very short name (e.g. Kupo ; but 
in 67002, ii, 1 Cyrus is described as veferendarius) must be 

supplied. 
18, Perhaps [efovo.a tov... .], but since the Dux is mentioned 

later in the line it is unlikely that any other (presumably lower) 
official would be referred to here. Hence perhaps [Sovxixn ragéis 

is possible. 
av8pi: probably Menas; the Dux and somebody else (see 

last note) had apparently ordered him to desist from his 

persecution of Dioscorus. 
20. avOpwros: servants or tenants? The latter is rather 

supported by 1682, 4f. 

23. axovra: this looks like 6xovra, which might be the (Coptic) 

name of Dioscorus’s sister; but probably 4 (for (7) @eAovra ?) 

has been corr. to a. 

24. tov; 2, tovrov? For mparoxwpyrny see ll. 47, 48. 

For the supplement 
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[? rev tayavev Kat Twv ovly TovTOLS TOYLEVwWY Kat TOY am THS KwPNS OhwY OLKNTOPwY EV a”TH 

28 alpaiperews Kat OV POVOY OTL OVK NUEpyeTnaEV TOUS VHTLOS TOT” 
pos 

Tahara 
29 = [kau adnduKas vids TOs ovveMMovTas es ETXaTHY TEVLaY KaL TO” apTo EvdeLtay adda Kat TOS 

dovious 

30 ?7a KTy\waTa avTd omeiparvtas picOwras Kal Toysevas PETA THY avTo 

ava.perw 
pou 

31 ] 76 viov pydev Tov Amoddwros TavTedws peraxerpilopevd KauTOL ye 

32 olperrer amoNv|Onvar rows tadautwpois avro” xa. adnduge vious 

Kaoru 

Verso. } 

+xpy// 
].. nOnoar [rlov warepa avrwv kat Siaptayny Kar cabpwow 

35 _ J.. 70 vrerrnoay Kat KTnvadaiperw ws av evrns Teov 

[rwv BapBapwbevrar] zlolra” denhatnOnoav tropOnOevtes brep eat TiKpwTaToV 
? a trys] Bacitikns tpooratews avnpeOy avOpwios mote Tapeve’ 

].. vos avatpeirat o Se amepioraros Kat aos ta Svo Kaka 

].. 8:0 wapaxahw Kablixerevwv tov ayablov Seomornyv 

40 [wo Kat evopKilwv Kara] Tns aevad Ov cwrnpias Kau THS TwV VpeTepwv hapmp’/ TEKVO 

Kal TYS] TavapioTys avTwY pyTpos Kat KUpas Kat THs VrepBahdoons 

[vuswv eLovoras a talpacrau dia Tov Ov ixavws mpoctatar ypadnvar Tw evpyus 

[Mynva ? aroarnvat amo Tio” viov po Kat THs KaT avTO ox\noEws V™ Azro\wTOS 
Hoo. 

Ixepynoo ./ e Bo'derale ka Tov oTeipavrwy Ta KTnLaTa 

45 [avrov ] karafers Bacidevs ov pos avOpwrovs vrep addov nyov 

]. Onvar ta ywpia Amohdwros Karpd KaddvTos Kat TnpwPyvar 

]...a@.erat Kovov yap AtohNwros evravla yevapevd peta To” 

27. Tov mayavey: or perhaps orpariwrav. For the mayavoi see 
1674, 78, and note, and for their association with Ayorai see 
Cair. Masp. 67002, ii, 23. 

Tns Kopns: asit is very unlikely that the people of Aphrodito 
would be found co-operating with Menas and his ‘ brigands’, it 
is probable that the village here referred to was Phthla, from 
which the shepherds certainly came (I. 13). 

28. At the beginning something like [peypt rys avrd reAeas 
alvatpecews is possible. For avatpecews see |, 30. 

29. For the supplement see 1. 32. Perhaps rovs was not 
written. 

31. peraxetptCopevov: probably not genitive absolute with 

AzrohNoros but going with rou vou pov :—‘ though he had nothing 
at all to do with the affairs of Apollos’. 

32. Possibly [ka: avros o AvoAXas o]getker would express the 
sense of this passage. Not much can be lost after this line, 
judging from the verso ; and it is not certain that anything is 
lost. 

34. The beginning of this and the following lines is so much 

rubbed that in many cases hardly a trace of writing remains. 

The sense of the lost beginning of |. 35 is probably something 

like ‘ which it would be impossible to describe’. dvv]ara[t] could 

perhaps be read. 

35. xrnvahaipeow : cf. Cair. Masp. 67002, ii, 25. 
36. trav BapBapwobevray roray: cf. 1674, 22 and note. 

AenAratnOncav: /. éenrarjOycav. 

Omep: OF ovzrep. 
mkp@rarov: corr. from mexporaror. 

37. Perhaps a contrast between the fate of some other offender 

and that of Menas. But Baovuxns is only a doubtful reading, 
and possibly the person referred to in this line may be the same 

as the one in 1. 38, in which case he must be Apollos. 
40. Cf. Cair. Masp. i. 67020, r., 8, where kadixerevoyres is to 

be read, as the facsimile shows. xara rijs devdov Gcod cwrnpias 
is a curious expression. 

44. The earlier part is very difficult. «a seems clear, and the 
over-written dnoowa suggests that it is part of xpuoixa, but this 

is impossible, and the traces strongly suggest Bo’Aera. We 

should expect ra Sypoora, but ra is impossible. Probably xa is 
a slip of the pen for xara, but dypyéoxa is still a difficulty. 
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]. mpw avrov irecievar THY TpwToKwpytiay ore Ta Sypoow 
? WJOukws [rlapexo to Kupiw Myva Kat 0” tw Bonfw Adpodirys 

50 |r AdOfov\iov iSov exewvov KatatpvyovTa Tos Ends 

[? avOpwrous ] «« tlov]rd nrnoa tov tayapxov addotpiov tov Bonfov 
OTe 

52 ?xpvorlka [yoo et Se emophyOy n occa avtos ta evrayia 

ednp.pOn?” 
53 ] Tpaypara eyw ayvow opkos Se emu ToTw mpoBnoera 

] tov avairiov plo viov aroyws emnpeaoOnvar v™ Feva 

55 uTlep a’twv [\aBor amei[plara peytora v™evEonar TOTO TUXa 

56 ee Sa J. u™ cornplilas car Stapovns vor te Kar tov apmpp/ 

UL@V TEKVO 

57 Sle? + 

49. mapexw: this is probably a verbal quotation of what 
Apollos said. He paid his taxes direct to Menas, not to the 
Bonéés of Aphrodito. As the whole of this passage (see 
especially imép addav, 1. 45) seems to bea protest against the 
imprisonment of Dioscorus’s son for another person’s liabilities 
this mention of the Bon@és may probably imply that the son in 
question held that office. Presumably it was for this reason 
that Menas held him responsible for the debts of Apollos, 
wrongfully if it is really true that the Bonéés had nothing to do 
with his tax-payments, How far the quotation extends is not 

clear; perhaps to l. §2, but more probably the subject of #ryca 
inl, §1 is Dioscorus. 

52. xpvotxa Snpoo: very doubtful. 
54. um(ep) feva(v): at the beginning of 1. 55 perhaps opeAn- 

parov or dnpootwy (cf. |. 21). 
55. ametpara: cf. Cair. Masp. ii. 67184, v.,2. [m]a@ovra cannot 

be read. 
vevEoua : 2.¢. dmepevEopat, 

56. ta: before this is a blank space, and on the preceding 
fragment no trace’ of ink is discernible. If this is the beginning 
of the line the writing must have begun a good deal to the 
right of the left margin of the papyrus and the supplements 
in ll. 36, 40, 42, 43 are too big; but 1. 57 certainly began further 

to the left than ra in this line. 

PAPYRUS 1678.—a. pD. 566-573. 

Inv. No. 1741. Acquired in 1906. Antinoopolis; from Kém Ishgau. 52 in. x1 ft. 32in. In 

hand B of Dioscorus, along the fibres; the writing large and spread out; ink light in 
colour. The papyrus, which is stained dark brown in some places, was folded perpendicularly, 
from right to left. An uncertain number of letters is lost at the beginning of every line. 

HIS petition, like the last, is addressed not to the Dux but to payiorepes; in this case to at 

least two (probably not more), whereas 1677 is to one only. Only one name remains, that 
of Callinicus. A Callinicus was the successor of Athanasius as Dux (P. Beaugé, p. 11), and as the 

present person is a comes, and the payiornp was clearly an official of high rank, it seems likely 
enough that the two are to be identified, Callinicus having been first a kéuys Kai payiornp and 
later Dux. This seems to be confirmed by Cair. Masp. ii. 67179, (A), which is an epithalamium 
addressed by Dioscorus eis tov 80% Kadi top epider” Kos Kadd\ux/ (= Kaddinxov), The 

epithet wepiBdemros and the title comes show that Callinicus was not at this time Dux, and 50% 
suggests Soueorrixdv. Now it appears from Cair. Masp. i. 67005, verso, that the Dux Callinicus 
was comes domesticorum ; it seems highly probable therefore that the Callinicus of the epithalamium 

was the same person. 
Vv. L 
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The petitioners are the people of Antaeopolis; their grievance is evidently the invasion 
-of their privileges by some persons not identifiable. As only the beginning of the petition 

is preserved and the left side of this is lost the details cannot be recovered. Possibly the subject 
of the petition may be the same as that of Cair. Masp. i. 67009, which is a complaint by the 

Antaeopolitans of the invasion of their privilege (7povdysov as here) by a certain Florentius. 

peyladompetert§r%\ wepiBderrois Kousu§ Kat] payiorepor Kahdwixw Kau 

? Sovdor] jwv ot aero. Sevaron az TnS Tokews AvTa.o” 

? Sovrlav nuov kar trnkowy eeomicay apyew trv €ludvn avTa 

Tlous Tov Sixawv opeyopevous Kat Suvaperfolus ev Sixavoovvy 

5 Joae Tow TavtTnv evoikovew Tav cupB_eBykolTlev avrois afeopwv 

6 Ins €x mpoyovev Seomorar tyv Bacitixnvy Bovdryv to'z[o] omep eat. To 

Svouxnorar : 

| ? evepyernOlevtes extahat Tapa Twy Kadws Keipmevwov vouwv Snuwtar et avlevtia 

lev ex mpovopio” Katayoueba Tvxns ews povov [olvouatos amo Tpoo 

Jos tm Avrato” Kat Tw TavTNS vow Kal KaTaKpaTovpela VO TOUTHY 

2. Perhaps [AwpoOew ; cf. Cair. Masp. i. 67003, 4. 
3. nuov: perhaps in apposition to dovA@y xat imnkdwy, or 

possibly a mistake for tyr. But aira(v) at the end of the 
line appears to refer to the payiorepes. This is a preamble 
of the usual kind. The ypayiorepes have been appointed by 
[of Bacoweis or something similar] to dispense justice to the 
oppressed. 

6. BovAnv: for Bovdy in this sense, ‘ will’, see Cair. Masp. i. 
67097, v. (D), 68. That document also was written by Dios- 
corus. $ 

7. evepyernOevres : with Snporai. 

Snpora: 2. Snudrar; of Lond. i. 113 (1), 116 (p. 204), 

Snudrn[s] ris ’Apowoer[av médeas; RKT. 162, 11, where it is 
used absolutely, ‘the dyyudrns’, without the name of a city (for 
BGU. i. 64, 7, where Wilcken suggested dy(pordv), see Preisigke, 

B.-L.). The word means simply ‘townsmen’. In 1708, 265 
. it may conceivably mean a member of a deme, but the same 

sense as here is perhaps the likelier. 
8. «x mpovojuov: the mpovdpuoy of Antaeopolis is referred to in 

Cair. Masp. i. 67009, v., 10. In the other places where the 
word occurs in that volume it refers to the avrompayia of 
Aphrodito. What the mpordutoy of Antaeopolis was does not 

appear. 
ews povoy ovopatos: probably ‘to a name only’, ze. the 

privilege became only a nominal one. 
9. vouw: this reference to the nome, in a document addressed 

by the citizens as a whole to public officials, is noteworthy ; 
cf. 1674, 48. vépos (e.g. the modtrixds vdpos) seems out of the 

question; Antaeopolis was never a wé\s in the Greek sense. 

3. Letters. 

PAPYRUS 1679.—First half of 6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1661. Acquired in 1906. 

large sloping cursive hand, along the fibres. 
Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 82 in.x6in. Ina fairly 

Folded perpendicularly from right to left. 

FTER the petitions may be placed the letters, which are probably all official in character. 

The present one is of some interest. The words éxdédaxa 7d toov in the subscription, 
being identical with those in the subscription to Cair. Masp. iii. 67282, suggest at first that the 

present letter belongs to the same class as that. 67282 is described as icov kop|polvirwpiov, 
2. e, it was a so-called commonitorium ; 1680 and P. Oxy. viii. 1106 (where for Kéyupor Tavp(_) 

read Kkoppovitdp(vov); Maspero, confirmed by Hunt) belong to the same class. The word 

commonitorium has more than one meaning (see the new Zhesaurus Linguae Latinae and Seeck 
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in Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll, s. v.), but the one most nearly applicable in the case of these documents 
is 6 in the 7hesaurus: ‘litterae quibus ab imperatore magistratibus peculiaria mandantur’. 
In the documents under consideration the word has however a slightly different application ; the 
documents are not issued by the Emperor, but by inferior authorities, perhaps by the officium of 
the fraeses. They are instructions to officials (in Cair. Masp. 67282 and perhaps in Oxy. 1106, 
if ovyyovhap(iw) can be read for SvAAayp( +), to a simgularis) to execute commissions. These 
commissions are, in 67282, to bring before the court (8:xaorypiov) an offender arrested by oi dad 
"Adpodirys THs Kéuns but not yet sent by them; in Oxy. 1106, to protect a village from the 

attacks of neighbours ; and in 1680, apparently to bring an offender before the court. In all cases, 
then, the duties are those of a messenger or agent, whereas 1679 is addressed to the local 

authorities, presumably the xowdv of tpwroxopyjras, instructing them to send (not to bring or to 

order others to send) two persons to the court. It is therefore not to be classed with the other 

three documents, but is a letter, probably (1. 8) from a member of the officcwm of the praeses, to 
the local authorities, delivered by a séugu/aris, to whom in all probability a commonitorium had 
also been sent instructing him to perform the commission. Both 67282 and 1680 have the 
words éxdedwxa 76 ioov, and neither has the subscription /¢g?, which appears in Oxy. 1106. 
Oxy. 1106, on the contrary, lacks the words éxdéSwxa 7d ioov. We may therefore conclude that 
it is an original, retained by the szzgu/arts, and that in addition to this original a duplicate was 
also given to each agent, to be handed over by him to the local authorities as his warrant and 

in token that he had performed the duty entrusted to him. 
It would appear from 1679 that in the case of letters to the local authorities also the 

messenger carried a duplicate. It is natural to suppose that the original signed letter would be 
handed by him to the local authorities, the duplicate retained ; but since 1679, certainly an igor, 
was found at Kém Ishgau, it, and not the original, must have been given to the tpwrokwpyra.. 
That 1679 is itself the toov, and that the phrase does not refer to a different copy is shown firstly by 
the analogy of 67282 and 1680, and secondly by the absence of the official gz. It is to be noted 

that the subscription of the s¢zgw/arzs and the specification of the persons are in the same hand. 
Though |. 1 is incomplete, a reference to the Sucacrypuov is certain. If wapa was written in 

]. 1 the construction of the sentence must have been something like:—rovds troyeypappévous 
(or ra broyeypappéva tpdcwra) dpedjoarras] ev 7G Sixacryply Tapa ra Tax Oévra ?) Kal Kehevobévra 
Tapa KT\. Tapeivar omrovddearte KTr. Tapacrioa. But even if apehyoavras be supposed rather 

than (¢.g.) oevdovras we should still expect xard rather than apd. in this position. 
Whether both persons were required as defendants or were opposed parties is not clear ; 

the fact that one is a mpwroxwpyrns and the other apparently a woman and certainly a private 
person may favour the latter supposition, but it seems strange that the plaintiff also should 
be compelled to make his appearance. See, however, Cair. Masp. i. 67026, 13, épos éxdrepov 
ayayeiv; perhaps Mitteis’s note, Grundziige, p. 41, note 2, requires modification. 

The hand suggests the first half of the sixth century as the date, and the Apollos concerned 

may be the father of Dioscorus. If indeed the name in the endorsement is that of the 

mpwtoxwpyrns this cannot be the case, assuming the correctness of the name Afov; but Av may be 
a blunder for Avooxdépov. The occurrence of "Ioverwiavod among the names of the praeses 

points to the reign of Justinian; but this is not perhaps a necessary inference. It is to be 
noted that the praeses bears the title tribunus notariorum practorianorum sacri palatit. 

L2 
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ev Tw SixacTnpw ...[ 
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kK, Kekevobevta mapa tys e€ovcvas 

TO KUplo "Oo TO apmp’/ TpLBovvo’ vorap/ 

Tpaitwpiavd 76 Oevov madari K, apxov/ 

5 7s] OnBawv erapyeras O44 Mnva 

lovoriuviavds Anpnoobevovs Iwavvo’ 
@wopa wapevar oro’dacate Sexous 

ms Tafews TA ypappata TapacTnos 

ki] tapadovvar Meyaw ovyyo\ap/ 

IO TW K, els TO’TO aTooTaXerTL OTWS 

qa] Kexehevopeva ers TEepas axOn 

(2nd hand) Evow de 

Atoh\ws mpwroKkopyts azo Adpodirs 

Map(tjay Tapurro” azo Tlu 

15 @d§ Meyas ovyyovdap/ exdedwxa To ioov 

Addressed, along the fibres :— 
(3rd hand?) ]........ 

1, After dixaornpiw we should expect something like kata ra 
taxOevra; but though the traces are very slight, they are 

inconsistent with xar[a. The last trace visible is a long down- 
stroke, and map[a is strongly suggested, but it gives a sense 
contrary to that required ; see the introduction, 

3-4. tpiBovvov .. . wadatiov: for the ¢ribuani et notarii see 
Cod. Theod. vi. tit. 10; Cassiodorus, Var. i. 4, xi. 18, 20; Pauly, 
s.v. ‘notarius’; Walter, Gesch. des rim. Rechts, 3rd ed., p. 541; 
Daremberg-Saglio, s.v. ‘notarius’ ; etc. The xotarii praetoriani 
were notaries who served under the fraefecti praetorii; the 

addition to the title of the words ‘sacri palatii’ seems to be 
new, but in BGU. iii. 958 (/) we hear of a rpiBodvos kai vordpios 

tav dearoray pay Aiyoi[otwv. In Cair. Masp. iii. 67321, where 

Aro* Aus 8/ Meyado’ ofdlyys « [ 

this Zraeses occurs, his title is given as ] Aapymp* tpi) vorap’p’ 
mpatte[p|iav. ro Oe/ wad/. If that is correct the extension must 
be rptBodvos vorapiov mpatraptavav, not rpiBodvos vordpios mpatro- 
ptavés, as we should expect from the present passage. That 
67321 rather than 1679 is right seems probable, since otherwise 
we should expect rpifodvos cal vordpios as in BGU. 958 (/). 

Here rpacrwpiavd may = mpatrwprav(@)(v), but possibly the word 
was incorrectly extended in this tooy from an abbreviation in 

the original. 
6. Iovorimavous: Sic. 
14. T¢v: an apparently unknown place-name near Aphrodito. 

It is hardly possible to read it as r § = rijs abrijs. 

PAPYRUS 1680.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1659. 

breadth is lost. 

Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 
sloping rather hasty cursive hand, across the fibres; dark papyrus. 

At the foot a blank space of 4 in. 

1 ft. 35in.x6in. In an irregular 

Probably nearly half the 

The papyrus was folded from the bottom 

upwards; a slight trace at the foot suggests that there was a seal there. 

S already stated in the introduction to 1679 (g. v.), this document is a commonitorium. It is 

too imperfect to be understood except very generally, but clearly relates to offenders who 

are to be brought before the court. Whether the offenders in question are natives of Aphrodito 
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or have committed some offence against the inhabitants is not clear. 

LATE BYZANTINE PERIOD 17 

The document is an igor or 

duplicate, not the original (signed) commonitorium. 

lrev tous avrovs povacrix/| 
vor vopov dpovrierns Se mpaypatov 

?povacr|npiw SiaKkeevwv Kata Tov Avravotohurnv 

[vopov Ingo tov Kav Ov\y/cw0" mpoomopevopevo’ amo 
5 ? kop) Tis eoTw pra Tov Avratomodito’ ova tyOos 

? kjae emedOovtos Krynwate SvadepovrTe pev 

Siaklepevov mepe THY avTynv Kopny Adpodiry|s] 

ovr. Kat TovTo omovdacay ..[.). peu Kara toh{u ?] 

Ins ewhngev kat paprupas tns KaTappynoews 
10 | Kau mpos tavra Siahadeva mpondOev Bo”opevn 

]-w Kau Tys adnOevas Karadypriper Kar mpos TE TpeLs 

AdlpoSirns rns Kops ova Sy ets pabup.av avatecoy 
[r elpnvica carever Oar Sixara ofev eyyeypamra 

alitnoews Tys Taews omep Sexopevos SiaByOr 
15 malpa To SucacTynpiov avtov Te Tov ws apynyov 

Ja Kav pevTor Tovs Ta Tpwra depovras 

Klouns tewmomevos pereferalew oa 

?tyv plev Tacav ev ToLs ToTos KaTa\apPBavoperny 

Oevav Kal TNV TPOTKAPTEPOVOaV TH 

20 lOaav kar tovto yap y Takis elnrnoev 

] kevduvevorns evs Covnv Kar evs 
[vrootaciw oov? 

1. Doubtful, because the letter before the rovs of avrovs looks 
more like r than v, but the other letters are very probable. 

2. ]vov: roy avjroy seems impossible ; o is practically certain. 
dpovrierns : ov corrected from ww: the writer began to write 

pions by inadvertence. 
3. povaornpiw: if this is right, probably this word is to be 

corrected by the addition, or d:axesuevwy by the deletion, of v. 
5. kon tis eoriy yua: cf. Cair, Masp. i. 67019, 1, ia ris 

kopn; etc. Perhaps [kopns Adpodirns nris copy]? 

10. diadadera: see 1674, 45, note. 
Il. mpos re tpeis: the last s is quite uncertain, but it is not 

clear what else can be intended. mpooyeypec. would also be 
a possible reading of the letters. The last ¢, though not certain, 
is probable. 

13. cadeveoOa : the second « corrected from 6. 
14. alirnoews: perhaps, if we can regard éyyéypamrat as equiva- 

lent to simple yéypamra, [oo. tovro ro (or to mapov) ypappa 
(or kopportwpioy) e£ alirnoews ; cf. Cair. Masp. 67282, 4 f., edéqoev 

exdedloKa To icov TO KoppoviT@pio’ + 

Tdde cor yeverOa rd ris rakews y[plappa, Orep Sexdpevos, xh. 
Perhaps, however, the supplement suggested is too short; see 
1. 22, where, if a name preceded exdedaxa, a considerably longer 
lacuna is indicated. 

15. te rov ws: probably the re is answered by the xai of 1. 16, 
the sense being ‘ both him who [was shown] to be the ringleader 

and those’, etc. : 
19, 20. Perhaps in both adn]@ear. 
20. e{nrnoev: €-was written, but as a stroke has been drawn 

through the lower portion of the letter it has probably been 
corrected to ¢; a lacuna below the top of the letter makes it 
impossible to see if any further alteration of form was made. 
o seems to be a correction from 6. 

21. Cavny : LZ. Conv. 

22. For vrocracw cf, 1838, 33, etc. 
koppovr@piov: more like xoupumrwpio, and the #-spelling 

is known even in Latin (see the new Zhesaurus Linguae 
Latinae, s.v.), but probably the o is merely badly formed. 
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PAPYRUS 1681.—6th Century. 

. Inv. No. 1649. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 
sloping cursive hand, across the fibres. 

. 

se “ : 
zin.xggin. Ina flowing 

Folded from bottom to top. 

HIS document at first sight suggests a petition, as it is a complaint of the illegalities 

of a recently appointed zpwroxwpyrys ; but its form and phrasing make it certain that it is 
a letter, probably from an official. 

is inferred its provenance. 

It is addressed to Apollos, tporoxwpyrns ; and from this fact 

In Cair. Masp. i. 67005, 14, 16, 20 a Senouthes is accused by a native 

of Aphrodito of acts of oppression, and he may be the same person, but he is not there described 
as mpwroxwpyrns (unless, as seems not impossible, [zpwro|kouy[ry]|s irapxlov can be read in 1. 15). 

+ 

™ vpjov e€ovo.a Kar TH Taker ws Levo’Ois o Tpwnv Katactabers TpwToKwp NTs 

]+ vou emt 7) Kopn 7 pev adiKov 7 Se aptalwy Kar aropepwv 

jos Kat katakiwon cov n Oavpacworys TovTov amodiwfar Tov mpayyatos 
?KaTaoT|noar evs TOTOV avTov odetlovTa THY xpELaY TavTHV 

5 Joa. emer ats oder 0 KUplos Kat KaTadeperat evravfa Kat Toda 

? Salr{ela Kar ypewore P, 

Addressed, along the fibres :— 

x tw Oavp) Amoddor[e x] x xX mpwroKop— 7/ Tal 

1. At the beginning must have come some verb meaning ‘ I 
inform’. 

t tage: the local rags, the bureau of the zproxopyrat. 

This may have been called 7 kopyrixy ragis, just as we hear of 
the roAurixn, iyyepovixn, and Sovkixy rakis, 

Sevovhis: cis a correction from 7. 

4. The meaning will be ‘ and set somebody else in his place 
to (éeiAovra) discharge this duty’ (z.¢. the mpwroxepyria), For 

xataornoa see l, 1. The trace before 7 suggests r. 

5. ewec as: if as is right we must take this as = emi ais, and 

perhaps assume the accidental omission of a noun going with ais 
after xupios, but this is not satisfactory. s is impossible. 

6. daveca : over the aare two short strokes, possibly intended 
as dots over the «, but possibly accidental. 

7. The crosses after AroAAor: are not certain but probable, and 
seem intended merely to fill up the space to be occupied by the 

cord and seal. This address is in a formal, large, upright script 
of an entirely different type from that used in the letter itself, so 

that it is impossible to say whether it is by the same hand. 

PAPYRUS 1682.—Middle of 6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1738. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 28in.x11Zin. In a flowing 
cursive hand of official type, across the fibres; papyrus stained dark brown in places. 

Probably folded from the bottom upwards and then perhaps once from each side towards the 

middle ; but the address on the verso occupies both the left (recto) and the central fold. 

ETTER to Dioscorus from a person, probably an official, in the company of ‘the lord Menas’, 

no doubt the pagarch. He has apparently received a complaint from Dioscorus that 
a certain shepherd has been molesting his (Dioscorus’s) tenants, and he writes that he has ordered 
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the shepherd to desist. 
in Cair. Masp. i. 67002, i, 13-18 ; 1677, 12-15. 

LATE BYZANTINE PERIOD 79 

Possibly the incident is to be connected with the events recorded 

7 

+ Ta ypappata tys ons adedApornros ede~apny perrdov efopynoar Kau 
ameew evs Mo’vkpynKw pera TO harps Kupio” Mnva kau emerpeba 

Tw Tomer KaTa TUXHY evpeDevTL Eyyus Mo” pn OXAynoaL ToLS ‘yewpryots 

5 oo’ + 

Addressed, along the fibres :— 

[+ tw dec}ror} po” PA Avorkopw TporoKaps 

1. Form orz/at the head of letters of the Byzantine period, see 
P. Iand. 23, I, note. 

3- Movvxpnxw : from Cair. Masp. ii. 67155, 8 (where the name 
is spelt Movvxphx:s) it appears that this village was in the 

4f. rois yewpyos cov: cf 1677, 20, rlois euois dvOpéras oi 
Troweves exeivot. 

6. In a different style of script from the recto; see note on 
1681, 7. The reading of the earlier part is very doubtful ; 
there seem to be traces of ink between po” and #5; perhaps 

«[vp/]? 
Antaeopolite nome. The place also occurs in 1684, 1, and 
probably in 1683, 3 ; also in 1602 (Taxoyno/puee). 

PAPYRUS 16838.—Middle of 6th Century. 

Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 33in.x9}in. In a sloping 
easy cursive hand, across the fibres. Folded from the bottom upwards and perhaps once 
from each side to the middle; the left fold is lost. The address on the verso is on the left 

(recto) fold only, which was originally the centre fold, but it probably extended to the lost 
one also. 

NOTHER letter from a companion of the pagarch Menas. The recipient has perhaps sent 
in a petition (AiBehdou, see note on |. 1), and the writer, who is with Menas, tells him 

to come at once that he may have the case decided. 

Inv. No. 1771. Acquired in 1907. 

olus gous ede£aro o Napmpotatos Kupios Mynvas tapavta ovv 

[P mpos nuas Katal\aBe iva amadhafa To Tpaypa odo mpi To” pn Katee” 
[? nuas ets Movvklpnxw & aBakeov romoate Tema nw ets oyov Twv 

J 
Addressed, along the fibres :— 

5 te eee ee amo... & [ 

tva arra\dagat: perhaps a verb governing dmad\aéa (divnrac 

or duvdpeba) has been omitted. 
3. aBaxetoy: 7, dBdxtov. 
5. In the usual, upright script of addresses. 

I. olus: the vs is doubtful, but covs requires a word so 
ending. We may perhaps read [+ rovus \:BeAXo]us cous. 

2. xatadaBe: ‘come’, as in Cair. Masp. i. 67060, 6-7 and 
many other passages. 
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PAPYRUS 1684.—Middle of 6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1779. Acquired in 1907. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 4in.x1ft.ofin. Probably in 

the same hand as 1682, across the fibres. Folded from the bottom upwards and possibly 
from each side towards the middle; but the address on the verso occupies the middle 

and left (recto) folds. 

NOTHER letter from one of the officials of the pagarch Menas. It is addressed to the 
mpwtoxwpntyns Apollos, probably (from the date indicated both by the hand and the mention 

of Menas) the Apollos son of John, who was a colleague of Dioscorus, rather than the latter’s 

father. Reference is made to a certain Demosthenes, described as évSo0€draros, who, if Maspero’s 

view that the last of a series of names was the true name is right (as it no doubt is), cannot 
be identified with the praeses Thomas mentioned in 1679, but who was clearly an official of rank. 

The name Demosthenes seems to have been rather popular at this time. Not only was it borne 

by the pvaeses Thomas but it was also one of the names of the praeses Dioscorus, who occurs 
in Cair. Masp. ili. 67281. 

+ eredn o evdokotatos Anuwoobevns KarehaBev Movvxpnkews Sia 

tv enBodrnv Kat woddynv emkis yeyover Kar Sia To’To yvaykacOnv 
o Napmpotraros Kuptos Mynvas karnOev evs Tovs oppous ev evpporvve 

Eyl TAUTNV THY EmLaTOHY ypaipas aiTwv vuas Tpo Stadhavpatos 

5 meprar ews Xevkiw apa tovs |... .Jo%. .wap... parol....... ] Tev 

Trepplevtav osmrabapvor . [ 

Addressed, along the fibres :— 
DN ig Boe [A7o)\Awre trpwrnkops 

I. Movykpykeas : 

Kpnkeas. 
2. Movvxpjxw. Or perhaps (éas) Mov- tov: corr. from rov. Possibly ] . [r]ov should rather be 

read, as the space between the supposed r and the (original) 
2. modAnv: Z, woAAn. 

nvaykacOny: 7. hvayxacbn. 
3. karnOev: 1. karedOeiv. 

ev evppocvve eyu: the sense is perhaps ‘I have a good 
opportunity’ or merely ‘I am glad’. In either case ypayas 

should strictly be either ypdya: or ypagov, more probably the 
former. 

4. Stapavpatos: ‘dawn’; from dicapavoko. 
5. Xetktw: or XetAxo. 

pe 

o is somewhat large. 
6. meupOevrwy: w corrected from o. 

ora@aptoy : it is not certain whether this word also has been 
corrected, but a trace of ink above the o suggests that it has. 

For the sfatharii see Maspero, Org. militaire, p. 85, note 5. 

It is uncertain whether this line was the last. 
7. mpotnkops: 2. mpwrokwp(nry). This address is in the 

usual upright script, quite different from that of the recto. 

PAPYRUS 1685.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1783 recto. Recto of 1672, ¢.v. In a neat regular hand of minuscule type, across 
the fibres ; the ink has greatly faded. Folded from the bottom upwards and possibly also at 

right angles to this folding ; but this may have been after the verso was used. 

T is, as already explained in the introduction to 1672, not certain that this papyrus is correctly 

classed among those from Aphrodito, but the hands and the appearance of the papyrus suggest 
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this provenance. 

tax assessment of a certain Eustochia. 

LATE BYZANTINE PERIOD 81 

The present letter is clearly from one official to another, and its subject is the 
She is assessed at 6 solidi, but apparently an attempt has 

been made to collect from her more than this sum. The recipient is instructed not to demand 

more than the 6 solidi. 

P ovr erayn To ovopa Evoroyias lwavvov es thy exOeow twv Sypocrwr] 

ev py €€ vomiopara...[....Jys Kau Tov ovoparols 

wv ehaBero ato Sixpytov ao ovopatos Iwavyfov 

el pn Ta avta e€ vouiopata Kat ws heyer averpere [ 

5  ovk odiders ovy amaurnoas ev py Ta avta e€ vomio|para 

Kadvmeypaisa Tovtous pov Tos ypappacw Seoro[ra ? 

ETEOTELAG 

Verso: illegible address, along the fibres. 

1. For the phrase ¢yOeow (éxdeow) trav Snuociwy, the sense of 
which is uncertain, see 1672, 10. Just possibly it might mean here 
nothing more than ‘ statement’, z.e. the taxing list. The mean- 

ing will then be that Eustochia was entered in this at 6 solidi; 
and the item in 1672 might be explained as expenses in connexion 
with the preparation of the list. 

2. The traces after voxsopara are so much faded as to be 

3. Sixpnrov: 2, Sexpyrov. For this word see 1674, 45, note. Here 

the reference is probably to the decree of a court. Possibly 
this passage contains an allusion to a legal decision regarding 
certain property of Eustochia, perhaps inherited from her father 
John (dé évépuaros "Iwdvvov). 

6. ypappaow Seorora: it is not certain that a letter followed «, 
but there is a space and possibly a faint trace of aletter. Perhaps 

almost illegible. The letter before the lacuna is probably « 
followed by « or p. 

a letter has been washed out. deorora is a doubtful reading. 

4. Sales and Leases. 

PAPYRUS 1686.—7 Nov., a. p. 565. 

Inv. No. 1549. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 1 ft. 6in.x1ft. of in. In 

hand B of Dioscorus, across the fibres; papyrus stained dark in places, and mutilated 

towards the foot. Folded at right angles to the fibres, perhaps from the top downwards. 

HE next section is that of sales and leases, in which, as in the Cairo collection, leases 

are far better represented than sales. Of the latter the present document is the only 

example. It is a sale by Dioscorus, and written by his own hand, of three arouras of waterless 
land to the monastery of Zminos in the Panopolite nome. They are sold not for a price paid 
direct to Dioscorus but in consideration of the payment by the monastery on his behalf of the 
aoricy ovvréheva on fourteen arouras of arable land in the village of Phthla. It is interesting to 

find that (if the wording of the document can be trusted) this ovvrédeva included Kxavdvos rips 
Tapiovons Tpiok(ar)dexarns ivduxtiovos Tavtolwv ypuvotKav Tithwv K(al) Siaypaddr K(at) rHs euBodijs 
aoavtas THs TeroaperkaioeKdrys ivdiK(Tiovos) Kal mpooOyKns adtns Kal vavdwy Kal tavToiwv 
aval\|oudrwv. It appears therefore that the dorixd, which are generally explained as communal 
taxes for the expenses of Antaeopolis (see Gelzer, Archiv, v, p. 362f.; Wilcken, Grundziige, 
p. 222), were divided into classes like the state taxes. The Siaypadai were perhaps poll-taxes (see 

vol. iv, p. 168 f.), and if so, payable by Dioscorus, not on the land directly but as a landholder in 
the village of Phthla; the ypvowxoi tirko. may therefore be specially the taxes on landed 

Vi M 
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property ; and there was also an embola, with various additions. Saypad may however 
be used here of a tax-payment generally. 

Two other explanations might perhaps be given. It might be suggested that the dori) 
avvrédeva (possibly to be distinguished from dorié simply) was not a tax for the communal 
needs of Antaeopolis but a payment by Phthla of its proportion of the general tax-quota of 
Antaeopolis and its évopia. Or again, it is not wholly impossible that the document is inexactly 
worded, and that the embola, etc., are to be separated from the dorikn ovvréhea. Neither 
of these explanations seems at all likely. That the dorixd included corn is shown by Cair. Masp. 
il. 67139, ii, V., 13. 

The ovvrédeva is, we learn, 6vduaros “Amrodh@ros Avookdpov Tod euod marpés; 2. é. the land had 
been inherited from Apollos, and it was still in his name (probably under the heading «\ypovdpor 
"Amohh@ros ; cf. Cair. Masp. i. 67109) that it was entered in the taxing list. 

It is to be noticed that a lease by the monastery of Zminos, dated in 564 or 565, was 
also written by the hand of Dioscorus, Cair. Masp. ii. 67170, 67171. 

+ xpy// 
£ Bacdevas tov Peorarov nuav Seomotd OA% loveruavov tov 

awyio Avyovatov Avtoxpatopos eTous TpiaKoaTd evvaTo 

peta THV Vratevav P\%4 Baowdevov tov evdofors erds etkooTd TpiTo 

5 Abup //1a// ivSuriovos Texoaperk,Sexarns 

®h% Atookopos Amo\wros an Adpodurns THs Kwpns 76 Avratomo* 

vouwo” Tw SiKarw TO evayous povacTnpio Zuivos Tov SiaKeypevo 

TEpt THY Tepaav THs Tlavoomod\ews Sia 7d evaBeor™s Lwavvd TpoeaTw™ 

Kal TOV KaTa KaLpov Eqopevd TO avTd MOV xaip'/ opooyw dia TavTns pb” 

10 7s eyypadov aodadeas mpacews wempaxevar dpi Kau Tapa 

KEX@PHKEVaL ato Tov vuy emi Tov ae e€ns amavtTa Ka Sinvexn 

Xpovoy Tas vmapyovcas por apovpas Tpets avvdpd yns Siakempevas 

€&v T) voTwyn Tediad. THs avTns Kopnns Adpodiryns ev Kynpw 

lepados ev tw peyahw yewpylw Tov avTo evayous povactypio Zu.vos 

15 axodovfws tars Kar’ aypor ekewov yelTviats avTwY eK TeTpaywvo’ \ 

Kukhobev mpos Tw GE TO Evaryes MovacTypLoy HTOL TOS Ud Vas act 

Svockouvras yyoupevous TovTwy Kpatew mpos Tov Siacradpov Td 

4. exoorou tptrov: the year was really the 24th ; cf. 1692 (a),3, The mark at the end of the line is simply to fill up the space. It 
and note. Such inaccuracies in giving the post-consulate of _ seems to be distinct from the line (v) over o. 
Basilius are common. For a mistake of the opposite kind (7th 16. kukhobev : 2. kuxddber. 

for 6th), by which the year after the consulship is taken as the 17. dwagradpor: in the Greek documents of vol. iv this word 
second of the post-consulate, see Cair. Masp. i. 67108, 2 and 

Maspero’s note. 
7 Zpivos: see Cair. Masp. ii. 67170, 67171, dated in 564 or 

565. There too John is the mpocords. In 1690 (A.D. 527) 

Dioscorus’s father Apollos leases land from this monastery. 
Q. TOV... €,opEVvoU : mpoerGros is understood ; ‘through John, 

mpoeoras of the said monastery, or whoever shall at the time be 
mpoearas’. The intention is to make it clear that the agreement 

is binding on the monastery to perpetuity, not merely on the 
present generation of monks. 

15. kar’ aypoy; the dash is inserted to separate the words. 

means the order for the payment of a tax, whether regular or 

extraordinary, and so at times the actual articles delivered (1887, 
5); but in the Greek-Coptic documents 1552 ff. it clearly 
denotes an assessment. This or something similar is probably 
the sense here—‘according to the assessment contained in the 
official codex’ (z.¢. the land-register). Strictly indeed, since 

mpos roy Stacradpov goes with kpareiv, it ought to refer not to the 
assessment but to the evidence of ownership ; and this inference 
might be supported by the fact that ll, 18-20 refer to the payment 
to be made} but, in the first place, a codex already in existence 

could hardly furnish evidence of the present ownership of a piece 
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Sypoows KwTiKos Kat amroxpwacbat THY avTwy cuvTedeLaY Tpos THv 
amoypadny ys yevanS Kar avtwy perpnoews lwavvd tov Ts hoyias 

20 Pynpens am°yevou"S ox°§ Kat KnvoiTopos Kat mpos ovay ovr eLKos Eexou's 
HMETPHNOW EV TH Avra.orro* €l OUTW TUXOL KAL KUPLEVELVY KOL Seorrolew dua 

Taytos THS TovTwV vouns Kat SeowoTEas Umep THs Umep E“d vuV 
SoPmooperns mapa ao” acrikns ovrTedevas Kara TO emtBaddov pot 
Hepos ovopatos Amto\hwros AvooKopés tov «uo matpos UiTEep Kavovos 

25 TNS Tapiovons TpiorK,Sexarns ivduKTioves TavToLwy Xprvotkwv TiThwv 
Kk, Siaypadov x, ts euBohyns woavtws tys TexoaperKadearys ivSuK/ 
Kat mporOnkns avtTns Kat vavlov Kat Tavrowwv aval\lopatov rns dmoK/ 
Tov Krypatev ploly [Tlav ovrwrv ev tw medi TMiag,ce Kopns POKa Tov 
perevexDerwv evs THY evxpyyerny Koplyly Adpoduryy 

30 Tehovowy vrep apovpwr Sexarercapov mrew 1 eharrov Kabapas 
TTOPiLNS YNS TvViovT@Y ELS XpYTs voLcpaTA Teroapa acTabps KaL OLTd KaVvoVOS 
aptaBas Sexaonrw kau efewar Tw Tpoepness evayer povaornp/ tas mpoK/ apdpas 
exe Kou eew pera THs cEcupops avrais curTedeas Tpos KwtiKa Kar xpnoala)Pale) ra”raxs] 

¥ 

mavtt TpoTa w av BovdnOems Seomotixw Sixaww axwdvtws Kar avewrodiotols] 

35 vm ovdevos To Gvvohoy TeV TE Emo kKAnpovowov n svyK\ynpovopwrv Kat 
T@V EK YEVOUS OL AYNKOVTMV yn ayxXLoTEVOYT|wY KaL TOV] ETEEVTOMEVOV 
Els OE TEPL THY TPOELPNLEVWY apovpwr eyw [eKaTHA]w idLoLS pov] 
avahopacr kat Saravnpact Kat BeBarwow oor tacn BeBavwoe: an? Tavtos 
kat Sia Tavros Tov emedevoopevov cor TavTs Kaipw emavayKes et Se KaL NT'TOV 

40 ppovrilw rns BeBarwoews Sithacwws 70 TpoKepevoy Tyna ar’Swow 
pera Kat TO Stadepovros Kat avadwparos mpos To BeBaray evar Kar toyvpar 

of land now sold; and secondly Cair. Masp. i. 67097, r., 38-42 

shows that the codex was drawn up by John and did contain an 
assessment for purposes of taxation (cf 1. 33 below, where mpos 
x6(5)ika seems to go with cecvpopévns rather than with éyetw Kab 
éfev). We there read kai elohépew 1a dypooia Adbyo Thy wacav 
avrov cuvréheav .... mpos t[yv amo]ypapny (this is no doubt the 
right reading) rod [8n]uociov Kadixos [r]od ris Aoytas ply] quns 
*"Iwdvvov krd.; and it is to be noticed that there also this clause 
is followed by a further reference to the payment of taxes, 
kal... drokpivacOai ve ta mavroia TovTov Bdpn Sinvexds mpds tiv 

aynvexGcicay Kata tod abrod Ktipatos Tod a’rod aohwrdrov dvdpis 

{uérpnow?). The codex doubtless contained more than the 
mere assessment of tax liability, and the pérpnovs referred to may 
have formed part of it. It seems likely, in view of the evidence 

of 1552 ff. and the sense of d:aoréAXo, that S:aoradpds has special 
reference to the assessment for taxation, and the difference 
between the first and the second clause here and in 67097 is 
probably that the first refers to the rate at which the class of 
land in question was assessed and the second to the actual 
dimensions of the piece sold. From the two could be calculated 

the taxes payable. 
18, korixos: 7, kwdiKos. 
20. n kat krA.: ‘or in accordance with any survey that may 

hereafter be made in the Antaeopolite nome’. Note that the 
survey (and therefore probably the assessment) was made for the 
whole nome at once, not for a single village; cf 1674, 34, 

note. 

27. mpocOnkns avrns: this refers to the embola only. For 

mpooOnxat see 1674, 26, 54, and see too the evpévera of 1660, 9. 
Note that the gold-taxes were paid in the indiction after that for 
which they were due, the embola in the indiction itself ; 

the embola for the 13th indiction had clearly already been 

paid. 
drox/: such seems to be the reading, but drrox(esuévns) 

(going with ovvredeias in 1. 23) is an inappropriate word (it was 

the xrjpara, not the cuvreAera, which tréxerro), and érex(erpeévns) 
would rather be expected. Perhaps drox/ was a slip of the pen. 

28, Iagce: see 1689, 13; 1702, 3; Cair. Masp. ii. 67128, 

28; 67134, 4. Only in the third of these places is the o 
inserted. 

29. perevexOeicwy: sic, though the word goes with xrnpdrov. 
Probably Dioscorus fell into the feminine owing to the coming 
dpovpay. This passage apparently means that though situated 

in Phthla this land had been annexed (for purposes of taxation ?) 

to Aphrodito. This can hardly be analogous to the earlier 
értpeptonds of land (Wilcken, Grundziige, pp. 293-295 ; Chrest. 

355-358). 
31. acraOp(a): unweighed, z.¢. at their face value only. 

Cair. Masp. i. 67096, 15, 
32. Tas mpox(eevas) apovpas : 2. é, the arourae sold in Il. to-12, 

not those mentioned in 1. 30. 
33+ oeovpou(evns): apparently an incorrect perfect of cipa in 

the sense of ‘attached’, 

M2 
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TavTnY THY Tpacw Tavtaxo” mpoKouilopernv em [tlacy|s apyyns ynvTep e€eSopnv cou mpos] 
agdaheav pel vroypads euns Kar cvvnPwrv paptupoly Kar emepwrnOes] 

9 

wpohoynoa # Dd“ Avorxopos Am[odd]wros [0] tpoydylpalypevos eHeuny tavryv] 

45 [rn mplaclw kat [w|uodloylnca [ 

emt Tn TpoteTaypern TYyun ws mpoK/ + (2nd hand) Avpnduos Op. [ 
™ Tpace. akoveas Tapa To” Oewevov + 

42. The readings at the end are very doubtful. The small 
traces before the lacuna strongly suggest em: maons, for which see 
Cair. Masp. ii. 67151, 55, though the letters must be rather 
cramped, and acgadeay in 1. 43 points to nvmep e€edopny cor 
mpos; but if this was written the letters must have been much 
compressed, and after apyys we should expect kar efovoras, for 

paptupo| 

which there is certainly no room in addition to the rest. It is 
perhaps just possible that Dioscorus actually wrote emt maons 
apxns Kat e£ovotas mpos. 

43- dmoypags : for this method of writing $y see 1674, 92, 

note. Here the n is almost entirely lost in a lacuna. 
Haprupwy ; there is actually only one witness, 

PAPYRUS 1687.—15 Dec., a.'D. 523. 

Inv. No. 1645. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 10fin.x5}in. In a sloping 
straggling cursive hand, along the fibres. 
from right to left. 

The papyrus is rubbed in places, and was folded 

HE following document, though placed among the leases, is not actually a lease, but, 

like 1766 and 1772, an acknowledgement of a debt for rent. It is addressed to the 
Synpdowos Adyos, from which we must conclude that the land in question was communal land, 

leased to a private person. The acknowledgement is by a person named Anuphius; the rent in 
arrear is due from Anna daughter of Cornelius. Perhaps therefore Anuphius had taken over the 

land, either by sub-lease from Anna or on her death; or he may have been her surety when she 
took up the lease, and therefore liable to pay the rent on her failure to do so. The dnpudows 

Aéyos is represented by the vzfarius Apollos. As the communal land can hardly have fallen 
under his special competence he was perhaps acting merely as a representative of the xouvdy 

of village officials; for it is to be noticed that the ~zparzus here, as in several of the Cairo docu- 

ments, is a village official and therefore different from the nome rparz of 1648. 

xeys 
[+vmarleas @\' Magio’ to hapymrporarov 

Xovak //0// Sevtepas wdiK/ 

[rw] Snpooww Aoyw Sia Tov evdoKuyps 
5 [AzroA)\wros putapio” Kopns Adpodiryls Tov] 

[Avratlomoduro” vopo’ a/ Aupydwo’ Avodio’ Qpo” 

[ex pntpos Tavabns amo rns $ Kwpns xatp// 

5. Amoddoros: cf. Cair. Masp. i. 67091, I (A. D. 528) ; ii. 67143, 

r., 26; 67147, v., 3. In Maspero’s vol. iii this ~#farius occurs 
in the series of documents contained in 67328 (A.D. 521); and 
67281 (n.d.), where he appears as the son of Isaac, is his 
appointment to the office. Besides the dates mentioned he was 

riparius in 535 (iii. 67296) and in 538 (ii. 67252 ; Flor. iii. 284). 

In Cair. Masp. iii. 67300 (A.D. 526) an Apollos son of Isaac 
appears as BonOds of Aphrodito. 

6. Qpov: very faint, and possibly the traces so read are not 
really ink at all; but there is hardly room for the name in 1. 7 

and the traces are quite consistent with the reading, 
7. Tavaéns: apparently corrected from TayaddAns, 

EE 
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[oporloyw odutew tpi Kar xpeworew 
[azo] Aourados expopwwy Avvas Kopyy)\uo’ 

10 [mpoloaraé ord apraBas Sexaoxrw Kat 

[ut] ev y/o TP wm id/ a Ka tavras arodwow 

[vp] ev [tlw Karpw ts ovr*’/ pedovorns 
[tpitlns wduK/ to petpw Aavindro” 
[Tov] eviaB/ mpecB/ xwpis twos avtidoyias 

15 [ vrdp\eolelws eravayKes TavTovas po” eviopias 

[? evex]oulevns] dro Tys Ywwv aperns pexpt 

[Avaew[s] tov mpo*/ xpeous Kar erepwrnh} wpod/+ +P 

[(2nd hand) Avpydtols Avovdio” Apo” o mpoK/ cuppovyn por 

[ws mpolk/ Avpydtos Iwavvns Kopyydwo” afiobes 
20 leyparba] virep avTo” yappara pou evToTos 

[(3rd hand) AvpyArJos Iwavvns Eppaves pap 
[rupw] tn wdtry (4th hand) P ®d§ @ecorexvos Varo” 

[aromparoc lito” paptupw T cevypadyn akooas Tapa 

[rov Oepevov] 

I. wpe ev y/o 7? om w/a: the last figure looks more like 8 
than a, but a is not impossible, and ev seems fairly certain ; 
moreover, if Maspero’s reckoning of the if: measure as the 
fourth of an artaba in Cair. Masp. ii, p. 25 is correct, we should 
not expect any higher number than 3. The measure occurs 
frequently in Cair. Masp. ii. 67138; 67139; and also in ii. 67129, 
19, a passage analogous to the present one ; in i. 67055, r., ii, 15, 
for p/ up +/ is to be read p(érpo) ipi(o), as is shown by iii. 67308, 

3f. (ra od iio pérpm). For the iq or oi¢ see 1718, introduction. 
14. mpeoB(vrepov): before 7 is ane. The scribe either began 

to write evAaBeorarov in full and then, changing his mind, 
inserted the stroke after 8, without deleting the «, or was about 

to repeat evdaB/ and discovered his mistake. 
18. Avouguou : 2, Avovduos. 
20. yappara pot etroros: 7, ypdupara pi eiddros. 
21. Eppaves: the v corrected from 7 (the witness was about 

to write Epparos); or possibly the r is not altered to v but 

merely deleted or changed to a line for overwritten ” (a~). This 
signature is in large very clumsy uncials. 

23. anompatroctrov : this is rather a large supplement, but the 
space is more than in Il. 1-20 and this witness writes a com- 
pressed hand. The supplement is certain from Cair. Masp. ii. 
67127, 23; 67128, 35; etc. The meaning is ‘formerly prae- 
positus’, There is no need to correct to amo mpaurooirey as 
Maspero proposes (67127, 23); as he himself now remarks 
(iii. 67296, 3, note), the addition of dé to a word as = ‘ex’ is 
a Coptic habit ; cf Crum, P. Rylands Copt. p. 146, note 3. This 
praepositus may possibly have been a fraefositus limitis, as he 
is called Flavius; cf Maspero, Org. militaire, p. 101 f. 

oevypapn: 2. cvyypapn ; cf. Cair. Masp. ii. 67128, 36, where 
the same witness writes ceyypady. 12 in. below this line are 
traces of ink, which are no doubt part of the scribal signature. 

PAPYRUS 1688.—24 Dec., A.D. 523. 

Inv. No. 1781. Acquired in 1907. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 5Zin. x 53 in. 

medium-sized cursive hand, along the fibres. 

right ; folded from right to left. 

In a sloping 
Papyrus rubbed down the middle and on the 

EASE by a son of Dioscorus’s grandfather, probably his father Apollos (Avo\\ez« suits 
the lacuna in |. 5 better than Byoapiwy, his uncle’s name), for one year, at Aphrodito, 

The land was under water at the time the contract was concluded. 

[+vumarevas PS] Magimo” tov hapaporaro” 

Xoax/ Kn// ths Sevrepas wiK/ 

2. Xotax/: with a stroke through the downstroke of x, as though for abbreviation. 
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vee orien eee jwov Makapio” pntpos Towvns 

[aro Kwpns Alppodirns To Avratomohito. vopo” 

5 [AzodNwre Acjlorkopo” Vipar[w|Ber amo tys avriy)s 

[kouns xatp opoloyw peutcbwobar 

[wapa gov mplos eviavovov xpov omopas ‘yevnuaros 
[rns evrvyel]s pehdovons tpiTns woiK/ Tw vaap 

[yov ao ?-yewpy/| oox\npov Kal vdara ev taker 

3. Very likely [Avp/ ®oiBap]por. 

7+ xpov: @. xpévov. In punctuating, a comma is to be inserted 
after this. For omopis, xapray, etc., thus used absolutely, see 
1697, 4; Cair. Masp. i. 67101, 11 (where probably xaraczopas 

is to be read); 67105, 14; 67106, 10; 67112, 9. The meaning 
is apparently that the year for which the land is leased is that of 
the sowing of the 3rd indiction, ze. the lease would come into 
force as soon as the inundation of that indiction had subsided 

sufficiently for farming operations to be commenced; cf. Cair. 
Masp. i. 67116, 3, where émi is inserted. This construction (to 

which a less exact parallel is to be found in 1648, 10; BGU. 

1092, 10; etc.) does not occur in leases of more than one year, 

where dzé or oy:fdpevov did is used. It is to be noticed that the 
present contract of lease is made nearly a year in advance; cf 
Waszytiski, Bodenpacht, p. 66f. 

9. ev rafer: cf. 1691, 10; Cair. Masp. i. 67087, 19, év d8nropias 

raet, which Maspero explains as ‘ classé comme lieu de passage’. 
No doubt a genitive follows here. 

10. Txariros: a témos called Xaduros occurs several times in 

1419 (see index to vol. iv), and Xdridos is no doubt to be read in 
Flor. iii. 279, 9, 16. 

PAPYRUS 1689.—13 June, A.D. 527. 

Inv. No. 1644. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 11; in. x6;in. In a sloping 
rather narrow cursive hand, along the fibres. Papyrus dark in colour and on the left and in 
some other places stained dark brown ; folded from right to left. 

HE lessor here is a senator, no doubt of Antaeopolis, and since the land leased is situated in 
the village of Phthla, is ‘waterless’, and is called Tva(9,) Sapamdppovos, the lease is no doubt 

to be connected with Cair. Masp. i. 67113; Flor. iii. 281, where also the land is at Phthla, is 

waterless, is called Yapamdpwvos (sic), and belongs to a senator of Antaeopolis. Hence Il. 3 

and 5 here are restored after those documents, and [\eyopevals (or [Aeyous Tualp, ?) is perhaps 

to be read in 67113, 9. Flor. 281, 10 f. has év 7@ Kadovper() >. 

The duration of the lease is fixed in an unusual way. It is to last ‘as long as my tenancy of 
the holding of the most honourable Megas continues’. From 1. 14 it is probable that the land 
leased adjoined this holding ; presumably therefore the lessee found it convenient to cultivate 

the two together, and for this reason secured the insertion of the clause in question. The rent 
is payable in wheat and [barley]. Though the land was at Phthla the lease was probably drawn 
up either at Aphrodito or at Antaeopolis. 

[+pera-tyv virarevay] Pdaviov OdvBpiov tov evdoorarov 

(Tla}ive //0// exrns ivduxrvovos 

[d/ Tavod\Biw(?) ro ap}rpotarw Kar adeoyww Todurevopevw 

3- TlavoABiw: so Flor. 281. Maspero reads [®AS...... JAa. Perhaps Mavo]\8(tw) is the true reading. 
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Ts AvravomoNs uilw Tov THs peyahotperous prnyns 

ve eeees lv €k pytpos EXtoaBer rounv amo Kopns 

[ 
5 [Iwavvov zo)A\urevoapevov Avpy)ios loakos ex TAT POs 

[ 

[ Adpodir|ns tov Avravomodrov vouov yaip$ opodoyw 

[exovora|s Kat avOatperws pewtoOwoba. Tapa rns ons 

[? Aapmpolrntos zpos ov yewpyw xpovor To yewpy.ov 

10 [rov evdo]kiumrarov Meyadov vio’ tov rns paxapias 

[? Kat Aapmpotar|y[s pynuns Awov tas vrapxoveas avr 

[Pewra apovpas] avidpov yys Siak/ ev wediade Kopns 
[DOa ev wediw hace Neyomevas Tua Saparap\y/wvos 
aes ..++.] Tov m[ploxemevov KTnmatos eb w pe 

15 [ravras katablewar ev o's’ Bovdopar yernpacw iStous prov 

[avahwpact jar Sidovar tov popoyv aro KapTwv THs 

[evruyws eroplerns ovy Bew cBdopns iv8/ Kar tov e&ns ypovov 

Bee at ...€% alrotaxto ev Tedeww Kar aBpoyiKw o pn en 
[?twv avrwy emjra apovpwy oirov aptaBas Sexa Kat 

20 [?xpiWov aprjaBas Sexa petpw ow dopikw avapd/ 

[n proOwors Kvjpva Kar BeBara Kar erep’/} wpodoys P 

[(2nd hand) + Avpywos Ioaj« 0 mpok peptcbwpor ws tpo*// Oopas 

... tpleaB// aro Kopns OpovexOn afiwHes 
[eypaya vmep avro]. ypappara pn edotos 

25 (+3rdhand?) ]. 

9. Napmpornros: cf. Cair. Masp. 67113, 8. Or perhaps [oeBa- 

apio|rnros or [Gavpacro]|rnros, which suit the space rather better. 
xpovoy: corr. from xpovwy ; or perhaps o merely rewritten. 

10. vio’: corr. from vie. 
11. The supplement is perhaps rather too large. 
umapxoveas ; a was written at the beginning but has probably 

been corrected. 
avurn : 2.é@.77.07 Aapmpdérntt. The papyrus is stained reddish 

brown after this, and it is not clear whether anything more was 
written. 

12. exra: see l. 19. 
13. For the supplement cf. 1686, 28. 
Saparappwvos: w corrected from o. For the original omission 

of the second p see Cair. Masp. 67113, 9; Flor. 281, 11. 
14. Probably [¢ amy\twrov] (Hunt), which suits the space; cf 

1691, 12; 1693, 12. 
ep w xrh.: cf. Cair. Masp. i. 67109, 32-37. At the beginning 

of 1. 16 there is not room for xepo kat as in the Cairo lease. 
18. At the beginning perhaps woavros, or Sinvexws (which 

however is to be expected rather in sales). em is from Cair. 
Masp. i. 67105, 22; 67106, 17; 67107, 13; 67109, 36. A com- 
parison of all these passages shows that em’ is right (not e.g. év 
drordxr@, sc. cir») and that the sense is ‘as rent’ (for améraxros 
see Mitteis, Chrest. 134, 15, note). It is probable from this that 

evreheww is to be read as ey redcig, not, with Maspero, as a single 

du exov Varou eypadn... 

word [so too Maspero now reads in iii. 67300, 13; 67301, 26]; 
and this is rendered certain by 1695, 11. Maspero (Cair. 
Masp. i, p. 168) translates a8poxix@ by non humide, remarking 
‘il est possible que certains fermiers peu scrupuleux aient mouillé 
le grain, pour que eau absorbée augmentat le poids’, but the 

formula 6 ju) ein, which seems like an invocation against some 
natural calamity rather than against the lessee’s dishonesty, 
suggests another interpretation, which is favoured by the formula 
seen in 1770 (see also 1771, 6, note), and probably confirmed 
by PSI. i. 77, 23, namely that the phrase means that the rent 
is to be paid whether the land is properly irrigated (reAci@) or 
not (dBpoytxa). 

pn: corr. from pot, 
19. Toy avTwy: OF virep Tor. 

20. xptOwr: cf. 1693, 11; and so too in 1771, 2, where see the 
note. Flor. 281, however, has apdxov. 

21. BeBaa: € corr. from a. 

23. avo: a correction, perhaps from op(pwpevos). 
QpovexOn: cf. 1668, 7, note. 

24. The supplement is large for the space, but it is difficult to 
see what else can have been written. 

25. The hand is of a quite different type from that used in 
the body of the document ; cf 1661, 29, note. At the end is 

perhaps shorthand; but the characters look like 7“«s followed 

by a circle enclosing 9p. 
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PAPYRUS 1690.—29 Aug., A.D. 527. 

Inv. No. 1739. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 

In an irregular inelegant but rapid cursive hand, along the fragments, not continuous). 

fibres. Folded from right to left. 

5zin.xabout roz%in. (two 

LEASE ofa ye#pywov for a year by the monastery of Zminos (see 1686) to Apollos the 
father of Dioscorus. The specification of its situation is unfortunately mutilated. 

[+plerla ryv vrarecav Pd / O}\vpBpro” zlov evdolforato” @w8 a// exrns wdiK/ 

[rw Kowlw tov eviaBeloratlev povaxlwv Kat ?] epywertav to’ ayio’ povacrypuo 

Zipwvlos Sia to” Oeoole|Beoraz[o]\ Ama Vaioly mpoertw}ros to” avro” ayio’ povacTnpLo* 

Sia zo] eviaBeorraro” Sevo’Po” svvpovalor{ros] Suoucnro” m/ Avpnd.o” 
5 Amoddwros Avorkopo” mpwroKwpylrov Kwluns Adpodityns to’ Avrato 

motto” vouwov xatp/$ oporoyw peplicblwoba. rapa ths vpwv FeooeBevas 

pos povov Tov wapovta eviavTov klapTwv| THs Tuy Bew pedovorns 

eBSopns wdiK/ To vio To evayes plovacrynpliov yewpytov mpo Todo” 

Kat apvupovevto” xpovo” To” opyavo” [.......)s TpoTepov To” THS PaKapLas 

10 pynpns Taxo’ros Hodevtos Tavo[aodirou ? .Jowol. . evSotoralr . .yurol. . .] 

[.]..[ .] 70” Staxepevo” ems mled[radv..... Jepl... ? kdylpol 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

]. TUK To” ayo” povacrnpio” Zyluvos 

I. @: the line is long and bent in the middle. 
2. xotvw: Soin Cair. Masp. ii.67170; 67171, and what remains 

of the letter here is consistent with w; but above the s of Z[nw]os 
in 1. 3 is what looks like the end of a downstroke. Possibly 
therefore [r@ d:x]a:[@] should be read; but there seems no room 
for in that case. 

epnuetrav: cf. Cair. Masp. i. 67003, 4; 67096, 14, 29. ov is 
not enough to fill the lacuna, so that «at is conjecturally supplied ; 

but the writing is very uneven, and it is just possible that nothing 
else has been written. 

4. Zevovfov: the a is very doubtful. 
7. kaprev: cf. 1688, 7, note. 

9. apvupovevtov: 7, duynuovetrou. 

opyavov: probably an instance of the curious but not 

infrequent use of this word as = a field or piece of land under 

. > . . , . 

cultivation; cf 1741, 5, note; Cair. Masp. i. 67087, 6; and 

particularly iii. 67307, 4, 8; see also 1765, 7 ; 1808, 2, where 
pnxavn is used in the same sense. If this is the sense here the 
meaning may be that the yepyov formerly formed part of the 
épyavoy in question. 

10, evdoforar ..: the letters visible suggest some such reading 
after Mavo[modrov as x]at tolv rns €]ydokora[rys] p»[ nuns], but this 
seems impossible; «]a: cannot be read, and 6 is certain; more- 
over, though py[ is possible, there is not room in the lacuna for 

neys. 
12. ].7«y: the letter before r does not look like either @ or o 

(utc Owrixn). It is most like y ory. This endorsement, though 
larger and more upright, may well be in the same hand as the 

recto. 

PAPYRUS 1691.—8 March, a. pb. 532. 

Inv. No. 1662, 
cursive with a thin pen, along the fibres. 

right to left. 

out; but the document as a whole does not seem to be a palimpsest. 

Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau), 9%in. x 83 in. 

Papyrus stained very dark in places; folded from 

In one or two places the writing is over earlier writing which has been washed 

In a clear sloping 

In other places the 
writing has been touched up with darker ink, 
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HIS is a lease by Apollos the father of Dioscorus of part of a walled yépyya used as 
an eéavXts. The latter word seems in Cair. Masp. i. 67109, 23, 26, 30; 67110, 25 

to mean a farm-house with its buildings, but this is not quite certain, and in any case the lessee, 

who was a xaAxorvzos, may not have meant to use the building for the same purpose as Apollos. 
The rent is 3,000 talents a year. 

XPY 
P perfa] ryv vrarevay Paoviwy Opecro” Kat Aapradio’ tov evdo[EJorarwy 

Papevol //iB// Sexarns wdiK/, 
Avpndww Amoddote Avookopo’ ViyaveBer’ amo Kwpys 

5  Adpodirns ro” Avratomohuro” vopo” Avpydios Kupiaxos 

AvSpeo” pytpos Mapas xadkorumos amo rns avuTns KwpNs 

Adpodityns xarpew oporoyw pepicbwobas Tapa oo” 

mpos ov BovierOar ypovov amo onpepov ets to e&ns xpovo® 

TO umapxov got odoKynpov yoviKov pepos amo Tov 

10 —[o]Aoknpo” ywpynpatos ev taker eravhews Tepiterixic 

pevo’ veovta eis NuBa ovy Tavte Tw evovT. Sikaiw 

Tpos Ta youuka od SuKatwpara e€ amydiwwro” THs Ens 

ounTiKns orcas KaOws ov yovers oo” veperas 

guy atpovvtTs To exevoe Kowvo” PpEatos Kal ETEPWY KPNHOTYNPLWY 

15  [Sraxlerer§ ext rns avrns Kopns Adpodirys emu pupns 

[rn]s ouKtas Tov yEpovTos VipavoBer Tov oo” mpoywvo” 

[el @ pe Touro exew eis Tacay po” xpevay mpos o av Bovdopae 

Ixpnlow Kat Sidovar cou oyw evouxeio” Kar’ exaoTov evia\rov 

laplyvpio’ tadavra tpioxedia avapdrioyos n pirbwos 

20 xKvupia Kat BeBara x, erepwrn’ wpokoynoa PPP (2nd hand) Avpydtos 

K[ulpvaxos AvSpeov o mpok// pepicPapar ws tpoK// 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 
(1st hand) . ae Kupuaxo” Avdpeov xad{korvrov] 

2. This is the second post-consulate, as the indiction is the 
loth. Cf. 1720, where the first 12th indiction after the consul- 
ship of Basilius is given in the same way. 

evdoforatwy : there is no trace of the &, and it is possible 

that it has not been written. 
8. BovdeoOa: 7, BowvheoGe, though the singular is required. 

ro e&ns xpovo’: 1, rov é&As xpdvov. 
Il. veovra: /, vevovros (or vetoy agreeing with pépos). But 

perhaps the cross-stroke of ¢ is meant also to serve as v. 

12. dtkaiopara: ‘title-deeds’; cf Cair. Masp. ii. 67167, 35, 
where it means ‘legal papers’ generally, and P. Mon. i. 4, 18. 
Here it probably refers to deeds relating to the acquisition of 

the property by the father or ancestor of Apollos rather than to 
those concerning the inheritance by Apollos (wills, etc.). 

e&: € corr. from x. 
13. veperat: Sic. évéuovro is meant, as veyovra: would imply 

that the parents of Apollos were still alive, and we know from 

P. Flor. iii. 280 that his father was dead in A. D. 514. 
14. suv atpovvti: ody Tr aipodvre péper would be expected. 
16. rns oixtas: this is probably not to be taken as implying 

that the street was called by this name; the meaning will rather 
be ‘the street in which the house is situated’. Presumably it 

had no regular name and the description is given to identify it. 
tov yepovros: this may imply that Psimanobet was still 

alive, but the inference is not necessary, as appears from 

1693, 6f. 
mpoy{o)vov: * grandfather’. 

17. 0 av Bovdonar: 2. Hy dv BovAwpa. 
19. raAavra rpirxetAia: for the various values of the talent in 

the Late Byzantine period see Maspero on Cair. Masp. ii. 

67163. 
21. This line must have been slightly indented, as nothing is 

wanted before Kupiaxos, which begins under the v of xupia, 
22..at: hardly cat. ut(eOwors) seems impossible. 
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PAPYRUS 1692.—a. p. 555 and 556. 

Inv. No. 1551. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 11Zin.x1ft. 73in. In a 
medium-sized sloping compressed cursive hand, along the fibres. The papyrus is stained 

very dark in places, particularly on the left, and at the extreme left and in some other 

places is much rubbed ; folded perpendicularly, apparently from left to right. 

N this papyrus are united two separate leases, both by the same hand, and both between the 

same parties. The lessor is the well-known Dioscorus, the lessee George son of Psaeus, 
a shepherd from Psinabla, for which village see the introduction to 1658. Each lease is 
for a year and is of the same property, though in 4 a third «rja is added to the two leased in a. 

The junction between two xo\\7jpara comes near, but not quite at, the end of the lines of a; from 

which it is certain that the papyrus formed a single sheet before the documents were written and 

was not formed by pasting the second lease on to the first. It thus appears that when the lease 
was concluded the intention was that it should continue for more than a single year, though 

in accordance with a common custom (see Waszyfski, Bodenpacht, p. go ff.) the agreement was 
actually for a year only. The roll, therefore, instead of being cut into sheets of the size required 
for a single lease was left intact, the first lease being written at the beginning. At the end of the 

year the lessee brought it to the lessor; and a second lease, for a further year, was added. How 
many leases the roll eventually contained cannot of course be said ; it seems likely, however, from 
the regular edge on the left at the bottom corner, which looks as if the papyrus had been cut, not 

torn or eaten away, that @ was the first document to be written on the roll. 
In supplying the missing portion of 1. 2 of 6 it has been assumed that this renewal of 

the lease would be drawn up about the same time of year as the previous lease, but this is not 

certain, and oydoy in particular must be regarded as a doubtful reading. 

(2) 3 May, A.D. 555. 
XPY 

2 [P Bacrdevas tov Peorarov nuwly [Sleorord PS lovorrwiayo” tov arwwo Avyovorov [Av|roxpatopos 

3 [erovs evxoorov evarov] pera tyv virarelay DN Blalowed 7olv] vjSofotard erovs tTpioKat- 

Sexarov 

4 [Halyov //oyd[oln apfolperlns reraprns tyStcrro[vos 

(2) 
3. Tprkadexarov: to agree with the indiction this should be 

the 14th year of the post-consulate; cf 1686, 4, note; Cair. 
Masp. i. 67095. The post-consulate is more likely to be wrong 

than the indiction ; moreover, since it seems clear that the lease 

would be renewed in the fo//owing year, and 6 was dated in the 

15th year of the post-consulate and the 5th indiction (I. 7), 

A. D. 555 seems assured as the date of the present document. 
4. apfouevns: the & is very curiously made, looking more like 

o, but the reading is assured by Cair. Masp. ii. 67158, 2; 

67162, 3. The natural meaning is that on the 8th of Pachon 

the 4th indiction had not yet begun but was just about to begin. 
That this is not necessarily the sense of the phrase is however 
shown by Cair. Masp. 67162, 3, Haydy eik[as €88éun S]evrépas 
ivdix(riovos) dp£opévns, as compared with 1. 20 ff. of the same 

document, dnd rijg ojpepov xai g[polyeyplap]ue(vys) ijpépas, iris 

éoriy eixa[s €]886[un rhs tapodvons dev[rép]as [ivd]ix(riovos). In 
67158, on the contrary, where dpgéopevns occurs in the dating 
clause, the date is referred to in 1. 26f: as #ris early rpirn rod 
[Haxay pyvos tis] ap£opévns kar’ Aiyurtious Sevrépas emiveunoeas ; 

and here, therefore, we may take it that the indiction had not. 

actually begun. So too in the present document eicioveys in 
1, 10 may imply that the indiction had not actually begun on the 
8th, though the uncertainty of the reading in 1. 9 (see note) makes 
this not absolutely certain. In any case the indiction cannot 
have begun much later than the 8th. These papyri from 
Aphrodito and Antinoopolis furnish many examples of the 
commencement of the indiction in Pachon. The earliest of 
them is 67153 (12 Pachon, Antinoopolis), but in the Arab period 
we have an instance (1418, 339) of the commencement before 
Ir Pachon. Still earlier instances are 5 Pachon (Lond. iii. 

1083, p. 249, Hermopolis) and even 2 Pachon (Oxy. i. 140, 
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5 [Pda]vio AvogKopw viw tov ty[s] pakapias prnyns Anio)\\wros Avorkopo” tw Oalvlwacdwrara] 

6 [amo kwopns Aldlpodiurns tov Avz[aso}rodurov vopo’ + Aup[y)\uos Tewpyws ex marpos Vaio 

Palpolovros 
7 [ex pylrplos ? @leovons amo Kopns VwaBha rov Tavolrlohvrov voyo’ rouny rvyyavlwly 

8 [wv tov K)\npovopov Vaid Byorolv] amo rns § [Kops ViwaBda Xap opohoyw exovoiws Kat 

a[vO\ar[plers 
9 [peptoblwooPa rapa tys ons Oavpactoryzios mplos evravovatoy ypoyov Kaprwv tov vivy ov] 

10 [rwv? trys] cvv Bew euciovons terapryns tvd/ cla v}rapyorta cou watpwa BooKnwara Tov Te 
ylewplyvo 

It [odoKdy]ps apovpwy ogwy extw pera Tavtos avtaly] 7d Sixavd Kadovpevd Ilvap, Tadd. . 

12 [Paro AxalyOwvos tov paxapitd HdoroN{irlevoapevolv] Kar to” ohoKdynpd yewpyd eyouevo 

13 [.....]» avré Twv apovpwy Kata Ta opia Twv Khynpovoywy tov THs evdo€o[rs] wvnps Ko... 76 

og] Marae J S[ralcepevolv] ev ty votuy media]d. rns § caps Adpod8/ reyouevn fepados Avaveas 

15 [.....]..[... .Jos mousevos ex voto Wrl[-] . prev ef w pe ta TpoK/ Bookynpata Twy ow 

16 [alplov|pwr [rely Svo yewpyvwv pera TavtTos avrwy z{o)~ Sixavd Karla tla opia exew im epue 

ets Booknv 

17 Kat es klalravounv tov enov Opeuparov car SSovar cou oyw ops ynrow [uj ernovas 

VOULNS 

18 yplvo]o Keparia Sexaoxrw xpucoikw otabus rns $ Kwp§ Adpod/ n picbwrik/ opodoyia Kupia 

19 [eorat] kat BleBlaa eb vmolyplad/ 76 dep eud vmolypladovros Kar twv e&ns cuvnOwv em- 

paptup’our/7[ aly 

20 [..........] caved anlalyra erepwrnfers wplol\oynoa £ (2nd hand) Avpydwos Tewpytos Vauov 

TOuLev 

Oxyrhynchus), but this is doubtful; see Grenfell and Hunt's 
note ad loc. In the Antaeopolite nome we have an dpxf on 

13 Pachon (Lond. iii. 1007.¢, p. 264). A list (which however 
is not quite complete and contains several misprints in the 
references) is given in Hohmann, Zur Chron. d. Papyrusur- 
kunden, p. 40f. The fact that the early instances of dpyfj 

(except the doubtful Oxy. 140) seem to come from the Thebaid 
and the late ones of réAe: from the Fayum and neighbourhood 
suggests the conjecture that the indiction did not begin on the 
same day throughout Egypt but was separately fixed for each 
province, the Thebaid having an earlier commencement than 
Arcadia. This conjecture can only be tested by a detailed 
examination of all the extant indiction dates, for which this 
catalogue is not the place. (It may be noted that a possible but 

unlikely instance of a late commencement in the Thebaid is 
Lond. iii. 778, p. 279 ; see note there.) 

6. @apoouvros: a quite conjectural reading, taken from the 
monastery of this name (vol. iv, index). The second 0 is very 
doubtful. 

8. §: airis. 
9. kapray tov vy: for kaproy see 1688,7, note; the lease was 

to begin from the present harvest. For the conjectural (and 
very doubtful) reading vuv ovray see P. Giss. i. 56, 4 f., dd kapray 
tap viv dvrav év dypois THs aiv O(€@) eiovovons évdexdrns i, Kal avTas. 
There seems no room for the whole of ovrwy here, thoughy[uv o]yT 
is just possible; but then rns would be too little in 1. 10. 

II. Mag Tadd ..: not Made (1419, 287, 667), though Mahe 
is possible. Of the supposed second A very little remains. 

12. [aro Axa]yOwvos : rather long for the space; but AxavOwvos 
alone would be too short. For ‘Axavéay see Cair, Masp. ii. 
67139, iii, r., 6, where, as it is associated with Psinabla, it may 
be in the Panopolite nome rather than in that of Antaeopolis, as 
Maspero describes it in the index. Ilap means ‘field’; hence 

the name of the holding was ‘the field of Pall— of Acanthon 
the late Heliopolite’. 

[-] . wes or [.]. ve. 
13. [.....]v avrd: probably [ocw]y. It is not possible to 

read [¢£ amn]\twro (or vors) ; and 4, 10 shows that ray xAnpovdpeyv 
goes with yewpylov, not with dpoupar. 

14. lepadas Avavetas : a KAfjpos ‘Iepddos occurs in 1686, 13-14; 
1694, 9, but the patronymic is not there added. 

15. WiA . . prov: Ww has been corrected from ¢; or, less 
probably, altered to ¢. It is impossible to read either yor 
Torey or yirororwy. The likeliest reading is WAaur(eA) ay, the 
a being written rather large or not close after the A. 

18. xpugoixkw: 2. xpuooxorxg. For the xpvaoxorxds orabuds see 
Reil, Beitriige 2. Kenntnis d. Gewerbesim hell. Ag. p. 54. 

19. tov e&ns cvvnbwy emipaprupovytey : as a matter of fact there 
is only one witness, but the phrase is merely a variation of a 
stereotyped formula. At the beginning of 1. 20 several supple- 
ments are possible. avry is too little ; ry pro Pwoet or rn opodoya 

are possible, but hardly required after 4 psoOwrix()) dporoyia of 
1, 18; vmep eynov, though rather short, is not unlikely; or 

mpocwrey, spread out somewhat, might do. 
20. Tewpytos: corr. from Tewpyns. 

N2 
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21 [amo] VwaBj\a o] rpoK/ pemilo}Papar ws mpox/ Avooxdpos lwondpiov mpecB// 
22 [a€wHes] eypaya vrep avrov ypapara py qtdjwros P (3rd hand) AvpyAto[s] PorBap[pjov 

22°: [....] paprupw tn picPwce axo’oas mapa To” Oeyevo® 

24 

(6) 3 May(?), a.v. 556. 

(1st hand) + & enov Eppawros voyulijcov eypad/ shorthand 

1 £ Bacwrevas 75 Oeoraro” yulwv Seomoro” ®d§ Blajovderlov tov arwyiov Avyovatov Avtokpatopos 

€TOUVS TPLAKODTOV META TnV} 

2 wvrareav P§ Backed tov] evdogorard eroluls wevrexaSexarov ?Ilaywv oydon apfopevys 

TELTTNS wWiKTLOVOS] 

3. Praviw Avookopw viw tov Tys pakaplials prynuns Alwoh\wros AvocKopov Tw Pavpaciwrarw 

aro Kans] 

4 Adpodurns 76 Avravorohitov vopo’ 7/ Avpy[\wol~ Tewpyio” qk marpos Varov Papoovtos ex 

Kytpos @eovons Ovyarpos] 
5 Epyn Barpytos Aw. aro Kops VYwaPd{a] tov Tavomol\vrov vopov mouunv xaip’ opodoyw 

exovolws Kat avlaiperas] 

6 pepicbwoba. rapa tas ons Oavpacror[njros mpos evilavovaovy Xpovoy KapTav TwY vuY ovTwv 

Tns ovv Bew etoroverns] 

7 TeLTTNS WoiKTLOVOS Ta vrapxouy[T|a go. tatpola Booknpara Tov TE yewpy.ov| 

8 odoxhnpo apovpov ocwr exrw pleta] mavtos alvtwv tov Sixavov Kadovpevov Tluag, Tadd. . 

? amo AxavOwvos] 

9.- To" 

avTov Twyv apovpwr] 

paxapiro’ H\woo\revoapevo’ [kat tov] odokdyplov ‘yewpyiov eyopevov >. ME +--+ v 

10 Kata ta opifa] heyw Sy To” yewpywo’ taly Krlnpovops [tov rns evd/ pnp Ko... tov Siax/ 

ev T™ voTwn Tediad. Ts $] 

11 Kopns Ad[plodiryns Aeyopevn Teplados Avlaveras. [..++.++++. 0S ToyLevos Ek voTOV Wir.. pTreY 

kar pepirbopat] 

12 opowws mapa ao’ Kav To odkoKAnpov BolaKnpal THs Kartal 

13 Kata Kekevow 76 oo” watpos Amodha[rols Siaxeeriov apovpwr]| 

14 Sexa Neas Dovvews heyoper{ns? AlPavacras ep [w pe ta mpoKx/ Book/ pera mavtos avTwy Tov 

SuKatov Exe um epe) 

21. [aro]: there is not room for azo xops. 
22. ypapata: sic. 3 

edwros ; ros is a correction, apparently from ins (e:dveys ?). 
23. A.[....]: the letter after a has a long tail, so perhaps 

Ad[Gon0]. 
24. Some of the forms of letters make it probable that this is 

the same hand as the body of the document, but the writing is 

rounder and less compressed; cf. 1661, 29, note. 

(2) 
I. Baothetov: sic, by a slip of the pen. 

4. 6vyarpos: Theonoe’s father is not mentioned in a, but the 
name at the beginning of l. 5 must be his. 

5. There is not room in the lacuna for the clause about the 
heirs of Psaeus. 

7. In the lacuna there must have been some words not in the 

corresponding passage of a. 
Io. It is difficult to see what could be omitted here except the 

patronymic of Co... tus, but if the words were written as 
in a they would occupy too much space for the size of the lacuna. 

Hence the abbreviations supplied. 
II, Kat peptoOopa: here begins a clause not in a. On this 

occasion the lessee has leased an additional tract of pasture. 
14. Neas Bovvews Aeyonerns A@avacras : amedids (?) called bévews 

occurs in Cair, Masp. ii. 67143, r., 373; 67147, ii, 1, a romodecia 
&édvews probably in 1697, 7, a rémos ’A@avagias in Cair. Masp. 
ii. 67128, 17; 67129, 13, and a [xrfjpa] ’A@avacias in Cair. Masp. 
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15 es Boon «lal. es Karavopny rior] enor Oplepparov Kar SiWovar cor hoyw dopov nrot 

pucbov ernovas] 
16 vous Tov eipnuevov TpLwv KTHLaToY aplovpwY oTwY Eow 

17 vopurpalrlos xpuroxokly orabys trys avrns Koplns Adpodirns n prcOwtix/ opohoyva Kupia 

eotar Kav BeBara] 

18 edb vroypad/ 75 vrep eyo’ vroypadovros Kat Taly e€ns cuvnJov emmaprupovyTOV.....++++. 

kat eh atravra] 

19 
20 

exepwrnbers wporoynoa £ (2nd hand) + Avpydios Tewpywos Vaov roupnv] 
amo Kopns VwaBda o mpoyeypalupevos pentcbwpar ws mpoK/ 

21 afwes eypara vrep avz[d] ypaypar[a py edoros + (3rd hand) ...... . paprupal 
22 ™ picbwoa axovoas mapa Tewpyliov 

23 (4th hand) paprupw rn prcPoce axlolvoas mapa [Tewpy.ov 

24 (5th hand) ABpaapid paptupw ry prcPwce axovoas mapa [Tewpyiov 
25 (6th hand) paprupw rn probwoe axovoas rapa Tewpy.ov // 

26 

i. 67115, 7. From this passage it may perhaps be gathered that 
there was another field (besides the medias Dévews), which was 
called Néas ®dvyews, and that this bore in addition the name 

*A@avacias and was identical with, or perhaps part of, the réros 
*Aéavacias. But perhaps Aeyoper[or, referring to the Bdaxnya, is 

to be read here. For the supplement in this litie c/ what was 
said in the note to I. 10, 

(1st hand) + & enolv Eppavewros vopixov eypad/] 

16. vouicparos (not quite certain) in 1. 17 suggests a fraction 
in this line, e.g. diporpor, but that would make the rent less than 
that for only two of the xrjyara in a, 

19. The person who subscribes for the lessee is not the same 
as in a. Possibly the mother’s name was added, as there is 
room for more thari is given in the text. 

PAPYRUS 1693.—Early 6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1620. 

sloping cursive hand, along the fibres; papyrus rather light in colour. 
left, 

HE latter part of an acknowledgement of a lease of land to Victor son of Hermauos 
by a lessor whose name is lost. There are several points of interest, which are commented 

on in the notes. The rent is two artabas of wheat and two of barley per aroura (cf. 1771, 2, 
note). The hand points to the earlier part of the sixth century as the date. The subscriber 

Theotecnus occurs in 517 (P. Flor. iii. 281), 521 (Cair. Masp. iii. 67328), 523 (1687), 535 (Cair. 
Masp. iii. 67296), 544 (Cair. Masp. ii. 67127), and 547 (Cair. Masp. ii. 67128). 

Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 63in.x63in. In an irregular 

Folded from right to 

hoyiLopevoy amo Kaprwv Tn] 

gyy Ocw ped tpirys wSe/ fale [av]r{ys] 
Tas [v}tapxovoas oot yoviKkas apoupas 

tas ovdas €& Khyp/ Taxnteotare Kado"pevas 

reads Ta with a note ‘ou Tynmecrare’. Here the first letter, 
which is very thick, looks like y, and it is not certain that there 
is an a. Possibly r (the Coptic feminine article) was written 

and then deleted. 

4. Taxnmeorare: for this name see Cair. Masp. i. 67100, 14. 
Here v for 7 and y for the last r might more easily be read, but 
since the hand of this document is a bad one, and Maspero 
does not mark either letter as doubtful, it seems better to follow 

his reading. The beginning of the word is doubtful. Maspero 
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5 Kaowh)a avvdpovs ovy ravrs to Sica 

KaTa TH Opla KATA KOLYwWYLAY TpOS Tovs KAyporps 

Tov yeploros Louvpovros Xapicio” virep 76 ad)o” 

Hwrous pepouvs eh w pe TavTas yewpynoar Kat 

mapefw wou Tov Popov ekacTns apoupys Kat ETOS 

10 mpfols avaperpnow tov axowo oto’ apraBas 

Svo kpiOwv apraBas Svo Tw eno peTpw 
Snadyn tas mpox/ apovpas ex Boppa Tov enov 

apovpwr kK) aro THs peyadyns Mo” apapas els amnwrny 
ews Tov oplo’ LahaTwKe KaTa Ta Tadaa Kas apyara 

15 opia tys Se aBpoxo” avev dopo” avayd/ n pos 

kupia x, BeBasra x, ewep/ (2nd hand)+Avpndwos Buxrop Eppa" eros 
o mpoK/ pepliloOapar ws mpox/ BM Bcorexvos Vaio® 

arompaimfoa|ro” afwwhis eypaya vrep ato” ypappa 

Ta pn adoriols 

Mutilated endorsement, along the fibres. 

6. KAnpovp(ovs) : sic. 
7- yepovros: cf. 1691, 16. 

umep Tov adXou nuicous pepous: it is not quite clear what this 
means, The natural interpretation would be that the xowwvia 
applied only to half of the property leased, but probably the 
meaning rather is that the whole property (of which half is now 

leased) was held in equal shares, half by the present lessee and 

half by the heirs of Sourous. 
10. pos avauerpyow rov cxowmov: cf. Cair. Masp. i. 67104, 12, 

and Waszynski, Bodenpacht, p. 76, with the papyri there 
referred to. The present passage, taken with 67104, 12 and 
others, shows that Waszyjski is wrong in correcting to oxowie, 
as Maspero also holds. rod (ci Flor. 281, 16) makes this 
additionally certain, In the instances referred to by Waszynskithe 
phrase comes with the specification of the area; in the Aphrodito 
leases with the agreement concerning the rent. This is due to 
the fact that the area is not specified ; the dvayérpnots was pre- 
sumably to follow—‘I will pay you the yearly rent for each 
aroura in accordance with the measurement ’. 

12. Sndadyn xrd.: this passage, perhaps inserted as an after- 

thought, has nothing to do with the agreement as to rent, but is 

intended to specify more exactly the land leased. As no dimen- 
sions are given or (presumably) were yet known the lessee wishes 
to make it clear what land he is agreeing to cultivate. 

13. Tys peyadns pou apapas;: this was a private canal of the 
lessee ; cf P. Flor. i. 50, 106, mou[q]oat éavrois dudpay did idiov 
dvadopdrar, 76. 108, did diwy airav duapav. 

14. Sadaroxe: the same name as the Saparexe of vol. iv (see 
index of rdmo: there). 

15. rys de aBpoxou krd.: z.e, such portions of the land as were 
not reached by the inundation were to be free of rent. This 
passage illustrates the difference between dBpoyos and dvv8pos. 
All the land was dvvdpos (1.5) ; consequently that word means not 
land which was not reached by the inundation but land from which 

the inundation had receded, land not é¢¢’ top. Maspero, however, 
Cair. Masp. i. 67113, 10, note, gives a different explanation. 

16. emep(wrnOets): sc. @poddynoa; cf. 1695, 20; 1696, 16; 

1701, 8; Cair. Masp. i. 67115, 18; and perhaps 67106, 22 It 
does not seem necessary, with Maspero, to suppose that 
poddynoa has been forgotten ; the phrase is abbreviated, emep/ 

standing for the whole. 
17. Georexvos: cf. 1687, 23, note. 

PAPYRUS 1694,—First half of 6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1643. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 103in.x 7Zin. Written in 

a small sloping cursive hand, along the fibres. The papyrus is stained a very dark reddish 
brown, and the script in places can only be read by holding the document obliquely against 
the light (ff P. Strassb. i. 40). 

colour. Folded from right to left. 
In certain lights the ink appears of a dull greenish grey 

‘HIS lease of land for one year by Besarion son of Dioscorus, no doubt the uncle of the poet 

(another person of the same name is known, Cair. Masp. i. 67114, 5, but 1705, where the 
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poet’s uncle is shown in connexion with the ‘New Church’, makes it almost certain that he is the 
person here intended), to two persons is of the kind called by Waszyhski (Bodenpacht, x, p. 148 ff.) 
Teilpacht (= métayage), 7. e. instead of the ordinary arrangement by which the tenant pays a fixed 
rent, he agrees to divide the crop with the landlord in a certain proportion, usually, as here, with 
special provisions as to additional payments on one or both sides and the cost of necessary work 
in connexion with the land. In the present document, which is an interesting example of its class, 
the following provisions are made :— 

(1) The cultivation of the land is to be carried out by the tenants at their own expense and 
with their own animals («rjvn) ; 

(2) the seed (for the main crop ? see note on 1. 13) is to be supplied by the landlord, but the 
tenants are to supply the grass seed. Each party is to take from the common produce (no doubt 
before the division) an amount of seed equal to that which he supplied for sowing ; 

(3) the crops are to be divided in equal shares between landlord and tenants, a transaction 
expressed with charming frankness in the words eis judas peév brép Tov Kapdrov eis oe Se bmep Tov 
exopiwr ; 

(4) before the division of the produce the landlord is to receive half an aroura of hay, 
perhaps (see note on 1. 19) in return for his defraying the expenses of mowing; 

(5) in addition to half the produce the tenants are to pay to the landlord as his perquisite 
(possibly a ovvyPewa) 50 cheeses and 6 kodoBa of Aabavy ; 

(6) the expense of building folds for the flocks is to be defrayed jointly by landlord and tenants ; 
(7) the hire of the épyavov (probably a sakzyah or wheel for raising water) and other expenses 

(connected with its working ?) are to be defrayed jointly ; 

(8) the tenants agree (see note on |. 26) to carry the produce and chaff of the landlord from 
his threshing-floor to that of the village. 

It will be seen that the landlord has considerably the best of the bargain ; but the position 
of the tenants is far better than in many leases of this kind in the Late Byzantine period. Thus 

in Lond. i. 113. 3 and 4 (pp. 207, 208) the tenants receive only a quarter of the pulse crop and 

a sixth of the hay, besides being liable (in 4) to an additional payment. In BGU. i. 308 
(=Mitteis, Chrest. 278) the tenants receive a third of the pulse and a sixth of the hay and 

‘are again liable to an additional payment. In Grenf. i. 58 the tenant receives a fifth of the 

produce and 1 solidus less 6 carats (Grenfell takes the money as paid by the tenant for rent, but 
this is clearly wrong; cf too Waszyfski, pp. 154, 157). The comparatively favourable position of 

the tenants in the present lease is very likely not an isolated phenomenon but to some extent 
typical ; for many pieces of evidence seem to indicate in Aphrodito, a village enjoying the right 
of autopragia and largely composed of small owners, a higher degree of prosperity than was 

usual at this time in Egypt. 
The yedpywrv here leased is described as éxpicbobev rapa cov rH ayia Kawy éxkdyoic. 

Probably what is meant is that the land had been leased to the church but that the lease had now 
expired ; but the wording may perhaps suggest that this is a kind of sub-lease and that the lessees, 
by arrangement with the church, have negotiated it direct with the landlord, the church resigning 
its own lease in their favour. It is indeed just possible that ry ayta Kawvy exxdnora is to be cor- 
rected to the genitive; see 1705. In that case the document is a sub-lease of land leased 

to Besarion by the church. 
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As regards the date, it seems likely that the document was written fairly early in the 
century. Besarion the son of Dioscorus occurs in 1699, dated in a.p. 520; in Cair. Masp. i. 
67103 (unless this is the other Besarion ; see above), dated a. p. 526; and in 67124, which, as the 
protocometes Charisius occurs and Apollos is not yet protocometes (he was protocometes in 
A.D. 514; see Ferrari, Pap. ined. 3, 6 = P. Flor. iii. 280), may probably be placed early in the 
century. He also occurs in 67107, a document which, dated in the 4th indiction, is placed by 
Maspero in 540, Justin being supplied by him as the consul; but it seems rather more likely that 
526, the consulship of Olybrius, or 525, that of Philoxenus (Philoxenus is thus mentioned 
without Probus in 67103), is the true date, for Besarion is not certainly known to occur later than 
526, was very likely (from the fact that he was protocometes before his brother Apollos, 67124) the 
elder brother, and since he plays so little part in these family papers of his nephew Dioscorus 
may perhaps have died fairly early in the century. The earlier date for 67107 is moreover 
decidedly favoured by the hand, which is of a type characteristic of the dated documents of 
the period crc. 520-circ. 535. The 11th indiction of the present document is probably therefore 
either A.D. 517-518 or 532-533, and the hand agrees with such a dating. 

: rhe 

A[up]ytor Mafias Tlovviros Kar [Bes Atro\\wTos 

apporepor amo] kwpns Adpodirns to” Avravomo\uro" voo” 
Alup}pww Byoapwwr. Avookopo’ azo rns § K@LNS \KaLpey 

5 olpolAoyo\wer [Jf addehnyyuns penicbwo0ar rapa co” 
TpOs PoVvov Tov TapovTa EviavToY KapTwr TyS GUY Ew 
evdexatns wdik/ To expucbaber Tapa oo" Tm ayia Kawn 
Exkhno.a yewpytov apo’pwv ocwv Svaxeipers emu medio” 
Ty|s avjrns Kops Adpodiurns ev kdyp/ lepados avy haxkw Kat 

10 defapern Kar durous kar dounrér x, wart. Sixaiw Kara Ta opia 
ed @ nas Touro] yewpynoa Kav Thy macav yewpyiKnv epyaciav 
Momoacba ex tov iSiwv po” avaoparwr K) KTNVoV 
axaltlapporytws Kav apederas ovvkducwpev Se To’ tavtos 
ts S¢ omeppoBohias tapa co’ SiSovar Kar LapBavers ex To” Kowo? 

15 aver [rns de omeppoBodwas To” xopro” Siouerns Tap nuov 

1. Only a few letters of this line remain. Above the « of 
Tloymros is a x, and above oA of AroAdoros may be Ja A[. 

5. addeAnyyuns : 7. dd\Andeyyins. 
8. apovpwy ocwy: an abbreviation of the full phrase, doar éoriv. 
10. deanery: cf. 1769, 5. What is meant is probably a water- 

tank. The same word may have occurred in Cair. Masp. 
i. 67104, 7, and certainly occurs in iii. 67300, 8. 

12. pov: a slip of the pen for nuay, due to the use of a stereo- 
typed formula, 

13. apehetas : sc, dvev dpedelas. 
gwk\ioopev de krd.: this passage relating to the cultivation 

is by no means clear, owing to the confused construction. 
Probably we are to read av(y)«d{e)io(o)pev dé rod Travrés, THS 
(uév) oneppoBodlas {rod.... +) mapa cov did0(pévns). ovykdel- 
Touey kth. appears to mean ‘we will co-operate in everything’, 
a seemingly unprecedented use of avykdei@, The provision as 
to seed means that the landlord is to supply the seed for one 

(or several) of the crops, the tenants that for grass, but each 
party is afterwards to receive an equivalent amount of seed 
from the produce, which is, as provided below, to be divided 
equally between landlord and tenants; z.e. in addition to 
his fixed quota of the produce each party is to take, before 
the division, as much seed as he had himself supplied at the 
time of sowing. A similar provision is to be seen in Lond. i. 
113, 3 and 4 (pp. 208, 209 ; see also Wilcken, Gétt. gel. Anzeigen, 
1894, pp. 747, 748); BGU. iii. 840. As the tenants supply 
seed for grass, we should expect the crop or crops for which 
seed was supplied by the landlord to be specified also, and 
hence we may perhaps assume that something has been acci- 
dentally omitted after owepyoBodias in 1. 14; but it is possible 
that as the hay was a crop of minor importance and the other 
the main one it was thought unnecessary to specify it. 

15. amet: obscure. The reading is almost certain. If it is 
a part of dvinu: sense and construction are alike puzzling, 

a 

eee OO eee 
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Kat NapBavepev ek To” Kowo" Kk) TO” KaLpo. yevapevd TO TEpLyLyvo 

PEVOV TAaVTOLWY YErNPATwV Kal XEPwY ELS NAS Kal Go” 

pepo Onoerar Kata TO HpLo” Els NAS MEV UTEP TWY KapaToV 

es oe Se uTep Tav expopioy 

20 

exe Se oe ex TO” KowWwo" 

Tpo pepo po” XopTo” mpos Tamas KoTas apoupys np” 

mapeewpev aor tupous Enpovs Kaous peyadous ‘yeouxiKoUs 

mevrnkovTa kK, hapavns KooBa e€ tapexopev Se 

€k To” KoWd THY TYULNY Tas pavdpas TwY ToYLYLOY 

avaud/ y pos Kupia x, BeBara x, emepwrn® w/ 70” Se puaBo to’ Evdwo' 

25 opyavo” kK, Ta avahwpara Sudopeva ex To’ Kowo’ TonTwpev Se Thy pev 

dopay to. yeovyi{k]o” wo” pepous yernuatos K, TA axUpa Ews TNS KwpNS 

kK) TNS adwvias ex THS ONS Grwvias + (2nd hand) Apydtos Maf[evjas 

Tlovviros o [pox] // pepicOwpar ws tpox// (3rd hand) + Avpyde 

os ... Bats [Azo]ANwr[ols [0] mpoK/ peproOopap ws 
30 apox] // Alulpy[dvos Dor|Bappolv 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

(4th hand) ; : - : 

16. rov katpov: i.e. the time of harvest ; cf Cair. Masp. i. 

67104, 10. 

17. xepwv : abour,as opposed to raw material (seeds). 

gov: /. oe. 

18. mwas: corrected from vpas. For this formula regarding 

the division cf Oxy. vi. 913, 13-16. A still closer parallel is 
P. Flor. iii. 282, 28 f. pép(os) év bmép rav ka[ydrov (this is no doubt 

to be read) kat] pép(os) év imép tov exhopio[r]. 
19. exetv de oe xrd.: the landlord is to have, as an additional 

perquisite, half an aroura of hay ; hay was frequently measured, 

no doubt before the harvest, by arouras. mpds mdcas komds is not 

quite clear. In Lond. i. 113. 3 and 4 referred to above the 

landlord is to bear the cost of the mowing. Is the meaning 

here that he is to do the same and to receive the extra hay as an 

equivalent? Or is it rather that ‘o# every mowing’ he is to 

receive this amount of hay in addition to his share of the total 

‘crop? As the lease is for a year only and it seems unlikely 

there would be two crops of grass in the year, conf, used in the 

plural, may here denote the crop of each field. 

21. mapeEopev oo xrd.: a further payment by the tenants, 

over and above the landlord’s half share in the produce, Such 

additional payments, whether in money or in kind, are common 

in leases of this class. For cheeses as part of the additional 

payment see 1695, 24; Cair. Masp. i. 67107 ; iii. 67300 (which, 

however, are not métayage); 1698, 4 (probably); Lond. i. 

113: 4. In 67300 the number is the same as here. 

22. Aaavns KohoBa «£: cf. Cair. Masp. i. 67107, 18, where 

probably we should read rypous glevrnxovra (or, if this is too 

long, mevre) x) Nawvav]ns KoNoBa ef ; iii. 67300, 15 (Aeravns) ; 1695, 

24 (deWdyns); 1698, 4 (where the word is spelt with the p, 

AapWavns) ; and 1771, 10 (AeWdvys). Forcellini defines /apsana 

as ‘genus quoddam oleris seu cymae silvestris’, Stephanus as 

“olus agreste edule’, L. and S. as ‘charlock’. Pliny, V. . xx. 

37, says ‘inter silvestres brassicas et lapsana est r. Since; 

Atrohwtos 5 c A‘ : 3 

however, it is taken as rent the herb must apparently have been 
cultivated on occasion. It was regarded as poor fare (Pliny, 
N. H. xix. 41), and from Crum, Cat. of Coptic MSS. in the B. M. 
p- 56, 7xé, rx and several passages in literary sources seems to 
have been eaten specially by monks. Other instances of the 

word in papyri, etc., are Crum, Coptic Ostraca, no. 210, p. 58; 

P. Petr. iii. 53 (wz), 9, p. 152. 
' mapexoper: the o corr. from @. 

23. ras pavdpas: 7. rav pavdpav (or rijs wdvdpas). Apparently 

temporary sheepfolds are meant, which were to be erected at the 

joint cost of the landlord and the tenants. 

24. @/: dpodoyioapev. What follows was added as an after- 

thought. 

26, ra ayvpa: perhaps the tax in kind (Waszyfski, Boden- 

pacht, p. 120f.), payable in this case by the landlord but to be 

delivered for him by the tenants. If e« in 1. 27 is right the 

landlord’s half of the corn was threshed on his own threshing- 

floor, and perhaps the corn and chaff to be conveyed from 

there to the village threshing-floor were merely that portion of 

the produce required for the corn- and chaff-taxes. 

27. ek: xis not certain, and there is room for a letter after it, 

but as an upstroke is visible « is a probable reading, and if it is 

right the word can hardly be anything but ex. 

Apnhuos: ste. 
29. ... Bas: unless two letters were written and then crossed 

out, the name is not the same as in l, 2. 

pentcOwpap : Sic. 

30. Avpndwos: the traces are too indistinct to be sure whether 

this is a new hand (a witness) or the same (subscriber for the 

second lessee). 

31. At the beginning p[to][r]x/ might be read, and 18a{e]s 

is not impossible before AroA@ros, but the traces are really too 

faint for any confident reading. 
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PAPYRUS 1695.—a. p. 531 (?). 

Inv. No. 1668. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). g3in.x 7jin. Written in a 
hasty much sloping cursive hand, along the fibres; papyrus stained a very dark brown in 

the middle, where the ink is discoloured as in 1694. Folded from right to left. 

HOUGH a date is assigned above to this lease, it is placed among the undated documents, 

because the date is conjectural only. This date is derived from Cair. Masp. iii. 67300 
(a.D. 526), an acknowledgement of a lease for three years to Victor son of Papnuth(i)us of a «rjma in 

the xdjjpos of Ivazero (this name is a correction ; Overwros was written first). As the name of the 

KTnpa is the same as here, as the lease is similar to the present one in several of its formulae, 

and as the lessors are rats ¢tlyeveordrars SuBd\Ag Kal ‘Hpacids, trép dvd(uatos) Lovpovrofs], 
Ovyaz|plais rod THs pakapltas pv|jyyns Movoaiov, it may be assumed with practical certainty that 
the same property is involved; and in any case the names of Sibylla and Herais serve to 

indicate an approximate date for the present document. The 1oth indiction mentioned in it 

may then be either 516-517 or 531-532. The hand, which does not look specially early in its 

general character, though it has early forms, slightly favours the second date; and since the 

lease is to come into force from the crops of the roth indiction, which has apparently not yet 
begun, it is not likely that the document was written later than April of 531, and it may even 

date from the end of 530. 

It is to be noticed that though the xrjya belonged to Sibylla and Herais and the 
additional payments specified in the lease were to be made to them, they cannot, from the 

way their names are introduced, have been themselves the lessors. The lessors are in the 

plural; and it may therefore be suggested that they were the heirs of Musaeus, acting on 

behalf of his daughters, perhaps still ddyduces (ff the leases by the heirs of Apollos in 
Cair. Masp. ii. 67108, 67109). Against this supposition must, however, be set the fact that 

the name and description of the deceased Musaeus are given in full in 1. 5 as though this 
were the first mention of him. Perhaps therefore the likeliest explanation is that the real 

lessor is the Snudovos déyos, acting on behalf of the daughters, either because they were 
ady\uxes or for some other reason. It is some confirmation of this that in 67300 Sibylla and 

Herais are addressed Sia tod Oavpaoiwrdrov ’AmoddGtos “Iaaxiov, Bonfod Kopris *Aldlpoldirys, 
who may well have been acting in his official capacity, as the representative of the dnpudovos 

Adyos. 
The provision as to rent payments is of a somewhat unusual kind. The lessee, in lieu 

of rent, is to pay the taxes, both in corn and money, to which the xrjya is liable, presum- 
ably for each of the five years during which the lease continues, though the endorsement 

mentions only the canon of the roth indiction. The document, with 1676 and 1686, is thus 

an illustration of the crushing burden of the taxes at this period. As an additional 

payment 26 artabas of wheat and, for the pastures, 12 litrae of wool are to be paid to the owners, 
and at the end the lessee undertakes also to pay 70 cheeses and an uncertain quantity of 

AaWavyn. Similar but not identical provisions are to be seen in Cair. Masp. 67300. 
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1695 | LATE BYZANTINE PERIOD 

. . . . . . 

Tepe THY avryv [Kolul$ x]aup// oplol\oylw exovo):{ws] 

kat avOai(plerws peptrbwo0ar tap vuwv mpos TEVTa 

ern xpovov hoyil/ amo Kaprov ovr? Sexaryns wd«'/ 

Kat avTns TO KTnwa Tolv] evyevertats LiBvddas Kar Hpaeidos 

5 Ovyatpaits Movoraio” Lupiwvos to” amoyevopevo’ ouvteheoTo” 

To SuaKepery ert THS Mpos \uBa pepeot Tys 

aurns Kopns Kypov Liag, Iletro avy haxkous myyato’ Te 

kat avaBohiko” Kat povn Kat dlvjrois Kar hour. Kar Sica wavre 

evTos K{at] ExTos KaTa Ta opia Eh w pe TOVTO yewpynoaL 

10 ek Tov Ydjiwrv po’ Cwoly] Kar yewpyov Kat avti Tov 

expopiwv eToirals] exo ev Teeww Kar aBpoxiKw 

Oo PN &lyn TAaPAaoKEL TA eve Kopeva. €lS AUTW 

TW KTNMPATL EV OLTM KAaL xpVoLKOLS Kat a\\wv 

kat ets tloly oyov avrais Tals yeovyats ExTOS THY TUVTEhELAY 

15 ev avo Sfoloe Kau Arh Sidovat avTais orov 

aptaBals] euxxoow e€ petpw 76 evdok$ Kon§ Appwrio” 

kat utep [Boloxynpatav SiWovar avrais epaas Kafapas 

methiplevjas hurpas Swdexa axwdutws Se exo 

haBew [vdlwp aro twv vdpevpatav eis Levas apovpas 

20 avev pilobov 9] picPwors Suronv opotuTov Kat erep/ (2nd hand) Avpywos 
Wayxals Buxtlopos o mpo*/ peutobwpar ws tpoK/ Avpnd.os 

4. tov: 2. ray; or possibly the scribe wrote rov. @ is impossible. 
5. Ovyarpas : sic; so too Cair. Masp. 67300, 2. 

ouvteheorou : cf. Cair. Masp. i. 67105, 9, note. 
6. tys: 2. rots. For ra mpds Ai8a pépy cf. the divisions 4 durtxy 

and % dvarodixy in.Arab times (vol. iv). 
7. Tag Hero : cf. 1419, 215, 613, 1078, 1254. A place called 

Ilero, apparently of some importance, occurs frequently in Cair. 

Masp. ii. 67138, 67139. From 67138, ii, v., 19; 67139, li, v., 14 
it appears that there was a monastery there. Cf below, 

note on |. 16. 
myyaov te Kat avaBodikov: 7, myyaim re Kal dvaBohtkd, 7. é. 

apparently one pond supplied by a spring and one supplied by 
a sakiyah, 67300 mentions merely a Adxkos and a Sefapevn. 

Probably the latter is the dvaBodcxds Naxos. 
8. povn: cf. Cair. Masp. i. 67097, r., 2; 67099, 9; 67107, Io. 

In all these cases the pov, which was no doubt a dwelling for 
the people employed on the estate, is named along with the 

Adxkos. 
Il. ev reXetw: see 1689, 18, note. 
12. eveAxopeva: much more like eveyxoueva, but 67300 has 

eve\[o]ueva Snpociov xpvoixod x(al) tis otromopmias éuBodjs Kal 
yavhov, and évédxw is the likelier verb; cf 1676, 34 and note. 
In reheww also (1. 11) the A is made with a very short stroke. 
But possibly y was written by a slip of the pen. 

12-13. L. eis airo rd xrijpa. 

13. addov: Z. dddors. 
14. avrats ras yeouxas : 1. adtav Tay yeovxov. 

THY ovyrehetay : 1, Tis ouvTeXelas. 
15. ev avw dove: ‘as an extra payment’. 

A[t]y: this obscure reading is taken from 1696, verso, 19, 
where At, a certain reading, seems to occur ina similar context, 

though unfortunately too little remains for any certainty. Here 
d and y are practically certain and the space suits «, 

avras: corr. from avrots. 
16. Aupwrov: no doubt the Ammonius of Cair. Masp. ii. 

67138-67140. It is to be notedthat Ammonius owned an estate 
at Peto, where the estate here leased was situated. Hence it 
would be natural to use his measure as a standard. The same 
measure is specified in 67300; it is there described as pérp@ 
opike. 

17. Booxnparwy : the estate apparently included sheep pastures. 
epaas: 7. épéas; a regular mis-spelling in the Aphrodito 

papyri. In 67300, instead of fleeces, one gold tremis is to be 
paid for the pastures. 

kaOapas : « is a correction, perhaps from s. 

18. wemAimevas: Z. memdupévas. 
axo\vrws xrA.: that this does not mean, as from this context 

alone might be thought, that the tenant was to have the right 
to draw water for the land here leased from canals leading to 
other farms is shown by 67300, 16f., dxo[Avr]os d[é] éxw AaBe[é]y 
tdep [awd rod éxeioe] Adkk[o]u Kai SeEap[evys] els [as Elévas Kai 
ovrn[pplevas [a]povp[as r]¢ avt[o] rér@ avev pro[@]od, from which 
it appears that he is to be allowed to take water from the 
tdpevpara of this estate to land held by him of other landlords. 

de exw: the scribe began to write Sexo but altered x to «. 

19. vdpevparoy: 8 is apparently a correction from r. 
20. n pioOwars Siocon: sic; cf. Cair. Masp. i. 67105, 24-25, 

where probably 7 pro di[oo]nv | [oporu]ror is to be read. 
erep(wrnOers wpodoynaa): cf. 1698, 16, note. 

21. Vaxyos: perhaps the Yayas awd Meré who occurs several 
times in Cair. Masp. ii. 67138, 67139. There is not much room 
for Buxrlopos, but this writer compresses his letters more than 

O2 
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Iwavr[yns ABlpaapid a€i{wlOes eypaya vrep avTo ypappara 

pn ed[ors (3rd hand ?) ..). YU tys euBloAlns ovv valvjAous Kar To xpvar* 

kat adA§.[..... ] dwow Se Kau Tulpovs eBdlopy|kovta Kat eplavy|s 

25 «KodfolBa [Pef..... ]. os Iwavvys [.....-.- ]. oo7d (1st hand ?)+8 [euov....]. eypad[n +] 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

(4th hand ?) ] Waxwros Buxtopos xrnp$ Tluag, Tero 

the scribe of the document itself, and the name is certain from 
the endorsement. 

23. Here is added, as an afterthought, a further provision 
regarding the lease. The hand is probably different both from 
that of the subscriber John and from that of the scribe. The 
character before rns, which looks like y (the symbol for 4) with 
a line through it, is apparently here a symbol for irép. dacjo 

may have come before it, though there seems hardly to be 
room. The object of the clause about the taxes is apparently to 
make it clear that the emdola is to include vaidov; cf the 
passage from 67300 quoted in the note on 1. 12. 

kav) v// 

tupovs : cf. 1694, 21 and note there. 
is 50. 

Aeyravns: cf. 1694, 22 and note, The spelling with « is 

found in 67300, 15 and 1771, 10. In]. 25 no letter of xodoBa is 

much more than a guess, but the reading must be right. 
25. e€: in 67300, where the cheeses number 50, 4 xodoBd of 

Aaydyyn are to be paid. Hence, with 70 cheeses here, 6 kodoBa 

seem likely. 
]. os Iwavyns: or possibly r]ns pavvys, but ww is more probable 

than p. 

26, xav5 t//; 2.e, xavdvos Sexdtns (ivdtxriovos), 

In 67300 the number 

24. .[...+..]; perhaps z[eAcops]? 

PAPYRUS 1696.—First half of 6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1742. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 9 in. x 42in. (including the 
fragment stuck on to the back—see below—114in. x 5; in.), Ina tall, laterally compressed, 

sloping cursive, along the fibres; papyrus dark, 

N imperfect lease of land to a lessee named Isaac. The lessors are addressed in the plural 
and may therefore be the heirs of some one, or the Snpudovos Adyos, or a monastery. 

The only point of much interest is the relation of the two amounts in Il, 14, 15; see the note 

there. The date (see note on 1. 18) is more likely to be early than late in the century. 

To the back of this lease is stuck a strip from another lease. The paste or other glutinous 
matter used is still visible where, by the disappearance of part of each piece of papyrus, the two 
do not overlap, and it is clear that they were stuck together in antiquity. Why this was done is 

not obvious ; possibly one, the lease having expired, was used to strengthen or to repair the 

other. This lease at the back (written along the fibres) was of land by Apollos to a number of 
persons for three years. As the missing portion may exist in some other collection the beginnings 

of all the lines are here communicated :—' + per[a tyv vrareav; * Of (indented); *Avpmdtor [ ; 

*WVao Aapr| (not xapziovdapios); *wavres amlo; *Adpodirns[; *Amodwre ; ®xaip/$ oluohoyoupe ; 

°apos tpileTn xpovov; exrns w{Six/; 4 nic” telraprov?; ™ Kowals;  Svpimvols; ™70’r ext TI; 

Kara ta opia;  diaxemer; “Meh w nuas[; rov dopoy[; ™ dub (cf. 1695, 15, note) ours 

ap[raBas; * petpw perv z[; *t es to mpo*/[; * ex To” mpo*/ dlopov?; * yuo Ky emlepwrn?; ** Tov 

apoupwr evivea (or extra); * Eppaveros.[; *° ovdov o1 mpolk/; ** rpecBurepos ag[ubers KTh.; * wn 



1696] LATE BYZANTINE PERIOD Ior 

eoros . .[;*° Peypald/. L. 29 is in the same hand as the body of the document, Il. 23(probably)-28 
in different hands, but it is not easy on the basis of so small a portion of each line to distinguish 
the hands exactly. Endorsed, along the fibres :—] Buxropos Epp{al’[w}ros kali]... wvos (not 

Svptwvos) Varo” . . [ 

[...] mepe THY avtylv Kopnv Adpodirnv yxarp// opo) 
[Aoylo peptcOwoO\ar tap vpwy mpos.... .» oyeLope] 

[vov] amo Kaprwv ocvy Olew...... wduk/ Kat avTns THY] 

[urlapxovoav vu. ohlox\npov ovr 

5 [ros ev avrns owe Kar durois ? kat] ! 

[PamloOnkns kar mavre Sika SvaKxeperny ev TH...... ] 

[we\Suade tys avtyns Koplns Adpodurns Kdypov? 
[. .]ioakiov ev rorobeova 

[ra] exeroe Kowa tadara [olplia ? 

$ fe) 

kata] 

tov [7lpo«/ toro” ov o mporteplos? 

eh @ pe THY Tacay yewpyliKny epyaciay Toncac bar] 

ek Toy idwwyv po avadwplatlwr Kat KTHVOY 

kK) Siovar vuw tov dopov em anlotaxtw Kal exacrov eviavtov ?] 

o.Td aptraBas erta Tw vpoly peTpw ev Terew Kar aBpoxiKa] 

15 0 py en otro” apraBas c& Ta. [ kupta| 

n pooh x, erepwrn’s (2nd hand) P ioaxos O.[ 
o mpoKk/ pemicOwpar ws tpoK/ 

1. Perhaps kopny xatp// exovorws Kar avbaiperws ono], but there 
is no other instance in the Aphrodito leases of the adverbs pre- 
ceding opodoyo. For wept ryy airy xopnv in this position 
cf. 1695, 1. 

4. The feminine urapxovcay precludes the restoration yeopyrov 

or xrnya. Neither yyy nor yewpysay seems probable, and perhaps 
the most likely reading is apovpay j.ay ; but one would gather 
from the lease as a whole that a bigger holding than one of 
a single aroura was in question. Hardly eravkw? Perhaps 

[rnv urlapxoveay should be read, as vm is rather little for the 

space; but rnvum seems too much. 
5. aurns: sic. 

kat huros : cf. 1694, 10; 1695, 8; etc. 
6. amoOnxns: hardly yopronxns, for the space is hardly enough 

for xopt, whereas it is too much for 7 alone (xop being written in 
1. 5); and moreover in that case the top-stroke of r should be 

visible, o not being close to the edge of the papyrus, The word 
should of course be in the dative. 

7. KAnpou: or heyopern ....as in 1692 (a), 14. In any case 
it seems likely that Ioaxiov is a patronymic, the preceding name 
being divided between ll. 7 and 8; otherwise the supplement in 

1. 7 would be too short. 
8. Ivaxiov: the second : is corrected from x. 

torobecia: cf. 1697, 7 ; Cair. Masp. ii.67162, 9; 67238, 8. 
9. Perhaps [rd] exevoe xowvd madato; but the a in ema, |. 14, 

is made similarly. 

10. torov ov: doubtful. 
11f. For the supplements ci 1694, 11f.; Cair. Masp. i. 

67107, 11-13. 

13. x(at) d:dovar; there has been some confusion between the 
« and the first 8. 

ex amoraxto: cf. 1689, 18, note. The am is however 
doubtful. For «a6 exacroy evavroy see Cair. Masp. i. 67107, 14. 

15. The supplement in]. 14 seems assured by o py etn here. The 
present line can hardly be a mere blundering repetition of 1. 14. 
Possibly a different measure is indicated here—7 artabas by the 
landlords’ measure being equal to 6 by that of some other person. 

Such a ratio of 6:7 between the doxixdy and dpduos measures 
(probably 36: 42 choenices) is shown by Grenfell and Hunt, 
P. Teb. i, p. 232 f.; of Wilcken, Grundziige, p. \xviii. It would 

be interesting if it could be inferred from this passage that these 
measures Or measures corresponding to them were still in use at 
Aphrodito, but the evidence is not sufficient for certainty ; and it 
seems more likely that, as suggested by Prof. Hunt and Sir 
Frederic Kenyon, the 6 artabas are payable in case the land is 

unirrigated. In 1770 and P. Grenf. i. 56 indeed the difference 
is much greater than here, but since the rent was sometimes 
payable éy redei@ cal a8poxxg, a reduction by 1 artaba only is 
not impossible. If this explanation be accepted we may very 
likely read rw a[vrw perpw and should probably insert ev before 
aBpoxtkw ; on the other explanation ra ¢[u@ perpe is possible. 

16. exepwrnO(es wpodoynoa): cf. 1693, 16, note, 
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(1st hand) 2 eypady 8 eno” ABpalapiov . 

Illegible endorsement, along the fibres. 

18. ASpaojov: Cair. Masp. i. 671123 ii. 67252; 67259 are 
all written by a person or persons of this name, in the first case 
described as the son of Apollos. Very possibly the present 
notary is the same, but it is impossible to test this, as none of 

the Cairo documents is given in facsimile. 67112 is addressed 

to Apollos the father of Dioscorus; 67252 is dated A.D. 538. 
If this scribe is the same, the date of the lease will probably fall 
in the first half of the century; the hand suggests a fairly early 

date. 

PAPYRUS 1697.—First half of 6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1735. 

fragments, not continuous. 

papyrus. 

Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém_ Ishgau). 5$ in. x about 43 in.; two 

In a sloping cursive hand of medium size, along the fibres; dark 

LEASE of land for a year. The traces at the top, which make the reading Avooxdépov 

probable, suggest that the lessor (or lessee) is Apollos, and this is somewhat supported by 

the mention of the tomofecia Povews, since 1692 (4), 13 f. (now too Flor. iii. 342) shows that 
Apollos possessed land there. The hand points to a date fairly early in the century. 

[? Amohdwre Atolrxopo™! alzo) Kolulns Alpplod|z(y|s 

[rov Avraomo\utjov vowov xatp/ [opo|doyw 

[wepicbwcOa] rapa co mpos dyiavjovov ypovor 

[karacopas ylelvInmaros ovv Oelw pedjA$ exrys 

5 [wdu'/ tas vraplyovoas cou odok/] apovpas Siaxer 

[mevas ev Tedlade THs avTys Koluy]|s Appodurys 

[kAynpov......] .§ tomobecta Plovlews orev 

[Peore ovy Sixavorls tac. Kata Ta opiia mepluehfovoras 

[ers oe Tapa Tar] cwv yovewy Kiar S\adopwr 

LO |e 

[ 

Rn Ar Jovra cou Sdixaia [. . pas eb w pe 

TavTas yewpylnoa Kar mapeg|w] tov popov 

ler amoTaktw x\pvoo’ vomiopla ely mapa 

4. katacropas yevnuatos; cf. 1688, 7, note. 
instead of ovopas see Cair. Masp. i. 67101, II. 

6. The supplement is rather short. 17 is not usually inserted, 

but it occurs in Cair. Masp. i. 67099, 7 and is perhaps to be 
supplied here. 

7. kAnpouv : or Aeyous; cf. 1696, 7, note. 
torobecia: cf. 1696, 8, note. 

Povews : cf. 1692 (4), 14 and note. 
ogwv eat: we should expect oat etor after apovpas, but the 

For xatacropas phrase is probably a recollection of the usual construction where 
To yewpy.oy or a similar phrase has preceded. 

1o. Difficult. After d:apopwy we should expect mporarer, 

and ovra go suggests vrapylovra (for imapxovoas), which would 
fill the lacuna ; but the relation of d:cata (which was suggested by 

Prof. Hunt) to the rest of the sentence is obscure, and it is 

difficult to see what [. . .]pas is ; dixav [m]pac(ews) or [ayo]pac(tas) 
seems unlikely, especially after 1. 8 f. 

12. ew amoraxrw: or perhaps vrep avrav. 
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[kep/.... xpvaloxoi*/ Kar ap|.] kaBapo Kokko” 

Po ].@ o@ plerp/) avapdiroyws 

13. xpuooxoik(w): sc. crabua. doubtful. For the occurrence of avaudidoyas in this position cf 

ap[.]: hardly ap[r(a8as)], as this should come after thegrain. Cair. Masp. i. 67100, 21; 67109, 40. 
14. Perhaps ] rw xrA.; but the whole reading is extremely 

PAPYRUS 1698.—Middle of 6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1698. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (K6ém Ishgau). 6in.x8%in. In a compressed 
sloping cursive hand, along the fibres; papyrus bleached to a light brown in the upper part 

and rubbed in places. Folded from right to left. There are four small unplaced fragments. 

T is regrettable that this lease is so imperfect, as its formulae seem to have differed a good 

deal from those in the other leases from Aphrodito. The chief difference is in the clause at 
. the end by which it is provided that if either party breaks the agreement he shall be liable 
toa money-fine. The landlord too is forbidden (I. 7) to eject the tenants from their tenure. The 

fact that both parties are bound to the agreement under pain of a fine suggests that this may 

be an instance of métayage (see 1694, introduction), in which case the wheat and barley 

mentioned in 1, 2 would be an additional payment by the tenants; but it is equally possible 
that though both parties agreed to contribute something to the cultivation the tenants were 

to pay a fixed rent instead of dividing the produce with the landlord. In either case the 
cheeses (?) and Aardvy (I. 4) were certainly an extra payment, as in 1694 and 1695. In 1. 3 there 

seems to be a mention of monasteries (in the plural), and it is possible that these are the lessors, 
but 1. 5, though the sense is not very clear, makes against this. The lessees are apparently the 
heirs of Psimanobet son of Cyrus, a person who occurs in Cair. Masp. ii. 67150. Among the 

witnesses is the poet Dioscorus. 

jw . [ 

oirov] apra\Bas enor. Kar xpibwv apriaBas] Su[Sexa] | 
? polvacr|n|pva ama [..].. volv|Oov y/ or/ — « [S| xlp/ —] iB mapa ef... .] 

? Tupov|s Tea|o\epaKovra ef Kat hapapavns konlo|Ba teroapla) Kale 

5 ]. xes [? Sle ta Aeubava twv aznlol\OvnorKoprwry e€ vpwy 

Sa z[q]s nuev apaéys Kat Tov nov Cowy pev TpE 

3. ama: very likely "Ava with a saint’s name ; but as povaornpia AapWayns; corrected from AauWavas. Cf. 1694, 22 and 
is in the plural the reading may be ama[vra]. If vovdov (which is note. 

very doubtful) is correct, the former is perhaps the more 5. The traces suit rap]egxes, but this seems an unlikely reading 

probable, and povaornpia may even be a clerical error for here. wtywy perhaps corr. to or from nev. 
povagrnptoy (or povagrnptov, in which case the reference may be 6. apagéns: corrected from apakas, 
to a measure). npwv (second): the 7 corrected from ¢ (enor). 

mapa ec: the letters « are very probable, but there is not room (ov: after this there is a space and so too in the corre- 
for rapa[ox]e[y de]. mapadmcoper de is quite impossible. sponding position in ll. 7-9. The reason is that the junction of 

4. tupous: cf. 1694, 21 and note. two kohAjpara comes here and the edges are not smoothly joined. 
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] npals] exBadew ex Tys yewpy.as Twv ELpnLevov apovpwv 

Jew proBwras ev Se cvpBam tw* €€ nuov tapaBynvar ta 

To] ply] e“pevwy Tov pepovs Tw EeupevovtTe Swoew ypc. . 

10 ] eppewar TH prcbwriKn oporoyia Kupia ovon Kar BeBara 

[kav erep wpod/] 

(2nd hand) x«)\npovopor ViypaveBer Kupov @iokiov 
ol. mpok/ pepicPwpat ws a[plox 

(3rd hand) pJalp|rupw ws mpox/ (4th hand) ®§ Avookopos Aziol|\\wros paptuplw ws] TpoK/ 

8. Jew: a verb meaning ‘to transfer’ or ‘to lease’, perhaps case the construction is confused; but the meaning is clear. 

with adXors before it. xpuvo ..: no doubt xpucov, but the traces are confused at 
ra: at the beginning of 1. 9 supply mpoxetpeva or ecpnueva or the end. ; 

something similar. 10. Something like kat pndev ynrrov akoy is to be supplied 

Q. TO py Eupevoy Tov pepovs: or perhaps rov pn eupevwvrov before eppevat. 
(= éupévorros) pepovs, but the letter before ov looks more like 12f. In very clumsy uncertain uncials. 
o than +r, and perhaps cov was inadvertently inserted. In any 13. peptodopar: 1. peptoOopeba, 

5. Loans and Receipts. 

PAPYRUS 1699.—11 Aug., A.D. 520. 

Inv. No. 1647. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 6%in.x6iin. In a compressed 

slightly sloping cursive hand, along the fibres; papyrus much rubbed. Folded from right to 
left. 

ONE of the documents from Aphrodito is certainly an actual contract of loan. The 

present one is an acknowledgement by Besarion, the uncle of Dioscorus, of a debt 

of wheat incurred by his father Dioscorus and his uncle Hermauos. It is nota mere assumption 
of liability for the payment of this debt, for the wheat is said to be owing drép dvaKxopidis Told 

mpolrépov xe_poypadov kth. ; 2. é. apparently Besarion and his brother (Apollos, as the endorsement 
shows) had previously undertaken the liability. Besarion now gives the creditor a further bond 

for the payment. The reason apparently is that he owes, besides the forty artabas of the earlier 

debt, an additional six artabas; and he now gives a single bond for the total debt, receiving back 
the earlier one. The endorsement mentions both Besarion and Apollos, but Apollos does 

not occur as associated with his brother in the extant portion of the document; possibly the 

mention of him in the endorsement is due to a confusion with the earlier bond. 

Pumarevas PA Oviradtavo” ro’ dalu|rporaro” 

Meoopn //in// reroapeo|kalSexarns w60'/ 
Avpn\wos Byloapiwr] ex marpos [AvoleKopov 

amo Kons Adpodurns to’ Avratomro\tTo” vojLo” 

5 Avpniww... a [v]uw Mo’oato’ earovpyw 

1. This year was actually a double consulship, Vitalianus and name of one consul ; see ¢..g. Cair. Masp. ii. 67125, datedin the 

Rusticus; but it was not unusual at this period to omit the consulship of Philoxenus, without mention of Probus. 
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amo tTys § Kopns xlalip/§ oporoyw offijrew cou 

kK) Xpeworev vrep avakopidys Tov mpolrepo” 

xetpoypado” peragy k) [roly euo” adeddo” 

yeypapepievo’ gol Tap eo" K, avTo’ uTEp TOU 

10 xpeous TO” pakapiwrato’ po” mlatpols AvooKopo” 

k, Eppao’wros Bevo’ yo’ rplols pnrplos xlpeololrn 

Oevtos oor Tap avTwv Tep.ov7[wr| oro’ 

aptaBas texrcepaxovta Kk) vTep hoylo’ azo)doalews ?| 
[rev] Sofevrav por alalpl. . .Jevro . [. .] ypader 

15 [rols ovro” aplralBas «€ y[u/ oluo” of/ S—] ps Kau Tavtas 

. . . . 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

(2nd hand ?) * Bynoapiwvos «) Amoh\wros 

7. Tou mporepov: there seems hardly room for so much in the 
lacuna, but the letters vary greatly in size, some being much 
compressed, and the reading (rather than e.g. e]repov) is sup- 
ported by the parallel passage in P. Grenf. ii. 89, 2f., dpodoya 
opeikew Kal ypeworeiv ... irep dvaxomidys rod mporépou pov ypap- 
pariov. The editors there suggest that the debtor, ‘on the 
repayment of part of some previous debt, had the old bond 
returned to him, and now made a fresh one for the balance’. 
dvaxouidy refers in the same way to the recovery of a bond in 
Oxy. viii. 1130, 19, odk e&éa(er) ai por eye SeBa[K]évat re ex Tod 

mpoyeypappevov xpéovs xwpls evypahois évrdyov (sic) i) obv amox7{s ) 
6 mpo avaxopurijs kai Anrpaoce[os] roddé pov ypappariov. 

8. peraév: after this cov has been inadvertently omitted. 
13. Aoy[o* azo|Soa[ews]: or perhaps Aoy[ov] Soc[ews], o and v 

filling the lacuna (which is rather small for o‘ amo), as they might 

do if written fairly large. Or possibly Aoy[ov] doc|[ewr] Sodevrav 
pot r[a]p[a co] evrox[wv] may be the reading. This would indeed 
be a probable reading but for the difficulty of explaining ypa- 

dbévros. The 6 artabas in 1. 15 may then be the interest on these 
ddoes. 

16. *: perhaps merely a variation of the cross, but more 
probably = xetpéypapor. x (xe) would rather be expected (¢/ 
1774, 17), but x with a horizontal stroke seems a quite possible 

abbreviation, 

PAPYRUS 1700.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1660. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 5; in.xgin. Ina compressed 

sloping cursive hand, with a thick pen, across the fibres; ink of a reddish brown colour, in 

many places of nearly the same tint as the papyrus. Folded from the bottom upwards. 

7 acknowledgement by a certain Victor of a debt of uncertain character and amount. 
It is not quite clear whether this is an actual loan, but since nothing is said as to the pre- 

existence of the debt it seems possible that it was created by the present document. 
debtor apparently undertakes to pay two carats if he fails to settle the debt. 

In 1. 9 the 

This makes it 

probable that the debt itself was for goods, not for money, as the two carats are not stated to be 

additional to the debt (a penalty for default) and were therefore presumably in lieu of it. Hence, 

since the debtor was an dyzrehoupyés, it is possible that the document is an undertaking to supply 
wine, and it may even be of the nature of a sale in advance. 

jrooBaw amo rns AvawoTodtev ex pyntp/ Apacias 

[Avpyuos Buxtwp apzedov|pyos aro Kopns Adpodityns yarpew 

I. It is not quite clear whether this was the first line. Through 
the @ of |rocBaw comes a long downstroke, crossed by an 
oblique stroke; but no previous line seems to be required by the 
sense and the blank space above this line is wider than is usual 

V. 

between the other lines. Probably therefore the downstroke is 
part of a cross or of some heading like the usual ypy. 

]rooBaw: the dotted letters are all but certain. 
AvatoroNtror: 2, Avraoro\trav. 
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[opohoyw xpeworev TH on aldehpwrynt ev Kafapw Kar avaydiBorw 

[opernmate....... ? Kau tavjra f....[.. . Jl] erowpws exw tapacyew TH oY 
5 [adeddornte Pev tw pyre Tayoly rns Tapovens wevrexaidexarys ivd/ 

Jaras evs Tyv Avrio” Siuya Tacns avTidoyias Kat Els ONY 

largarevav mlerounwat tovro To aadahes ws mpo*/ Avpyhios Buxtwp apzredoup™ 

[o zpoyeypap|p§ ororxer por toro 70 acdla)\es ws mpo*/ eypadn Mexeip xd 

[wwd/ ve PKaw ev py] ravra Swlojo cot mape€w Svo Kepatia ev xpuow+Aup.... Buxtwp 

10 [orovyer por] (2nd hand) Avpydtos I[a}vws [loluros zou 

[unr] paprupw ws mpoK/ 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

(3rd hand ?) ] Avp/ Bixtop 

3. There seems hardly room, judging from ll. 5, 7, 8 for xat 
operrety, 

5. ev ro wnt Taywr: this is what we should expect ; the letter 
after the lacuna looks rather more like n than v, but Mecop]y 
(which would suit a sale of wine; see 1764, 2, note) would not 

be in the same indiction as a document written in Mecheir (1. 8). 

Above the beginning of 1.6, however, are visible two downstrokes 
which seem difficult to reconcile with the reading given. 

iv8/: for this triple dotting of « cf. vol. iv, p. xlv. Another 
instance occurs in 1678, 156. 

6. Avriov: /,Avr(a)iov.. We should perhaps read auras before 
ets (v is quite possible) ; but the word, from ll. 4 and 9, must be 

neuter (radra). In any case the passage probably contains 
a stipulation that the debtor is to deliver the goods at the 
creditor’s house in Antaeopolis. 

7+ aumehovpy(os): the p and y seem certain; in 1. 2 the y looks 

more like r, but p is practically certain. Thus apmehovpyos may 
be regarded as right, though the beginning of the word here 
looks more like am (amd .. ovpyev) than ap. 

g. The supplement is rather large, and possibly the indiction 
was not inserted ; but that would make the supplement too small 

if kat et wy is right. 
Avp....: it seems hardly possible to reconcile the characters 

with dos, though Avp is certain. The easiest reading is orpo ; 

but nAy@ is perhaps just possible. This is apparently the same 
hand as the preceding ; Victor has signed again to signify his 

acceptance of the additional clause kal e? ju) KrA. 

10. Tlowros: or perhaps Lauros. 
11. [yr]: the space is as large as in ll. 7-10, but the witness 

writes such a clumsy sprawling hand that it is unlikely he got 

more than pnp into it. 

PAPYRUS 1701.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1650. 

flowing cursive hand, across the fibres. 
Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 63in. x 11Z in, 

The papyrus is a light brown on the right, a darker 

In an easy 

brown on the left, the edge of the two colours being a sharp, straight line, though there 

is only a single «éA\npa. Folded from the bottom upwards. 

ECEIPT from the count Flavius Theodore through his zais (no doubt a domestic slave) to 

a wine-dealer of Aphrodito for three solidi less six carats on account of wine owed by the 

dealer. Though the receipt is given to the dealer and the money is described as wapé cov it is also 

said to be apa Siaddpov dvozdrwr, and the receipt further states that a part of it was received 
from two shepherds, to whom a receipt cancelling the debt has been given. The explanation 

of this apparent discrepancy is no doubt that the dealer, instead of paying the money himself, 
instructed some of his own debtors to pay over to Theodore (or rather to his wats Ariston) sums 

owing by them to himself. Ariston thereupon gave them a receipt discharging them of their 
liability to the wine merchant and now issues to the latter a receipt for the whole sum. As the 

debt was for wine (oivov tod xpewornOérros, not 7447s) the money is perhaps paid in lieu of wine, 
the dealer being unable to fulfil his contract for the supply of the full amount of wine. 
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P Pdaolwos OcloSwpos o [ulelya)\olm[plereoraros Kopes S[1] duov Apirtwvos Por.Bappwvos] 

Tasos [Avlpnia Hpaxdeww Iao’%on8o” oworparn aro Adpod/ xaip/$ [ameo yor] 

mapa oo” ato hoyo” ouvo” To” xpewarnfevros nuw Tapa co” xpvoo” vomio|para TpLa Tapa] 

Keparia e&€ ypuaoxoi"/ THs avrTns Kopns Tapa Siadopwy ovoparwr [Kar ?] 

5 ek To’rwv amede~apnv Tapa Pyo ros Kat Avovdio” toimevav xpvoo"” vopiopalra Svo} 

k) THY akvpwotay TovTwy avrows Sedwxa yi/ xp/ vy T/ F K) Es only aclpadlelaly 

TeTop.aL TovTO TO aapahes Twv Tpo*/ TpLw vouiopatwv pel vToyp/ To” viEp 

eno” vmoyp/ K) erepatn’s Ow //xB// teraprns wdu*/ (2nd hand) £ Apioziwr] Po.Bappovos 

mais Tov peyadomp’) Kon @eodwpd o mpoKx/ arorxet pou To"To TO aadades 

10 Twv TpoKep) Tpiwv vomicpatev Tapa Kepatia e€ xp*cox$ Kap) Adpodir{s| 

ws mpok/ £ DAS PorBappwv Awpavtwoo” o opdiwaps ths yyepove'/ rakews 

eypaija vmep avTd evrovTos pot KaTa TpoTwTOY ypappata py edoTos 

+ shorthand PPP 
(tst hand) £ eypadn 8: «uo” ABpaapio” amo gylolh/ 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 
15 (3rd hand) ]... rep/ ara @codwpo 

2. aovopbov: the op is not certain; a circular stroke which 

passes partly through the letters and confuses them is probably 
part of d in 1. 1 (with, perhaps, the downstroke of p). 

4. xpvooxoik(@) : sc. orabu@. 
kat: there is room for a good deal more than this, but the 

ends of lines are irregular and no more seems required. Possibly 

a particle followed. 
5. amedeEauny: nv apparently a correction. 

vou.gpara dvo: that this rather than (e.g.) vouiopa [ev w/ 
xep/ 8] was the reading seems to be proved by rovrey in |. 6. 

6. axvpwotav: séc; perhaps a mere slip of the pen but possibly 
a variant for dxipwots, 

8ed@xa: the second 6 corr. from a. 
7. mpox(etuevov) : the o is a mere dot. 

K Hpakher[o} [ 

Tpw: Sst. 
8. emepwrnO(es @podoynaa) : cf 1698, 16, note. 

10. xpuvaoxs xouS: the x§ and « are run into one another. 
11. Awpayvrwvoov : presumably a native of Antinoopolis ; the old 

names had persisted there. This ordinarius, attached to the 
rdfis of the fraeses, was apparently not one of the military 

officials so called (see Maspero, Org. militaire, p. 106). 
12. eurovros po: probably ‘at his bidding’ ; cf Cair. Masp. ii. 

67153, 38f. 
14. aro oxo\(aortkwr) : ‘formerly scholasticus’. Between this 

line and 1, 13 along line is drawn. 
15. ara: amo is hardly possible, but "Awa Oedd@pos seems an 

unlikely name for the comes. 

PAPYRUS 1702.—First half of 6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1776. Acquired in 1907. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 3$in.x 11%in. Ina rough cursive 

hand, across the fibres ; coarse papyrus. Probably folded from the bottom upwards. 

HOUGH this receipt is for rent of land at Phthla, it is no doubt, as stated above, from 

Aphrodito, since it was given to Apollos, the father of Dioscorus, or rather to his son 

Menas acting as his agent. The rent is for land in the «djpos of Piahse, where Apollos, 

and after him Dioscorus, farmed land; cf 1686, 28, note. In Cair. Masp. ii. 67134; 67135 
the receipts for rent in this k\jpos are issued to Apollos or his heirs by Cyrus, a senator of 
Antaeopolis, or his sons, whereas the present receipt is from Colluthus, a scr¢nzarius; but it is 

not of course certain that the same parcel of land is in question, and in any case the ownership of 
the land may have passed from Colluthus to Cyrus. In that case, the present document will be 

of earlier date than the Cairo receipts. It is noteworthy that the agent of Colluthus, who 

actually issues the receipt, though a hoyédopos, cannot write; cf Cair. Masp. ii. 67136, where 
an dmairyTys is unable to sign his own name. Possibly, however, all that is meant is that these 

P2 
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persons could not write Greek. Even so, they were not very well qualified for the positions they 
held. 

+@®)avos Kohdo’fos oxpu4 Si evo” AzrodNwlz[o]s Noyodopo® Amrohhort 

AvooKopo 81/ Mnva wo avr yxup/§ deFapny Kar emypoO nv mapa alo] tov dopoy 

Tw vio TE apovpwy KAnpo” IIvace edie” Kopys POG Kado"wevar Aewdyn Avraifoly 

ev TE oiTw kK) KpLOats axoo’Ows TH picOwoer vTEp yevnuatos exTyns WwdiK/ Ex wdyplous] 

5 Kale evs onv acdadlelav werounpar tavr[yv THY mynpwrK/ a}roy|yly ws mtpo'/ 

6 (2nd hand) £ @dawos KoddoFos xpi Si exo’ Amoddwros holyodopov crorxet] pu ws TpoK/ 
Avpy duos Azoh\ws 

7 loondi” afiwHes eypaa vrep avto” ypaypalta pn edotos +] 

I. Aoyohopov: the reversed form (gopoddyos) of this word, 3. Te: Sic, apparently; 2. ce. 
which no doubt means a collector of land-rents, as évoixtohdyos kadoupevar: sic? 

of house-rents, occurs in Cair. Masp. iii. 67327, 22. 6. pu: 2. ors but the reading is doubtful. 
2. Mnva: this son of Apollos is also mentioned in Cair. Masp. Aro\hos: the reading, though not quite certain, is very 

iii. 67319, 16, where Dioscorus speaks of him as adeAgoi pov. probable ; cf too Cair. Masp. ii. 67141, v, v., 8 f. 
xep/S: 2. xCadiper. 

PAPYRUS 1703.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1666. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 43in.x11in. In an easy flowing 

cursive hand, across the fibres. Papyrus stained dark red in places ; folded from the bottom 
upwards and perhaps three times from left to right. 

T is not perhaps absolutely certain that this document really belongs to the Kém Ishgau 

collection. Its colour strongly suggests that it does, and a John occurs several times in the 

K6ém Ishgau texts as iodéxrns of Aphrodito; but the name is too common to found much on, 

and neither Philadelphus nor Astragolius occurs in the collection. In Flor. iii. 291, 4 f,, a text 

from Aphrodito, there occurs however a Taurinus described as ovyyovAapiov rijs wyenovixns Ta Lews 
kal ééredevtod THs *AvrasomoX(irav), who is probably identical with the Taurinus here. It is 
therefore hardly doubtful that Kém Ishgau is the provenance. 

The document is a receipt from Astragolius (the name, which does not occur in the index to 

any published collection of papyri, seems certain) for one solidus less 35 carats drép rod orop(r)ov- 

hov Tod Kupiov Piadéddov. The money was sent from the é€7ehdevr7js Taurinus through the 
todéx7ns John. Philadelphus was no doubt an official, perhaps belonging to the rags of 

the Dux or fraeses. For sportula see Cair. Masp. i. 67031. It is not impossible that the present 

document is in the nature of a tax receipt, in which case it should go in section 1. 

+ev v° Tapa Kepatia Tpia TeTaprov xpuvooixw €haBov ve Tov 

oTopdovhd Tov Kupio DiiadeAPo Siva fwavvd trodexro" 

Tepplev por mapa TO Kupio Tavpwvd tov e&mehd\evTd 

Aotpayouos emidedoxa £ 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

5 (2nd hand) (+Jevrayi/ duradehd/ 8/ Aotpayohs v° az/ yo £ 

I. xpvoo{xo)ikw: sc. crabpa, as often. 3. e&meddevrov: cf. Gelzer, Archiv, v, p. 354. 

2. omopdovdou: ¢, croprovdou, 
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PAPYRUS 1704.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1765. Acquired in 1907. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau) (?). rojin.x3in, In 

a small cursive hand, in ink of light colour, along the fibres, 

N the case of this receipt again it is not quite beyond doubt that it comes from Kém Ishgau ; 

but one person (see note on |, 3) may probably be identified with a man who occurs in 
a document from Aphrodito, and the formulae resemble those of the other Aphrodito receipts. 
The document is a receipt from the dvorxnryjs of a monastery to the sons of a certain Phoebammon 

for the rent of land, written by the Stouxnrys himself. 

mpoeats, 76 ayi[d] povalat]s 

8/ end DS Aprepdo[po Ep 
Stouxnt$ To” avr} povacrs 

Tols vio“ts TOV paKapLo® 

5 PoBaplulovos edefaps x(] 
emrnpolnv Tap vpwv 

To hopd Tav vp vas 

apovpwr xhyp/ Ilia Bypets 
kalvjovos meumryns wd/ 

10 €k mA\npovs Kat Ets ONY 

acdadeay melrolunpar 

TauTny THY TypwTik/ 

atoxnv ws TpoK/ 

Pd§ Aprepidapos Lupus 

15 [olruyer pou n mrypwre*/ : 

[alroyn ws [rlpox/ 

3. Stoexnr(ov) : the dtocknrys was a regular official of monasteries. Empress, the deoroivxds dvouxntjs being thus her agent; but the 
This same person probably occurs in Cair. Masp. i. 67088, 10, name was hardly so common at this period that we need assume 

17. There indeed he is described as Seomowixds dtorxntis ris him to be different. He may have been d:oxnrys of a monastery 
ka@pns, a title now explained by iii. 67283, from which it appears before being d:ouxyrjs of the village or have held both offices 

that the village had placed itself under the protection of the concurrently. 

6. Miscellaneous. 

PAPYRUS 1705.—First half of 6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1665. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 4%in.x 7%in. In a sloping 

cursive hand, growing large at the end of the lines, along the fibres; papyrus rubbed 
in places, and elsewhere stained reddish brown, ink black but in some lights appearing of 
a greyish tint (cf 1694, 1695, 1706). Folded from right to left. 

HIS is a contract of partnership between Besarion, the uncle of Dioscorus, and a certain 
Victor. The two parties agree to cultivate jointly for two years ‘the yedpyiov of the holy 
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New Church’. The yedpytov is described as leased by Besarion. Apparently he had taken up 

the lease in his own name alone, but now takes Victor into partnership. The contract contained 
stipulations as to each partner's share in the cultivation of the land, but unfortunately the whole 
of this clause except the beginning is lost. For the ‘ New Church’ see 1694, 7f., 73 éxpioOwbev 

Tapa cov TH ayia Kawy éxxynoia yedpywv. There too Besarion is in question, and it might be 
suggested that in the present case éxutoO(w6er) is the passive not of the middle, but of the active, 
sense, z.¢, that the yedpywov had been leased by Besarion to the church, not by the church 

to Besarion. But in the first place the yedpywov is described definitely as 7s . . . €xxAnoias, and 

secondly if Besarion had leased it to the church, he would surely not have entered into a contract 
of partnership to cultivate it. It is indeed possible that in 1694 the scribe has made a blunder 
in wording and that ris... éxkAnoias is really to be read; cf. the introduction to that document. 

There are no other contracts of partnership for the cultivation of land among the Kém 
Ishgau documents, but Cair. Masp. ii. 67158-67160 from Antinoopolis are contracts of this kind 

between tradespeople. 

{. ‘ : ‘ < : ; Av] 

plywot Blnoapiwy Avookopo’ VipaveBer 

yewpyos amo Kkwpns Adpodirns 73 Avzfa}io 

5 TodtTov vopo” yaip/ opohkoyoupey Kowwn yropn 

kat adolw mpoarperapnv ovvepyaleor Oa. 

addAndous mpos Sern xpovov hoyil/ amo 

Kaptav ovv Of pehrs SwSexarns wSx!/ 

KQL QUTNS Els TO yEewpylov THS ayias Kawns exkhya{tas] 

10 exuich Tap eyou Byoapiavos eb w nyas 

TovTO ‘yewpynoat eK Tov iOiwv Cowr 

o pev Bnoapiwy eveyKew .TpiTov pEpos 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

Bynoapiwvjos Kat Bexropols 

6. mpoatpecauny: sic; 7. mpoapere. seems impossible. The traces suggest . . ri[o]¥. 
12. Traces remain of 1. 13, but hardly enough for any certain 14. This endorsement may perhaps be by the original scribe, 

reading. The line probably began with r[o]~, but after this ovro” _ but this is not certain. 

~ PAPYRUS 1706.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1736. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). $8§in.x6jin. In an upright 
regular cursive hand of somewhat minuscule type, across the fibres. The ink has turned to 

a silvery colour (cf. 1694, 1695, 1705). Apparently folded from the top downwards. 

N spite of its imperfection and obscurity this document seems worth publishing because of its 

difference from the other documents of the collection. In form it is a receipt for wages, but 
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]. 5 suggests that it is in reality a contract of apprenticeship, of the kind called by Wilcken 
Lehrvertriige (by Westermann,. Apprentice Contracts, in Class. Phil. ix, pp. 295-315, 9-2, 
‘teaching contracts’). The other extant contracts of this kind (P. Grenf. ii. 59, for which 
however see Westermann, p. 296; Oxy. ii. 275 and 322; iv. 724; 725; BGU. iv. 1021; 1125; 

Teb. ii. 385 ; Wessely, Karanis, p. 32; PSI. iii. 241 ; for Teb. ii. 384; Flor. i. 44, which Grenfell 

and Hunt placed in the same class, see Wilcken, Archiv, v, p. 241; Beaugé 3 is a hybrid document) 

give no help in the elucidation or completion of the present one, the formulae of which are quite 
peculiar. It is noteworthy that the receipt from the master to the father of the apprentice 

is for pubs Tod viod cov; one would expect the pods to be paid by the master, not by the 

father. That covisright and not miswritten for pov is clear from 1. 5; and cf the endorsement 

by another hand. Probably the pofds was in reality a premium paid by the apprentice’s father 
for the training, and the phrase mentioned above really means ‘(my) wage for (teaching) your 

son’. Hence the document is, as already said, a ‘teaching contract’. 

jraxwpid. amo Ths AuKwy 

Jetcos aro Adpodirns edefapnv rapa coo 

vmep] ptofov Terpav tov viov ao” xp/ Kep/ Tpea 
]. mL.]... Tay Tonowot Gor avTw 

5 Tlpera Kep/ Kat pera To eye Sidakae Tov av” 
avjrov axpiBws kar avataBwo ta ara 

]. wotnoavros pov aodadeav Sia Twos 

].[] emt rovro yap €feunv cou tovTo amap 

Dapelvol Ka ivd/ ie PPP 

IO orotxe] por Tovto To ohoypad/ xerpt enn ws TpoK/ ovpEd/ 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 
(2nd hand) ]. Ilerpov rov viov po 

I. ]raxwpidt: or perhaps A]ma Kopid:. The last letter might 
also (less probably) be 1; there seems hardly room for either 
[e] or [s] between it and azo; moreover it is possible, as Jesos 
occurs inl. 2, that the person here is the one addressed, and 
this name will then be in the dative. But we should expect 

a patronymic in both places. 
4. a]... rev: . a] rpirev is a possible reading. 

moinowot oot: very doubtful. Possibly mounowo bat (= rorn- 
aac6at) is to be read, but this is palaeographically difficult. 

6. avrov: ] wor is equally possible. This line is perhaps part 
of a stipulation that the master is to receive a further sum when 
the teaching is completed. 

11. Below this, at the:bottom of the preserved portion of the 
papyrus, is the end of a line, followed closely by a short line, in 
the hand of Dioscorus, The first line appears to read ] rapovr 
iste le ta dee 3 the second is avvovadia Anyada, 7. e. annualia legata. 
What is meant is not quite clear; perhaps the annual delegatio? 

II. ANTINOOPOLIS. 

PAPYRUS 1707.—5 Oct., a.p. 566. 

Inv. No. 1548. Acquired in 1906. Antinoopolis; from Kém Ishgau. 43 in, x 2ft. rogin. In 

a handsome flowing cursive hand, along the fibres; papyrus dark and light alternately. 

Folded from right to left. 

HOUGH it seems best to place the documents from Antinoopolis in a special section, their 
connexion with those relating to Aphrodito being a fortuitous one, they come, like the 
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latter, from Kém Ishgau. We have not indeed in all cases explicit proof of this such as is 

afforded by the occurrence in some of them of the handwriting of Dioscorus; but it may be 
assumed with practical certainty as regards all except perhaps 1715. In this catalogue they are 
arranged according to subject; and first are placed those concerned with legal disputes and 
arbitrations. 

The present document is similar in character to P. Lond. iii. 992 (p. 253) = Mitteis, Chresé. 

365. It is a compromissum, t.e.an agreement by parties in dispute to submit their differences 
to arbitration. The present agreement is described (1. 2) as rhv tay Kopmpopicowr dodddeav, 992 
as Tv dpooyiav Tod Kopapopioaov. (992 is probably not, as taken in the catalogue, from 

Antinoopolis, but from Hermopolis; cf Maspero, Org. militaire, p. 142; [Eppov], Maspero’s 
suggestion, suits the space better than [Avrwoov].) The parties involved in the dispute here 
concerned occur also in Cair. Masp. ii, 67161. In that document, dated a week before the present 

one, Athanasia, the wife of Conon, who is therefore clearly identical with the Athanasia of this 

agreement, grants Dioscorus power of attorney to represent her in the dispute with @eddw[plov 
vidv [Wloiov tov €uov Oeiov mpos marpols] evexev Tod euod Huloews pepous [elk matpwas plov] 

k\npo|wopias)?]. It is a natural inference that the dispute here is the same as in 67161; 

but there are some difficulties. In the first place, if Dioscorus was Athanasia’s representative, 

why does he not occur here? why is she here represented not by him but by her husband? 
The explanation may probably be that Dioscorus, as her representative, had met the opposing 

parties and arranged with them to submit the case to arbitration; but Athanasia, as one of the 
principals, was required to be a party to the compromissum and was, for that transaction only, 

represented by her husband. That the case is really the same and that Dioscorus was still 

Athanasia’s legal representative is probably confirmed by the discovery of the document among 

Dioscorus’s papers. For since the names of Theodore and Psoius come first it may be assumed 
that it was the one (of two duplicates) given to Athanasia (see 1718, introduction), and thus it was 
natural enough that it should have come into the possession of Dioscorus, acting on her behalf. 

Secondly, in 67161 Athanasia is called the daughter of the late Cyrus, and Theodore the son of 

Psoius is described as her uncle zpds warpdés. Now in the present document Theodore is 
accompanied by his nephew Psoius son of Cosmas. The word ddeddudds might refer to a sister's 

son; but since the young man bears the same name as the father of Theodore, and it was very 

customary to give a child the name of his paternal grandfather, it is almost certain that his father 

Cosmas was the brother of Theodore and therefore of Cyrus the father of Athanasia. Since 

the dispute in 67161 concerns the half share of the inheritance of Athanasia’s father, it is natural 

to suppose, as Maspero suggests, that Theodore was the executor; and if we find him associated 
with a nephew, we should rather expect that nephew to be the brother of Athanasia, the dispute 
then being between the two co-heirs as to the division of the inheritance. But, as we have seen, 

Athanasia was the daughter of Cyrus, Psoius the son of Cosmas; and it is difficult to see what 

connexion a cousin, not Theodore’s son, could have in a dispute between Athanasia and her 

uncle concerning her share. A possible explanation is that either Kvpov or Koopa is an error of 

the scribe. Or again Cyrus and Cosmas may conceivably be the same person, Kipos 6 kal 
Koopéas, though it seems unlikely that in both cases only one name, and that in each case 

a different one, should be mentioned; or Cyrus may have left his property by half shares to his 

daughter and his nephew; or, lastly, since Psoius is described as a vordpuos, it is possible that 
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one. Athanasia’s complaint against her uncle 

may have been one of improper administration or actual appropriation of the property and she 
may have accused him of procuring the assistance of his nephew as a notary. 

If either of the last suppositions is correct the table of relationship will be as follows :— 

Psoius 

Theodore, rpovonrys Cosmas 

Psoius, vordpios 

Cyrus = Aleet Epanacius 

Athanasia = Conon, tpayypareurys 

In conclusion, attention may be drawn to the remarkable length of the lines in this document. 

The writing extends across no less than seven (rather narrow) Ko\\jpara.. 

1 £ [Bactheas tov Olevorar[s] nulwy Seo}rorov PX§ Iofvo}ryvov T]o atwviov Alv}yolve}z{ou] Avto- 

Kpatopos etlovs] tpwrov Dawg oydon ivdicriovos mevrexaidexarns ev Avtivoo"mlodle TH 

Aap porary 
2 [ravrny] thy Tov Kopmpopicocwv acdadeav TiMevtrar Kat TovovvTar mpos addAndovs EKovTEs Kat 

memeopevor [alvev tavtos Sodfoly kar doBov Kat Plijas Kav amarys xia] avayKns Kae 

melpilypadns Ttaons ek pev zlolv evos pepous 

3 Avpndror eodwpos vios Voiov mpovonrys Kat o Tovtov adehdidos Volos vios Koopa vorapuos 

ex Se Oarepo” Avpndwos Kovwy vios Eravaxiov mpayparevrys Tovovpevos Tous hoyous Kat 

Kupltas mpattav vrep APavacias] 

4 Ts evyevleotaryns avrov yaperns ov Tpeis oppwpevor pev amo THs AvKoTohitwv tavuv Se Siayovres 

emt TauTns THS AvTLvoEwY Kat oLodoyovatv addAndoLs TEpL TwY VITOTETAYPEVWV 

oews Kwnfeons 
apdurByry- 

5 peragy tay pepwv wept havepwv Keharaiwy avykovrwy avrois edofev avrois Siarn xpynoacbat 

kat ethavTo Kata Kownv ovvaweow Kovotavtwov Kat lwavynv tovs copwratovs oxoda- 

orikolvs] 

6 Kat cuvyyopovs dopo” OnBaidos avdpas to” Suxao” avTurovovpevous KaTa TovTO ToLWUY opo)o- 

yovow ou ad EKATEPOV MEPOVS OMVUVTES THV AYlLAaV Ka’ OMOOUVTLOV Tpvada KaL THV ViKHV 

kav Suvapovynv To” Kaddwikov nw 

7 Seamorioly Pd§ Loverivov tov avwyiov Avyovato” Avtokpatopos amavray mpos Tous mpoerpnue- 

vous copwrarous avdpas evTos nuepwr Tecoapwv Wydilopevwr ato THS ONMEPOY Kat TpO- 

yeypapperns npepas yris eorw Paol du] 

8 oydon THs Tapovons TevTeKaideKaTns ivdiKTLovos Kat TapaferOar avtoli|s Ta mpomovTa avrois 

Ta mpdcorta dvrols Sikatwpara Kar ororxd iy Kal meDerOar tors Tap avtwv opioOyao- 

pevois nTow KptOnooper(ors] 

3. Emavaktov: the ¢ is certain, and that it is not a slip of the 
pen is shown by Cair. Masp. 67161, 4; but the name recalls 
the “Awa Naxtos of Lond. iii. 1032 (p. 283). 

5. pavepov: = rivdv, as often in Byzantine Greek. 
Kevoravrivoy kat lwavyny : in both names the final v is spread 

out with a flourish in order to fill up space. This shows (though 
the ink and hand are the same as in the rest of the document) 
that blanks were left at first and the names inserted later. 

Ve 

axodacriKovs Kat guvyyopovs hopov OnBaidos : cf. Lond. iii. 

992, 13 (p. 253), rovs é\Aoytpwrdrovs cxoAacTiKods Pépov OnBaidos ; 
Cair. Masp. iii. 67312, 7; and see Collinet in Revue de Philo- 
logie, xxxvi (1912), p. 132 f., who quotes Latin instances of the 
phrase advocatus, etc., fori N. 

8. The dashes over the second ra mpogovra avros are a sign of 

deletion. 
Sixacwpara: cf. 1691, 12 and the references in the note there. 
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9 €-9.7..].- avrev [. le. [alle . nue(ridp 

Verso (along the fibres) :— 

Remains of 4 (or possibly only 3) mutilated lines, in a different hand, and perhaps not 
referring to the document on the recto. L. 2 (1?) reads ].. ryv Bovdyow ® . [ 

The occurrence in these instances of the word in the sense of _ perhaps, successive codicils; but it is possible to imagine other 
deeds makes it almost certain that here too the reference is to documents also which might have a bearing on the case. 
the production of actual documents, not, e.g., to legal arguments. opto Ono opevors nror KptOnoopevots ; probably, especially in view 

‘If, as supposed in the introduction, the dispute is about an of the #ro, synonyms, rather than technical terms expressing 
inheritance, the most obvious documents would be the will with, different kinds of decision. 

PAPYRUS 1708.—May-13 Nov., a.p. 567 (?). 

Inv. No. 1756 recto. Acquired in 1907. Antinoopolis; from Kém Ishgau. Continuous portion 

9 ft. r1;in.x 1 ft. Hand B of Dioscorus, across the fibres; papyrus dark brown in colour. 
Folded from the bottom upwards, but this may be only the final folding, after the verso had 
been used. 

HIS document is (exclusive of registers) not only the longest in the present volume but the 

longest of all the Aphrodito papyri except Cair. Masp. ii. 67151 (307 lines as against 
265 here). Except for the earlier part, which is fragmentary, it is exceptionally well preserved, 
and its contents are of considerable interest; moreover there is on the verso a valuable, though 

unfortunately much mutilated, marriage contract (1711). The present document is an arbitration 

in a family dispute concerning an inheritance. As it is written by Dioscorus he may well have 

been himself the arbitrator, though he may of course have written the document for some one 
else (but see 1709, introduction). In that case, however, it seems likely, from the many corrections 

(the document is a draft only) and also perhaps from the characteristic style, that the wording is 
his own. 

The beginning of the document is fragmentary, but the names of the parties can be gathered, 
with one exception, from subsequent allusions. The mutilation of the early part is the more 

to be regretted because it makes it impossible to fix an exact date. If érovs Sevrépov in |. 6 

refers to the regnal year, which, owing to the position, is unfortunately doubtful (see note on 
1, 3), the date can be fixed, by comparison with 1. 4, tpdérys émweunoews, as between May and 

13 Nov. A.D. 567; for it seems almost certain that the 1st indiction referred to is the current 

one. If however the second year is not the regnal year or not the current one, the date will 
fall between May, 567 and May, 568. That the rst indiction is the one beginning in 567 is 

certain from the known date of Dioscorus’s residence at Antinoopolis. 

The style of the document is, as we should expect, not always very clear; and moreover 
certain details which would throw light on the case are passed over tacitly. The parties too, in 

their pleadings, do not always answer one another directly but raise new points. Thus the 
rather complicated dispute is by no means easy to follow, and a detailed discussion and final 

settlement of the issues involved must be left to jurists. It will however be of assistance to 

— 

ee er he 
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the reader to summarize the pleadings and judgement. The more difficult questions are separately 
discussed in the notes; references to the lines of the document are given throughout. 

The defendant in the case is a certain Psates, the eldest son of Apollos, probably (see note 

on |, 7) associated with his younger brother; the plaintiffs are his sisters with their husbands 
(l. 216, rovrovs 4 ravras is probably due to the inclusion of the brothers-in-law). The following 

is the family tree :— 

Apollos = Herais 
died 17 years | died before her husband 
ago, 2. ¢. cere. 

A.D. 550 

Psates, a boot- Anastasia‘ Phoebammon!, Mary'=Phoebammon' John Constan- 
maker, elder sister o7ummoupyds son of Menas died child- _ tine (?), 

defendant less living, 
circ. 560(?) probably 

associated 
with Psates 

’ plaintiffs 

I, Case of the plaintiffs, put by Phoebammon the husband of Anastasia :— 
(ll. 27-42) Apollos died after Herais, leaving to the children all his own and his wife’s property, 

but Psates, being the eldest brother, deprived us of the inheritance, and took to his own uses all 

the rent and zpéeveya [l. 40, note] of the houses; (Il. 42-53) this although he had promised me 

when I married his sister that immediately after the solemnization of the marriage he would hand 
over all her share of household utensils inherited from her parents and also my share, in right of 

my wife, of the house-property to live in—which indeed, together with the dvrimpoixa mpd 
yapov pigews [see l. 115, note] which he had agreed to give me in addition [érSodvac], was the 

very reason why I was anxious to marry his sister [!], as I had no house; but up to the present 
he has given us nothing of all this, though we have grown weary first of demands and then of 
reproaches; (Il. 53-56) for he alleges that Apollos died owing money [which, we are to 
understand, though Phoebammon does not say so, Psates has paid; cf 1. 59 f., etc.] and that he 
(Psates) has also spent other large sums out of the profits of his own business on his maintenance 
[eis 7a xa éavrdv must refer to Apollos; see the translation in the note], an account of which 
he has not yet rendered. 

II. Case of the defendant :-— 

(ll. 57-69) I spent large sums on the payment of my father’s debts and on his maintenance, 
and also on his funeral and that of our brother John; and even yet I owe much money to certain 

notable persons for the mporédeva owing them by my father on his death. [It is not clear what 
this zporédeva was. Some light is thrown on it by 1. 227, \éy@ mporedeias épyoyetpov. From 
this it may have been a prepayment on account of goods ordered but never delivered.] (The 
arbitrator: Psates submitted the account of this, amounting to 38s. 4c. [see note on 1. 69}.) 

(ll. 69-73) Moreover, after my father’s death I spent some money on the maintenance of my 

brothers and sisters, who had no income except what was derived from the business, and were 
maintained by me. (Il. 74-79) As for the houses, there are no complete ones, but only 

Q2 
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parts, one part of one house having belonged to our mother and two parts [of another 

house] to our father, These were ruinous, and I myself [reJbuilt the walls at great 

expense, (Il. 79-87) Our mother Herais died in the 2nd year of the office of Apion [see 
note on |. 79], 17 years ago, leaving a son still an infant for whose fostering I paid. Our father 

died in the 2nd year of Marcianus, having lost his sight during the office of Horion; 
(ll. 88-103) [after his blindness] he lived with his brothers-in-law; but having acquired skill as 

a bootmaker and begun to earn money at my trade, finding that he was neglected, I took him to 

my own house during the office of Conon and maintained him myself, and not only him but 
my brothers; and my sisters I gave in marriage at my own expense; and now after such kind- | 
nesses received from me they slander me, hoping to get still more from me. (103-109) I tried 

hard to induce them to settle accounts with me, so that on their settling my claims for the 

expenses I had incurred for them they might receive their share of the inheritance, but they 

would not. (Il. 109-114) As for Phoebammon’s saying that he lives for rent in another’s house, 

his account of the matter is not correct: I gave him quarters in one of the houses, but the others 
turned him out, hoping to get an equal share for themselves without paying their debts. (Il. 114-126) 

As for what he said about the iodmpo.xa, he agreed to pay [to me an unspecified sum] by way of 
donatio propter nuptias for my sister, but he actually paid only 1 solidus, and later, after the 

marriage [dua ravrp Sudywyr, |. 118], as he was in want owing to his being prevented by illness from 
plying his trade, they asked for the solidus back ; whereupon I gave him [it and also] the todzpouxa 

agreed upon and received from him a written receipt specifying the articles. (Il. 126-139. At 

this point I, the arbitrator, for proof of this, asked for the receipt, which Psates gave me; it 
specified various yadkdépara weighing 12 4trae and clothing to the weight of 37 4¢vae, and shows 

in fact, under the hand of Anastasia and Phoebammon, by mutual consent, the receipt of the 

iodmpouxa agreed on, specified in detail, and also the repayment of the €6vor [2.¢. the 1s. donatio 

propter nuptias|.) 

III. Answer of the plaintiffs :— 
(ll. 140-144) We did not really receive the articles in full as stated in the receipt, for we 

gave Psates the receipt on trust. 

IV. Case of the defendant continued :— 
(ll. 144-154) I gave the plaintiffs maintenance every year from our father’s death, to the 

extent of 44 artabas of wheat, 1s. for oil (besides that given éx Siampdcews []. 148, note]), and 
1s. for household expenses (Note by the arbitrator: I did not allow him the cost of clothing, 
which I took as remuneration for their services in the business), so that the share of each for 

maintenance amounts to 5 artabas and 7 carats for household expenses and oil [for this difficult 

passage see note on Il. 152-154]. . 

V. Answer of the plaintiffs :— 
(ll. 154-162) The defendant gave us (?) a written undertaking at the request of our 

[deceased] brother [see note on 1. 155] that he would not claim against us for maintenance after 
our brother’s death. There are 10 years for which he can claim, and when these 10 are 

deducted from the 17 years since our father’s [sc. mother’s ?] death 7 are left [what the plaintiffs 
actually say is ‘when the 7 are deducted from the 17, 10 are left’). (Il. 162-184) Psates 

has collected the rents for the houses. The small house has been let for 13s. since Anastasia’s 

marriage, 4 years ago. That is in all 6s.; and for the 2 months which have elapsed since 
ee — 

pitied hie 
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Mary’s marriage the rent is 6c. Total 6s.6c. The other house has been let since our father’s 

[sc. mother’s ?] death, 17 years ago, at a rent of 12c. Total 204c.=8s. 12¢. The total 
amount of rent is therefore 143s. [sc. 143s.]. (ll. 184 a, 6. Note by the arbitrator: Psates 
also claims repayment of the cost of the nursing of his youngest brother for 2 years, paid 
by him.) 

VI. Award of the arbitrator :— 

(Il. 185-193) The question of the building of the house [see note on |. 187] is to be gone 
into by experienced architects along with the neighbours who have built, and the cost of wages 
and other expenses and of the bricks or stone to be estimated. The cost is then to be defrayed 
out of the rent. (ll. 193-200) As regards the articles of Anastasia’s dvzimpovxov, which 
Phoebammon alleges he has not received in full, Anastasia, in agreement with him and on the 

understanding that she will recover her €dvov [see note on 1. 196], agrees to surrender for the 
general division both the articles of the iodmpowxoy and the money [the 1s. donatio propter 
nuptias| received by her and her husband for their maintenance; all these to be divided equally 
among the heirs. (Il. 200-205) So too Psates is to hand over whatever he has received from his 

parents for the general division. The houses too are to be divided equally and also whatever 
may be left from the rent after the payment of the cost of building. (ll. 205-207) Again the 

cost of the funerals of their father and brother is to be paid in equal shares in accordance with 
a declaration of the amount by Psates on oath. (Il. 207-212) As regards their maintenance since 
the office of Conon [see note on 1. 208], Psates is to render them an account of the cost from their 
father’s blindness to the date of the agreement not to make further claims on them; (ll. 212-215) 
and if he supplied them with clothing he is not to claim for this, since it is to be taken as an 
equivalent for their services in the business; (ll. 216-224) but if he gave them no clothing at all 
the third part of their liability, whatever it prove to be, in respect of the maintenance supplied 
them by Psates is to be excused them; for while on the one hand Psates, being a poor man, 
cannot be expected to supply them with complete maintenance, yet on the other it is not fair that 
they should serve him for nothing. (Il. 224-231) If the debts to the distinguished persons shown 

in the account submitted by Psates are confirmed by the creditors themselves, swearing on the 
Gospels that these moneys were due to them from Apollos at his death and that the debt was 

discharged by Psates only, (Il. 231-243) then the plaintiffs shall pay Psates their due share of the 
debt ; and to make payment easier for them (he too having paid the debts not in a lump sum but 
by instalments) the amounts shall be deducted from their respective shares in the whole 
inheritance after prior deduction of Psates’ share. (ll. 243-248) Then the plaintiffs shall be 
entitled to demand of Psates an adequate oath in whatever church they wish that he has kept 

back no part whatever of the parental estate. (II. 248-253) As regards the fostering of their young 
brother after their mother’s death, Psates is not entitled to claim more than the half of this, for 

he was appointed by his parents the guardian of his brother ; (ll. 253-259) but since he maintained 
his father he may claim half the cost of his brother's fostering, the amount to be proved by oath 
in a church on the part of the nurse or of reputable neighbours who know the facts, (Il. 259-263 a) 
After the oaths of the plaintiffs and defendant the former shall abide by the arbitration and not 
appeal to us again (?); and they are to pay the @y\dopara out of the undivided estate. (Il. 263- 
265) To these provisions the parties have given their assent [in the presence of ?] the honourable 

Snpora N. and N. 
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In conclusion attention may be called to the occasional accents and punctuation marks. The 

purpose of the latter is in one or two cases not very clear. 

5 (-) 

(2) 
[+ Bacireas kau vrareras tov O\etjoraro” nuwy Seomoro” 

[PAaovov Iovatwov tov awwvov Avyovotjo” Avroxparopos 

. . . . . . . . . . . 

(0) aes | 

Ts Pmapovens] mpwrns emiveynoews 

erous Sevrepo” pe..........] SuadaBor.[......] 

WVarolv] to” vio” Azodhwros ex plntpos Hpaldujdos tov Kat 

tvyxavolv|r[ols am tavrns tys Avtivoewy Trohews 

motolulufevou] prev Tous Noyous [viEp TE EavTou ?] 

10 kat v™ To” Seur|eplo” K{wlyoralv|r[wov tov ovtos ?] 

(d) adydixos 8. [ 
evaryouevo” trapa DorBlappwvos viov 

oturmo’pyo” avdpos Avagracias THs perlovos avTov 

adehds kat PorBappwvos erepd vio” Mynva avdpols] 
7 

(2) 
15 (e) Mapuas ryls al\Ans plelepys avrov adehds aut bes 

3. The respective position of fragments 4 and cis very puzzling, 

and the small fragment united to c which contains, on the recto, 
ll. 5 and 6, 1. 7, top of ¥ and rov viov A[, and the traces read as 
avo[v]r[ in 1. 8, and, on the verso, the ends of Il. 5-10, and that at 

the end (recto ¢[«]Sos roy xac) may both be wrongly placed. Both 
the horizontal fibres on the verso, however, and the perpendicular 

fibres on the recto favour the present position of the first frag- 
ment, and the traces in ll. 7 and 8 of 1708 suit the readings 
given. Hence it is probable that the fragment is in its right 
position ; and though there are difficulties in the reading given 
of the recto of the second fragment the letters visible on the 
verso probably confirm the present position. Again, 65, followed 
in the next line by erous Seurepo”, suggests that c should follow a 
immediately, the reading being ®Af I[ove]r[wov rov armmnov 
Avyovor]o” Avroxparopos | erous Sevrepo’; but the fragments con- 

taining pe and d:akaBwv, which were only placed when the 
document was in type, rule this out, since there is no day of the 

month. el might indeed suggest Me[oopy x w/ a], but it 
seems very unlikely that the body of the document would not 
begin on a fresh line; and moreover fragment 4 contains on the 
verso the words + roy yap:xoy (see note on 1711, 4), and the line 

which begins with them had a blank space above and below it, 
which, with the analogy of 1710, suggests that we have in 4 the 
beginning of the marriage contract, commencing with a general 

reflection on marriage; and since fragment @ contained the 

date, and ¢ begins the legal part of the document, the natural 
position for 4 is between @ and ¢. It is therefore best to place 
the fragments in their present order, and #\§ may be part of the 
name of the arbitrator. If he was, as suggested in the intro- 
duction, Dioscorus himself, we may read #)§ [A]:{oc]x[opo,, 
which is quite consistent with the traces. The sense of erovs 
Sevrepov is uncertain. In spite of its position it may very likely 
refer to the regnal year of Justin (we may suppose, ¢. g., a reading 
like emt tov mapovros] erous Sevrepov) ; or, less likely, it is to be 
compared with the dates found in 1. 79 ff. 

7. Varov rov: apart from the uncertainty in the position of 
the first constituent fragment of frag. c, the reading here 

given of this line raises a difficulty, as rov would not be expected 
before viov, but though the reading Varov cannot be regarded as 
beyond doubt it is highly probable, and the traces are spread 

over too wide a space to read Warov without the rov. The 
readings in ll. to and 11 and consequently the supplement in 1. 9 
are very doubtful, but it seems probable that Psates appeared 
both for himself and for his brother, since motovpévov pév rods 
Adyous at all events may be taken as certain, and obviously 
suggests such an interpretation. If de[ur]e[p]o” is right (ade[A] po” 
cannot be read), adeAgou has been accidentally omitted. 

12, evayopevov: sc. Yarov, who was the defendant. 
14. adehgs : of. 1674, 92, note. 

OO ———— ay a 
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map avtev KataKxohourt[wv To peragy avtwr ?] 

eferalat mpaypa mpos 0” To Oey Svacadnon poll] 

apdBadhopevav mpos addyhous meplt] THs 

Tatpwas Kat pyTpwas KAnpovopias em 7... - «] 

20 tous ; ; : ‘ , 
(f) 

DoiBal.poy 
0 kat avnp Avactacias To TpoowTov Kat THY Ywpay Tov 

[........Jrov am°rekwy To” re BorBappwvos ereplov] 

Ka. [(P?twly [Pyaperov avtwov tov tploadyynfevtwr 

Kaw evayovtwrv emexoly Se] Kale ryv Taw Tov 

25 SiwKovtos Tavros TovTwY péepous gvvevdoKovr7|os] 
as 

Kat ouvertwTos Tais UT avTov hadovpevats SiKatod[oyt] 

Kat Tpohoyilov Kata mpwrnv tak epacKer 

Tov Tatepa TovTwy Twavtwv ATo\\wy ovopate 

amroetToupyno QVTAa TOV EAUTOU Bov ETA Oavarov TNS 

TavtTwv TolvtTjwv pntpos Hpaidos rns To’ro” po 

Televoaons Kal KaTahenpavTa nuLY TavTa Ta. 

Sunveyxovra. QuT@ TE KAL LT pl TOUT@V Tpaypart|a] 

am pelovos ews Bplalyeos evtimov ze] Kar aripov evdo[us] 

Taons THS VTapXovons avTois K\Npovopias 

mpoeipyuevov Vatynv tov nuerepov adehdov ws So 

TOV Se 

pelova ovra nuwv apaipecba tacav Thy TaTpwav 

KaL pnTpwav K\ynpovop.ay Ka aTooTepnaat nuas Tous [v7o] 
gay[ ra] 

Seearepous avro” adeddous ov pny ada Kat avdevrnoa expo) 

TAS YOVUUKAS NUWV OLKLAS Kat evoiKohoynoat TAVUTAS 

40 

17. eferafar: the retention of the ¢ in the aorist of verbs in -Cw 
is common at this period. 

o”: sic, apparently. What is meant is mpds 3. 

20. Traces are seen of the tops of letters on frag. e and the 
bottoms of letters on frag. f It is probable, but not certain, 
that only one line is involved. 

26. dixatohoyats : there is not room in the lacuna for the whole 
of oyas unless, as not infrequently at the end of lines (cf. 1. 38), 
part was written above. But perhaps d:xaodoy:/ was written. 
For the word see Il. 186, 262; 1709, 16; Mon. 6, 54; 14, 35. 

28. roy: v corr. from v. 
29. amohe:rovpynoavta: this has no reference to the burden of 

liturgies as Wilcken, Grundziige, p. 355, note 3, takes it; it is 
simply a picturesque synonym for reAevrjoavra. This word 
and xaraheiWarra in 1, 31 should be in the infinitive, as the 
sentence lacks a principal verb. 

37. Uro: this remained when the first transcript was made ; 
a piece of papyrus has disappeared subsequently. 

38. avdevrnoa exyioOwoarra: ‘took under his authority and 
leased’ ; exptoOwoa is a not wholly impossible but a less likely 
reading. 

Kat ovxecworac Oat €A4UTW TA TPOTOTEYA [1 EVTOPWTEPWS 

39. otxias: corrected from otkecas. 
evotxohoynoat tavras: ‘collected the rent for these’. The 

word is a variant form of évoixtohoyéw, for which see e.g. P. Par. 

22, 19; of. P. Oxy. vii. 1038, 13, note (Hunt). 
40. mpooreya: the reading may be regarded as certain, though 

the downstroke of the y is so long as naturally to suggest r. No 
doubt the correct form was mpdaoreya (from mpés + oréyn). The fact 
that the word follows évorxokoypoa suggests that the sense is not 
quite identical with évoixiov. In 1. 42 creyavdua (see Archiv, i, 
p. 298, col.i,1. 6, p. 309; Du Cange, s.v. oreyovdpsov; the word 
occurs also in Cair. Masp. iii. 67312, 62), which certainly refers 
to rent, may be synonymous with wpécreya here, but this is not 
necessarily so, and it is at least possible to take olxer@rac@at xr. 
as not a mere synonym of évorxohoyjoat and, consequently, mpéo- 
reya aS a payment distinct from évoixiov; possibly a single 
payment on taking up the lease? But the point may simply be 
that Psates not only collected the rent (évoxodoyjoat) but, when 
collected, appropriated it to his own use (oixetdoacGat éavr@ ra 
mpdoreya). 

By evropwrepws kTh.: an ungrammatical sentence, the mean- 
ing of which appears to be, ‘although we should not have been 
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exovtas 76 Cyv eavtois meplt}roinoac bar evye Ta pahora 

OTeyavopia Tapacxew Kaito. cvvTatapevos pot 6 TpodexOas 
Warns nvka eynuov tv avto” adehdny evews pera Tous 
emiteheoOevras ‘yapous TO Tay MEpos avTYNS TwY TE OLKOTKEVwY 

45 amavrwy ovopatos Tatpos TE Kat pnTpos amodoOnvas ex mdnyporis] 
Kat mpooem To"ros ett ye To emtBaddov poe Vrep THS EUS 

yuvakos pEpos Tw eipnu’§ ouKnpaTwy es oLKnoL 
dio Kau eomevoa extote ovvadOynvar Tn avTo” adekd 

Tapa TO py EXELY PE OLKLAV KAL &e ova aovvebeto emLoouvat 

50 pot avturpotka po yao” pukews Kat ews apTt Kekunkapedy] 

avTov Tapakahourtes eita Kar SvePpouvtes ovK 

NVEOXETO NELLY exdouvat ovoev €K TOUTWV ovoe nV 

an TaTpwas Kat pyTpwas KAnpovomlas dacKwy TOV 

TaTEepa nuwv KexpewoTnKkoTa Tpo Gavaro” Kat erepa Toda 

55 Karadaravacba evs ta Kal eavtov ex Tov idtKo” avTo” 
v § ss 

EpyoxXelpo @V THV a7To eveuv €WS VUV HRW OUK conocer 

QvT aKouc: as Se TAVUTA Warns Oo TApOv Kau devyov 

epwrnbes Tap €40” du NV ALTLAV AVEXETAL TA TATPWA Tapa 

mpayyara 
KaTacyxel eavTw povw ehacKey Toda Sedwxevat 

60 «ls Ta TaTpwa avTwy xpEea KaL els avakwpaTa TwY 

s am°rtpods Sama QTw@V TO” KOLYOU QUTWY TATPOS ™ P VHe 

kat havepa te Siadopa es tpordopay avtov Kat TepioTohyy 

hoyw Kndeas Tov avTov Twpartio” Kal woravTws TO” TwmaTLO 

To” arekvou TeTehevTHKOTOS ahdo” avTwy adeddpo” 

65 Iwavvo” ovopate Kau ews vuv Kexpewo[tinke|vlar pavepors 

hapmpots Tpoowirois oka Virep TpoTeheras KpewoToUp’) 

QUTOLS TAPA TOV GAVTWV TATpPOs at’ OvnoKovTos @v THV 

yvoow. mT poepepev TEPLEXOVT QV VOPLO PATA TPLaKOVTG 

OKT® KGL KEPaTia TEecToOapa a” Twa heywv amr SeOwKevat 
€& 

7O peta TyHv TehevTHY TO” avTwy Tatpos Kal nv Te haveporror 
ova Sy arobpebapevos Tous evpny‘s ade\ghous avro” 

able to procure for ourselves a more affluent existence’ (than 

his ?—‘than we have already’ would surely be an absurd state- 
ment; or perhaps ‘although we should not have had enough to 
live comfortably on’) ‘if he had given us all the rents ’. 

41. 76 nv: the dash is apparently intended to separate the 
words, 

42. 6: here again the dot is perhaps inserted to mark the 

separation from o. Above the o of caro: are an upright stroke 
and a dot (|.). It is not clear what, if any, significance these 
have. 

48. cuvapOnvar: 6 corrected from’r. 
50. avrimpotxa: see |. 115, note. 

kexunkapev: a doubtful reading. The difficulty in reconcil- 
ing the traces with the letters xu may however probably be 

due to the cramping of the letters at the end of the line. 
The letters ave are extremely faint. 

54. Kexpewornkora xtd,: ‘was in debt before his death, and 

many other expenses were incurred on his personal needs out 
of his (Psates’) own earnings’. 

62. gavepa: in the sense of rid, as so often in Byzantine 
Greek. 

69. a” mwa: if this is right (ad rwd), the meaning will be, 
‘adding that he paid certain other sums after their father’s death ’. 
But dria (= drwa) is possible, in which case the meaning is, 

*38s., and 4c. which he said he paid’. But this is less likely, on 
several grounds, 

70. kad nv re haveporoe: with wv we must understand 
yao. 

ad 
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™povodo” KTnpaTwv pn Vrapxovons TovToLs ev pn ex ptobo® 
gnaw gnoas 

kat wove” To” aro” epyoxerpo” erpepovto yap map €0" S10h0’ 

ov pv adda Kila ova eyovow ouKnmara exe TaTpwa Kat 

75 PYTpea & pn LEPYH OLKNMaTwY OVkK’ Exo"aW Kat O’K OhOKANPA 

THS HEV PNTPOS HWY MEpOS EK plas KaL MoVNS oLKLAS 
tov Se marpos erepa dvo pepyn Kae Tavta ecabpwlnoav 

€y@ avTos avnvewoa o1Kodounoas Tous ToLyous Toda 

ets T0"T0"s Karadatavwoas emt yap To” Sevtepo” erous THS 

74. ova: hardly anything of the oo remains, a small piece of 
papyrus having been lost since the first transcript was made. 

79. €mt yap rou Sevrepov erous : this and the following dates are 
of considerable interest. They at first sight suggest the existence 
at Antinoopolis of a local system of dating by eponymous civic 
magistrates; though in the absence of such dates in the dating 
clauses of contracts from Antinoopolis it would be necessary to 
conclude that the system was unofficial or at most confined to 
purely civic purposes (such as the proceedings of the senate, etc.). 
This suggestion, however, is probably to be rejected. The verb 

mpatrovros unfortunately gives little help. Were it the specific 
word denoting the exercise of the office in question, the title of 
the official would have to be taken as mpdxrwp; and mpdxrwp 
seems a very unlikely title for an eponymous city magistrate. 

Now in Cair. Masp. ii. 67166, 8 f. occur the words r@ évdo0£(ordrw) 
dpaBapxn mparrovre thy dpx(iv) emi ravrns ris Avri(voéwy) mdA(eas), 
where mpdrro is used in the sense of exercising a function ; and 
the word is used absolutely, as here, in 1674, 92, of the Dux 
Athanasius. Probably, therefore, in the present instances the 
verb is to be taken in the same general sense. iv raévapyxtxnv 
é€ovgiav in |. 87 is more definite; but the meaning of ragiapyos 
(apart from the military sense, which is not appropriate here) is 
uncertain. There is indeed no reason for denying that there 
may have been at Antinoopolis an important magistrate called 
ragiapxos or ragidpxns ; but other considerations point to a 
different explanation, which seems more probable. In the 
first place, such dates are by no means unknown at this period ; 
e.g. Cair. Masp. i. 67002, ii, 1, emt ris m[p]lonynoapévns dpxijs Tod 
évdo&(0)r(drov) Kupov pedepevdapiov, 22, émi rod évdoé(o)r(drov) 
madw pepepevdapion, iii, 9, ext ris porns ipav edapyeias ; Beaugé 

2, 15, emt ris dpx(jjs) ’A@avaciov. In the last two cases the 
reference is to the Dux Athanasius, and Maspero (P. Beaugé, 
p- 15) takes Cyrus the referendarius also as a Dux, which, 
though not perhaps beyond doubt, is certainly a most probable 
conclusion. Is then the reference here to persons holding the 
office of Dux? The first person, it is to be noted, is called 
Apion; and since the 2nd year of his dpyj was 17 years 
before 567 (?), the date of this document, he must have entered 
on it about 549. Now it is known that Flavius Apion, so 
prominent in the Oxyrhynchus Papyri, had been Dux of the 
Thebaid (see Gelzer, Studien, p. 32, who is no doubt right in 
identifying the Fl. Apion of Oxy. i. 130 with the person named 
in Oxy. 133ff.). In Oxy. i. 130, 2.d. he is called marpixio Kat 

Sovki ris OnBalwy xopas. In the other documents, of which the 
earliest, 133, is dated 19 Oct., A.D. 550, he is not called Dux. 
In 134, dated in 569, this is no doubt due to the fact that he was 
no longer Dux. The writer of 130 states that his cattle died émt 
Tis mapeOovons évdexarns iv8(tKriovos) at ris mapeNOovons Sexarns. 
He was therefore writing not earlier than the 12th indiction. 
Now a 12th indiction fell in the year 548-549, when, as we have 
seen, the Apion here mentioned was probably in office. This 

Vv. 

gives at least some ground for identifying our Apion with the 
Fl. Apion of Oxyrhynchus; and if this inference be accepted 
the date of the latter’s tenure of office is fixed. If, as is likely 
enough, the 17 years of I. 81 are a rough reckoning, Apion 
may well have entered on his office as early as 548, and his 
second year would then be 549. If he had only two years of 

office, he would in that case have ceased to be Dux in October, 

550, which would account for the omission of the title in Oxy. 133. 
Gelzer indeed thinks that he might quite well have been addressed 
merely by his honorary title, but it is certainly more probable 
that had he been Dux this title would have been inserted. The 

identification of the other dates is unfortunately much more un- 
certain, especially as there is clearly an error in the papyrus. 
In Il. 79-84 we are told that the mother died (before her 

husband, ll. 29-31) in the 2nd year of Apion, 17 years ago, and 
the father in the 2nd year of Marcianus, z.¢., even if Apion had 

only two years and Marcianus was his immediate successor, at 
least two years later. But in ll. 160f., 173f. the time since the 

father’s death is reckoned as 17 years. Apollos, we are told 

here, became blind émi ‘Opiwvos rod mponynoapévov Evayxos Thy 
ragtapyixiy rére éméxovros eEovciav. mponynrapevov refers to a pre- 
decessor in an office, and properly to the immediate predecessor 
(Wilcken, Archiv, iv, pp.226-227). The sense here might be, ‘who 

was in office lately (z.¢. not long before 567), and at that time 
(z.e. when Apollos became blind) held the authority of taxiarch’ ; 
and this would tend to show that the office by which the dates 
are reckoned is not that of Dux; for mponynoapévov évayxos is 
most naturally taken as referring to a Dux; cf Cair. Masp. 
67002, ii, 1, quoted above. But the immediate predecessor of 
Athanasius, now Dux, was apparently Cyrus, not Marcianus, 
and as will appear presently, Horion was not the immediate 
predecessor of Marcianus, being followed by Conon. Whether 

therefore rponynoapeévov refers to the office of Dux, held recently, 
or to the office of taxiarch, it cannot.imply an immediate pre- 

decessor. Probably the meaning is, ‘who had recently (2. ¢. 
before the 2nd year of Marcianus, when Apollos died) been in 
office, holding the authority of taxiarch’. ,The awkward method 
of expression, naturally suggesting two different offices, is quite 
in accordance with the style of Dioscorus. But why ragsapyixny, 
why not dovkixyy, if Horion was Dux? It is to be noted that 
Dioscorus does not say that he was taxiarch, but merely that he 
held the ragtapyxixny eEovciay. It is conceivable that as head of 
the (ducal) rags the Dux might be thus referred to; or again 
the phrase may be used in a military sense. ragiapyos or 
ragwdpxns was used for the Latin Jrimzpilus, a title which would 
certainly not be applied to the Dux; but at a later period it 

seems to have been employed loosely (see the quotations in Du 
Cange, s.v.), and the archangel Michael was called ragtdpyns, 
which implies a high rank. It would be like Dioscorus to employ 
the vaguer term raftapyixds instead of the more definite dovxixds. 
Assuming, then, that the office was that of Dux, Horion may be 
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apxns Amwvos tov evdofotaro” mpar-rovtos  eynTnp 
E €agaca yadakrotpopo”pevoy Toy adedpoy po" 

nev Hpais erekeutnoey ws ew Sexaerta ern at? 
Ta Ondacpara mapexwv 

TS TehevTNS avTns mEexpL THS Sevpo Kat emt To” SevTEpo” 

etovs Mapx.avo” tov evdo€e" 4 THVUKAUTA WPAaT*TOVTOS 

o maTnp nev Atoddos areBiwoato ervprwOy Se 

0 auTOs nTOL THS Opacews VorepnOas eEnoOernKws 
Siodo” Kat ampaktos yeyovey emt Opiwvos tov mponynoapevo 

evaykos THY TakiapyiKny ToTE emexovros efovciay 
€vos 

cuvevpefn Tos yuvaikadeddpots avto” tap avtois tpedoy 

enov Se epyalopevo” ryv To” tlayKapio” Texvnv 

pioOio” rake Kar Tavryns evfews emdaBopevos 

[1708 

Ts eumerpias e&ys Kar piobouvs Krnoapevos Epyoxerpo” 

votepov eykaxnfevra Kar OuBevra Tov eyov maTEepa 
andws Ttpepopevov Tapa To’rwy avehaBov avrov 

emt Kovwvos 

Kat ovkov Kat eOpepa e€ Siwy po” Tovar Kat 

95 Wpwrewr ov pny exewov, ws xpewotwy emoinoa 

adda Kar Tous addovs po” adeddovs tov Te Davovta 

kat Covra Kat Tas vuv KaT e“ov Tapovaas adeAdas 

exdedwxas yaptoxeoOar KaTadamavnoas apa es Taras 

yapixov oyw avakwpatwv erepa Twa Kat peTa TAS 

I0O0 TogauTas EV aTacgt Els aAUTOUS amodederypevas Eas 

taken as a successor of Fl. Apion, ¢.¢. later than about 550— 

unless, that is, Apollos became blind defore his wife’s death ; but 

the narrative seems to imply that this preceded his blindness. 
Psates removed him to his own house émi Kédvevos (1. 94); it 

seems clear that he was then blind. Thus Conon must come 
between Horion and Marcianus. Now in l. 154 ff. the plaintiffs 

assert that Psates had given their (deceased, 1. 212) brother an 

undertaking that he would not claim for their dmorpody after his 
death (see note on 1. 157), while for 10 years he could claim; 
and they add that when ‘the 7 years’ are deducted from 

the 17 years since their father’s (sc. mother’s?) death only 

1o are left. The statement is confused; but what seems to 
follow is that there weré 10 years, ending with their brother’s 

death, for which Psates had the right to render an account, and 
7 since the death for which he had no right. If so, and the 

reckoning were from their mother’s death, this would fix the 
death of their brother John about 560; and since Apollos 
probably died before John, we get the succession: Apion, circ. 

548-550; Horion, 550(?)-(?); Conon, (?)—before 558; Marcia- 
nus, before 558-(?). [Horion must of course be distinguished 
from the Horion of Justinian’s 13th edict, unless that person had 
a 2nd term of office, which seems unlikely, as the fact would 

probably be indicated. It might indeed be suggested that this 
mention of a Horion, after 550 and. before 560, makes in favour 

of Zacharié von Lingenthal’s date 553-554 for the edict as against 

538-539, favoured by Gelzer, Studien, p. 21 ff., in which case 
a John must be inserted between Apion and Horion; but 
Gelzer’s arguments seem conclusive.] It must be confessed 

that all these conclusions are very doubtful, and if in particular 

it be supposed that the error in dating is as regards the mother’s, 
and not the father’s, death, the whole combination falls to the 
ground. 1 

82. ra OnAacpara mapexoy: these words are inserted without 
any construction. They do not mean, as might be thought from 

their position, that Psates had paid the @nAaopara for 17 years; 
ll. 184 a, 6, together with ll. 257 and 263 a, show that the period 
was only 2 years. Probably the present clause is a continuation 

of the addition to 1. 81, and should have read mapéxovrds pov ra 

Onddopara. 
8&5. 0 avros: the dot is perhaps accidental, but may be intended 

to separate o from avros, 
88. ovvevpebn : before this sc. cai, the meaning being apparently 

that Apollos was taken into the house of his brothers-in-law 
after, and in consequence of, his blindness. 

90. puoOiov trager: the following sentence, which states that 
Psates, as soon as he had acquired experience in the trade, 

began to earn wages, seems to imply a contrast between the 
pucbiov rdéis and the receiving of ,soGoi, and may therefore 

suggest that picOsos means a paid apprentice; but possibly 
puoOoi may refer to the pay received for work done as his own 
master, in which case the contrast is between working as 
a servant and working on his own account. The dot after rage 
is a punctuation mark, 

95f. ov yyy... Kat: ‘and not only him, as I was bound to do, 
but also’. The comma is in the MS., but is perhaps accidental. 

se 
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Aetroupyias avrumurrovar vuv Ty Eun pidadedqua 

kau ene am°BdehuT-Tover eTEepa TMpowemt TovToLs 
{ntouvres mpos ene atrohapBavey 
Bovdopevos avrovs amehoyapiley nro hoywrpous 
mpos ene exDeo Oar Tepe TavTwy Twv vTEp avTwV 
Sofevrav map emo” evoyws Ka avahwlevtwy ows 

Kal OTEKALOV 

amohoynoovTat evKoTws Kat amohapBavovor 
va 

WOAUTMS TA EK YOVEwY HuLY KoWWws KaTaheheLmpeE 

Ka eredntep efn PorBappe 

ws ev adhorpia pever ovxia em edorkerw ovk’ adnfes 
yop 

eovdatev exocowka QvUT@W TOTTOV KATOLKY TO EWS €K THS 

be 

pas ouKias ot Aouvror adehdor crow ov e€ Exewo” avTov 

TPAayyaTa oun NVETXOVTO 

am Suwéavres haoKkovres Kat avTou Tovovtoy Efe 

Kal TO pEpos avTwy avev xpewy am°docews Kat Kalws 

123 

115 €hadee wept Twv ioompoikwy ovvefero emdovvat hoyw 

IOI, avrimimrovot vuy: the first » of vuv is corrected, but it is 
doubtful whether anything more was done than to rewrite 

a badly formed letter, Very likely a v is meant to be added to 
avTimirrovgt, 

103 f. amexapov xrd, : ‘I grew tired of urging them.’ 
109. ove’ nvecxovro: before this sc. dX’. The omission of 

conjunctions is frequent in Dioscorus, 
110. em evorxerw: the curved stroke over v is perhaps intended 

to show that the word is evotxer@, not ev orkerw, 
113. amodiwfarres: Siw is apparently a correction. 

Towovrov ; « corrected from v (for rovro). 
115. toomporxwy: these references to the lodmporka are inter- 

esting for the marriage law of the sixth century. This passage 
clearly refers back to something said by Phoebammon. Now 

Phoebammon does not mention the iodmporxa, but he does say 
(1. 49 f.) 5¢ 60a cuvébero éridodvai por dvrimporka mpd ydpou pigews. 
This shows that dvrimpoixa and iodmpoxa were synonyms; <¢/. 
Il. 194, 197 f., rod dyrempoixov—xakeivo ro lodmpotkov. Again, 
the rpd ydpov pi€ews of l. 50 connects with the Ady@ rijs mpd ydyou 
Swpeas here. But in 1. 49f. Phoebammon asserts that Psates 
covenanted to pay him the avrimpotxa, whereas here Psates 
seems at first sight to declare that Phoebammon covenanted 
to pay him the iodmpowa by way of Anastasia’s mpd ydpou 
Sped ; and the inconsistency is rendered more striking by the 
use of practically the same words in both places—é’ dca 
avvebero emdodval por dvrirpoka mpd yapou pikews, ovvebero émdovvat 
Ady@ ths mpd ydpou Swpeds. The explanation cannot be that 
avvébero xrh. here is a rough quotation of Phoebammon’s 
words, the subject of the verb being Psates, for what follows 
shows clearly that the payment was to be made by Phoebammon. 
According to Mitteis (Grundziige, p. 228 f.) the phrase 7 mpd 
yapou Swpead, which is the Greek term for the Latin donatio 
propter nuptias, is an equivalent of iodmpotov, being no 
doubt a more technical expression; and the iodmpoixoy or 
donatio propter nuptias was a gift by husband to wife. How 
then could Phoebammon assert that Psates had agreed to pay 
it to him, and that this was one of the reasons why he married 
Anastasia? And why, on the other hand, should Phoebammon, 

according to Psates, agree to pay it, not to Anastasia, but to 
Psates? for that so much of it as was paid went to the latter is 
clear from what follows. A satisfactory explanation can be 
obtained if we suppose a slight difference of meaning between 
donatio propter nuptias and iodrpotkoy or dvtimpotxov. Mitteis 
(Grundziige, p. 229) has suggested, on the evidence of Cair. 
Masp. i. 67006 verso, that édva ‘eigentlich ein besonderer Teil 
der mpd ydpov dwped ware, der in besonderem Mass fiir die 
Person der Frau bestimmt ist’. Now in Il. 117 here Psates says 

that Phoebammon has paid for the donatio propter nuptias only 
1 solidus: and in Il. 136, wept rijs rod édvov abéis avaddcews, 196, 
els rHv avdrradw Tod Edvov aitijs dvaxopsdnv, we have a reference to 
this sum of money. In both places the ¢dvoy (note the singular 

instead of plural, and on the other hand the plural iodmpotxa, 
except in 1. 198, for the more usual singular) is contrasted with 
the icémpoxa. Hence, contrary to what Mitteis says, €dvov 
should be a synonym for donatio propter nuptias, and both 
terms are in some way to be distinguished from lodmpotxov. 
This is confirmed by 1711, 19f., rév cav yapixa@y edvev row mpd 
yapnov dap{e)av; and cf Naber, Archiv, iii, p. 20. In 1711, as 
here, the ¢dva are a sum of money, and so too in Cair. Masp. 

67006 verso. On the other hand the odmporxoy is here specially 
associated with «idn; cf. ll. 124ff., 193 f. (epi dv Aéeyer eidav 
*Avaoracias rod avturpoixov), 198 (7d iodmpoixoy tay eddy). So 
too elsewhere ¢dva seems to exclude en :—1712, 13, mi mepi 
oxevav i) eddy py wept edvev; Cair, Masp. ii. 67154, r., 18 f., wy 
rept eOvav ... pu) wept oxevar # cidav; Flor. 93 = Mitteis, Chrest. 
297, 17 f., unre mepl ydpou ovvadeias Kal rovrou Cdywy Kal mpokgewr 
kat avado[p]dray ydpov pyre iy wept oxevay ovveonveypevov 
ad\Andos. In Cair. Masp. i. 67088, 14 (where probably ey wpa 

ya[pJo” is to be read) the dva seem to consist of land; but it is 
possible that this land was not itself the édya, but was hypothe- 
cated as security for the va; and in any case land is to be 
distinguished from «dy (chattels). It seems possible, therefore, 
that at this period the édvor, at all events in popular usage, was 
a name given to a part only of the iodmpo:xoy and consisted of 
money, or at times land, but not of chattels. iodmpo:xoy is then 
the wider, édvov or donatio propler nuptias the narrower term. 

R2 
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TS Tpo yapo” Swpeas tys adedns po” Avactacias Kat 

€l LN & vomicpa ove’ e&edwKev vorepov Senfers THs 
avaykKatas Tpods HTOL GLTAPKXLAaS ALA TAVTH Siayov avOis 

7 
EME QTNTHOAY TO EV VOMIT MA ELPNKwS TOTE MH EXEL 

120 opov evlwias mapa To ev aepyeia vood yeyevno bau 

QUuTOV pndev ETLKTNOALEVOV EV TW KAT EKELVO Ka.po” 

an® 

XPovw Kal OvTwWS TA Sedoypeva. peragtu Nov Sedoc0bar 

TE 

Tap eo” uv” avTns icompoka TpodedwKa avTw eindo® 

Tap avto” am ToTe Kal Ovyypapov TEpL TwWV CUVTETAypMEVWV 

125 acdadevay meprexovoay Ta «dn eyyeypappeva avTn ws 

auvebeunv Sovvar Kat mpos adynOn Svaxpuow emelntrnoca 
™s : 

€yo 0 akxova tHade THs VTobETEws 

THY yevaperny Tw ouVTETaypevwv Edov achadeay 

Mpoereivey por 0 avtos Varys Twa Tepvexovoay pev 
XaAKkopatwv Svadopav edn odkns tTpwv Swdexa 

kapnavicbevtaw pnow 

130 Kat exOnpatwy odkns \uTpwr TpLakovTa entra pavepa 
be 

eSn iva pn pnkuve Tov royov Sydov y 70’Tev yrwois 
€k TNS Exewns Tonfeons xELpoypadias Tapa Avactacias 

avrns avdpos 

kat Po.Bappwvos pera cvvawverews add\ynov 

Kat €k To"’T0” To aipevdes THS TwY OUVTETAYLEVwY LoOTpPOLK@ 

135 am Socews efarn evarodexrws Sia Varov 76 evyovro® 

The question now arises why the donatio propter nuptias was 
given to the brother rather than to the wife, and why the 
ioémpoixoy was given by the wife’s guardian to the husband, 

and not by the husband to the wife. As regards the first point, 
Wilcken (Archiv, iv, p. 474f., v, p. 186ff.) has shown that it 
was a not unusual practice for é5va to be given to the parents or 
guardian of the bride; and the present instance might be ex- 
plained as a case in point, Phoebammon having agreed to give 
a €dvoy to Psates. This is not impossible, but 1. 196, where 
reference is made to rijv dvdmadw rod €6vov abr} (i.e. ’Avacragias) 
dvaxoy.5yv, and where Il. 194, 198 show clearly that the Zdvop is 
here, as in the other cases, distinct from the icézpo:xov, makes 

against it. The following is a not improbable explanation of the 
transaction, but it cannot be regarded as certain :—Phoebammon 
should normally have paid the whole ?oémpo:kor, including the 
édvoy, but since he was in poor circumstances Psates agreed to 
pay the ¢i5n of the icdmporxoy himself to Anastasia (Phoebammon, 
1. 50, says por, but he no doubt regarded the property of Anastasia 
as held by him in common with her). On the other hand Phoe- 
bammon agreed to pay the édvoy to Psates. The arrangement 
was very possibly temporary only; the édyoy may have been 
intended to indemnify Psates for the lodmpoixoy pending a pro- 
posed repayment by Phoebammon of the cost of the «dy, or 
possibly it was meant as a deposit pending a final settlement 
of the claims, on the one side, of Psates for repayment of the 
cost of his sisters’ and brother’s drorpopf, and, on the other, 
of his sisters and brother for the payment of their shares of their 
parents’ estate. As it happened, however, Phoebammon being 

in distress, Psates, according to his own account, repaid the 
édvoy and also paid the iodmpoxoy; but the plaintiffs deny the 
truth of this assertion, and Psates does not seek to disprove their 
statement. In l. 122 the perfect ra dedoypéva... drod{i)dooba 
seems to confirm Phoebammon’s assertion that Psates had 
before the marriage agreed to pay the icdmpoxov. In conclusion, 
it is to be noted that the donatio propter nuptias is still called 
1) mpd yapuou Swped. Justinian (/ms¢. ii. 7) had ordered the name 
to be altered from donatio ante nuptias to donatio propter 
nuptias, but it is natural that the Greek equivalent should per- 
sist in popular usage even after this. In the Basilica (e. g. 
Bas. xxix. 2, 5) the more correct form 7 81a rév yapor Swped or 
7 Sta rovs ydpous Swped is found. 

119. amnrnoay ...eipykws: this confusion in the number is due 
to the fact that both made the request, but that the inability to 

work applied only to Phoebammon. 

121f. ev rw kar ekewo Katpov xpove: it isnot necessary to suppose 
a miswriting of éxeivov xatpdv ; the phrase seems to be kar’ éxeivo 

katpod, ‘ about that period ’. 
122. anodedocba : « corr. from. Asa matter of fact arodidocba 

is the word required. 

127. oxiulareade: Dioscorus at first wrote axovornode. 

130. kapmavobevrwy: ‘weighed’. 
davepa edn: going with ecOnuarwr. 

132. mouOeons : mon is a correcticn. The original letters 

were completely washed out. 

135. evarodexras : ‘clearly’. 

—————— 

, i 
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ov pnv adda Kat Tepe THs TO” €dvo” avlis avadocew’ 

THS UT avTo” Tah yeyevnuervns Avacracia Kat 

Por.Bappor tw tavTyns avdp. di eyypado” avrwv 

am Sevens pera cuvaverews aldnov woavtws 

125 

140 avtemumro’v Se mpos tavta ov expnu®s Kar SiwKovres 
epacav To Twv TpoovomacbevTwy ohwv TKEVWY 

mhypes pndea ernpevar axodbas Ty eyypap 

exdo0aon tap avrov Varn ardadea evmiorevoarres 

GQUTw Els TAUTHY ws Eehacav avrikabiorapevos Se Tovrois 
145 0 eipne’$ Kar evayopevos Varns epacKey oirapxiav 

TeTouKevat Tous evpnu®$ Kat Suwkovor Kal exacrov eros 

adh ns ereheuTnOEV O TaTHpP avTwy oiTov pev aptaBas evoayew 
be mpos To €x Siampacews didopevo” 

TevoapaKovta texoapas [[Kat]] edavo” evos vopicparos Kat 

hoyw avahwparwv yrou Satavnpatev THs ouKias 

150 ad\o &@ 

Tov akpoato” 

vouiocpa tepr Se Beard ov«’ ehoyicOy avtw 
nro AeTo’pyas 

Tap eno” av? wy Kat avTo VTOTAKTLKWS EPyOXELPwY ETOLNTAY avTw 

amatamhos iva exagtos To’Twv ayn ets poipay avTo” 

airapx‘tas hoyw nro amotpods ouro” aptraBas wevTe Kar xpvod 
7 

keparia emta vu" Samarvys ouKias Kat €hawo” 
be res 

epacay ou evayov 

155 ws ixavyny nuw e&ebero aodareay yevau$ v” nuwv Tw adh 
auTov 

nhov eb w pn Svvacba emlynrew mpos nuas Tept aro 

Tpodys ad ys eredeurnoev exewos Kat nupeOnoav 

140. avremimrovy: séc; corrected from avrimmrop. 
147. avr; corr. from auto”, 

etcayev: a later addition. 
148. reooapaxorra: the first a corr. from e. 

mpos to ek dtarpacews Sidopevov : the meaning is not quite 
clear. In Cair. Masp. ii. 67158, 14, didmpacts is used of. sale 
by retailers (though other instances show that this was not 
necessarily its meaning); does the present passage refer to 
profits on Psates’ business? In that case there is no connexion 
with édaiov; the sale was the sale of boots, and the money must 
have been given to the plaintiffs by a kind of profit-sharing, over 
and above their maintenance or wages. 

150. ev: the space is probably due to the fact that Dioscorus 
wrote evos and later washed out os, but no certain traces of 
previous writing are visible at present. 

mept Oe xrh.: cf. 1. 212 ff. The meaning of this interjected 
sentence (which, to judge from 1. 212 ff., extends to aird, 1. 151) 
is that the clothing supplied by Psates to the plaintiffs was taken 
by the arbitrator as remuneration for their work, and was there- 
fore not reckoned to the drorpogy for which Psates was entitled 
to claim compensation. See 1. 213, note. The supply of clothing 
was usual in cases of apprenticeship (see Westermann, 7he 
Apprentice System in Roman Egypt, Class. Phil. 1914, p. 311), 
and the position of the brothers of Psates perhaps partook of the 
nature of an apprenticeship. 

151. Aetroupyias: 7. Neroupyav. 
152-154. The connexion of this clause with what goes before is 

quite obscure. It is natural to take iva as used in the sense of 
Gore (Jannaris, Hist. Gr. Grammar, §§ 1756 f., 1758f., 1951), as 
in 1. 171, and to explain what follows as the share of each person 
in the total amounts specified in ll. 147-150; but whatever the 
number of persons (it is not clear whether husband and wife 
were reckoned as one or as two) and whatever the length of 
time involved (it is not quite certain that the sums in Il. 147-150 
were the annual amounts, as seems more probable, and not rather 
the total amounts, which is perhaps suggested by the insertion 
of eicdyev), no manipulation of 5 and 7 can be made to yield 
totals of 44 and 48. In 1. 154 era is a correction, but wevre in 
1, 153 does not seem to be so. 

155. From 1. 209 ff. it appears that the brother referred to was 
the deceased brother (John), and that the dogdAea was made at 
his request (perhaps in consequence of a bequest by him to 
Psates?). The meaning of the present line may therefore be 
‘he gave us an adequate contract of security (made) on our 

behalf zwz¢h our brother’ or ‘he gave us, etc., made on our 
behalf for (2. e. at the request of) our brother’. In the latter 

case in(ép) yay is otiose. That v” does not stand for ind 

(‘made by us with our brother’) is clear not only from 1. 209 ff., 

but from other passages in this document where v” is clearly 
rep. 

157. ab ns ereevrnoev exewos: this evidently refers to the 
brother, not to the father. The brother perhaps made the 
request just before his death. What follows (1.159 ff.) is con- 

fusedly worded. We should expect ‘when the ¢en years (already 
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adda Sexa ern vTep wy oderrer tHv (ytnow pos 

avrous DerBar Kat exhoyiotiav vpeenpnuevwov ovv Twv ena 

160 eviavtov am tov Sexaemta eviavtwy THs TehEuTYS TO 

amrouxopevo® QvUT@V TATPOS ywovTat Mova TA ElpnpwhEeva 

evn Sexa Kat emelon eyovow Ta evorKia edn dbar 

mapa Varo” ad o” xpovo” eynuev Avacracia mpoehnvOacw 

n 
165 

ern Teaoapa Sexopevo” ws eyovow ava vomicpara Svo exacro” 

erous npiOueva TapovTwy amavTwy ev TW TAaVOETTH OLKW 

Tov ay.” evayyehioTo” THs Tohews TavTns Ama Mapko 

ert Iwavvo” tov evdo"/ vorapio” S$ peyado” twos azo Iavoo7ohews 

nvpeOnoay oKxTw vopiocpata Kat ad o” eyapioKero Mapa 
auTns 

T@ avdpt n adrhn avrov adekd pyres Svo Suehnd\vbacw 
” 

170 TNS puKpas oKias avrwy SeSopevns v" evorKeto” 

EVOS NMLTOUS vopLopaTLO” iva GoW v" TwY Svo pnve 

evoiketov hoyw KEpaTia e€ ywvevTa ovras n pev TpoTn 

ovxua amo Kepatiwy Swoexa exagTou eTovs amo THs TEdEUTNS 

Tov marpos ern Sexaemra yworvtar Kepatia SiaKooia Teroapa 

175 ta Kabapa vopicpara okTw Kat Keparia Swdexa evorabpa 

n Se Sevrepa vopiopara e€ evota0pa Ka Kepatia e€ v™ Tov 

TETOAPOV ETWV ad ov eyapiokero Avactacwa ért Se K, 

v™ twv Svo pynvev ad o” » Mapua Kau avry es yapov Sedorar 

YWovVTa, Kepatia Ta TayTa EKAaTOV TEVTNKOVTA ova 
wat KEeparia €€ ‘. 

180 ta Kalapa vouiopara €€ TpLaKorTa yap e€ Kepatia Kal eros 
evwbev SeEarbar o epnu®s Yarns Tour eotw vmep Teroapwr 

known) are deducted from the seventeen, the result is seven’, 

instead of seven being deducted to yield ten. The difficulty as 
to the seventeen years has been already commented on in the 
note tol. 79. In 1. 208 ff. the arbitrator decides that the plaintiffs 
are to pay for their maintenance for the time from their father’s 

blindness to the making of the da@dAea, though in 1. 208 ‘Opiavos 
(the date of the blindness) has been altered to Kévovos (the date 

of the father’s removal to Psates’ house). The arbitrator there- 
fore did not reckon from the father’s death but from his inca- 

pacity, and this seems to indicate that rod ... marpds in 1. 160f. 
and tov marpds in |. 174 are slips for rijs znrpés. But even so 
there is a discrepancy (in the plaintiffs’ favour) between their 

own admission and the arbitrator’s award, for they reckon from 
their (mother’s) death, he from their father’s blindness or his 

removal by Psates. This may be because they were not at first 
dependent on their brother, but were maintained by their father 
or their uncles, the ‘ten years’ of 1. 158 including therefore some 
time for which Psates was not entitled to claim. This is perhaps 
the reason for the alteration in 1, 208; for Il. 92-97 may imply 

that Psates did not begin to maintain his brothers and sisters till 
after his father’s removal to his house; they were perhaps at 
first with the latter at their uncles’ house. In 1. 145 ff. Psates 
only claims to have maintained them since his father’s death. 

161. ywovra: the letters ywo have been written over again 
with darker ink. So too in several other cases, to which it does 

not seem worth while to call attention. 
162. ern: perhaps a correction. Dioscorus may inadvertently 

have written evra. 
evetdn xtd.: all this passage, to 1. 184, is very awkwardly 

expressed. The facts are that there were two houses, one of 
which was let at 12 carats per annum for 17 years = 204 Cc. 
= 8s. 12¢., the other at 13s, for 4 years+2 months =6s.+6c. 

The total was therefore 14s. 18c. This is incorrectly given 
in ]. 184 as 143s., Dioscorus having overlooked the 6c. for 

2 months (a subsequent insertion in 1. 180). The sum of zs. 
per annum for 4 years in 1. 164 is of course the total amount 

of rent on doth houses. 
164. $y: a later addition. 
165. nptOpeva: 2. npOunpéva. 
167. evdo“/: eddoxipov. 
168. oxrw: possibly a correction, but perhaps merely a re- 

writing. 

169. avrwy: corr. from aurys. 
171. wa: in the sense of écre; cf note on Il. 152-154. 
177. erwv: the space after this is due to something having 

been washed out. a¢ is written over part of the erasure. 

ér.: the dot is in the MS. 
179. pova: a later addition. 
181. rour eorw xtd.: this passage may perhaps be para- 

phrased: ‘that is to say, the reckoning should be for four years 
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eviavtav Kar dvo pnvev wderev ewar ws haow ou evayortes 

e€ oWews avto” cuvKatatiMenevd avtois ows EerovTat 

184 umep evoiKeto” doyo” vouiopara Sexateroapa nuiov pove. 

184 a (nre de o avros Yarns ra Sebopeva wap avro” v™ rou rirOnvwOnva Tov puup/ avto” adeddp/ oppavo 

1846 em ern Xpovov 

185 P Kat Tovrwy ovrw’ hexPevtwy Kat avrikexDevTwv Tap exaTepo” 
« 
s 

fepous amrevrovrwy Tas SiKatohoyias apdor-epwv Twv 
pepwv Tedos edokev THY pev ovKodopny THS oLKLas 

Um EuTeipwy oLKOdoMwY PETA THY TUVYyELTOVWY 

orkoSopncavrav oKomnOynvar Kar SoxyacOnvas 

190 To 7. KaTahapBaver es piofous o1Kodopev Kar EepyaT@ 

Kat avawpatov Kat wpotruOav y Kar iOwv atat 
Aoyo"’ avakwparwy 

amhws ex Tavtos pepous WyndirOnvar THY ovKoSouny 

Kau KoudiaOnvar ex TO” evouKelo” 
avTt 

Kat Tept wv heyet eL\dav 

Avagracias To” mpoixo” ws dyot PorBaypov™ pyt'w to mdypes 

195 KexopicOar amak ovvawe avtw Kar ouvTeerat Avactacva 

eis THY avatradw To” €dvo” avTns avakop.dyy omep Es KOLVnV 

avtov pet addynrov Siatpodny amedeEavto oferter Kakewvo 

To igompoiKov Tav edwv ws mpodednrorar evs Kowov Sacpov 

ayayer Oar Kar e€ icoporpras vrapxOnvar Tos KAnpovopors 

200 

an® yoveww 

atrac. iva BN €ly aouKov Kal EAV TOLOVTO TL EDXKEV KAL O AUTOS 

Warns tovto” to” Tpomo” emeveyKE Els KOLVOY Epo pov 

ta Se oucnpara SiarpeOnvar e€ toopoupias Kau ev TL VaT0 
v 

hePOnoerar ek TwY evoiKeLwy TO"TwY Tahw peta THY am°mTynpwor 

TwV TNS ovKOSoNS TO’TwY avakwpatav e€ ions polpas auTE 

205 Tovtows UrapxOnvar ‘ro Se tys mepraTodys evtadioy Tov TE 
aQuTwy 

TaTpwo” gwpatio” Kat Tov amofavovros adehpo” €€ icomorpras 

and two months according to the plaintiffs, and this is agreed 
on by them (all the parties) after inspection (of the documents ?), 
so that’, etc.; but the sense given to é& dies adrod cvvkara- 
tiOepévou is not beyond doubt. 

183. omws: also used for dare; Jannaris, Hist. Gr. Grammar, 

§§ 1756, 1951. 
187. otxodozny: as Psates spoke of having built the walls of 

the house (I. 78f.), this is perhaps a reference not to future 
building, to be estimated for, but to Psates’ building, the archi- 
tects being required to reckon the cost of this so that the heirs 
could pay their share. Psates had possibly not kept an account. 
Or SoxipacOjva may refer to the auditing of accounts. But the 
context makes it more probable that the reference is to building 

in the future. 
194. PoiBappwv"* pyro: the purpose of the dots is not clear; 

they may be accidental. 
196. ets ty krh.: the I solidus deposited by Phoebammon 

with Psates was part of the édvoy (see note on 1. 115), but 
érep xrA. seems to refer to this, and shows that they had 
received the solidus back already, as is mentioned also in 
1. 136f. Probably édvou refers to the whole édvov, and dnep 
is not to be connected with it, the translation being: ‘what 
they received, etc., and the iodmporxoy are to be brought to the 
general division’. In that case the meaning of the present 
clause would seem to be that Anastasia agrees to give up to be 
divided what she has actually received, on the understanding 
that she will receive again in the division the full amount of her 

édvov. 
199. tcoporpias: the final s is a correction. 
200. aract iva: a correction. At the beginning Dioscorus 

probably wrote wa, omitting amact. 
202. tro: a correction. 
206. adedpov: ad and just possibly the whole word is a 

correction. 
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mpos o amodetn Yarns evwporws 

woavtes etryvocOnvat KoWws Kal TEPL TNS amorpops 
Tov evayovrav Kovovos 

avtwv am Opwvos operter Yarns royilacbar avrows 
wayvTowv avTots 

ah o” vorepnOy o Tarnp THS opamews ews ore eeyeveTo 

map avto” ws eparay 7» oporoyia Tepe Tov pynKert Svvacbar 
tov Warnv emilnrew mpos avro’s wep. amorpodys xapw 

Kata THY aiTnow To” avTwy paKxapito’ adeAdo’ ev Se Kar 
Beoria eroven avrous am tore em To pn CytnOnvar ta Tepe 

Beato” tapa Varo” zpos avrovs avTi Twv KoT@V TNS 

adytKoTnTos avTwy hetTovpyias TE KaL UTOTAyNS 

ec Se ovk’ evedvaato TovTds y TavtTas TavTe\ws azo TOTE | 
pexpt tTys Sevpo whertev To TpiTov pepos ek THs KarahapBavoon’ 
Holpas avTous TNS Pavyoouerns TomoTHTOS Tpos 

[1708 

™po 
ta Swwpodoynbevta tapa Varo” meromnobat eis arotpodynv 

ex 75 ea’rov pep/ yap Kat 

220 avtwy ernovay exxpovoOnva KovdicOnvar advvatws 

Exet ws opa To Sikaiov weviypos Gv Kat emduppios Kae 

a*rnpev o eipynu’s Varns ta Svo pepn tovtos tpooxapilac ba 

nro. to Tns Siatpodys emiypevov Kar To” Beard ovTe Kat avTous 

Swpeav auT@ ecroupyne al ExpnVv ec Se Kat To xpeos davern 

225 tys’ eudanabeons nuw' yrooews Tapa Varo” BeBarovpevov 

Tapa TWY KpewoTOUMEVaY peyakwv TpOTwTwY Tapa To” avTo” 

matpos ws edn OynoKovtos hoyw mporeheas epyoxetpo” 

exaoTo” TovTwy evapnotws Oenevo” opKoy eravw Twv GeTTwV 

peyadiwy ws expeworer Tavta nuww Amos povos mpo Gavaro 
230 Kat peta Oavarov Kar ovdey ex To"Tov Huw edoOn Tay xpewr 

map aro” adda Varns eorw o mAnpwocas nuas vrep avTd evdmdov 

vTapxet Tpoonkelv Tovs evayovTas Ta €&v GuaoTacel yivouEva 

To’pkov twv Savotwr xpea Siovar Kar yopyynoat 
[Paurja rw expnu’s Varn & eyypado” opodoyias avTwy em 

208. tov evayorvrwy goes of course with avrwy. Kovovos is 
a correction for Opswvos (deleted by the strokes underneath), 
which is curious, since it was during Horion’s term of office, not 
Conon’s, that Apollos became blind (1. 86); but see note on 

1. 157; the reference to the blindness should no doubt have 

been corrected when the alteration was made here. 
RoyifacOa: sic. 

210, epacay: corr. from gacw. 

213. aro rore: the natural interpretation of rdre is ‘the time at 
which the agreement was made’; but the agreement was that 
Psates should not claim for maintenance of any kind after his 
brother’s death, and perhaps therefore rére refers to the time of 
the father’s blindness. But possibly clothing is not included in 
the idea of drorpopy (it is excluded by the arbitrator in 1. 150f.) ; 
and 1. 216f. favours the former interpretation. 

218. wocwornros: y corr. from o, 

220. ernoiavy: a corr. from o. 

222. mpooxapiLacba : sic. 
223. avrovs: corr. from avros by writing the v through the 
upper part of the « 

224. Aerrovpynrat: Ae is a Correction. 
225. enancGeons: the first part of the word is a correction. 

229. peyaAtwy: * gospels’. 
233. roupxou: /, rod dp The o” is a correction. ¢€» overace 

apparently goes with this—‘ at the time the oath is taken’, 
234 f. em mpoGecmias: ‘by instalments’? What follows seems 

to mean ‘taking into consideration (xeqérys) the length of time 
which has elapsed since the death of their late father’; the 
relevance is not quite clear, but the implication is:perhaps that 
the length of time had enabled Psates to spread the repayment 
of the debts over a long period, paying year by year, and it is 
therefore fairer (Il. 241-243) that the plaintiffs should repay him 
gradually. 
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[wlpoPecprais Ketperns THS ToooTHTOS To” yevapevo” Kat apiOpov 

Xpovo” tns TeheuTns TO” pakapito” avTwy TaTpos em TH 

SuvacBa avrous ex Tov Kafohtyo” atodoynoacba avTw 

TO el TL Tpos avpoyiay Twv pepwv KatahapBaver EexacrTos es 

OLKELOY Kat Lovoy mEpos pera To UmeLatpenvar ex TO’TwY ohwy 

240 ™po twavrwy To wepos Varo” Kat auto To” devyovros Kata THY Twv 

Tavrev avnoyiay iva evKohwrepws exwow thy am°doow 
wep . 

Kafa Kat autos ovk vd ev edata€ To"ro Tos oderhomevots 
eToinoev era Kae efewat Tovrois atawunoa Varny ixavov 

opkov ev aytots ots Bovdkwytar Meo” orKkois ws ovdev amexpusato 

245 TOUTOLS EK TATpwas Kat pyTPwas KANpovoutas ad oLo’SyToTE 

edovs Kat ad ns ovens Anpurews Kala thy Soow amyrycev 

TOvTOUS UTEP TwWY yovewy Tpos Tacav VoTEpoy amah\aynv ‘ 

*rehevav kar oBeow Sins Kar wept THs Twv Operrnpiwr 
qo OnAacpatay 

Tov opdavixo” madio” Kar adehd avtwy ad ov xpovo” ereheuTa 
ov 

250 Hpais 7 To’rwv pytnp ws evayer Varns oun’ odertea laBew 

v™ ToUT@Y Ee My THY TOUTwY HuLoELaY potpay Kala Kat a’Tos 

eypad wapa Twv yovewy ogee avafpasar tov idiov a’rd 
7 

adehgov kat avatat Tovtov tn Seoven nrtxta mryv eredy 

tov watepa eOpevey eEnobevnxora oderier apxeoOnvat 

255 ™ Hetcea poipa Twv tap avto” Sofevtwy as avatpodv 
7 

Tov opdaviko” avtwy ade\d vymio” ovtos Kat amrodatar 
ov 

tavta Sua THs tTpodo” tov madi” n Kat yropywy yevTover 
axpiBas ro’? wore 

ETLOTApEVaV EVMPOTWS EY ayLots Beo” oLKOLS Tas OmodoyLas 
exbec Oar Kaba emioravrar Thy emt TovTots adynfeav evra 

260 peta Tov UmotekeoOnoomevov vo TovTwv Kat Uo Varo 

opkov exnovyalew Tovs evayovtas TH ep ExacTw 

262 

262a 

263 

263a 

237. ex: the ¢ is curiously formed. Probably Dioscorus began 
to write ec. 

kabodryou: 7. xaodxod. The reference is to the undivided 
inheritance ; the plaintiffs were to pay their respective shares of 
their father’s debts out of this, but after deduction from it of 
Psates’ portion of the inheritance. 

238. avmhoyav: cf. 1. 241 ; 1869, 14; Cair. Masp. ii. 67151, 89, 
dym\oyoteay, These instances seem to be due rather to a local 
dialectal form than to mere clerical errors. 

exagtos : ¢ Corr. from ». 
246. xaa: the second a seems to be a correction; but not 

improbably a has been erroneously altered to «. 
247. tev: 7 corr. from a (avroy), 

Ve 

xaQ eros 

kepararw Sixatodoya] «iar uly ex Ye. 0” new zpoBiBacba 

waz emdovvat ta Operrnpia tw expnueva Varn v™ 7d waidd oAvyov ex TO aBoXcy 

€mt yap TovTots Tos epyus amact or ad EexaTep pEpous 
ov 

7 poipa es o[ca?] ern [ews] ns efapecrnxey mAxcas yroe dvo eraw Ta OndacpaTa 

248. rns: there is nothing for this to go with. 
250. unrnp: the second y corrected, apparently from p (yyrpos). 

258. owoAcyas: a correction. 
262. ex Oe. ov: it is not possible to read ex veou or ex devrepou 

or €x TovTov, 

262 a, 263.4. These lines, with the inserted words at the 
beginning of 1. 263, go together, and are to be inserted between 
ll, 262 and 263. The original text runs from ll. 262 to 263, and 
then to 264, 265. dAiyor éx rod xaOodr{x)ov xaé’ Eros seems to 
mean that the payment is to be made by yearly instalments out 

of the undivided income. 
263. ™: very doubtful; there is perhaps more than one 

letter before 7. 
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264 ovveuloolk...]...€..T€.... TOL awerywrarots KQL 

265 Oavpaci{w|rarous Syporais Laheewos Emadpodiros . . 

p 
Verso (along the fibres), at the bottom of the roll :— 

ummos Mepvev 

a 5. ae a Oe CA 

oga ern: doubtful ; if correct, the sense is ‘and to pay in 

addition to the said Psates, a little each year from the undivided 

inheritance in proportion (?), for as many years (as elapsed) until 
the age at which he was weaned, namely two years, the cost of 
nursing the child’. ra 6y\dopara is redundant. o[xr], which 
would mean that the payments are to be spread over 8 years, is 

too much for the space. 

264. ovvevdox...: if noav had been written part of it would 
probably be visible after the lacuna, but the remains do not very 
well suit av or ». 

265. Snporas : just possibly a relic of the original tribe- and 
deme-organization of Antinoopolis (‘demesmen’), but this is not 
very likely ; ¢f.1678, 7, note. These were presumably witnesses, 

am’ Kovavos 

but it does not seem possible in 1. 264 to read emt paprvat. 
Zadeevos: a curious name. The o and first e« are doubtful, 

the A probable ; the other letters are certain. Zadvewos seems 
a more likely name, but a stroke projecting upwards to the right 
after ) appears to belong to this line rather than to the preceding 

one. What follows Exagpodiros is probably a tachygraphic 

symbol or symbols. 

266f. This endorsement is obscure, and it may be doubted 
whether the writing on the left has any reference to the docu- 

ment on the recto, and is not rather a memorandum. The 

letters urmo seem almost certain. am° Koywvos may refer to the 
document on the recto. 

PAPYRUS 1709.—Before circa a.D. 570(?). 

Inv. No. 1728 recto+Inv. No. 1745 recto. Acquired in 1906. Antinoopolis; from Kém Ishgau. 

1728 measures 1 ft. 73in.x1 ft.; 1745 fragmentary, width 1 ft. Hand A of Dioscorus, 

across the fibres; but the first «é\Anua (which was therefore from the first the outside one of 

the roll) is attached in the reverse way, verso inwards, so that the writing is along the 

fibres. Folded from the top downwards; but this may have been only the second folding, 

after the verso had been used. On the verso poems of Dioscorus (1818). 

HOUGH this catalogue is one of Greek papyri it seems advisable to include the following 

Coptic document for the reason that it belongs to the Aphrodito collection and refers to 
a family already made known to us by a Greek contract of the same collection, Cair. Masp. i. 67006 

verso. The transcript and translation are due to the kindness of Sir Herbert Thompson. In 

the commentary those notes due to him are marked by his initials. 

That 1728 and 1745 refer to the same transaction is certain ; and it is a natural inference that 

they were originally parts of the same roll. Against this supposition might be urged the fact 

that whereas 1728 is fairly well preserved 1745 is extremely fragmentary; and since it was usual 

to roll or fold documents from the bottom upwards, and the outer portion of a roll is likely to be 

more fragmentary than the inner part, the actual state of preservation makes against the connexion 
of the two papyri. In this case, however, the verso was subsequently used by Dioscorus to 
receive some of his ‘poems’; and since these were written on the upper part of the roll, leaving 

the lower part blank, it is natural that he should have folded the papyrus, after writing the 

verses, from the top downwards, thus keeping the verses in the inner and more protected part of 
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the papyrus. Now it is clear from the worm-holes in 1728 that this papyrus was actually so 
folded; and the last worm-hole of 1728 seems to correspond fairly in shape with the first of 1745. 
Thus the other arguments in favour of identity—the contents of the recto, the identity of hand, 

the use of the verso in both cases for Dioscorus’s compositions—are actually reinforced by the 
format of the document. It should be added that 1728 and 1745 are certainly not continuous ; 

how much is lost is uncertain, but the Coptic text seems to indicate a considerable lacuna. 

As already said, the document concerns the same family as Cair. Masp.i.67006 verso. The 
parties are as follows :— 

? ==John the deacon = Amanias ? 
ist wife now dead end wife 

Aphous = Victorine? Phoebammon! Philadelphia * 

1 plaintiffs ® defendants 

The details of the pleadings are very obscure owing to mutilation, and the arbitrator's 

judgement is entirely lost. This arbitrator may well have been Dioscorus himself since the 
document is in his hand; and the supposition is supported by the evidence of Cair. Masp. 67006 

verso. That document is the marriage settlement of Victorine, drawn up during her father's 
lifetime, and therefore prior to the present arbitration, in which John is described as dead. It is 
written on the verso of a petition in the hand of Dioscorus. It may be taken as practically 
certain that the recto would be used first; and since we have already seen (1674, introduction) 

that the petitions in this collection were all written during Dioscorus’s residence at Antinoopolis 
and that this residence probably fell entirely within the dates 566 and 573, the marriage contract 

must have been written on the verso later than the summer of 566, the earliest date at which the 
draft of a petition on the recto can have been written. In line ror ‘the coming 15th indiction’ 
is mentioned. The contract was therefore written in a 14th indiction, A 14th indiction 

ended in 566, and Dioscorus did not leave Aphrodito till after the beginning of the 15th 

indiction; consequently the marriage contract in question cannot (as indeed we should expect 

_ from its being written on the verso) be the original contract, but must be a later copy. This is 

borne out by the blunders in the text; see Maspero’s addenda (pp. 201, 202) to Il. 12,85, 119 and 

particularly vol. ii, p. 198, where he conjectures, no doubt rightly, that the obscure ad\odevco- 
be 

Sepovaroy of |. 81 is an unintelligent copying of a corrected original which read a\Aodevaopovovor, 
7.€. Gddo S€ Sevoopovo.ov. The papyrus belonged to Dioscorus; why should he copy on to it, or 

have copied (for the hand of the verso seems not to be his), a marriage contract drawn up at 

least some time before and relating to persons with whom he had no connexion? This question, 
obscure while we had only 67006, is answered by the present document. The dispute concerns, 

among other things, Victorine’s marriage settlement. If Dioscorus was arbitrator he would of 
course wish to know the terms of this; what more natural than that he should order one of his 

clerks to take a copy of it? The clerk was apparently a very imperfect Greek scholar and 

probably copied in a hurry (cf Maspero’s remark on the hand, p. 22); but it is possible that 
many of the crimes against the Greek language which the document contains may have existed 

in the original. The present document shows that the parties were Copts. 

$2 
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According to the plaintiffs, their step-sister Philadelphia and step-mother Amanias, in 
disregard of their father’s will, which provided for an equal division of all the property between 

his three children, have appropriated it all. The term used is oxevn, which clearly refers to 
movable property only; and obviously real property could not be seized in this way or ‘carried 

off’. The remaining details are obscure; but it seems probable that the articles intended for 

Victorine’s dowry or some of them had been appropriated by Philadelphia (l. 95 ff.). This 

furnishes some indication as to the date of Cair. Masp. 67006 verso. For the reasons stated, the 

date of the present document must fall between 566 and 573. If Victorine’s dowry had been 

seized by Philadelphia it could hardly have been paid to her in full; and this consideration 

indicates for the present document a date not very long after the original marriage contract. 

Consequently the 14th indiction in which that was written is likely to have been the year 

565-566; and the date of the arbitration may be placed not later than about 570. ; 
For convenience of reference the lines of the two papyri have been numbered continuously. 

Inv. No. 1728 recto.] 

F nara xeecitiac Tporom arcwrse eoynoeecie | seca Neporhasesewn mowh seit- 

Ssatoprt|st] | Tecycunite we Meanapioc Twoanihe MaraKw[it }| cae ce HnAY erTainy 

TiilaneybH[seoc] | (5) Nitarprntoc aearacroc eyatgain] oyhie] | Teycwne erdaaeAdpia - 

TeNnTayanoc Nor | meyerwr asirecqaregcHre | Hicgsare * sr eh exyaiter Weeoi grOy AHA 
gioycon: tina. Teyouhk seitneyepry ‘Symapanader | (10) Heeok otoyeynamtecie Hoywr’ 

ayTcahot enals] | Rosemposerccon Hraycaitrg: ef wapol oitmapio?] | olinrpeyenox Aer nai 

eTpaeseTaze iney-lowh> eroyasedrhade > epoy ayw eyarnazeceals] | asititeyepry + erhrtrty 

mpocee* erepenaoerc | (15) naTcahol a. . ehodA HonTe aicwrse epooy | RaTANeyarmmaroAocia 
astineyepHy* eyyteninie] | me meyouh horhaeeeewit seem seithrnTopmt[ A] | Teqycwime Wuye 

HiOCANNHE MAaKwN giTey-|Wopl Neowee eylajeecprbare seep[rAjafajedepr | (20) TwWeepe 

Hreqeeegchire Weoreee* ereraire Tey-|cwmes gaciwrs eyaw Heeocs ae achr mec-ReyH 

THpoy* Hitenerwr* acaseagte* petits | aelirecesaay [Wlagpal eneqrainl ayaseag|Te] | epory- 
Nesay sejrenahootHy TH NrenAnp[o|-|(25)moseias Nretiterwr+ Hee gwe eanon- QENIUAP/€] | 

HMopiH:s KAITEp alone MayeenTHe NwHpe | Nreywopi: Nejgreee ayo amemerwor: ef 

eha-|sroy eg acpacboy hoyAHcewe* aqasooc ens | aeapTypuit axeleealpenawApe* cep emey- 

epry | (30) nerenwine THPY’ TemeAeye eTpeyNAawy | exooy Hoyo: Hwoseitt KataTasenr- 
gHRe | Hroc ae chrAaneAcbia® asitrecaeaay’ ayasea-loe* echeyH: e[Teeay: warenoy: 

Hnoyraant | [. - .c. 13] - aTgKCe* ONMTpemcoTas | (35) [- - Cc. 23+ -]* ammosxoy | [... . 

5. NatTpiksoc: z.¢,the Dux. This is the ‘Dux who was in hardly bee. For the unusual form cf 1.79 eaxebamsceas (H. T.). 

office in 567. There is nothing in the present passage to show 16. amkaroAotia: cf 1708, 26, note. 
whether he was still in office. 

7-8. aaxamsac: it seems likely, in view of the probable age 

of her daughter, that Amanias was already the wife of John 
when 67006 verso was drawn up. Hence the ‘late wife’ men- 

tioned in I, 1 there may be John’s first wife; but the bridegroom’s 
father Victor had also lost his wife (J. 20), so that this is not 
certain. 

II. Map[o]: there is little doubt as to ap; Nasr is not 
possible (H. T.). 

13. aimazecoalt): the a@ is written above the @ and can 

23. aaxag|te]: perhaps preferably assag[e] from considera- 
tion of space. This rare Sahidic form occurs in Il. 32-33, 44; in 

1. 23 it is certainly aasxagte (H. T.). 

27 f, ehasxoy: this future form recurs in 1. 75 tanwuy, |. 76 
yakatHytit, 1, 82 ehassoy, and 1.119 ehawite (H. T.). 

29. Sep eneyepHy : such I take to be probably the correct 
division: but the meaning of ¢€p is unknown; possibly a form 

of 6wA, ‘collect, bring together’ (H. T.). 

eS 

<< 
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Inv. No. 1745 recto.] 
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[- + « +] Moyawpela. . Memeo... + +e + + «| 

Mei AajaeAcbias eqfr Mac’ gopar HonTe Hte[creyH 2] 
THpoy + echprnaromoseagze* Hreraoc* meraoc . [. «| 

Hnentrabraay mac THPOY* ayo TeqRamewe* NAT 

(40) Wracqwaie- easitraq ceni/ cabdAay: ayw ebaw 
[. .].c¢* Hon [c. 6] Te chorhaceeewints seithrnTopsit 

[pe weve reve ole e « - POL Nmeyaeepoe 

Bee chen cy els RE OMEN a ws 8 <2 fon 0h) 

[. « « -lepemerpnrapTHe Tap HrooTe ecaaeage « |. - J 

(45) [- + -Jh . - oy Mag a. geAmize* eMwW Tawpeas a . [+] 

[- - - e e eee] relaltentiszaay Taah nai emamporr(cort] 

Jowh+ TeTAWOPH HNeoreece m1 P] 

Fy oywoat ain aiteoy 

] TIporn06 

(50) ] + auTto 
jason ira . 

|. €T* senTacw 

jay* €Trampea 

RelAeyelc Wile . TE we 

(55) Jpooc > Tec ww eee [fe eee | 

Jemeqjoce* gaToyera a. [. - -| 

] Maroy olimegyitos Nuyoite 

jenpip: ahemsoyeeer: ere 

] - ah- Hrog ae mexagq ae 
(60) Pokey 6 tarde co R, os BOOT 

[ie wh, sfetie Ss MR 

[ow ee cle ee eee we ew ow oe AMAR. « - s «| 

[- - - Mieqpan: me RaAowsIcTOc* eherpl. . . . «] 

[- «+ + «| €Aeyeepoc > xeomton ae- pol. ot eeta} 

(65) [pe re le Ke Oe ] eo ee Hime ae Co [see « 5] 
[- + « ofe RLITT[ 

GHisnTolpim [. .] . € . aw Mapamal..... «| 

enawoy [. .. .] . eM . EMeMeIWT Wa. [... + - «| 

TEePONH * NTH. . A. AQAD Npwaee [. 2. . - «| 

36. Awpea: the mention of Philadelphia makes it doubtful 
whether this refers, as one would naturally take it, to the mpd 
yapou deped of Victorine. It is not quite clear who is speaking 
here. The mention of Philadelphia (J. 37) seems to rule her 
out. Phoebammon and Victorine are also named in 1. 41, but 
the passage is probably a quotation (‘he says’). ‘Our father’ 
here points, Philadelphia being ruled‘ out, to either Victorine or 
Phoebammon, Lines 46 and 47 seem to contradict one another, 

for the speaker in 46 should be a woman, in 47 a man. Perhaps 
‘my’ is a mistake; or possibly the speakers are Phoebammon 
and Victorine pleading jointly; cf 1. 15 ff. Then 1. 46 would 
refer to Victorine, 1. 47 to Phoebammon. 

60-61. These lines probably form one line only (H. T.). 
66-69. These lines are uncertain, their latter portions 

forming a separate fragment, which may be misplaced here 

(H. T.). 
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(85) 
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ECQOYH ALTMCATIEALOY* CREYVH rier enarecy 
s2iiTo|H)nere|.] AICWAG * aitohe+ epooy anton 
gloycon Hinworen|T HKAnponoseoc + onnrpe 
Taaay NeprAaaleAria ajoe> epaTe Epon zeta 
weepe cahern( 6or7 Jers eonAimia> KadAwC 
NePrecowh: waren fanow Aaay- ait oyte 
yanaTHyTHt aw eft Aaay > ature - caTeye 
Tactic HrreAeyere > Hracipacbole> boyAncie 1 
Neyesror > groycoim .. .]. - [. J. . [. plorbareseon 
e€aecbaliticoar ial. . ‘iy eyrrapry pia] mea] 

-+([-] +. Manvenamoc> Hreymodse crooyt 

Epegen aeiapTy|poc eyasw Haeoc HonTc ose(a] 

MeqerwT* wxooc ehaseoy+ erpeynwuys weqitKa 

ERMOOY KATACYOM* NwosiHT coypoyAaasry ae 

HerAaaeArtpia [+ -] etjorypwmedey ae chor ot 

The, sslapry pelt 

EREINOM HGMERAIROC xeEWayT Nac oy: A 

[1709 

oysrepocs Noy mai ae> ne mesitTpe mayAoc muye 
HaZapialc] MaaKoitoc Nice eelteenna> mye 

HepAayiioc MWe eeieelnna mye Here nanonmpomonten 
(90) ssit].Jy. . mye>m..[ c.6 

\y¥T* THPOY Ne> ayo Nrypoc > meamebruol  c, 6 
[RloAAoYeoe Nene . [ 

NGieprAalaer]p[ia 

Nai gooy| 

(95) 

SeNHWCTANTINOC Mme 

Jogos 

jwras 

Meyoan . & [- -]--[--- Jee. s [2 J. . RE MOYQOOY] 

ssahicTa megip. . [.. Jase sent... ¥ Pxpiae Hposele] 

Miee + Srmropmut me Nroc* ecouy chords xe sagt 

HMlanporkoon TacwK Mal ecxe+ ro TeRAHpONoseloc] 

(1O0h™ Lode x. ada! Teaag [......] ee... OC* OYXPeoc 
[- - Mporjnoon: [ Wiosanira 

eTEHAINE * aetiTcnooye WpToh Mc[oyyo ayw Melt 

71. antwhe: the initial letter, probably a, written over € 
(H. T.). : 

74. cahek: here again the speaker is difficult to determine, 

but he seems to be distinct from the parties in litigation. 

80. Nantekarkoc : the document is too fragmentary to 
decide what part in the dispute the Defensor played, though 
from |. 86 he appears to have published the will, and it may 

therefore be a mere coincidence that he is mentioned also in 

67006 verso, 75f., apparently as guaranteeing the agreement; 
but on the whole it seems likely that the same person is referred 
to in both places. Whether he was concerned in his official 
capacity or merely as a friend of the family is not clear; but 

the first supposition is the more likely from Oxy. i. 129 (= Mitteis, 
Chrest. 296), where a libellus repudii is sent by a father-in-law 

to his son-in-law through the Defensor; cf Mitteis, Hermes, 
XXXiv, p. 105. 

81. The filling up of the lacuna here, though probable, is not 

certain, as there is no sign of the tail of the p which one would 
expect (H. T.). 

86. ewayt: 2 eusayy (H.T.). 
88, MaraKomoc fMitcremwit: this title is new. There can 

hardly be a doubt as to the correctness of the reading. Mr. Crum 
writes that he has recently found in Coptic ostraca two instances 

of oiyvoyv as =‘ prison’, presumably the origin of the Arabic 
sijn in the same sense. This will probably be the meaning of 

the word here ; Paul held a charge in connexion with the prisons. 
92. The decipherment of the name is due to Mr. H., I. Bell 

(H.T.). 
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TAYTAAY Nal THP Ys NOnT Ys NMaTaseaayne Wwyaat 

HreXopHcias HTAKcCyNTATE * oliMempornkooms eTAac 

(105) [lat acprinamanoAocers Naso: aqhagT Hasoc: naimep 

[- + eo] e+ - Napwoe...... JeneyH egoyt Nay em . 

foie baba 'e! ‘on Jame aq7[. . . . rAjaneA(tpra . .]. poe mat 

axititecca [. .]. . . INATO . . WUE CBW. 2.2 eee 

ecawshe* € . Wop wap . [.] Hrencwme + malt ae Wrepec 

(110) sooy: ac . [ fy nmeprdyere 
[race ] + Y° gitntpeb 

Jehrooy Waea . 

jtrae meT 

W)pornoon ele]... [ 

(115) ] Mpotoytaseoy axin[ 

] Wrerrree+ an eeltneg . . [ 

jexan Tpocteyenwecre er 

|axoc* finTopmtin Acace | 

]- co. [... .Jaue ae ehawits [ 

(120) Trpjornoor [ 

] me+ eretTit [ 

] Nrentaqraac mac [ 

jh WHTIT+ settueAceT nf 

] HraqiitHyTH eopat epoc [ 

Raaetter ere alte... oc . [ 

TRANSLATION. 

1728.] € After the manner of an Arbitration (kara peouretas tpdrov) :—I have listened to the 
argument (i7deots) of the case of Phoebammon the Weak(?) and Victorine his sister, the children 

- of the late (axdépios) John the deacon (diaxwr), the ex-superintendent (drozpovonrav) of the 
honoured house of the illustrious (ravevdnyos) (5) patrician (warpixios) Athanasius, who are at law 
with their sister Philadelphia, their father’s daughter by his second wife Amanias; they having 

requested (airety) me with an oath jointly to listen to their case between them; and they have 
appealed (zapaxadeiv) (10) to me by a common agreement (cvvaiveois), and they have informed 

me also of a compromise (koyzpdépiocor) which they have arranged, (viz.) to come to me at my 
door (?), urging (évoxhetv) me to inquire into (é€erdew) their case, which they are disputing about 
(4uduBaddew) and with regard to which they are in litigation (8u«aleoPax), according as the Lord (15) 

shall teach me the way (?) out of it. 
I have listened to them according to (kara) their pleadings (8txatohoyia) against one another, 

their case being of this nature, (viz.) Phoebammon (+ év) and Victorine his sister, the children of 
John the deacon (8.) by his first wife are disputing (du¢uBaddew) with Philadelphia (20) the 
daughter of the second wife, she being their sister on the father’s side. They say that she has 

carried off all the property (axed) of our (stc) father, she has appropriated them, with her mother, 
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even unto his house; they have appropriated it; they have said ‘We will eject you (A/ur.) from 
the inheritance (kAnpovopia) (25) of your father’, just as if we were the children of a whore 
(zépvy), and yet (xaimep) we are the legitimate (adévrys) children of his first wife ; and our father 
went down to death with an unwritten will (€€ dypadov Bovdjoews). He declared before witnesses 

(eri paprvpwv) saying, ‘Let my children . . . . for themselves; (30) all that is mine I bid (xedeveuw) 
them divide it among them in third parts according to (xara) my poor estate (lit. poverty).’ But 

Philadelphia and her mother they have appropriated that property (oxevy) till now; they have 
not let us...... when we heard (35)...-.. we rejected.... 

he? a a gift (Swped) from (?) our father....... to Philadelphia, he .... in her 
(it ?) all the [property], he also making an inventory (?) (—dvoydfew) piece by piece (eiSos) of all 

the things which he had given her; and also his share of a house (40) which he had bought (?), 

as he had no other house besides it; and he says......... Phoebammon and Victorine..... to 

me (?) of (?) their share (uépos)..... for (ydép) his documents (xdprns) are in her hand, she having 

appropriated [them] (45)...-. I (?) hoped (é\7iLew) to obtain the gift (8wped, marriage portion ?) 
ark [my ?] mother gave me for. my dowry (mpoixgov) ........ my(szc) first wife separated [it] 

ate ease (50)... 2.2 0+ ee ee ee eee (55)... to his loss as regards the property (odaia) 
Pe the in his great illness ......... (60) ........ whose name is Kaloionistus; he makes 

ee ans but (8) only («dvov) Eleutherus(?).......(65)........a number of men... . (70) after 
his death; all the property (oxevn) which was part of his poor estate (lit. poverty) ...... we 

compensating them ourselves, (viz.) the three heirs, causing the mother of Philadelphia to oppose 

us, as my daughter Sabek (?)..... comes (?) to full age (Auta xadds) (75) and takes her part (lit. 
does her work) with you (A/ur.), I will not divide anything; nor will I suffer you (p/ur.) to take 

anything. I have sought the maintenance (avoracis) of the commands (xéAevors) of the unwritten 

will (aypados Bovdnows) of their father ..... . publish (€udaviferOat) ........ for a witness 

(waprupia) that he (80) .... the General Defensor (?) (wavréxS.xos) of their city of Siout; there 
being some witnesses(?) in it that his(?) father said, when he was about to die, that they should 

divide his property among them according to («ard) one-third portions, but (8¢) they should (?) 

give (?)' nothing to Philadelphia...... but (8€) it is published in (85) [the presence of ?] those 
witnesses (uwaptipwr éxetvor) by the Defensor (€xduxos), saying, ‘What is given to her? or a share 

(u€épos) of what?’ These are the witnesses: Paul the son of Azarias, the deacon (Sudkovos) of 

Prisons (?) (atyvov), and Mena the son of Flavius(?) and Mena the son of Sie (szc), the ex- 

superintendent (dompovonrav), (90) and .... the son of ..... and Constantine the son of 
Cyrus the honey-merchant, all of them being ... and Colluthus ....... (SG) 5755.6 especially 

(udduora) because . ... . the men(?) of the mountain (? necropolis) were in need (— peta), all 

the men; but Victorine she is crying out ‘Pay me my dowry (povx@ov) and let me take(?) these 
things; if the inheritance (kAnpovopia) is thine (fem.) (100)........... which are these : 

twelve artabas of wheat and all that he gave me in it, that which belonged to my mother, except 

the allowance (xopyyia) which he appointed (ovvrdacew,) in the dowry (zpoixdov) to be given (105) 

tome. She also defamed (xaxodoyetv) him (and) he turned me out of it, although (kaimep)..... 
Jeb Pee ee (115) of the first marriage(?) (tpwrdyapos) .....immovables and..... according 

(rpos) to their list (yydous) ..... ; but Victorine she .... saying, ‘if he shall live ....dowry..... : 

* Reading ¥ for t. 
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PAPYRUS 1710.—Circa a. pv. 565-573. 

Inv. No. 1737 A recto. Acquired in 1906. Antinoopolis; from Kém Ishgau. 83 in. x 37 in. 

In a free sloping rather compressed cursive hand, across the fibres. Probably folded from 

the bottom upwards. On the verso, along the fibres, remains of 4 lines of hexameter verse 

in the hand of Dioscorus, with one added lower down. 

ARRIAGE contracts of the sixth century are so rare that it is worth while to publish the 

following fragment in spite of its imperfection. The extant parallels are Cair. Masp. 
i. 67006 verso and CPR. 30=Mitteis, Chrest. 290 (Wiener Denkschriften, xxxvii, p. 170, App. 

768 is a mere scrap). Besides the present one this volume adds one other, 1711. All these 

papyri are unfortunately much mutilated at the beginning, and the present document, preserving 

part of the first 17 lines, is of some interest. That it is a marriage contract can hardly be 

doubted, for though in the contract proper nothing remains which in itself points to a marriage, 
the words 6 ydpos in 1. 4 may be taken as indicating the character of the document. The 
point of chief interest in the contract is the opening formula, which perhaps (see note on II. 4-6) 

contained a general reflection on the nature of the marriage-bond. The bridegroom was a 
singularts, possibly in the ducal ré&is, perhaps accompanied by his mother; the name of the 

bride was Theodora. The document, not being in Dioscorus’s hand, may have been written 

before his removal to Antinoopolis ; the ¢ervminus a quo is therefore the accession of Justin. 
[Flor. iii. 294, published since the above was written, is certainly a contract of marriage, and 

it seems not impossible that it may be part of the same document as 1710. The bride was 
apparently called Theodora (Il. 37, 95), as here; she was accompanied by her brothers, but it is 
unfortunately impossible to say whether this was the case with our Theodora. Her husband was 

probably called Colluthus (1. 76), and in 1. 2 f. he is connected with the ducal raéis. A ovyyov- 
Adpwos THs adris Hyenovi[kns TA&ews is mentioned in |. 35, evidently a different person, as Sovkuxys 
is certain in 1. 3; but Colluthus may also have been a szmgudaris. Here also (see |. 16) one 

of the other parties may have belonged to a ra€is. Flor. 294 was very likely a parallel document 
to 1711, which it certainly resembles in its formulae, and from which portions of it can be restored. 

This resemblance makes *Avz{ivdov in |. 24 (see Vitelli’s note on p. x) more likely than Avz{aiov ; 

the mention of another nome in |. 72 proves nothing. ] 

+ Baotdevas Kau v[rateas tov Oevoratov nuwy Seamotov Pdaviov] 

loverwov tov aiw|yiov Avyovotov Avroxpatopos erous X..... ] 

evveakardekatn wide") / [ ev Avti/ roher TH haptporary] 

+0 yapos ex| 

5 ayabous Tro 

nyovperns THs Tov O| 

4-6. These lines seem to bea kind of introduction or preamble 
to the contract proper. Lines 4 and 5 are written as above printed, 
with blank spaces after yayos and ayafos, and it may be con- 
jectured that the lines were thus spaced throughout, to mark 
them off from the rest. This suggests that they may have 

contained some general reflection on marriage; something like 
6 ydpwos ek [Ceod eotiv . . . én’] dyabois rod[Aois . .. seems con- 

V. 

TavTnv] 

ceivable. In lL. 6 jyoupéms is perhaps to be compared with 
CPR. 30, 1, though in that case the interpretation given to 
the word by Wessely in his translation (cf the supplement in 
Mitteis, Chres¢. 290) must be rejected. We may perhaps read 
(immediately after woA[Aots) something like rys deorowns nyo 
tns Oeoroxov Mapas] nyoupevns tys Tovd[e rov yapou (é. 2.) cvgvyias 

(or yaptxov ovpBodatov (e..g.) TeAetwoews). 
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TY eyypadov opodoyray 

EKOVTES KaL TeTELop[EVOL avEV TAVTOS Sodkov Kar doBov Kat Bias Kar] 

ATAaTHNS KAL avayKNS kau TAONS TVVAPTAYHNS TWOLOVVTAL KAL Tievrat] 

10 ‘mpos eavrous ex pelv Tov evos pepous Pd/ 

ovyyovdapios Thode [THS.....- RRS Pay tagews amo tavTns 77s] 

hapmpas Avtiwoewy mlohews pera ? Ts] 

Bytpos avtd tTys Kat glvvevdoKovons ? 

@codwpa Ovyarylp 
15 Ilv@todwpov mewplapirov ? 

TS avTns oEeurvy|s Takews? 

ade....s pera] rwv anlo? 
. . 

10. If Flor. 294 really belongs to this document we must read 
KodAovbos. 

Il. rafews: cf. 1714, 13; Cair. Masp. i. 67023, 4-5; and 

particularly P. Graz in Archiv, ii, p. 183. rhode, if rightly read, 
means xara OnBaida. If Colluthus is the bridegroom the officium 

of the Dux must be meant. 
13. Probably part of a statement that the simgularis (the 

kat Avpyua] 

we require more than her father’s name in 1. 14, and the reading 
may have been rou rns paxaptas pynuys.....viov. But if Flor.294 
belongs to this document Pythiodorus may be one of her brothers ; 

see however I. 17, note, 
16, ra€ews: for cepvds applied to the ragis see Cair. Masp. i. 

67019, 2 f., riv eli] x@ptov cepviy rori[rt]xiy raéw. But possibly 
mapbeveas should be read; cf. 1711, 17-18, rv oy cepyiy Kal 

bridegroom) was accompanied by his mother; his father was doahj mapQeveiav. 
then possibly dead. 17. twv an[o: or perhaps rey av[rns adeAhar? 

15. Possibly Pythiodorus is Theodora’s grandfather. If so, 

PAPYRUS 1711.—a. D. 566-573. 

Inv. No, 1756 verso. Acquired in 1907. Antinoopolis; from Kém Ishgau. Verso of 1708; 

this contract extends from the top of the roll to line 57 of 1708. In a crabbed, much 

flourished, sloping cursive hand, a good deal compressed, along the fibres; lines very close 

together ; papyrus much rubbed in the earlier portion. 

HE mutilation of this document is regrettable, as it is of considerable interest ; but its 

imperfection is to a large extent repaired by the fortunate survival of a draft of the main 
portion of it. This draft, which is at Cairo, is no. 67310 in vol. iii of Maspero’s catalogue. That 

it is a draft is clear not only from the corrections and additions but also from the fact that the 

date, names, and subscriptions are not inserted. It may disprove a conjecture previously made 

by the present editor, that 1711, which, being all in one hand, is clearly not an original, was 
a copy made for Dioscorus to be used in some law-suit or arbitration, in which Dioscorus was 

perhaps arbitrator or the advocate of one of the parties. That the copy was made for Dioscorus 
is clear from its having been written on the back of a document in his hand, which, as it was 

found at Kém Ishgau, must have been taken with him on his return to his native village. Cair. 
Masp. 67310 also belongs to his papers, having been found at Kém Ishgau; and, since the draft 
occupies both sides of the papyrus, it cannot have been bought by him for scribbling paper 

like (probably) some of the documents included among the Aphrodito Papyri, but must have 

been written for him by one of his clerks, What then is the relation of the two documents to 
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each other? At first the idea suggested itself that 1711 was copied for Dioscorus from an actual 
contract with a view to forming a model for a similar contract which Dioscorus, as a notary, had 

been called upon to prepare, and that 67310 was:a draft, based on 1711, for that contract. (As 

it is not said by M. Maspero to be in the hand of Dioscorus it must in any case have 
been written by one of his clerks, not by Dioscorus himself.) This idea, however, seems 

to be disproved by a comparison of the two documents. Almost without exception the 
additions made to 67310 above the line are here found incorporated into the document; and 

though, if there were only one or two such cases, it would be possible to explain them as 
inadvertent omissions by the clerk, corrected on revising his draft, they are as a matter of fact too 
numerous for this. The conclusive evidence, however, is to be found in ll. 66-68 of 1711, which 

are an evident afterthought, and which are not found in 67310. Consequently the latter was 
prior to 1711; and from this it follows that the completed document was drawn up in the office 

of Dioscorus, 67310 being the first draft of it. If, therefore, Dioscorus (through a clerk) was 
himself responsible for the contract, it becomes less likely that the copy was made for use by him 

in a law-suit; though that is of course not impossible, it is more likely that a copy was taken for 

purposes of reference at the time when the agreement was concluded. 

The portion of the contract found in 67310 is that represented in 1711 by lines 15-65. 
In this portion the agreement between the two MSS. is, with a few exceptions, word for 

word, except for the introduction into 1711 of the modifications necessitated by the insertion 
of the names of the parties. Before the portion found in 67310 come the date, the preamble, and 

the names of the parties; after it are the additional clause already referred to and the sub- 
scriptions of Horuonchius and his sureties. The fortunate discovery of a draft of the document 
not only supplies the supplements for the numerous lacunae in 1711 but has enabled the editor to 

place a number of fragments too small for identification without this assistance. Joined together 
they help to make up the larger numbered fragments. 67310 also makes possible or verifies the 
reading of several passages where the traces here are too slight or too uncertain for any certain 
reading unsupported by external testimony ; and the present editor is much indebted to M. Maspero 

for the opportunity of seeing his proof. 

The document is a marriage contract between Fl. Horuonchius son of Philip, a soldier of 
the xumerus of Antinoopolis, and Scholasticia daughter of Theodore. The rarity of marriage 

contracts of the Byzantine age makes it peculiarly valuable; and it derives an additional interest 
from the peculiarity of its form. It is not, formally, a contract for marriage, but a contract for 

the payment of the donatio propter nuptias, which is here identified with the éva, as apparently 
in 1708 (see note on |. 115 there); and it was drawn up after the consummation of the marriage. 
It is not, however, a mere bond for the payment of the money, but includes specific and indeed 
elaborate undertakings for the behaviour of both parties to the marriage, and it is called a 

yapixov cvpBddaov, so that it may properly be regarded as a marriage contract, though of 
a special kind. Maspero remarks that ‘il a été rédigé aprés la consommation du mariage, comme 
sil y avait 14 un souvenir de I’ancien “ mariage d’essai”’; but it may be doubted whether, even 
granting the existence of ‘ marriage on trial’ as a regular institution in the Graeco-Roman period 

(see Mitteis, Grundziige, p. 200 ff.), any sort of survival or reminiscence of so primitive an institution 
can be assumed for the Christian period. The phrases used in Il. 15-17 are essentially those of 

the full legal marriage. Probably therefore Maspero’s suggestion must be set aside; we must 

T2 
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suppose that for some reason, in certain cases, the drawing up of the marriage contract was 

deferred till after the marriage; or that a second contract, with special reference to the donatio 
propter nuptias, was then drawn up. See also 17285. 

The amount of the donatio propter nuptias is 6 solidi less 36 carats; its payment is not 
promised for any special time but at the will of the bride (67é67av BovdnO7s), and is guaranteed by 

three sureties, one of whom is a woman, while the other two are soldiers of the mumerus of 

Antinoopolis. The mutual undertakings by husband and wife are curious and interesting. The 

husband undertakes to maintain and clothe his wife in a manner befitting his station, not to affront 
or repudiate her except for misconduct, which must be proved by three or more credible free 
men, and not to abandon her. In subsequent passages he further undertakes not to invite to the 

house any unsuitable (dvaxdé\ovfos) person, not to dine in her presence with any one except by 
her consent, and not to take any other wife. The penalty for any breach of these undertakings 

is to be the payment of 18 solidi, z.e. three times the amount of the donatio propter nuptias. On 

the other hand the wife undertakes to obey, love, and tend her husband ; breach of her engagement 
is subjected to the same penalty as in the husband's case. 

As regards date, this must fall after Dioscorus’s arrival at Antinoopolis in 566 and before 

his return to Aphrodito. In view of the dates of other Antinoopolite documents in the collection 

it is not likely to be much, if any, later than 570. 

In this transcript supplements certified by 67130 are printed in thicker type, those words 

which Maspero marks as doubtful being dotted; but it must be remembered that several words 

read in the present document could hardly have been deciphered, at least with any confidence, 
without the help of the draft; for not only are the earlier fragments and some other portions of 

the contract very much rubbed, but the lines are so close together and the writing so much 
flourished that it is often almost impossible to tell to which of two lines any particular stroke 

belongs. 

(a) + Baorrevas Kar vrarelas tov Deorarov nuwv Sexrorov PAS IoveTtwou Tov awviov) 

Avyovatov Avtoxplatopos erous 

(4) Blank space. 

+ Tov yapikopr [| 

Blank space. 

5 (¢) [®d/] Qpovayyis vos P[i)Nurmov ex pytpos..... Ie THE Lovie 8 Kaboom} 

[orpat|wrly[s apiOuouv Avri/ Kat ooriaptlos amo z[n\s avTns Toews 

4. For the respective positions of fragments 4 and c see 1708, 
3, note. As regards the reading here, one naturally thinks of 

t[o map]lov yapsxov [ovpBodraor, but this seems impossible, and 
cvpBodraoy in 1, 10 is probably the first mention of the contract. 
Here there is not room for omap between the stroke visible to 

the right of the cross and oy; moreover, on a close examination, 
this stroke is seen to terminate below the upper edge of the 
fragment, and to be without any horizontal stroke or any liga- 
ture connecting it with the following letter. Consequently it may 

be regarded as merely the top of a letter in the following line, 

and as the slight trace following, though not much like the 
downstroke of r, is not irreconcilable with it, rov can be read ; 

were the first stroke taken as 7, the space would be too wide 
for this reading. This, in connexion with other considerations 
(the analogy of 1710 and the space above and below), makes it 
probable that we have here a general reflection on marriage. 

A small fragment containing only a]AAyAoi[s may come either 

before or after ¢. 
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€EKAOTOS Kat 

Tos To {me Tous fs] Snhovpevors gvudwvors ev Tw S[npoorw? yaptKor] 
10 avpBoraoy ep aus tlelprexer StacroNas] atacais KaL..... Pes 

Aurwv amo TavTy[s Tlys [AvTivoewy Todews ?| : - : 2 ? , ; 

15 \ 5 a 

[Qpovwyy.ov] Kar exdoow [..... 
HO. 

].. <0... 

7a og Ran Gee 
Ls. P Epavtov Tov Tpoadnynberta 

. os 

. lov emt xpylotalis eAmior 

et To Oew Soferev Kat yvy|owwy TeKvwY OTOpAa Kal THY ONY TELVHY Kat 

arparn tapleveray evpwr Sunxopevoa ofev evs TavTnv nKw THY eyypadior] 

acdaheay Kal nv opooyw odeifrlew kat] xpeworew vTEep TaV cwv yapyiKwY 

20 eSvov nToL Tpo yapnov Swpwy Tey TyTEepornpevwr Kar TYvaperarToY 

peragy ewov Kat od Ka twv [owr) oleuvar] yovewy ypvoo vopliops) SeamoriK wv] 

Soxyov €€ exaloTlo wapa Keparia ef] Cvyw Kar gtabiyw Avtioov yi/ xp/ v® Seon) 

(e) 
[Bok/ ¢ t/ Ae Lvyf Kat orabpf Avti/ Kat Tavta eToLpws exw Tapalryxev 7) ON Ev|yeveta) 

25 
ene eee 

KWOUYM Kal TOPw KaL TYLNMaTL THS E“NS UTloT]ragews yeriKws KaL LOiK[ws] 

™ [ol vroKeperns cou ets TovTO Kat ofohoyw pndev NTTOV Tpoe 

emt qoutjois Siabpapar oe yrnowws Kar evdidvoKew Kal opoioryta TayTwy 
[rTav oluvperpiwy po KaL TOV Tpo~ovTa por Topoy Kata Tov SuvaTov TpoToV 

[THs euns petlprorntos Kau ev pnden Katappovnoa oO [pyre] 

8. Perhaps ets r[nv exriowy tov mpoorimov? For exaoros perhaps 
exaotov. It does not seem possible to read exovowws kar avOat- 
pe|rws, and the reading ras ro e[m is very doubtful. 

II. Avrwy: avrev seems hardly possible. 
aro tavtns tns: one naturally expects Avrivoewy rodeos, 

which ought to be the first mention of the city; but the first 
mention of it was only in connexion with the zumerus, so that 
tavrns ktA. is not unnatural here. The traces after the lacuna are 
too faint for certainty. 

15. Cair. Masp. 67310 begins mpaonyv xara gidckny Kat elpnyixny 
b:abeow cvvnppoocdpny epavtdy kat éxdoow vopipov ydapov, but 
here, in spite of the apparent po, it is hardly possible to read 
cvvnppooauny before epzavroy, and voptpov yanov is out of the 
question before em. kar exdoowv is on a detached fragment, but 
it is difficult to see where else it could be placed, and the ends 
of two upstrokes on the recto suit this position. 

17. The ¢ is very doubtful, but the initial letters of lines are 

usually formed in an exaggerated way in this document, and the 
reading (taken from 67310) suits the size of the lacuna perfectly. 

19 f. rwy ow krd.: here the édva are clearly identified with 
the donatio propter nuptias; see 1708, 115, note. Here too, as 
in 1708, the édva are a sum of money. 

€ 

20. 8wpwy: sic; 67310 has éwpwy, where the ¢ was clearly an 

afterthought. If the present document or that of which it is 
a copy was copied from that (see introduction) the clerk may 

probably have overlooked the overwritten «. 
21. kat Toy cov cepvov yoveov: this does not occur in 67310. 

cevvev (suggested by Prof. Hunt) suits the one trace really 

distinguishable and the space. 
22-24. The supplements from 67310, except that there the 

sum, being from the first written in an abbreviated form, is not 

‘repeated, as presumably it was in this case. 
23. (vy(w) kar: 67310 has ¢; S. 

24. vrepbecews: some of the traces suit this reading (which 
should be right from 67310), but if it is right the letters must be 

greatly spread out. 
26. In 67310 there is nothing between cd:cws and kat opodoyo. 

The position of the fragment containing ry oy and em r is not 
quite certain, though it suits both recto and verso well. If it is 
correctly placed and the reading is right we must suppose that 
the clerk began to write tm on kooptornrt, but found he was 

mistaken and forgot to delete rn on. 
27. yynows: the » is more like x. 

misread the 7 of his model as x. 
28. ovvperpwov: Maspero explains, no doubt rightly, as ‘les 

gens de méme condition’, 

Possibly the clerk has 
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[exBadlew oe ex Tov exov cvvorkeoro[v] mapextos Noylo moplvias] Kae 

[atoxpas mpakews Kat copatikns atatias atroldjeyOly[oopjerns 

[Sta Tprwv n Teov a}fLoTuctev avipov Tayavev ovT@V Kat TOALTLKOV] 

Spapev arakias n acedyias 

eedulJeploly Kar pydapms amroornvar we THS ONS 

HEVTOL KaL QUTNS THS ONS KOTPLOTYHTOS 
[kourns pad erepas 

35 vTakovovons for Kat pudaTTovoens por Tacay evvoiay Kat ELuKpLWy 

aTopynv ev Tact Kaos Kau opedipors Epyous] Te Kat Aoyouls Kal vToTaTTOU. 

fot TpoTos amacw are Sn avnke amacais evyevertatais yuvaritv] 

evdexvec bali] quls tolv]s eavtwv evpoipovs kat pirartatovs avd]pas 

Siva vBpewl[s Kat apiKopias Kat olas Symote Klaradpor|ynoe|os 

40 [add oltxfovpa]y Siorov ewalt Kar purav|Opoy wepu ene yever Oak. oe 

akohov[Ows] Ty Tap eplov beliyOnoopern oor ayaln Kar cwpporr 

Tpoaiperer Kat eb ovpPain mou ToTE KaLpw Nn Xpovw Karadhpovyaa co"! 

kata Tov tpoadynynlevta tporov n exBahew oe ywpis evroyov 

GITLAS WS TpoyeypamraL 

45 

ETOLLOS EXW EYW O TpPOyeypappevols] 

gos avnp Qpovwyxis mlalplacylelv ty on KoopoTnTe loyw Towns 

TNS avTns KaTabpovygEews Xpvod vowiopara SexaoKTw Eepyw Kat 

Suvape. amairoupeva Kat. evos e&eOew Pe €K TOV... TE KMpELs 

avrihoyias Kar Kpioews Kat SuKns Kar Tacns adopyns Kar peurbews 

KQl TAVTOLAS VOMLMO Tapaypadys Kal Evpeciioyias Eveyopuerns 

50 kat Gov THs Tpoadynynfeons pov vupdns Kav yaperns LyodaoreK[Las] 
TW AUTW Low MEVTOL TpoTTYLW EL Kat EWoU KaTalppoverats eme ToLs] 

Tpoteraypevors gulp|pwvors] ep ors Kav ap. |[.].[. .]. 0s mporoporoyw 

ey o aos yaperns pn ovyKkaherat Twa avakohovfov Kar oLKoy 

em GE pyTe ovptogialdiy] eyyjus o]6 pet eratpwv y [oilkevwr 7H 

55 HO erepov Tivos] cov pn Bovdropmerns ryv avrlol Karactacw 

kat els aodaheav exaTepd jrepovs Kat Tov Piaddndov cuvoikeorov] 

efeunv To[vto] To Tyls ovtvytjas cvpdwvov yrow yapuKov. 

avpBodavoy Kuprov ov Kat BeBalilov tavraxov emupepopevov 

kau emepwrnbers exov Kat Temeopevos wpohoynoa pn hoBw py 
60 Solw pn Bia Kar amrarn pyte avayKn ovvehavvopevos Kat UTO 

yeypappevov e&eSounv oor mpos acdadeay Kar Tpos Tavra 

32. tpiav n mheov aktomicray avdpov: cf. P. Eleph. 1 = Mitteis, 
Chrest, 283, where also the charge is to be proved evavriov dvdpav 
Tplov. : 

Tayavev ovroy kat Tohitik@y : 7 is probably meant rather than 
kai. Maspero rightly explains as ‘les habitants de la campagne 
(wa@yos) et ceux de la ville (wéXis)’. 

34- Spapyew: it is curious to use the simple verb transitively, 
but Maspero’s proof has......, which exactly suits the length 
of dpayew, and it seems certain that nothing was written here 
after erepas. 

34. pevroe: pevror similarly begins a clause in 1796, 10; cf. 
too P. Oxy. iii. 531, 19 (Hunt); Flor. iii. 384, 13; etc. 

35- por (first): according to Maspero’s reading, 67310 has pov. 
39. aixopias : 67310 ayikwpras. 

40. oixovpav: Maspero says, of 67310, 18: ‘ Peut-étre o1xovpor, 

mais l’a est plus probable.’ 
45. tT) on koopuorntt: the characters are confused (there has 

perhaps been a correction), but the reading is probably right. 

47. . vos: evos is practically certain. What precedes looks 
most like 7. It would be possible to read o evos, explaining as 
6s) (= as) €évos, but this is not satisfactory. -yupvos is perhaps 
possible, but an unlikely word. Maspero’s proof has in this 

passage kat xara[SaddAopeva map €n6 xopis xrA. as in 1712, 23. 
50. SxoAaorixeas: from 1. 72, where the ending seems certain. 
52. au.[.].[..].os: the letters marked as visible, except the 

first, had long downstrokes. Maspero’s proof has Jr. s, and 
t is not impossible here before os. ape[ravon]ros can hardly be 
read. 

60 f. vroyeypappevov e&edopunv aor: ‘I have given it to you with 

my signature.’ 
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Kal TPOS EKAGTOY AUTWY TWY EVTEPLEXOMEVWY aUTw 

Kehahawy Kal ETL TH TOV TPOTTiMO amodomeE EL OVTW TUXOL 

iroDepevos Ol TAVTA TA VU OVTA Kal ETOMEVA pol TpayyaTa. 

65 evexupov hoyw kar vroOnkys Sixaiw Kabamep ex Suns amedvoa 

mporopooyw avte eyw o [m]ployeylpls yaperlns Qpovwyyxis wn SyvagIa py 
MOTE KAaLPW N KpPOVwW EveyKeELV adhodamas yuvakas eravo 

Ts ens edevepas ev Se TovTo mpatw emdwow To avTo TpooTipov 

ON’ Apovwyxis Dilurrs kafooiwps orpatiwrns apiOyo Avti/ Kat oortiapios 
7o amo THs auTns Toh per eyyuntov po Tov Kar e&ns vToypapovTwy 

exacTo Eevexomevov TH Loa vToypadyn Heunv TovTO To yap.Kov MO 

avpBodravoy vou Ty mpoeipyuervyn SxXohacTikia Ocodwps Eun ‘yapern 

vupgn els xpvcd vomiops e€ Tapa Kepatia Tpiakovra e& Kal TavTa aTodwow cot 

omotav BovdynOys Kar Tonow Tarra Ta cvvTaxPerta ev TH aYTw YyapiKe 

75 ovpBoaw kata thy Svvapiv exacts Kehadaiov Kat aTroowow 

TO TpoEeipnpevov TpooTiov Ee vTEepBnTwpat TavTa TA eyyeypappeva 
ws mpox/ + Avpnia Mapia Ovyarnp Mnva rn evyeveot’s amo tys Avti/ 

eyyvopat Tov mpoyeypapp§ Qpovwyxiov Pilua7d oTpatiwTny Kat ooTiapLoy 

apibys Avri/ es xpvgd vomiop™ e€ mapa Kepatia tpiaxovTa e€ Kat arodwrw 

80 ev cupBain avtov Tapadpovery Tov mpoeipynyevov ‘yaptxoy ovpPoha.ov 

Kal Ta EV avTw TepLtexoneva avapdiBotws ws mpoK/ Avpyd.os 

Avtwvios Bixtopos azo Avti/ avynp THs mpoyeyp’/ Mapuas afiabeus 

eypaa v™ avTns Tapovons Kat ELTOVoNS MOL KATA TpoTwTOV ypappaTa 

pn eduins + Pdavios Kovotavtwos Iwaondiov orpatiwts S$ Sapvapros 

85 eyyvopat Tov mpoyeypapp’) QpovwyKioy Pilurm6 aoTpatiwt) Kat ooTLapLov 

apiOys Avti/ es ypvod vopops e€ mapa Kepatia TpiaKxovra e€ Kar amodwow 
et ovpBain avtov mapadpovew to mpoeipnus ‘yapixov ovpBodavov Kat Ta 

avrTw mepiexoueva avaudiBorws ws mpox/ P/ Xpiotodwpos Iwavvov 

oTpatiats Kat adiovrop/ eypaa vrep avtd ypayps py edoros + Pawos 

gO DorBappwv AdeEavdpo tpwryns apiOps Avri/ eyyvopa tov mpoyeyp’/ 
Opovwykiw Divas otpatiwrny Kat ootiapiov apiOuouv Avri/ 

es xp/ vopiops e€ mapa Keparia tpiaKxovta e€ Kar amodwow a ovpBain 

avTov Tapappovew To Tmpoeipnus yapikov cvpPBohaoy Kat 

65. Sixaw: here the Cairo draft ends. After d:kata, wporoyner 
was written there and immediately crossed out. ll. 66-68 here 
are an afterthought. 

66. There does not seem room for aos after mpoyeyp(appevos). 
69. oortapios: the Latin ostiarius. This is not a specifically 

military title, but Horuonchius may have exercised his functions 
as porter in connexion with his military calling, e.g. have been 
ostiarius of the military head-quarters or of the Dux. It is, 

however, not unusual at this period to find soldiers as traders 
orin some other civil capacity (Maspero, Org. militaire, p. 56 ff.) ; 

and, though in 1. 78f., etc., ap:Ou00 is placed after daridpioy, that 
may be merely an abbreviated way of expressing the facts; here 
it is to be noted that Horuonchius himself carefully separates 
the orparimrns from the dor:dpios, and it is therefore probable 
that the latter is his civil capacity. 

73. vuppn: v apparently corr. from «. 
77. ™: sc. 4}; but possibly the original signature had really 

rou (evyeveorarov). ; 

80. rov: sic. 
84. Sapvaptos: obscure. Sovxvaptos (= dovxnvapios; see Pauly- 

Wissowa-Kroll, s.v. ducenarius) seems quite impossible as a 
reading of the characters, but it may be intended; a badly 
written Sovxnvaptos or Sovevaptos (note that this is a subscription, 

not part of the document itself) might well be read by a careless _ 
clerk as Sapvapios. The reading is certain except the second 

letter, which might also (less likely) be o. 
88. avrw: ev accidentally omitted. 
90. mpwrns: obscure. Here again the reading seems certain 

except the first letter, which might be p or just possibly r. Is it 

a slip for orparia@rns? 
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Ta ev avTw Tepiexomeva avaydiBorws ws mpok/ Avpnos PorBappor 

95 TowWwpov vor%) amo Avti/ afiwhes eypaa vrep avto~ ypapyps pn edoros mapovTos 
KL EUTOVTOS Pol KaTa Mpoowmroy + 

PAPYRUS 1712.—15 July, a.p. 569. 

Inv. No. 1734. Acquired in 1906. Antinoopolis; from Kém Ishgau. r1o2in.x1 ft. oin. In 

a small sloping semi-uncial hand resembling that of Dioscorus, but probably not his; many 
of the v's are of the Coptic type. Writing along the fibres; papyrus very dark in colour. 
Folded from right to left. 

ONTRACTS of divorce, unlike marriage contracts, are well represented among papyri of 

the Late Byzantine period. From Aphrodito we have Cair. Masp. i. 67121; from Anti- 
noopolis Cair. Masp. ii. 67153 (dupl. 67253); 67154 recto; 67155; Flor. i.93 =Mitteis, Chrest. 297 

(dupl. 1718); and the present document; from Oxyrhynchus, in a different style, Oxy. i. 129 = 
Mitteis, Chrest. 296; and there are several documents of the Early Byzantine period which 

furnish parallels in several respects. The style of these Antinoopolite documents and that from 

Aphrodito is fairly constant, and the present one adds nothing of moment to the information 
afforded by the others. The provision at the end relating to the wife’s confinement is of some 
interest. The husband is described as a todvxwzirns, z.¢. a member of the crew of a state galley, 

perhaps that of the praeses. 

As there are no signatures, the document is presumably a draft, no doubt drawn up, like 1718, 
in the office of Dioscorus. 

[+ Blaolil\evas kat vrareas tov Yevorarov nuwv Seamorov Pdaviov lovarwov tov aw 

[vlov Avyovatov Avtokparopos erous Teraprov Een evkas mpwrn TpiTys ivouK/ 

£ ev Avtwoov moder Ty hapmporarn 

tavTnv TiWenefa Kar Tovovpela mpos eavTous THY eyypadov Siatvow yrow Suarorv’ 

5 Swconv opotuTov ypadewwray ex pev Tov evos pepous Avpnhios Mabuas vios 
Dor.Bappovos ex pytpos Edevys twodvuxwmiryns ex Se Oarepov pepovs Avpnua Kupa 

Ovyarnp Iwavvov ex pntpos Tavons apdorepor oppwpevor amo Tns Avtwoewr moh‘ 

opmodoyoupev adndows Ta vroTeTaypeva ereldn Tpanv cvvn>Onuev addydois Tpos 
EVVOLOV KQL Buov KOLV@VLAVY ETL KPVOTALS eXmiow Kal TEKVOV OTopats Vvuv Se Suaopas 

10 np yevouerns ex oKatov Sapovos ameluynuev’ mpos adndous Kata ToUTO Els TaUTHY 

ehn\vOapev []pos eavtous THv eyypadov Siahvow opodoyoupey Kar omodoyet exacTov 

4. diaiow: of. 1718, 8 = Flor. i. 93 (Mitteis, Chrest. 297), 5, 
diaioews. The word is not a miswriting of diaipecis, as Vitelli 

and Mitteis take it, but, as correctly explained by Maspero, Cair. 

Masp. ii. 67153, 17, note, a variant form of Sieois, divorce. So 
too Justinian, Vov. 74 (= Teubner ed. 94), 5, has the form d:aicrov 
for d:€o10v. See Sophocles, s. vv. diéctov, dicots. Here the second 
is corr, from v. 

6. moAvkwmerns: a rower or sailor in the state galley (toAvKwroy). 

This is the word which occurs in Cair. Masp. i. 67058, vii, 11 
(Add.) ; ii. 67136, 16 (see Preisigke, B.-Z.). 

8. emetdn: corr. from emdy. 

9. evvopov: Z, either éyvopoy ydpov or évydpou yapovu (with kowe- 
viav); from 1718, 15 f., perhaps more probably the latter. The 

ev is a later addition, in the margin. 
xpvoras: szc, apparently ; the v is altered from the 

correct 7. 
oropats: corr. from omopas. 

II. eAnAvOapev: or eAndnOapey (sic). The v is confused, and 
may very possibly have been altered to ». 

— 

PS i ep a ey 

o- 
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mporwmov ame npevar Ta tdua ex mAnpous pydeva oyor exew pnde eferv pos addyhov>s’ 

HN Tepe oKevav n Eldar py TEpL edvwY py TEpt GuYBiwoEws py TEpL addoVv oLoVdyTOTE 

Tpaypatos To ~uvodov piKpov n peyahou eyypadov y aypadhov vonfevtos y pn vonfevtos 

15 «tg vouv eMovros py eMovros evtayertos n by EVTayerTOS Kat py eyKadew addphous 

Hlylre eynaderew moore pn ev Sixaornpiw owwdynTore 7 exTos Sikacrypiov Sia To avatar 

[Aws] nuas amyhdaxOar Kar reTrAnpwobar Kar Siatehkvobar mpos addndovs efewar Se 

lexarelpw nuwv eTepw yaw tpocoperew ev Bovinfern axwduTws Kar avepwTodioT ws’ 

[kat alveyKAuTws KaL EL TOVTOLS TAaGL EKATEPOV MEPOS ETMpPOTAVYTO TOV PpLKwoETTATOV 

20 [opkoly eppewar tact Tos eyyeypappevois Kar Kata pydeva TpoTov tapaByvar 

[kau et] Tis €€ yuoly mlapaBynvar ta eyyeypappeva opodoyer To TapaBawov pepos 

[rw e]upevor[re pleper Aoyov mpootimov ypuvcov vouicpatia Svo epyw Kar Svvaper 

[aralvrouper[a kali karaBaddlolueva pera Tov Kau ovtws eppwobar tavTnv THY 

[Sialkvow Sia [walyros nvmep eHeweOa mpos addndovs Kupiay ovoay Kat 

25 [BelBaay cau [ers mlayta erepwrnfer[res] wpor// edogev Se [kar pelraéy npoly] 

[Pore elu wweln? Kar TexOlen to Bpedos to z[ns mployeypapperys K[vplas ert tw Tov [plo 
lyeyplapperfov Mabjeva\’ rohvkwmirny Sovvar dep avakwpatos THs avTns oyeLas 

[aury|s xpvooly ? xeparia] e€ Sixa Kpuoews Kar Suxns Kat AaBew Tov waTepa avrov To pLKpoV 

[P raud}iov P, 

16. pyre: apparently altered from pnde. ro: o apparently a correction, but perhaps merely rewritten. 
eyxadecew: the second « is a correction, probably from ». 22. Noyou: /. Ady. 
aragarhos: this reading is due to Prof. Hunt. There is Suvaper: 8 corr. from, the writer having begun to write Aoya. 

not room to divide amafa|ros, though the trace read as m is 23. eppwoba: corr. from epwoda. 
by no means clear and might be a stain on the papyrus. 26. The earlier supplements are highly conjectural, but the « 

17. amn\AaxOa: x apparently a correction. at the beginning is almost certain, and the following characters 

SiadeAveGar: at corr. from «. strongly suggest owée:, the w perhaps corrected from o. 
18. mpocopedew: the first ec corr. from 7. Kupas: the « has a long downstroke, which is however 
19. aveykduros: sic; the v altered from 7; cf. xpvarais, 1. 9. usual with « in this document ; but it is just possible that Tavons 

er@pocarro ; ¢€ corr. from v. was written by error. The letter before s is however more like 
20. eyyeypapimevors: the second « corr. from p. a than ». 
21, mapaBnva: a confusion of the two constructions «i tis 28. xeparia: 6 carats seems more likely than 6 solidi. — 

mapaBain and e cupBain riva mapaBivat, 29. matdiov : or Bpequov, 

PAPYRUS 1718.—5 Oct., a. pd. 569. 

Inv. No. 1664. Acquired in 1906. Antinoopolis; from Kém Ishgau. 8%in.xgin. Hand B 

of Dioscorus, along the fibres; papyrus much damaged. Folded from right to left. 

HIS contract is a duplicate of Flor. i. 93 = Mitteis, Chrest. 297, with which it agrees with 
remarkable closeness. Curiously enough, especially in view of the close agreement elsewhere, 

there is a difference of date, Flor. 93 being dated on 8 Thoth and the present copy on 8 Phaophi. 
This is probably due to a mere slip of the pen in one of the copies. Another difference between 
the two documents is at once more explicable and more significant. In the present one the name 
of the husband comes first and that of the wife second; in Flor. 93 the order is reversed. This 

is not likely to be accidental, and probably implies that the present copy was that intended for 

V. U 
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the wife, Flor. 93 that intended for the husband. (It may be remarked in passing that as Flor. 93 
may probably [see Flor. iii, p. x, Add. to 294, 24] have been, and 1718 was certainly, found at 
K6ém Ishgau, and Flor. 93 has no subscriptions, both documents are presumably drafts from 

which the clerk was to make the fair copies for the two parties.) For a similar difference in 
arrangement see the duplicates Cair. Masp. ii. 67153, 67253; and for the possible legal significance 
of the fact see P. Mon. i. 7, 6, note. 

The fact that the present document is in Dioscorus’s hand suggests that Flor. 93 may also 

be due to him. 

[xey ?] 
P Blalov\eras Kar drarevas Tov Oelorjaro’ nuwy Seams Pdavio 

loverivov toy awwvio” Avy Avroxparopos etous TeTapté 

Pawdu oydSon Ts TpLTNS iv8°/ ev Avrv’/rode 

5 7™ dapmplolrary 
+ ravrnv rievrar Kat TovovyTat pos addndous 

THY aptigvyypahov Kownv oporoyray Tys Surons 

opotyTo” ypadewons amoluyns Kat Siairews Toure 
Tov plemolvoio” ex pev Tov evos pepovs Auvpnuos 

10 @ecodwpos vios Tewpyto” ex pntpos Novyas pucbuos 

payKuy oppopevos am tavtins) Tys KadAurjo’ Avrwoed 

ex Se ‘Oatepov fepovs Avpydia [A]uapeoria Olvyarlnp Ipoo"ros 
Tov Tpaypartevriol” ex pytpos Pavevas opulwluern K, avTyn 

am° tns avTns TolAjews addn[Aolis ra ede[Ens] emu AeLews 

15 ovtws tpwnv ofvlynhOnpuev aj\Andots pos yapo” Kale] 

Bifov Koilvorvay emt ypnotais edmiot] Klar] texvav yrylorjolr] 

ayaln oopa ovomevor we To adX[nlAaly exTleheoar [ecpyvixjov 

ceuvov ovvoikeriov ef odov tov THs E€ appow [Lays] ypovov 
€k TE T@V EvavTLWY ovK topev TOHeY Tapa Tpoo{[SloKLay 

20 €K oKato” Tovynpo” Sayovos TerovOaper ereuBpioavtos 

nas To” am add\ynov xwpiaOnvai] Kata rovro eis To Tapov 

peolvdiov edyd[vbaplev [rowvvy] opfolAolylo™vres pndeva 

Aoyov exe pyre eflew] tipos addndovs] arevrev]|Oev] Sn 7d dowrd 

epi ovlovdnmote tplayparos eyypadlov y aypado” alkplito” » Kexpyppevo™ 

25 pyTe wept yapo” guvaleras Kar TovTov] eSjyey Kae miplolijkloloy Kar 

avahwpar[wy yapou pyTe pny TEpt oKEVwY TUVELOnVEypLEVOV] 

1. According to Preisigke, B.-L. i, p. 147, Flor. 93 has at the 

top [x]ey 97” (= 6G, z.e. ¢6?). Here too above 1. 2 are traces 

of something having been written, but they are too small for any 

certain reading. It would be possible to reconcile them with 

+ xlo7] ¢{6] (or 614). 
4. Pawqu: Flor. 93 066 (sic). 

Avri®/: 7. é.Avri(vo)d(v). 
8. diaicews: see note on 1712, 4. 

route: 2. rovde. In Flor. 93, 5 Vitelli reads rovroy. Possibly 
there also roure should be read. 

17. pe To; ois a much easier reading than a, though it is not 
perhaps so certain as the editor at first supposed (see Preisigke, 
B.-L. i, p. 147). We may therefore read pe{v) rd. In Flor. 93, 

11, where Vitelli read pera, he now states that o is ‘sicher 
nicht da, doch ist der Buchstabe hinter per nicht zu entziffern’ 
(Preisigke, 7. c.). 

19. te: 2. 5¢, as Vitelli takes it, corresponding topé{v). Mitteis, 
however, reads ék re. 

25. mpoixowy: there seems hardly room in the lacuna after x« 
for @. mpotkwy may even have been written. 

26-29. The number of letters in the supplements to these lines 
varies considerably, but the hand is irregular, now straggling 

and now compressed, so that there seems no reason to suppose 
-a variation in the phrasing from Flor. 93, which in the previous 

portion the present document follows with remarkable closeness. 
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addnrots [rap adywv pyre wept addov Twos TwTOTE TpayyarTos] 

To guvo[ov ada Kat Tapaxwpw eyw amevrevlerv o mpoyeypappevos] 

@codwplos rows Kowors yevomevors per a\Anrwv pexpt THS Sevpo Texvots] 
30 apa tw ev yaorpe Bpeder xrh. 

PAPYRUS 1714.—14 March, a. D. 570. 

Inv. No. 1729. Acquired in 1906. Antinoopolis; from Kém Ishgau. 2 ft. 64 in.x1 ft. Hand B 
of Dioscorus, across the fibres, except in the first xé\\npa, which was therefore the outside 
one; papyrus stained dark and in bad condition. Folded from the top downwards. 

N form this is a lease by a son of the notorious Menas to a sailor from the Antaeopolite nome 

of a ship of 300 artabas burden for four years; but as no rent is mentioned and the lessee 
undertakes to discharge any commission entrusted to him by the owner and to carry his goods, 
even if this necessitates his leaving the country (?—see note on |. 42), it is possible the agreement 

is less a lease than a contract of service. It may, however, be that the lessee’s agreement to 

serve the lessor is in lieu of rent and that when not engaged in executing the lessor’s commissions 
he was at liberty to work for himself. The description of the vessel is of some interest. It is 
described as €voxnvos, and the lessee intends to live in it (I. 36). An interesting feature of the 

document is the very elaborate heading, in which it is perhaps not fanciful to recognize the 

working of Dioscorus’s flowery temperament. 

xny 0% 
@cov xapis 

®eos nyou 

o Os pe nue 

5 ev Tart. Kaipw CO 

1//X//@//"//3 
ins Xs 5 Oy Ts Se" 

y/ vie 7 B C/ 

P Bactheas Kar vratevas To” Oevoraro’ nuwv Seam Davi” 

10 Toverivo” tov aiwrio” Avyovatouv Avtoxpatopos eTous TEumTo 

Dapevwl oxrwxadexaty tpurns ivd.K°// ev Avri’/rohe TH awmpotaTy 

+ Phaviw @codwpw viw tov Napmporato” Kat wepiBerTo” Kupto” 

Mynva oKpiiapio” ths Kata OnBaida apmpas Sovaixns Ttagews 

6. For the various questions connected with IX@Y= and other 
symbolic abbreviations see Délger, IXY, Rom, 1910, etc. 

8. yi(verar) vo(yicpara) € (keparia) (8 ¢(vy): this can hardly 
be the rent, and it seems too big a charge for legal expenses in 

connexion with the agreement. The f is doubtful, and the 
carat-sign is a simple stroke as ia Arab times. 

13. Mnva: it is hardly doubtful that this is the Menas oxpund- 

ptos who was pagarch of Antaeopolis. The omission of the title 
pagarch here may perhaps imply that he no longer held the 
office. His successor was probably Colluthus (Cair. Masp. i. 
67005, 19; 67120, v. (B), especially 1. 16 (F); Maspero, ?. 
Beaugé, p. 16, note), who was in office when Callinicus succeeded 

Athanasius as Dux. 

U2 
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TT Aaprpotarw efkeTTopt THS AVTNS TatEews OPP O@LEVO 

15 am? tns Avravomodurav eb ns Kal yeovxourTL Tap €L0" TapovTos 

AvpylAlolv Tlexvovo” viov Kodd\ovfo” tov evhaBeoraro” mperBurepo 

[.Je . €.Jos tov Avratomroduro” vopo” evpeBevtos Se evtavia emu 

tlavrns Tys] Kaddurohews Avtwoewv mapexovtos Se vroypadea 

20 v" avTov Kat paptupas Tous e&ns Uroypadovras Tn Tapo’oa 

picbarixn opohoyia em Tous e&ns Snrovpevors cuppwvors TE 

Kat ouohoynpalalw ed [als meprexer Siacrodats amracais yapeww 

Opohoyw eyo o mpoyeypapprevos Tlexvows vaurns Sia talu|rns pd 

eyypadiov] agdadevas tys picbwrixns opodoytas exovoiws Kat 

25 avOatperos pentcbwobar Tapa THs vey Nalurporyziols em 

TeTpaeTn xpovov oytlopevoy am tTys avy Oew evoiovans 

veounvias tov e€y[s] eolopevo” pnvos Pappyo’O. tys mapo’ons 
TpiTNS ETWEeunoews KaL avTNS Kat To” eEns ypovov Kal eros pexpt 

TEpaLwaEws TO” avTOV TETPAETOUS Xpovo” TO VTapXOV Um 

30 Kat Svadepov movov cKxadid.ov aywyns aptaBwv Tpiakociwy 

Trew 1 €\ar-Top ouv loTW Kal KEpaTL KaL appEevw KaL TKOLWLOLS 

Siadopors Kar ayKupa nro povoBohw evi evoKynvoy azo 

yaliav xaharproly] puxomns|adov] oeolavidwpevov azo 

mipuplyns evs mpwpav avy Ty own Tacn Evo’on avTw AN YTOL 

35 [E]vdw plera] wavtos avrov tov Sixaio” Kat Tys KaBodo” Sia 

[.. -lelas ?] eb w pe Touro exew Um EpeE Els OLKNOW TE KaL 

di.Jacvay THs euns vavTiKns emtreipias Ka EeuTew ev a’Tw 

axohov0ws Ty tperiepla Kehevoer eb nv 8 av Bovdeobe 

epyaciay Kat youoyv twv [Sle vuerepwr TavTowwy TpaypaTa 

40 [ryv Koludnv monoacbar ev Tacas vuwr yperas e€vTnpeTa@ 

[vuiv Kav virouvpywv vp. aoKvws Kat akaTayvwoTus 

[Pxav Sen] pe amievar ew addodarnv ynv eTepwv xpeLas 

14. e€xerropt: cf P. Hamb. i. 23, 4; Cair. Masp. iii. 67312, 5, 
and the notes there by P. M. Meyer and Maspero. 

17. Mactov: this suits the traces, but they are too small for 
certainty, 

18. .€.¢€.os: the third letter had a perpendicular stroke not 
rising appreciably above the line, and might therefore be 1; 

between « and o is a horizontal line, so that the fifth letter may 
have been + or y. 

20, mapovea: Sic. 
32. povoBohw: probably this is not amere synonym for éyxvpa, 

as we should expect after ro, but specifies the kindof anchor. 

Does it mean one-fluhked? 
evoxnvov: this does not mean that the boat wads decked as 

opposed to an open boat (that is expressed by cecavdwpevor), 

but refers to an awning or cover placed over the deck. The 
boat in P. Mon. i. 4 is described as doxnvov (1. 11), which the 
editors translate ‘ ohne Zeltdach’. 

33- Yrabior xaarpior; the latter is the word yadddpiov (a variant 
is xapd8pov), carpet or mat. yiabioy is perhaps an adjective 
here, and the whole phrase will mean ‘ mats of rushes’. 

gixorndadov: so too in Mon. 4,11. Wenger and Heisenberg 
translate ‘mit einem Seetangsteuerruder’, connecting with dixos, 
but it is not clear what sort of rudder this could be. Heisenberg 

also suggests ‘ein Schiff mit einem 27Sadov von der Gestalt des 
Fisches guxns’. 

cecavideopevoy Ktrd.: cf. Mon. 4, I1f., cecandopér[o]y amd 

Mpapas péxpt mpipons. 
35f. Possibly d:al[xov]:[as] ? 
37- du[.]aovay: the « is very probable, the ac seems certain. 

Can the word be taken as guractay = pataciav? Sucha formation 
from ord in the sense of ‘ practice’, ‘exercise’ seems possible. 

39. youov: this, compared with 1. 30, probably marks a dis- 

tinction in meaning between yépos and ayy: ydpos the cargo, 
the actual load, aywyn the burden, the potential load. Cf Mon. 4, 
10, note. 

41. vp kat: one would expect rather re xat, but this seems too 
little for the space. 

42. The supplement (in place of xat jy, with exreXovyra in 
1, 43) was suggested by Prof. Hunt, who pointed out that kat 

rovro mowmoagOa ddxyws was hardly consistent with the original 

—o oe 
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\Grerrerrrr.- ] Kau TovTo Toncacbar aoKvws peta yvouns 

45 

Jovs map ovpov pera 

alroxiajracrnoat [vw diya cd 

[Bias Pavev ovacdyntor|e padiovpyias Kav ameveyKew vp 

Tov vpletiepwr] tpayparwv yiwopeva 

50 

[rTws ? : : . ‘ : 

reading. But on the other hand érépwy ypeias, suggesting 
a clause prohibiting the lessee from undertaking commissions 
for other persons, is rather in favour of the other restoration. 
Possibly, however, something like ‘supplying the needs of 
others’ (z.¢. supplying them with goods on behalf of Theodore) 
may have occurred. 

He” vyvovs THs Mores 

Tplaypacw eumurrevOnoos 
Tav\rowws atatamhws 

Jropevos avarroduc 

" ' ‘ . I 

67097, v. (D), 36) or something similar. 
46. Bias: cf. Oxy. i. 144 (= Mitteis, Chrest. 343), 11, and for 

the legal significance Mitteis, Grundziige, p. 260. 
51f. avarodixrws: perhaps ‘ without specification’, the opposite 

of évarodeixrws, which is not a possible reading here. There is 

a small detached fragment of the document, the position of which 
43. yvouns: after this probably €xovons or xpnoris (Cair.Masp.i. is uncertain. It reads ] . Nov xat z[ (or [). 

PAPYRUS 1715.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1683 recto. Acquired in 1906. Antinoopolis. 73in.x6in. In a small compressed 
slightly sloping cursive hand, along the fibres; papyrus of light colour. Probably folded 
from right to left. On the verso are traces, in a small cursive hand, across the fibres, of 

a document which from its arrangement may have been an account. 

EASE of a house at Antinoopolis. The lessor is apparently an official in the sacra officta; the 

lessee is a native of Alexandria. The lease is a ‘tenancy at will’ (cf, for house property, 

Berger, Zettschr. f. Vergl. Rechtsw. xxix, p. 370 f.), the rent being 300 myriads of silver per 
month. For these enormous sums in the terms of the old coinage see Wessely, Ezz A ltersindizium 
im Philogelos (Sitzungsber. d. Phil-Fiist. Kl. d."Kais. Ak. d. Wiss., Wien, Bd. 149, Abh. v), and, 

more recently, Maspero’s introduction to Cair. Masp. ii. 67163. Payment of the rent monthly is 

rare; Berger (/.c. p. 371, note 185) cites only one instance. The house was situated in the 
4th ypdéppa and 4th mhuvGetor ; it is interesting to find this method of topographical nomenclature 

still in use, but street names are used as well. 

Neither recto nor verso shows any connexion with Dioscorus, the colour of the papyrus is 
lighter than is the case with most of the documents from Kém Ishgau, and the hand shows no 
resemblance to any of those known to us in these documents and may indeed well be of considerably 
earlier date than the period of ‘Dioscorus’s residence at Antinoopolis. It seems likely therefore 

that this papyrus does not belong to the Kém Ishgau find; but in that case it was probably 

found not at Antinoopolis itself but elsewhere, e.g. at Hermopolis. 
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tov Oew oddixioy [ Avpn\uwos Iwavrys] 

Larapa pytpos Evdyplias Oppmevos peV aro] 
Ade€avdpevas Karaper[wy Se ev tn avrn Avrwoewly opohoyw 

exovoiws Kat avllat|perals peuto]Oalob)lar malpa cov 

5 € ov eav BovdylOlns xplovov AoyiLlopevov amo Tov ovros 

pnvos layer rns tapoulons . . Sjexary[s tvdix{r]iovos 
Thv vrapxovoay ou otxliav ohok]\npov Sioteyov ovas 

coTw Siaberews avy xpno[rnptlois tact SiaKepernv 

em. Tys avtns Avriwwoewy ev two 8 yp/ mrw® 8 em. puns 

10 Awa evoixercov Tov mpos addAnhovs cupTEepwvnpevo” 
EKAOTOU pNVOS apyupLov pvpiadev TpraKocLor 

ye pup/ Tt omep evjoievov Kata pnva. [e\kacTov 

avirepberas co. tapeEw Kar peO ov Bove. xpovov 

TApAswow ToL THY aVTHY oLKLaY OVY TaLs EpeTTH 

15 oats Ovpas Svar xwpis Oupidov ws tapernda 
 probwors Kupia Kat BlelBara Kav erep// wpod// 

(2nd hand) Avpydtos Iwavyns Lahapa o tpo'// pepiorbopar 

[kat amrodalow] to evouKeiov Kar Trefopat tract 

[rows eyyeypappevous 

I. Oc: 7, Aciwv. No doubt this is part of the description of 15. dupidov: this seems to be the reading. The meaning is 

the lessor. perhaps that the doors were in open work, the panels not 
10. Aya: such seems to be the reading. filled in. 
14f. ovv rats xrd.: of. Berger, /.c. p. goof, 

PAPYRUS 1716.—a.D. 570 (?). 

Inv. No. 1651. Acquired in 1906. Antinoopolis; from Kém Ishgau. 53in.x6zin. Hand B 

of Dioscorus, smaller than usual, along the fibres. Folded perpendicularly to the script, 

probably from right to left. 

HIS is a loan of money possessing some points of interest. The amount is probably 
2 nominal solidi actually worth 20 carats each, the actual sum being therefore 40 carats; and 

this sum is secured on 73 jars of wine deposited with the creditor. If the interpretation adopted 

in the note to |. 7 is correct, the 73 jars were not quite equal in value to the full amount of the 
debt, and power of distraint against the debtor's whole estate to make up the amount is 

therefore granted. The loan is without interest. If X[ovax is right in 1. 2 the date is a. D. 570. 

] pylvov x doyilopevwr ato rns Tpoyeypap ?] 

[?wevns nulepas yrs [eo}rw ro!” plnlvos X[ovax ......] 

1-3. The supplements are due to a suggestion of Prof. Hunt’s as to the earlier part of 1. 2, but the unusual rod pnvds Xovdk x 

makes them not quite certain. 

_s 
toe 

Sait. ee 
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[? rns maplo’ons terlalprns iv? aroxi m[alpio’olys] Se z[n)s mpoK/ 

mpoblerpias ev py amrodoln vuw ta eypyus Keparia 

5 [rexoapa)|kovra adlelay oor Sidwpe exmoinoa ta map \v/ pw 

ev] amoberw [ro 

Tleroepakovra 

owo” ayyia eBdounkovra Tpia 

ayyla TOV EvOS VvosLTpaTOS Tapa 

[kep/ teooapa] £°/ Avri?/ diya Tacys apdiBodvas K, Sins Ky, KpiTEws kK, 

ovacdy|rore evpecidoy$ vrokeipevav vw evs TOTO Kat 

10 [ets Ta mpoKetlu® TavTa TavTwY TwY oVvTwY MOL KaL EcOoRS TpaypL™s 

es alrom\npwow K, avamthnpwow Tov avrov teroapak’/ 
[keparior] Kar ef amacr rows Kup/ Toros pel vaoypad/ ens Epw™ wpoh? 2 

((2nd hand) + Avpydwolsy Avarohos Eppuov amo Eppovrod/ o mpoyeyp/ 

]..... Kat arod8wow ws tpox/ (3rd hand) ®){/ Alvrovivos 

15 plytwp ato Tlavos evpnfes ev Avri/ paptupw tw ypaps 
[axoveas] Tapa tov Pvypevov + (4th hand) P Merpos vios Mo’oad pap/ tw ypappS akovoas 

[rapa tov Oepylevo” + (1st hand) pe... waropia rereheopelrs 8)/ Avockop.. . . 

]. 2... pedeyevrs x, par. 

Vial. ‘ ; ; 

4. mpobecpias: nothing more than this seems required, but 
later lines show that more must have been written. 

5. reooapaxovra: cf. 1. 11. It is difficult to see what else can 
have been written, though Il. 10 and 17 would seem to indicate 
a larger space. But a space of 6-8 letters suits ll. 9, 12, 13, 16. 

exmrowoat: perhaps in the sense of se//. 

6. At the beginning perhaps amoxeipeva or something similar 
(ovra if the space is suitable ; see note on 1. 5). 

rov: this would not be expected, but the space seems too 
small for anything else. Perhaps [ve]6 is possible. } 

7. Probably this line contains a statement of the rate at which 
the jars of wine were to be reckoned. 40 were to be taken as 

equivalent to 1s. less xc. As the total net debt was 4oc. 
probably the nominal amount was 2s.; each therefore worth 
only 20c. Hence the supplement in |. 8. But if 40 jars were 

equivalent to only 20c. the total number of jars deposited, 73, 
was inadequate to cover the debt of 40c. Hence the debtor’s 
goods were liable to distraint «is d]rorAjpwow «rd. (1. 11). The 
present line is probably not to be taken as implying that the 
creditor was bound to sell the jars at the rate specified, but 

merely means that this was the rate at which the equivalence of 
the deposit to the debt was to be reckoned ; the debtor making 

PRP 
default, the creditor might sell the wine at whatever price he 

could obtain. 
g. Here again the space only, not the sense, requires more 

than o:acdn}rore; but perhaps yet another (short) word was 

added to the three preserved in the previous line. 

13. Avarodos: /, Avarddtos. 
15. ev: e corr. from 7. 

16. Oupevov: Sze. 
17. Oeyevov +: the subscription which follows is a good illustra- 

tion of what was said in the note to1661,29. The subscription, 
being in the hand of Dioscorus (besides the occurrence of the 

name this is supported by the form of one or two letters), was 
written by the scribe of the document, but is in a hand of quite 
different character. The whole subscription is obscure; the first 
word looks like peBextvaropta. Both the ending (oria) of this and 

the word pedeyevrs (redigenti?) in 1, 18 suggest a Latin sentence, 
but rereAeopeér(n) is clearly Greek, and the word before it can 
hardly be any known Latin word. What follows pa is perhaps 

entirely shorthand. The T at the beginning of I. 18 is apparently 
part of an elaborate monogram or decorative design ; the actual 

writing probably begins with pedeyerts. 

PAPYRUS 1717.—About a.p. 560-573. 

Inv. Nos. 1785 recto+1667 recto. Acquired in 1907 and 1906. Antinoopolis: from Kém 

Ishgau. Length 3 ft. o2in. 

considerably damaged. Folded from the top downwards. 
In an easy flowing cursive hand, across the fibres; papyrus 

Recto of 1718. 

HIS document is made up of four fragments, one forming the right, and the other three the 
left, side. They were acquired at different times, and the connexion of the three left 

fragments (Inv. 1785) with that from the right was not recognized until after they had been 
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mounted and numbered. Even now the middle of the papyrus is missing; but since strips from 

the sides have been preserved it seems highly probable that the middle strip also survives, 
perhaps at Cairo or in some European collection. 

The document is of interest more for its unusual and extravagant verbosity than for 
anything else. It is a receipt, called a Suddvous, for the repayment of a debt of money. It is 
given by a woman, accompanied by two other persons, one of whom (see note on I. 3) was very 

likely her son while the other may possibly have been her daughter by another husband. Special 

mention is made of her son, but the loss of the beginning and the uncertainty as to the correct 
restoration of 1. 18 make it doubtful what part he played in the transaction. Possibly he was 
the real creditor, but, being under age, was represented by his mother, and hence tzép is doubtfully 

restored in ]. 18; but this cannot be regarded as anything but conjectural. 

That the document belongs to the papers of Dioscorus is proved by the verso; that it was 
written at Antinoopolis rather than at Aphrodito is indicated not only by the formulae but by the 

hand, which resembles other hands in documents from Antinoopolis and is quite unlike the 

characteristic hands of Aphrodito. Hence the ¢erminus ante guem may be placed in A.D. 573, 

when Dioscorus was back at Aphrodito; and the hand, which indicates a date well on in the 

sixth century, makes it unlikely that it was written much, if at all, earlier than a. D. 560. 

1785 recto. 1667 recto. 

opodoyw eyw 1 po] 

yeypapplern..... . la peta] ouvaiverews THY 

mpoyeyplappevov........jrns Kadorvxov Kau 

@codolovas exovoa Kau TweTleopevn avev] TavTos 

5 Sodov klar doBov kar Bias Klar amrarys Kar arlaylens 

Kat ofacdnmote cuvaptlayns Te Kar Teprypadys 

Taon[s ?amerxnKevar Kat] amedyndevar Kar 

[? rer\npwcba rapa tTys on|s Oavpaccroryzios] 
Ta Tpolyeypappeva.....]. vopiopata Tapa 

IO Kepatia .[.....eee eee ee TS aTaddayyns Kat 

Tedevas [amrodomews? ......JL UTEP TE EMov KaL 

Tov avrov [mov viov ?duvape TyJs yeyevnuerns peratu 

neev olvyypadns? Kat ex Toutlov pydeva Aoyor exew 

Za nie niee -ta: see l, 51. which follows zeprypa¢ijs in Cair. Masp. ii. 67159, 16, can hardly 
3. Calotychus and Theodosia occur below in 1. 53f., where 

they sign after the principal party, and where they are described 

respectively as the son of Stephen and the daughter of John. 
As the principal party is herself apparently the daughter of 
Calotychus, the Calotychus here may probably be the son 

referred to in Il, 12 and 19, named after his maternal grand- 
father. It is doubtful therefore whether Theodosia is a daughter 

of —ia, as her father was John; but it is of course possible that 

Calotychus and Theodosia had the same mother but different 
fathers. As —ia speaks throughout in the first person, it is how- 

ever hardly possible to read here rexvev av]rns, though that would 

well suit the space. It is less likely, in view of ll. 12 and 19, 
that Calotychus and Theodosia were —ia’s parents. 

7. As amecxnkevac is a probable supplement, xard vdpovs, 

have occurred here. 
g. The short upright stroke after the lacuna suggests vy more 

strongly than any other letter. This would indicate as the 
reading exaro]y, which would suit the space excellently, but 

Ioos. is so unusually large a sum that it is perhaps hardly safe 
to read it on the evidence of a single stroke. If it is correct, 

[taxoora could be read in 1. Io. 
10. Perhaps Aoyw or uzep is to be read before r]ys. 
II. amodocews : cf. Cair. Masp, ii. 67126, 23. 

12. dvvayer: or perhaps mpopace; but this seems too long. 
13. ovyypapns: cf. Cair. Masp. ii. 67128, 36, where ovyypahy 

is used of an acknowledgement of debt (but see Maspero’s 

commentary there). 
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pyre e&ewv pn ewe pn Tous Kdy]povopous epous 

[uly Siadloxous py Siaxarolyous mpos oe 
Kat KAylpovopovs cous Kal. Svadoxous Kaw 

Staxazloyous pnte mepu tyIJs mpoeipnyerns yevaps 

peraty yluov ovyypadys? vmep?] tov mpoeipnpevo” pov 
viov pylre Tepe ovovdntlore mpayparos To avvohov 

puxpou 7 [meyadou eyypadov 7» alypadou axpitov n KeKpyLevd 

vonPevr[os pn vonfevros ets] vovr [e]A[Oolyros 
nN BN edOfovros yupvacblevros n py yupvacbevtos 

owwrylevros n py owmrn)Oevros dex Oevros 
7 BN dex[Bevros axPevros 4) pn axOer[r}ofs] 
kat pn leykahew cou twrlote pyte eyKaderew 

pyte ev [Stxarrnpiw n emixoplo n ev vrepopio 

pyre ex[ros Sixacrypiov] py Se enolv] yn Sv evrodews 

pn Sia alaperOerov mpoow}rov ravrns evexev 

Ts aitiuas dua to ewe alrnddaxPar Kau Siadeuo Gan 
mpos oe [kar mpos THY onv evtieheoTepay acdadeav 

eTopoglapny THY ayiav Kat oluoovaro[y] Tpiada Kau 

Tv vik[nv Kat Svapovny toly Kadhir[iJKd Seomors 

npav P[ravo Toverwod 76] avwviov Avyovarouv 

Avtok[paropos eupevew] race Tos eyyeypapp's 

kat kara [pndev mwmore waplaBnvar ev Se more 

Katpw [ny xpovw ovpBain pow] tapaBynvar ta 

eyyeypalmpeva Kat vTevavTjov TavTns TS 

Siadrvolews dew eb w ene] Tapala}xlew] Kav. . ew 

cot dolyw tns TovavTyns TalpaBacews ypuoov 
vopuc{para 2 epylo Kar Suvaper 

amaiz[oupeva, Kat pyldev nr7lo appayn 

Kat acaldevrov pevew tavt|lnv tv Siadvow 

Sia mar{ros numep aou eOleunv mpos ardadeav 

kupvav Klar BeBarav ravjraxou mplolplepoluevnv 

vrobemern TH oN Oavpalovornte es [wlavra 
Ta Tpolyeypappeva Kau ets THY amaiTHoLW TO 

Tpoot|imo ev ovrw ovpBain] wavra pov Ta UrapxovTa 

kat Ualapéovra Kiwyta] Kar axiwwyta 

evexupolu hoyw Kat vToOnx|ns Sixaww Kabamep 
ex Suxlys Kau evs Ta eyyeypalupeva mralplra 

18. vrep: see what was said in the introduction. There is first reference. 

153 

not room for ovopari. 

22. yupvacberros : ‘discussed’; cf. Socrates, Hist. Eccl., vi. 7 
(Migne, P. G. Ixvii, col. 685 C), cat rotro yeyipvacrat mapa re 
Tay madaorépor, kal pddiota rapa ’Qpryévovs. The same sense 
occurs in P, Flor. iii. 338, 4 (third cent.). 

25. Cf e.g. P. Mon. i. 7, 57. 

26. Cf. Mon. 7, 59f.; 14, 70, and see Wenger's note at the 

Vv. x 

27f. Cf. Mon. 7, 593 14, 71,and see Wenger’s note at the last 

reference. 
37f. Cf Mon. 7, 68. 
38. xa. . ew: if xas is rightly read there is not room for 

[rw]ev. ayew would suit the space and probably the slight traces, 

but it seems a very improbable word in the context. 
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erep/ wlpodoys + (2nd hand) Aup/...... ja Ovyarnp [? Kadolruys 
n mpoyeypaplpevn efeunv ravryv] tyv Siadrvoi[ry] Ka mevfopar 

e[...J..[-.. Kat @codocra Ovyalrnp Iwavvd ov tpoyeypappevor 

55 ]..y Ovyarpe @c.... ov 
faa sigs 

Jrop 

51. ta: Joa is also possible. of eypayva umep aurns Kr). 
53. It seems probable that there is no change of hand. ¢ in 55. Gcodociov (or Ccodogia) and Ccodwpov seem alike hardly 

1. 54 however cannot, in view of what follows, be the beginning _ possible readings. 

PAPYRUS 1718.—Second half of the 6th Century. 

Inv. Nos. 1785 verso+ 1667 verso. Verso of 1717, g.v. Hand B (with some uncial 

elements) of Dioscorus, across the fibres ; papyrus dark and much rubbed. 

HIS important but perplexing text consists of metrological tables and reckonings written 

down by Dioscorus. The contents are of a somewhat miscellaneous character, but fall 
into four divisions. To discuss exhaustively the problems raised would exceed the scope of the 
present work, but it is necessary to indicate some of the difficulties or new conclusions to which 

the document gives rise ; and for this purpose the sections are taken separately, (1) and (2) being 

however discussed together, as (2) helps to elucidate (1). 

(1), ll. 2-59; (2), Il. 60-69. 
The first section is devoted to the establishing of the ratio between various measures, both 

measures of the same table and measures of different tables, ¢.g. not only the artaba to the 
choenix and the modius, but the artaba to the litra and the uncia. The measures dealt with in 

the first part of the section (Il. 2-57) are the following: dprdéBy, pddios Kovpovd(Gros), pddvos 
évortds, Siydriov (réurrov) érp(ov), Sipdriov (Exrov) pérp(ov), wévt, Kovpovdor, xoin€, E€arns, (drpa), 

. ovyxia, The method is to take one measure after the other (beginning with the pddi0s Evords) 
and compare it successively with each of the other measures; in each case the ratio is expressed 

both ways, thus: ‘The modius xystus is to the artabaas 3:10. The artaba is to the modius 
xystus as 10:3’. In the case of a ratio of plurality to unity only the former is expressed ; thus 

the artaba contains 3 modii cumulati, so that the ratio is 3:1, but only the 3 is written, 

preceded in the one case by emu:, in the other by z/. Before dealing with the terms used to 
express the proportion it may be remarked that the comparison cannot have been carried out 
completely ; for since there are 11 measures, the possible combinations, if the ratio were expressed 

only one way, are 55; that is, since it is actually expressed both ways, there would be 110 lines. 
By the loss of the middle strip of papyrus, a number of lines have been lost; but since the extant 

or recoverable lines number only 56, this would imply a loss of 54, which is certainly too large. 

If the modius xystus were compared with all the measures it should occupy (excluding its relation 

to the modius cumulatus, which comes later) 18 lines (9 double ratios). Actually 12 lines are 

- 
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preserved or recoverable; and this would argue a loss of 6 lines in col. 1. Similarly there should 
be (again excluding the relation to the modius xystus) 18 lines devoted to the modius cumulatus. 
Actually 16 are preserved, 2 of which are very imperfect. If, as we probably should do, we count 

these imperfect lines to the lacuna, that gives for it a space of 4 lines in col. 2; unless, which 

seéms unlikely, something intervened between the last ratio of the modius cumulatus and that of 

the two kinds of modii. Probably therefore we can infer a loss of not more than 4 lines 
in col. 1, which would prove the comparison not to have been carried out fully for the modius 
xystus, Still less can it have been carried out for some of the other measures. This conclusion 
agrees with the evidence of the recto, which indicates a lacuna of about 1 inch. 

The question next arises as to the way in which the proportions are expressed. This can 
best be illustrated by a comparison of 4 lines, ¢. g.:—l. 2 (mod. x.: artaba) emt: y 7/i, 1. 3 (artaba: 
mod. x.) em [:] t a/ y, 1. 14 (mod. c.: artaba) 7/ y, 1. 15 (artaba to m.c.) em[c]: y. In all cases 
the measures are separated by the word zoo‘ (or 7°). This may probably be extended either toodxus 

or mécat (réca). The use of the word iod«s by mathematicians (¢.g. Eucl. v. 4) perhaps gives 
some support to the former; the latter may be supported by P. Rylands i. 27, 38 if we take 

the whole phrase here as an abbreviation of a longer one, and another analogy is the use 

of wéoa in Lond. ii. 265 (p. 259 ff.); and the plural yotvuxes in 1. 21 (ff Il. 10-13) perhaps 
points in the same direction. But what of em: and 7/? It is to be noticed that, where 

both figures are written, ew: always comes at the beginning, whether the larger or the smaller 
number is placed first; but where only one is written emi: is used where the relation is x: 1, 
a/ where it is 1:%, The latter fact, by itself, suggests that words expressive of excess and 
deficiency are intended; and it has therefore been suggested to the editor that émixpare? and 
mapadeimerar are possible extensions. This does not, however, suit the cases where the ratio is 

given in full, for.as already said em: and 7/always come in the same order. Moreover em is nowhere 
furnished with a mark of abbreviation unless: serves that purpose. emu: as an abbreviation of 

a verb or other word beginning with ém- seems a friori unlikely; and as a matter of fact the 
evidence of the papyrus suggests that : is to be separated from em. That evidence is indeed 
somewhat difficult to estimate owing to the uncertainty of the reading in many cases. In this,as in 

most of his compositions, Dioscorus has used an ink of inferior quality which fades in such a way 
‘as to make it often difficult to decide whether any particular mark is really ink or a discoloration or 

fibre of the papyrus. Moreover it so happens that the portions of the papyrus containing the ratios 
are, if anything, more rubbed or discoloured than the rest. So far as can be determined : follows 
emt in almost every case, the only exceptions (if : has not disappeared there) being probably 

Il. 12 and 40. On the other hand there seems no reason to suppose that it ever follows 7/ where 
ext : x has preceded; but against the conclusion from this that : goes with ew: must be set the 
fact that in one case certainly (I. 47) and in several cases possibly : follows a/ where em : x has 
not preceded. This makes against the connexion of em with : and suggests that this symbol is 
used like the modern :, though in a somewhat different way, to indicate proportion; and this 
conclusion is supported by the evidence of sections 3 and 4, where : occurs (Il. 71-80) without 

emt. If so, emt is no doubt ézi,! and in that case 7/ must presumably be also a preposition. apéds 
is the general word to express a ratio, but (indeed for that very reason) does not seem a suitable 
word to express specially the ratio of the smaller to the greater. Since however this difficulty 

1 Prof. Hunt rather doubts this, but is unable to suggest an alternative explanation. 

x2 
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arises only in cases where the ratio is abbreviated, and elsewhere 7/ is used equally in both cases, 
it is no objection to taking 7/as=mpds. If indeed \ 7° « is rightly read in 1. 70 the word should 

rather be moodxis or téca like roo§; but it seems a little strange that different abbreviations 
should be used consistently throughout for the same word, and the reading in 1. 70 is far from 

certain. In either case we must understand in the abbreviated formula, in the one line ‘at 

a ratio of x [to 1]’, in the other ‘[at a ratio of 1]toz’. It may be added that elsewhere, e.g. 
in the Akhmim mathematical papyrus and here in section 3, émi is used as a sign not of 

proportion but of multiplication. 

It remains to show the relation of the various measures to each other. As the basis of the 
calculation, throughout Dioscorus’s reckoning, is taken the artaba. Assistance in drawing up the 
following table is furnished by the second section of the document (ll. 60-69), which gives the 

capacity of the artaba in terms of various lesser measures, these being, in all cases except the - 

mina, which has been compared only with the centwmpondium (xevrnvdapwyv), those whose mutual 

ratio has been determined in section 1. In the following table the capacity of each measure is 
given even in cases which involve a fraction (e.g. with a denominator of 5) not expressible by the 

ordinary fraction system of Greek papyri; but such figures are enclosed in square brackets. The 

mina is here included, as it occurs in section 2. 

apraBn pany I 

50. KOUM. « I 
p.0d. Evords . 33 [14] I 
Suu. € perp. 5 4 I 

tps S Merp. 6 2 8 GH + 
pa. . 10 34 3 2 2 . 
per. . 20 62 6 4 34 2 I 
Kovpovdov 30 to 6 I I 
xoime 48 16 142 {92 8 4¢ 2 E I 
géorns oiaes 92 24 21 142 12 "4 32 2 y% 6! 
AEN ers Ast ese she SOO 333 . 30 20 162 ~=10 5 33 2s [1x5] 1 
ovykia » . « ~. « 1200 400 360 240 200 120 60 40 25 164 12 I 

This table yields some very startling results. The artaba has 3 or 33 modii, but 48 choenices 

and 72 sextarii. Thus the choenix has 14 instead of 2 sextarii, and the modius 24 (or 213) 

instead of 16 sextarii. According to metrological authorities the official Ptolemaic artaba= 43 
Roman modii, containing therefore 36 choenices or 72 sextarii (see Viedebantt, Quaestiones 
Epiphanianae, p. 91; Hultsch, Metr. Script. ii. 165). But here we have an artaba of only 3 

(or 33) modii which nevertheless contains 48 choenices and only 72 sextarii. On the basis 

previously mentioned this 48-choen. artaba should contain 6 modii and 96 sextarii. The 

whole subject of Egyptian and indeed of ancient metrology generally is very confusing, and the 
authorities, ancient and modern, differ among themselves ; but it seems possible to indicate an at 

least provisional explanation. The difficulty is increased by the fact that not only the artaba but 

also the other measures differ in different systems, and it does not on the face of it appear what 
system is here being used. First for the artaba of 48 choenices. No such artaba is known from 

papyri as in use in Egypt, but Hultsch (Gr. u. vom. Metrologie, ed. 2, p. 625; Archiv, ii, p. 283) 

has inferred the existence of an artaba (which he calls the ‘ Ptolemaic’ artaba) of 48 choenices. 
The present document gives further testimony to its existence, and in the sixth century. Again, 

though the Roman modius contained 16 sextarii, Hultsch works out (Jer. p. 631 f.) from 

a table in Hero’s Liber Geeponicus (Heronis Alex. Geom, et Stereom. Religuiae, ed. Hultsch, 
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Berolini, 1864, pp. 232-234) and other sources a whole series of ‘ provincial’ modii. One of these 
(‘das phénikisch-hebraische Saton oder die syrische Sabitha’) contains 22 sextarii; and Hultsch 

adds, ‘Zu seinem vollen Betrage erscheint dieser Modius in der Heronischen Stereometrie ; von 

den Rémern wurde er als provinziales Mass zu 212 oder 213 Sextaren geschatzt’; and he adds, 
‘Das gleiche Mass ist ferner der in der Heronischen Tabelle nachstfolgende Modius von 24 
Sextaren, nur dass hier der Betrag nach attischer Norm gesteigert ist’, Here then we have, as 
in our table, modii of 213 and 24 sextarii, The definition of the two modii in the present 
document is important, as it probably serves to clear up a divergence between our authorities. 

One is €vords, the other cumulatus. &vards means that the corn was level to the rim of the 
measure, cumulatus that it was heaped up; and according to this distinction two measures of 
fixed capacity were established. Viedebantt (Quaest. Epiph. p. 91) has called attention to an 
inconsistency in ancient authorities, some of whom equate the Roman artaba to 3, another 

to 33, Roman modii. Is this due to a difference in the capacity of the modius, the reference 

being in the one case to the modius cumulatus, in the other to the modius xystus? It is true 

that in our table the modius must, as we have seen, be the provincial modius; but it seems 

likely enough that the same distinction might be made in the Roman modius, and that if an 

artaba of 48 choenices were taken as the basis of the system the modius would be increased in 
Capacity so as to maintain the same relation of 1:3 (mod. cum.) or 3:10 (mod. xyst.); or, 
conversely, that if the provincial modius of 24 or 212 sextarii were adopted the artaba would be 
raised to 48 choenices with the same object. This may indeed be the very reason, on the one 
hand, for the introduction of the provincial modius, or, on the other, for the fixing of the artaba, 

in these tables or in the authority used by Dioscorus, at 48 choenices. As such an artaba 

is not known in actual use in Egypt, the second alternative is perhaps the more probable; but 
we are so rarely able to fix the capacity of an artaba in papyri that too much weight must not be 
laid on negative testimony. It may be added that in a lease in the new volume of the Cairo 

catalogue (Cair. Masp. iii. 67303) the tenant agrees to pay a rent of oirov xafapod dprdBas Séxa 
€u@ eLaperpo Exdorns adpraB<n)s (1. 17 f.). If what is meant is an artaba-measure of 6 pérpa we 

may perhaps conclude to the use of the 24-choen. artaba in this case. The tenant in question is 
from Tanyaithis in the nome of Apollonopolis Parva. 

As regards the relation of the sextarius to the choenix, Viedebantt (Quaest. Epiph. p. 89; 
see the Greek authority on p. 59, 1. 20) gives the ratioas 1:2; but Hultsch, Met. p. 625, 

fixes the Ptolemaic choenix as= 3 xord\a and the Roman sextarius as=2 xorvdat, which yields 
a ratio of 2:3, as in our papyrus. Thus the relation of 48 choenices and 72 sextarii to the 
artaba is correct. The divergence from Viedebantt’s text is presumably due to adjustment to the 
size of the 48-choen, artaba and the 24-sext. modius. 

Some of the other measures call for discussion. The Sidriov is the double of the pdriov, 

for which see Wilcken, Osér. i, p. 751 f£.; Hultsch, Archiv, ii, p. 290. This is the Egyptian 

m‘t’3, which was stated by Brugsch to be ;4 artaba and of which another multiple, the tpypdriov, 
was already known. The simple pdriov occurs in several of Wilcken’s ostraca, all of the Roman 
period. Wilcken had already detected it in the Late Byzantine period in Wessely, Wiener Denkschr. 
xxxvii (1889), p. 131, App. 69, 6,7@ o@ pariaiy pérpw; in the Early Byzantine period it was 
employed in the Fayum (see below, note on p. 159); and it has now appeared in current use at 
Aphrodito (Cair. Masp. iii. 67325, where it is abbreviated y%). It may also occur in P. Flor. iii. 
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388, 87, af .. }r° ware’ F, but until the context is clearer this is uncertain. Our dydriov > pérzp. is 
2 artaba; this confirms the statement of Brugsch that the pdriov was ; artaba, But two kinds 

of Syudrwv are here mentioned; how are we to explain their names? They are written in the 
MS. respectively Siyarv/ ¢ perp/ and Siyarr/ > perp/; and the question must be raised how the 
latter part of the description is to be extended. Since the second is 3, the first § artaba, we 

cannot explain as €& (mévre) pérpwv or €é&d-(wevrd-)werpov, which would mean that the one 

contained 6, and the other 5 pérpa; and consequently it is clear that we must read €xrov and 
méumrov perpov. Now we already know of a series of measures containing the word pérpov; see 

Wilcken, Osér. i, p. 750 f.; Hultsch, Archiv, ii, p. 290 f., where instances are quoted of réraprov, 
extov, and dySoov pérpov as concrete fractions of the artaba. As we also hear (2d.) of a pérpov 

é€axolvixov and a pérpov rerpaxotvikoy, it is probable, as Hultsch points out, that these pérpa 
refer to an artaba of 24 choenices with concrete fractions of 6, 4, and 3 choénices (réraprov, Exrov, 

and dydoov). Again, the Oxyrhynchus metrological papyrus (Oxy. i. 9 verso, p. 77, 1. 8) states 
that the artaba contained 10 pérpa, the pérpov 4 choenices, the artaba therefore] having 40 

choenices. To this artaba Hultsch gives the name (Archiv, ii, p. 293) of Sexdperpov on the 
analogy of P. Fay. 90, 14, wérp@ évdexapéerpw. If the pérpov were of a constant capacity, this © 

last measure would be of 44 choenices. It appears then that pérpoy, in addition to its general 

sense of ‘measure’, could mean, firstly, any fraction of an artaba, and secondarily a definite 
measure, containing 4 choenices,! and consequently varying in its relation to the artaba according 
to the capacity of the latter. This suggests that the didriov exrov pérpov may have been 

originally § of the artaba of 24 choenices! and that therefore the ydriov = 2 choenices, as Hultsch 

takes it, Archzv, ii, p. 291. As the 24-choen. artaba would= 3 Roman modii, it might perhaps 

be suggested that in the present tables the artaba really intended is the 24-choen. artaba, and that 
the capacity 48 choen. is due to a confusion with the medimnus. But this is an excessively 

improbable mistake, and we do not know that the pdriov was not ;4 artaba of any capacity. 

In that case it would contain 2 choenices when part of the 24-choen. artaba, but 4 when part of 
that of 48 choenices. Or again, it may have been raised in capacity, either actually, as a concrete 
measure, or theoretically, to suit a table taking the 48-choen. artaba as its basis. In either case 

extov mérpov means ‘6th part’ (of any artaba) and peérpor is not the fixed pérpov of 4 choenices. 
A further point arises out of this. An Egyptian measure of¢: is known, which Hesychius 

defines as ‘ ot¢w (= oi¢iov, Wilcken, Osér. i, p. 750"), wérpov te TeTpaxotvikov Aiyvmriov’. Brugsch, 

Axgyptologie, p. 380 f., gives its capacity as } artaba, which, if the off. were always of 4 choenices, 

suits the 24-choen. artaba. If Hesychius’s statement is true, then pérpov (as used in the 

Oxyrhynchus fragment), Siudrvov (on the 24-choen. standard), and otf. are synonyms, and the 
olds contains 2 pdria. Now the ofd¢u was at this time still in regular use; see 1687, 11; Cair. 

Masp. iii. 67308, 3 f, r@ o@ idiw perp (addressed to Apollos, the father of Dioscorus); and 
particularly ii. 67138; 67139; iii. 67325. In 67138 and 67139 the oldu is not, as we should 

expect, § but } artaba; this is not indeed quite beyond doubt, as there are lacunae in the account 

and the arithmetic is rough, but Maspero’s conclusion seems all but assured. If then the oif¢u 
always contained 4 choenices the artaba in question contained only 16 choenices, the smallest 

capacity yet established, while, since this artaba was equivalent to 3 modii, the modius contains only 

53 Choenices; but that the modius is the Roman modius, not some local measure, is at least 

1 But see the note on p. 159 below. 

i 
‘ 
j 
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probable in view of the fact that many of the payments are for taxes. On the other hand, if it 
was not the capacity but the relation to the artaba that was constant the of¢i should be 3 not 2 

artaba. If we assume that this artaba in which taxes are paid and which contains 3 modii is the 
24-choen. artaba the of¢i then reaches a capacity of 6 choenices, which equates it with the 
tpiariov on the 24-choen. standard. This is perhaps the likeliest conclusion ; but it still remains 
a difficulty how the of¢s came to change both its capacity and its relation to the artaba. More- 

over, in 67325 it appears to be $ artaba, 2. ¢. it belongs to a decimal standard, which, if it contained 

4 choenices, had an artaba of 20 choenices, if it contained 6, an artaba of 30 choenices. The most 

natural assumption, in view of previous evidence, would be that the of¢u was always 3 artaba on 
a duodecimal, + artaba on a decimal, system; but the Cairo documents would rather indicate the 
proportions ¢ and 3. A possible explanation of the difficulty is that the otdu, taken as + 

( = Siparior) of the official Ptolemaic 36-choen. artaba (see below) so that it=6 choenices, retained 
in the popular usage of Aphrodito, unlike the Sidriov, its capacity rather than its ratio to the 
artaba. Consequently, when the Romans made the 24-choen. artaba the official artaba, the ofdu, 

retaining its old capacity of 6 choenices, had to change its ratio to the artaba. The statement of 
Hesychius may be explained by supposing that either his authorities or the usage of other parts 
of Egypt retained the ratio rather than the capacity and thus arrived at an ot¢u which =§ 24-choen. 
artaba = 4 choenices. . 

We must now return to the Siudriov méurrov pérpov. As a fraction of the 24-choen, artaba 
this = 44, as a fraction of the 48-choen. artaba 92, choenices. These are unlikely fractions to have 
been the original capacity. Probably therefore this Sidrioy originally belonged not to a duo- 
decimal but to a decimal system of artabas. Artabas of 40 and 30 choenices are known. If we 

assume an artaba of 20 choenices, a Syudruov of 4 choenices would be % of this. Adapted to 

a 40-choen. artaba the Siudriov as 4 artaba would contain 8 choenices. Thus we should have 
for the Siudriov on the decimal scale the same varying capacities of 4 and 8 choenices as on 
the duodecimal scale ; and by adding to the one scale the 30-choen. artaba and to the other 
the official Ptolemaic 36-choen. artaba we get a further Siudriov of 6 choenices.1 It seems 

therefore a probable conclusion that our Siudriov wéurrov pérpov is a fraction of a decimal 
artaba adapted to the duodecimal scale. Having been originally % artaba, it retained this 

‘ratio to the artaba and had consequently to be increased in capacity; and to mark the 

distinction between the two Sipdrva the descriptions exrov pérpov and wéumrov pérpov were added. 
It may be observed in conclusion that the rare artaba-fractions } and ;4 of Fay. ro1; Teb. ii. 509 

are as well adapted to the 30- or (supposed) 20-choen. artaba as to that of 40, which is probably 
meant in the former document (see Grenfell and Hunt ad JZoc.). In Cair. Masp. iii. 67325 

fractions of + also occur, and indicate that the artaba belongs to the decimal system. The 
+ artaba may well be the oi¢u of 6 choenices, so that the artaba will be one of 30 choenices. 

1718] 

1 It is indeed possible that the 36-choen. and 30-choen. artabas 
were the original units of which the parioy was the twelfth 

or tenth part. Thus the original official capacities on the 
duodecimal scale would be: pdriov, 3 choenices, dipdrior, 

6 choenices, rpipdriov, 9 choenices. The capacities of 2, 4, and 
6 choenices will then be a later innovation, consequent on making 
the 24-choen. artaba the official one. It is however to be noted 
that in Lond. ii. 428 (p. 313 f.) the par(iov), which is there 
synonymous with the peérpor, is, from the arithmetic, yy, not 74, 

artaba. If the capacity of 4 choenices be there taken for the 

pérpoy, this would give an artaba of 60 choenices, which is most 
unlikely. Consequently it seems best to assume a capacity of 
2 choenices for the pdriov-uérpor, which gives an artaba of 30 
choenices and must be set against the capacity of 4 choenices 
given for the pérpoy by the Oxyrhynchus papyrus. This seems 
to imply that in some parts of Egypt it was the capacity of 
the pdrtov rather than its relation to the artaba which was 

constant. 
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Two other measures, the pévr and the xovpovdoy, call for notice. Of the first all that can 
be said is that the data of the present document are at variance with all our information. Hultsch 
identifies the pévr as the Egyptian modius of 18 sextarii, M/¢tr.? p. 631; of pp. 369, 450, and see 

the excerpt from Epiphanius, Mer. Script. i, p. 262,11. Our pévr has only 32 sextarii, and 

however we may manipulate modii and sextarii of various standards it seems impossible to 
reconcile this with the existing evidence. 

The xovpovdov (Lat. cumulus) is new as a special measure ; for though covpovdos or Kovpovdov 
was used as = d8.0s Kovpovharos the present measure is quite distinct from the modius, standing 

to the modius cumulatus as 1:10 and to the modius xystus as 1:9. In an excerpt from 
Epiphanius, however, published by Viedebantt, Quaest. Epiph. p. 51 ff. we find (p. 52) Sdrov 

kadetrar éx THS “EBpaidos Siadexrov .. . €aorw 6 pddios KovpovhGros, Bore elvar TO KOUMOVAOY HrovY 

TO bTEpéxynpa yivdpevov Tod podiov 7d Téraprov. Here Kxovpovdov denotes not the modius 

cumulatus but its excess over the ordinary modius. In our table the m. xystus is to the 
m. cumulatus as 9: 10 and the difference between them is 12 choenices, which is precisely the capacity 

of the xovpovdov. Consequently here also the covpovdor is the trepéynua yuwdpevov Tod podiov.! The 
word occurs also in Flor. i. 75 (= Wilcken, Chrest. 433), 21 and in Goodsp. 14, 7 (Vitelli); but 

there it refers to additional charges in connexion with the transport of corn taxes and not to 

a definite measure. The present papyrus does not indeed necessarily prove it to have been so; 
but this is certainly the natural explanation of its appearance here. 

In conclusion, the fact that the artaba here contains 48 choenices and the necessity of 
supposing various adjustments in order to square these tables with existing data render it doubtful 
how far the whole document can be taken as representing actual practice. Since Dioscorus was 
a landlord and a tax-payer and had been zpwroxwpyrns, besides holding other important positions, 

he must have had practical knowledge of weights and measures; but even practical knowledge 
does not always prevent rather insubstantial theorizing. Nevertheless we have to remember 

that our metrological data, fairly abundant in the mass, are very incomplete for any particular 
period or locality; we know that there were wide variations in local usage; and we are hardly 

justified in dismissing the evidence of the present document till we have found directly contradictory 
evidence at Aphrodito itself. 

Section 1 ends with two lines (Il. 58, 59) showing the ratio of the mina and the centumpondium, 
viz. 1:60; hence the centumpondium is equivalent to the talent. From Hultsch, Metr.? pp. 644, 

673 the mina in question should be that of 20 unciae ; yet in our table it has 120 unciae. 

(3), Il. 71-78. 

Line 70 is here omitted, as it is at present insufficiently deciphered to be comprehensible ; 

but it does not seem to have any relation to section 3, and if, as suggested in the note, it relates 
to the ratio between cleaned and uncleaned wheat, it probably belonged to a distinct section, 
which perhaps commenced immediately after 1. 69. Section 3 contains directions how to measure 

the capacity of various objects, viz. a granary, a ship, a canal, a \d«xos, and a wall; and probably 

illustrations were given. Unfortunately the bad state of the papyrus, which is here even more 

1 The passage from Epiphanius states the difference as the m. cumulatus as 8, and consequently the m. xystus as 7}, 
a quarter (rd réraproy), z.¢., apparently, a quarter of the modius _choenices, the difference is 4 choen., whereas a quarter of 7} is 
xystus. The modius xystus in our table contained 142 choenices,- 14; but this difficulty does not affect the argument in the 
and a quarter of this is 33, not 12, while, if we refer Epiphanius’s text, as Epiphanius is quoted merely to illustrate the sense of 
remark to the ordinary modius, as we probably should, taking _ kovovdov. 
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rubbed and damaged than in the preceding part, renders all the details obscure. It should be 
added that more can probably be made out by happy conjecture; but the latter part of the lines 
is practically hopeless. The whole section may be compared with such treatises as Hultsch, 
Metr. Script. i, pp. 202-205; Heronis Alex. Geom. et Stercom. Rel. p. 188 ff., etc.; and some of 

the problems in the mathematical papyrus of Akhmim (Mdm. de la Miss. Arch. Fr. ix. 1892). 

(4), Il. 79-94. 
This section deals with measures of length and offers like the others more than one difficulty. 

In Il. 79, 80 is stated the capacity of the yewperpixdv oxowior in terms of various other measures. 
In Il. 81-86 is stated the number of cubits contained in various measures, except in 1, 82, which 

gives the number of wahaorai in the cubit. All these lines seem also to have contained 
something besides the statement of the capacity, perhaps a ratio of some kind; but hardly 

anything of this remains. The passage beginning in 1. 87 is quite obscure, but was perhaps concerned 

with the ratio between the two kinds of cxowiov. Col. 6 is too imperfect to be intelligible. 
Possibly the capacity of the cyowtor was stated in terms of various measures. 

From the portions recoverable the following table can be drawn up :— 

TUGNOV ssi es I 
iep. oxo. 4 I 

yew. TXOW, tee 44 Ing I 
7 ATT SAS eae ie 334 83 8 I 
KONGUOS: 6-6) Fan se. 4)“ 664 162 16 2 I 
CONG a | a BaD te 1334 334 32 4 2 I 
BNNUS 6s ale 8 ao tst OO 100 96 12 6 3 I 
MOUS to tie Ge ens 600 150 144 18 9 44 14 I 
Oma: s cee +) 8 800 200 192 24 12 6 2 14 I 
ORM es ere). + es - 1200 300 288 36 18 9 3 2 1% t 
maAauTys . + + + « 2400 600 576 92 36 18 6 4 3 I 

An important datum of this table is the distinction between the ieparicéy and the 

yewperpixov oxowior (which had already appeared in Oxy. iv. 669, 3f., where we can now read 

ieparixdv in 1, 4) and of both of them from the dupa, with which the cyowioy has hitherto 
been identified (see Hultsch, Metr.? and Metr. Script. indices, s. vv. appa, oxowtov). The dupa 
has here not 40 but 12 myyeus, and the two kinds of cyowlov contain respectively 100 and 96 
amyxes. The relation of the foot to the other measures is calculated from the statement of the 
papyrus that the yewperpixdv oxowtoy contained 144 feet. The results show that the foot in 

question is the royal foot, rods Bacwuxds or Buderaipevos (Hultsch, Metr.* p. 612). 

Col. 1.] 
+XHY 

P 08/ Evors too} o— =[ elm: y w/t 

a-— Toos pw? €/ [ ely [:]¢ t/ y 
p0d/ €/ moos Sipari/ > [werp/ elu: 0 w/ € 

5 Syari/ > perp/ moos p? [&/ ejru: € 7/ 0 

pod/ &/ moos Syart/ € [uerp/] ext: y 7/ B 

Sipare/ € perp/ r°os pw? [E/] em (1B [a/] y 

[408/ Evors moos Koupovd/ emt: 0] 

7. moS: so written, apparently; cf ll. 16, 17, 20, 32. 

V. Y¥ 
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[kovjovd/ too} p0d/ Evers] 

10 [po]8/ Evors too4 xounrt/ 

[xouet/ mrolos p]od/ évo[rs] 

[no]6/ E[vo}r} moos yolvlyxvas 

[yovylk(ela{e] woos pod/ Evor{s] 
[108]/ klov]juovd/ roo} a— 

15 af] Tolo$] wo8/ Kovpolu\/ 
[u08/] Klovluod/ m°os Swari/ = perp/ 
Sifpare/] = [werp/] 7°o§ p0d/ Kopovd/ 

B° [Klopo[u]\/ moo} ) Ntpas 
X [zloo$ p? [Klovpod/ 

20 p° Kopovd/ 7as xour'/ 
xlouwuxes 7° p° Klov]uod/ 

Col. 2.] 

P yw? Kopovd{/] 7° Leorzs 

Edo}rs 7° p? [kloupovh/ 

B° [Klopovd/ 7° pevr 
25 pert Too} p.° Kovpovd/ 

p° Kovpovd/ m° Syari/ € perp/ 

Syats/ € 7° 0d/ Kovpovd/ 

plod/] Klovpovd/ wm...) . . 

] 
30. pe? Evalr]§ 7"! 08/ Kovpod/ 

p0[8/] Kovpovd/ m° p? Evors 
Sypalr}/ € plelrp/ [r’o$ Kovpovd/ 

Kopovd/ troos Siynati/ € pelt]p/ 

Sipart/ F perpl/] a Kopoyir]/ 
35 Ko’povn[/] m7? [Stjuari/ > perp/ 

Sysalre/] ¢ petp/ a) pevr 
weve n° Sypalri/ € perp/ 

g. t/ 6: € or B could equally well be read, but neither ‘suits 
any ratio appropriate to the modius xystus ; @ suits the kodjpovdoy, 
and hence the restoration. : 

12. yovyxias: the ratio suits the uncia, which = #; libra (Airpa), 

and the traces tend to confirm the reading, but the y at the 

beginning is all but certain; it can hardly be regarded, like 
many apparent characters in this document, as a mere stain on 
the papyrus. Probably Dioscorus has been misled by the common ~ 
abbreviation yo into thinking that ovyxia began with a y. 

em. té: the sign: has probably, but not quite certainly, been 

omitted. 
18. } Aerpas: apparently Dioscorus wrote the symbol (=), 

and then, recollecting that this was its first occurrence, thought 

it might be ambiguous and so wrote the word in full, though 
without cancelling the symbol. 

19. : is very doubtful, but the ink has perhaps flaked off. 

n/ 8 
emt [:] 0B a/ € 

emi: € 1/ 08 
em Te 
m/ rt 

/ 
emu]: y 

emu: B: 

n/ B 
em: p 7/ ¥ 

emu: y 1/ p 

em 2 ug 

m/s 

em [:] Ko 

ai/) «8 
emer a/ 
emi: ¥ af [x] 

em[:)e o/ 
emi: yu/ € 

a/ ¢ 
emt : [€] 

m/3€ 
emu: 8 

a/:8 

[1718 

21. : «7: the: is probable but not certain. 
22. The : was possibly not written, as there is not much space 

between em and xd. 
27. Sart/ €: perp/ is omitted ; cf Il. 38, 45. Between ¢ and 

r° is what looks like a trace of ink, which might be meant as an 
abbreviation or symbol for pérpoy, but it is probably only a dis- 

coloration of the papyrus. ; 
33. 7/7: it is very possible that : was written here, for though 

S is right there seems a trace of ink before it which at first sight 
suggests . and may therefore be :. 

35. The : looks certain but is not quite so, as the dots may be 

respectively the end of / and the turned up right downstroke of 

mz. The same may be said of other places where : is read, or 

might be read, after 7/. 
37. Here the : is all but certain. 

EOE a 
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40 

Col. 3.] 

45 

50 

55 

60 

Col. 4.] 

65 

40. : has almost certainly not been written, but the ink may 
have flaked. 

43. : may 
44. 7: =%; of, for this symbol, the Akhmim papyrus Zassim. 

The : is not 

LATE BYZANTINE PERIOD 

Sywati/ € 7° Sears 

feors ° Sypari/ € perp/ 
Syslar]/ € perpl/] 7? xours/ 
x° [r]}? [Synarh/ € perp/ 

Syary/ > perp/ 7° x° 

x? 7° Sysari/ F perp/ 

Sysart/ F perp/ m d 
A? Siypari/ > 
Suwari/ € perp/ 7° d 

dA? Sysari/ — perp/ 

x ® édoirs 
[Seor§ a? x° 

[kovpovd/ 7° x°| 

x° 7 Kolvpjovd/ 

Koupouh/ a Fears 

€eo7|[§] m° Kovpovd/ 

pevt 7° ® 

dom? pert 
a> md 

\ 7 a-- 

pivja mm Kevrnvap/ 

kev|rnvap/ 7° pva 

n a> exer pw? vars 
1 a-— exer 2° Kovpor{/] 
7 a> EXE wpa. 

a €xXEl Kovpovia 

a— exer YouiKas 

a exer feos] 
a-— [elyer Sipare/ € plerlp/ 
a— [elyer Sypati/ > perp/ 

a— €xel pevT 

a— exer sss s 3s 3 3 

have been written here. 

certain before .5. 
45. : is not certain. 
47. : (which is made like ) is here certain. 

50. : this must be right, from the arithmetic, but what remains 

emt: oB [r]/ « 

emu: ¢ [n/] 0B 
em pn 7/ € 
emt: € [mr] / pn 

suggests rather the bottom of 8. 

163 

59. pva: in this papyrus pra seems to be an indeclinable 

word. It is perhaps written here exva. 
60. fe’: an unusual symbol for 4; cf 1760, 2, 3. The 

Akhmim papyrus (plate ii) has f’ made in the same way but 

without the o, 
63. At the end of this line and the next are single dots, appa- 

Y2 

rently intended to separate this column from col. 5. 
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70 apraB/ pumap [...].4/ KalO] em: 7° KL...J].. ayuos ex... 

Onoavpov perpyngar To pnK*/ emt to mhatos 7/ ext to Babos Kz em KL m/... 

Trovoly perpnoa [nv rpuplvlyy ere THY Tpvpr[yly ov T.... ETL THY TpaY. 7... 

To pnkos Kav em Kl 7/ n 1/ O 

Sialplvya perpynolat] ro [u}nxos emt to wrath Klar em To] Bah. nk... 0... 

75 \aKkkov petpy[oat Ta avlw Kat Ta kaTw[......J) . . «ws. 

a/ tov: d¢ t/ [.. BlaB/ ered[y] o daxk/[......] ; ; : 

“ToUXov perpnoa ro pyK/ [emt] zo] whos ede.... Kau ene] lo] m[Aar]os x em Ay... 
emle}on o otep/ eg{ru?] axis] x xeper TrUOap/ [Jy 2 

10 exou/ 70 yeaplerlor'/ exer TIX GF oplul 7 : xlalMapous 4 us Balos £/%B... 
80 mo[dlas + ppd yOapals 2] pgB dMxa[Sals ¢ 

70. The lower part of this column is much broader than the 
upper, being equal to the upper part of col. 4 and col. 5 together. 

How far it extended to the right is not indeed quite certain, as 
this portion of the papyrus is so badly rubbed ; but small traces 
of ink are visible far to the right, and it is probable that the lines 

extended in most cases a good deal beyond the limit at which 
the transcript ceases. To show that they are not complete 
ll. 70-72, 74-77, 79, 80are followed by dots, but it is not possible 

to estimate how many letters are lost. It is not clear whether 
col. 6 extended further downwards than col. 5, but some traces 

at the very end of the roll suggest that it may have reached 
to the bottom. The present line is as yet obscure, but the 
traces suggest that it may have dealt with the ratio between 

uncleaned and cleaned grain. This could not indeed be a con- 
stant one, but a general average might perhaps be assumed in 
practical use ; and the (very doubtful) ratio 30 : 20 seems not 
unreasonable. Before xa[6s] it is hardly possible to read e]m; 
the word was clearly abbreviated, as / follows it, and jo]8/ 

would be just possible, but makes no sense. [apr]a8/ is hardly 

possible. As remarked, 7°x is very doubtful (of « only very little 
remains); if correct, it seems to show that 7/ throughout stands 

for méca or moodxs rather than mpés (see the introduction) ; but r 
is perhaps as likely as 7, the faint first stroke being very possibly 
only a fibre. 

71. m/ emt: kat is not possible, and an upstroke visible, with 
a cross-stroke, suggests 7/. Perhaps the curious word mpécem 

which several times occurs in the contracts is meant. émi in this 

part of the papyrus stands for multiplication, as in the Akhmim 
papyrus. 

Ba8os: very uncertain, but vos, which we should expect, is 
impossible. 

m/: here again mpécem may be intended, as we should expect 
the third factor. It seems quite conceivable that Dioscorus 
would specially mark out the third of three factors by the use 
of a stronger word: ‘26 (or 20, see below) multiplied by 27 and 
(the product) again by ...’; cf alsol. 73. Whether the result 
was given is doubtful ; 1. 73 would seem to indicate not. Possibly 

therefore the line ended with the third figure; but there are 
traces of ink further to the right. Immediately after m/ all ink 

has disappeared. For x7 perhaps « alone should be read, the 
apparent 9 being only stains on the papyrus. In either case it 

is a little curious that the smaller figure should come first, as 

the length was mentioned before the breadth, but x¢ is certain. 
72. This line is very. difficult. mpuy[y]nv may be a slip of the 

pen for rpwpay (rpup[y]nv or rpup[y]ay is certainly a more likely 
reading than mpwpay), but it does not seem very satisfactory to 

omy [ra)\eoras [:] los]... 

be instructed to multiply the prow by the stern! The meaning 
might be that we are to measure from prow to stern to get the 
length (rd pijxos in 1,73); but it does not require a mathematician 
to tell us that, and very possibly the second ryv mpupyny is a slip 

of the pen. The last word read is puzzling. It looks like either 
tparn[v] or rpayrn[y]. rpad[nxa (in the sense of ‘ beam’) is hardly 
possible. 

74. emt to BaO(os): this reading is doubtful in the extreme, 

but it is what we should expect, and the trace at the end certainly 

looks like 6s. The « and @ further on are probably figures 
standing for two of the factors. 

76. Ba6(os): very doubtful. 
77. Totxoyv : v corr. from s. 

78. A continuation of 77. The meaning, if the reading is 

right, is, ‘since the cubic capacity is 600 cubits it will take 
[.]38 bricks’, but the dotted letters are very doubtful, particularly 

the w and p. mdAww@ap(ta) looks more like mAuw6at/, but p is not 
impossible, and wAw6dpiov is a more likely word than mAcvOaiov. 

Ducange cites a form wAO6dpiov. A lost letter is assumed 
before \y, where the papyrus is rubbed, because 38 seems too 

small a number ; but perhaps mnxx[§] . xopet tAwGap(ca) An should 
be read. ‘ ; 

79. apps Zn: the dupa then contained 12 cubits; and 78 rather 
than p (ty is also possible) appears to be the reading in 1. 81. 
According to Prof. Hunt the same length seems to be shown 

for the dupa in a metrological text in P. Rylandsii. The existing 
authorities give 40 cubits as the length. 

kadapous 2:9 : doubtful. Hardly anything of the « remains, 
but the very faint trace indicates a straight upstroke. In Oxy. 
669, 40f. the length of the xdAayos should be between 4 and 
6% cubits, and the present reading, which gives a length of 

6 cubits, suits this. 
Bao(iAtxa) &(vAa) X8: very doubtful; but A is fairly probable, 

and if it is right it is difficult to see what else we can read, as the 
‘yeoperpixoy oxowvioy did in fact contain 32 ida. For the epithet 

Baovixdy cf. Oxy. 669, 11. 
80. Wibapas: 2. omBapds. The reading is due to Prof. Hunt, 

and was inferred from the g8 ; the p is too indistinct to be read 
on palaeographical grounds alone. 

Atxadas: for the Arxas see Oxy. 669, 31, where 2 radacrai = 

1 \tyds. As the cubit contained 6 wadawrai, it contained 3 Acyd- 
Ses. Hence omy is correct here, and the reading suits the traces. 

Hultsch however (see Metr. Script. index, s. vv. \txds and dyads) 

makes the d:yds, not the Arxds, 2 wadaorai, the Aryds containing 
10 8dkrvdor, so that 1 foot = 13 Arxds. He remarks, however 

(op. cit. i, pp. ix, 44), that the MSS. confuse Aiyds and dixds ; 

ie 
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Col. 5.] 

_TO appa exer 7X§ UT ype ane 

o 7x exer Tareas Ss ol gear 

toy g[u]\ov exer TyX§ Ys ss 
TO oTadiov Exel THXS CIOs “Us 

85 to oxot/ To vepari*/ mynxy$p . . 
To Se yewperpi*/ ayx§ ey et EE 

“oxou/ em. oxor/ eh. uta ytf/ »- . . . 
oxor/ Kaw appli]... ..--[ 

Col. 6.] 

5 Bnpara [ 
90 £ oxol/}.[ 

oxou/ .[ 
oxolt/] . [ 
oxot/ . | 
Teel 

. . . . . . . . . 

and perhaps the two words should be interchanged in the texts Possibly some sort of ratio was given. 
he prints; or possibly the word é:xyds should be rejected 83. rov: sic, apparently ; it is not possible to read ro B(acuAtxov). 
altogether. The reading évdoyv is not certain but the capacity suits it. 

81. It is not absolutely certain that the faint traces of ink 87f. Perhaps a comparison of the two kinds of schoenium, 
discernible after this and several of the following lines really form followed by one between the schoenium and the dupa. 
part of these lines, but it seems probable that they do, though in 89. Bnyara: the measure socalled. 1 Biya = 1¥7Hxvs (Hultsch, 

some cases (¢.g. 1. 85) a blank space clearly followed the figure. Metr.? p. 612). 

III. THEsEs, 

PAPYRUS 1719.—Jan. 26-Feb. 24, A.D. 541 (?). 

Inv. No. 1805. Acquired in 1907. Thebes; from Assudn(?). 7in.x6gin. In an 

open upright cursive hand, along the fibres; papyrus of very light colour. 

ITH this document we begin the Syene papyri. These are a homogeneous collection, 
mainly, if not entirely, from the ‘muniment room’ of a single family and now divided 

about equally between the British Museum and the Konigliche Hof- und Staatsbibliothek at 
Munich. Those at Munich, which were bought in Egypt by Dr. Zucker, have been published in 
full, with an elaborate commentary and excellent plates, by Heisenberg and Wenger (P. Mon. i); 
of the B. M. papyri a description was given by the present editor in Kido, xiii, pp. 160-174. 
They were bought in Egypt by Mr. R. de Rustafjaell in the winter of 1907 along with other 
MSS., and the vendors stated that they had been found near Thebes; but subsequent researches 

showed that the real provenance was the Elephantine island at Assuan. They form part of the 
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same family archive as the Munich papyri; but unlike them they include a few documents of 
earlier date, written in the neighbourhood of Thebes, and apparently unconnected with the Syene 
family. These are here placed in a special section. 

Though these papyri come from the neighbourhood of Thebes, they may very likely have 
been found at Assuan. The statement that the Syene papyri came from Thebes may indeed 

suggest that these Theban papyri were actually found there and that their incorporation into 
a collection from Syene led to the erroneous assertion that all were from the neighbourhood of 

Thebes. This is quite possible; but it is equally possible that they had been taken to Syene on 
the settlement there of some member of the family to which the other papyri belonged ; and some 

support to this view is given by the present document if the creditor is really a man of Syene 
(l. 5, note; and cf too 1846). The hypothesis is further supported by the fact that these papyri 

are of earlier date than the others; but it cannot be regarded as proved. 

Allthese Theban papyri relate to loans. The present one is a loan of 5 solidi to two persons, 

probably relatives, named respectively Paam and Paul. The former receives 4s., which he is to 

repay in the same month (if Meyeép is rightly read in 1. 1), and the latter 1s., repayable in 
Epeiph with interest amounting to 2400 talents. This is an even higher rate than in Cair. Masp. 
ii. 67163, where see Maspero’s introduction. Or the interest may be on the whole sum, in which 

case avrwy must be read in |. 12. 
The date of the document is not quite certain. The name of Basilius can (in view of the 

indications furnished by the hand and the date of 1720) probably be recognized in |. 1, and the 

indiction is the 4th. The consulship of Basilius, a. p. 541, was a 4th indiction; if the year were 
a post-consulate it would be a.p. 556. In A“, xiii, p. 161 werd Tiv brareiay was supplied, on 

the evidence, as regards space, of 1. 7, but some other lines where the supplement is practically 

certain indicate a shorter space. The size of the letters varies; but in the little which remains of 

1. 1 the letters are rather more widely spaced than in following lines, and daretas seems therefore 

the more probable reading. 

[+ vrarevas PAaowov BacAle][O] 7[6 €dok[orarov Me]y[elip [.] 

[rns] reraprys tr[Se]xre/ ; 

[Avpndwos Tlaap..... o] eviaB§ pS [rns] ayvas K]KAyovas 
[Kaorpov ] Tlavdos allo tov avro’ Kaoztpo* 

5 ].. Aww vio Vaol.]. Zuynvirns azo 

[? Kaorpov Mepvovjwv ro EppovO{itlo’ vopov xaipew 

[opodoyoupev exe Kat] xpeworew cou ets [ex|rucw Kaw amodwow 

ixpuco’ Soko’ eli{s apt]Ou§ vopropariwr] wevre Taam pev 

[o mpoyeyp§ mlpea BS vopcpara texcepla] eknporr ev Tw Mexerp 

10 [pn tys tetlaprys ivduxri/ Tavdo[s] Se voprocpa ev 

[edngore ey tw Emap pyre apX teparyns wOicri/ pera TyS 

4. Kaorpov: perhaps Kepayews, as in 1720. As Paul’s 

patronymic is not given he was probably the father, brother, 
or son of Paam. 

5. Zunverns: Zunverns cannot be read but is very possibly meant. 
The word should of course be in the dative. 

8. doxiyou: there does not seem room for the whole phrase 
Soxipou xeadalov, which occurs in 1721. Sox:uou seems to suit 

the space better than xeadaiov. 
ets aptOus: the extension is dpiOudy, as shown by 1721, 5, 

the meaning being simply ‘to the number of’, ‘amounting to’. 
9. eAngore: 2. presumably e/Andas, ‘who has received’. Hence 

enport is read in 1, 11, but it is possible that there the word was 

correctly written. 

— a 
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[avr6 didloriperas tour ere Taravta Siryxidea TeTpakoc.a 

[kau evs] peclova od ardareay vroriepeOa cor ev ta 

[......]g Aoyw Kat troOnkyn ro Vrapxov ynuw xeELpoeddio[r] 

15 [xpvaovly Kar evwrio’ xpvody mrvy[u?ja Svo Kat ravTa ewar 

[vro thv olnv axwdvrov Seororevay ewar pexpt arodw 

[oews Kale [o]umadynpwcews ta mpoK/ ypea ov ToKoLs 

[...+.++.] Kae [ets olny aodadevay 7670 leroy 

[weOa To ypappariov ... 

12. didorieras: ‘interest’, For this use of the word see 
1721, 7. 

13. ev ta: Or evra, The usual phrase is eveyvpov Ady@ kal 

troOyxns Sixai but evra is certain. Apart from evra, it would be 
quite possible to read [evexvpo]‘ in 1.14. Can év6a be meant? 

15. evwriov xpuoour (s2c) mrvxta Svo; what is meant is probably 
two of the pendants so common in ancient ear-rings. Two of 
these might very well be detached and pledged independently 

of the rest of the ear-ring. ypucovy was very likely written owing 
to the recollection of a previous xpvcovry, This supports the 
supplement at the beginning. 

16. ewat is pleonastic. 
17. ra mpox/ xpea: 1. rev mpox(etpévav) xpeGr. 
18. There seems too much room for [avrev]. 

toro: the line over o is visible, 

PAPYRUS 1720.—3 Feb., a. p. 549. 

Inv. No. 1793 recto. Acquired in 1907. Thebes; from Assuan (?). 
Ds : 

63 in.x 4%in. In a rather 

small laterally compressed sloping cursive, along the fibres; papyrus of light colour. 
Folded from right to left. On the verso, in Coptic, a list of articles deposited [as security]; 
published by H. R. Hall, AZo, xiii, p. 173 f. 

HIS is a receipt from Aur. Nonna to Aur. Mary for the full price of an ear-ring deposited 
with her as security for a debt. Evidently the ear-ring was of greater value than the amount 

of the debt, and Nonna, being unable to redeem it and in need of more money, now sells it to her 

_ creditor, receiving in return the balance between its value and the amount of the debt. As this 
balance amounts to 8 solidi, the ear-ring must have been a costly one—it seems hardly likely that 

vopiopara in |. 15 is a slip of the pen for Kepdrua. 

[wer]a Tv vmarevav Pd) Bacrdewo” 

tov evdoforaté Meyeip 8 rns Swdexarns 

ivd?/ 

Avp/' Novva Ovyarnp ToaBivo® 

5 oppops aro Kaorpo Kepapews 

TO OnBard vows Avpndva Mapua 

2. This is no doubt the first 12th indiction after the consulship ; 
in the second the year of Justinian would also be given. 

4. ToaBiwov: TaSivov would be expected, but the reading seems 

to be as in the text, both here and in the endorsement. The 

name is the masculine Safivos preceded by the Coptic feminine 
article r-, which is very curious, but there are instances in the 

Syene papyri of names of men beginning with r-; thus Tovov in 
1781, 7; 1733, 6 is clearly the name of a man, and Teer was 
probably another; see 1733, 32; Mon. i. 9, 32; and in several 
cases of patronymics (¢. g. 1724, 37 f., Awv Taxapys) the second 
name, as it is not preceded by pyrpds, is most naturally taken 

as that of the father. 
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Ovyarpt Tlavkd avo Kacrpd Mepvovi/ 
tov Eppovbirov vious xaup/’ avre tov 

evwtid xpvod Eddnuix/ C/ evos 

10 ¢oly tov ovros mapla o]6 ets hoyor vmo 

Onknv vmep pavepld xlpeovs xpeworov 

PEVOS GOL Tap EMO KATA TOTO oMohoyw 

THY TovTov Tedevav Tiny avTobs 

amTecxov Tapa oo Umep QvuTO aTiwa 

15 XPYUTOV VOMLO LATA OKTW €K@V OVV 

Kat Temeropevos amnddaxOnv 

Mpos OE Kal pyKETTL pndeva hoyov 

exew pols] we Tepe To[ro]” [a]AX’ e€ovcray 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

(2nd hand ?) [a}rorayn yevapss Alup]/ Novva n ToaBu 

9. ¢/: = vyot. ‘EAnux(od) probably goes with this word, 
not with xpvcod; the gold conformed to the Greek (vydv, which 
probably indicates here the ratio of gold and alloy. 

10. mapa gov: the supplement is uncertain. The ear-ring was 
deposited with Mary, as appears from what follows; but in later 
times mapa with the dative was often used for mapa with the 

genitive (see Jannaris, Hist. Gr. Gramm. § 1632), and it seems 
likely that here the opposite confusion has been made. sap 

eyov, meaning ‘[which you had] from me’ is possible, and the 
style of the whole document is so awkward that the ambiguity 
of the omission of any reference to the whereabouts of the ear- 

ring is not in itself an objection to this ; but probably part of e 

would be visible. 
UroOnkny: sic, apparently. 

Yo} [ 

11. gavepov: in the sense of rivds. 
\ Xpeworoupevos: Sic. 

13. rovrov: /. rovrov. 
14. arecxov : 2. dmerxnkévat. 
15 f. exov... mereopevos: 1, exovoa.. . memeiopery. 

17. pykerte: szc, apparently. 
18, efovovay: the sense was no doubt ‘but I give you authority 

to keep the said ear-ring’. 
19. Novva n: ¢, Névvas rijs. 

Toaft vou: sic; the space was no doubt occupied by the 
seal, which has however entirely disappeared. This endorsement 
may be by the same hand as the rest, as, though it is in a different 

style, some of its forms resemble those of the recto. 

PAPYRUS 1721.—a. D. 542-543 or 557-558 (?). 

Inv. No. 1794. Acquired in 1907. Thebes; from Assudn(?). qin. x 43 in. In a tall laterally 

compressed sloping cursive hand, along the fibres; papyrus of light colour. 

N acknowledgement by a person whose name is lost of a debt of half a solidus as interest on 

a debt. It is somewhat curious to draw up a special contract for this purpose, as one would 

expect the interest to be specified in the loan itself; but the liability to interest may have 
arisen later than the debt, by non-payment at the proper time of a debt not originally liable to 

interest. 

The provenance of this document is a matter of inference only, all names, whether personal 

or topographical, being lost; but the formulae, the hand, and the colour of the papyrus alike 

indicate the same origin as the two preceding documents. The 6th indiction mentioned is 

probably therefore one of the years suggested above. 
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opohoyw] 

[exew Kale xpeworew cor [evs ex] 

quot Kale arodwow xplvcov] 

S[olkywov Kehadaiov ex[s apt] 

5 Opov vopirpatiov np.cor(s) 
y/ X Xp/ v° L vmep eromos ex[o] 

Tapacxew oor vrep prdoz{ipue] 

aS TOV XpewOTOUpMEVOS TOL 

Tap €40V KpEws EV TH pNYL 

10 6LHaiv tys tapovons extyns 

[twSixriwvos avapdidro 

[yos] Kat] mpos onv aadadeay 

4. Soxov: corrected, probably from doxtpor, 8. xpeworoupevos; Sic. 

6. x xp/: Sic. 9. xpews: Sic, 
tmep: 1. Sep, 

IV. SyeEne, 

PAPYRUS 1722.—7-15 March, A. D. 573. 

Inv. No. 1802, Acquired in 1907, Syene, 2ft, ro%in.x112in, In a clear compact cursive 
hand, laterally compressed and inclined to the right, across the fibres; papyrus mostly in 

good preservation, Probably folded from the bottom upwards, 

ITH this papyrus we begin the Syene papyri proper, As already mentioned (1719, 

introduction) these papyri are connected in the closest possible way with those at Munich ; 
and the two collections must be studied together. The very elaborate and careful commentary 
which the editors of the Munich documents have added to their edition makes it unnecessary to 

‘comment very fully on the London texts, which rather supplement the evidence of those at 
Munich than add much that is novel, Reference may also be made to the article in Ao, xiii, 

p. 160 ff. already mentioned, 
The papyri of this collection have been arranged in order of date, rather than by subjects, as 

a chronological order better illustrates the succession of ownership and fits in with the Munich 
texts. The present document is a sale by a person named Jacob and his wife Tsendia to 
Fl. Jacob, a drummer in the zwmerus of Syene, of a whole house at Syene. The formulae follow 

the general scheme seen in the other documents of the same class which this collection contains ; 

the house seems different from any of those elsewhere sold, in whole or part; and though it is 
fairly certain that it must at some date have passed, with the title-deeds, into the possession of 
Patermuthius and Kako (see 1724, introduction), there are no means, in the documents which have 

been preserved, of determining the intermediate owners, if any. 

Several letters in this document have been written over again. It does not seem worth 

while to call special attention to these cases, 
V. Z 
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p 
pera THY vrareay tov S[exmoTov nuwv? PS Iovarwov] Paper{o)O it. [rly[s] ex{rlyls] 

ivdixriovos ev Lunvn Z 
Avpn\uor laxwB ex matpos Ilaevros PwBnv pyrpos [ 

To emirndevpa Kat n To"T0” yanern Toevdia ex matpos Lovpriov plntpos Tovwre 

5 apdorepor Katapevootes ev Lunvy Tapexovtes vTEP avtwy Vroypadea Kat 

Haptupas tous e&ns vroypadorras Pdaoviw TaxwBw viw Ioaxvov 

Entpos To’Sos tuyravap/ To” apiOuouv Suynvys Kat amo Sunvns yaupew 

Opodoyouper exovotw Kat aperavontw yvoun Kat adohw mpoaipecet 

Kat eukpwer ovvednoe Kata THVSE THY amdynV eyypadov acdaheay 
10 Wempakevat Gor ONMEpoV Kal KaTayeypadevat aro TOV VuY ETL TOV aEL Kat 

ens amavra xpovoy Tv vrapxovoay nuw ouxvay e€ ohoKypo” azo 

eSadous ews acpos Stakeevny em THs avrns Svyvys wept TO voriwov 

Hepos tov Ppovpio” Kat wept havpav THs TapenBodns Kat THs ovKias Tlamvo’i0* 
Mavpo” kau tov Kapndovos tns Bactayns tov Puiwv ehOo’cay eis nylals amo 

15 diKato” ayopacvas mapa ABpaapiov Kat Adappovos viwy Tlavkd Ovpanio” 

Kat €ls avTous amo Kypovouiko” SiKaLo” Tov avamavaapevo’ tarplols avrwy Tavho* 
Ovpario” Kat evs avtov amo Sixao” K\npovopias TwY yovewy avTo” ev yn TH aTacn 
OLKLa EV MEV TPWTH oTeyyn KedALa Svo ev pev voTivov peya vevov es Boppa 
els TO MpoomTapakeypevov Turova ado Se amnvwriKov vevoy eis hiBa evs TO 

20 mvhova Kat TO vToTETaLOY TOL Txpype ev Se TH SevTEepa oTeyNn TupTOGLA Svo 

ev pev vevov evs Boppa addo Se vevor eis hiBa es TO TETOOV peTA Kal TW 

eravo avtwv Sv0 cupToT arKeTacTa EY TH TPLTN OTEyN EWS aEpos KaL 

0 Teroos amo edadhous ews aepos evo Se yerroves avryns voto” pun Sypoora 
peO nv ovxia Avo” Tayapias Boppa ouxia vuv Avo” foaxiov tov Kat Toctov 

25 amndwwro” oxia Ilerepoovros Maprupiov kat Typo” Tnpovos yaperns avro” diBos 

pypn Snpoora es nv vever n avlertixn avrns Ovpa amatamtws -aKoho’Aws 

™ yeyernpern new wept Toro” mpacer nvTep oor e&eSouefa cou es Tew 

Tepav oo” acdadeay n ol cay wou yeiroves TavTn TavToev Kabws 

Urnyopevoapev Nes OL atroSopevor Kat ovdey uw DroheheTTaL ampaTov 

1. For this method of dating cf P. Flor. i. 15, and see the 
remarks in KZio, xiii, p. 162f. The cross is on a separate frag- 
ment and on the verso of the papyrus. If it really belongs to 
this document the piece of papyrus in question was the first 
xO\Anpa, which was always attached to the roll in the reverse 

way to the others. As regards the reading of the indiction it 
may be remarked that though the letters read are inferred only 
from the projecting upstrokes the reading is almost certain 

because no other word than exrys seems to suit the traces. The 
i after Sayevwd is probably followed by a second figure. 

3. Pw8nv: apparently a variant form for ‘Pov8nv, Reuben. 
4. To emirndevpa: cf. 1780, 5, vairns rd emrndevpa. Here too 

very possibly vaurns should be read in 1. 3, sailors being the class 

of civilians most numerously represented in these papyri. 
Tovwre : Tovaore and Tovavre are also possible readings, but 

that in the text is the likeliest. 
5. karapevoores: 7. xarayévorvres; the reading is certain. 
7. TAovdos: this is also the name of the mother of Jacob son 

of Dios-Pasaraei; but the Jacob here must be different, as 

his father was Isaac and he is described as a drummer in the 
numerus. 

aro Sunyns: ¢.e. Syene was his origo. 
8. Opodoyoupev: the enlargement of the o seems to be deliberate, 

to mark the beginning of the document itself. 

14, Kapndovos krh,: cf. Mon. i. 11,23; 12, 18f. The latter 
passage suggests that we ought to read rv (dd) Didar. 

18. Boppa: Poppa instead of Boppay is not uncommon in these 

documents ; cf 1. 21 below. 

19. ro: szc, both times. 
20. Txpnpe: the Demotic Avr; see Kio, xiii, p. 171f. The 

word occurs also in Mon. i. 11, 27 ; 12, 22. 
21. ro meooov: meoods is masculine and the article is correctly 

written in 1. 23 below. 
22. /. cvprogiwy dokerdotor. 
26. avdevtixn avtns: a letter (probably s) has been washed out 

between these two words. 
27. cot is repeated by mistake. 
28. yerroves: the second e corr. from «. 

\ 
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30 ev TH Tpodcdnovjeryn ovKLa TiuNs THS TpOs addAndous TUpmedwvypeErns 

ka. gvvaperacns xpvoo” Soximov vomiopariov TadavoxapaKTov 

evota0pwv Sexaoxtw yi/ xp/ v° in ¥ HvTep Ted\CLaY TYLNV avToMt 

ameoxnkapev Tapa oo” TO” wvoUpEVOU NEL OL TETpAaKOTES EV TH EVETTWTN 
npepa Sia xerpos ets XELpa Yor emi THS avTns Lunvys apiOpw Kax orate 

35 mAnpn mpos To evtevOev ge Tov wvoupevoy Ts Tpodedyrovperns 
ouxias e€ ooKAnpo” amo edadhous ews aepos Kuptevew Kat Seomolew 

Kar Svoixew Kat ovKovopery Kat oLKodopew Kar Tare Kat xapiler Oar Kau TEKVOLS 
Kat eyyovos Siaragcew Kau emuredey Ta TEpL aUYTNS TpoTH w Ea apn 
akwhuTws Kat avewmodiotws Kat py eykadew cou pnt eyKaherew py 

40 erepov twa Twv e€ nuwv ovopatos ev pndert Kaipw Kata pdeva TpoToV 
adopyn pndeua Sia To ws TpoevToper amerxyKEvar Nas Tapa co” TedeLav 
TY Tpoyeypapperny Tysnv Tov Se eyKaderovTa ou n Kal avTUToLnTopEVOY 
TEept THS Tpodedynrovperns orxias e€ odoKAnpo” azo edadous ews aEpos 
N PEpOUs aUTNS Nels Ob TETpPaKoTes aTooTHTOpMEY Kat KafapoTronTopmer 

45 ot tovors nuwv avatwpacr Kar e€edouela cou THVvdEe THY TpacLY 
Kupiay ovoav Kat BeBarav eh vroypadys To” vmep nuwv vroypadovtos Kat erep/p/ 

wpodoynoapev Kat amehkvoapey (2nd hand) P Avpydtor IaxwB Taevros PwByv Kar y Tovrov 

yapern Toevdia Sovprov ov tpok/ Twempakapev Thy TpoKemmerny orxiay €€ odo 
K\npov amo edadovs ews aepos Kat aTeoynKapev Tapa Gov THY Tpoyeypapy 

50 perny Tyuny € vouiopatiots SexaoKTw Kat BeBarovpev THY Tpacw ws TpoK/ 
®'M Paris Oaraciov Ayovotadt/ eys Yuynvyns akiwHes eypara vrep avtwv 
ypappara pn edorav (3rd hand) P Avpyduos LaxwB Vervnowov aro Sunvns paprnpw 

(4th hand) £ ®d§ Ardupos SuABavov azo Bixap/ paprupw 
(5th hand) + ®d§ Tamvobis Avov orp/ rey Lunvyns paprvpw 

55 (6th hand) ®§ lwavyns Maap otp/ dey) Svqvys uaprupw 
(7th hand) ®\§ Maxapios Ioaxuov orp/ rey Suynvus paptvpw 
(8th hand) # ®\§ ABpaap Srepyopio’ amo akrovap/ hey Diiwv paprvpw P 

(9th hand) ®\§ Maxapwos Toowov orpatiwryns Aeyewvos Lunvys paptupw 

(roth hand) P ®d§ Taewv Vaywros orp/ deys Suynvyns paprvpw 

60 (1st hand) P ®d§ ABpaapus Mapnt xevtup/ deys Lunvys ecoparica 

31. madatoxapaxroy : cf. P. Mon.i. 15, 23 16, 25. 
32. y: amark of punctuation. The breathing over jv7ep is 

in the MS. 
45. mpaow: another instance of mpaous as = document of sale, 

for which see Wenger on Mon. 4, 16 ff., against Mitteis, 
Grundziige, p. 180. 

47. PwBny: the first two letters are written over a deletion. 
48. rnv: the last letter looks like » but is probably v; this 

writer forms several of his »’s rather like p. 
50. €: 2, ev, 
53. Atxap/: probably Bixapiavdr, not Bixapioy; see Wenger, 

Mon. i. 8, 47, note. The witness there is the same person as in 

the present case; the hand does indeed appear somewhat 

different, but this is probably due to the use of a thinner pen. 
54. This witness also occurs in Mon. 8 (I. 44). cov here is 

not certain but possible, and the reading is probably confirmed 

by the hand, as seen in the facsimile of Mon. 8. 
55. Iaau: the » is very doubtful. 
56. Sunvus: séc. 
57. Srepyopiov: the name Srepxdptos (= Lat. Stercorius) occurs 

in CIG. iv. 9553, and the present is probably a variant form. 
The first letter is indeed rather more like ¢ than o, but ’Er- or 

*Eyepydptos is a very unlikely name. 
60. ecwparica: for this word see Mon. i. 3, 21, note. This 

is probably in the same hand as the body of the document, 
though, as usual in scribal signatures, formed a little differently. 

Z2 
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PAPYRUS 1728.—7 Sept., A.D. 577. 

Inv. No. 1801. Acquired in 1907. Syene. 1 ft. ofin.x9§in. In a square upright cursive hand, 

along the fibres. Folded perpendicularly to the fibres, perhaps from right to left. 

LOAN of 4 solidi, by a xvBepyyrns whose name is lost and a woman named Anastasia, to 

Fl. Apa Dius (?), a soldier in the numerus of Syene, The money is not lent in equal 
shares; the man advances 3s., the womanis. The debtor pledges in security a quarter of 
a house; but no attempt is made, so far as appears, to fix the rights of the two creditors in 

proportion to the amounts lent bythem. The possession of the property is given to them pending 

repayment of the loan; and as nothing is said of interest it is probable that this provision is 

intended as a substitute for it. 
How the deed (and therefore presumably the property) came into the hands of Patermuthius, 

as we may probably assume that it eventually did, does not appear. 

[+ Bacrreas t]o” Pevoratov nuwrv Seamorov Pd§ Tovori[yjo” tov arwyiov Avyovorrou 

[Avroxparopos erous Sw)\Sexaro” rors pera THv Sevtepay braTevay Tov avtov yanvotaTov nuwv 

3 [Seororov erovs Sexarov] Kar PAS TiBepio” tov evrvyecrarov kar driavOpwrwrarov ypwv 

Kalt]oapos 

4 [?meyuorov evepyerov] eros tpirov O08 it 
5 [®Aaowos Ama Avos] Kupiaxo” pntpos Toayearos orp*/ apiOuo” Sunvys 

lov KuBepyytn amo tns avTns Lvnvns Kar Avpydia Avacraci Ovyarpe 

Jas amo tns avrys Lunvitwv xatpetv opohoyw eayxyKEvar Kat 

[ vo 

[ _myzpos 

ms evdexarns iwoux'/ ev Lunvy /— 

Avpy\ww 

[SedaverrPa. tap] vuwy onepov evs diay po” avayKaray xpevay Tapa gov pev 

yet aD otra Xpvoov vouloparia tpeva mapa gov Se Avactacia xpuvcov vopicpatiov ev 

10 [lvyw Sunrns xplvocov Soxiov vomroparia rercepa yi xp/ v° § lvyw Sunvys 
[about 14 letterslas Kar aodadevas ieDeunv ip oyw Eevexvpov Kat 

[? Sixarw viroy]xy[s] 70 drapxov pou TeTapTOV jLEpos OLKLAS TS PYTPOS pov 
J]. ap... Tpas 

[Prour eort To... .].. [ov] repos azfo rns [P avldyls ovr] euco]dw [kat] e€o8w Kar To dP[uxor] 
[wepos..... wees) ee ee eee) Le Ouptrolouoly ev] Sevrepa oreyn Kali) 

TO GPa ges oes Tipiry oreyn [erlavew tov cvplrootjo’ Taap [wlore ta mpodedyndovpfeva] 
[wavra evvat viro Thy dpwv efovoraly Klar Seomolrelay Kar avlevrevar 

1-4, For this dating clause see 7/20, xiii, p. 162. The supple- 
ment in 1. 1 is shorter than in succeeding lines, but xa imareias 
is not required in view of 1, 2, Probably the cross was made 
very large. 

3. dexarov: see K/io, /.c.; Mon. 2, 8 ff., note. 
rravOpwrwtarov: sic. 

4. The supplement from Mon. 2, 11, rod dudavOpwrordrov kal 
eituxeotdrov rpicpeyiorou evepyérov Kaicapos. 

5. The name occurs in 1, 26, but the reading there is not 
certain. 

10. y:/ was probably not written before xpvcov, as it occurs 
later in the line. 

8: the stroke is not actually over the letter but to the right, 

and is very short. 
11. We should expect rather kat ets yoy .... . Kat aoadetay, 

but acdadevas is certain, and the small traces before kat 

suggest as, 
12. dikatw vroOnxns: this is very doubtful both for the shortness 

of the supplement and for the unusual order, but the characters 
visible suggest xn. The 7 indeed looks rather like x/, but n before 
s is made in the same way elsewhere, ¢. g. in Suns in 1. 6. 

13. avAns: very conjectural, but it suits the space well, the 
upstroke suggests 7, and the minute trace visible before it is 
consistent with A. 

14. ev: there is not room for ey rn, 

at : 
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[PKav vpas avrois xlpnoacGar axlpl. cvpmdypoloelos rolv tlpoyeypappevwr 

[xpucov Soxijuov vopicparia teroepa’ id{tJo po’ Kwwdvlyw Kar ers ipov 

[aodadeav tleroupat vw tovto To wroOyKipatlov ylpaypareov Kupto[y] 

20 [kar BeBasov amlavraxov mplolpepopevor piel? droylpaldys tov wep eyo” 

[vroypadovro]s Kau erepwrnfers Kata mplocjomov wlyol\oynoa K, amekvoa £ 

22 

TavTyv 7(nv] 

23 

(2nd hand) [+ ®d§ Ama Avos Kvjpiaxjov pytpos Toayw amo Lunvys [o m\poK/ cBepnv 

[acdarevay tecolepwr vopicpatia Kar orovyer por [mlavta ws mpox/ PAS Ilavdos 

[.....- o7p/ apiOu, Sunryns afiwbes eypa vrep auto] ypapara pn evdoz[o)s 

25 (3rd hand) [+ ®d§ Azra Atos] Maprio’ axro’apios aptOuo” Suyvys [yalptupw n acdadrea 
[axovoas twapla Ama Avo ro” Kau Oeuevo” evrovTos plot] Kar mapovrTos ev Sn 

[wooww tome] + (4th hand) P ®d$ TMareppovdes Iwavvns orp*/ alpiO\wou Sunvns paprypw + 
(5th hand) [+ ®\§ Mnvas?] Avdupouv otp/ apiOuov Sunvyns palptlypo + + 

1st hand ?) [+ 8 exov Map]xov Aza] Avo’ orp/ alpOu” Sunvys olwparicby + pou Map) o. o7p 
18. The supplement is rather short, but nothing else is 

required, 
vouiocparia tecoepa’: 7. vomicpatiov recoépov, The dot is in 

the MS. 
22-24. This subscription is in a hand very like that of the 

body of the document, but there are some features which make 
it possible to take it as a different hand, and it seems unlikely 

that Paul wrote the document as well as the subscription, though 
the former may not actually have been written by Mark, who 
signs at the foot. Probably however it was. 

23. vomioparia: Ste. 
24. At the beginning Taap (see Mon. 10, 27) would suit the 

space, but the hand is not the same as in the Munich document 
referred to, 

eypa: sic. 

25. PA(aowos) Ama Atos Mapriov : from Mon, 1, 60. The reading 
here is not certain but suits the traces, and the hand is probably 

A. D. 574, this witness describes himself as dé dxrovapiav. The 
soldier of this name in 1784, 29 is certainly different. 

n: L. Ti. 
27. lwavens: 7. *i@dvvov. 

28. Myvas: from Mon.1, 59. But it is very uncertain whether 
the hand is really the same. 

29. Mapxov Ama Awv: in K/io, xiii, p. 169 this name was read 
as above, and the writer identified with the Mark son of Apa 
Dius who wrote or was responsible for 1728; 1780; 17381; 

Mon. 3; 10; 11. Probably however the hand of the present 
signature is different, and the Mark of the documents referred 
to is therefore presumably, as taken by Heisenberg and Wenger, 
a civilian. Hence the remarks in K7o, xiii, p. 168, § 5 must be 
cancelled. But the hand may very likely (though not certainly) 

be identical with that of the Fl. Mark son of Apa Dius of 1727, 
65 ; 1729, 46; Mon. 4,51; 9, 102, It seems likely that Mark 

actually wrote the document. 
the 

Inv. No. 1797. Acquired in 1907. Syene. 

same. It is therefore curious that in Mon. 1, dated in 

PAPYRUS 1724.—a. p. 578-582. 

4 ft. 9¢in.x 1 ft. of in. Ina large, easy, handsome 
cursive hand, with many flourishes, particularly at the beginning of the lines, across the fibres. 
In the subscriptions, and in one or two lines of the document itself, much of the ink has 

disappeared. In several places the upper layer of fibres (perpendicular) is defective, the 
under layer (horizontal) being visible. This was the original state of the roll, as the writing 
goes over these defective places. Asthe upper part is lost the papyrus was no doubt folded 
from the bottom upwards, 

ALE by two sisters, Tsone and Tsere al. Tsia, daughters of Apa Dius and Rachel, to 

Patermuthius and his wife Kako, of parts of a house which had formerly belonged to their 
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great-grandfather.! This is the first appearance of the couple Patermuthius and Kako; but it is 

now unnecessary to say much of them and their family relationships, as reference can be made to 
Heisenberg’s excellent account and genealogy in P. Mon. i, pp. 6-12, where also is summarized 

all that is known of Tsone and Tsere. It will however be well, for convenience of reference, to 

repeat the family tree given by Heisenberg, with an addition derived from 1733 :— 

Papnuthius se cat 

Dios al. Pasaraei — Tlou Tsius — Mariam 

eo cor 
Victor Paeion Tsia=Hatres Jacob—Tapia—Menas Menas Tselet George John | 

| 
_ Tsone 

John Kako — Patermuthius 

Menas — Tsia 

Helen 

As pointed out by Heisenberg (p. 11) the John of 1729, a monk, is probably, from Mon. 12 
and 13, to be identified as a son of the Patechnumius who was mpémammos of the two 

vendors in the present document. He would therefore be great-uncle (H. ‘Oheim’) of the 
sisters. As he was also called Paptsius, whereas the John who in this document acts as guardian 

of the younger sister has a second name Kattas, the conjecture made in Zo, xiii, p. 166, that 
the latter was possibly the same as the John of 1729, becomes improbable. 

The parts of the house sold are as follows :-— 
1. In the first story a Kehdiov. 

2. In the second story the cvpmdovov above the xediov just mentioned, a small Sdua above 
the aifpuor, and a third part of another small Saya. 

3. A third part of the gateway and other ovy«vpotvra. 

The dating clause being lost, the date of the document can be fixed only from the reference 

to the Emperor, 

[kat Iwavyyns o kar Karras Xeyoplevos avdtlomevos ev Tw povacrnpia] 

[lapralyyns tavuv Se ev ry [Sunvn evpeBes o Kau avadexopevos] 

[rnv yvopnv] Kav Thv muotw rns adndruKos Tovas? adeAdys THs Tpoyeypap] 

[mevy|s Towrys ex Twv av7iwv yovewy ov Kau e€ns vToypadea Tape] 

. . . ” 

ese eee 

Tuplouvtals tavtn Ty BeBara mpace Avpy\ww Ilarep 

1 Heisenberg (P. Mon. i, p. 11) says ‘Grossvater’, but the word is mpémammos. 

1-4. For the supplements see ll. 72-75. There the younger ap[yevn]s could be read, but such a division of the word seems 
sister is called Toépy, but in 1. 10 f. we find Totas rjs x(ai) very improbable here, though it occurs in the subscription, 
Toépns heyouevns. There is not room for all that inl. 3,andas_ Il. 78-79. Possibly rns | avrys was written, but this also does not 
Toias is put first inl. 10 it seems likely to have been used here. _ suit the traces very well. 

4. The small traces at the beginning do not suit pens very 6. AvpnA\tw ; the w is a correction, perhaps from a, 
well, and the reading must be doubted. gy[evy]s or perhaps y 

>. 
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povOiw viw Mynva x, TH TovTov evvoverarn avpPiw Avpnua Kako 
Ovyarpu TaxwBo” ex pytpos Tamas oppwpevos am° rr/{s] 

autns Sunvns xatp/ opohoyoupev nets ov mpoyeypappelvor) 

Towrn xat lwavyyns vrep ovopatos Tovas tTys K, Toepns 

Aeyouevns Sia To veov THs HriKias Sia TavTys Huw 

TS eyypadov wriakns aopahevas exovvTes Kat TETELOMEVOL 

avev mavtos Sodov Kat hoBov Kav Bias Ka ataryns K, avayKns 

Kal ovvapTayys Kat olacdynToTe KaKovoas Kat KaxlolnOevas 

Kal TavTos ehaTT@patos Kat havdov Siavonparos Kat 

Taons vopipo” teprypadys apa Se opvuperfol. Kara THs ayras 

Kat opoovotov Tpiados Kau viKns Kat Siapovns Twv yadynvor’s 

Kat TpoTaovyav nuwv Sear Paviov TiBepio” Kar Ardrtas 

Avactac.ias Twv atwviwy Avyovotev Kar AvTokpatopwv 

TETPAKEVaL ULV ONMEPOY KaL KaTayeypadyKevar voLw 

TPAavEwsS KAL ALwYLA KATOXN Kal TavTL mynpEerTaTw 

Seomorevas Suxaw To vrapxXov nL pEpos oLKLas amo TYS 

oukias Neyowevyns Tlarexvoupo” tov mpotammo” nuwv 

€V @ TW GUTM MEPEL OLKLAS EV EY TPWTN OTEyN KE\LOV 

ev ev T® TuAOW vevov em. Boppa Kat TO ETavw avTo” 

ovpmoctov vevov em. Boppa eis THY Tapadpopida To” 
meaoo” ev Sevtepa oteyn Kat To piKpoy Sapa ear 

Tov atOpio” vevov er amnwrny eis THY piKpay aOpay 

Kal TO TpLTOY pEpos NMwV aro tloly ado” piKpov Swpatos 

eravwbev tov axxovBito” LlaxwBo” Tlacwapairos oo” Sy TAT pos 

Kaxw kat oo” 8n Iabeppo’Ai0” revepo” Kav To TpiTov pepos 
ATO TAVTOV TwY OvyKUpOYYTaY xpHnaoTYNpLwY To” TE mpoOupo” 

Kat Tuvdovos Kat Terao” K, NuLKNiBavo” mpos THY pExXpL VUV 

Kparnoacav vounv te Kat Seomoreay yeiroves Se TNS 
aTaons oLKLas ad nS TETpaKapev VELLY TO aVTO NOV 

Hepos elo ovrws voto” » o1xia Avo” Kedwd Boppa y Snpoora 

Aavpa ets nv nvewxrar n avbevtiucn Kvpa huBos n orKia Avo” 

Taxapns amndwro” n ovcia Llarepoo’ros ovor 8 av wou yerroves 

mavtn twavroley ex Terpaywvo” Kat TeTpamdevpo” Kaus 

UTNYOPEVTApEY NMELS OL amrodopevoL EV OTOMATL TYLNS 

TNS Tpos addAydovs cuuTedwvnperns KaL TvvapEeracns 

emt oupdwvots atapaBaros ypuco” vomicpariov 

Sexa Cvyw Sunvns yt/ xp/ vt f/ Suny qumep THY 
II. Aeyouevns : ns corrected from ous. aiOpiov. 
12. exouyres: Sic. 
18. Praviov : sic. presumably through a misapprehension. 
20. tw: % probably a correction. 
23. Aeyouerns: in 1, 77 yevouérns is written, and very possibly 

Aeyouévns here may be a slip of the pen. But the house may 
have been popularly called olxia Marexyvoupiov. 

28. aOpay: apparently used in much the same sense as __ the earlier part. 

175 

37. kupa: altered from 6vpa (certainly not xvpa to évpa), 

38. Taxapns: clearly a variant form of Tayapias in 1722, 24. 
Tlarepoovros: by the time s was reached the writer’s pen 

was beginning to run dry. Having dipped it in the ink he 
rewrote the s; in the rest of the line the ink is darker than in 
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eyKepevnv Teheiav Tysnv avToO. ameryxnKoTes Tap Vw 

45 Twv wvovpevov Sia xeipos eis XELpa Nuwv apoyo K, 

otabuw mryper kat BeBavwowpev vp THY Tpacw 
maon BeBarwoe Sia mavTos Kat amo mavTos To” emehev 

copevo” viv KWWSUH NL@V KaL TOPw THS METPLKNS 

Npwv vrogracEews THS Kal Evexomerns ets atoaoBynow 

50 kat Kafaporomnow TavTnS Nov THS Tapovons 

BeBouas mpacews kar eb @ vpas amevrevfev 70” auto" 

Tpirov pepovs Kupievew Kai Seomolew kar Twhev Kae pera 

TWELVY KAL OLKELY KL KQTOLKELY KOL ovKoSopewy KQUt €7TOLKO 

Sopew xracba ypacbar wavT. aperKovTs viv TpoTw 

55 avemikwduTas Kat aveumodiotas Twos Tov e€ ovo 
Paros nw n Kara yevos ayxiotevovTos pn Suvycopevo” 
Kaipw TeroTe n Kpovea emupunvar tpi y SiuTav 
Kal’ ypov Kwnoo Siva to nuas SedexPar Kav wemrhy 

porba rns eyKeperns Tyuns ev Se omep amer acbevy 

60 oper Tept THY amocoByow Kar KafapoTomow TavTns 

nuev ms BeBavas tpacews eb w Npas emtyvwvar 

THY eyKeperny tynv ev Sutrw pera Kat TO” 
eravaykes eppwoar thv Tapovoay BeBarav tpaow 

nvmep eunv viv Kupiav ovoay Kat BeBaray Kat appayn 

65 KQL aoaNevTOV KaL EVVOLOV ATAVTAKOU Tpopepomernv 

pe?’ vroypadys To” viep nuwv vroypadovtos K, TV 
e&ns PApTUpoVVTwY Kal Els TA Tpoyeypappeva TavTa 
erepwrnbevtes ovTws ExElv wpohoynoapev Kau ate 
Avoapev P (2nd hand) P Avpyua Town Ovyarnp Paynd ex Tarpos 

70 Ama Atov oppopern ato Lunvns peta Kat Tov KUpLoV avTns 

avdpos Avpn\wov Ioakwov vwov Kworavtiov Tov Kat ouvevovvTos 
kat wuvevdokovrtos avTn Kat Iwavvns o Kat Karras heyouevos 
avdulopevos ev Tw povacrnpiw Tlapravns tavuv Se ev ty Svyvyn 

evpeBers 0 Kat avadexopevos THY yvopnv KaL THY TOT THS adyduKOS 
75 Toepns adeddns Tys mpoxleyzlevlns Towryns eK TwY avTwY yovewy 

TeTpaKevar vpiv onmepov To [v]TapXoy NL MEpos OLKLAS aro OLKLAS 
yevouerns Tla‘re’yvouptov z[ov] mplomammjov nuwv Kat TecXnKapev THY TEdELaY 

44. eyxeipevny: the first v (at which letter the scribe refilled 
his pen) corrected from i. 

48. perpixns:; in the same sense as perpias, ‘modest’; cf. 
1731, 30. 

59. amet: 1. dein. 
60. ratrns: the meaning of the character over v is not clear. 

The v however is rather small, and perhaps the scribe intended 

this sign to take its place. 
64. «Beunv: 7. ébgueba, Perhaps the scribe was using as his 

model a document in which there was a single vendor. 
68. emepwrnOevres ; the scribe first wrote emepwrnde: (for -cis) ; 

see the preceding note, 
70. Tov kuptov: a noteworthy instance of a kvpios for a woman 

at this period ; see Wenger’s notes on Mon. 1, 3; 7, 8-15. 

71. cuvevouyros : 2, ovvatvovyros, 
72. Karras: in Kizo, xiii, p. 166 this was read as Kavupas or 

Kourraés. The present reading was given by the subsequent 

discovery of the fragment containing ll. 1-2. 
73. Ilayravns: this reading was separately suggested by 

Dr. Crum, who refers to Amélineau, Géographie de ? Egypte, 
p. 296f. for a village of this name, and by M. Jean Maspero. 

In X/io, xiii, p. 166 Mayurdyns was read. This and Marandrns 

are equally possible. 
74. yvopny: cf. Mon. i. 14, 12 and Wenger's note. 
76. mempaxevat: 2. mempdkapev. 
77. weoxnkapev: Sic, apparently ; but it is just possible that the 

initial a was actually written, and that the ink has disappeared. 
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TYLNY EV XpUTOU vopiopario”s SeKa KaL OTOLXYEL NUW TavTA TA eyyeyp 

appeva ws tpox/ lwavvns ABpaauiov ehax§ mpeaBurep/ rns To” Oeov 

80 ayias exkrAnor/ Sunvys [algla)Oes eypaa vrep avtwv ev 
Sypooiw tore ypappara [uJn adorov £ 
(3rd hand) 2 Bd Awww ArlelEarSplov orp/] apvOmov Snvys paprypw + 

(4th hand) + ®d§ Arpys Ierpouv orp/ dey($] S[vly[vlyls] Kae ao Bixap/ paprupw + 

(5th hand) 2 ®d$ lwond Eppera orp*/ [apiOuov] Svyvys paprupw 
85 (6th hand) P ®§ Arpy Maplk ?]6 wyovradd apiOpo” Sunvyns paprupw f 
86 (7th hand) P ®\§ Maxapuos vios Ak... orp/ [apps] Sunvns paptupw ty mpage, axovoas 

mapa Tov Oepevov 
87 (8th hand) 2 d) Movaraios lwarvolu.... apiO[us] Suynvns paptupw 

(1st hand) P & ewo” @eodidov €d* [Sialx°/ eyevero P 

82. Avo: a curious name, but this is the likeliest reading, 86. Ax...: the reading is doubtful, but Ioaxwv (1722, 56) 
85. ayovrakiov: /, adyovorddwos. orattovapiov, which was sug- seems impossible; moreover the hand is almost certainly 

gested in X/o, xiii, p. 167, seems impossible, and, though the different. 

present reading is not certain (the first letter is more like o than 88. d:axo(vov): the reading is given by 1733, 73, where the 
a, and it is doubtful whether any ink, completing the loop of a, hand is clearly identical with that of the present contract. 
has disappeared), the other letters strongly favour it. 

PAPYRUS 1725.—6 March, a. p. 580. 

Inv. No. 1799. Acquired in 1907. Syene. 5%in.x63in. In a compact, upright cursive, along 

the fibres ; papyrus rubbed in the middle. Folded from right to left. Beginning of P. Mon. 3. 

EING the upper part of Mon. 3, this fragment was published with that document; but it 
seems advisable, for the sake of completeness, to repeat it here. For the continuation 

reference must be made to the Munich volume. 

The document is an acknowledgement of a debt. The opening formula, 6uooyd ... éyew 
kat xpeworeiv, rather suggests a loan, but 1. 12, d]rép 70d ovpwedwvypevov, shows that the debt is 
in respect of an agreement. The debtor is the husband of the creditor; and this fact suggests 

that the debt is for the donatio propter nuptias, The same view of its nature is now taken by 
M. J. Maspero in his introduction to Cair. Masp. iii. 67310; and the reading at the beginning of 
1. 13 (except gov, inserted for reasons of space) is due to his suggestion there. The present 
editor had previously conjectured, on the strength of 1711, 20, ofor po yayou Swpovj; but 67310 
shows that Swpwr in 1711 is a mistake for Swpewy, and the apparent o is more probably y, smudged 
at the foot. 

P Balorj\cvas kat [vrajrevas tov Peorarov nuwv Seororov 

kali] peyioro” evelpyero” Pdavio” TiBepio” Neov Kav 

atvtivo” To[v] atwviov Avyovato” AvtoKpatopos erous 

1-4. Here Tiberius’s reign is reckoned from his accession, dating from his proclamation as Caesar. 
and the reign coincides with the post-consulate. In 1726, as in 2-3. Kevorvtivo”: sic. 
Lond. iii. 774 (p. 280), the more usual method is followed of 

V. Aa 
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Sevrepov = DaprevwO Sexary THs TproKxadexarns ivd/ 

5 ev Sunryn /— 
Avpndws laxwB ex tarpos Kworartio” ex pntpos 

Maptas valu}rns azo =[v}nvns Avpn\ta Mapiap 

Ovyarpt Add[apovos? pytplos Tamas oppwpevn 

ato tns avr[ns Suynvyns ?7y) pov cvvy Gew coup Biw 

10 yatpew oplodoyw eyw o mployeypappevos laxwB dia 

TavTns plov Tys eyypalpo” acdadeas exew 

Kat xpeworev Gor virep Tov cupsepwvynpevo® 

ylapixov cov dvov] ypucov Soxyov vom 

palria tpa Luyw Sunvyls yt/ xp/ v° y C/ Sunyns amep 
15 Ta [? wpoxemeva xpvolo” vomopatia Tpera Lvyw 

[ «td. (Mon. 3)] 
Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

+ yp/ yevon/ 7/ laxwBov Kworalyriov xh. 

certain. 
9. tT) pov... cvpBi: the order is curious, but the reading 

seems indicated by the remains. For ov perhaps e]uov. 

4. Sexarn: a trace at the end suggests that dexarys may have 
been written. In Mon. i, p. 47 rys was omitted by an oversight 
on the part of the present editor. 

8. AdAapovos: the reading is probable as the two ’s are almost 

PAPYRUS 1726.—a. p. 581. 

Inv. No. 1803 A. Acquired in 1907. Syene. Fragments, none of which contains a complete 

line. In a large rather sprawling hand, across the fibres. Beginning of P. Mon. 4. 

ERE again the text has already been published in the Munich volume along with that of the 

document to which it belongs; but as some further readings have since then been arrived 

at it seems advisable to include it in this catalogue. The document is the sale of a boat. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Tov aiwriov Avyovarouv Kat Avroxpjatopos erous eBdopo” 

[vrarevas Tov avtov eluoeBeor[arov nuwly Seomoro” erous TpiTo” 

: wouThovos ev Sv]ylvln 
5 [+ ®d§ TlareppovOios ex tatlpos Mnva to"! Kat eyowevo” Byvve 

[unrpos..... oTpatiwrns Teipov apiO\uo Lunvyns Kat amo THs avTNS 

[Zunvns oppapevos o Kau e&ns vjroypadea tapexely] Tov viep avrov 

[vroypadovra Kav paptupas KTH. J....- al.) 

TSE TH wriaKn ardjadea Avpn\ww Myva vio 

6. It seems likely that the mother’s name was stated, though mother’s name was a short one there is room for it ; or orparidrns 

the supplement given by Heisenberg and Wenger disregards it. 

The space is larger by at least 4 letters than in the previous 
line, where besides the cross and the mark of abbreviation after A 

we have 19 letters, or 1. 7, where we have 24. If therefore the 

may have been abbreviated. 

8-9. Heisenberg and Wenger read [vroypadovra kat paprupas 
tous e&ns kar emttpomny avrov] | [mpoopyaprupouvras tnd Tn wvaKkn 
acpjakca, The 7 visible at the end of |. 8 suggests emrporny, 
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10 [Ilavkov pytpos Loveavvas amo OuBov oppwpevw Klar ty TovTo” ofv]yPiw 

[ Ovyarpe J... tol] e plyriplols Paxnd aro OuBov 
[xatpev opor)oyw eyw o mpoyeypaplujevos Iareppovbios 

[exav Kau Temevopevos alvev tavtos Sodlo]’ [ar] PlolBo” K[au Kr. 

father’s, is got from Mon. 5 recto) may probably have been 
inserted. 

13. For the continuation of the formula see, e¢. g., 1727, 23 f. ; 
but Mon. 4, 1 and 2, which follow this line immediately, show 
that the formula was here even more wordy than usual. 

but though the letter before it may well be m the rest of the 
word is hard to reconcile with the traces. In mounting, the 
fragment containing ll. 9 and Io was placed above that containing 
Il. 5-8. 

10. Heisenberg and Wenger read [Mavdov . . aro OuB8av oppo- 
pevw kat......], but the mother’s name (which, as well as the 

PAPYRUS 1727.—a. D. 583-584. 

Inv. No. 1796. Acquired in 1907. Syene. About 3 ft. 52in. x1 ft. oZin. Fragmentary at the 

top. In an upright, open, rather broken cursive hand, across the fibres; papyrus of good 
quality. Folded from the bottom upwards. See “0, xiii, p. 170 f. 

HIS document belongs in the main to the class called by Mitteis, Grundziige, p. 246, 
Elterliche Tetlung (c). The parties are the Patermuthius and Kako who occur so often in these 

papyri, and the agreement refers to the disposition of their property after the death of one or both 

of them. It provides that in case of the death of either the survivor shall inherit all the 
property, real and personal, of the deceased, whether acquired by inheritance (76 yovéwr diadoyjjs), 

purchase (dé dyopacvacrikod Sixaiov), or personal effort (dad iSpdérwv xapdrwv), their children 

having no claim on any of it during the survivor's lifetime; and that after the death of both 
parties the whole of the property shall be divided equally among the children, no child being 

favoured at the expense of the others. Disinheritance and a fine of 12 solidi is the penalty for 
any attempt on the part of the children or any other person to dispute or set aside the agreement. 

The formulae partake of the character of those usual in wills. The syntax of the document is 
very uncertain. Dots are inserted in several places, apparently for punctuation. 

[+ Baclreas tov Peor[arov nuwv Sec}roro” Pdavio” [Ti]Bepio” Mavpuxcov 

[. : ; ev Svnvy) 
Avpn uot Tareppoviis vios’ Mynva pytpos Towas’ ylavryns amo Sunvys Kat] 

5  Tkaxw y tovrov cvpBus Ovlyatinp laxwBo™ pnrpos Tamas] 
[oppwpern amo Sunvys ov kal. e&ns vroypadea Tapexovres 

[rov vmep avjrwv vroypadovra Kat paptupas Tous e€ns Kat emuTpO 

I. TiBepiov Mavpixiov: the order of these names varies in 

dating clauses of Maurice. It is characteristic of the earlier 
years (down to about 585-586) to place T:Sepiov first, as here, 

and of the later years to reverse the order, but no rigid line can 

be drawn. Thus 1780, of 22 Aug., A.D. 585, has Mavpixiov first ; 
but 1781, of 20 Sept. in the same year, reverts to the earlier 
order. In P. Lond. 1326 B ined., of the Emperor's first year, 
we find Mavpixiou Néov T:Bepiov. 

Aaz2 
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[wnv Kale [alkrnow kar afiwouw paprupovvras Tyde 7m opodoyia 

Xarpew eredyntep cuvlevyPnuev addndois els yapor KoWwwviay 

10 ov THY Tvyovcay avatavow Kat Bad evderxvypevor 

addndots avaravovres Kav Oadmrovres Kar Sovdevovtes 

KQL VTAKOVOVTES KAL VTOTATTOVTES amos ev ponder 

mapemixpivovres adda ev vTotayn Tacn Towvy evraBov 

EVOL PYNTOTE TAPA mpooSokvav HNRO@V TLVA e€ Nov 

15 Tedev tov Bio” ypnoapevoy Kat Twv evravda Tov Koopov 

eTavaxopnoa mpaypatwr' Kat evpeBen tov CwvTa votepov 

Hevoy Tapa Tov appow nuwv texvov ofev voovtes 

dpovovvres Noyurpous EXOVTES EppwpeEvas Tas Siavowas 

tas dpevas atabes tas aicPnoets vytets emt TOowY 

20 Badilovres ex ayopais Tapepxopevot 

eyypadov opohoyvay 

els TAYTHY THY 

Su ns opfodoyoupev ymers ov pO 

yeypappevor exovres Kat Temepevor Suya TavTos 

Sodov kat doBov kar Bias Kat amrarns Kat avayKns Kat TuvapTayns 

Kat KodaKias Kal pnxavyns Kat Kaxonferas Kat eharTw 

25 Paros travros Sis Tpis Bovdevorapevor! ws en pev nnas Covras 

KGL VYLALVOVTAS EVaT oNavewv XPT opeba’ TAVT@V TWV 

mpaypatev nuwv Kal nv av Bovdopefa Siorxnow 
erav Se Tapactain Tw Twv ohwv SeamoTn Xpiorw omep 

aren Twa’ e€ npwv tedrer Tov Bio’ xpyoacba eb w Tov Cwrra 

30 eXElV KaL KaTexeW TavTaV TwV KaTahepOnoopevav 

TPAYLATWV VTO To” TETENEUTNKOTOS Te tepiehOovra €lS QUTOV 

aro yovewv SiaSoxns Kat ao ayopaciactiKo” Sixato’ Kat amo iSpwrwv 

KOPLAT@V EV TE OLKLALS KAL KPVTOLS KAL apyvpols Kat xadKous KaL 

optxadkos Kat exOnpacr Kar vpacpact Kat TavTots demToLs 

35 

g. ouvtevxOnper = sic. 
yapov: 2, ydpov or yapou. 

12. vroratroyres: ar perhaps a correction. 
13. mapemtxptvovres: the first « is much more like a, but pro- 

bably it is an e and not an a, for the ¢ of em in]. 55, which is 

certain, is formed in a very similar way. 
evdaBovpevor xrd.: of. the preamble in Cair. Masp. ii. 67151, 

particularly 1. 36f. But there the more natural imavaxwpjoa is 

used instead of émavaywpijoat, as here. . 
17. Texvwy : Tex is written over a deletion. The original letters 

were washed out. 
voovres: 7. voodvres. What follows finds several analogies in 

Cair. Masp. 67151. 
18. Punctuate dpovoivres Noyrpods, Cxovres éppwpevas ras dta- 

voias; unless eppwpevas is an error for eppapevovs, in which case 
éxovres will govern Aoyicpovs, but the other interpretation is 
favoured by Lond. i. 77 (p. 232 ff.) = Mitteis, Crest. 319, 11 

and Mon. 8, 8. 
20. er ayopais: Cair. Masp. 67151, 30; Lond. 77, 12 have én 

dyopas, but here the a: seems certain. apepxdpevor, in spite of _ 

the succeeding space (which is perhaps not intentional), must go 

ewert amo peyado’ edous mexpt EAaXLoTO Twos Kat TOUTwY 

with els ravrny xrA. It should of course be rapepydpeba. 
22, meretpevor: Sic. 
26. xpyovopueda*: a very confused construction. It should be 

kat xpjoacOa, The dot is no doubt intended to show that the 

reading is xpnodpeba mdvrey and not xpnodpel’ drdyrov. 
29. twa": the dot is probably intended to separate the two 

vowels, 
30. karexew: not perexew as the genitive construction might 

suggest, though the « looks rather like a large uw. « is formed 
similarly in several cases in this document. 

31. ra mepteAOovra: 2. rdv mepeAOdyrwy to agree with mpay- 

parov. 
32. ayopaciacrixov: cf. Mon. 4, 16. The present instance 

probably shows that the word there is correctly written and not 
a scribal error, as Heisenberg is inclined to believe. 

33. kayarwy: perhaps genitive after iSpérev; but possibly xai 
has been accidentally omitted. « is written over a deletion. 
Traces of i are visible; possibly the scribe began to repeat 
tdperav. 

34. mavrois: 7, probably mavroios (not mact). 
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karakupieve Kar Sermolew kar Svorxew Kat ovKew Kar pioxadew 
ka €€ avrwv tpederOou Kar iparilar Kau Kndevorat Kau eKTEEraL 
Tas mpoadopas To” amobavovros pndevos Tov Texvwv 
npeov Svvopevo” pyre Suvvnoopevo” emekevoacbar Tw Covre 

40 9 eyKadew 1 oyoBernoat 1 Kwdvopevo” axpt TeheuTns avTo’ Kau 
Hera THY TedeuTHY Ef w amavTa Ta Vd Nov katahepOnoo 
HEva TpaypaTa oradynoerat eis Ta KOLA Nuwv TeKva e€ uromoupias 
kau un Siadopay rexvw Tapa texvov Tontacbar Kar ev odberny 
Xpeworav o TereheuTnKws  KaL Xpeworo"pevos eh w THV 

45 macav Socodnpbay Toimoacba. vmep avro” axpt TeXeuTNS auto” Kat 
PETA THY TeXEUTHY Tay TO TaKTOY eTavadpapew eis Ta avTa 
Kowa nwv texva ev Se tis eDehnoeev ex TwV TEKYoV 
npov 9 addos eredevoacba to Covre 9 abernoa 7 TapaBnvas 
9 Tapacarevoa, tavtTyv yuov Tyv ad\nhopohoyvay 

50 9 Saray Kew ep w Tov emeevoopevov ™pwtov pev ado 
Tplov Kat akhypov exerOat rns TavToLas vTOGTAGEWs TOV 
€TLXELPOVYTOS TapaPaLve.w ETELTA ETLYWWwWOKEL Koyw TPOaTipLo” Y 
Xpvoov vomicpara Swdexa epyw Kat Svvaper amairo”yeva ex TNS 
vTocTarews TO TapaBaivovros pera Kat Tov pev toxve Kara 

55 Tay eyyeypappevov ada eppwobar avra em to warren p/ 
Kal Tpogemt TovTOLS Tact erwpoocapeOa Tov Bevov Kat oeBac pov 
Opkov 70” tTavroxpatopos @co” Kat rns vikns Kat Siaporvns twv yadnvoratwv Li, U] pore Y' 
npov, Seomotwv pun mapaPdwew ta mpodedyndrovpeva Siacroda 
Kat Tpos nuov agdadeay tavrynv e&eSopeOa ryv addnopodoyray 

60 Kuptav ovoay Kar BeBaay x, evvopov amavraxov mpodepoperny pel 
uToypadys 76 vTep nuwv vroypad/ x, Tov e&ns paprupovvrwy Kat 
emepwrs wpohoynoapev + (2nd hand) 2 Avpydtos Tlareppovbis vios Mynva pntpos Tovas 
vavTns amo Lunvys Kat n TovTo” cupPv0s Avpydia Tkaxw Ovyarnp laxwBov 
Pytpos Tamas oppwpevor ev Sunvy ov tpox/ Beuny ryv Tapoveav adhyd’opodoyvav 

65 Kal crower nuw tavra ra eyyeypappeva ws mpox/ PM Mapkos Aza Aw” orp/ apiOpo 
37. tparifa: sic; of. 1729, 27, note. 
38. mpoopopas: for this word see Wenger’s note on Mon. 

8, 5. 
39. Suvopevov: a not uncommon form at this time for Suvapévov ; 

see Heisenberg’s note on Mon. 1 3, 52, and add to his reference 
Jannaris, Hist. Gr. Gramm. §$§ 774, 937, etc. , 

40. kwAvopevou: 2. ckwddvev. 
41-42. ef w... oradnoerat: a confusion of the two constructions 

€f’ S .. . cradjva and the indicative oraAnoerat. 
43. ofOenv: 2. dpOein. 
45. docodnnyay: ‘giving and receiving’; 7.¢. the surviving 

party shall collect all assets and discharge all liabilities, 
46. maxrov: pactum. It generally means ‘rent’; in Oxy. i, 

138, 27, 44 it refers to a salary ; but in the present case the 
meaning seems rather to be ‘interest? ; 2. é. the interest of any 
outstanding debts shall come in due course to the children. 

50. emeAevoopevov: the last » is a correction, perhaps from v. 
51. vmocracews ; ur written over a deletion. rod émxetpodvros 

mapaBaivew is perhaps due to a confusion with the following 
Clause (dma:rovpeva rd.) ; what is intended is that the offender 
shall be dAnpos in the inheritance of Patermuthius and Kako, 
but the passage may be correct if iroardoews means the offender’s 
share in the inheritance. 

52. extywwooke : 1, ervywadckey, 
54. Tov pev: after this 7. (uy). Or perhaps pév was miswritten 

for yy. 
55+ eyyeypappevoy: ey corr. from po. 

ext ro mavret p/: 1. él tr ravi, with a mark to fill in the 
line? ro mayre is a practically certain reading, but as the letters 
are cramped together it is curious that the scribe should have 
had to resort to a filling-in mark. Perhaps the mark is inserted 
less with that object than as a sign of punctuation, at the end of 
the sentence. 

64. adAyN’opodoyay: the first part is corrected. The scribe 
seems originally to have written ad\An by inadvertence. 
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_ Sunrys afiwAeas eypaa’ vrep avtwv Tapovrav Kau evTovT@y Mol ypappara 

pn edorov £ (3rd hand) ® 

®davios Kupos Iwavov Kevrupiov apiOus Suynvns paprupo P 
(4th hand) P ®d§ Iwavyyns TareppovOiov amo Bixap/ apiOpov Xnuvys paptrupo £ 

70 (5th hand) + @eodudros €d?°/ Siax’/ paprupw tn opodoyia airnfes mapa Tov Oepevwv 
(6th hand) £ ®d§ Azpys Buxrwp orp*/ apiOys Svnvys paptupo 
(7th hand) £ ®d§ Iwavvns Kodovfos xevrnpiwv apiOmov Sunvns paptrupw 

(rst hand) + 8: €46 Addapovos Terpd amo Bix/ eypady + 
Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

(8th hand ?) + addAnhopodoyi/. [... Jr Tlareppobvd [kar Txaxw +] + + 

66. eypaya* vmep: the dot seems intended to separate the 
vowels rather than to go over v. 

eurovrov po: cf. 1701, 12, note. 

67. ©: no more was written, Probably this is the same hand 
as in 1, 68, the witness having begun to write here and been 
directed by Allamon to start a new line. 

69. Znuvns: szc, or, less likely, Sunuvns. 

70. ed°/: if the character above A is really meant for o read 
€d(axurr)o(s). 

71. Bixrwp orp*/: the a is written over the o of orp/ so that 

the reading seems to be Bicrwp* orp/. No doubt, however, it is 
merely misplaced. It is so written also in 1729, 50; Mon. 3, 19; 
4, 52 (see the facsimiles). 

73. It is almost, but not absolutely, certain that Allamon was 

the writer of the body of the document. This is supported by 

1729, which is certainly in the same hand as the present 

contract. 

74..[....Jre: the first letter might be v. Before r: projects 
a long stroke to the right, suggesting either « or a sign of 

abbreviation (/). [era]év is quite impossible. 

PAPYRUS 1728.—8 March, A.D. 584 or 585. 

1 ft. o3 in.x 7in. Ina small upright cursive hand, 

Folded from right to left. 
Inv. No. 1792. Acquired in 1907. Syene. 

along the fibres ; papyrus much rubbed in places. 

HIS is one of a series of agreements or arbitrations between John son of Jacob and the other 

members of the family concerning the inheritance left by his father, for which see Heisenberg’s 

introduction to Mon. i and the various documents contained in that volume. The relation of the 

present agreement, which is between John and his sister Kako, to the others is not clear, though the 
boat and possibly the house here mentioned are referred to in Mon. 7, which precedes this in date. 

The house may, however, be different, as in Mon. 7 John expressly abandons all claim to the 

Hépos oixias. The tenor of the present document is obscured in details by mutilation, but the 
general sense is clear. John abandons all his claims touching the matters in dispute except to 

certain deeds (ypappareta), a house, and part of a boat. As the &\a and iordptov are mentioned, 
it appears that the halves of the boat mentioned in Mon. 7 were ‘real’, not ‘ideal’ halves— 

a curious system of divided ownership. 
There is an inconsistency in the dating clause between indiction and regnal year. As it is 

equally difficult to imagine a scribe writing the ¢Azrad year five months before it began or the 
second indiction nine months after the third had begun, there is nothing to choose a frdorz between 

correcting the one and correcting the other. Since John is here called a “vo and is known to 

have been a soldier on 23 June, 583 (Mon. 7), 584 is perhaps a more likely date than 585 ; but no 

great confidence can be placed in this argument. 
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[+ Balovevas tov Ocvolratd Kali] evocBleo}rarov nuwr Seol[zo}r[ov] 

[®A§ Mal]upuixvov TiBelp]io” tov arwyio” A[v}yovaro” Avroxpatopos 

[kat] peyurtou evepyerou erous TpiToU Papevol Swdexary 

[rlns Sevrepas ivdiK/ €v Lunvn - 

5 [®/] Iwavyys vios IaxwBd pyntpos Tamas orp/ Tepwr deywros 

[Sunlyyls +] Avpydia Kaxw idia pd opoyrvnoia adehdn 

[opploler|n amo tys avtns Sunvyns K dPudoverxeras yevaperys 

[merla&v nuwv xapw Koworipawv tpaypatev edokev nuw 
[.. Jeol... .Joae pou opkopocias Twv aywwy EvKTNpLwY K, TOUTO... as 

10 [...]..[...Jav Kara tovro opodoyw pykere pndeva hoyov pos [ole 

[. Wf. . Jovrav K, rns ouKias K, Tov Evdwv To[v] Trovov 
[...+...]. torapio” Cytrnoas ovy map epov eyypagoy 

[acllad]evay wept rovrov Kata TovTO ofodoyw opvuwY 

15 [karla tinls opoovorov Tprados pn efewar por tore Kplo] 

[n Xpolyw evayew oou wept THY avTny KAnpovopiay Kale] 

[mpaylwaroy ev Se Sogevey nw evayew oor pndev pev 

[apedynloe, mapefer Se Aoyw tpooTmov TwapaBacews 
[xlpveov rloplopara tpea Cvyw Suynrns epyw Kar Svvaper 

[amjavroupeva ex THS EMNS VTooTaTEWS KaL Els ONY agdlahjeay 20 

[eDleunv tnv acdadeay kuprav ovoav Kat BeBaray pel vio 

lypladns tov imep enov bTroypadovros Kat erepwrnfers 
[opohoynoa £ (2nd hand) ®d§ Iwavvys vios laxwBov o mpoye 

[yplapeS <Ocpny tyv apepipveray K, ororxler] pov 

25 [walyra ta eyyeypappeva ws tpo*/ + Scodrro[s] Iaefovlos 

[eX*] Siax°’/ awrnfes eyparpa vrep avto” ypayps ply evjSotos 
(3rd hand) [+] @i8 wos Savergay avaxvwtw..... at 

[er] Twogt paprnpos 

(4th hand ?) + 8 ewov Mapxo* Azra Atov eyp/ 

6, Sunvns + : the cross is supplied because the space is too 
large for s only. But perhaps a blank space was left. 

10. Jay: or Jov. 
mpos oe exty: due to a suggestion by Prof. Hunt; but [c]e is 

very doubtful. For the omission of ray before xowovopiar cf, 1. 8. 

Il. xotvyovopiai@y : sic, apparently. 
13. ¢yrnoas: probably the construction is ungrammatical; 

¢nrnoas should be in the genitive absolute, referring to Kako, 
not in the nominative, referring to John, the meaning being 
‘since you have asked me for a written security concerning this, 
I herewith agree’, etc. Hence the reading eyypadoy, which, 
though fairly likely, is not certain. There seems to be a stroke 
through ¢, as though for abbreviation. 

15. wore: 7, piyrore; but the reading which follows is very 
doubtful. 

16. Tyv avrnv KAnpovomay: apparently altered from rns aurys 
«Anpovoutas. 

18. wpeAyoea: cee is a very doubtful reading; » does not 
appear to have been written, but both ddedjoew and mapégew 
must be read. 

23 ff. The subscriptions are in paler ink than the body of the 
document. 

27. The hand of this witness is exceptionally bad. 
$8 wos: or PiBnos, z. e. BiBos, 
®avoroay: 7, bavorov, taking ay as accidentally written twice 

over? 
avaxvery: perhaps for dvayyéorns, but what follows can 

hardly be read as exkAnotas. The form avaxvwriw cannot be 

regarded as impossible in the case of a witness clearly ignorant 
of Greek. 

28. ev rizoctw paprnpos : 7. év Snpooio paprupa. 
29. Though described as the 4th hand, this may possibly be 

the Ist, ze. that which wrote the document, but it is very 
difficult to decide. The hand is certainly different in formation 
from that of the document, but this is not in itself a decisive 
objection (see note on 1661, 29). If all the documents signed 
by this Mark (1725 + Mon. 3; 1780 ; 1781; Mon. 10; 11) could 
be taken with certainty as either in different hands or in the 
same hand the question would be easier to decide ; for in the 

one case it would be clear that Mark did not always write-his 
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PAPYRUS 1729.—12 March, a. p. 584. 

Inv. No. 1787. Acquired in 1907. Syene. 2ft. 10Zin.x1ft. rin. At the foot 8in. blank 
papyrus. In the same hand as 1727, across the fibres ; papyrus of not very good quality, and the 

ink seems to have run in places, as though the surface had been wet when the document was 
written ; perhaps therefore a palimpsest, but this is unlikely as there seems to be no trace of 

previous writing. Folded from the bottom upwards. 

HIS document is of a somewhat mixed character. In part it is a declaration made with 

a view to forestalling expected legal proceedings by a third party; but in part it is of the 
same character as Mon. 8, which Wenger describes as a ‘ Schenkung auf den Todesfall’. John, 
a monk of Syene, for whom see the introduction to 1724, has recently (rpd ddtywv jyepav, which, 

however, must not be taken too literally ; see Mon. i, p. 7) sold to Jacob, the father of Kako and 

father-in-law of Patermuthius, certain house property. The price he has received, not from Jacob, 
but from Patermuthius and Kako; probably therefore the sale took place very shortly before 

Jacob’s death, and his daughter and son-in-law obtained the property in question by themselves 
paying the price for it in lieu of Jacob. John states that the money he received for the property 

has been spent by him for expenses incurred owing to illness; and now that he is destitute he has 
been maintained and looked after by Patermuthius. Having therefore heard that the sons of 
Constantius (for whom see Heisenberg, Mon. i, p. 11; Bell, Ado, xiii, p. 166) intend, after his 

death, to make a claim against Patermuthius (¢.¢. probably for the property sold by John to 
Jacob), he declares, under oath, that he has not given or sold anything to Patermuthius (and 

therefore has no claims on him), but that on the contrary he is indebted to him for his maintenance. 
Finally, he proceeds to convey to Patermuthius the reversion of whatever property he may leave 
at his death. 

A curious feature of the document is that it was originally addressed to some other person 
than Patermuthius. Various pieces of evidence (see 1. 9 and notes on Il. 7 and 16) combine to 
show that this person was Tapia, the wife of Jacob. 

The property to which reference is here made may be that referred to in Mon. 12, 30; 13, 26. 

The grammar of the document is throughout erratic in the extreme, and the constructions so 
confused as to make the sense in several places far from clear. In the text corrections are marked 
by thicker type. 

+ Baorreas tov Oeorarov nuwv Seororo” Pdavio” TiBepis Mavpixcov 

Tov aiwyviov AvyovoTov Kat Avroxplarlopos erous Sevtepo” Dapevol 

extn Kat Sexarn Tys Sevtepas ivd/ 

Twavyns vios Tarexvoupio” ehaxioros povalwv amo ths Sunvys 
5 oppwpevos o Kat e€ns vroypadea Tapexwv Tov vTEp avTov 

documents himself, and in the other it would be a little im- well be the same hand as 1728 and 1780 ; but there are certain 
probable that in all the documents preserved he should have forms common to all the documents ; and, since the same writer 
employed a deputy, and that in each case the same person. may easily vary the style of hand according to the length of the 
Unfortunately, however, it is hardly possible to settle the matter document, it is perhaps a little unsafe to assume a difference of 
with complete certainty. In some cases the hands, at first sight, hands, 
appear very different, e.g. Mon. to and 11, while Mon. 10 may 
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vToypapovra Kat maptupas Tous e€ns paprupouvtas THE TH opohoyia 

Avpn\to Tlateppd0im vio Myvatos vauty: ato THs avTys 

Lvyvys oppapevo Xaupewv emeOntep Tpo" olvywv 

neepov erpalnv [oor ka] To pakapiwratrw oo” [[alvdlpc]] laxwBo ra 

10 vmapxovra pou mepyn oiKnpatav e€ eyypahd tpacews Kau TNS 

TOUTWV TYAS ETXNKA Tap vuwv pos THY Svvayww THs 

yevaperns Tap €“o’ mpacews THY TOUTwY TiLNY KaL 

anova els Tas avayKatas po” xpeas Kat avveByn pe EVTETH 

eis vooov edenOny Toda avahopata Kat ovy EX TOV 

15 emedoupevoy por pnde Tov Siafpebavta pe ev pn oe TOV 

mpoyeypappevov Tateppobiv avaravovta pow kat Oadrovta por 

kat Sovdevovta por Kar THY Tacav po” LwapKn ypeiav ams 

ev pndevt KuTOvVTA pe pnTe ev Loyw pyTE EV Epyots ovdev Sy TOV 

ahha kat toda Satravnpara ouxobev co” avywoas pou’ ev TH 

20 vuv yeyovoTt pw @OTE OVK EXW OTOMATL OUTE LKavNn TH ylooon 

po” adnynoacba to Kal exacrov Tw To\hwy Tapa od evTonpaTwr 

to” Sexmoto” tkavov ovtos Tas ioas apowBas amodovvat wou Towvy 

NHKovoa Tapa Twos ws ov viot Kworavtio” pedernoa. TWA 

KaTa Go” ws peta THY’ Eun TeheUTHV Evayely GOL OMohoyYw OLYUwY 

25 To mepiBeBAnpevoy por oyna oT ovdev po ypEeworTovacw o”TE 

SeSwpev wou Te ToTE N TITpacKewW Gor TW. GvVaANaypaTL ada 

oixofev co” Opeacbar por Kat iwarilar Kat Thy Tacay pow CwapKy 

7. Uareppovbiw: Gi is in lighter ink, and might therefore be 
part of the original text ; but the lightness of colour may be due 

only to the pen having begun to run dry, and it is clear that the 
original name was that of a woman. The @ of Avpn\iww and 
following 7 are corrections from a and 7 respectively; r suits 
T[ama]. The space after oppwpera in 1, 8 is perhaps due to the 
fact that the correction was not quite as long as the original text. 

8. mpo* oAvywv: the dot separates the two vowels; cf. vaurn* aro 
in 1. 7. 

_ 9. avdpt: a probable reading in any case, and it is confirmed by 

gow kat earlier in the line. 
10. otknuatwy: corr. from -ra, 
II. exxnxa: a letter apparently washed out after this. It looks 

like p (eoyxjxaper ?). 
vpev: the reference is probably to Patermuthius and Kako 

jointly (originally Tapia and Jacob ?). 

12. yevapuevns : the word which followed has been completely 
washed out. It was no doubt vy». 

Thy Tourwy Tiuny: the previous rns rovrwy rins, besides being 
grammatically incorrect, is otiose. Possibly some other con- 
struction was in the scribe’s mind when he wrote that; it seems 
hardly likely that it goes with éé, ‘in accordance with the written 
document of sale and their price (therein specified) ’. 

13. evmeow: sic, Perhaps the scribe was copying from a rough 
draft and misread w as w. But the whole construction is con- 
fused. What was in the scribe’s mind was probably évreadvra 
eis vdcov denOjva, rather than évreceiv .. . kal edenOnv. 

15. dia8peyravra: 7. probably diabpéyovra. 
tov: corr. from ryv. The participles in the following lines 

are all corrected from the feminine forms. 
16. Tareppovty: the original name was shorter than this and 

ended with y; again [Tama]v is suggested. 
6adrovra: perhaps the scribe has inadvertently rewritten the 

v of the original feminine participle. 
17. xpetav: after this a word like 8:5ovra has been accidentally 

omitted. 
18. Avrovvta: the v of Avroveay has not been deleted. 

pyre ev: or perhaps pnde in both cases; but the correct 
pyre seems quite possible. For this formula cf Mon. 8, 3f. 

6n mov: doubtful; very likely 5) movy was incorrectly 
written, 

19. pot’ ev: the dot is to separate the vowels ; c/. |. 8, note. 
22. rov Seomorov xtd. ‘ (only) the Lord being able to repay 

you’ (Hunt). 
rowuy: note that this begins a sentence ; cf perro in 1711, 

34, and note there. 
23. peAernoa: a confusion seems to have been made between 

two constructions, fovea ... pederjoa and jxovca ... as... 

pedeToct. 
25. ro mepiBeBrAnuevov por oxynpa: of. Byz. Zeitschr. xxii, 

p. 393 f. 
xpeworoveow ovre: corr. from xpeworovca ovre, iv being 

written over aov without the original o being deleted and o” 

being added above. xpeworotca was the feminine participle, 
referring to Tapia; xpeworovow must be due to a misconcep- 
tion on the part of the scribe, who thought that the reference 
was to the sons of Constantius, whereas it is really to the person 
addressed, z.¢., in the corrected form of the document, to 

Patermuthius. Read therefore xpeworeis. 
27. Opeacba: 6 corr. from r (or perhaps véce versa). The 

subject to @péWaoOa and iparifta (séc) is oe understood, pot 

should of course be pe. 

V. Bb 
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HO Xpelav Kat ov Tavomat OModoynaw Tas XapiTas Go" EvwmLoV 
Tov @ew Kat Tors avOpwrots Kav ov’K &/xw Tas aporBas oo” avrapet 

30 WaorGat cor adda opohoynow ott To TepteAOov ets EME MEpoS 

oxias amo Sukavas KAynpovopas Mapas TyS pakapias THs pov 

abedoyns ove edaBov ovre TL TOTE exXov UTEP TLLNS avTO” 
adda Ty avevtia ecxav 

Herero Cntnoar laBew wap avTwyv TO alpouy pol MEpPOS OLKLAS KaL 

SiSovar hoyw tpootio” xpvod vomiopara e€ epyw Kar Suvaper 

35 amaito"pWEva Ek TNS GVTWY UVTOTTATEWS PETA Kal TO pNdEV 

pn Svvacbar Kwynoar TL ToTE KaTa Go” ov avTou ot addow Fevor TE KaL 

ouxeror ev Sikacrynpiw 1 exTos Sikacrypio” y Svartay Kiwew 

kata oo” Sia To ws avw TodAakis ELpyTaL KaL ETwMOTAapNY OTL pndev Sedu 

kevat gor adda ovxobev oo” Opewar klau uarilar Kar THY Tacay po” CwapKn xperav 
40 

exe Kat iSioToinoacbar Kar pndevos [e 

Kat TovTo davepoTounow Kehevw peta THY Eunv eLodov ova EXw ELaXLOTA TpaypaTa 

lfleolrar AaBew 7. wore Tapa co” Kat 

Tpos onv acdareav tavTyv efeSouny THv opohoyay KupLay o’oay Kat 

BeBasay x, evvopov atavrayd tmpodhepopery|y ple? voyp/ 70 [umep eo vaoyp/ K, etepwrs 

wpohoynoa + (2nd hand) £ Iwavyys vios Tarexvoupo’ chaxuoros povalwy azo Sunvns 

45 0 Tpoyeypappevos eHeunv Tyv opohoyray [kav ojrovyet pou mlav|ra [ro eyyley|panneva 
ws mpox/ PM Mapkos Ata Ato otp/ apiOpov Luynvyns airnbes eypaia vrep avtov ypapy 

fara pn edotos mapovTos K, evrorTos plot] ev Symoow ToTw + ‘ 

(3rd hand) ®\§ Kupos lwavov kevtup/ apiOus Sunvyns paprupw + 
(4th hand) + @eo¢iros Taeiovos ed*/ dtak/ airnfers paptupw 

50 (5th hand) ®\$§ Azpys Bixrwp orp’/ apiOpo” Suynvns paprupe 

(6th hand) 2 @)§ Iwavvyns Kodovfos Kevrnpiwy apiOuouv Suynvns paptupw 

(7th hand) + ®§ Ioax IaxwB Kevrup/ apiOuwou Sunvns paprupw + 

(1st hand) + 8 eo AddAapovos Terps eypadn + 

ipari{ar: sic. ¢ for & in the aorist of verbs in -¢w is not 

uncommon in papyri of this period; cf. Mon. 1, 43, where 
dppd{a, as remarked by the editors, seems to suit the character 

better than dpydéat. The present form occurs also in 1727, 37. 
28. xpeav: here again a word meaning ‘ give’ or ‘supply’ is 

omitted, 
29. rov: corr. from rw. But Gew has not been corrected. 
30. yepos: the scribe began to write ¢ instead of p. 

31. ths pov: corr. from aurns. 
32 ff.: the construction is so ueiiaiastinerily confused as to 

make the sense very obscure. The most probable interpretation 
seems to be as follows: The part of a house inherited by John 
from his sister Mary was never actually taken possession of by 
him (he adds adda 7){v) aibevtia{v) eéoxav, ‘but they had 

the possession of it’), nor did he receive his share of its price 
(z.e. he has neither received the house itself nor sold it and 
received an equivalent in cash). Since therefore the sons of 
Constantius intend to cause trouble as regards his sale to 

Patermuthius, he has determined to proceed against them 
for his share of the house, and to (cause them to) give to 

Patermuthius 6 solidi as a penalty for their attempt to disturb 

Patermuthius in his possession of the other property. The 
words Ady@ mpoorivov in 1. 34, if they can be taken literally, 

would seem to imply something more than a mere private act 
of revenge on John’s part; they should indicate that the sons of 

Constantius were in some way bound by the agreement with 

Jacob not to dispute the sale; possibly therefore they were 
associated with John in the sale, but either because they held 
they had not received their share of the price, or because the 

purchaser’s death seemed likely to give an opportunity 
for annulling the transaction, had determined to dispute 
Patermuthius’s possession. 

32. exxov: possibly merely rewritten. 
35. umogragews: something has been washed out after this. 

36. o1 avrou’ oc: in both cases o is probably written for 7. The 

dot is to separate the vowels. 
fevor: £ apparently corr. from e. 

39. oo: the scribe perhaps began to write a(vros). 
40. KeXeva: before this /. (kai); or 2. KeAevor. 
41. e€eora: the ungrammatical construction is, in this docu- 

ment, no objection to this reading, which suits the space and is 

supported by a faint trace suggesting &. 
42. tavrny: corr. from ravra. 

50. Buxrwp orp": cf. 1727, 71, note. 
53. See 1727, 73, note. 
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Endorsed, along the fibres :-— 

(8th hand ?) + opodroy/ yevap’/ 7/ Lwarr{o}- [ 

PAPYRUS 1780.—22 Aug., a. D. 585. 

Inv. No. 1790. Acquired in 1907. Syene. 1 ft. 72in.x1ft.1in. Ina rather small not very 

regular cursive hand, across the fibres; papyrus in good condition. Folded from the bottom 

upwards. Facsimile, with transcript, in New Pal. Soc., Series i, pl. 128; and see also 
the Corrigenda to the Series. 

N this document John, the brother-in-law of Patermuthius, surrenders certain house property to 
his sister and brother-in-law. Jacob, his father, now deceased, had received, along with his 

brothers, a house belonging to his mother (John’s grandmother) Tlou, who made it over to them 
on condition that they should jointly maintain her so long as she should live. By Jacob’s death, 
his share of the house and also his share of the liability for his mother’s maintenance fell to Kako 

and John jointly. The latter, being unable to pay his share of the maintenance expenses, now 
transfers to Patermuthius and Kako his share of both the house and the maintenance. 

P Bactheas ro” Peorarov Kar evacBeotatrov nuwv Searotov Pdavio” Mavpixiov TiBepio’ tov 

awyio” Avyovoto” Avtokpatopos Kau peyiotou evepyeto’ eTous TeTaptov Mecopy KO 

THS TeTapTys Wwo.iKTLoVvos ev Sunvn 2 
P)avios lwavyyns ex warpos laxwBo’ otpariwryns aptOno’ Sunvyns oppwpevos amo THs avrys 

5 vavrys To emiTndevpa o- Ky e&ns Vroypadea Tapexwv Tov imEep avTov VroypadovTa Kat 

6 paprupas tous e€ns Tpocpaptupouvtas Tyde TH BeBata opodoyra Praviw Tareppovbiw view 

-Mnva 

7 otp/ apiOpou Ededavtwys oppopevra Se ev Sunvn K, Ty Tovtov cupBiw Avpya Tkakw ida 

pov opoyvyno.a 

8 adeddyn yatpew ereidn mpo odvywy ynuepwv Teer Tov Bio’ expnoato o eyos marnp laxwB 

Kal TO EPOS OLKLaS THS NTPOS avTov Tov avedpapev Eis NUas wore Tpadnvar avTnY 

10 ayxpt THs avTns TedevTNS apa Tov €€ avtns yervyferTwY viwv WTEP ovopaTos. TOU 

avaravoapevov nuwv tatpos laxwBo" ev Se tw TapovtT. Katpw vropryncbes Tap avrys 

UTEP Tov pEpouvs pov avahwpatos Te Kat Satravypatos K, Tpodns ovK’ eduvynOyv TovTo 
amohoyeir Oar Sia THY TvVEXomerny por acbeveray TapaKkdynoels TOMAS TpOTEVNnVOXA LpLV 

Sefarar map emo To haxov pou peEpos oLKLAS aUTNS Kat XpELA avTns xwpnynOevTos 
15 Tap ipov racns THs Kabnwepwys tpodys elntrnoate ovy haBav aadadevay virep Epov 

TEplt TOVTOV KaTa TOUTO NKw Els TaUTHY THY eyypadov opodoyray SL NS Opohoyw amoreTax Pat 

5. avrov: sic; the scribe was perhaps copying from another merely rewrote a badly formed letter. 
document in which more than one person was concerned and in 14. enor: 2. éuod. 
which avroy was written for airav. xpea avrns xwpnyndevros: 7. xpelas aitis, xopnynOnodperns, 

8. marnp: a correction. As the first letter of the original taking the latter with mdons xri. 
word was certainly 7, the scribe probably wrote iaxw8, omitting 16. o“oAoy:ay: a correction, very likely from ac@adeav, which 
matnp. the scribe may have deleted because of the previous occurrence 

13. mpooevnvoxa; mp is a correction, but perhaps the scribe of the word in 1. 15. 

Bb2 
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Up TO MEPOS AUTNS OLKLAS K) OLKOTKEVOL ovAnoL avTL Tov TpoELpHEVO avahoparos 

kat Sarravnparos avTns Kav pykere pydeva oyov Exo TPOS pas Tepe Toutov Sia To Ee OVTH 

SeS0y Oar Kar Kata mapakhnow enny cuvera€are TOVTO ToinTaL Kal py eyKahew VpLy paTE 

20 eyKaderew pnd ETEpov TWA TOY e€ “0” ovopatos ev TH VUV Kal EV pydevt Kapow Kara pndeva 

zpomray aopyny 7 peOodov 7 evperidoyiay et Se Bovdnfeunv eycarew tpw evekev TOUTOV 

22 ef w “pe Siovar hoyw Karadukns Xpvrov oyyiay pilav epy K) Suvaper amauroupeva eK TS 

enys 
23 wmrooTactews K) els tpwv arpahevav cDeynv THY Tapovoay opohoyray TIS TAPAXYPNTEYS 

kupav oroav Kar BeBaray Kat evvopmov amavTaxov mpopepoperny pe” vroypadns 

25 Tov vmep\Eeno” vToypadovTos kK) erepwTnGers KaTa TPOTwTOV apohoynoa Kal amrehvoa 
nro amoTaynyv 

26 (2nd hand) + lwavvys laxwB o mpot/ eBeuny tourny THY opodoyLay K, TTOLXEL POL TAVTA WS 

mpo*/+ 

27 ®/ Mynvas ABpaapwo” aotp/ Swnvys akiwbes eypaya vmep avrov ypapnpara py) evdoros + + 

28 (3rd hand)+®aA§ Ama Avos iwavvov Sunvys paptvpo + (4th hand) +)/ Kodovfos Buxrwp otp/ 

Lun 

29 ys paptupw + (5th hand) ®d, Movoats Buxropos otp/ apiOpov Lunvys paptupe + 

30 (? 6th hand) + 8 «nov Mapko” Ama Aw” eypadn + 

Endorsed, along the fibres :-— 

(1st hand ?) + opodoyt/ yevap,/ Iwavvo” laxwBo vav7) amo Lunvns mpos Tareppovbiov x) 

Tkako ovpP[or] 

17. orkookevot avAnot: Obscure and clearly corrupt. In the Tov mpoetpnuevov : ump perhaps a correction. 

corrigenda to the New Pal. Soc., Series i, the above reading is 21. tporoy: an # is probably to be supplied after this. 

suggested, orxooxevor being then miswritten for oixooxety (an 22. xaradiuns: cf. 1795, 11, note. 

adjective) and ovAnots being taken as = furniture, apparatus. oyytay : not oyxtay as in New Pal. Soc, i. 128. 

It must be confessed, however, that this explanation does not amatroupeva: 1. dmattoupérny ; cf. 1781, 29. 

inspire much confidence. In particular, the dot over v suggests 26. routny: Sic. ; 

that the letter is the first of the word; and the sense given to 27. otp/: the reading is not quite certain, It looks as if tip/ 

avAnots is very much strained. Possibly therefore we should (= reipwv) had been badly corrected into orp/. 

read otxookevois bAnot, explaining as oikookevns UAns, the « being avrov: corr. from avrns. 

a mere blunder; but even this is a difficult supposition, for the 28. iwavvov: corr. from Iwavyys. 

insertion of « is inexplicable and SAn as = furniture is a new 30. See 1728, 29, note. 

use, though a more natural one for this word than for ovAyots. 

PAPYRUS 1781,—20 Sept., A.D. 585. 

Inv. No. 1800. Acquired in 1907. Syene. 2 ft. 5tin.x 1 ft. ogin. Written in a neat, com- 

pressed upright cursive hand, across the fibres; papyrus well preserved; above the text, 

which begins at the extreme top of the second «éd\npa, is a blank space (first KdAXnpa) of 

42in.; there is no trace of the protocol. Folded from the bottom upwards. Text and 

reduced facsimile in R. de Rustafjaell, Zhe Light of Egypt, London, 1909, Pp. 87 f. 

(plate xxxviii). 

ECEIPT from Aur. Tsone to her mother Tapia (the mother, by her second husband, of John 

and Kako) for 4 solidi. Tapia had been at first married to a certain Menas and had by him 
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one daughter, the Tsone of this document. Shortly after Tsone’s birth Tapia and her hus 

were divorced (drexwpio Ons; the word does not of itself show which party was active in proc 

up Tsone, who must therefore have been taken by Tapia; but Tapia apparently tur 
daughter adrift (ékB\netoav id cov), perhaps at the time of her second marriage. Latey, Tsone 

instituted proceedings against her mother for the 4 solidi, alleging that since she had /not been 

brought up by her mother, as arranged, but by her father, to whom she evidently went when 
turned out by her mother, she was entitled to the money. Tapia, on the other hand, declared 

that the money had been given her in repayment of her dowry at the time of the divorce (see 
note on |. 18), The matter was presumably submitted to arbitration, though no doubt the words 
in 1. 18 f. might refer merely to a private discussion; and the upshot was that Tapia agreed to 
repay the 4 solidi to Tsone. The present document is Tsone’s formal acknowledgement of the 

receipt and of her abandonment of all claims on Tapia. 

£ Bacrrevas tov Pevorato” yuwv Seororov Paviov TiBepiov Mavprxiov to” awwriov Avyoyarou 

Avroxpatopos Kat meyioTou evepyeTo. erous TeTapTov Kat UTaTetas Tov avtou Seazotou 

npev erous Sevrepov wx Ky ™s TeTapTys WdiKTLovos’ ev Luynvyn 4 

Avpnua Towrn Ovyatnp Myva ex pytpos Tamas povaxyn oppwpevn amo Sunvns 

5 n° Kae e€ns troypadea Ttapexovoa Tov drep avtns Droypadorta Kat paptupas 

tous e&ns KaT eEmiTpoTny avTys Kat alTnoW TpocpapTupovyTas TavTn TH Tapovon 

opohoyia THS apepiuveras 

avev Kuptov avTn avdpos xpynpatilovoa idia pov pnTpt opmapern amo Tns avTys 

Lunvyns xatpew erednTEp Tponv o pakapios po” tatnp Mnvas ecyev ce 

IO €lS VOpPtmoU yamov KOLYMVLAY KaL PETA THY YyevrynoLW Mo” ETL veas oVvoNS 

Avpyia Tamia Pvyarpe Towo” ex pntpos Mapiap 

kata SiaBovdukyny Kat waravikny evepyeay atexwpicOns am avtou’ Sedwxoros 
Se cou Tov mpoeipnuevov pov matpos Mynva xpvoov vomicparia TecoEpa’ KaL pETA TO 
mpoBeBnkevar pe TH EvVoLw yixia emeEnOov Gor evayovoa eveKa 

_ TOV avTeV TETTApwV vouLopMaTwY eyovoa TavTa aor SoOnvar Twepr THs 
15 ek matdias Onv avaykaias mo” tpodys Sia To ovy tpadnvar pe io Tov 

matpos 0” exBdnfeoav Se io cov yevouerns Kar Ko\NacOat erepw avdpt' 

tavta eme€nOov aor Cyntovoa daBew' cor de audiBadrers Neyovoa evar 

3. erovs Sevrepov: for this consular date see Mon. 10, 1-4, 
note. 

Oax : sic. 
5. n': the dot is probably intended to mark off 7 as a separate 

word, 
8. avrn: 2. adrijs. 

10. voutpov: vou probably a correction, perhaps from yap, the 
scribe having begun to write yapyov. 

11. dtaBovdtkny: 7. 8taBodrxyv. For the whole phrase cf. the 
similar formulae in 1712, 10; 1718 (= Flor. i. 93), 20; Cair. 
Masp. i. 67121, 9; ii. 67153, 11f.; 67154, 9. 

Sed@xoros xrd,: the constructions in the section beginning 
here are very confused ; the first clause is in the genitive absolute, 

the next in the infinitive construction. 
12, ro: corr. from ro. 

14. mept: in the sense of imép. 
15. matdsas : at a correction, 

@nv: corrupt ; possibly a miscopying of a 64 in the rough 
draft. 

16, ex8AnOercav xrh.: the sense of this extraordinarily confused 
sentence is ‘and (owing to the fact that) I was cast out by you 
and you married another husband ’; probably, therefore, Tsone 
was turned adrift by her mother on the latter’s remarriage. The 
whole clause being governed by d:a rd, exBAnOecoay yevoperns is to 
be corrected to ékBAnrov yevéoOa, and ce must be inserted with 
Ko\AGo bat. 

17. oo (second): 7. ov. 

apdiBades : apparently a confusion on the part of the scribe 
between dudiBaddcts and dudéBades, in the sense of ‘dispute’. 
This is preferable to taking it as an adjective = duquBadijs. 
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TA GUTA TETOEPA vomiopaTa Vrep amodvoTEws po” Kat TpoLKOSs’ Kat TOwY 

hexPevrwv Kar avtiexPevrav Kaw Soxysacbertwv vorepov Se edokev wore 
20 ene Ta avTa TeToEpa vouiopata SeEacOar da To ws TpoeipynTar avatpadyvar me 

Vo To” mpoeipypevov pov watpos Kar eb w eve py SeFacHar pyre laBew vrep gov 

PHTE evayerv Gor 7’ ToLs KAnpovopots Go” ev TW vUY Kat Ev pyderL KaLpw KaTa pndeva 

Tpomov adopyn pndenia ofev edynrvOa es Tavrnv THY eyypadov apeptmveray 

e€ 1s opohoyw pnkete pydeva oyov exew Tpos GE MHTE Tpos Tos peTa GE KAyNpovopous 

25 pyTE evayew pte eyxarew n° Satay Kwnoa KaTa Gov TauTys eveKev THS Droecews 

KaL MHTE Sovvar pynte NaBew drep go” pyte addos Tis Dep ovoparos po emehevoer Oat 

oo. y piss Kypovopots ao. n TEKVoLs N° Eyyovolts wou’ ev Se ovp Bam pe KaTa oo” eme€edMew 

ev TWL{KaLpw n.TOLs KAynpovopots Go” TEpL oLOVdHTOTE MpayyaTos eh wW ELE TapacyxELY 
j 

\ v hoyw /rpooripo mapaBacews xpvoo” oyyiay pay epyw Kat Suvaper amavroupeva eK TNS 

30 euns/petpikns VTooTacews Kat pyndev toxVELW KaTA Tw eyyeypappevav TaUTH 

™ @apovon opooyia THS apepysvetas aAAa Tpos TW akKoVTA EMpeEvELW avTN ws Ev SnLO 

ow apxew yeyernuern Sia To EOL avayKNs py ETLKEyLErNS 1 atrarns n Sodov TLWos 

adda dua To ewe ovtw SedoyPar Kar Twerdypwoba Ta Tpoyeypappeva vopiocpatia Teroepa 

Kav TavTa exOeobar vou THv eyypadov ardadeay yTis Kupia erat Kar BeBara Kar appayy 

35 Kat avadevToy Kat Evvomov amavTaxo mpohepoperny Kar eudarilopernv jel” dro 
| 

ypadns Tov vmep esnov bToypadovTos Kata Tapakhyow eunv Kat afiwow Kat TV 

efys paptupovyvtay Kat etepwTnfeica Kata mporwmov tTavd ovrws Kahws exe 

38 move wporoynoa kat amedvoa £ (2nd hand) £ Avpyda Town Onxarnp Mnvas pytpos 
Tamas 

39 povaxn aro Xunvns n tpoKk/ cHeyev tavta THY opohoyray KaL oTOLYEL NW Tav 

40 Ta Ta evyeypapevwy ws tpok/ Pd§ lwavris ABpaapiov axTovapns apiOpou 

Lunrys akiwbhis eypaa nrep avtyns ypapata pn edynens £ 

(3rd hand) P Tafeppovbis Sepnvov eday, tpeoB, Sunvys paprvpw P 

(4th hand) 2 ®d AdAapwr Avov orp*/ apiOuov Xunvns paptupw P 

(5th hand) £ ®d§ Maewy Avov orp*/ apiOuo” Sunvns paptupwo + 
45 (6th hand) £ Icaxos Taeovos apyidiax’/ rns ayvas Mapias Sunvyns paptupw 

(7th hand) £ MazvovOis Awwy Siax’/ exkh§ Sunvns paptupo £ 

18. arodvoews pov Kat mpoixos: the meaning is by no means 
clear if pov refers to Tsone. mpoxés might mean that 

Tapia maintained that the money was intended for Tsone’s 
dowry, and that consequently, as she had not married, it 
could not be demanded; but in that case what does dmrodvoews 
mean? ‘Decease’ is unlikely, as the mother would hardly 

maintain that the money was given her for the expenses of 
a possible funeral. ‘ Departure’, meaning that the money was 

forfeited because of Tsone’s leaving her mother, does not com- 
bine well with mpotkds ; and moreover Tsone contends that her 

mother turned her out. No doubt, therefore, as suggested by 
Flower, Light of Egypt, p. 89, pov refers to Tapia, the whole 
clause being a quotation from her defence. dmé)vors is therefore 

her separation from her husband. She declared that the 
money was her zpoig, which, on the divorce, became repayable 
to her, 

21. eb @...oov: the intention of this clause is not evident, 

as there has been no question of Tsone acting on behalf of 
(trép) her mother, Is ixep a mistake for mapa? Possibly how- 

ever, in view of 1. 26, the meaning is that all responsibility on 

either side is at an end; Tsone is not to be regarded as acting 
on her mother’s behalf in any transaction she may engage in. 
The first letter of ixep may be a correction. 

24. exew: corr. from exo, 
26. emedevoecOa: the scribe probably wrote at first ereheva Oat. 

27. gov' «: a letter (possibly 7°) has been washed out after 
gov, and e is perhaps a correction. 

28. gov: o” perhaps a correction. 
29. amatrovpeva: ¢. dmatroupévny. 
30. perpixns: of. 1724, 48. 
34. ravra: Z, ravTny. 

appayn: from this point the scribe changes into the 
accusative. 

38. Onxarnp: 7. Ovyarnp. 
39. 2. €O€unv ravtny. 

40. 7, éyyeypappéva, lwdvyns, axrovdptos, 

46. Ay: a doubtful reading, but more likely than Apo. For 
the name cf the introduction to 1652. 

——————eE—— 
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(8th hand) + ®d§ Avooxvpos lwavov Kevrup/ apiOus Sunvns paptupw 
(9th hand) + ®d§ Epptas lwavyns orp*/ apiOuou Sunvns paptupw + 

(? 1st hand) + 8 €~o” Mapko” Ama Atov eypadyn £ - 

Endorsed, across the fibres :— 

50 (10th hand?) + oporoy:/ apepiyvera yevan/ a/ Towns Ovyatpos Mnva povayns azo 
Lunvys mpos Tamvay 

51 TY BaTEpA 
49. This is almost certainly the same hand as the body of the 50f. apepiveta: sic. Though written across the fibres, these 

document ; and if, as is not impossible, though it is difficult to lines are parallel to the «é\Anua-joints ; they are written on the 
be sure, the latter is in the same hand as 1728 and 1780, those _ first and outer xédAnya, the fibres of which are, as usual, at right 
documents also were written by Mark himself; see note on angles to the others. 
1728, 29. 

PAPYRUS 1732.—16 Aug., A.D. 586 (?). 

Inv. No. 1791. Acquired in 1907. Syene. 52in.x1ft. o2in. In an upright open cursive hand, . 

across the fibres. Folded from the bottom upwards. See Kio, xiii, pp. 165, 170. 

ONTRACT of surety, by which a certain Jacob, a sailor of Syene, undertakes to be responsible 
for the appearance of two persons named Psano and Sanmoou at an arbitration by Mark 

the Aoywdéraros Sixaorys and for their acceptance of the award. As the person addressed is 
Patermuthius, it is to be presumed that the dispute involved was with him. Whether the case was 

connected with the disputes regarding the inheritance of his father-in-law Jacob does not appear ; 

but as the Mark in question may well be the cxodaorixds Mark who was the arbitrator in Mon. 6, 
dated in 583, it seems not unlikely that the 5th indiction referred to in the dating clause was that 
which began in 586. 

There seems no reason to assume, with Heisenberg (P. Mon. i, p. 10), that .Psano and 
Sanmoou were under age; Jacob is merely their surety. 

The document, though not badly written, is extremely illiterate in style. Dius son of 
Papnuthius signs as the scribe, but probably did not write the document himself. 

£ Avpyhwos laxwB vios Ama Ato” vautns aro Sunvys + Pdaviw Mabeppo’Oiw 

vio Mnva orp/ apiOuo” Dior vavtys ato tTys autns Lunvyns xatpety opmodroyw 
ey® o Mpoyeypappevos eyyvacbar Kav avadedexPar tov Vavo kat Savpoov 

wade Tapackevoat evs Siavtay Tw evdoKilplwratw Mapkw tw oywwratw Siucacrnv 

5 wade aypoacba Kar orepEar Kar eupewar ta opirOnoopera ev Se pn orepEat 

2. orp/: the scribe perhaps began to write ovnyns. Mapkw: the word looks like Mpx@, but probably the con- 
4. oode: 1. Sore. This seems more probable than as 8p. necting line between » and p is intended to serve as a; and so 

mapackevoa: 7, mapacxevaoa, Apparently adrovs is to be too in dtxkacrn», Cf note on |. 7. 

understood ; or the passive may be meant. The sense is that 5f. 2. Sore (cf note on |. 4) dxpodoOat, rois dprcOncopevars, 
Psano and Sanmoou are to present themselves at the arbitration orépfetav kal eupeiveray rois Kpirnpiots, roy éyyunthy. 
by Mark, 
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Kal Eupewar Ta KpiTnpia ep w Ene TO” eyyunTo” Tapacyxew dep TapaBacias 
Xpvrov vopuicpata tpea Cvyw Suynvns kata mpaypa mpaypa Kar evonv agd/ 
TeTOLnMaL THY Tapo’aay eyyunTiKny aod pe) vToypadys To” Diep Epo” uroypad/ 

9 Kae tov e&ns paptup/ Kat mepwrnBers omodoy + (2nd hand) P ®d/ Ipaurociros wos @eodopov 

otp/ apiOmou 
10 Svnvys paprupw + (3rd hand) & eo” Avo” Tazyo"’Aio"” eypadn/ eyd/ wp" Mecopy Ky Wo/ «€ 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

(1st hand ?) + eyyuntix/§ aod/ yevap/} laxwB wos Ama Avo” vavtys amo Lunvyns + 

7. kata mpaypa mpaypa: 7, kara mpaypa, the second word being 9. 2. erepwrnbeis. Or perhaps mepwrn6§ wpodroy+ should be 
accidentally repeated. The sense is not clear. Is itan equiva- read. 

lent for the usual ¢py@ xai duvdper dmacrovpeva, mpaypa meaning f #X/ «rd. this subscription is written in ink of reddish 
‘exaction ’, ‘ recovery’, like mpa@fis? Or was the phrase perhaps colour, which however in l, 10 has been written over with 
written, by a mental confusion on the part of the ignorant scribe, black ink, The subscription of Dius is in black ink, but 
for mapaxpijpa? The first a of xara is hardly formed at all,so probably written with a different pen from the body of the 
that the word looks like cra. So too in paprup/ in 1. 9. document. 

conv: @. eis ony. 

PAPYRUS 1788.—6 March, a.p. 594. 

Inv. No. 1798. Acquired in 1907. Syene. 3 ft. 5%in.x1ft. rin. In a sloping cursive hand, 
across the fibres. Probably folded from the bottom upwards. 

HIS sale of house property raises a difficult question in connexion with Mon. g. In the 

present document, dated in 594, Tapia, the mother-in-law of Patermuthius, sells to 
a soldier of Syene named Apa Dius half a dining-room (ovpadovor) and a quarter of an djp or 

unroofed apartment, with a corresponding share in the appurtenances. The dining-room is in 
the second story, the djp in the fourth story, being above the bedroom (dékxovBirov) which is 

over the dining-room. The dining-room faces north, looking towards 76 mAdros Tod Texoov. The 

house in which these rooms (the dp is called a Séua in 1, 43) are situated is in the Aavpa of 

St. Victor in the southern division of the ®povpiov. The vendor's shares in the property were 
acquired in different ways. The property originally belonged to her mother Mary, who inherited 

it from her parents. Mary owned the whole dining-room and half the dyp; and on her death she 
left them to her four children, Menas, George, Tselet, and Tapia, as undivided common property. 

Each, therefore, possessed an ‘ideal’ quarter of the dining-room and an ‘ideal’ eighth of the dyjp. 
At a later date Tapia purchased from her brother George his fourth and eighth, thus bringing 

up her own share to a half and a quarter; and it is this half and quarter which she now sells to 
Apa Dius. 

Now in Mon. 9g, dated in 585, we find Tapia selling house property to her son-in-law 
Patermuthius and her daughter Kako. Some of it does not here concern us, but among it occurs 

half a dining-room ‘in the house of my mother’, facing northwards eis rdv weoody, and in the 
second story (in the text a comma should no doubt be placed after weoodr, 1. 33), and the 

vendor's share in a dda in the fourth story above the bedroom of Talephantis. The house is 

eae 
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situated in the southern division of the ®povp.ov and in the Aavpa of St. Victor; and the vendor 
acquired the property, as regards a quarter (of the dining-room), by inheritance from her mother, 

and as regards another quarter, by purchase from her brother George; how she acquired her 
share of the Saya is notstated. Finally, it appears that the other half of the dining-room belonged 
to her brothers Menas and Tselet. 

If the two documents are compared it can hardly be doubted that the same property is 

concerned in both. How then does it come about that nine years after selling this property to 
Patermuthius and Kako Tapia resells it to a stranger? and that eventually the property did 

come to Patermuthius and Kako, as, from the presence of this document among their papers, it 

must have done? It would hardly be profitable to discuss the numerous possibilities ; it is sufficient 
to note the facts above stated. . 

eeee 

Danae Booeals tov Paorarov nuwv SexroTrov Pdjaviov Mavpi{kiov TiBepiov] 

tov awviov Avyo[vlorolu Kat] Avroxparopos erous Swdexar[ov Kat vrarevas] 

TNS avTwv yadynvoTntos erous evdexatov Papevwh « vdiK/ vB] 

5 ev Lunvy 

P Avpydva Tama Ovyarnp Tovov pytpos Mapuas yxnpevjovola] 

oppopern ato Sunvys n Kar e€ns vToypadea Tapexovoa tov valep avrys] 

Umoypahovra Kat paptupas tous e€ns maptupovvras Tyde TH [BeBara] 

KQL EVVOLM TPAceEL Pravio Ama Aw viw Lovpouvtos o7[pariwry] 

10 alplOnov Sunvns xatpew omohoyw eyw n tpoyeypappedvyn Tama] 
dua Tavrns pov Tys eyypadov acpadeas exovoa Kat Temevo{pevy] 

avev tavtos Sokov kat doBov Kat Bias Ka azlalrns Kae avayKns Kale 

ovvaptayns Kat diya ovacdymote KaKkovoias Kat KaKonfeas Kat 

mavtos paviov Siavonmatos aha EKovcww Kal apeTavonTw yvaun 

15 Kat adolw mpoatperes Kat evukpiver ovverdnoe Kata THVSE THY 

amhynv eyypadov SOPONG TETPAKEVAL TOL ONMEPOV KaL KaTayeypa 

dyKevat amo Tov vuv emt Tov act Kau e€ns amavTa xpovoy To vmrapxov pot 

ka emtiBaddov nuiocv pepos amo Tov ouumToc.ov Tov ev Ty SevTepa oTeyn 

Kal TO TETAPTOV LEPOS ato TOU aEpos ETavw Tov akovBiTOV ToU oOVTOS 

20 Efayw TOV GUpTOTLOV TOU Kal AdLALPETOU OVTOS pol KaL TwV adehpwy 

pov Mnva kar Toeder Kau To pepos pov amo TavTwy Tw ypyoTnpLoV 

Tov Te mpoOvpov xklalu tuAovos Kat TETTOU Kat Tapadpomioos Kat 

KhiBanov ovy ecodw Kar e€0dw Kar avodw Kat Kafodw tTys avTys otKtas 

Siaxeperns ext THS avTns Lunvys Tept TO voTWov pepos Tov Ppovpiov 

25 Kat wept Kavpay Tov ay.ov af\ohopov Ama Buxtopos paprupos 

eMfov eis E“e TO avTO NLT EPS TUBTOTLOV KaL TO TETApTOV [Epos 

I. Of the letters read at the beginning only a very little 4. avrwy: so too in Mon. 14, 4. 
remains, The restoration is taken from Mon. 14. 17. vuy': the purpose of the apostrophe is not clear ; perhaps 

2. Mon. 14 has @etordrov kai edoeBeordrov, but there is not merely to separate uv from emt. 
room for all that here. 20. rev: corr. from Tov. 

3- kat Avroxpatopos: there seems to be no trace of xa, and 21. Toeder: both here and in 1. 32 the last letter might equally 
Mon. 14 omits it, as is the more usual practice; but the space _ well be y, but in the facsimile of Mon. 9 the r is certain. 
seems to require it, and it occurs in (¢. g.) 1729 and Mon. 9. 

V. cc 
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amo Tov Swparos ovTws TETapToV pEV JLEPOS amo TOV GUETOCLOV 

Kat TO oydoov pLEpos amo K\ypovouias THS pyTpos pov Mapias 

to Se ado Teraprov pepos Kat TO oySooy pEpos ao Twy mpodednrovpu‘s 

30 TOTT@V Kkadws QAVOATEPW ELPNTAL ATO Suxatas ayopactas e€ eyypadov 

wviakns Tapa Tewpyiov tov esov adehdov Kowwy ovrwr 

Kat advatperwr eis TE EME Kat TOUS adeAdovs pov Mnyva Kar Toeder 

Kal Els avTHY THY Tpoyeypappernv Mapiap’ ao Sixatals] KAnpovopmias 

Tov yovewy avtns IlamvovOiov Kat Oexras mpos tTHv Svvapuy Tov 

35 KAnpov avrwy yeiroves Se TNS aTacys oLKLas voTov oLKia Oexha 

kat Avov Kedodvov Boppa tov ayiov torov Ama Buxropos paptupos 

Kau ets nv vever n avlevtixn avtns Ovpa amo Tov pup.ov pel nv 

Tov avtov aytov ToTov \iBos yn avy Tovvbov Maxkapiov amndvwrov 

Tov avTov ToTov Tov ayiov Ama Buxtopos y ot eav woe. yerroves TavTy 

40 tavrobev kafws vrnyopevoa Kat ovdey Euor UVroheheuTraL 

a7TpaTov aTO TOV AUTOV HMLOOVS MEPOVS TOV TVUETOTLOVU 

TOV €V Sevrepa OTEYN VEVOVYTOS ELS Boppa €ls TO TNATOS TOV TETTOVU 

KQaL TO TETAPTOV MEPOS ATO TOV Swparos EWS GEPOS DVL MEPEL 

ATAVTOV KPNOTYHNPLWY KAT avahoytav OV TLLNS TNS TPOS 

45 addAnhovs cuptedovnperns Kat cvvaperacns ypvoov vopicpara 

tpea Cuyw Sunvyns y/ xp/ v? y C/ Sun nvTep rerevav tiwny avtobr 

AMETXNKEVAL [LE Tapa Tov Tov wvoupevov eyw o TeTpaxws Sia 

XElpos ets yetpa prov €€ oikov Gov apiOuw Kar orabuw trypn Tpos 
To o€ amevtevlev Tov wvovpevov Tov Tpodednovpevov 

50 NeLToUS fLEpovs TOV GUYuTOTLOV TOV Kat adLaLpETOU OYTOS TOU 

ev Tn Sevtepa arteyn Kat TO TETapTOY meEpos ato Tov SwpmaTos ews 
GEepos ouY Tact ToLs ypHoTHpLoLs apa Twv alwov cupmETOXaV 

nev Kupievey Kat Seomolew Kar Srouxer Kat ouKovomery Kat oLKodo 

pew kar Twdew Kat xapilerOar Kar TeKVoLs KaL eyyovows SiaTacoew 

55 @ eav atpnoba tpoTw akwhutws Kat aveutrodurTws Kat pn eyKahew cot 

byte eyxareoev pyf erepov twa Twv €€ Enov ovomatos 

ev pydevt Kalpw Kata pyndeva TpoTov adopyn pndeuta 

dua TO ws Mpoewrov amerxynKEvar pe Tapa Gov TedeLay THY 

Tpoyeypappevnv Tysmv tov Se eyKaherovTa cor H Kat avTuToLnTomevoy 

27. pepos: the scribe began to write a(7o). 

31. wmaxns: 7. after this (dodaneias). 
33. Kat ets avrny krA.: this does not go with xowéy dyreyv krh., 

but with éAédv in 1, 26. The dot after Mapiap is not a mark of 

punctuation br is inserted because the word has a non-Greek 

form. Mapi~p is of course merely a variant of Mapia. 
35+ kAnrov: for the meaning of this word see Wenger’s note 

on Mon, 9, 61. The atrayv here, which seems clearly to refer to 
Papnuthius and Thecla, probably rules out Wenger’s suggestion 

that an ‘ Erbschein’ is meant, as in that case the word should 
be airijs, referring to Mary. Clearly the x\jpos was a document 
proceeding from Papnuthius and Thecla; and we can only 

suppose either an ‘ Erbteilungsurkunde’ or a will. Wenger’s 
argument against the latter, that it is expressed by d:ad7xn, is 

not perhaps very strong where a document of this period is 

concerned. 
eka: Sic. 

36. romov: r corr. from a; the scribe began to write A(ma 
Bixropos). 

37. «ts nv: something (most likely Aavpa or pupy) has probably 
been omitted. 

39. eav: ¢ added later. 
47. 0 mempaxos: 7. 9 wempaxvia; the contract was probably 

modelled on one in which the vendor wasaman. C/ l. 62. 

49. Tov wvoupevou : 1. roy dvovpevoy. 
mpodednAovpevov: dedn is apparently a correction. 

55. atpnoba: JZ. aipnode, for aip7. 
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60 ‘Tept Tov mpodedynAroOvpevov HuLoous pEpovs amo TOU TUpTOTLOU 

Kal TO TeTAapTOY jLEposS amo TOV SwpaTos TUM pEpEL XPNOTYpLOLS 

Kar avahoyiay eyw o Tempakws exoTnow Kat KaSapoToinTw cot 

iStois pov avaopacr kat Saravnpacr ev Se pn Suvnfenv 

ep w eve karaBadrey oor THY Tpoyeypapp$ Tiny eV Sutdn 

65 mocorntt Kat mpos onv acd/ Teronpar vor TavTnY THY TpAagW 

Kuptay ovoay Kav BeBaray Kar evvomov amavraxov mpopepoperny 

pel vroypad/ tov vmep epov vroypadovtos Kar Twv e&ys 
paptupovvtav Kat erepwatynfeoas wpohoynoa Kat amehvoa + 

(2nd hand) P Avpyia Tama Ovyarnp Tovov pytpos Mapas n mpoyeypappevn Te 

70 Tpaka TO NuLoTV EPOS TOUS TY TOTLOV KaL TO TETAPTOY Epos aEpos 
emavw Tov akovBirov Kat ameoyov Tapa co” THY eyKElmeryY TYLNY 

ev vopiopariois Tpeior Kat BeBarw oor THY mpacw Taon BeBarwcet 

ws mpok/ @do]diros €d*/ Siak’/ afiwbes eypaa vaep a’rys 

ypapps py edvins + (3rd hand) P Koes hay tpegB/ Suqvys plalplrvlelo] + 
75 (4th hand) 2 Od fwavvns ABpaapiov axrovap/ apiOpou Xvyvys paptupe 2 

(5th hand) 2 © Koes Waapiov avyovoradios apiOpov Xuvns paptupw 

(6th hand) + ®d§ Avavias Tewpyvov orp/ apiOpov Xunvyns paprupw + 

(7th hand) P Aza lwonp Ama Atos Siax°/ Lunvys paptuvpw + 

(8th hand) £ ®d/ Avos Vayer aro Bixap/ apiOpov Suynvys paprupw + 
80 (9th hand) + ®d§ Eppuas lwavvns orp*/ apiOpov Sunrvys paprupo £ 

(roth hand) + 8 ewov ®d§ Aaapo’ Ilerpo. adtvours apiOuo” Sunvys eyevero P 

61. 2. rod rerdprov pépous and xpnornpior. 73. afwwOes: just possibly corr. from airndets. 
68. exepwrnbeoas : Sic. 76. Suvns: ste. 

69-74. In the same hand as 1724. 78. Ama Aws: Sic. 

70. Tous: Sic. 

PAPYRUS 1784.—Late 6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1795. Acquired in 1907. Syene. Fragmentary; continuous part 11 in. x1 ft. of in. 

In a small sloping cursive hand, across the fibres. Folded from the bottom upwards. 

MUCH mutilated sale of a oupmdcwv. The vendor is a woman named Taeit, the 

purchaser is uncertain. If the protocol fragment found with the document belongs to it, 
the property was sold to Patermuthius and Kako, whose names occur on the back of that 
fragment; but as the purchaser is throughout the document addressed in the singular this is 

doubtful, though no doubt the use of oo: cannot be taken as a certain proof. There is no internal 
evidence to determine the date. 

CC2 
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Two lines of a protocol of ‘ Byzantine’ type. 

I. corr 
kat] Tv Tedelav Thunv ameoxov Tapa co” To” wlvov) 

5 [mevov dia yxerpos cov eis] xetpa eplov] e€ ovxo” oo” apiOuw Kar orabpo mr[npy Kar] 

[BeBarwow cor aon BeBatwoe Sia wavtos amo mavtols To” emedevoroplevov cor] 

. . . . . . . 

kragOat xpacbar wavtTt w av aipy TpoTW akwhuTws TE Kat avemtrodioTas pndevos 

ado” mporwro” avnKovTos pot KaTa yevos yn TEKVwY y eyyovwy SvyyTopevo” emehev 

olalobar oor [y) dvayldw] n eyxarer] n Siarray Kunoa Kata oo” TavTns EveKEY THS aLTLAS 

10 falriass. WA fee's : errs, | 

. . . . . 

n avturomoopevo” tov Se emel\evoopevov aor y avturoinolopevov ExaTnTo!] 

kat Kafaporounow id.ois go” avakwpact mpos Tw Se ce amevrievPev Kupievew Kat] 

S{elo[rol]e€w to” mpoeupylulevlo” ovprocto” Kat [ 

» TOM IN verze youn Oe 

15 Kuplws Exovon TETPAaKEVaL ToL TO Tpoyeypappevoy GvETOTLOV KaL aTETXNKEVAL Tapa Tou 

° . . . . . 

oh sh yen ] dca ro ewor ovrw Sedo[xAar] 

THV To’TO” TYyYLNV EV XpYO” VvopLopMacW TpELaL K, TavTnY EKDerOar Goi THY TpacwW 

mpos ardadeav kuprav kat BeBorav pe) vroypadys To” vTep ewov vToypadovTos Kat Tw 

efys paptupovvtwy K) etepwTnfeaca Kata mporwTov wpohoynaa Sydov Se 

OTL Kat TO alpoUy MOL PEPOS ATO TwY KOLWVwWYYLaLwY TOT@V ato DeweheLwY 

20 axpt To” aepos Kat ovTws etepwTnGeroa wpodoynoa (2nd hand) £2 Avpydva Taewr Avo” ax{/?] 

n TpoK/ mempaxa To pepos pol”! rns ouxilas] THs TYLNs vopiopaTia 
Tpla Kal OTOLXYEL MOL TaYTA TA EVyeypappeva. ws TpoK/ 

®d§ ABpaap Iavdov ayovotahs rey} Lunrvyns afiwHes 

leylelaW[a] trep avz[nls yplanpalra wy ednens £ 
25 (3rdhand)+A...... eha, mperB/ exxdvoras Sunvns paptupw 

(4th hand) P Maopyr Tupavvov Siax/ exx/ Sunvns paptupw 

3. It would be possible to read avJAns o”«[ or av]Ay oo” x[at. 
In Il. 13, 15 only a cvprdorov is mentioned, but avAn cov might be 

mentioned in the specification of the position of the cvpméctop. 
5. dia xetpos gov: usually only da xetpds, but sometimes, e. g. 

Mon. 4, 23, the pronoun is inserted. Here it seems required, 

because, though the fragments of this line are placed in the 
frame too far to the right, the space, without cov, would be 
rather small as compared with that indicated in the next line 
(where, however, the first letter visible is under the 6 of ap:Opo). 

6. BeBatwow oo: it is usual to add ryv rpacw, but here there 
seems no room. The present may be used, as in 1733, 72. 

After d:a ravros, cat is sometimes inserted and sometimes omitted. 

Here considerations of space make it better to omit it. In 
Mon. 9, 713; 11, 43f. we find awd mavros 81a ravrés. 

g. The reading (which is got from 1781, 25; cf Mon. 11, 55) is 
inferred only from very small traces ; but these favour it strongly 

and do not suit 7 Sicny or n exiunvat or n evayew alone. diarav 
itself is not a certain reading; for though d:aray kwyoa is 

a regular phrase (e.g. 1724, 57f. ; 1727, 50; 1781, 25; Mon. 11, 
553 14,67 f., 82), and the traces on the line suit it, before the 

character read as 7 is an upstroke which suggests y (rather than 

long «). Perhaps there has been a correction. 

18. dydov Se xrA.: this is an afterthought. 
19. rorwy: mov is smeared so as to be almost illegible. 

Perhaps it was intended to delete the whole word, but as the 
earlier part of Ocueherwy is also smeared, though to a less extent, 

this seems unlikely. 
20. ak/: ax seems clear, and perhaps Dius was an actuarius. 
21. rns o1Ktas THs: otkias is very doubtful. 

exkdvowas: 2, ékkAnoias. 
26. Tlacpyr: or possibly Mwpyr. 
27. For this witness see Mon. 8, 45. The ink here is very 

faint, and the words AdAapevos and xevrup/ could not be read 

without the help of the Munich document. 
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(6th hand) 2 @d§ Atos Havdov orp/ rey Sunryns paprvpw 

(7th hand) @\§ Awa Avos Maprio’ orp/ dey$ Sunryns paprupw 
30 (8th hand) £ ®d§ Iwavvyns AvOepio orp/ reyewvn Xyvns paptupw 

(9th hand) P & euov ABpaap Avo’ eypadn 

Endorsed across the fibres (at the back of the protocol) :— 
32 (roth hand) ] ...« pos Ilareppo Ow S$ 

33 TKakor) 

29. Perhaps, but not certainly, different from the person Aeyewun Zyyns : Sic. 
so called in 1723, 25; Mon. 1, 60. 31. This seems clearly not the hand of the document itself, 

30. AvOepio: sic. Not AvOepio. and the ink is of a different (brown) colour. 

PAPYRUS 1785.—Late 6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1803 B. Acquired in 1907. Babylon (?); from Assudn(?), Fragmentary; continuous 
portion 1 ft. 23in. x 1 ft. o} in. In a loose, upright, irregular cursive hand, across the fibres ; 
papyrus much rubbed. Folded from the bottom upwards. See A/a, xiii, p. 167 f. 

F the conjectural extension of Ba~ or Bas as BaBvddvos is correct (and it is not easy to see 

what else can be intended), this document has a special interest from having been written at 

Babylon, the fortress at the head of the Delta whose fall before “Amr led to the loss of Egypt to 

the Byzantine Empire. It is in this case important to observe that, contrary to what we might 

have expected, there was only one zumerus stationed at this important post; for had there been 

more than one the subscribers would not have called themselves soldiers of ‘the numerus of 

Babylon’, but would have added some distinguishing epithet to the zumerus. 
As there is no mention of Syene in the mutilated remains of the document it is not absolutely 

certain that it comes from Assudn; but since it is difficult otherwise to account for its presence 

among the Syene papyri it seems probable that, though written at Ba(bylon), it either related to 

a house at Syene or was taken to Syene by the purchaser. Prof. Heisenberg has referred to 

Oxy. ix. 1190, where recruits are ordered to be sent to Babylon. These particular recruits may 

however have been intended for service outside Egypt or in the Delta; and though it is not 

impossible that new recruits, even when intended for service in Upper Egypt, were sometimes 
required to present themselves for inspection at Babylon, it is not necessary to invoke this 
supposition to explain the hypothetical presence of a resident of Syene at that place. Patermuthius, 

for example, was by profession a sailor; and it is quite possible that he or some other native of 

Syene may have made a purchase of house property during a temporary stay at Babylon. 

A fragment in 1851 seems from the hand to belong to this document, and this supposition 

For a discussion of the various problems regarding the fortress of Babylon, see A. J. Butler, 

Babylon of Egypt, Oxford, 1914. 
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avOatperw Bovilnoe Kar adorw mploapecrer 

[Tyn]s ouKvas...... et Seen NY AR Tluns THs mpos addndovs cuptredovnperns [Kar] 

[ovvjaperaons xpvoov vouiopatioy Seorotikwv Soxyov tapla] Kelparia 

[? djeapnly] 
[onluepov To mpoKewevov mEuTTOV pEpos oLKLas Kal KaTayeypadynKa Kal Tapadedox{a] 

ihe se MCE: ORT: kat Tyv Seororevay avadatperov Kar avapdioByTnTov Kal Tacav 

avToTehy 

efovovay emt To Sinveres ws Tpodedynwtar wore we TOV wYoUpEVoY Kat KANpovopous ous [Ka] 
Tracav 

duadoxous Kat Suakaroyous Tours Kparew Kau Kupiduidu] Kae thy[v] S[eo}roreay exer] Klar] 

amo xetpos eis xetpas €€ orxlo]” glov aplOuo kar orabyw mryper Terpaxa colt} 

perarohey xapicacba exurobovy glvivouxvalew Karaddarrew Karatiler Oar 

et K{\mpovopous Siadoxous yn Siaxaroyous emt Tov e€ns amlalyra xpovoyv e€ovoras 

Holt] o'« overs] Tn Tempax{vleen pyte Tous Euors KANpovopots ouKeLors Te Kat Fevots 

evaye oor N eyKahew oor n odws emehevoagar Got ToUTOY EvEKEY TOV TPOKEMLEVOU TELTTO" 

Helpous ? mept] addov oltovdnore Kat] Tov cor [elm[e|\evoopevov eyw avtn n mlem|paxuia 

iStors prov avatwpacw amoaBylololula: Kar kafapotoinow cou tavryny z[nv) tpaclw]) 

ev Tart. Kalijpw Kar yx[povw Kau Tyr] KplatInow gudarrew cor dia Tavtos n Emvyvwevat ToL 

TyumY THY tTpoyeyp/ ev Simro Kat Ta BraBn kor ta Saravnpara es Te BeATiwoW Kat 

eis Suny Kat pos acdadevay anv eOeunv tnv mpaci Kup/ Kar BeBS Kar enfep/ wpod/] 

(2nd hand) £ Avpy\wa Tapoe » mpok/ eOeuny thy mpacw Tov Teumrov pepos ovcials taper] 

BeBawworw thy tpacw \racn! BeBawoe Kor orowxer por TavTa Ta eyypapps ws TpoK/ 

®§ Buxrwp lwavvo’ orp/ apiOps§ Ba- afiwbes eyparba vmep a’rns mapovons 
Kat EvToVoNS MoL ypappara py eSverns P (3rd hand) &d/ laxwB Iwavvov bap apiOuov Ba~/ 

1. A preceding fragment, which contains portions of 3 lines, 
seems to belong to this document, but it is too much rubbed for 

any continuous transcription. There are also a few small frag- 
ments which seem more likely to belong to 1735 than to 1726. 

3. oreyn: very doubtful. 

5. mapa xépatia: the number of solidi, which, as we learn 
from l. 21, was three, should be given here, but tprwy seems 

impossible and ap all but certain. On the other hand there is 
not room for [reco]ap[wv]. The letter before ap, though very 

uncertain, may well be 7, and the two very small traces after it 

are at least consistent with xe. Probably, therefore, the scribe 
has accidentally omitted the number. 

8. The traces before xa: are really too small for any certain 

reading ; kparnow, kupe:ay, and avéevreiav are none of them 
suggested. 

II. cuvoxiafew? the a is certain, though its insertion may be 
erroneous. The sense seems to be to enlarge the house by 
adding new constructions to it. 

xatariOecOat: the usual word is xataXeimew or karadyrdvew, 

but both seem impossible here, and xarari@eoOa, though not 
certain, is suggested by the remains. 

13. The readings at the beginning are very doubtful. 

15. ovcovdnrore: this is rather suggested by the trace at the 

beginning, which looks like o. 
16. arogBnoopat: the word should be drogoBnow, but the 

letter after o seems clearly 8, and the traces extend too far for 

arog{o)Py[c@]; moreover they rather favour the reading given. 
Probably, therefore, the scribe has confused the two words. 

17. Tv Kparnow: the faint traces visible seem to favour this 

reading. vAarrew should be puddéo. 
18. BeAri@ow: this does not refer, as the context might suggest, 

to a legal operation, but to repairs to the house. This is proved 

by P. Par. 21, 50 (in 1. 51 read eis rixny = dixny); 21 bis, 27; 

P. Jomard ap. P. Par., p. 258, 1. 15. 

20, pepos: Sice 
21. ro redos Kat Tina: the reading is probable, though not 

certain. The reference is apparently to the price, but it is not 

clear why the words réAos and riunpa are employed. 

22. eyypaups: sic. 
24. The subscription which begins here is in a hand very 

similar to the last, but it is probably not the same, All these 
subscriptions appear very similar in hand, but the traces are too 
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25 ag{Jo[O,] eylpalva [ump avrns tapovens Kar evrovorns por ypappara py edoros 
(4th hand) ®d§. Pee |e ee eo aptOpov Ba" paprupw ty mpagw akovoas 
mapa Ts Oepevy[s] + (5th hand)..... 

aptupw 
(6th hand?) 2 & enov Seodociov Amohd\wnov vopix/ Bas eypadyn P 

me OR G10 te “okey g state ety [Papibplov Bal 

bable in the context. The reading seems certain, and orp/ is 
quite impossible. 

26. mpacw: Sic. 

27. Bal’: the two strokes at the end are connected, like our 
modern v. Possibly Baf’ can be read. 

29. Just possibly the notary wrote the body of the document, 
though the subscription is in a much more sloping hand than it. 

faint for any very exact comparison. It is to be noticed that 
this subscriber also says that he has written on behalf of Tarse. 
Presumably this is due to confusion, the writer having copied 

the preceding subscription. 
ap: we should expect here not a name but erp(ariarns) or 

some military title, and ap is not a likely name; but it is 
difficult to see what fav- could be. Fartor seems very impro- 

PAPYRUS 1786.—25 Feb., a. p. 611. 

In a small, cramped, sloping, very 
Folded from right to left; when 

Inv. No. 1788. Acquired in 1907. Syene. 1 ft.x 4Zin. 

cursive hand, along the fibres; ink of a brown tint. 
acquired, inside a split bamboo (?) stem. 

OAN by Aur. John, a sailor, to Patermuthius and Kako of four solidi, repayable at the will 
of the creditor, and at an annual interest of 84 per cent. The document is remarkable 

for the great cursiveness of the hand, in which it is, like 1787, exceptional among documents 

of this period. The document is in the hand of the person who subscribes for the borrowers. 

+ BagwWleas tov Peojralrs] x, yahn[vorarolu k, Jeooredous 

npov S[er7otlov Pd, Hpaxhewo” to” [atlwnd Avyovorou 

Avtoxpatoplos] erous mpwrd Dlaplerwl a wd/ 

®), Marep[polvOis Mynva orp/ apiOus Edeh/ vavrns 
5 amo Luyvy[s Kat] n trovro’ wupB.os Avpydua Kako’ 

Ovyarynp ValkwBd + Avpyrw Lwavyn 

Ilirvpwrio|s vavtn amo rns avTys Lunvyns xarp/ 
opodoylovjuev €€ adndeyyuyns dia trav 

Ts pov TyIs] eyypapd acdareas exxynKevat kK, 

Sedaverofar Tapa cov onpepor eis avayKjay nu 

Xpelav Xpvoov vopiopara tTecoepa Cvyw Lunvys 

y/ xp/ v° & C/ Suns amep crows exopuev 

} ce) 

1. The invocation will have preceded. In the Syene docu- _ stroke. 
ments of the reign of Maurice this followed the Christ formula, 
but under Heraclius the Trinitarian formula may very likely 
have been substituted; see Bell, 4 dating clause under Heraclius 
in Byz. Zeitschr. xxii, p. 395 ff., particularly p. 400. 

3. a: this is formed without lifting the pen, the downstroke 
of a being turned upwards and then continued as the horizontal 

8. adnAeyyuns: Sic. 
Q. pou: sic; it should be jap. 
10. avayk(at)ay nu(r): or perhaps avayksarny (sic, for dvayxato- 

tdrnv); but very likely pou was first written and then altered 
to np. 
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Tapacyediv oloe orotav BovhyPens rout ear 

Kal exlacroly eviavrov xplvjoou Tpyunovov 

15 ev lvyw Sulyyys amo tys mpoyeyp/ nuepas tuo 
npov KWSvvH K, Tope THS NOY yrooTa 
Tews iOiKws K) yEeviKws VoMw EvEXUPO 
Xepis tufols avridoyias Ky) evs aod/ ony Tremor 

npeBa ovy zinv] addy) aod/ Kup/ x, Bes amaytax, tpop/ 
20 peO vafolyp/ zou] wep nuwv vroyp/ Kk) emepp/ wpohoyn 

oapev x) [alred[vos] PdA§ Tlabeppovbis Mnva 

otp/ api] ev [rn] Eded/ Kar y Tovrov cvpBios 

AvipyA[tla Kako’ Ovyarnp laxwB ov po 

Yeypappevor orotyer nuw n aodadea 

25 Twv texoapeov vouiopatiov Cvyw Sunvns 
ws mpox/ £ ®d§ Atos Bacthedo” amo 

axtovap/ apiOo” Suy[vlns afwwhes eypaya 

vrep avrwr [ylpappata pn edoTtwv + 
(2nd hand) + =rpa. os [Slax/ paprup wo” 

30 (3rd hand) + ®A// Iwavyyns Kaevros orp*/ apibp” 

[Sulgyys paplrulpw + (4th hand) @d§ Bexropos 
[Joavvov orpl/) alplOulov Sunvyls 

[Hlaprupe [+] 
(1st hand) + 8[/ 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 
35 (5th hand) [+ac¢]/ IareppovdioY Mnva kat Kaxo yaps avr)... 

Suns 

13f. rouvr eorw xtd.: this clearly does not mean that the loan 

was to be repaid at the rate of one tremissis (= } solidus) a year, 
for it is repayable at will ; the tremissis is apparently the interest. 
This gives a rate of 8} per cent. per annum. 

19. ovy rnv: a very doubtful reading, but it suits the traces 

better than ravrnyv ryv or tnv eyyp/, and there is hardly room for 
tv t[pos], which the traces visible rather suggest. If the reading 

is correct, adAnA/ = dddnhéyyvov. 
22. apt6(yov) ev ty Ededh(avrwn): the phrase is unusual, and 

the reading very uncertain, but it seems hardly possible to 
read apiOyov, which, moreover, would not fill the space, and 

+99 Bay 

the traces suggest ev. rn is read after this because something is 
required in the lacuna. Perhaps vnos may have been written. 

23. Kaxo\: sic; perhaps not really meant for Kaxov, for the 

stroke may be merely an apostrophe, as inl. 5; but it seems 

to be written Kako on the verso. 
29. 3rpa. os: Srparny.os does not seem possible. 
30. Kaeros: evr is probably meant, but the top-stroke of r is 

attached to the 1, so that the combination looks like eros or esos. 
34. +8[«/: read after this something like eyov @\S Acov Baor- 

AetSou amo akrovap/ eypadpy, since the subscription in ll. 21-28, 
written by Dius, is in the same hand as the body of the document. 

PAPYRUS 1787.—9 Feb., a. D. 613. 

Inv. No. 1789. Acquired in 1907. Syene. 
cursive hand, with ink of poor quality, along the fibres. 

acquired, tied to a strip of wood. 

35 13 1 ft. oF in. x 55 in. Written in a very uneven 

Folded from right to left. When 

SECOND loan, between the same parties as the last, except that Kako is not here 

mentioned. It may be that she had died in the interval, but this is not of course a necessary 
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inference. 
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In this transaction, unlike the first, Patermuthius gives security for the repayment of 

the loan, which is for 33 solidi, with interest at the rate of 12} per cent. per annum. 

The document, like the last, is in a hand extremely difficult to decipher, though in this case 

the difficulty is due less to the cursiveness than to the badness of the writing. 

the document is, as suggested in AZo, xiii, p. 169, in the same hand as 1786. 

date of all the Syene papyri. 

It is unlikely that 
It is the latest in 

[.... ?Oevora}r§ Kau yadnvor's] 
Seonlor]o PA[* Hplaxdelov tov] aw[yiov Avylovorou kau [Alutoxpatopos 

erous [r]puro [[Me]] [Mlexerp te iv®/ apol[zins 

ON lalreppovO{t]s Mylvla [olrp/ apiOus Eded/ rfavirys 

5 anlo Sjunrys + Avpydltw Iwalyyn Tirvpwvols] vavrn 

amo ts Sunvyi[s] yarp/ + [opodrolyw eyw Tareppovits Sia tavrns 
poov THs eyypado acd{al\evas exxnkevar kar SeSaveur 

Oa rapa cov onpepor ells alvayKatay mo xpevay ypvoo” 

vouipara tpeia tpirov Luyw Sunvns yt/ xp/ v yy’ b/ Suns 
10 Kat Tavta ovv® eToimws exw Tapacyxew cor omotav Body 

Bens pera trIs] Tovrwy [elrixepderas exaotov vopioplarols 
Kata pnva xplu|oov Kepatifo]” TeTapTov ato THs mpoyeyp/ ynmepas 

Xwpis Tivos avridoyias] vrofeuny Se cou hoyw eve 

XUps optxahkwdn ouvyewwovrar heurpas 

15 A KOL To xapiorioly e4o Kav KaTay CA er a 

mepiexov A p eh w] TE TavTAa ElvaL vTO THY 

onv e€ovoilaly axpt almlodocews Kar oupTd\npocea|s] 

1. For the opening formula see 1736, 1, note. The style of 
Heraclius was clearly different from that in 1786, but it is not 

clear what preceded ?@eora|r(ov). The traces visible do not 
suit any part of BaowWeas. They might, however, be read as 
6eloore[povs without much difficulty. There is no trace of nyoy 
having been written at the end of the line, but the ink may 

possibly have flaked off. 
3. The scribe apparently wrote peuexerp, and then crossed out 

the first pe. This is to be inferred from the facts (1) that the 
visible pe has a stroke through it, (2) that what seems a second e 

precedes x and is separated by a lacuna from pe. 
6. 2. tis (abris) Sunvns. After the lacuna following the cross 

the characters are like yw, but if this is right ovodo must have 
been much cramped, and, cursive as this hand is, it is not un- 
likely that the word was miswritten, a letter or letters being 

_omitted. The lacuna should however be a little larger than at 
present, the two portions of the papyrus having been placed 
rather too close together in mounting. 

Tlareppovéis: the first three letters (which are badly formed) 
have been rewritten, with a very thin pen, under the line. 

8. avaykaiay pov: here again, as in 1736, 10 (see note there), 
there is a doubt as to the reading. ay seems clear, but po 
is extremely doubtful, and it is quite likely that np (for jpav) 
was written, as read in 1786. Perhaps this document was 
founded on that. 

9. voptpara: sic, apparently; but the ya is all run together, 

and perhaps this blotted portion contains the o as well. 
. 13. drodeunv : 2. beb€unv; but the latter part is very doubtful, 

and vroereov should perhaps be read. 
14. optyaAkwdn ovvyevovra: if the reading is correct the 

meaning must be ‘articles of copper, amounting to’ 24} litrae 
(in weight). The reading accords well with the traces, and the 
chief reason for doubting it is the novelty of the word épixyakxadns 

and the construction. 
Aeirpas : if this is right, A is superfluous in 1. 15. 

15. xapioriwy euov: the reading, which, if correct, is for 
xapiorion enov, is doubtful, though suggested by the traces; or 

xapiort@ (perhaps yapiorc”) may be read. yxapioriwy is mentioned 

by Simplicius, 7 Arist. Phys. vii. 5 (ed. Diels, Berlin, 1895, 
p- L110, l. 3f.), rd ora@yiorixoy (var. lect. oraOpixdy) dpyavov Tov 
kaovpevoy xapiotiova; it was invented by Archimedes. The 

word ora@uor«dy implies a weighing-machine, but the context 
and the remark attributed to Archimedes (cf also Tzetzes, 
Hist. 2,130) ‘wa BA, kal xapiotiov ray yay Kwnow racay ;’ points 
rather to a machine for lifting. But there may have been in 
later times a weighing-machine (a steelyard ?) called yapiorior. 

16. Ac(rpas) p e w: written pe with a space following, so that 
pe (= 105) is in itself the likeliest reading; but in that case 

there can hardly be room in the lacuna for e¢ o, which the 

context requires. 
17. efovorav: the & is made in a very unusual way, being 

a straight upstroke inclined slightly to the right, followed by 

Vv. pd 
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Tou eyKeysevo’ xXplulrou Evexepw Eip..... 
Kau es aad/ merompar [Touro ro ypaps Kup/§ x, BeBS 

20 atmav™ tpod/ Kar erep/ [w\ohoynoa + (2nd hand) ®d§ Kodo 
vos AdeEavdpos Kntpov apiO ov 

Syvns paptvpw + (3rd hand) £ ®d/ Gcw 
Swovos Ama Aco orp/ apiOy 
ov Stnvns pwaptnpw £ (4th hand) &d/ 

25 Pavotivos Tayvpiov otp/ 

apiOpov =ynvns paptupw + 

(1st hand) + dia ed Aw” @.... 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

(5th hand) [+ ac]¢/ Tlareppohid Mynva vavrs amo Sunvys y/ xp/ ? yy C/ Svnrns 

a long downstroke, curving at the top from the left and straight xntpov: hardly xevrpov, but probably kevrupioy is meant. 

below. 22. Snryns: sic. 
18. evexepw: apparently for évexipy. 23. Aco: Sic. 
20f. KodAolvOos : this curious division is no doubt due to the 24. Svnyns: v corr. from 7. 

fact that the inexpert writer, on writing o, found that he had no 27. @[a]Aagio’ is perhaps just possible but not likely, though 
room left for v. But oAdo is only a doubtful reading. - ©[a]A is an easy reading. 

21. Adefavdpos: 2. ’ANeEavdpov. 28. Not in the same hand as the endorsement of 1736. 

V. MISCELLANEOUS. 

1. Taxation. 

PAPYRUS 1788.—19 Sept., a. p. 710(?) or 680(?). 

Inv. No. 1720 A. Acquired in 1906. Oxyrhynchus (?). 33 in. x 3Zin. Ina small neat minus- 

cule hand, along the fibres. Papyrus folded from the bottom upwards; round the first two 

or three folds is wound a strand of papyrus, which still bears the clay seal. The upper 
part of the papyrus was folded over this lower part, and the marks made by the seal on 

successive folds can still be traced. Between this and the text is a space of 13in. The seal, 

which is grey in colour, bears an indistinct device, perhaps of two human figures facing each 

other. 

T NDER this general heading are collected papyri from various localities. The provenance of 

many is uncertain; of those which can be identified the majority come from Hermopolis or 

the Hermopolite nome, but a certain number are from Oxyrhynchus. The papyri in this part are 
arranged by subject; and the present section contains documents relating to taxation, beginning 
with a series of tax-receipts. These are mostly of one or other of the types common at this 

period, which can be studied in Wessely’s valuable collection Gvzechische Papyrusurkunden 

kleineren Formats (Studien zur Pal. u, Papyrusk. iii + viii), here referred to as UKF. 

ai 

- 
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First are placed two receipts for more than one money-tax. The present one is for land- 

tax (Sypdora), poll-tax (Suaypady), and Samdvy, for which see the introduction to 1419. It is to 
be noted that land- and poll-tax are described as part of the canon, but that dazdvy is not. The 
former two are paid for the 8th indiction, the last possibly (see note on 1. 3) for the 7th-9oth 

indictions. It is therefore noteworthy that the total amount is only 2s. 

The receipt follows the formula :—Date; écyov; dud; N. N.; dad; tax; year for which 
payable; amount; date again (?); scribal signature. For receipts of similar, though not in 

all points identical, arrangement see Wessely, UKF. 697; 699 ff. The dé may very likely mean 

that the payment is only part of the year’s quota, though this is not perhaps a necessary inference. 
In this case, however, it is probable that the payment is really an instalment ; for whereas Menas 

here pays only §s. for land-tax, poll-tax, and Sardvn, we find him in 1744.and possibly in 1749 

paying ts. for poll-tax alone. The same Menas may also occur in 1748; 1751; and 1864. 

+0 KB / 0 exy 8/ Myva Sapar* orp~ amo 

<= 

Sypoor” S Siayp*/ Kavwv’ oydon °/ S §7/ 

w*/ C [nl 8 ap? v° & rq 7v0?.....] ADavacw’/ ozfor)x 

é) 
I. Sapa": as the line above has a loop at the beginning, 

suggesting a, the name is probably rather Sapamdppwvos (or 
Zapara) than Sapariwvos. 

orp(artwrov) : ‘ soldiers’ occur several times in vol. iv under 
Arab rule. What is meant is of course not soldiers of the 
expeditionary army, who were Mohammedans, but, probably, 

soldiers in the service of the local officials, gendarmes. 
2. oydon: 1. dyddns. 
3- €[n] 4: or ¢[e"] 6; €§ Gis not likely, as the tax-payer would 

hardly pay the damavy for the gth before that for the 8th indiction, 
though it is possible that in the assessment for the latter he was 
not required to pay dardyyn. But neither ¢ nor @ is a certain 
reading. 

TG t[: this is very puzzling. Two such numbers (the reading 
7G is practically certain) naturally suggest the eras of Oxy- 
thynchus. To the year 390 of the earlier era corresponds the 
year 359 of the later, and hence the supplement. These figures 

correspond to the year A.D. 713. But the indiction is the 9th, 
which, in this indiction~period, is the year 710-711. It is of 

course possible that the scribe has miscalculated the years 
of Oxyrhynchus, and since he is more likely to have made 

a mistake there than in the indiction we can, in case these eras 
are granted, unhesitatingly decide for A. D. 710 as the year; but 
it is an unsatisfactory conclusion. It is perhaps just possible 
but very unlikely that the character following rg, though 
separated from it by a short space, and though more like 7, 

may be read as 9. This might be the year 396 of the era of 
Diocletian which = A. D. 680, in which a 9th indiction began. 
There is certainly no symbol for érous before 7G, but this is 
not perhaps a decisive objection to the interpretation of the 

number as a date, and it is difficult to see what else it can be. 
Below the lacuna is a downstroke, and it is possible to read 
ey [@ ©w8 8] (or G8 x8 omitted). The scribe’s signature is 
probably in the same hand as the body of the document. 

PAPYRUS 1789.—Arab Period. 

Inv. No. 1687 A verso. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 3zin.x 42in. In a small, 
sloping minuscule hand, along the fibres. Below the text, 13 in. blank papyrus. Folded from 
the bottom upwards, but there are also indications of a folding from right to left, and the 
other.may have been the first folding, after the document on the recto was written. 

ECEIPT for land-tax (8nudova) and poll-tax (Suaypady). The payment is made by the 
brothers (or brother) of Abba Justus, a notary; and this method of indicating the payment 

suggests that it was made on behalf of Justus by his brothers as his agents. 
pd2 
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The papyrus is a piece cut from a letter. The latter is written in a small sloping practised 
hand of official type, which may date from the Arab period, but is possibly earlier. It reads ] azo 
TNS APXNS EWS TNS VOTEpas Kedevoryn Se[ | Jepov Ta TYsLa ixyy Tov HeodudaxrTo” po’ S[ea7orov (last line). 

+eax° 8°/ adehp— ABB~ Lovato” vo" amo Syu°s 
S Svayp- reraprys iv? Kepari—/ evdexa terapr? 

x” © y/ K/ ia & eyp/ Eve uo v’/ £+Tavpivos 
S$ Yevnpos aroiX + 

3. x” 6¢: obscute. The natural interpretation is ywpis rerdprov, hardly be quoted in support, even if we read, with Wessely, 
meaning that } c. (ora quarter of the whole sum ?) was deducted, _xwp/(is) r(od) rather than, ¢. g., ei(s) x(6)pr(ov), since the document 
either for deficiency in the weight value of the coins or by way _ is not a tax-receipt. 
of commission, but this is very uncertain. UKF. 1197 can 

PAPYRUS 1740.—7th Century. 

Inv. No. 1632 B. Acquiredin 1906. Provenance unknown. 2%in.x1ft.ofin. Inanirregular, 

rather contorted cursive hand, across the fibres. Probably folded once in the middle (from 
right to left), and perhaps also from bottom to top. 

FTER the receipts for two or more taxes come those for payments of single taxes, and first 

those for Sydow, which may mean, in these cases, either the public taxes as a whole or the 

land-tax in particular. The present receipt is of an unusual form, seen also in 1758 ; 1759; 1760; 

UKF. 297; 298; Lond. iii. 1310 (p. 250). It is to be noticed that all of these, with the possible 

exceptions of 1760 (where the last line is imperfectly read) and UKF. 298 (where the conclusion is 
lost), are issued by Svacrodets. The word dvopza at the beginning refers to the person whose tax- 

payment it was, to whom it was entered in the official register, 8d to the person who actually made 
the payment; and it is worthy of notice that in all the receipts of this form (UKF. 298 has lost 

the portion of the receipt in question but was probably no exception) the payment is made through 

some other person or persons than the 6voya concerned. The present document was issued by 

the same duacrodevs, to the same person, and written by the same clerk, as Lond. 1310 (the two 

receipts there are in the same hand, not in two different hands, as stated in the description 

on p. xxii), The Suacrodevs perhaps recurs in 1758, but this document seems later than that. 

XRY 
+ dedwxev ovop,/ Nova Odnprodwps 81/ Bacrhedd amar/ ths EdevOepas ets hoyov Snuoowy 

ee eee 

Tpwrns tvduKrovos xpvocov Keparia tecoapa yt/ xp/ K/ 8 povas P Do.Bappor Siacrodevs 

5i/ enod Buxrwpos arrait, ovpd/ PPP 

2. Odnpmodwpov: sic. The same is to be read in Lond. 1310. rather to be connected with diacréAA@, dtacrody in the sense of 
arat/: dmarnrod if the reading is right, but it is very 

doubtful. «ze:/ may also be read, which might perhaps be for 
émixewpevov ; umep is hardly possible. 

EdevOepas: presumably a name, but whether the name of 
a person or (é..g.) of a monastery is not clear. 

3. povas ; stc; so too in Lond. 1310. 
dtacrodevs: see P. Lips. 90, 2, note. Perhaps the word is 

‘assess’, ‘assessment’, or ‘requisition’, for which see vol. iv, 

index. : 
4. exov: in the two receipts in Lond. 1310 Victor writes eyo 

with the stroke pointing upwards as here. Here however he has 
written the v as well. 

arait): the same (instead of ameyp) is to be read in Lond. 
1310. 

| 
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PAPYRUS 1741.—Arab Period. 

Inv. No. 1694 A. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 3i in. x 3in. Ina small, neat, 

regular minuscule, across the fibres. 

ECEIPT for 72 solidi paid through (or by; see note on 1. 1) a Cvyoordrys. The fact that 

a Cvyoordrns is in question rather suggests that the money represents taxes collected 
by him, with which the contrast between the 13s. paid for i8ixa dvéuara and the 6s. paid for other 

purposes accords well ; but see the notes. 

+8Sax/ § exdnpwot 8/ ABB* DouBt 

Took” Cut amo Sypociwy Sex™/ v°/ 

ap? v? £8 emra rerap” p°// + 
as 

vdu"/ ov vad 

5 op’? Tkwap’ v° > Kap”.. 

I. d€8axev kai erdnpacev. If therefore d(id) is rightly inserted 
the name of the actual tax-payer does not occur, unless it came 
in the lost portion, below. Possibly however (i) is an error, 
the construction being a confusion of dé8axey kal émAnpwoev’ ABBas 

PoiBdppov and €d66n kai émAnpwbn dia A. &. 

2. Cv’: (vyoordrov. 
4. i&tkdv évondrwv. The fact that the word is in the plural 

may indicate that dyudora is used in the more general sense, 
covering the special taxes, dyduara being taken in the sense of 
‘persons’, so that this payment will be for poll-tax ; but it may 
refer only to land held in various parcels. In the latter case 
évoua is used in the same way as in 1740. 

5. op’: dpywv; or dpydvey, but the former is favoured, for the 
Arab period and in the present context, by 1419, 1329ff.; cf. 

1631, col. 2, 2 (?), col. 5, 3, and also P. Copt. Ryl. 149, where, 
however, the word is abbreviated, as here. It seems likely, from 
the last instance, and from the juxtaposition with a place-name, 
that the word is not to be connected, as by Du Cange, with épyor, 

but is a late variant of dpyavoy in the sense of machine for irriga- 

tion. It is possible, as suggested in the note to 1419, 1329, 
that there was a tax (presumably a branch of the land-tax) on 

such machines; but in 1690, 9; Cair. Masp. i. 67087, 6; iii. 
67307, 4 dpyavoy is used in the transferred sense of a field under 

cultivation, and the same sense is clearly to be attributed to 
pnxavn in 1765, 7; 1808, 2; cf P. land. i. 63, 3, with Spiess’s 

note; PSI. i. 77, 14-20, dAdKAnpov pnxaviy Kadovpérny Tis pyTpos 
Teppavod, eEnpricpevny maon Evdixn eEapria kai odnpopacw, pera 
kal TOD émtketpévov ddokAjpou AdKKov Kal bOpevparos Kal KukKNeduaTOS 
kal kyriov Kal pnxank@y dpydvev Kat ghutdy mavroiwy Kai Tov 
cvvyeopl[yolupévar adr7 dpovpoay, is an excellent illustration 

of the process by which the transference of meaning was effected 
(a similar instance now too in Flor. iii. 325). Hence it seems 

likely that in all these cases in which dpyey or op” is followed by 
place-names and connected with the payment of a tax the word 
is really used in the transferred, not the original, sense. There 
might, however, still be a tax on irrigating machines, and 1631, 

col. 2, 2, where opy[ occurs, may be a case in point. 

PAPYRUS 1742.—7th Century. 

Inv. No. 1699 B. Acquired in 1906. 

: ‘HERE is nothing of special note in this receipt, which is for 13s. for Synpdoror. 

Provenance unknown. 

minuscule hand, in rather faded ink, across the fibres. 

2g in. x 8in. In an upright 
Folded from the bottom upwards. 

The word 
is here in the singular, in accordance with a usage common in Coptic but not usual 

in Greek ; other peculiarities show that the clerk was more at home with the Coptic than with 
the Greek language. 
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+Xwp” Tayo. F Sypocrov € v°/ 8/ Kddnpovop’” PouB- Luxos 
ap® v° af ev nuov p” ap? 8 °/ € Adavace oroxe + 

I. Xwpov: the ov (and so too that in kAAnpovopov) ina mono- Xepov. 

gram. For the name see vol. iv, index of persons, s.v. X@pos cixos: probably = (vyoordrns (Z. -rov), which in Coptic was 
and perhaps XwAds, Xo, Xddos; and index of places (4), s.v. regularly corrupted to JYTOC or THEO. 

PAPYRUS 1748.—Arab Period. 

Inv. No. 1719 A. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown (but see below). 2%in.x 22in. In 

a sloping, rather inexpert minuscule hand, along the fibres. Papyrus folded from the bottom 
upwards; round the first two folds was wound a strand of papyrus, which was then sealed ; 

the impression of the seal remains on other folds above. The seal, grey in colour, bears an 

indistinct device. At the bottom is what looks like a crocodile, and the device above this 

may possibly be two birds’ (ibis ?) heads with beaks, with a cross between them. 

ECEIPT for $s. for Syudova. Apparently the purpose for which the money is raised 

is specified, but the sense is not very clear. The soldier Abba Menas of 1. 5 may be the 

same person as in 1788 and other receipts, in which case the provenance is perhaps Oxyrhynchus 

(see 1788, introduction, and 1. 3, note). 

+Emd Ke 0/ u ecy? 8/ Paror” 

Tladpatar aro Snpoow 

evvarns v/ ap® v° § neve p/ 

S7 viod0X tus Kar oriK— / 

5 tac® 8°/ §/ ABB~ Mnva orp 

és) 
1f. Pavorov Madparar : the names are curious, but the reading money is raised. Extend here probably timép rijs irodoxns ruda- 

seems Clear, except that o looks rather like « and A might piv cat or:{x)apiov. 
conceivably be a badly formed p. 5. rao’: obscure. If 0 is a slip of the pen for x (which cannot 

3. nuece: stc, unless it is nuvoe. be read), we may extend ras (/. 16) kal Saravndeicas (/. -0év) 
B/: = pdvov. 8ia (SarravnOeioas is more likely than do0@eicas in the context). 

4f. These lines seem to specify the purpose for which the 

PAPYRUS 1744.—Arab Period. 

Inv. No, 1638 B. Acquired in 1906. Oxyrhynchus (?). 52Zin.x 32in. In a sloping minuscule 

hand, along the fibres. Between the receipt and the subscription is a space of 12 in, and 

below the subscription one of 23in. Folded from the bottom upwards ; the successive marks 

made by the seal are visible on the upper part, but the seal itself has disappeared. 

EO —————— a 
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FTER 8ypédora come the receipts for poll-tax, variously called Ssaypady or dvdpurpds. The 

only reason for assigning the present document to Oxyrhynchus is that the tax-payer is the 

same as in 1788, which there is some reason for connecting with that city. 

+A0"/ mm / € ecy 8/ Mnva 

Lapa OTp” amo Siayp~ 

kav” extyns v/ apl v° a ev p/ 

. 8/ Bux/ oroX + 

4. The meaning of the symbol before 8:/ is not clear. It is not a cross, and looks like an « with an apostrophe above it. 

PAPYRUS 1745.—Arab Period. 

Inv. No. 1725B verso. Acquired in 1906. . Provenance unknown; perhaps Hermopolis. 

23 in. x 35in. In a very regular rounded minuscule hand, across the fibres. Folded from 

right to left, but this folding probably has reference only to the document on the recto. 

ECEIPT for poll-tax, given to a puscarius. The payment, in view of the ad, may be an 
instalment only; cf 1788, introduction. The papyrus is a piece cut from a document 

of uncertain character. Portions of four lines of this, written in a bold, flowing cursive across the 

fibres, remain on the recto. The last which is extant reads }ro\wrov+ ®[\/. This rules out 

Oxyrhynchus and suggests Hermopolis as the provenance. 

+Emd ia w*/ iB exx? 8/ Zaxapi* 
dovok*/ amo av® [Slexarns Uv)’/ 

ap® v°® y/ zpitov to S 8°/ Kohdov® um” 

(2nd hand) +Iyvarvols o}rouxX + 

2. povor"/: fovokapiov, puscarius ; see San Nicold, Vereins- . 3. ro § 8°/: 10 kal 806év; or, as there is a lacuna between 8° 
wesen, i, p. 76 f.; Reil, Gewerbe, 169°, 191°. Prof. Hunt and x, where 8/ could be supplied, it may possibly be 16 kai 
mentions that in a medical text to be published in P. Oxy. xi one 8amavyOév 8d. This, however, seems less likely. 
recipe is headed Govcxas xaOapciov. 

PAPYRUS 1746.—Arab Period. 

Inv. No. 1699 A verso, Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 22 in. x 5 in. 
In a sloping minuscule hand, along the fibres. 

ECEIPT for 3s. for poll-tax. On the recto are remains of another document, written across 
the fibres, which has apparently been washed off. 
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+ yi TIX t w*/ wy 8/ Amod\do w’/ Merpe Taxe & av? 
vy w*/ xp” ap® y Tpit? Tlavdov v™ eyp’+ 

(2nd hand) +lIepe# ornye 

2. eyp(awa): for this £1747, 3; 1748, 4. Paulthenwrotethe uncials, showing that he had little acquaintance with the art of 
document, and Jeremias is merely an official who countersigns. writing. The » (suggested by Prof. Hunt) is very doubtful and 

The latter’s signature is in exceedingly clumsy and uncertain looks more like a line over the word (Tepe). 

PAPYRUS 1747.—6th-7th Century. 

Inv. No. 1653 A recto (?). Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 33in.x52in. Ina rather 

large, clumsy cursive hand of minuscule type, across the fibres. Apparently folded from the 
bottom upwards. Recto (?) of 1867. 

HIS and the two following receipts for poll-tax follow a different scheme from the preceding, 

beginning with €cxov instead of the date. In this and 1748 écyov is followed by tapé cov 
or tap’ dpov and the date comes at the end of the receipt ; in 1749 Sua without cov takes the place 
of wapa and the date is omitted. 

There being only one xéA\npa, it is not easy to decide which side of the papyrus is the recto. 
A comparison of the surfaces suggests that that on which the present receipt is written is the 

recto, and the other side the verso; but the fact that this document is complete, whereas 1867 

seems to have lost something on the right and possibly at the foot, makes this doubtful. 

ptov 

+eox’ mapa cov Ilapovy Ovvod 

Tirot §< av? 6 w8/ xpvaov vous ev 
y/ ap? a &°/ 8 wd/ 0+" eypaba+ 
(2nd hand) £ Buctwp ornxe+ 

prov 5 | 4 

I. Ovvod: so written because there was not otherwise room to 3. Tw": Iwovriwy, or the Coptic form, Muwovre. 

get in the word inthis line. ov is apparently a monogram. 4. Here again the official countersigns; the writer of the 

2. vous: vouicpara, incorrectly for ydpiopa, receipt is his clerk, who is more skilled with his pen than he. 

PAPYRUS 1748.—Arab Period. 

Inv. No. 1653B verso. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 2in.x65in. In a small, 
neat minuscule hand, across the fibres; papyrus of light colour. On the recto are four lines, 
imperfect at the beginning, of a Coptic document, written across the fibres in a sloping cursive 

hand. The papyrus has been strengthened on the verso by pasting a strip of papyrus along 

the lower edge, which was somewhat broken, perhaps by the folding of the document in its 

original form. 
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HIS receipt is given to two monks, the second being, it is worth noting, the son of the first. 

It is written by a clerk named Musaeus and countersigned by three officials, 

+ 

+eoyx°? tap vpwv Atod\hkw Wad” S$ Aaverr vw? av” ov poval?/ 

aro av’ € w/ xpvo” apf” Sv0 yi/ ap® v® dvo B°/ 8 °/ e+ 

(2nd hand) + Xepyy orouxe+ (3rd hand) Hdtas orowX+ (4th hand) £ Buxrwp crore] 

(1st hand) Movoa” eyp*/+ 

I. Wad": Wddrov? Cf 1480, 112, where also the word is 2. apOew(v): 2. dptOura. 
abbreviated. 3. Lepyn: or Lepver. 

povat’/ : povagorres. 

PAPYRUS 1749.—Arab Period. 

Inv. No. 1719 B. Acquired in 1906. Possibly Oxyrhynchus. 2Zin.x 33in. Ina small much 

sloping minuscule, along the fibres. Folded from the bottom upwards; round the first three 
folds is wound a strand of papyrus, which bears the grey clay seal; the impression of the 

seal visible above. The seal is too much broken for any device to be recognized. 

T is at least possible that the Apa Menas, soldier, to whom this receipt was issued was the 
same person as the Menas son of Sarapammon, soldier, of 1788 and 1744. In favour of this 

supposition may be noticed the fact that he here pays 1 s. for poll-tax, the same amount as in 1744, 
and that the receipt is issued by Victor, as in that document. It is, indeed, not absolutely certain 

that this is the same Victor ; for though the hand, allowing for a different pen, and ink of a different 
tint, may well be the same, the arrangement of the receipt is different, and the tax is here called 

avdpiopos, there Suaypady ; but on the whole it is probable that the hand is identical. For the 
connexion of these receipts with Oxyrhynchus see 1788, 3, note; and for an Apa Menas, soldier, 

see 1743; a soldier called Menas, brother of Luke, pays Saadvy in 1751; 1864. 

+erx 8’/ Ata Mynva orp 

aro [av|dpirpo” mparys 

wd°/ ap® v? a ev to S hoyto® 

av’ & pio? av™ x7/ Keevor/ 

5 +Bextrwp aroX+ 

é) 
1, 6°/: the insertion of r is probably a slip; rod is not here that no money passed at all; he was assessed at 1 s. for poll-tax, 

required. Cf 1752, 1. and the wages due to him amounted to the same sum, and conse- 
3f. ro (kat) NoyrA(ev) avr(w) (vmep) puoO(ov) av(rov) x(a)r(a) quently his tax quota was struck off the register as paid, a receipt 

kehevor(v): this must mean either that after he had paid the being issued for the nominal payment. 
money it was paid back to him for his wages or, more probably, 

Vv. Ee 
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PAPYRUS 1750.—Arab Period. 

Inv. No. 1640. Acquiredin 1906. Provenance unknown. 4%in.x6Zin. In a round regular 

minuscule, across the fibres; papyrus considerably rubbed. Probably folded from the 

bottom upwards. 

HIS receipt differs from the preceding ones in being addressed, not to an individual but to 
a community. The others are the receipts issued by the local tax-collectors to the single 

tax-payers. When the taxes had been paid individually the total quota of the village or other unit 

was paid to the proper authority, pagarch or other official, and a receipt issued to the community 
as a whole. 

+ 

+8edox%/ ov amo xem 8/ Kupiaxo lep/ § avdpicp®? spolrns w9/] 
S ov? 8 vomiop® dara xep*/ oxrw yi/ (v? £9 1 p°/ eyp AOlulp/ a w* a 

+@d° BoB 8/ eu?” SevovOo’ v7 €&8°/ ro evrayw P 

Le : : : : : [rns aly? a w” vopop— 
5 mevte Kepl’/] Sexact [yl/ v2 «9 1 pw eyp/ ABvp/ a w? [al 

+8/ euo’ SevovOio’ vor~ e& emutpom’ 7°” av™ mepiB avdp [ol] 

e£0°/ to evtaryww ws mpoK/ omov €0°/ vopicp~ Svo Kepl /| 

Sexaerra nuov yi/ v° Bg ilf p°/ 8/ Epo’ Sev? v* crore) 

I. Ikepw: this place-name is apparently unknown. 

Tep(nuta): possibly fepevs, which is sometimes used even of 
Christian priests; ci P. Ryl. Copt..177, 1, and B. M. Copt. 
1031, I, with Crum’s notes; and thereare several other instances. 

2. ov®: dvoparwy, As the amount is 7s. 8c. the rate is less 
than 1s. per dvoua. Possibly therefore this is for one xataBody 

only. If the date is rightly read this is very probable, as the 

whole tax for the indiction would hardly be paid so early. 

v° ¢¢y 7: the carat-sign is, as usual at this period, a simple 

stroke. 
eyp AOup/: the reading is not certain, for there is no trace of 

a stroke through the p of eyp, where it would be expected, and 
there is certainly one through the next p, where it is not required. 

But the individual letters seem almost certain, and wu a, which is 

beyond doubt, indicates that the day of the month must have 

preceded ; moreover the reading seems to be the same in I. 5. 

3. &d*: the dot is in the MS. 
4. This and the following line are much rubbed. Another 

payment is here made, but it is not clear if it is a further instal- 
ment of poll-tax or a different tax. If the very doubtful reading 

ts avt(ns) a before w* is correct the likelihood of a different tax is 
strengthened, and the fact that the second payment was appa- 
rently made on the same day as the first makes in the same 

direction. 

6. repr: mepyBdérrov. 
7. opov xrd.: this amount is obviously not the sum of the two 

previous payments but must be an additional payment of some 
kind. 60d therefore does not, as often, denote a total but seems 

to mean ‘at the same time’. 

PAPYRUS 1751.—Arab Period. 

Inv. No. 1720 B verso. Acquired in 1906. Possibly Oxyrhynchus. 25in.x 23 in. Ina small 

sloping minuscule hand, along the fibres. 

in a small minuscule hand, along the fibres. 

On the recto are faint traces of writing, also 

HE next two receipts are for Savdvn, the third of the three taxes which we so often find 

associated. In this one the payment is for 7;+ gS. only, but awd may possibly indicate 

that this is merely a part of the total quota ; cf 1788, introduction, The name of the tax-payer 

may perhaps connect the document with Oxyrhynchus ; see 1738 ; 1864. 

= | 

———— 
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+ app? ps Kez v/ va exy’? 8/ Mnv* 

aS/ Aovka amo Samr~ wa 0/ 

ap? v° Kd’ py’ evKoowTor® 

capakocoy + lwavyns 
5 vo™ oToOUX+ . 

I. pS: pnvés; but it is very unusual to insert the word here. 

3f. etkootror® capakocoy®; these words are apparently attempts 
at eikootréraptov reroapaxovradydoor. The last o of etkootror* seems 

clear. The clerk evidently thought, when beginning I. 4, that he. 

had written reo in the previous line; but he had not done so, 

PAPYRUS 1752.—Arab Period. 

Inv. No. 1725C. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown (but see note on 1. 4). 

In a small sloping minuscule hand, along the fibres. 2? in. 

of 2 in. 

ERE the receipt is certainly for one caraBohy only. 
deal for one instalment of this not very important tax. 

33 in. x 

Below the text a blank space 

The amount is 2;3,s., which is a good 

But of course it is quite possible 
that Theodore paid his year’s quota in one xaraBohy; the karaBodai are no doubt rather the 

payments of the community than (in each case) those of the individual tax-payer. 

' +Xou% Kd w*/ ve eax 87/ 
@codap’ LaBav? v 

8r/ Kf a? vy ap? By iP! p/ 
7a $ 8°/ Mnva o7p* 

5 +Avarodtos oroX +++ 

I, A(ta) r(ov) : the rov is not required; cf.1749, 1. 
2. ZaBavo(v): ZaBew° would be expected, but though a is a not 

quite certain reading, « seems impossible. 

3. x*/: KaraBodjs. 

ty: the cis curved and the y made with a long downstroke, 

so that the letters look like or, the whole being like orap’; but 
the number of the indiction is required here, and the receipt was 

issued in the 15th indiction. The payment was therefore two 

years late. 
4. ta (kat) 8(0)6(evra) Myvacrpa(riwrn) : just possibly the Menas, 

otpartarns, of 1788; etc. If so, this document may be from 

Oxyrhynchus ; see 1788, 3, note. 
5. Just possibly in a different hand from the body of the receipt. 

PAPYRUS 1753.—6th-7th Century. 

Inv. No. 1676A. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolite nome. 2zin.x 1 ft. ofin. In a rather 
small artificially formed cursive hand, across the fibres ; papyrus light in colour but in some 

places stained very dark, and brittle. Folded from the bottom upwards. 

N this document, which probably dates from before the Arab conquest, we have a receipt for 

EvpeveELa. This (¢f 1660, 9) is no doubt something in the nature of, perhaps identical with, 
the ovv7Geva: of which we not infrequently hear at this period, z.¢.a payment to officials additional 

to the regular taxes. In this case the receipt, which is for 5s. 6c., is given to the BonOds of 

Ee€2 
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a village and is issued by the pagarch. Probably therefore the payment is a communal one, the 

BonOés paying over the money in the name of the village. We have seen a Bon@ds as tax- 
collector for the pagarch in 1665 ; 1666 ; cf 1660, introduction. 

It is to be noticed that the pagarch is called dpywv kal rdéyapyos. The word dpxwr was one 
of the equivalents of praeses (e.g. 1668, 1 ; Cair. Masp. i. 67030, 1), and it is possible that in this 

case John was both praeses of the Thebaid and pagarch of Hermopolis; but this is not perhaps 

a necessary inference, apyxwv was probably used also in a more general sense, as simply ‘ magis- 

trate’; e.g. in Cair. Masp. 67024, r., 6, where there seems no reason to refer dpxovrwy to 

the praeses in particular. 
+ 

I +@)§ lwavyns ovv O*§ apyortos kK, Tayapy$ Eppomoh/ 

SwaraByn Sedwxes 

To Oavp Zayapia Bonh{§) cops 

2 amo tys evp$ tys S Kops tecoaperk,dexarns wd/ ypuoolv] vouwoparia TevTe Kat KEepatia e€ 

v/v € K/ = pS eyp/ 
3. Emed 8 8 wd/+(2nd hand) yu~ vops wevre xe/ e€ PAN Iwavyns..[...].. dt eno” DorBappw- 

vos TpaKTeEuTs 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

+evrayt/ evp 76 Bon 

I. ovy isa certain reading, but above the o something seems to 

have been added which looks like x/ ory. It can hardly have 

been the intention to alter v to 7. 
apxortos: 2. dpyov. 
ZwadaByn: two villages of this name are known in the 

Hermopolite nome ; see BGU. ii. 553 B, iii, 4, 5. 

dedaxes: 1. déSaxas ; cf. Jannaris, Hist. Gr. Gramm. § 798. 

2. avo: the o is not clear; the cross-stroke of w and the 
7 were made without lifting the pen, and possibly o was never 

written. 

vek/ Fs 

- §: adris. 
3. Iwavyns. After this mayapxos or mayapxns (for the latter 

form cf. e.g. Lond. iii. 1075, 10, p. 282) can hardly be read ; the 
traces would suit K[vpia]«[ov]. 

tpaxreut(ov): for the rpaxrevrai, ¢ractatores, see Gelzer, 

Studien, p. 45. Those are the rpaxrevrai of the eparchies ; 
the pagarch’s rpaxrevrai occur é.g. in 1660, 22; Cair. Masp. i. 

67057, ii, 26; in 67058, iii, 3, the sum of 5 s. is paid to a rpaxreurys 
for cvvnbevat. 

PAPYRUS 1754.—Arab Period. 

Inv. No. 1654. Acquired in 1906. Babylon. 2$in.x6jin. In a rapid, laterally 

compressed, sloping minuscule hand, across the fibres. 

HIS receipt is of some interest. It is probably a customs receipt issued by the customs 

officials of Babylon. Unfortunately there are obscurities and difficulties in the document 

which somewhat diminish its value. The recipient of the receipt is from “Ayiov Yovupodros; 
if this is a monastery he is presumably a monk, but it may be a village name. 

+ApPdep~ S Kabaras redwvXvX BaBY eoy*/ 7%/ vuwv Tlapovd amo Ay” 

I. ABdep~ : AB8epaapay, ‘Abd al-Rahman. 

KaOatas rekwXyX: Kafaras does not look like a name, 

whether Arabic or Coptic, but most of-the letters seem certain. 

The first a indeed is not beyond doubt; ao could be read 

instead, as there is a stroke too many. For xaOaras redwr*y* 

might be read xaOaraore pov, but p is unlikely, an Arab 
would hardly occur as a monk, and xa@aracre is even more 

puzzling than xa@aras. Is it conceivable that the clerk intended 
(kai) (of) kara ra reAwv(t)k(d)? If KaGaras is really a name, 

redwyXyX may probably be read rekwm{x)(oi); for everything 
favours the supposition that this is a customs receipt. 

eax" /: oxaper. 

vpov: 2, cov. 
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Soup” ryv dex/ poup~ adi K°/ pws 7 v° afy p? pT’ lw stv afy 

2. Sex/ potp—: Sexdrny poitpay. rt’: rédos. Or is it réAous, gen. after Bexdrny poipav? It 

adtx «°/: or aX\ (there is a dot over A, which may be acci- seems more probable that it is in a sort of apposition to that ; the 

dental) xx°/. In the former case we may probably extend ddcxév duty was yy of the value. 

(salted goods) xéAAaOa; in the latter adds xéAAada. 

PAPYRUS 1755.—7th Century. 

Inv. No. 1634 A. Acquiredin 1906. Provenance unknown. 9jin.x4$in. Ina small upright 

artificially formed cursive hand, along the fibres; papyrus of rather poor quality. Below the 

text is a blank space of 33 in. 

FTER the receipts for money taxes come those for payments in kind. The following three 

receipts not only form a series but are clearly connected very closely with the series Lond. 
ili. 1152, 996, and 995 (pp. 247-249). They are apparently, in form, not actual receipts for the pay- 

ment but certificates that the payment had been entered among the receipts in the register; but 
they would of course serve the same purpose as a receipt. It seems likely from the fact that the 

payments are in most cases from more than one person, and from the endorsement of 1756 (see 
note there), that they were issued to the person who delivered over the wheat or to the collector, 

not to the individual tax-payers. In the present case the certificate is written by the official who 
issues it and signs at the foot; but in the others, except 1757, the signature is probably in 

a different hand from the certificate itself. 1755, 1756, and 1757 record payments by the same 

persons, and of the same amounts, for the 3rd, 4th, and 5th indictions, and it is not unlikely that 
these were successive years. 

-f- 

+ehypparicby ev ry peyarn xerpoylpladera 
kavovos tpurns wS/ 8/ blank 

TO vToteTayp petpov Snuoowd curd Kallapov] 

guy vavhots Kau exatooTats Kat Tact alva)hoplact] 

5 ou— 

TIporehvos Surovdar/ T ¢ 

Tladins Lepnvo’ T y Kd 

Kopwvvos Trodkoparo TSKd 

2. d(1a): the name has never been inserted. Sotoo in Lond. already been made the clerk who made it was not the same as 
1152 and 1757. Presumably the clerk did not know who had the one who issued the certificate. Hence the note on 11 52, 4 
made the entry; or it may be, particularly as in 1756 and __ requires modification. In 995, 12 + [&:] ezov Ilerp[ou eypap) + +]+ 
Lond..996 the name or word following 4(:a) is a later insertion, is probably to be read, so that there the entry was made by the 
that the certificate was written before the entry was actually clerk who issued the certificate. 
made in the register, the clerk intending to fill in the name 6. Zurovdar/: the name is clearest in 1756. Here the latter 
of the person making the entry later, but sometimes forgetting part of it is confused, and there seems to be a letter between X 
to do so. In either case the name following did need not be the and a. Probably something was crossed out. Is Syn” in UKF. 
same as that in the clerk’s signature at the foot, and when the 1229 an abbreviation of the same name? 
name is not filled in after é¢ we may take it that if the entry had 
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PoiBapp§ Pirogevo’ Ty B 

10 / ov TO 1B// pov™ 
+TIlavhos ovy Ow Siagrodevs eyp 

II. duacrodevs eyp(awa): very doubtful, but Bon? Aoyernp/, as in 1756 and 1757, is impossible. 

PAPYRUS 1756.—7th Century. 

Inv. No. 1634B. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 63in.x3;in. In a hand very 

similar to that of 1755, along the fibres; papyrus of coarse quality. Folded from right 
to left. 

Beha 

+AnplpalrucOn ev tm peyady 
XEtpoypacera. KQVOVOS 

teraptns wd/ 8/ (2nd hand ?) ro’ doyarnpio® 

5 (tst hand) ro vmoreraypevov perpov Snpooto® 

oit6 Kafapo’ avy vavdots Kat 

exatoloj|rais Kat mag avahwopace 
oo 

TIporedwos Suroviarf Ts 

10 IlaAd\ns Lepynvo’ T y Kd 

Kopwvos Irokopauo’ T 8 Kd 

DoiBayps Progevd Thy iB 

JT Cpe 
(2nd hand ?)+Adovs ovv6, Bon? 

15 Loyorynp/ emdedax/ 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

+ pps Por/ Tewpyro’ 

1. The undeciphered characters (if they are characters) are no 
doubt the number of the voucher; 621757; Lond. 1152; and 

probably Lond. 996 (after the cross; the published text ignores 
the trace). 

4. tov Aoyiornpiov: perhaps not really a different hand but 

added later by the same hand with a different pen and different 
ink. 1d Aoyiornptoy apparently means the staff of the Aoyerrnprov 5 

possibly more than one clerk had been employed to make 
the necessary entries. 

14. ov): civ Ged. 

T OB// 

15. emdedax(a): not exdeSax(a). 
16. It is noteworthy that the name is one which does not occur 

ontherecto. Probably therefore this Phoebammon was either the 
captain of the ship which conveyed the wheat or (more probably, 
in view of the smallness of the amount) the person (perhaps 

a collector) in whose name it was transmitted. The names on 

the recto will be those of the tax-payers. Anps suggests the 
word Anppuatiopos in the sense of ‘ voucher’ or ‘receipt’; Ajppa 
seems less likely. The endorsement may be in the hand of 

Aphous. 

ins 
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PAPYRUS 1757.—7th Century. 

Inv. No. 1726 A. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 6in.x4%in. Ina small, upright 
cursive hand of the same type as those of 1755 and 1756, along the fibres. Probably folded 

‘from right to left. 

+)O 
+ednups ev Tn peyalyn xElpoypadea 

Kavovos TeumTns wWd/ blank 
taBedd/ To vmorerayps petpoy Snpoct/ 

5 otrov Kah} avy vavd/ Kat exat) Kav Tavtoi/ avad— 

+Tpored/ Surovh/ T¢ 
Ilad\ns Lepynvo T y [xd] 

K[opu]vos Tlrohopatoy T Sxd- 

DorBapp§ Diogevd Thy B 

10 / ops ov T GB 
+TpBovros Bon’, Noyrolrnprs 

e(7id|edwxka+ 

5. avad~ : the word looks like avady. 8. IlroNopacov: or very likely HroXopaos (szc). 
6. IporeA/: the end is confused and has probably been II. TptBovvos: here used as a name, like pa:rdotros (1782, 9; 

corrected. etc.). 

PAPYRUS 1758.—First half of 6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1639. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 63in.x52in. In an upright 

rather narrow cursive hand, along the fibres. Below the text a blank space of 4 in. 

HOUGH this receipt is for a money payment, it may rightly be placed among receipts for 

taxes in kind, for the tax involved, the annona, is properly of that class, though it could be, 
and in this case is, compounded for by a money payment; see Wilcken, Grundziige, p. 361. The 

amount in the present document is only half a carat. The hand slightly recalls those seen in 
some of the Aphrodito financial documents of the 6th century, and the receipt may therefore come 

from that district ; but there is no further evidence for this supposition, except perhaps that the 
papyrus is, like so many of the papyri from Kém Ishgau, rather dark. If the Suacrodev’s who 
issued this receipt is the same as in 1740 the Kém Ishgau origin can almost certainly be ruled 
out; but the hand of 1740 seems obviously later than that of 1758. On receipts of this form 
see the introduction to 1740. 

a 

+ Sedaxev ov~ YdBavos Lex. .[. .] 8/ ro” povacrypio” 

I, 2cABavos: szc, apparently. 8(ta): this is probable, rather than (e..¢.) [vmo]8(exrov), 
2ek....2 Zexovvdov? But the traces do not favour this,and because, in the first place, the latter would leave hardly any 

« is a quite uncertain reading. Zeounpov is impossible. room for the completion of the name beginning Sex, and, secondly, 
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Apa Avvas eis oyou Snpogiwy avywvev 

Kau Kavolv\iKov TpwTNS i[vd/\) xpvoo’ Kepario 

nyuov yt/ xp/ «/ S$ povs PorBappov Svactod/ 

5 « eno Ilerpo’ azair\s oluph/ +++ 

all the other receipts of this form are for payments through monastery, who made his tax-payments through it, as his 
a third party. The monastery then acted as intermediary for 

Silvanus ; and very possibly the latter was a co/onus of the 

patron. 

PAPYRUS 1759.—6th-7th Century. 

Inv. No. 1691. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown, 4jin.x11in. In a rather large 
uneven upright cursive hand, in very black ink, across the fibres ; papyrus of poor quality. 
Probably folded from the bottom upwards. 

he for two payments of wheat for the emdo/a, together amounting to 116 artabas. 

[+] Sedaxev ovops Kary Eppwos 8/ 7d Oavps Iwavvo’ mpovonto’ es dloyor] 

euBohns Kavovos Tpatns weukTiovos auto’ puTapo. xwpis vavd/aly] Kar youolv] apraPias] 

TevTNKOVTA opowws aptaBas e€nKovTa e€ yt— omd oir, S— pis xwp/ vavd/ youov 

+Avoduis Siacrorevs cupd/ (2nd hand) +Kvptaxos Siacrohevs oupd/ + ++ 
* 

1. Kamf: perhaps Kamiroy is the likeliest extension, but 

others are possible. Eppuvos (sic) is a quite possible reading, 
but is not certain. 

2. pumapov: very doubtful, but the traces are much confused 
by marks due to the folding of the papyrus before the ink was 

dry, and the reading does not seem impossible. xa6apo’ cannot 

be read. 
vav\/wv kat youov: very doubtful. If the reading is correct 

the clerk completed vavAwy in spite of the fact that he had 
inserted a mark of abbreviation. ‘youov is not only a likely word 

in itself, but is supported by 1. 3, where, however, the characters 
look more like youa, and kai or the symbol (§) seems not to have 
been written. Here vavA/.. karo... may be read, and neither 
here nor in 1. 3 can the reading after vavA/ be regarded with 

confidence. 
4. It is probable that the signature of Anuphius is in the same 

hand as the receipt, and it is not impossible that that of Cyriacus 
is the same. If so, the receipt must be a copy, but on the whole 

the hand of the second signature seems different from the first ; 

it is rather easier and less crabbed in its forms. 

PAPYRUS 1760.—7th Century. 

Inv. No. 1632 A. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 23 in. x 1 ft. oF in. In an uneven 

upright cursive hand, in ink ofa brownish tint, across the fibres. On the right some lines of 

writing, at right angles to the lines of the present document, were imperfectly washed out 

before the receipt was written. Probably folded from the bottom upwards. 

ECEIPT for 14 artaba of wheat for the eméola of the 3rd indiction. The form is the 

same as in the two preceding receipts, but the receipt is apparently issued, not, like 

ee 
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them, by a Siacrodevs, but by a Bonfds. It is, however, conceivable that the latter may be 

the Bonds of a Siacrodevs. 

I +6edaxev ovops Krys EvoeBi/ 8/ Hpaidos car Avaoraci/ adeh/ ets Koyo euBod/ avvover Kat 

KavoviK/ 
2 tplelrns iv8/ o[ur[6] kabap/ oy vavhd-/ kat Tacr/ avahopact/ apraBnv pvav tpitov yi/ or T a & Kad 

Vado .. 0, BonO,.¢..y ovpd/ oe Tak ms Wk... 

I. xrn§ EvoeSt/: 2. ernparos EioeBeias. EvoéBera looks like the fh: 45 of. 1718, 60, and note. 
name of a monastery (cf. Meravoias in Lond. iii. 996, 3, p. 248), 3. K...: not xaraB(odjjs), which moreover would not be appro- 
but is possibly merely a name given to the xrjya. priate here. 

2. vava'/: the dot is in the MS. 

PAPYRUS 1761.— 6th Century (?). 

Inv. No. 1675. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolite nome (?). 11in.x7in. In an upright cursive 

hand of medium size, on both sides of the papyrus, recto along, verso across, the fibres. 

Probably therefore a leaf of a book. 

HIS section may be concluded with some accounts and registers. In dealing with documents 
of this class, particularly when they are imperfect, it is often not easy to draw the line 

between official and private accounts; and in this particular case it is by no means clear that the 
register should be placed here rather than among private accounts. It may refer to some large 
estate, belonging to the comes Pales; but since his name is preceded by di it is perhaps better 
to take him as an official connected in some way with the financial administration. The character 

of the account is also a little obscure. It consists of a list of names, mostly preceded by xr, (to 
be discussed presently) and followed by two columns containing amounts of corn. The first 

column is preceded by dé, the second is throughout half the amount of the first; and at the foot 

only the second column is added up. The constant ratio of thesecond sum to the fitst makes 
it unlikely that the account is one of arrears in the corn-tax, for in that case it would hardly be 

the case that every tax-payer would be in arrear to the same amount. It may represent an 

instalment, or a remission of taxation (or, in case it is a private account, of rent) in consequence of 

a bad harvest, or an assignment of half the quota to some particular purpose ; but without further 
evidence it would hardly be profitable to debate the various possibilities. 

The next question is as to x7. Above the sign of abbreviation is usually a dot or short 

stroke which may stand for y; but it is not absolutely certain that the second letter is not 
AX rather than. In the one case we must read xrjua, in the other either KAnpos or KAynpovdpor ; 
k\npos seems the more likely of the two. But the letter certainly looks more like 7 than \, and 

this is confirmed when we compare the x«\)/ of Il. 19 and 21 with it. Probably therefore «riya is 
the correct reading and extension. 

Recto and verso correspond almost exactly, and it is therefore unnecessary to print both. 
The headings do however differ somewhat, and both are given in the transcript. Several words 

v. Ff 
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and letters on each page are doubtful, but in almost all cases a comparison of one page with the 

other makes the readings certain. 
The mention of @ds, which is known as a village in the Hermopolite nome (see e.g. Lond. 

iii. 1012, pp. 265-267 and the references given on Lond. iii, p. 268, foot), taken with the known 

provenance of other papyri of this collection, indicates that nome as the place of origin, but it is of 

course possible that there were villages of the same name in other nomes. 

Recto. ] 

[ev\rayt/ 70 vmorerayp) perp/ [ 

S$ exatoors kK, Tao. avad*/ 8/ 76 peyad/ Kou’s Ta{hlo Appovr/ 

ee 

Kt; Tavpwd Enud:/ 

5 «tT; App; amo tprBovr; 

KT) @eo0dor6 

Kt, Tov S D Beux’/ 

KT, Tov S 

Kt, Trrepexuas 
10 KT; Avpndwas d/ 

Kt) Kaddu/§ Znvo8ors 

Kt; Apreudwpa d/ 

KT) T) UV Beux/ 

KT) SexovvTid/4 

15 v Tov Bev porfal/ 

xt, AaBpo6} peyah/ 
KT) @e0d076 

foavrs Epps oxod/ 

amo xt; AdSp/ KAN/ d twv yyd/ Ovr* 

20 amo Kt) Evdox/ b ApraBoup 

2. avad /: stc, apparently. The word is dva\apact, as appears 

from 1, 23. ‘ 
76; in three other places in this account (viz. Tavpivé, 1. 4; 

Geodor6, 1. 6 ; Geodors, 1. 17) a dot takes the place of the usual 

straight or curved line over o to express v. A dot isalso used as 

a sign of abbreviation, e.g. Emip'/, 1. 4; App’), 1. 5. 
4. Emaviov. 
5. aro rpiBovry(wy): the reading, doubtful if this line is taken 

alone, is confirmed by the corresponding entry on the verso. 
7. tov § v: tov avrov imép, Betx'/ is presumably for Bixrapos. 

For é or é the verso has throughout a v with a stroke through the 

left side, the origin of the symbol X or S. 
g. Yrepexias: or Yrepextos. The reading here is doubtful, 

p looking more like 7, and on the verso the reading seems 

at first sight to be Yretex:/ Aapr/ (= Aaympordrys, which is 
a curious order; cf ll. 10, 12, 16); but the pin Epyo of the 
verso (= recto, 1. 18) is also made just like 1, so that probably we 
can read Yrepext/, and here pis not impossible. But of course 

the clerk may have misread a Yrepextas or Yrepexios of the 
accounts or other documents from which he was compiling this 

register as Yzrevexias or Yrerexuas. 

amo T pid [T] vf 

ato T wOS/ T LY 

ato To T re 

amo T yS/ T aS & 

aro T kof yiB Twy4 

amo T wt T p 

aro T KOS y xd T 8S vB py 
azo T Kd & T Bq 

aro T id Tc 

ar T af T 5% 

[amo T SH) (7) 65 7 
alto T B a 

ar Ti T 8q 
ato Te T BS 

ato T wn T 0 

ato T » T8 

aro Ta ; J hig 

10. AvpnAtas A(apmporarns ?): Avdpydiais a strangename alone, 

but the reading is quite certain on the verso, where Az is omitted. 
II. KadAt/s: Kaddwikov, not Kaddwixouv xai—if, at least, the 

entry is correctly written on the verso, for there the flourish 
is omitted; and cf, the flourish after the mark of abbreviation in 
1. 14. 

13. tT): THS airhs. 
amr: sic; so too in ll. 16, 21. 

16. AaBpo6§: the earlier letters here are doubtful, but on the 

verso the reading seems clear (Aa8p/ ped/) except for the initial 
letter. Awpoéi is impossible in both cases unless we assume that 
the clerk has accidentally made a minim too many. Is it possible 

he has misread Awpo6S as Aafpofi? peyad/ (which looks like 
pead/, the y and a being run together) is no doubt peyadompere- 
oratov. For the ped/ of the verso cf 1. 24. 

18. Epys: “Eppoi, as the verso shows, 
19. Gvv': no doubt Ovvews. Adp/ KAX/ may stand for ‘Adpravod 

kAnpovénwr, but we should expect the reverse order. 
20. The verso has xr) EvSoxtas AZ (= Aaumporarns). Without 

the verso, where the is plain, one would naturally read Apradoup 

here. 

— ern 
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amo Kt) Adp/ KAX/ v Tov S ar Ta Tt 

[/) T od y xf) 

Verso. | 

. Kokko”! guy viavj\/ .. gap/ mpor} S$ rac/ avahopace 

8/ ro’ ped/ kop§ Tako Appond 
Th. 

21. &: a variant form of the symbol 7 = 3, for which see too little remains for any reading. 
1718, 44, note. 23. vavA(os): doubtful. What follows looks like xyacap/. It 

22. Read by the help of the verso, where this line is preserved might perhaps be read x/ (= kat) arap/ (= dmapyupicpois). 

entire. It is there followed by a further line, of which, however, 24. ped/: sic; for peyadorpereardrov. 

PAPYRUS 1762.—6th-7th Century. 

Inv. No. 1619 recto. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 112in.x4%in. Ina somewhat 

sloping, inelegant cursive hand, along the fibres; papyrus of poor quality. On the verso, 
along the fibres, is an illegible document, perhaps in part modern scribblings. 

HOUGH this account is of little interest in itself, the occurrence of some church and 

monastery names and one or two minor points make it worth publishing. What the 

account is, and whether official or private, does not appear, but it is more likely to be official in 
character. The church names do not seem to justify its attribution to any particular locality ; but 
it may be noted that none of them occurs in B. M. Copt. 1100, from Hermopolis, and that one of 
the churches was situated ‘by the river’. Many of the entries have been crossed out. 

+ yvwos xp’/ cvv Ow Wf oyv— = 

/ 8/ [@rokevd Marpwo 8/]| Sepynvd wp/ v? a 
nep/ 8 

/ 8/ [[rov povacrnp/ ABal] Matkp/ SV a xep/.. 
8/ [kd Tepaxvwvos]] Snd/ Kep/ 8 §/ 

5 8/ [[rov aeons avd adedd/]] Kep/ nf 
8/ wd’ blank 

8/ [[Kupov vorap/'] dn/ Kep/ 8 
8/ Tewpy.d Savvaxahid Kep/ xof 54 
8/ Mynva vorap/ Kvpa No/vvns Kep/ BS/ 

ro 8/ Kato tarpov Kep/... 

I. xe*/ : xp(va)o(d). - that the whole line should have been struck out, and so in other 

16: perhaps meant for i(vdixriovos) 6. cases, except perhaps I. 2. 
2. mp°/: mpovonrod. énA/a: obscure; hardly referring to the delegatio? The 

3. Matkp/: Makap(iov) seems hardly possible. It is probable overwritten sum of carats probably belongs to |. 2. 

Ff2 
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8/ Buxropos Siaxx Eddadid v° a Kep/ 18 

8/ 76 evodoyxis Aoddd Kep/ = 
8/ Saponduo & ys yapers avtd Kep/ Ka 

8/ [Apa Tapav]] v° a LOUK’ 
15 [kar & vavd/ euBod/ pup/]| vw 

8/ rns ayias exxh’ Maprup/ kep/ y 

8/ rns porns ABa Pirokevd xep/ Kel 4 

[[8/ Awa Ioax Mak/]] v® y” 18/ 
8/ [rns ayvas exx’ mapa trorapo]| 

20 v B Kep/ uf 

11. d:axx: apparently merely d:axdvov, but possibly draxdvov 18. Max(aptov) : apparently a correction. 
trép. In the former case ‘EAAadiov is perhaps the father’s name, 18/3 idix@. 
placed exceptionally after the description, but ‘Ayiov “EA\adiov 19. mapa rorapo: as the use of the prepositions at this period 
(a church) may be meant. was erratic it is not necessary to suppose that the line over o is 

14. 18x’: probably id:x@ ({vyd), the same as id:wrixd, for which _ for » instead of, as usual, for v. But possibly mapamorapiov was 
see P. Mon. 1, 53, note. intended. 

15. pup/: pupiddes ; 2.€. 4,500,000 denarii. 

PAPYRUS 1763.—Arab Period. 

Inv. No. 1715 B. Acquired in 1906. Provenance uncertain; see below. 4in.x63in. In 

a small sloping minuscule hand, along the fibres on the recto and across them on the verso, 

except 1. 25. The writing on the verso is the reverse way up to that on the recto, and the 

papyrus was probably therefore a roll. 

HIS account is again of no interest in itself but is worth publishing because it contains a list 
of place-names. It is unfortunately hardly possible to identify the provenance with certainty. 

For the Arsinoite nome Grenfell and Hunt’s Appendix ii to P. Teb. ii gives a practically com- 

plete list of place-names, and the most useful lists of place-names outside the Fayum for our purpose 

are Wessely’s indices to his Studien x and to his UKF. None of these sources furnishes a great 

number of coincidences with the present list. Several such coincidences are with place-names in 
the Fayum, but in view of the extent of our topographical knowledge of the Fayum the fact that 

there are not more makes it doubtful whether the account can be from there. The Hermopolite 

nome also offers several, and as our knowledge of its topography is much more limited, and it is 
certainly the provenance of several papyri in this collection, it is a not unlikely source. But the 

account may of course be from some little known district. 

The village names on the recto are followed by sums of money and these by the words a¢’ 

év, followed, in most but not in all cases, by further sums. The account may therefore be 
an assessment, with notes of money already paid, or, more probably, an account of arrears, 

recording the amount due and the arrears, if any, outstanding. The account on the verso is 

different, though it refers to the same locality. 
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Recto. | 

+ ex? 
— 

S Appov' v° ta ad” 8 

Ava v 

5 Avato* vy » B/ 
Akay? 

Bagovs v? B{Kd/ ad” v? ag 

Bepovix?/ v° af 8/ 

Tepovrt/ 
10 @cerw vaytB ad” 

Ooovr v 

Verso. | 

Leyk/ 
/ Ara v? B 

15 / ®arp/ ve B 

[ Sry’ / va.. a 

| Xeou'/ [lv Bsa.’ 

/ Kup 
/ Upax"/ vay 

20 [ pov~ App v° Bly] 
/ Bacous v? afl s¢ 

3. § Appov': the symbol before Appor" is probably not cai but 
merely a flourish to mark the beginning of the list. “Appwvos is 
known as a place-name in the Arsinoite nome. Maydéda is 

known there and in the Heracleopolite (Wessely, Stud. x. 200 ; 
204), Hermopolite (MaydaAa Mipn), and Oxyrhynchite (Oxy. iv. 

740, 43) nomes. 
4. Ara: a curious name for a village, but the reading is 

certain. 

5. NetA~: NeiAov méXs is known as a village in the Arsinoite 
nome, but the line suggests rather NetAdpupwvos. 

6. Axav® : ’AxavOdvos, known in the Arsinoite nome. 
65: corr. from ¢. 

7. Bagovs: cf. perhaps Baooas, in the Hermopolite nome, 
Wessely, Stud. x. 45, 3. 

v° a$: a probably a correction. 
8. Bepowx"/: the same as Bepemxis in the Arsinoite nome? 

Tpax~/ : Tpaxe is known in the Arsinoite nome, RKT. 254, 5, 

but here Ipdxr(opos?) is rather suggested; ci 1.19. In RKT. 
254, however, Krall marks the « as doubtful. 

g. Maddad(tov) : probably the same name (not necessarily the 
same place) as IaA\ariov in the Hermopolite nome, Wessely, 
Stud. X. 45, 4. 

10. 1? May’: probably Mediddos (or Hediov) Maydddor. 
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Marydwn? ve Cy ad” vv B 

[voy Tema” [»’] +] ap” v° 
New~ yy ad” v? 

TIua Ev? vn ap” v? 

Tlexpo vad ad’ va 

TIpax~/ yay ad” 

Tilak”? v¢ ad” 

Tl? May? vd ap” v? $¢i8 
Tlepuo® ve Bs ad” [vr aS y]] 

Zrp™ OvvT v° C ad” v® 

K/ a 

@2do vad I May® v? a 

Iovaros [v"| 5” Kou. Ar* v® [le]? 
App” [v} § Ara v° ¢ 

Tepto? v° iB 

Tea a 
Yarapw™ vv? a 

Aep* wy 
Tlexp/ vy ¢ 

12. vv": possibly Gvvirov, which would indicate a nome in 
the neighbourhood of This, but this is unlikely. 

13. Svyk/: a doubtful reading. The traces are very faint, 
and no money seems to be entered, so that this item was perhaps 

washed out. The name occurs below as Seyx‘/, which may be 
Suyképkews Or Svyxnpkews in the Hermopolite nome. ryx(_ ) is 
also a village in the Oxyrhynchite nome, Oxy. iii. 515, 2,6; 517, 
6; of. Oxy. x. 1285, 65, whence it appears that the full name was 

Seykéha, 
k/ a: Kepdrvoy év? 

15. Koy~ An*: cf. Kou( ) or Kod(_ ) in the Arsinoite nome, 
and Kéya in the Heracleopolite nome (Wessely, Stud. x, p. 167 ; 
of. Hib. 56, 6, note) and possibly in the Oxyrhynchite nome 

(Oxy. i. 142, 1; but this is probably the Heracleopolite village ; 

of. Oxy. 150, 1). 
16. v° a: what follows looks like 1¢; perhaps »° a[y]te? But 

elsewhere amounts less than a solidus are given as fractions, not 
in carats. 

App” : this looks more like Aup”. 
¢: a correction. 

17. Zeott/: cf. Zeor( ) in the Hermopolite nome, Wessely, 
Stud. x. 32,8; perhaps too SecupBabrs (e.g. P. Cair. Preis. 47, 8), 

and SecepBdbs (e.g. 1866), in the same. 
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/ pov- 7 po wv [Ty] ¢ 
/ TI Mey =v B 
/ T M- Y [Al 

From bottom to top :— 

Tp°Y diav~ 

25 ov sy wo belS af po ve Ks y/ v xen dv Oh 
22. t p-: perhaps ray papripey, but the overwritten lines do 23. v° B: B corr. from a; or vice versa. 

not seem quite consistent with this. The same place may be 25. This line is obscure. dsay~ is perhaps dtavouayv. For 

meant in 1. 24. requisitions (Stavopai) of déppara rpdyera see 1416, 41 ff. 

2. Sales and Leases. 

PAPYRUS 1764.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1622. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 4%in.x6zin. Ina regular upright 

cursive hand, in ink of a brown tint, along the fibres ; subscription and notarial signature in 
black ink and in sloping hands. Folded from right to left. 

N this section the first place may be assigned to sales, of which there is only one deserving of 

publication. The present document, though only the latter portion is preserved, is of some 
interest, being evidently a sale of wine in advance by a number of persons in partnership, repre- 

sented by a single member of the firm. For the reason doubtless that the other partners are 

absent the document is couched throughout in the first person singular, the representative speak- 
ing in his own name. All that remains of the contract is the undertaking to supply the wine at 

the proper time and the guarantee of its quality. A document of a somewhat similar kind, for 

which see the introduction to 1774, is Lond. iii. 999 (p. 270); and a ypapparetov more closely 
resembling this had preceded Cair. Masp. ii. 67168, which is a receipt by the purchaser for the 

due delivery of wine bought in advance. The present document cannot be part of Lond. 999, nor 

can it be the ypapparetoy referred to in Cair. Masp. 67168, as that was issued by two persons 
named Menas and John. That 1764 is a genuine sale and not a document of the same class as 
1774 (assuming that that is not really a sale) seems probable from the wording. 

Lala dherb sadn 4a [ulnvos rns Tapovons TpioKadeKarns 

wvd/ owov pucews THS Tuy Bew TeroTapEerKat 

Sexarns emiveunoews avimepO) avadexopevos 

THV TOV.oWov Kad\oVNnY Kal Tapaporvnv pexpt odov 

2. owov pugews xr. an expression analogous to kapray ris... analogous phrase but without the puzzling allusion to a month in 
ivdceriovos in the case of corn; cf. 1648, 10, note; but as the the preceding indiction see Lond. 1oo1, 18. 

vintage fell in Mesore (Lond. ii. 390, 3, p. 332; iii. 1oor, 18, 3. avadexouevos: very doubtful; but probably avadeyoua has 

p. 271; Strassb. i. 1, 8) it is a little strange to find it coupled with been corr. to avadexopevos, 
a month ‘in the present 13th indiction’. No doubt the missing 4. kadXovny Kat mapaporny: ‘goodness and durability’. For 

context would have explained the bearing of the phrase. For an  mapapovy in this sense cf Athenaeus 30E, roy (sc. olvov) mpds 
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5 tov Tube pyvos Kar evye evpeMern ev avtw o€n 

nyouv pavha eye Tavta addakar Kat Ta toa cou 

Tapacyew ev Tpwriw oww Kup/ To ypayps amd/ 

ypad/ Kar erep/ wpod/ (2nd hand) ro Kowov twv tpoyeyp/ 

ovopatlw|y oToLvEL NY TOVTO TO ypappaTLoY 

10 ws mpok/ Ilamvobios eypaa Kk avtwv 
QATOVT WMV 

(3rd hand) & 4d Mapk®” e&S09 

mapapoviy émitndecov. The guarantee is only till theend of Tubi, 
z. e. for five months ; in Lond. 999 (where read ews for em inl. 12) 
the guarantee extends to the end of Phamenoth, two months 

longer. 
5. of): probably, in view of pavAa and raira (the reference is 

probably to the measures of wine, ¢. g. pérpa), this is to be taken 

as an irregular form of the plural, for 6£¢a, rather than as a mis- 

spelling of dé. Cf Lond. 999, 11-13, Kat «i etpebein dfos ij 
drotnros [. . . .] Tov olvov €ws hapevaO pnvds kal atrod[. . . «Js 
emt r@ pe GAAdEa oor dvr’ adrayv ev Kad@ [oive kth. 

7. mporiw: apparently an adjective, mpwreios, ‘of the first 
quality’. Perhaps it was a trade term. 

12. In a much sloping and rather illegible hand, of a very 

artificial kind. & is preceded by a flourish. 

PAPYRUS 1765.—June 25-July 24(?), a.D. 554. 

Inv. No. 1631. 

cursive hand, along the fibres. 
uncertain in which direction. 

EASE of land in the Hermopolite nome to a priest and sub-deacon. 

Acquired in 1906. Hermopolis. 

Papyrus folded perpendicularly to the fibres, but it is 

52 in.x6iin. In a neat, regular, sloping 

The papyrus is only 

a fragment, imperfect on both sides, but the general character of the lease can be discovered 
from what remains. It is uncertain how much is lost on each side, for though the supplement in 
the first part of 1. 1 is certain as regards the words used it cannot be decided whether the cross 

formed part of the line or stood outside and whether ®\aowos was or was not written in full, Con- 
sequently it seems better not to attempt much restoration, especially as the general sense is for 
the most part clear. The lease is for two years. 

-f 

[+pera ryv vratecav PN Baci|eov tov evdokorars erovs tpeva|KaliWexarolv] Exiled 

? Pavpachwrata viw ‘SikBavov Kau Kdynpovopois Tov... [ 

Eppoutlo\urav 7/ + Buxropos 76 eviaBeotats mpeoBurepd x(a 
ex pytiplols Mapas vrodiaxovd apdorepwv yewpywv opplwopevar ? 

5 exovoiws Kat alvOaiperas pepicOacba tap ipov em Sern yplovov 

Ts eolovons terapTys tvd/ Kat avTns THY vTapxovcay vpluv 

2. tov: or wp; but it seems impossible to read Capa. 
3. m(apa) +: the character after 7/ seems to be a cross. / 

Avp/ seems quite out of the question, 
kat: the « is quite uncertain but v[cov seems impossible, and 

probably therefore Victor’s patronymic was not given. Line 4 
shows that there was a second lessee. 

6. reraprns iv8(txriovos) ; whatever the reading of the month in 
1. 1 (and En[ep is probable), and whatever period in the 4th 
indiction is reckoned from, the contract was concluded at least 
six months before the commencement of the tenancy, for the 4th 
indiction did not begin till A.D.555; of Waszynski, Bodenpacht, 

p. 66f. The commencement is very possibly dé xapray, 
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lpov Stakeperny ev wepixopare Levacr ev TH pyxavy « [ 

?uTo Thy Tapadvdaknr] Twv ato Kopns IBiwvos LervpBvews Tov Eppolmodurov 

] da twv Kdynpovopwr Iwavvn Iavovdid Boppa yn Sylpoow ? 

10 Jros tov eviaBeorars Eppivo” amndwwrov odos hiBols 

] kaprov wv eav apwpar popoy tavryls 
olrov aptaBav dvo ovrep dopov [ 

Hlerpynoe [ev] Elz [m]eulp [wlnue Kar [ros 

Asda 

. . . . 

7. ]pov: very possibly avud]poy. 

meptx@pate: for this word, which denotes the dyke surround- 
ing the land of a village or other unit (Wilcken translates 

‘ Ringdamm_’), and so, as here, the land so enclosed, see Wilcken, 
Chrest. 341, 4f. 

ev tn pnxavn: for pnxavy as denoting a field or piece of 
arable land see the note on 1741, 5. 

8. uro tnv rapapvAakny: cf. 1769, 8-9, and note. 
9. lwavyn: 2. Iwdvvov. 

yn Sypoota: if this is correct we have a notable instance of 

qd... ls cn alos pote t 

. . 

the occurrence of dypocia yf in the sixth century; see Wilcken, 
Grundziige, pp. 311, 312. 

11. Before this comes a phrase like es omopay or els omopay kat 
katddeow (Lond, iii. 1012, 35, p. 267). For atpwpat 7. aipopeba; © 

cf. the singular below, Il. 13, 14. 

12. otrov: doubtful; the characters are more like ]nAov. 
13. perpyow: there is not room for perpyow[pev ev]. 7 is 

apparently a correction. 
14. ov: sic, apparently. Before it possibly ¢]wo[:]s? 

PAPYRUS 1766.—14 (?) Jan., A.D. 559. 

Inv. No. 1682. Acquired in 1906. 
cursive hand, along the fibres. 

Hermopolite nome. 6 in. x 8? in. In a regular upright 

Folded from right to left. 

IKE 1687 and 1772, this document, though placed in this section, is not actually a lease but 

an undertaking to pay within a certain time arrears of rent owing on a lease. The land is 

at Nagogis (see note on |, 3) in the Hermopolite nome, and the lessee is the same person who 

in Lond. iii. 1006 (p. 261) leases 13 aroura of land at the same village. 
Both documents, though written by different scribes, who write is however a different person. 

good and practised hands, are extremely ungrammatical. 

The landlord there 

The present landlord recurs, with 
a different tenant, in 1872, a document from the same village and showing, though again 

by a different scribe, the same jumble of cases and genders as 1766 and Lond. 1006. 

+ 

P pera thy vralrevay Pdavilov Bacthevov tov evdofwrarov erovs emrakat 

Sexatn Tut dvvea(?)KarSexarn eBdouns woiuKTLwvos C wd/ 

Avpy\wos KodXovfos Kuplaxov efys vroypadovros amo kwpns Naywye 

ws Tov Eppov[rodurov vjopou 

1-2. emrakatdexatyn : Sic; so too in Lond. 1006, revrnxatdexatn, 

and in 1872, e8do[p]y. The indiction being the 7th, the year 

should be the 18th. The mistake is comprehensible, so soon 
after the beginning of the consular year. 

2. evveaxaidexarn: rather more likely than emraxaidexarn as 

being a letter longer. 
3. The restoration from 1. 14 and Lond. 1006, 

Naywyeos: in Lond. 1006 Narwdews wasread. Grenfell and 

Hunt (Archiv, iv, p. 559) suggest Naywdews or Narodews, and y 

does indeed seem more likely than r; but a comparison of these 

Pravov Tewpyww viw tov THs 

three instances of the word and of that in 1872, and of all the 
2’s in the three documents makes it practically certain that A also 
is to be corrected to y; otherwise we should have to suppose 
that in each of the four cases A had a form different from that 
used in any other place where the letter occurs, which seems very 

unlikely. Moreover the letter is just like the form of y seen in 
several places in these documents. Nayéys can therefore be 

regarded, with practical certainty, as the true form. [This isnow 
confirmed by P. Flor. iii. 388, 105.] 

4. PAavov: 72, bdavig. This person occurs in Lond. iii. 1020, 

a 
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5 pakapias pevnul[ys Su)ABavov tw Oavpaciwratov aro tns Eppo* 

TodTwv xatpew opodlolyw eyw o mpoyeypappevos Sia TavTys pov THs 

eyypadov aadadeas ofidew oor Ka xpewoTw ToLs ToL EvdoKipnoEws 

umep ouratos Twv exhopiov apouvpwy vm E“ov yewpylov Tapa qov 

Xpvaov Kehahaov vouroparia Seomodixov Soxmov ev Tapa KEparvo. 

10 e€ luvyw Eppovmohews yi/ yp/ v° a a/ K/ F KaL TOUTO ETOYS EXW TapacyxeELY 

oo. TH vevpHnVia TOV EaLovTos pHvos Ere tys evTnxovoNs 

avy @ew oKTweELs WWOLKTL@VOS ATOKEL avuTrepberws KaL K@pls 

maons avtiioywas mapehOovons Se tng mpoberpias ev por 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

+perr/ vm0Onk/ yer§ Kod\ovBos Kupax/ 

2 (p. 272)—unless that is another person of the same name. 
That document is probably to be dated in the 6th rather than the 

7th century. In 1872 (A.D. 548) he is Aurelius, and his father 

is not alluded to as dead. 
5. pevnpns 3 SIC. 
7. 2. xpeworeiv rij oF evooKyjoes. 
8. 2. Xomddos 3 éxopiwv; and probably (rod) in’ epé yewpylov, 

mapa gov is perhaps due to a confusion with some phrase like 

peptcOopéevov por apd cov. 

[amo «/ Naywyews] 

9. 2. vopioparioy Seororikdy, 
11. 4 17 veopnvia ; elowdyros ; edruxovons. 
12, 1, dy8dns3 droxi. 
13. The lessee no doubt went on to say that if he failed in his 

payment the landlord would have the right of distraint, perhaps 
with a fine, 

14. weAA/: péAXovoa? The sense might conceivably be ‘a 
contingent hypothecation’, This hand is apparently the same 

as that on the recto. 

PAPYRUS 1767.—1-25 Jan. or 27-31 Dec., A.D. 561. 

Inv. No. 1690. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolite nome. 33in.x9zin. Ina medium-sized cursive 

hand, along the fibres. Folded from right to left or perhaps from both sides inwards, probably 
only three times. 

NLY the beginning of this lease is preserved, and all details of the lease itself.are lost, but 
the document is worth publishing not only for the place-names it contains but also because 

of its juristic interest, the lessee being vouched for by two guarantors. 

+§ pera tv vrarevav Pdavilov Bacweov] tov evdo[Eolratd erous evkoarov 

T[uvBe.. . vlpd:/ 
P§ Pravio Pavorw rw [evdoxiporarw vw Tov THs paKaptas 

pvnpns Buxtopos [alto rns Eppovrolitav / Avpnduov 
5 PorBappwvos Mafevas pytpos Lwdvas apmehovpyos azo emot 

Ketov Baoderov mediwy Kopns lowepov tov Eppovtohita vopov 

TOUTOV eyyvapevov Kat avadexomevou em. Tn TUVOETEL TaYTNS 

TS piarOutiKns opohoytas idiw avtwv KwSuve Kat 

Taons avTwv THs vToTTacEws Buxtopos Mafewo” mpeoBurepo” 
10 

2, TvBt: T[axwy is possible but less likely. The indiction 
may be either the 9th orthe 1oth according as the date is before 

kat Ileevros @iBiov Suaxovov amo tov avrouv emouKEeiov opodoys 

or after the 6th of Tubi. 
7. 2, éyyvopever kai avadexopéevor. 

Vv, Gg 
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exovotws klar avOaiperos pepicPwcbar mapa cov kth. 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

+§ MicOwrix[y opodoyia 

Space of 5 in. 
X & Buxropos wplecBurepov ? 

12. MioOwrixn: M is presumably right, but it is very curiously In 1. 13, a space seems to have come between the p and e of 
formed. It consists of a large bag-shaped loop with a small mpeourepov. 
cross in the middle and curved strokes interlacing the two sides. 

PAPYRUS 1768.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1684. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolis. 8Zin.x5in. Ina small sloping cursive 
hand, along the fibres. Folded from right to left. 

LEASE of house property at Hermopolis, at the will of the landlord. The property 

consists of two é&€Spar and perhaps (see 1. 6, note) one xaydpa and an dyvpoby«n (pre- 

sumably for the storage of chaff to be used as fuel) in a house situated in the Western division 

of the Fort and in the street of Pakouk. The yearly rent is 6 carats. For the various questions 
connected with leases of house property see Berger's detailed Wohknungsmicte und Verwandtes in 

den griko-igyptischen Papyri in the Zeitschr. f. vergl. Rechtswiss. xxix, pp. 321-415. 

F 
wi) Tas umaplxoujoas avtn e&edpas Svo odo 
Kypous pias pev evdotepov THs addyns THY 

pev e€wbev verlolucav eis Boppav em Tyv alpay 

Tyv Se exwlev vevovoay es amnuwryny peta Td 
5 pé€pous avtwy tov dpeatos Kat THS avdys Kat 

To Swparos Kal Kapapay play Ev TW KaTayaLw 

vevovoay eis amnuwrny Kat THY axvpoOnKnvy 

Kal TAVTOLWY YpHaTHpLeY Kat SuKavwv azo 

oukias Siakeyerns emt TavTns THS Eppov 

10 Toure er apdodov Ppovpiov AvBos ev pupn 

Ilaxovk vevovons es Boppav mpos xpnow 

ENV Kal oLKNOW EvoLKELd TOUTOV 
Kat eTos Kepatiwy e€ yw Kep/ s// omeEp 

EVOLKELOY aTodwow gou mpos hyngw 

15 €kaoTd eTous avuTepferws KaTa piyLnoWw 

Tov addov evorkav kat orotav BovdyOys 

2. peas: 2. pilav. 6. kapdpa are often found éy r@ xarayaip; cf. Berger, of, cit. 
evdorepov rns adAns: one room was inside the other—unless _p. 361, notes 138, 140. Possibly ca... .. axvpoOnxnv should have 

indeed we read pias pev évddrepov ris (dé) ddAns (éEwOev), but come before pera ro xrd.; but it is perhaps more likely that 
this is unnecessary. kapapav and ayupoOyxnv should be in the genitive after pépous. 

3. aOpav: cf. 1724, 28. 16. roy adhwy evorkwy : 2, é. the other tenants of the same house. 

ET 
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€xew Tapadwow wou Tovs avrous ToTovs avy Jupais 

ev tT avy [oixia] ws maplednda  picOwors 

kupia Ka BleBava KJjav emlep/| wpod/ + (2nd hand) Avp§ Has 

20 TIku\vov o tipok/ pleptoPopat ws mpok/ + 

+Aupydwos Eppl.... MInva allo Ep/ afwwles 
eypaiba umlep avrov ypap|uar(a] yn edoros + (3rd hand) + Avpydwos 
Twarvd Myr{a amo Ep/ paptupw tly probwoer axovolals a[/ 7]6 

Oepevov + (4th hand) + [Avpydw0s] PorBappov Ayalo 

25 [amo Ep/] papziyvpw tn prcbwole axovoas rapa 76 Oeps 

265: - : 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 
(5th hand) ] [Ikvdvov yewpy) amo Ep/§ K evouw/ Kep/ 5] 

There must then have been in all at least three tenants in the Berger, of. ci¢. pp. 343”, 359. 
whole house; and probably this clause shows that the whole 26. This line, of which only very slight traces remain, con- 

house belonged to the same landlord. For évo:xos in this con- tained the notarial signature. 
nexion see Berger, of. cit. p. 342. 27. yewpy(ov): or Pewpy(iov). 

17. torovs: for rémos as a room or other part of a house see 

PAPYRUS 1769.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1693. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolite nome. 23in.x8 in. Ina small compressed 

cursive hand, along the fibres. Folded perpendicularly to the writing, perhaps from right 
to left. ; 

T first sight it might be doubted whether this fragment is from a sale or a lease. In favour 

of the first supposition it might be urged that the tenure created by the contract is to date 
certainly from a specified day and probably from the date of the contract, a provision which 

- is unusual in leases, and also that the present owner's title to the property is indicated (\Odp eis 
ae «th.), which is also exceptional. That the document is a lease is, however, rendered practically 
certain by the fact that it is addressed to the owner of the property; for sales are regularly 
addressed by the vendor to the purchaser (6potoy@ wempaxévat Kal katayeypadynKevat oor), not 
vice versa; of. M. J. Bry, Essai sur la Vente dans les Papyrus Gréo-Egyptiens, pp. 69-72. 
To date a lease from the day of the contract or indeed from any specified day is indeed unusual 

in the case of landed property (with house property it is common enough), but it is not without 

precedent. A good instance is Hamb. i. 23, also a lease of a vineyard (dro ris tpoyeypappeérns 
Hpépas Kal kaprav THs adv OEe@ eiovovans Terdprys ivd.x(Tiovos) Kai adrHs) ; and a day is specified 
in Wien. Denkschr. xxxvii, p. 143, App. 307 (dao] eixddos told mapdlvros pyres); 26. p. 157, App. 
523 (dao ris x] kal Sexdrns Tod [wapleXO[dvrTos wnvos rh.) ; etc. The specification of the land- 
lord’s title is natural enough ; and parallel instances in leases are 1697; Flor. iii. 325; 342. 

The present lease is of a vineyard; it is to be particularly compared with Cair. Masp. i. 
67104 and Hamb. i. 23. 

Gg2 
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[rpurns wd/ Ie Kau aorgs 4 TO aspouy Kat eniBoxhee Gol Epos aro ohoKAnpd KYwpLov apy 

[wedtkov aplovpwv orwy eotw avy Siadhopors putois Kar power Kar ehawoer Kat Kadapa 

[ehOov els oe amo Sixavov ayopacias tapa loaxiov Sapamiwyvos amo Tns S$ Tohews 

5 [& eyypa|pd mpacews akohovOws Ty avTns Suvaper ovy Aaxkois Svor Kat deEapevy KL 

[EvAuworls opyavous Svar e€npTiopevous Kat TavT. Sika KaTa KOLYwYELaY THS EVYEVETTATNS 

L morc Pack Jas Sapamiwvos eis Ta VrohouTa pepy Els TU TANpwoW TOV ohoKAypOU 

[xwptov] aprehixov pera Taytos avrov Tov Sixaio’ SiaKxepmevd dro Thy Tapadvda 

[knv toy aro Kopyns Maydwdov Mipy tov Eppovmodurov vopov mpos ddpotapoyeav 

|e) 

. 

1. Before this must be supplied something like opodoya exov- 
ows kat avOatperws pepicbaoOa mapa cov emt . . . ETN Xpovoy hoyi- 

Copevoy aro rns ONpPEpOY NpEpas Tis EOTLY pNVOS.... J etxas. For 

kaprév kth. see 1648, Io, note. 

3. eAawoer: 7, eXadou (= eAatGor). One would expect olive- 
trees rather than olive-yavds, but the word is not unnatural, 

since the vineyard may have contained several distinct planta- 

tions of olives ; and cf Cair. Masp. ii. 67170, 21. 
kahauia: for the close association of reed-beds with vine- 

yards see Grenfell and Hunt on Oxy. iv. 729, 3, and the documents 
there referred to; cf too Hamb. 23, 27. The vineyard in Cair. 

Masp. 67104 did not contain a xadapia. 

]..@v avtev Kar picbo’ Bovkohoy 

5. avrys: this refers to mpdcews. 

defapern: cf. note on 1694, to. 

6. Evdwors : this suits the space and agrees exactly with the 
phrase in Cair. Masp. ii. 67151, 118, [EvA]ivov 6 Spydvev efnpte- 
opevov ; Hamb. 23, 19, gvdiv@ aplyd vp éénpricpérg ; etc. 

teal Bea ent Jas: probably a sister and co-heir of the Isaac 
from whom the lessor bought his share. 

8-9. mapapvdakny: cf. 1765, 8; Lond. iii. 1012, 30 (p. 266); 
1037, 6 (p. 275) ; Cair. Masp. ii 67151, 111; etc. Here apis 
vdporapoyeiay seems to go with this phrase. 

10. kat puc8ov Bovkohwy: probably this is in connexion with 
the supply of water; cf. Oxy. iv. 729, 16; Hamb. 23, 24. 

PAPYRUS 1770.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1656. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolite nome. 

straggling cursive hand, along the fibres. 

EASE of 15+2+ ? aroura of land for five years. 

that of the lessee is just possibly Apa Menas. 

1o;in. x 5zin. Ina sloping, rather 

Folded from right to left. 

The name of the lessor or lessors is lost ; 

The lessee comes from the village of 

Enseu, and the land may have been situated there, though perhaps in that case rijs abris Kdpns 

would have been written in I. 8. 

see note there. 

The provision as to rent in Il. 11 and 12 is of some interest; 

Besides the rent proper the lessee is to make further payments in kind, 

. . . . . . . 

avo Kaluns Evoev tov Eppouvrohitov voxov opodoya| 

eyo o mpoyleypap|evos [Myvlas yewplyos exovorws] 

Kat avOapera|s peplic\JwoGale tap vpwr] 
emt meviraeTn| Xpovov hoyloperiov amo KapTewv TNs] 

5 ovv Gew evorovens Swdexarys wd/ tlnv vrapxovcar] 

2. Mnvas: as is a quite possible reading, and there seems just 
room for Mnv in the lacuna; the endorsement seems to have Ara 

Mnvas. In], 21 M is suggested by the traces. 

3- map upwy: the supplement is short as compared with that 

in several lines, and possibly the names were added; but that, 

on the other hand, would give too long a supplement, and it must 
be remembered that lines did not always end at the same point 

and that letters were frequently spread out or compressed 
towards the end of a line. 
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Up apoupay pay nytov oydolov 

mew eXarTov avidpov 
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SiaKewplernv ev tome ?] 
kahovpeva T.. Eva ev mediois Koplns 

eis oTropay kat Katafeow Kaprov [wy ay aipwpat] 

IO exaoTns apoupys yewperpias dlopov Kal exaorov 7] 
eviavtov To oupBpoxw oirov apralB Kat To aBpoxa| 

TO PN €lN TOV TpLTOV pEpovs TOV TpoEl_pyyevov hopov ov7eEp] 

dopov veov Kafapov Kexooki[veupevov peTpa] 

AOnvatw arrodwow Kat petpnow [vu ev pyre ] 

15 KGL GTOKATAOTHOW TOV AUTOV dopoly €lS TOV OLKOV vpLov) 

ev EppouTonet idiors pov wos [kau avahwpacw] 

ev Kalpw Tns atodocews Tar] Sy[poowy Kat 

puav agiay apyvpiov tadavrwy yxe¢[thuwv ? 
KGL TUPG EVAPEOTA ELKOTL KAL. [ 

20 Kal axupov ouTivous aptapas S[v0? y picOwors Kupial 

kat BeBara Kaw errep/ wpod/ Avp$ M[nvas 

pewtcOopar ws mpox/ Avp§ Oaluas ? aéwwbes] 

eypaia viep avtov ypappara pn eudoros + (2nd hand) 

amo Ep/ paptupwa tn picOwoe axovoas Talpa tov Oewevov + (3rd hand) 

25 amo Ep’ paptupw tn picOwoe axovoas tlapa tov Oeyevov + (4th hand) 

Appovov [alo Eppot/ paptupw tn picOacews axlovoas rapa tov Penevov +] 
(5th hand) + 8 exo? Myva ovpPohaoypad/ PPP x .[ 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 
(6th hand?) ]. Awa Myvas yewpyos azo 

7. TOmw?: OF yewpyio OY KAnpo. 
8. '.. éa: on the line the traces before a suggest » rather 

than é:, but confused with the « of xarafeow in |. 9 is a curving 
downstroke, ending in a loop to the left and just below the first 
of the two strokes visible here. This makes é probable, and the 

_ following stroke, in that case, is doubtless «. The first letter 

may be o. 
g. At the end of this line we should expect opov, but > in 

1. 10 seems to be the beginning of that word, and apparently in 
this case it was placed after, not before éxdorns xr. ; it does not 
seem likely that that phrase goes with caprav, meaning that each 

aroura (as a matter of fact there is only one and a fraction) 

might be sown with any crop the lessee chose. 
10. yewperptas: an abbreviation of the kind of phrase seen in 

P, Lips. 19, 17, pépov éxaorns [a]povpys ris év ondp ék KewpeTpias 
(sic) pavnoopévns. Oxy. iii. 499 has acontrary provision, ¢épov 
éxdorns dpotpys pn depras yewperpias yevouéerns. In Oxy. i. 
102 the phrase éx yewperpias is placed in a different position, 
after the specification of the area. Here é« was perhaps acci- 
dentally omitted ; but this supposition is hardly a necessary one. 

11f. This is a provision that if the land is properly irrigated 
the full rent shall be paid, but that if the inundation fails to reach 
it (rd pa ein) only a third of the rent is to be paid; ¢/. note on 
1689, 18. There is a similar provision in Grenf. i, 56 and 57, 
also from the Hermopolite nome. In the former half the amount 

of Pédpos is to be paid when the irrigation fails ; in 57 the details 
are lost. 

Kops Evoev tov Eppovmoh/ 

12. ro: for 6, as not infrequently. 
14. We may probably supply either avy or Exec; cf Was- 

zynski, Bodenpacht, p. 104f. But possibly, in view of 1. 17, the 

month was not mentioned. 
15. Supplement from Lond. iii. 1012, 42 (p. 267). If, as is 

quite likely, the tyiv of 1. 6 is honorific and only one lessor is 
involved, cov should probably be read here rather than vywy. In 

l, 13 ow (or vor) is possible after perpw (Lond. 1012, 40). 

18 ff. Here are specified certain additional payments in kind. 
20. ovrwovs; z.é. the measure was the same as that used for 

wheat. 
aprapas: a Slip of the pen for dprdBas, 
duo: this suits the space better, and is in itself more likely, 

than dexa or dwdexa, 
21. The signature is in the same hand as the body of the 

document. Evidently the notary’s clerk signed for the lessee. 
This proves that in this case the notary did not himself write the 
document. 

22. Qw[pas: or possibly O¢[od.... 
26. pioOwoews : Sic. 
27. x-[: perhaps xp[y, or possibly shorthand, or a mere 

flourish, 
28. Ama Myvas : Mnvas is quite possible and can be read in I. 2, 

and the am suggests Awa, which might no doubt be omitted 

on occasion, as in]. 2, The second a is howevera very doubtful 

reading. 
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PAPYRUS 1771.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1685. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolite nome. 63in.x8in. Ina sloping 

even cursive hand, along the fibres. Folded from right to left. 

EASE of land at Thotis in the Hermopolite nome. The lease was for more than one year ; 

the rent was payable half in wheat and half in barley, and in addition the tenant agrees to 
pay a ovv#Oea in kind. 

a eosial Tov sibs hie epee 

. . . . . . . - 

] Kou Karaey.. .] . val 
dopo! roulrov ?] Klalr eros ovroxpiMov Kata To nuiov apraBlwv 

Kabws meplelyer Kar n Taroa picdwors Twv Tpo epov yewplywy 

kat Amwvos [tT]ov Twparov ovmep hopov veov Kafapov KexlooKwevpevor] 

5 amodwow [Kat] peTpnow Tw VPETEPwW TPOVONTH TW Tapady|pTTLKW VLwY METPO] 

APnvaiw [katlpw ovyKopidyns exacrouv erous avitepfetws ev To cvpBpoxw Kat aBpoxw Ka] 

amoKkaTagTno|@| avtov Tov Popov es Tov vuerepov Onoavplov 

idvors po” Calouls Kat avahwpaor wapeEw Se Kat eros hoyw ouvyflevas 

ev afiov xpluloo” Kepariov evos nuioews Kat TUpoy evapecror [ev 

10 otaxyvev Sewara etkoot kat eavyns ayyeia Svo xKla}e yohaxros xloas ? 

Bwors Kupila] Kar BeBaua Kar em*/ wport/ +Avp) Avor[plos E... [ 

nN peo] 

pepo bapar] 

ws tpok/ Avp/[Alro\\os BorBappovos vie/ afiwbeas cylpaya vrep alvrov ypapypara pn €vdor7os] 
13 (2nd hand) + ®\§ Sepnvos Xpicrodwpov amo Eppovr’s paptupw tn picbwoe axjovoas Tapa 

tov Oenevov] 
14 (3rd hand) +Avpndtos Acovtiov Kupiaxw ato Eppoums paptupo tn pilcbwoe axovoas Tapa 

tov Oewevov] 
15 (4th hand) Avp§ Ioaxos Aokdnm1add amo Ep/ paptupw zn proOwoe axoveas] 

2. rovrov: perhaps referring to a yepyioy previously men- 
tioned. Or rovrwy, referring to the arouras, might be read. 

ovrokpiOov kata to nuwov: 7.é. half wheat and half barley. 
The same proportion probably occurs in 1772. In Oxy. iii. 

590 we find the amount of barley double that of wheat (6 to 3). 

Similar rents are found in Spain; e.g. in a document of A.D. 1549 
from Avila in the British Museum mention is made ofan annual 
charge payable to the monastery of the Encarnacion of ‘ treinta 

y seis fanegas de pan mitad trigo y cevada [/. cebada]’ (Add. 
MS. 38653 A, f. 57 f.), a phrase which recalls the present one. 

5. mapaAnunrikw : cf, Oxy. i. 101, 41; vi. 910, 343 vii. L040, 18. 

6. avirrepOeras ; the stroke over the v is instead of the usual 
dots ; of. vperepoy inl. 7. 

«v 7@ gvpBpoxe Kat aBpoxw: from PSI. iii. 188, 9 (and cf. 

BGU. iii. 900, 4), which gives us the Hermopolite formula. The 
Oxyrhynchite formula is émir’ éuBpdx@ kat a8pdxq (see PSI. i. 77, 
23); and at Aphrodito we find év rede kat GBpoxtx@ ; see note on 

1689, 18.. The supplement here is indeed rather long, but it 
seems certain ; «[v wy... . is not required after xaip@ ovyko- 
pidts. 

7. avroy tov dopoy: possibly a slip of the pen for rov avrov 
opov; cf. 1770, 15. But 1774, 12 f. has the same order as 
here. 

dperepov: before this a letter, probably either o(ov) or 
6(noavpoy), has been washed out. At the end ev Eppovroka 

is possible, but the @ycavpds is perhaps more likely to have been 
in the village. 

10. dexara: doubtful but likely. 

Aeavns : = Aawavns ; cf. 1694, 22, note; and also 1695, 

24, where the spelling is Aeyrdvns, as here. In the other instances, 
however, it is measured by xodofa. 

yaXaxros: a doubtful reading. In the eighth-century Aphro- 
dito texts milk is measured by xestae, but here x is certain. 

11. Probably the subscription of Anuphius was written for 
him by the clerk who wrote the document. The hand seems to 

be the same, though it is a little smaller and more compressed. 
Cf. 1770. 

12. ume/: probably in {n)pérns. 
14. Kuptax@: sic. 
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mapa tov Oeyevo” £ 
(5th hand) + & ¢y]” Hadwros eypad[y +] 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

(6th hand ?) yelopy) ao Kap, Gorews tov Ep/ 

17. Tladwros: Azo\Awros does not seem possible, or we might scription is in a formal, artificial script, which would not in itself 
take it that the notary wrote the document himself. This sub- prove that the notary did not himself write the document. 

PAPYRUS 1772.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1718. Acquired om 1906. Hermopolite nome, 1o;in.x5;in. In a small sloping 

cursive hand, along the fibres. Papyrusmuch rubbed. Presumably (in view of the position 
of the endorsement) folded from right to left. 

IKE 1687 and 1766, this is an acknowledgement of a debt for rent. The rent, which is for 

the roth and 11th indictions, amounts to three artabas each of wheat and barley, and 

1 artaba of vegetable seed. It seems likely, therefore, the arrears being for two indictions, that it 

was a rent of three artabas of ourdéxpiov Kara 7d nuwov (1771, 2) per annum, with a ovvyfea of 
+ artaba vegetable seed. The arrears may indeed be for only part of the full rent, but the 
proportions are probably right. 

? axe] ulkas apxin ys] 

[Swdexarns wdrKriovo]s 

[+Avpndwos Avavas Iarvovh6 pnrpos 
[ 10 letters yewpyols aro kwpns Teprov 

5 [Kavas 76 Eppovrodujrov vouov Avpydia 

[ 16 letters Javd Tn evyeveotaryn 

amo Ths Eppovto\twv yarpew ‘opodoy|o] 

opeew ToL Kal xpeworew vTEep EexhopLwv 
TOV UT EME VMETEPO YLapovpov o7TopyLNs 

10 yys Kaprov Sexarns Kav evdexarys Twv 
[alpriws mapehfovowr Svo ivdictiover 

Kedadaov oirov apraBas ovrov aptaBas 
Tpeis Kau KpiOns aptaBas Tpets Kar haxavo 
omeppo aptaBys tpitov y/ ors SO y Kar wp S— vy 

15 [kaw dJax$ S— F/ aomep arodworw cor tw Ered 

I, Haxwv: cf. 1, 15, which proves that the month must be Tepror, but this one seems to be new. 
either Mayor or Havu ; for Maxwy cf. 1692, 4, note. 12. otrov aptaBas was accidentally repeated—unless in the 

3. Avamas: see]. 25. But the reading there is not certain, first place oiros means ‘corn’ in general and in the second 
4f. Teprov Kavas: see the endorsement. ‘There were several ‘ wheat’ in particular; cf 1663, 26, note. 

village names in the Hermopolite nome beginning with the word 
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[enue ts mapovons Swdexarns tvdiKrvovofs] 

X@pes Tivos avTidoyias KQL uTepbecews 

ev yernplalor veows Kafapois KEeKooKt 

vevpevois perpw AOnvarw Kau aToKata 
20 oTnow avrals] evs ovKov cov ev Eppo'moder 

Wuors pov {[wous] mapeEwo Se cor Kat Tapapro . 

. « [vjroKeerf[a|y wou evs TOVTO TO KpEOS 

[wavjrov tev eplwv] tpayparov Kabatep 

dk Sixyls to ypap[pareor] kvpiov Kfar BeBasor] 

25 Kat [erelp/ @pod/ + (2nd hand) AvplyndJos Avar{ijas [Iamvovbiov] 
[yewpyos memoupat Tovlro To ypappareoy + 

Avpy ols] @eodutos Evdoyiov aro Ep/ a€iwBers] 

eyplaya vielp avizlov ypappara pn ¢doros +] 
(3rd hand) [+]Avpyf\uols O..[.-...-. azo) Ep/ plaprupa] 

30 [rw ypapparew axovoas] wlalpla] 7/5] Genero” FEE 

(4th hand) + @¢€...Js Myva amo Ep/ paprupw tw yplaly 

palrew alkovgas rapa tov Oepevov f_ - 
(5th hand) Avp[njAvos Tewpywos Apteusdwpo azo [Elp/ 

PapTupe Tw ypapparew axlolvoas 

35 Tapa To Oepevd... 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

(1st hand?) [+ ypapp$ Avama Tlamvjovhio yewpys amo Kop§ Teprov Kavas tov 

Ep/ [ S} va s/ ot S> Ly] wae Kp/ > y Kau daxs O— Ff 

21f. mapavro...: it seems hardly possible to read mapapub-| 
[av] (in the sense of ‘ interest’). 

25. wpod(oynoa) + : the rest is in ink of different colour, 

with a reddish tint. 
26. +: perhaps only a line —. The traces of ink do not 

suggest letters (e.g. as mpox/). 
30. The reading of this line is extremely doubtful. The 

characters read as 0c look like x, but probably the upstroke of « 

was begun below the line. 7,7, and 6 are moreover very near 

together for x[a]p[a] r[ov]; but the certain letters favour the 
reading given. 

35- Oeuevov: what follows is probably only a flourish, perhaps 

combined with the cross. 
36, 37. These lines are obscure. The second is certainly the | 

notary’s signature, but it is not clear whether 36 is part of it or 

even if it isin the same hand. The hand of 37 is not like that of 
the body of the document but is in the artificial script only used 
for notarial signatures, Before euov it is doubtful if & can be 
read, Ierp” . , ovp8 can perhaps be read. The line under 
the signature is in the MS. 

38. (Sexarjs) (kat) (evSexarns) e(vdixrioyos): extremely doubtful. 
There is no clear trace of anything between Ep/ and the charac- 

ters read as ta; but ia ¢/ isa not unlikely reading and ifsox § is 
required, as the rent was for both indictions, 

—————— 
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3. Acknowledgements of Debt. 

PAPYRUS 1778.—11 Apr., A.D. 454. 

Inv. No. 1688. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolis. 6%in.x55in. Ina rather large upright 

cursive hand, along the fibres. Folded from right to left. 

ATED papyri of the fifth century, particularly from other localities than Oxyrhynchus, 
are at present so rare that it seems worth while to publish this in spite of its mutilation, and 

a facsimile of it will, it is hoped, be given in the next Atlas of Facsimiles. The document is an 
acknowledgement of a debt of 50,000 talents (see note on |. 10), the price of 100 cuzdia of wine. 

[pera ty vVrarecav PS Buvkopadov Kat Omdiwvos 

Tov hapmp/ Pappovle is C wouK/ 

[Avpnduols Mapuvols .jon . . co” pntpos Sanovas 

[wapa)\nuryns Top ovr... yywv Eppo'mrohews 

5 [mys daluap?/ PAS] Iepaxvave to apamp’/ [a}ro 
baw. .Jov 8/ Awpobeov oworapadnytro” 

[omodolyw odiiew Kat ypeworev TH ON 

[Aaprporntl: vrep TYuns ovvo” Kvidiwy exaTov 

3. .on..€0u: the letter before o had a horizontal top-stroke 
(r or r) ; that after 7 may be +. 

4. mapaAnutns tev oir... yyeov: the traces strongly suggest 

mapadnprns, but the word following roy is difficult. For oir, oy 
or ovy may be read; the beginning might be ovyy, and our 

' is a quite easy reading, but neither otrnpeciwy nor otrnoear is 
possible. The two y’s before wy are very probable, though pyev 
is not impossible. 

6. There is not room for [rns § Eppourodir]ov. Probably oy is 
the end of a noun denoting a class of officials, military or civil. 

8. Aaumporntt: rather long, but cf ll. 5 and 9. 
9. Here no doubt ewvnpevwy or some similar word or words is 

-+ @v Tapa THs on[s] hapmporntos 

to be read. 

10. If, as seems likely, apyuptjo” is rightly read before raAavra, 
the meaning should be ‘five myriads of talents’, z.e. 50,000 
talents. Myriads are generally used to reckon denarii or 

drachmae, not talents, but see PSI. i. 43, 5, where the same 
locution (adpyupiov ra\avra pupiddas mévre kai xeidua) occurs. Mas- 
pero, Cair. Masp. ii, p. 123, takes the talent in this connexion as 
equivalent ‘ soit au petit denier de la myriade, soit 4 la myriade 
elle-méme’; the first supposition seems the more natural ; cf. 
1800, 3, note. 

12. Possibly ravr]nv ry[v], but it is difficult in that case to see 
what followed, as there is not room for aogadetav. 

PAPYRUS 1774.—1 March, A. D. 570. 

Inv. No. 1714.A. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolis. 62in.x 7Zin. In an upright formal 

cursive hand, along the fibres. Folded from right to left. 

HIS document is of the same type as Lond. ii. 390 (p. 332) ; iii. 999 (p. 270); 1oor (26.) ; 
Strassb. i. 1; Flor. iii, 314. In form these are all acknowledgements of the receipt 

V. Hh 
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of (apparently) the price of an article (in all cases except the present one and Flor. 314, wine; in 

Lond. 1001 with corn as well), which the recipient undertakes to deliver (é708éc) later; but in 
none of the cases is the price specified. Preisigke, therefore, in his introduction to Strassb. 1, 

takes the type not as a sale in advance, as it at first appears, but as ‘ eine Begleichung von Schuld 

durch Naturallieferung’; and he adds, in reference to the particular document edited by him, 

‘ Der Glaubiger legt im voraus seine Hand auf die Weinernte des kommenden Jahres in Héhe 
von 500 Knidien, um seine (Zins-?) Forderung an Tabesis zu befriedigen’. This may be the 

correct explanation, but it is not by any means beyond question; cf Wenger in Gott. Gel. Anz. 

1907, p. 316, who thinks the obvious theory of a sale in advance not impossible; Viereck in 

Berl. Ph. Woch. 1908, p. 138, who favours a loan; and Berger, Stvafklauseln, p. 145, who, 

without referring to Strassb. 1, takes Lond. 999 and 1001 as ‘ Lieferungskaufe’. A conceivable 

but not very likely interpretation is perhaps to take these documents as loans in kind at a fixed 
valuation, translating ‘I have received from you at the price agreed on # measures of wine, which 

I will repay’, etc.; z.¢. the value of the article was fixed in advance, so that in case of failure to 
repay it the debtor could pay the value in cash. It seems at all events better to place this 

document in the present section than in the preceding one. Here the article to be supplied is 
vegetable seed, the amount 4 artabas. The sense of the missing conclusion can be recovered 

from Lond. 999 and 1001, where in case of failure to fulfil the contract the debtor agrees to 

pay a sum of money as the price. 2 

A similar kind of transaction (perhaps in this case a true sale in advance) is 1656, g. v.; it is 

to be noted that Flor. 314 also, published since 1656 was printed off, concerns xovda. A sale in 

advance seems to be at the bottom of Oxy. x. 1281 (A. D. 21), in which a certain Harpaésis acknow- 

ledges that SeSdvicpar tHv TeLipyny Tov Exarov hivov Lwvpaitikovy capKapvkdly], tas Tov 

ayp(upiov) (8paxpyas) + Kehadaiov, and agrees to repay the sum on certain conditions; see the 
editors’ commentary. If 1656 and Oxy. 1281 are to be classed with 1774, etc., the latter may 

probably be taken as sales in advance. 

+ 

[+ Bacwrelas Kau vrarevas tov Peorarov nuwy Seamorov Ps 

[lova7i|vov tov aiwviov Avyovatov Avtoxpatopos eTous 

[weprrov] Papevol treumryn TpLTNS WwOiKTLOVOS 

[Avpndwos Tepnutas Evwx pntpos Sanoias ato Kopns 

ES OR ee tlov Eppovrohirov vonov +Avpynriw Tewpyww 

tS Seahete oly To Oavpaciwrarw amo tTys Eppovi[rol\urwv 

[yarpew oluodoyw exyxnKevar Kat wem\npwobar Tapa cov 

[rms Tedeva]ls Tins Kaxavooteppov aptaBwv Tecoapwv 

y/ drax§ [— 8 ovmep......... lv \axavooeppov 

10 amodwow go. To Erad pnve tys cvv Sew evorovaens TeTapTys 

wdikTiovos ev haxavooTEeppo vew Kafapw KEeKoo 

Kwevpevo petpo APnvaiw Kat atoxaTtacTnow avTov 

4. Something was perhaps written over the line at the from these analogies, be expected, but the space will not allow of 
beginning. any longer word than reAecas. 

8. rns rederas: for redetas cf. Lond. 999,63 1001, 10; Strassb. g. Probably ovmep mpoxetpevoy or a similar word. 

1,6. ys mpos adAnrovs cuprehwvnperns tedecas tTiuns would, 

———————————— 

— eS 
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Tov Naxavoomeppov Els oLKOY Gov Ev TH avTn Eppov 
oer LOvots prov Cwous Kat avahwpacr tmapeMovons de 

15 ts mpolecpias ev py amodounv Tov avroy ayavor 
[reppov 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 
K yevou's 7/ Ieplnprov Evox... . [ 

17. ¥: as no noun precedes yevope(v ), this must itself be a noun, 
not a mere cross, unless a word has been accidentally omitted. 
Probably, therefore, it is to be read x«(pdéypador); cf. 1699, 16, 

and note. This endorsement may well be in the same hand as 
the recto, though with a thinner pen. 

lepnpuov: szc, apparently. 

PAPYRUS 1775.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1780. Acquired in 1907. Hermopolis. 5;in.x 75in. In an uneven sloping 
cursive hand, along the fibres ; papyrus dark and in places much rubbed. 

HIS document seems to be an undertaking, apparently by a woman (I. 10), to pay 2 solidi 
less 12 carats, part of a total debt of 8 solidi less 48 carats. Owing to the mutilation of the 

document it is not clear whether the rest of the debt (which was repayable by instalments) had 
already been paid. 

] Eppwd pntpos Evdnuias eyyvopevov Kat avadexopevoly pe ? 

] aodadevas idvw avrov kwSuvy Kav THs avTd vTocTacews Eppuriov ? 

] Avpynhiw Sredave . [. .|\ovos amo Ep// ewe erpliaynv rapa cov 
VOMLT|MATLWY OKTW Tapa KEPaTia TETOEPAKOVTA OKTW Kal oVvKET{L 

5 kalraBohais vuv omohoyw eToimws exew Tapacyev gor a 

vonicpatia Svo mapa Kepatia Swdexa [ely tw Tlayov pnw kar . [ 

PmrapelEo cor ta avta vowiopariija Svo mapa Keparia Swdlexa 

?mapac)yey vomropara Svo wapa Keparia SwdeKa erolymws exw 

1. The general sense is probably much the same as ¢.g. in 
Grenf. ii. 86, z.¢. the person making the declaration is accom- 
panied by another person who acts as surety for the due fulfilment 
of the undertaking. -This seems to be indicated both by the 
fact that the participles are in the genitive and by adrod in Ll. 2; 
cf. \. 10, where the debtor seems to be a woman. Probably 

the participles are genitive absolute (not going with a preceding 
name pera rod Seivos| Eppuvd, which would indicate a consider- 
able lacuna), and Eppuy[ov is to be read in].2. This is rendered 
likely both by 1. 5 f., where not very much seems to be lost, 
and by the occurrence of a name in 1. 2; for Il. 5 and 7 show 
that there was only one creditor. The lacuna may probably be 

filled on the analogy of 1767, 7 f. 
2. xwdvve : or Kwdvvov (sic). 
3. .[. -JAovos : not ArodXovos. 

erptapny mapa oov: this seems a likely reading in view of 
the context. If it is correct, the debt is for the price of goods 

purchased but not yet fully paid for. 

4. ouxert: very doubtful, but quite possible. 
5. karaBodas: the loan was repayable by instalments ; cf. 

1776, 2, note. 

n[: v could be read, and voyoparia then suggests itself; but 
the indications are that rather more is lost than this would 
allow for. Moreover a letter may have preceded this ; [a]z[o 

(perhaps am [avrey) is a not unlikely reading, z.e.‘I will pay 
you, of the whole sum, 2 solidi.’ 

6. ev rw: corr.from [o]xrw. The traces indeed suit an altera- 
tion from [e]v rw to [o]xrw, but 1. 4 shows that the solidus was 
worth 18 carats, and in 1. 8 oxrw does not occur. No doubt oxrw 
was written here through a recollection of the total sum in I. 4. 

7. voptopat[eja: or vouiopara, as in 1. 8. 

8. maparxev: very doubtful. The meaning apparently is, 
‘and if I should be unable to pay you the 2s. less 12¢c. lam 
ready to...’ 

Hh2 
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].@ tev wapeMovrav xpovwr yxwpis ovacdy{more 

10 A iAh Geek [? Eppulvov 1 [rlpox/ ororyer por tyv [zpoK/ aodadeav 

2 lines, too much rubbed for decipherment. 

9. ovacrdy[more: probably ayriAoyias or urepbecews. 
10. tnv: sic, apparently. It is quite possible that this subscription is in the same hand as the body of the document. 

PAPYRUS 1776.—6th-7th Century. 

Inv. No. 1695 A. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolis. 2;in.x1ft. In acramped upright 

cursive hand, across the fibres. Folded from the bottom upwards. 

N this acknowledgement of a debt we meet with the church of Hermopolis, with which 1782 

and the following receipts are concerned. The debt acknowledged is one of 12 carats to the 

church for arrears on the dwddeéis of Phoebammon son of Epiphanius. daddegéis should be 

a receipt; and the meaning may be that John had received money for the church from Phoeb- 
ammon, to whom he had issued a receipt, but had not yet paid over 12 carats of it. The most 

interesting feature of the document is the apparent reference to a soldier (dmcel/arius?) in 

the service of the church. 

1 + 7@ Kup§ Buxropt orpate/ tys ayt/ exxd/ Eppovms  lwavyns Sep/ exw Kar xpewoTw amoxpors 

K ourad/ trys ; 

2 amodet/ Dor/ Emidaveio’ xpuoov Kep/ Swdexa yi/ K/ 1B Kat amodwow iow e&npep/ Kat Tpos 

onv acdadeay men(ou] 

3 nar TavTny Thy ardadeav Tov KEep/ S[w|dexla] ws tpox[/] eyp/P...§....-... olup]p/+ + + 

I. orpari(wrn) : the reading is probable, but itis alittle curious like 2e./, but cf xep/ in 1. 2, where the p is made in exactly the 
to find soldiers in the service of the church ; c{ however 1788, same way. 

5, note. Presumably they were intended for the defence of the amoxpor(ws): cf. P. Grenf. ii. 89, 3; 90, 6; UKF. 133, 2; 
church and its property in the anarchic conditions of the period, 427, 2; Flor. iii. 343, 3. 

like the ducellariz (Maspero, Org. militaire, pp. 66-68) of the 2. tow enuep/: tow enueper, ‘in six equal payments’? 
high officials and great landowners. 3. &...§: the most likely reading is ®[a]pps. 

2ep/: probably Zepjvov. The characters indeed look more 

4. Receipts. 

PAPYRUS 1777.—7 Sept., A.D. 434. 

Inv. No. 1624. Acquired in 1906. Oxyrhynchus. 4%in.x5jin. Ina flourished upright 

cursive hand, along the fibres. Folded from right to left. 

IKE 1778, this very imperfect document is worth publishing mainly on account of its date. 

A facsimile of it will probably be given in the next Atlas. It is a receipt, probably 

for either five or fifty (either seems more likely than a higher sum) fleeces. 

En 
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[mera THY vmar|cialy To” Sexmroro” yuwv Oeodocr0” atwrvio” Avyovato” 

[kar Daviov Magijno” ro” dapmp’/ Oa 

Jov TlavByxio” amo Kopns Tapzrere tov 

[Ogvpvyxtrov voluo” Advy'yio tperButepw KafoduKns 

5 [Pexkdyovas... .Jepous amo tys apmrpas O€luplvyxirov 

[wokews xatpery ouohoyw exynKer[at] tapa cov ¢v\revlev 

[? Sia Xewpos umep ryIJs cvpmepoly\nuerns Kar apeolag{ns) po’ 

] epeas revit 

Inv ze -[ 

2. Or [ro 18% Kat DAs Maki]pyo". 
3. Tapert: this village occurs fairly often in the Oxyrhynchus 

papyri. That it was in the Oxyrhynchite nome is proved by 

é.& Oxy. vi. 895, 5; 9973 998. 
7. The supplement is doubtful because rather long. Perhaps 

azo is to be read for umep. 

apecaons : svvapecaons seems impossible. The whole read- 
ing is doubtful, but likely. 

8. epeas: it is just possible that this may be the end of 
a word (in -aa) in the genitive, but much more likely that it 
is épéas, ‘ fleeces’. 

PAPYRUS 1778.—5th-6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1623. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 72 in. x 22in. Ina medium-sized 

cursive hand, along the fibres. Papyrus folded from right to left. 

; ae from a smith for supplies of fire-wood and iron. 

Xovak’ 16/ 

eax’ Ilurupous 

xadkeus Eviwv 

Kevtnvap/ in 

5 Kau otdnpo” apyo” 

pe? Ky! 
Kat To a! Evy’ 

Evhov Kerr’ Ky 

Kat ovdnp/ apyo” 
10 gp? Ay’ 

ono” ~viwv 

KevTnvap/ ps 

5. apyov: ‘unwrought’, z.é. iron in its raw state as first 
smelted from the ore. For the working of iron in Egypt see 
1369, introduction. 

6. p°: doubtful. y° or m° (1668, 26-28) generally stands for 
modii, but it seems unlikely that this measure would be used for 
iron, which in the Aphrodito papyri in vol. iv is reckoned by 
kevtnvdpia. Hesychius has podfis* ordOydv rt émrapvaioy and 

porvBdis* ordOpidy re Ewrapvaiov. oi 8€ podABis; but it is doubtful 

if this can be the measure, dGAXas and dAdat in Il. 14, 14 4, if 
correctly read, by their gender rather support the conjecture, but 
it is possible that in the one case ad\a/ and in the other ada 
should be read rather than a\Aas and ad\at. 

7. ro af: this should be ré airév, but the construction is not 
quite clear. Probably the writer means ‘the same date’. 

9. apyov: corr. from apyvp(tov). 
12, p?: corr. from v7. A 
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Kar olonp/ p? &a 
14 kat addas p? yZ/ 

14@ addr p° B 

15 opo” p? &>2/ 

PAPYRUS 1779.—6th-7th Century. 

Inv. No. 1696 A verso. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 33in.x6in. Ina broken 
inelegant cursive hand, along the fibres. The two folds visible, which are at right angles to 

the fibres of the recto, are probably those of the original document, but the document was 

perhaps folded subsequently from right to left. 

ECEIPT for 4 artabas of wheat paid as rent of the 13th indiction. The document is all in 

one hand, and is written on the verso of a small scrap cut from a longer document. Of this 

document the ends of three lines with a small trace of a fourth remain. The writing, a large 

easy sloping cursive, is across the fibres, and mention is made of oopiuns yjs. 

+ 

+ Sedax/ $ err 8/ Baveworos Api. .|) K exhop/ 

7° apoup® evkapm, Tpirkaidexarns iv*// tour ex 
tw oro’ aptaBov teaoapa Sox” yi// o/ ap’/ 8 Soxr®/ 

pe eyp*/ Emevp ta tv®// vy+Kond*/ Ioan” ororxer 

5 po n arodeE/ + dia PorBappov pic) 

uTeypaisa + 

1. dedox(ev) (Kar) exA(npw)O(n) 5(ta): a confusion of the active dpra8{a)v (sc. dprdaBas). 

and passive constructions. 4. BO: pdvev. 
Ap[..]: perhaps Ap[or]? 5. amodeé/: L. amdderés. 

2. 7°: J. ra(v). dca xrA.: Colluthus signs through Phoebammon, 2, e. Phoeb- 

3. Sox”: presumably dSoxixg (uérpo) or doxxav agreeing with ammon signs for him, as his deputy. For pio@:0s cf. 1782, 6. 

PAPYRUS 1780.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1722 A. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolis. 4%in.x6in. In an upright cursive hand 
of medium size, along the fibres; papyrus very much rubbed and the script illegible in 

places. 

ECEIPT for § artaba of wheat, rent of land in the Hermopolite nome. The receipt is issued 

by a woman, who has apparently written the whole herself. 

+71°// @codwpas ths evyevertarns Ovyarplos] 
Amo\dwros ato THs Eppouroduroly zodew]s 
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Avdpea Tewpy) ao xlopy)s IveE...[. . .] 
tov Eppovrohirov voplov) edeEapyly) Kale 

5 emnpoOnv tapa aolv] vrep tov expopr?// 
TwY VITO TE MO apovpwy atrov aptaBr{s] 

npsov tprrov perp/ Sy[poloro] ye/ ours) —- CP p2// 
eyp'/ Ered in € wd/ + Geodwpas Amodol[ros] 

orox|§] ny amodeé/ ws [rpox/] 

3. IveE......: Iv is probable, e£ all but certain, though it is 
perhaps just possible to read ed. 

7. #°//: povov, but the traces are very indistinct. 
8. Arodwros: very doubtful. 

PAPYRUS 1781.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1676 B. Acquired in 1906. Perhaps from the Hermopolitenome. 22in.x113in. In 

a small cursive hand, across the fibres; papyrus stained very dark. Folded from the bottom 
upwards and perhaps once in the middle from right to left. . 

ECEIPT for 5 solidi less 6 (?) carats each, as rent for land. Perhaps only one of the parties 
is named (Victor being only the deputy of George ; but 8 is not certain and 7 possible, in 

which case Victor will be the landlord or his representative, and George the tenant), and it is not 
certain whether this is the landlord or the tenant. As regards locality, the colour of the papyrus 
suggests Kém Ishgau as the provenance, but there is no other evidence to bear this out, and the 
one place-name perhaps suggests the Hermopolite nome ; see note on 1. 1. 

+ 9% Bucrwp mpovonr[ov.].. p/ 

x Tewpywo” aro Kahaptiwvos ede€[ap}y[v talpa [cov] ao twv expopiwy Kaptwv Ts Tapovons 

oySons ivduxriovos xplvloov voucparia Tevte Tapa Kleplaria e€ exagrov xwplts] Tapap[vAas] 

w 

TovTo gow Tero[ty] 

4 [pat] to evrayvov tovto [ws] mplo]x/ 

> 2 OS a 7 te + 

I. Kadaytiwyos: possibly to be identified with Kodwriwpvos 
éroiktoy in the Hermopolite nome, P. Amh. 101, 8, but ais certain 
here (» practically so), and » is not marked as doubtful in 
_Amh, tot. 

8(ta) Bixrwp(os) mpovonrov: this is apparently meant to be 
inserted after Kahayriwvos, Its nearness to the cross suggests 
that it is not a separate line (the landlord’s name) but an after- 
thought. 

2. xeparia e€: in 1. 3 x/ 8 seems clear, and ef here might be 
«p/; but the traces before it suggest the reading given rather 
than «[ep/ rleccep/. 8 in 1. 3 may therefore be a slip of the pen. 

y/ xp/ v° «t/ k/ 8 xwp/ rapapluh ? poh eypad/ Adup 6 7 ivd/ Kar [z]pos onv acdadevay 

mapapvétas: probable (though the traces are very slight) 

from 1. 3, where however the ending is lost. The word is per- 
haps used in its not uncommon sense of ‘interest’, The rent 
was payable on the crops of the current indiction, which really 
means (see 1648, 10, note) for the rent of the previous one, and 
we may suppose that interest was charged for the intervening 
months, But possibly rapapvéia is here an extra ‘ consideration’, 
like cvrnOea; cf. 1785, 5, note. 

4. rovro: repeated by mistake. What follows this line seems 

to be merely flourishes, with a cross, 
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PAPYRUS 1782.—7th Century. 

Inv. No. 1716 A. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolis. 3} in.x6in. In a medium-sized, 

upright minuscule hand, across the fibres ; ink of a brown colour. 

HE following receipts form a series, and belong to the same set as Lond. iii. 1060, 1072 A— 
D (pp. 273-275). They are receipts issued by officials of the church of Hermopolis 

(probably, it is to be inferred, the principal church of the city) for payments of rent in cash. The 

present one is issued by Senuthius, zpovonrys of the district of Hermopolis (see note on 1. 1), and 

is all written in one hand by his clerk, who represents him. 1783 is issued by Menas, a notary 

and collector, represented by Theodosius, who signs for him; Lond. 1060 by Theodosius, 
collector for the district of Hermopolis ; all the others by Colluthus, who holds the same position 

as Senuthius here. 

+n ay/ tov @eov exkdnor/ Epp) 8/ Sevovhs zp’ pep/ 

ro’ xpvotk/ Epp" tows’ «d\/ Aavinhw ato Epy$ dedaxs 
$ emd§ [alr’/ od K exhop/ Kapm) mepmrns wd// xpvos 

vopiop™§ mevte evor®s yi/ xp/ v° € evotS p? Levovh 
5 mp°/ orotx§ n tapovoa amodeE/ ws mpox/ Si md O¢lo}S{olovo {v] 

pur s avrov aroux§ y amodeé/ + 

I. 7p°: mpovonrod. 
pep/: pepidos; of. 1784; 1785; Lond. 1060; 1072. What 

follows must be ray xpvotxév. This is presumably the full title, 
mpovonrns mepidos tev xpvoixay “Eppoumddews. It may be con- 
jectured that the management of the church’s estates was 

divided into departments, (A) xpvorka, (B) ovrtxd, each of these 
being subdivided into local districts. Thus Senuthius was 

mpovontns of the district Hermopolis in the department A. 
Against this explanation is perhaps to be set the fact that 

elsewhere, except in Lond. 1060, ray xpvotxay is omitted; but 

possibly it could be taken for granted in a receipt for a money 

payment. All these receipts are for money, not for corn. 

2. tov: or tw”, the clerk having begun to write roy and, 

changing his mind, altered it to r” without deleting the first o, 

k\/: KAnpovdpots. 

3. an°/: suggested by Prof. Hunt. It is curious to write the 
word like this, but the end of a stroke before m rather suggests a, 

and a preposition is wanted here. 
5. Gcodocrov: doubtful. The hand is different from that of 1783. 

6. puoOiov: apparently a hired clerk. 

PAPYRUS 1783,—7th Century. 

Inv. No. 1716 B. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolis. 33in.x5gin. In an upright cursive hand 

of minuscule type, with a thick pen, across the fibres. The ink, which is of a brown tint, is 

smeared in several places.. Perhaps folded from the top downwards. 

+ 

+7 ayi/ 7” Ov exkd/ Eppoutod/ 8: ed Mnva 

votap/ S$ amairnto tw adeh/ ABBa Iaxapio 

SeSwx/ amo Tov mak) Kapm) meutrTyns wd/ 

xpos Kep/ mevre nyrov yi/ xp/ K/ ka Ta Kar So? 

2. Tlaxapio: not Hayopow. It is not quite certain that the 

traces after p are really ink at all. 
4. a: perhaps rather to be read as p(dva); but possibly the 

clerk meant to write a kat «80° and changed to ra kat do" without 

deleting a. 
ra kat do6(evra) : the money was subsequently paid to Menas 

Oe a a 
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5 Mnva orpar§ K Kepario” pS eypad/ Pad/ KO w/ € 
Mnva votap/ S$ amatyto. orouyer pow ws mp/ 

+ @eodoaros eypad/ 3/ en/ 
Dae apf Boe. phe PB: ss 

the soldier. This may possibly be the Menas of 1788; 1748 
(Abba Menas) ; 1744; 1749 (Apa Menas) ; 1751; 1864; but 
this is very unlikely, as the hands of the present series of docu- 

ments suggest an earlier date for them, and moreover there is 
some reason for connecting the other series with Oxyrhynchus ; 
see 1738, 3, note. 

5. kepariov ps: if xepariov is right, which it seems to be, it 

possibly be a term for a soldier’s pay (c/. our ‘ tithing-penny’, 
‘ward-penny’, etc.) ; but this is not very plausible. Menas 
may have been a soldier in the service of the church (cf. 1776, 
I, note). 

Sop: or, less likely, bap’. 
7. en/: very doubtful; the characters after 8/ look more 

like ep/ or et/. 
8. In black ink and with a thinner pen. The hand may be 

different. ps = pova. 
is curious, as the sum was 5$c. Perhaps pS is puoi, though its 
position suggests the usual pdva, If so, xepdriov pucbod may 

PAPYRUS 1784.—7th Century. 

Inv. No. 1703. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolis. 5%in.x7in. In a rather clumsy cursive 

hand, across the fibres; the same hand as in 1785 and Lond. 1060 and 1072, but the use of 

different pens has given a superficial difference of appearance to the documents. The 

three successive receipts here were written with different pens and ink; ll. 1-4 (A) with 
a thinner pen than the others and in black ink, Il. 5-7 (B) with a thick pen and in ink 
of a very light brown, in places almost grey, colour, Il. 8-9 (C) with a pen slightly thinner 
than B but somewhat thicker than A, and in black ink less dark than A. Apparently folded 

from the top downwards. 

+7 ay/ 7°” O” exxd) Epu™s 8/ ewolv Kodd]ov06 mp/ pepid/ Epps 

to Kup*/ Aeovtia Sed[wx/ K elkpop/ kapm”, Swdexaryns wd// 
xXpuao” Kepatia evkoot t[plia [y1/] K/ Ky AX eyp/ Emad wy wd/ 
8+ Kohdovbo" ap/ orouxer [ro €lpray(tor] 

5 +topor/ 7” avt,) Mecopyn x|plucov Keparia texoepaxov™® 

€€ yi/ k/ ps AX eyp/ [Mecopy] 8 w8// 18+ Koddovb6 
ap?/ arorxe [+] 

+ opor/ 7°” avts Mecop(n xplvao’ Kepatia evkoot pia. 

y/ «/ wy AXIS] eyp*/ Meofolply . . 8//] B+ Koddovdo™ mp°/ arouxer + 
Endorsed, along the fibres :— 

10 +evrayi/ tTyns exkd/ kapm) tB ivd// 

1o. This is in the hand of Colluthus and in the same ink 
as B. 

I. pept8(os) : for this word see 1782, 1, note. 
4. to evrayiov: cf. Lond. 1060, 8. 
8. Mecopn: or perhaps Meoaop[y (szc). 

PAPYRUS 1785.—7th Century. 

Inv. No, 1782 B. Acquired in 1907. Hermopolis. 32in.x32in. In the same hand as 1784 but 

a good deal smaller. Folded from the top downwards. There are traces in three successive 
places apparently of a seal, which has however disappeared. Under the text a blank space 
of 12 in. 
ve li 
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+n ay/ 7°” O” exxd/§ Epy™ 8/ «4° Kodd\d66 

Tp/ pepids/ Epp") + EvoeBwo yewpys 

Sedax/ K expop/ Kapm®, Sadex{ar}y[s] 

v*/ xpvod Keparia eikoot Tplia] 

5 [y/_K/ Ky] AX Tewp/ wapaps+eyp/ Meololp{[n] 
y w8/ B+Kohdov86 mp/ oroxer por 

5. T'ewp/ mapaps: the reading of the first word is not certain, 
but if it is correct the extension is probably T'ewpyio mapapvbias, 
z, é. ‘to George, for his gratuity’. In this case we may compare 

1783, 4f. For mapapvéia in this sense cf 1452, 12, and note. 
Maspero (in Rev. d. ét. grecques, xxv, p. 222) explains it as the 
Greek equivalent of the Latin sodatium. 

5. Letters. 

PAPYRUS 1786.—sth Century. 

Inv. No. 1637. Acquired in 1906. 
4% in. 

towards the foot. 

perhaps also once from bottom to top. 

Provenance unknown ; possibly the Fayum. 

In a fair-sized cursive hand, along the fibres; the lines become nearer together 

Papyrus a good deal damaged. Apparently folded from left to right, 

1 ft. oF in. x 

HE sense of this letter is in many places by no means easy to discover, owing partly to the 

badness of the writer’s Greek and partly to difficulties of decipherment ; but several of the 
mistakes in spelling are of phonological interest. The letter is from a servant to his master and 

is apparently a justification of the writer for a misinterpretation of his instructions with regard to 

a certain ‘son of Apa Nacius’. 

a/ 
+7w Seomorn po’ Tw peyao 

mpemertatw Kat evdofwtat 

oTpoydaro’ Kupi\dw 

5 mapa To” exo’ S0”\o” Adwz[os azo ?] 

xop Kapivav eyeypadxet us ?] 

TW ETWV peyebos Tepe To” vifou] 

Ama Naxwo’ ott tpooerxov avrov 

€ls TW TITTAKLOY oo’ py Earns 

1. m(apa): cf, 1682, 1, note. 
4. orpdndarov: 7. orparndarn. 

5. evov: 2. cov. ods has the form éods in ll. 7 and 13 also; in 
ll. 9 (the preposition, not the adjective) and 29 the « is omitted. 
For the insertion of e cf. PSI. iii. 207, 6. 

Aneros aro xop(tov): xoptov is probably intended, but the last 

letter looks more like « than p. Kdysvor in the Arsinoite nome is 
perhaps meant. 

6. eyeypapxer: sic, apparently. It is not possible to read 
eyeypapkew, but the context seems to require that the word 

should be in the first person (not in the third, agreeing with rd 

éa{d)v péyebos), Hence [is] (rather than ¢[yo]) is read. The 
whole passage is probably to be translated ‘I had written to 

your lordship with reference to the son of Apa Nacius that 
I had detained him according to your instructions, “ Do not let 
any one pass...” And behold, Eulysus (?) brought an answer 

in the name of your lordship saying that your instructions do 
not refer to the son of Apa Nacius.’ 

7. ecov: 1. odv. peyebos corr. from peyebov. 
uov: ofl. 13. 

8. Ama Naxwov: for this name cf. Lond. iii. 1032, 4 (p. 283); 
and see too 1707, 3, note. 

7h. ee ee eee 

a 
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fe) Twav tapehOfily avrTw.er.. 

ndn K{.JacOn Kav edov EvAvao” 
epepev amroKpiolw eT ovwpa 

Tos To” exo. peyeHd[s] ort 0 vi0s 

Ama Naxwo’ eis To TiTTaKiov 

15 ahwrp ecTw Kat Tw OoKw 

TW To ywa..€ So”va evs 
Tv Soaw Evdvoro’ hoyerau 

kat €.00’ eBahev Tw ohoKw 
Tw auto’ eBahev avtwr 

20 evs t[nv amednow Oedov are 
Sygew avrov addov evav 

Kat eOntnoe amedOw arto 
TNS Kons Kat O'K aLaca auToV 

extos To” €40’ SeomoTo. ovdev 
25 yap tw peyeoro. ott 0” Gedo 

Tivav evkioTa po’ eL pn TO’S 

Euos adeAdovs Kau eypades jou 
& QUTOV ETOLnOa OS exehevoe 

cev a on efo’o.a Sleo|rora a 

Addressed :— 

30 

10, Not avrw e: py, for there is a letter between avrw and «1, 

but avrey (séc) e wn would be possible. 

II. EvAveov: a curious name, but it is difficult to see what 
word it could be, and a name is required here, The reading, 
here and in 1. 17, is certain. 

12f. ovwparos: ros corr. from ro\, 

15. adwrp: sic, apparently ; wr is written in a sort of mono- 
gram, the top-stroke being placed over the last upstroke of a. 

‘Probably it = ddddrpios; z.¢. the mirraxcov did not concern him. 
Tw ohokwrive: 2. roy dNoKérTiVov. 

16. ywa..e: this looks most like ywwre; but that seems 
hardly a possible (Coptic) name. 

17. Aoytderar: 7. Noyiferat. For this dialectal form cf. édnrycev, 
below ; dowdder{a), PSI. iii, 212, 33 omovdddes, Oxy. vii. 
1069, 10; etc. 

18f. An Egyptian form of expression : ‘ and behold, he paid 

+7o eyo Seon to peyahompes otpars| Kyprddo 

his solidus, he paid it to the tax-collection (?) ’. 

20. arednow: ¢. drairnow. 
21. evav: 2. €va; cf. twar in Il. 10, 26. 
22, edntnoev : 7, enrnoev; ‘and he asked leave to depart from 

the village, and I did not allow him without my lord’s per- 
mission.’ 

24. oWev xrh.: the intention is perhaps to justify the writer’s 
action: ‘your lordship knows that I do not wish to have any one 
near me except my brothers’, z.¢. I detained him not for per- 
sonal reasons but because I thought that was your wish. 

25. to peyeOoood: 1. rd péyebds cov. 
29. «: 7.9. The idea underlying this disconnected passage is 

perhaps ‘ you had written to me (to this effect) by them’ (?—z. e. 
the writer’s brothers? they may have brought the mrrdxov 

mentioned in 1, 9), ‘and I only did what your lordship ordered 
me to do.’ 

PAPYRUS 1787.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1681 recto. Acquired in 1906. 

ink often faded. Recto of 1906. 

Provenance unknown. 

practised hand of official type, across the fibres. 

1 ft. 5;in.x8in. Ina large 
Papyrus discoloured on the left side and 

O imperfect is this long letter, having lost beginning and end and the right side, that 
no consecutive sense can be made out of it, but even what remains is of sufficient interest 

1i2 
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to justify its publication. There is a question of taxes, but the tone of the letter generally suits 
a private rather than an official communication. In view of the hand it may be conjectured that 

it is from a functionary of some kind, whether from a public official or a person in private employ- 
ment cannot be decided. There is nothing to indicate the place of origin. Possibly the name 

*Aotpa(yéuos) suits Aphrodito or the neighbourhood best ; but this is very uncertain evidence, 
and nothing else connects the papyrus with the Kém Ishgau find. 

7 . . . . . . . . 

Sy rae ys YE ge TOC oa katathevoat avto Sia tlaxous? 

[? pnvuclews ore iSov eunvuly nu ort Katopfwo[ 
[P weddoluev Cyntnoa ta Sypooia duov pydev [ 

reese ..++-)% OVW TaTHoOarTES THY oTEpatav [ 

5 [.....Jo wap avrov tev Sy[ploowy amr euns vroloracews ? 

[..++ JOnte pyre hoBnOnre emi Tw yevaplerw 
Tavra mpatar eu Tapiotatar evs ToTov yap K\alropOlwcews ? 

[. . .Jrns Kau ws deyeis eyw empOavovow [ 

[0] yap Kowos Seororns Troha trapnyyeder [ 

10 [.] KupAf\.. .Jy [ra] qvlapria Aouror .[ 

ouv Gcw empbaver ‘Se’ Kar o wd[overrptos ? 
kat TIhourwos 6 Kara Tov paxlalplioy ? 

pera Tov mpaxzlolplo|s tavra de marta al 

To Kupiw Tlaviw ‘tw yvnoww pov Seomot}|n’ hakynoar vpily 

15 Ta Se ypappara tev Seorlorwy pov 

Tapa Tov Ko[ivov] Seomorov vomicas am. .[ 

ex[\vos yap ws ovdev o cos mapnyyerrer plou 

g[or?] Sovvar Kau Karadityoat Tous modas [ 
..7.§ €lTEWW OVY avTOLS KehEVTaTE KaL TEpL TOV 

20 o7TIT... plos THY Kedevow avtav dedwxa [ 

econ veter [TJwavrvio]’ Kat Avoas emu Eewou aveyvo [ 

[...-Jnou eurev pou ort Kekevoov Kar ws evpl 

TQ ypappara Tw KovpaTopt Kat avexwpyn ca’ Kar nylyerra ? 

[. .] ravra ypadw mpos Kuvav car Aotp* o peylahompemertaros ? 

25 [elredn Se peyadn xwnots eyevero ev 7| 

Led ogres piacere .oTt pnvuodals yevaperns [ 

I. d:a raxous: of. 1858, 26. ar..[: perhaps ama, z.¢. part of dmacreiv. 
4. n: this was read in the original transcript and was not 20. oTir...ptos: not orariyvaptos and hardly orir. .. rpos tnv. 

marked as doubtful, but net ~rough is now visible for the letter 21. aveyvo: just possibly aveyva, but o is more likely than . 
to be identified. Probably a piece of the papyrus has dis- 22. kat: « corr.from@? But the reading is by no means clear. 
appeared subsequently. 23. avexopnoa: 7 corr. from a. 

orepaap: 1, orepedy. 24. mpos Kuvwy: Prof. Hunt prefers mpocxvvay, comparing e. 2. 

5. Sywocwy: very doubtful. Something has perhaps been 1791, 10; but, though this is in itself the most obvious reading, 
written above the line. \ the context (6 in the nominative after Aorp* and ll. 25, 26, which 

Il, @eH: so written in the MS. \ do not seem to be part of any concluding formula) is rather 
13. a[: or $f. \ against it. 

16. kowvov: nul] is almost equally possible. Aorp*: perhaps ’AorpaydAuos ; cf. 1708, 4. 

NE eS ee Sl 
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PAPYRUS 1788.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1636. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown; possibly Aphrodito. 43 in. x 93 in. 

In a sloping laterally compressed cursive hand of official type, across the fibres, 

T seems not unlikely that this letter ought really to have been placed with the Aphrodito 

letters. There is indeed nothing in the appearance of the papyrus to suggest this, but in |. 8 

the writer refers to a sum of money he has received from Hadrianus; and the name recalls 

the Hadrianus who occurs fairly often in connexion with the financial administration in the 

Aphrodito documents ; see 1671, 5, and note. There is, however, reason (/oc. cit.) to place the 
documents mentioning Hadrianus fairly early in the century, and the hand of the present letter 

suggests a later date than that. This letter may well be of an official character. 

7, / 
n on [al8eAlporns ws om nOev mpos ewe n yurn 7 EXovTa TO 

?ovjoa pou iva KaBw avro Katakiwoov ovv yparpar jou emt 

?AlaBw Keppa Kar Tapacyw [Pavtn Kat avahaBw trap avrns 

5  xabws Se nrOev mpos eve DorBappov edynoca Tavpwa 

talpexaherev nuas deywv ort peta Tov Beov ovdeva exw ev py CE 

mlapakaheoat Tov voupepapioy viEep avTov Kat ypaipat avTw 

] Sefapny Se rapa ASpiavo” apyup/ tad’ mevrakiryeiua Kau 

Verso, along the fibres :— 
J & Karagiwoor ovy ypayyat pou To emuoradpa avtwv iva pn nOy 

Across the fibres :— 
10 (2nd hand) - 

Apovt Axo’ Oiyuuw . ay [ 
Xapomvdov ; 

3. ovea: probably the end of a participle agreeing with yuv7. 9. AnOn: as this seems to be the end of the letter Ayo67 is 
The sense is probably ‘The woman whohasthe...cametome, probably meant. 
asking me to take it.” Line 4, xépya, suggests that xepya is the 10-12. The bearing of these lines and their connexion with 
word following ro. Is the writer a tax-collector and the subject _ the letter are obscure. 

of this part of the letter a question regarding the receipt of 12. xapopvdoy; 7, probably xapoundov = xapaipnrov. 
a payment in the old (nominally) silver coinage ? 

PAPYRUS 1789.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1629 A. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 2Zin.x1o;in. Ina practised, 

sloping cursive hand, across the fibres. Probably folded from top to bottom and then (three 
times ?) from right to left or left to right. 

HIS is apparently a letter to a wife or (less probably) a sister. It deals entirely with private 
affairs, but owing to the loss of the right side the details are obscure. 

Tpo pev TavTwy Toh\ha TpoTayopevw THY ONV pHyTpLK[ HV 

Kat @exrav thy env adeddnv Kalws evrov cou ott HN 

2. got: o corr. from vu (vpuy). 
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Kodno"Oo" Oedknoov SeEacAar avro Kar ev pev Sedwxes [a 
ev Kat Kahws ee Se pynye eagov ara ews THs eopTys iva Twynow ara. [ 

5 dacw wept tys pytpos po” Kav [rns py] To” adeAdo” po” pale 

Addressed, along the fibres :— 
+ emd$ tn yAvKurary plov 

3. Sedaxes: 2, S€dwxas. This seems more likely than dédoxe eagov: ¢€ corr. from a(?). 
or[, especially in view ofl. 4. For -es in the first aorist and eoprns: o corr. from p. 

perfect see Jannaris, Hist. Gr. Gramm. § 798f. The sense is 5. paow: p apparently corr. from 7. 
apparently, ‘If you have given the. ..to .. ., well and good; 6. emds: éridos. This address is in a different style of script 
but if not, leave them till the festival.’ from the recto and perhaps by a different hand. 

4. kadws : an @ seems to be written above the a. 

PAPYRUS 1790.—sth-6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1773. Acquired in 1907. Provenance unknown. gin.x45in. Ina small compact 
cursive hand, across the fibres. Apparently folded from the top downwards. 

HE interest of this letter is mainly palaeographical, the hand being of a somewhat uncommon 
type. 7, with a very high stroke on the left and a much lower one to the right, is specially 

characteristic. On the whole 5th-6th cent. seems a likelier date than sixth simply. A facsimile 
will be given in the Atlas to vol. vi. Besides its palaeographical interest the fragment has 
a further value as containing a rare word. 

]. Tv onv avdpray ore. ovv Bew KararapBario 

Temonvrat por ap ov ypa ehuoev pe o day 

Joo Tews ada pa Tov tavToKpatopa Oleov 

lvoov Kat ovy @ew epxomevos Ardas >. [ 

5 ] ro Sepporowov tavy Kahov Kat Oalypacrov? 

] kata€wwoovrat avro. haBw por 7 

lov mevrat puKpov mpoceacar dL 

] & avto K, atocoreov por avto Sia tlaxous ? 

].. tov adehdwr avrov Tay polvaxwv? 

10 ?@oiBlappwvos tov paywrortopos tpl 

| Seavora moddas yap yapuras olov? 

?Kataclragis Tov pnKkere... 9. coOan [ 
] davepwv xporfwr] ev Adeard[pera 

Is tous Se azopous . . hous K, dvyl 

2. ad ov ypa: it would be possible to read apoyypa, but this Latin version called by Butler Lat. I renders by el//itam plumam. 
makes no sense, and v is more likely than y. Probably what is Sophocles s.v. leaves the meaning doubtful. 
meant is either d¢’ ob yap or ag’ ob ypa—, the last word being 6. avrot: « perhaps corr. from s. 
inadvertently left unfinished. The first seems the likelier 7. mwevra: J, wévre. A letter washed out after this. 
explanation. 8. aroocretAoy: for the spelling cf zay:ooropos in 1. 10 andthe 

5. Sepporothov: 2, depudrvdov. The word occurs in Palladius, infinitive in 1, 12. 
Hist. Laus. (Migne, Patr. Gr. xxxiv, col. 1244 B; Robinson, dia taxous : of. 1787, 1, note. 

Texts and Studies, vol. vi ed. Butler, ii, p. 149), cal pera rd 10. paytocropos: a form payiorwp occurs as well as payiornp, 
vipacba Sepporihw éxavaravcacba (Butler éravarajva) pupévre which is the more common in papyri. 

xara Tod eddpouvs. It is in Migne translated by Zel/iculam ; the Il. gov: or o[ou 

arr PEO es, Ee | 4 sk Sil i i eh ne  . . iw 

te eS 
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15 lev Al... .J. vadda K, adda Ta ovd . [ 

]..[....Jrea tov prevepnpo . [ 

] tov [dlavepwrv av| 

. . . . . . . . . 

16. The reading of the individual letters, except those dotted, Evepyyo. does not suggest the name of any known consul; Her- 

is certain, but the division of them is by no means clear. rei menericus (A.D. 465) is too far removed from the text to be 
suggests ima]reia, and PA might then be taken as @A(aviov), but _ plausible. 

PAPYRUS 1791.—7th Century. 

Inv. No. 1731. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolis or Oxyrhynchus. 53in.x9}in. Ina flowing, 
easy, sloping cursive hand, across the fibres, with a rather fine pen. 

GOOD deal of this letter remains, but as the papyrus appears to have been very broad, 
nearly half of each line is probably lost, and it is difficult to get much consecutive sense 

from the remains. The writer is perhaps explaining the reason for his inability to come to 
[Hermopolis ?] for the present; and he asks his correspondents (Sarapion is addressed alone 
in 1, 10, but the writer elsewhere uses the plural) to urge the ovdiuarius either to come or to write 

to him. Ifthe reading Ep[yov"] on the verso is correct the papyrus will have come from Hermo- 
polis, and the reason for the writer’s inability to visit his correspondents may be that he has 

business at Oxyrhynchus ; but it is very doubtful, and if it is given up the provenance is likely to 
be Oxyrhynchus. 

+7a ypappata tns adeAducns vpolv...... Js Stabecews Sed[wxev 
wore pe onpavar ein Se ws exw Ta mlalidia [..... Je . Onrvfau? .].[. .] em. [ 

Tv KaTeTvyoveay Tovro Tpo THs Enns [? TE Kat] Hpaxheals Of 

ws TnS a’tav e€ovoras Thy Hpakhduar] w..[....Jys katahaBew [ 

5 Tv eunv Tapovovay ev yap onpwave mpotepov Kata tThv O€vpvyyxi[rav mohw? 

evhoyws ohvywpynoar xpn ovv ws Kat avTn ovvopa ehOewy pe ets [ 

em. O€upvyxov tote avta mporeprpar ev Se Kar opOov peAl\er y a2[n] . [ 

ta avroft karahaBew ovv Bew Kat avta Katw KatadapBavoper [ 

tov evravla e€ehOew eav o @cos cvvehOn pou Kau amadda€&n 7| 

IO vpas mpooKuvw Kupie Se Sapamiwy vuv o oyos pov ovk [ 

Tov evooKys opdiwap/ oxAnoate n eMMav n ypaar por atoxpiow . . [ 

Addressed on the verso, along the fibres :— 

(2nd hand?) [rw Oavjwagrw Kav evodox{iys...... pach tins Ep|wou” ?]+ a/ SapBa 
Tpoto[Kapytov ?] 

I. upoly......]s: vpelrepa]s seems too short, and the trace 
read as w, though not certain, does not suit any part of uperepas. 

2. Je . Onvar: [mwad]evOnr[a gives too short a supplement, and 
the letter after « is more like. or p than v, 

3. Hpakdeas: very doubtful; the «, which is on a detached 
piece of fibre, seems too far from the \, and in 1. 4, from which 
the reading is taken, eray is a good deal for the space. 

4. karadaBew: the 8, here and in 1. 8 (twice), is formed in 

a very curious way, a straight downstroke being first written, 
then looped to the left, the loop ending in a straight horizontal 
stroke which passes through the downstroke. The whole is like 
a d with a ligature from the top of the loop. 

11. Thus indented in the MS. This line is perhaps a post- 
script. 

12. This address is in a different type of script from the recto, 
but it may still be the same hand, 
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PAPYRUS 1792.—5th or 6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1767. Acquired in 1907. Provenance unknown. gin. x 32in. In an upright fair- 

sized cursive hand, along the fibres ; subscription in a more cursive, sloping hand. Probably 
folded from right to left. 

ATIN letters are so rare among published papyri that the present one is worth publishing 

in spite of its imperfect preservation ; and a facsimile will be given with vol. vi. The 

letter is from a certain Eulogius, who apparently describes himself as efztropos, and it is clearly 
addressed to an ecclesiastic. Its subject is a little obscure ; but it appears to be a complaint by 
Eulogius of some injury done by a third party, presumably a dependent of the ecclesiastic, to one 

of his colont. If pretium is right in 1. 10 he seems to ask for compensation, and requests his 

correspondent, if the offender denies the offence, to write to him again. 

How much is lost is not easy to determine. The supplement adopted in 1. 13 would give 
a lacuna of 1o letters; but though this supplement probably gives the general sense it cannot 

be regarded as much guide to the actual number of letters, and some of the other lines seem 

to indicate a rather larger lacuna. 
As regards date, the material for comparison is so scanty that it is impossible to speak with 

any certainty. Sir Frederic Kenyon dated the letter, doubtfully, as sixth century; Mr. Ellis H. 
Minns suggests fifth. Of the two dates the latter is perhaps slightly the more likely, but neither 
can be more than tentative. The hand seems later than that of the Strassburg letter (P. lat. 

Argent. 1) published by Bresslau (Archzv, iii, p. 168 ff.), which is usually dated in the fourth century. 
Mr. Minns points out that some of the forms of letters resemble those seen in PSI. ii. 142, 

which the editor dates in the 3rd—4th century. 
dilec\to fratri Merta 

| Bullgilus epliltropos 
] sanctitatem tuam et 

].. eum dominus et 
5 |. filtus saluator nester plu 

[vimos annos ?|..d\.\ve dignetur uotum me 
[um 
[cor 

10 
[tem tuam 

1. Merta: if, as seems likely, this is the beginning of a name, 

Merca- or Mercu- would rather be expected; but cis always 
made with a stroke extended upwards to the right, whereas this 

letter is made in just the same way as ¢; moreover, though a is 
not absolutely certain, « seems out of the question, and the letter 

is formed very similarly to the a of moram in 1. 12, or the last a 
of sanctitain 1.10. The reading may therefore be taken as all 

but certain. 
2. epfitropos: the reading, though not certain, is probable. 

The word is simply transliterated from the Greek. 
4. ]..eum. The trace before e suggests m (meum), but the 

word can hardly go with what follows, as, though the s is a little 
doubtful, dominum does not seem possible. Moreover dominus 

probably goes with sa/uator nester inl. 5. We may conjecture 

] 
| domine omnibus bonis pre 
|. dolo colonum meum qui sub 
]. gut puellam tradedi tunc 
| pretium cuius peto sanctita 
|. rendum [[est]| conplere 

something like dominus et dei altissimi filius. The letter before 
Jilius is not, however, obviously an z, though z is not impossible. 
Over the trace before em is the end of an upstroke (c, ¢, or s). 

5. ester: 1. noster. 
plurimos annos: the supplement suggested by Mr. Gilson. 

If it is right the infinitive which appears to occur before digne- 
tur is perhaps a verb meaning something like ‘preserve’ 

(cu|s¢[o]¢[z]ve is possible; cf 1. 17), and the whole of ll. 3-6, 
down to dignetur, will form one sentence. A full stop is then to be 
placed after dignetur, and wotum begins a new sentence, also (to 
judge from 1. 7) of a complimentary character. The real gist of 
the letter begins in 1. 8. 

9. tradedi tunc: 1. tradidit tunc. But uw is not certain, and 
perhaps ¢radedit .nc is to be read. 
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nulla\ym moram uel contradicti 
[onem. si uero\ contradicere uoluerit rescrt 
[bere Wit sanctitatis tuae ipse 

15 ]. (and hand) Optinem cum domin{o| 
.[. .]. det omntpotes 

Pllurimos| annos constodire 
dignetur 

15. Optinem : just possibly oftineam, which, if the reading in read. 
the text is correct, is presumably meant; but the word must be 17. Plurimos annos: doubtful, but supported by 1. 5f., and 
doubted in view of dignetur in |. 18. this line in turn supports cus¢odire in 1. 6. 

16. omnipotes: ‘such seems to be the reading. The last constodire : 1. custodire, The reading was arrived at by 
letter can hardly be ~, unless it is made ina very unnatural way. Mr. Minns, 

If dez (a doubtful reading) is correct omnipote(niz)s is to be 

6. Miscellaneous Documents. 

PAPYRUS 1793.—1 Dec., A.D. 472. 

Inv. No. 1635. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolite nome. 9%in.x63in. Ina sloping 

cramped cursive hand, along the fibres. Folded from right to left. 

CONTRACT of surety, which, though of a common type, contains somé unusual features. 
Its chief value is in its mention of the ce¢ahy. Aur. Banus guarantees to Fl. Andrew that 

a certain Aur. David of the village of Akis in the Hermopolite nome shall remain on his holding 
and droxpivacOa imép trav Snuociwy rhs avTod Klelpadys Exdorov pepi[o]wov; in case of default, 

if he fails to produce the defaulter, he undertakes to pay the dyudova of his cepady himself. That 

xepahy is here used in a sense corresponding to that of the Latin caput, the unit for personal 

taxation as ¢wgwm for the taxation of real property, is an obvious conclusion, and the papyrus may 

perhaps be regarded as settling the question whether the cafztatio humana of Diocletian’s financial 
system was introduced into Egypt, which Seeck (Zettschr. f. Social- und Wirtschaftsgesch. iv, 

p- 295; of. 2. p. 284) answered in the negative; see Wilcken, Grundziige, p. 221; Chrest. 390. 

It is, however, possible that the caput here may refer to a poll-tax substituted for the Roman capz- 

tatio, the possibility of which is admitted by Seeck; or it may conceivably, though not probably, 

be used in the sense of dvoya, 7. ¢. all taxes, personal or on property, falling to the share of David ; 

but the burden of proof may be held to rest upon those who would question the identity of 
Kepady and caput. For other instances see Oxy. x. 1331, vmép ovuvtepias (7. cuvrtedeias) ris 

Katpadns (szc); 1807, 3-5. 
The warranty being given to a person not described as an official, it may be assumed that 

David is the colonus of a landowner, probably an évamdypados yewpyds (see Gelzer, Studien, 

p. 85f.). 

XBY 
pera [ryy vrarevaly] PJ Aewvos Tov aiwyio” Avyoveto” to 8/ 

kat IpoBuuavov tov hirp/ Xovak € i// ivdun/ 

3. TpoBimavov : the name is usually given as Probianus. i//: the indiction was the 11th, but it does not seem possible 

Amp/: Aaumpordrov. There is no trace of the ap. to read ia. 

v. Kk 
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Pdaviw Avd[plea to haprp/ viw zlolu rns wepyBderrov 
5 prpply|s Lepynvo” S[ca] PorBappwvos Bonfo” 

t/ Avp/ Bayou Iwovtwvos pytp/ Mapas amo Kwpns 

Akews [tlov Eppouvmodurov vopo” opohoyw opvus tov S€ Tavro 

Kparopa @eov kat tyv evoeBerav Kat viKnv tov SeoToTwr 
npev Pd) Acovros Kat AvOeumiov Tay avwrviov Avyovotov 

10 ekovalijws Kar avbaiperws eylylvacBar Kor avadedex Oar porns 

[klar ewdaveras Avpydiov AaveiS Sudio” azo rns avtys Kwpns 

em TO QVTOY Tapapewar TH KOPN Kat atoKpwacbar viep 
Tov Snmooiwy ths avtov Klelpadyns exacro” pepiia|.o” azo 

Tov vuy em Tov ens amavTa ypovoyv Kat pn atodeuTlerOar 

15 ev de amodeadben Kar pn TapaoTnow eyw avtos ouxober v{mlep 

[alurov amrodwow ta Snuogia THs avtov Kehahns pova Ku 

[Suvo Wllo Kav wacy|s] ryls] euns vrooraclews] eav Se py [? azo] 
[SiSwpl evoxols env Tw Oelw opkw] xa Tw tepe [rov] 

[roly xuvduve Kae [erep/] wpod (2nd hand?) Avp/ Blavlos [Iuw]o’ruwr[os 0] 

20 [mpoyeyp/] erwpoloa tov Olefoly [opkov Kat] 

[P rapactnow ws mpox/? 

[Peypavla vrep avr[ov ypappara pn etdoros 

HESS oparecw as PAD. | 

4. Avdpea: there has been some correction at the end. 
6. Bavov: for the name cf. UKF. 1025, also probably from 

Hermopolis. 
7. Axews: the a is very doubtful but possible, and the name is 

known in the Hermopolite nome, e.g. Wessely, Studien, x. 99, 3 5 

190, 5; 192, 8. 
Se: 1. re. 

9. AvOeyiov: the end is confused. There has perhaps been 

a correction. 
II. Sigtov: or Evguo”, as the upstroke of the letter is extended 

above the horizontal stroke; but this is the case several times 

with o in this document, and the stroke does not seem to go high 

enough for e. 

12. to: sic, apparently, rather than ro. 
16. pova: the reading is uncertain at the end; probably ov 

has been corrected toa. The meaning is apparently that Banus 

is responsible, under this agreement, for David’s capz¢ only. 
17 f. awodtdwpi: the present would hardly be expected, but the 

trace visible before evoyos is a straight unattached downstroke, 

which cannot possibly be part of » and suggests t. 
19. There is no very evident difference in hand between the 

subscription and the body of the document, and it is quite 
possible that both are in the same hand. 

PAPYRUS 1794,—21 June, A.D. 487. 

Inv. No. 1673. Acquired. in 1906. Hermopolis. 8in.x6Zin. In a small, sloping, rather 

flourished cursive hand, along the fibres; ink of light colour, which has grown very faint in 

places. Apparently folded from right to left. ; 

ONTRACTS of partnership are not so common among papyri as many other classes 

of documents, and it is regrettable that the following two are both imperfect, though, 

as 1794 has lost the conclusion and 1795 the beginning, a combination of the two gives 
us a fairly good idea of the structure of such documents. Other Byzantine examples are 

Cair. Masp. ii. 67158,67159, which are, however, from Antinoopolis, of a later date, and couched 
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in a more elaborate style than the present one. 1794 is from Hermopolis and concerns a 
partnership between fruiterers. Here these tradesmen are called érwpdvar; in Oxy. vi. 980; 

viii. 1133, 7 the word is érwpomddys, and wpaoradys also occurs (¢.g. Lond. iii. 1028, 7, p. 277); 
but probably all these words denote the same class of tradesman. On the other hand kaprarys, 

to judge from Lond. 1028, 1, is a tradesman of a different kind, perhaps a wholesale middleman ; 

in Lond. iii. 974 (p. 115 f.) the word is applied to a liturgical official. 

XBY 
peta Tyv vTateav Pd§ Aoyyit|vo” tov Naparpot) Tlav «Kl 

ia wou/ 

Avpnduot Iowwpos Arkdynmiado’ 4 Gexdas 
5 Kat Awpobeos PorBappolvlos ps Sexras apo 

TEpol OTwpaVyn ato THS Eppomo\urwv ahdndous 

+ opodoyouper erormws exet|y Kowwwvew addndows 

elt]ls THY mpoeipnuerny TEXYNY wTwpwVHV 

[w]pos eviavoratov xpovov hoyLopevov 

10 alzo rns Tpoyeypapperns FnuEpov NHEpas 
nts eotiv Tavi eBdopnxaerxas Siéews 

TS Tapovons evdexaryns ivd/ em. Koww Aynp 

pare kat avahwplalre Kat ovT@ nas Tapacye 

SBA Klolwas Ta . J+ la avatopara THs avTys TEXVNS 

15 xKjat] pera ty[v amodolo(iv ?] trwv doplwly ka Twv ava 

Aoparoy [........ -laorwy [....).4oo.€. 

PR es t. we F645 ] Kata To 

Endorsed, along the fibres :— 
(2nd hand ?) opod$ IowWwpo” Aockdytiade” kar Awpofeov PoiBlaypevos] 

6. orwporvn: 2, dr@pava., 
11. &ews: rather more like dofews, but, though a form ddés 

for dé€a is recorded (see L, and S. s.v.), it is difficult to see 
what sense it could have in the context; and moreover the 
word seems to occur only in Democritus. deiéews does not occur 
elsewhere in this connexion, but, as Dr. Crénert remarks in 
a private letter, it has a certain appropriateness, ‘denn die 
Indiktion wird ja von den Behérden “ gezeigt” (Seixvura)’. He 
adds ‘ Dass das Wort sonst noch nicht vorkommt, kann dré/iche 
Griinde haben, indem z. B. denkbar ist, dass es in Hermupolis 
nur kurze Zeit in Gebrauch war’. 

13. ovrw: not certain but probable. em: rw cannot be read. 

~ 14. The undeciphered word is not a[vayx]aca. 
15. amodoow: the particular word is very doubtful, but it pro- 

bably represents the sense correctly. There is not room for 

arom)npola[tv. 
dopey: no doubt the rent for the premises. So too in 

P. Amh. ii. 94 (= Wilcken, Chrest. 347), 8-11, a partnership in 

the cultivation of land (A. D. 208). 
16. At the end very possibly yoopey ; but then what is @yAy- 

inl. 17? 
18. This is in a large artificial script, so that it is really 

impossible to be certain that it is different from the hand of the 
recto. : 

PAPYRUS 1795.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1633. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolis. 3in.x 74in. In a sloping cursive hand 
4 4 ping : 

fairly large in the earlier part but diminishing in size towards the end, along the fibres. 
Folded from right to left. 

Kk2 
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IKE 1794, this contract of partnership is from Hermopolis, and its formulae may probably 
be taken as giving the gist of the missing conclusion of 1794, Owing to the loss of its 

earlier part it is impossible to say what was the trade of the partners. 
. . . . . . . . 

lav ta tol? 
|pov mapac[ 

twly hourev alvadwparev ? 
nro... ...). KarapepeoOnryfar?.... 

Cte hy Pera 

A ey ee 

.?plepos Kar pn Kpypalobar? .). [.] es ad[A}ndo[uls 
pyre plyv waplaxepew am addnov tpos cvpmtdnpaoceo|s] 

evialvjovov yxpovo” apiOuo"mevo” amo THS TpoKEyLEeryns 

Kalt] mpoldednromerns nuepas Kar ev KaTtayvwoben Ts 

e& nuwv ws haba Kopmirapevos Twa Kar pn pavepoon 

10 Tw crlepw Ttapefer To EmpevorvTe Kar py KatayvooOerTe 

Noyou [ka]radixns ypvco” vouicpatia Svo yn opohoyia Kupa 

Kar [BelBaa Siocon ypadion opotuTos Kat emep/ wpod/ 

Alup/] . .. as Buxrwpos Kar Ierpos KouvvOw ot mpo*/ eBeneba 

oe oplodolyiay Tys Kowwveras kat TePopela mace THs evyeyp/ 
15 ls m\plo*/ Alvp/ AmohNws Lpo*/ aro + O€/) eyparba vrep avrwy ypapp [yy evdoT]av 

(ond hand) [? Avp/] 4 Plo.Blapploly AX... xov azo Ep/ paprupw ty opodoyia axfoveals 

Tapia Tal» Oenevav P (3rd hand) P Avpydtos Eppoyevns Kupo” azo Eppoumiodelos 
[waptup|o TH opodoya akovoas tlapla Twv Jepevaly] 

20 

Endorsed, along the fibres :-— 

(5th hand?) ]. xa I[e{rlpo[v] azo Ep// 

1. Something like cara kowoulay ra toly .. . . avadopara is 
conceivable, 

4. nrol: perhaps nro; 

equally possible. 

5. pepos: cf. Amh. ii. 94 (= Wilcken, Chrest. 347), 10. 
kpnacba: 7. kpiwacbat. 
adAndous: doubtful, but suggested by the traces. 

6. There is a similar provision in Cair. Masp. 67159, 34-36, 

41-44. 
mpos cuprdnpwcews : 2, mpd o.; cf. Cair. Masp. 67159, 42. 

8. mpodedndopevns : the traces at the beginning are certainly not 

consistent with mpo alone, seeming to be rather m[p]oor; but de is 
clearly a correction, probably from ¢ alone, and presumably the 
clerk has omitted to alter the preceding letters. He may have 
begun to write mpoorerayperns. 

9. Aaba: 7. XdOpa. 
II. Aoyou: 2. Adya. 

karaé.kns : for the use of this word as ‘ Konventionalstrafe ” 
see 1730, 22; Grenf. ii. 87, 29; cf Berger, Strafklauseln, 
p. 10, 

but of course n ro[v or 9 ro[y are 

amoO¢. .] xpurov vopicpara Tpltla 

(4th hand ?) + 9. .].... [eylpag/. . €Bon 

kupa; kipos was a common form for xvptos at this period. 
13. There is apparently no change of hand. The first name 

may be K[ocp]as. Kovvy8 probably = TovvOou: cf. 1738, 38. 
14. ts (second): Z. rots. 
15. Ipo*/ azo + 0/5: doubtful, as mpo"/ suggests mpox(etpevos), 

which would not be expected here, and the insertion of a cross 
between amé and ’0£(upvyxor) is strange, but the reading is an 
easy one as far as the characters go, and a name like Ipdxdov is 

likely enough. O€ is much more likely than Ep. 
18. opodoyta: the reading of most of the dotted letters is very 

doubtful. 
19. The significance of this line is obscure, nor is it clear 

whether it is in a different hand from 1. 18. It perhaps contains 
a correction of |. 11, raising the fine for infringement of the 

agreement to 3 solidi. 
20. It is not clear that the hand is different from 1. 19, but 

there must be a change of hand either here or in 1. 19, as the 
witness in 1. 17f. can hardly be the notary. The word at the 
end is obscure. 
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PAPYRUS 1796.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1627. Acquiredin 1906. Hermopolis. 8in.x113in. Ina sloping very straggling 

cursive hand, along the fibres. Papyrus much damaged, Folded at right angles to the 
fibres, perhaps from right to left. 

HE mutilation of this document and certain peculiarities in its provisions render its classifica- 

tion a little difficult. According to the interpretation given to 1. 11, and particularly to the 
(it must be confessed, doubtful) rovrwy there, either of two different explanations is possible. In 
form the document is an undertaking by one person to cultivate the land of a second for one year ; 

and if the rovvwr of |. 11 be referred to the (@wyr of |. 8, there is no need to go beyond the form. 
The contractor undertakes to plough, etc. (see note on 1. 5), and irrigate the land with his own 
animals, but the immediate ploughing is excepted from the contract (€xrds tod vov oyxicparos). 
He is paid wages for the work (but see below), and in addition receives 12 solidi for the hire of his 

animals, two already paid and the remainder to be paid later. Further he undertakes to lend, 
without wages, his two camels with their driver for twelve days. Finally, in an additional clause, it 

is stated that the work is to begin from the 1st of Mesore, a curiously early date (I. 17, note). 
The party so binding himself is then clearly not a mere labourer, but a contractor, himself 

employing labour. Thus wé can get no light from other contracts concerning the engagement 

of labourers or agents (for the Byzantine period Oxy. viii. 1122, A.D. 407; i. 140, A.D. 550; 

Strassb. i. 40, A.D. 569; Grenf. ii. 87, a.D. 602; Hernals 1 = Preisigke, Sammelbuch, 4503, A. D. 

606 ; Oxy. i. 138, A.D. 610-611; Hernals 11 = Sammelbuch, 4490, 7th cent.; BGU, i. 310, 

Arab period ; Wiener Denkschr. xxxvii, p. 143, App. 325; 144, App. 328; 151, App. 467; 157, 

App. 536). 
If, on the other hand, we refer rovrwy to the dpovpas of |. 8, for which there is, at first sight, 

a good deal to be said (see note on I, 11), it appears that the contractor is himself the owner of 
the land which he now contracts to cultivate for hire and has leased it to the other party; and it 

becomes necessary to find some explanation of this curious proceeding. A possible one is that 
this document concerns one of those transactions by which under cover of a fictitious legal transfer 

the relation of patronage was established. The landowner ‘leases’ his land to a patron and under- 

takes to cultivate it for him; that is, he transfers the land in return for protection, becoming 
a colonus adscripticius, The objection to this is that the agreement is apparently (see |. 4 f., 
note) for a year only. It is indeed possible that a nominal time limit might be resorted to in 
order the more effectually to cover up the real nature of the (illegal) transaction ; and a con- 

stitution of Leo and Anthemius (a. p. 468) does definitely recognize leases as one of the illicit 

means of creating patronage :—‘ id, quod huius rei gratia geritur sub praetextu donationis vel 
venditionis sew conductionis aut cuiuslibet alterits contractus, nullam habeat firmitatem’ (Cod. 
Fust, 11, 54,1); GF. Justinian, in Cod. Fust. 11, 48, 22 (A.D. 531), ‘Cum scimus nostro iure 

nullum praeiudicium generari cuidam circa condicionem neque ex confessionibus neque ex scri- 
ptura nisi etiam ex aliis argumentis aliquid accesserit incrementum, sancimus so/am conductionem 

(conditionem UK) vel aliam quamcumque scripturam ad hoc minime sufficere nec adscripticiam 

condicionem cuidam inferre.’ Nevertheless, interesting as it would be to find in this document 

a deed of such a kind, the explanation cannot be put forward except very tentatively. If for 
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xXapw we can in Il. 6 and 8 read ywpis (which suits the trace at the end of I. 6 rather better than v 
but is not favoured by those inl. 8) the probability of rovrwy referring to {Ga would be increased ; 
and possibly the end of 1. 14 may mean something like ‘if you do the work yourself’, though 
the space seems insufficient. In that case an equivalent for the loan of the camels may have 

been provided for earlier in the contract in the shape of a proportion of the crop; the document 

may even be a lease on the mé¢ayer system. 

[?ovjrws [ about 15 letters jor. [ 

[. Jr. oo[ about 14 letters ].. voylJoe.[.......Jre..[ 

[..]. 7.[ about 12 letters rys] viv Anfolvons.... .] wdc*/ [ 

[wlapeyovros [......- ..] owepparor [.....).[.].. ro'z[...] xara [nv olny 

5 emrayny evos emavroly Klapwo tov § aplovpav] SyNolvore em [z]o pe oxlevra]e 

Kot avacxerat tas T[poletpypevas apovpals] dua tay euwv lwwr x[apily 

picbwv ws mpoyeyipalrrar extos 70” vuv oy\t]oparos To” Kat ovTos axl... . alpo” 

pov Kat motiurat clue tas avlras apo’pas Sia [rlov enor Cow yxalpw plo 

Gav opovws ws mipoy|ylparras yvixa ay BovhyOns pelx]pr cvpmd(npa) 
10 ews Tov mpoyey|pappjevo eviavTo pevtor pelrlexopevos rapla] oo* 

wren popo” rovrely xlpyrov vouioparia dwdexa axoho’Ows [r]y 

yevonern vor Tap eno” probe evrevdev Se edefapynv Tapa cov 

Xpvoov voptcparia] Svo amo ro” mpoxeiyevo” Popo” roly vlopecplarior] 

Swdexa ounfa] ..... G€ xpvoo” vouioparifa] Sexa ev. . paf......J 

15 ovdev yrrov mapac|xjew jou Tous E“ous Kapndous Svo pera TOU Kam 

hapto” avrwy em nuepov Swdexa evs epyacvay Kar... euh qwly avrewy aplo}’plwr] 

2. [. .]r.oo[: not [..] mpoo[. v]zo or a]mo is possible. 
].. voy[.Joev.[: possibly no letter was written between 7 

and a, and in that case one naturally thinks, especially in view 
of 1. 3, of the reading rns ma]povons evyleypapperns nuepas nris 

eorw pnvos rov devos x ty] viv Anfol[vons x] wi"/; but though 
the first letter visible might be p that which follows it does not 

look much like o, and the traces on the next piece of papyrus 

(Age . .) are hard to reconcile with the reading. In l. 3 neither 
Jores [ nor e]orw [ can be read at the beginning. 

4f. Here apparently is a stipulation as to the provision of 
seed-corn by one of the parties, but it is not possible to be 

certain which. In 1. 5 évds émavrod (if the latter word is correctly 
read) comes in rather curiously. If it goes with xaprod the 

absence of rod might be taken as implying that the lease is for 
more than one year, the meaning being ‘one year’s crop’ (out 

of several). This would remove the difficulty noticed in the 
introduction as to the lease being only for a year; but 1. 9f. 
certainly suggests this, and the present passage is too much 

mutilated to build much on. 
5f. oxerat ka avacxercar: brocyitew and trorxiopds Occur as 

terms for ploughing or some similar agricultural operation 
(Lond. iii. 1170 verso, 305-307, p. 200; Amh. 91, 11; Fay. 112, 

33 etc.); but oxifew and dvacyxifew are apparently new in this 

connexion. There is presumably some difference of sense 

between the two words, but either might quite well refer to 
ploughing. Possibly there is a reference to a double ploughing 
(dva-), or to ploughing and then harrowing. 

7. z.e. the terms of the agreement do not cover the ploughing 

just proceeding, 
10. pevro: beginning a new clause, as in 1711, 34. 

II. rovrwy: the traces suit this or (less probably, because of 
the space) rovro[v, and if rou . . [. .] be read it is difficult to see 
what word sufficiently short could have occurred. It is natural 

to refer rovrwy to the arourae, but it may also refer to the (dav 
of 1. 8. Apart from other considerations the first explanation 
seems the more likely, as ¢épov would more naturally refer to 
land than to (ga (but ¢épos can mean ‘hire’ as well as ‘ rent’; 
of. Lond. i. 131 recto, 267, p. 177, pédpov dudéns; Oxy. vii. 1035, 
14; etc.) and (a stronger argument) when the contractor was 
undertaking work of this kind we should hardly expect him 

to receive hire for his animals additional to the wage for his 
labour. It is indeed possible, since the amount of picOoi is not 

specified, that the @dpos ray {wy was equivalent to prcGoi; but 
this seems unnatural, and the os mpoyéyparrat of 1. 9 may imply 
that the amount of piodoi had been specified earlier in the 

document. Moreover yevopeévy in 1. 12 clearly refers to a lease 
already concluded, and a separate contract would more naturally 

be made for a lease of land than for the hire of animals necessary 
to the work here contracted for. 

14. e«.. pal: the ovdey frrov of l. 15 suggests here ex de py... -. oy 
but the traces do not suit this, and the earlier part of the line 
rather implies some such sense as ‘ and the remaining 1o solidi 
Iam to receive at the end of the year.’ But see the introduction. 

15. rov: apparently corr. from ror. 
16. nuepwv: 2. nuepas. 

kat: after this presumably a synonym of épyaciay ; hence 
the (very uncertain) reading at the end of the line; but neither’ 
emtuedecay nor didoxakcay seems possible, and for xa xap is 
possible, though xaprwy can hardly be read. 
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Xwpis picbwov 7 opohoyra x[ulpia Kau BeBava Kav oe apold/ Seiad, COE facies > 

epyactals] tw § apo’pwy ano] vo"wnyias To” e&yns pn[vlos Mecopy . 

19 (2nd hand) 2 ®o.Bappov MeByro[s 

Avo[.... .Ins 

. .Jovos o mpox// Benny ravrnv rns omaha ws mpoK// 

20 Icaxiov agvwbis expawa ylpalupara ply] doros + (3rd hand) Avpydos lolarns Bagdedov 

amo Ep|pomlod/ 

21 paptupw tT opodoyia akoveas Tapa twv Oeyevwy (4th hand) Avpydvos Bexrwp Tavpwilov 

amo Ep] / 

22 paptupw TH opodoyta axorioals mlapja twv Oepevar 

23 (5th hand) +[8:] cuoy 2ABay" Ioondpuo.. .. 

17. 8Adady krA.: there is little room for (and no trace of) the 
first 6, and the » of apyn is very doubtful, but there can be no 
doubt that the sense of this clause is that the work is to begin 
from Mesore1. After apyxn (for which apyxet is no easier reading ; 
apxovlons is possible) we should expect something like rns wpo- 
Aoynuevns (mpoyeypappevns, etc.), but an apparent ew later in the 
line suggests rather rys.....¢ws tyns. The traces, except cw, 

are too small for any reading. Mesore 1 is curiously early for 
the commencement of agricultural work (I. 7 shows that plough- 

its full height. 
19. ths: 1 rh. 
20. expawva ypaupara: there is certainly not room for paya 

umep avrov between ex and pyara, which are certain, and, as the 
traces suit the reading given, it seems clear that vrep avrov was 

accidentally omitted. 
Eppourod\(ews): there seems hardly room for pom, and 

perhaps a letter was omitted. 
23. 2:ABavov : the dotted letters are all extremely doubtful. 

ing was already going on), as the inundation had not yet reached 

PAPYRUS 1797.—12 (?) July, a. pv. 546 (?). 

Inv. No. 1626 A. Acquired in 1906. Oxyrhynchus. 52in.x4Zin. Ina medium-sized cursive 

hand, along the fibres. Folded at right angles to the fibres, perhaps from right to left. 
A strip of the papyrus, extending from top to bottom of the fragment, near the right 
side, has been so much rubbed as to be for the most part illegible. 

HIS document is placed at the end of the contracts be¢ause its classification is uncertain. 
Its interpretation depends on the supplement in 1. 10. aemdnp]|woOar is possible, though 

rather long, and the document would then be a receipt; but dd veounvias «rd. is not easily 

reconcilable with this. eyyvjac@as, also possible (the letter after the lacuna looks more like 
a than ) and of the right length, would make it a contract of surety ; but there is apparently no 
analogy for joining wapekndévar with éyyvacOa in this way, though it seems a quite possible 
variation of the common dvadedéxar. The contract may be of a more complex or less common 

type than either a receipt or a contract of surety. It is addressed to a scholasticus by a singularis 
of the rd£is of the praeses of Arcadia. For the date see the note on I. 1. 

[?+pera thy vrareav Pd Bacuj\vo” tov evdoforaro Emeud in 

[wSuxriovjos i” ev O€vpvyx§ mode 

I. The date is only conjectural, for very little of the \ remains. 
The trace does however suggest A, and is not easily reconcilable 
with a letter in the name of any other consul whose term of 
office suits the hand. A date earlier in the century is indeed 

possible, and Av@e]ycov could perhaps be read. The year after 
- the consulship of Florentius and Anthemius, A.D. 516, was 

a loth indiction for the second half; but if both consuls were 
named rev evdogorarwy should have been written, and moreover 
there seems no room for both names. Hence the date after the 
consulship of Basilius may be regarded as fairly probable; but of 

course it is possible that Anthemius was named alone. 
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Lolcats Sets SAO aT oak Jou to ehdoyyorata cxodacz[i]Kw Ty[s ?] 

fies Son teap Aaa ie he oom viw Tlo” THs meyahomperous prnpyns Tlorappolvols 

5 [yeovyourte evravla tn apmrpa Kar hawmpotrarn O€vpvyyirol[y] 

eh Bee ee san AEA, aoe ]etlos Kaddtrixov ovyyo"hapios Tys nyeno 

[vukns takews Tys Apkaldwy emapyxias e&ns troypadwy 
Be ee a aolvyrapoon TH on coda emu THs ar[ry]s 

EE esr Sree heen te ] xarpew opooyw mapedrynbevar mlalpa THs 

10 [ons codias KaL..... ]. Aat aro veounrias tov Owf pl[nvols 

fincas ipsa Hae Ts Talpovens Sexarys ivdicriovos anlo] tev 

Lilacs oa Sicmtoksershs gale Jee Se K{.Jep[.lov exe rns avtns Todews 

3. tTys: at the beginning of l. 4 we may perhaps read OnBatdos 
(or Apxadtias); cf. 1707, 5f. and references there; but there 
dédpov OnBaidos is used, not ris OnBaidos. 

4. Tlorappevos: for this form cf BGU. ii. 411, 1 and Crénert, 

Stud. zur Pal. u. Pap. ii, p. 42. 
5. Or ev ravry rT]. ; 
g. At the beginning perhaps rodeos ; or (less likely) rafews. 

PAPYRUS 1798.—19 Sept., a.D. 470. 

Inv. No. 1625. 

cursive hand, across the fibres. 

Acquired in 1906. Oxyrhynchus. 

Folded from the top downwards, 

3g in. x 6Zin. Ina rather large flourished 

RDER for a payment to the donkey-drivers of the 6&s Spdpos (cursus velox), which the use 

of the Oxyrhynchite eras shows to be that of Oxyrhynchus. This is not of course the same 

as in Oxy. i. 138 or 140, which refers to those of private individuals, but is probably the cursus 
velox of the state postal service, mentioned in Flor. i. 39, 7 ; Oxy. vi. 900. In the last document 

also (dat. A. D. 322) the donkey-drivers of the cursus velox are mentioned. The present order is 
imperfect on the right, and 1. 2, which contains the details of the payment, is as yet imperfectly 
read. 

Kupia apap! 
mapacxo” [Tolis ove’ ro” o€eo” Spomo” v™ hoys od[twy ? 

0.-opos ™p"/ — vg Kat OK. OlT. 

I. kupia AapmpS: this suggests xvpia Naympdrns (hardly kupia 
Aapmpédryrt), as xupia does not seem likely to be a name, but it is 

a little curious, in that case, that no name is given, and the 

phrase itself is strange. Wasit intendedtoadd more? Perhaps, 
however, as the sender was known to the recipient, it was un- 
necessary to specify. The phrase will then correspond to our 
‘ By order’, or the German ‘ Die Direktion’, and if the order 

was given direct to the recipient it would not be necessary to 
insert his name. 

2. 1. rots dynAarats Tov d£éws Spdpov imép Adyov. 
ody: supplied, exempli gratia, from Grenf. ii. 14 (6), 4, 

where the editors read [é]é:a, in the sense of é$ddia, but where 

s addas apraBas melvrnKovra €&? 

Wilcken (Archiv, iv, p. 5417; cof. Chrest. 411, 4, note) conjectured 

dypia. The present passage, where a word presumably of the 
same sense as eddta begins with 06 (8 is not complete but almost 
certain), gives some support to Grenfell and Hunt’s reading ; 

but L. and S. cite a Homer scholiast who explains éSata as = 
épddta, which might possibly point to a use of éSaia in that sense 
in later Greek. 

3. 0..opos: the two o’s are all but certain. The letter after 
the first, which has a long upstroke, is most like « or x. 

mp°/: obscure. up°/ is not possible. o. . opoatup®/ could 
be read, though zm is more likely than tv. 
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L ppl pis Ow8 KB O wd} ceonpiwpar ovrov [ 

5 / loon mpov/ TeBpn/ 
5. Te8pn/: presumably a name, but it is not known asa village name in the Oxyrhynchite nome. 

PAPYRUS 1799.—5th (?) Century. 

Inv. No. 1692. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 23in.x3¢in. In an upright 

cursive hand, on a composite piece of papyrus, the fibres being horizontal above and vertical 
below. 

eae from Marcellinus to his brother Nilamon (szc) to pay to ‘the labourer’ 85 myriads. 

Kupiw adeidw Nitapove 

Mapked\uvos x 
Sos Tw epyatn p” We 

y/o me 
2. X¥: probably yé(pew), ze. xaipew. 

PAPYRUS 1800.—5th-6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1678 B. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown (see however note on I. 3). 23in. x 

5zin. In an upright cursive hand, along the fibres. Perhaps folded once in the middle 

(from right to left) and then again twice from right to left. 

HE following three documents form a series. They are all orders from the count Anatolius 
for the payment of various sums of money, 1800 addressed to Phoebammon and the other 

two to Hermapollon ; and 1800 and 1801 both date from the 8th indiction. The body of each 
is probably in the same hand; the signature of Anatolius is certainly identical in all three. 

Anatolius may very likely be the person of that name who in Lond. iii. 1073 (p. 251) is described 

as Count of Arcadia; for though the hand of that letter seems at first sight a little later than that 

of 1800-1802 it may perhaps not be so. 

a/ Avarohvov Kops 
Por.Bappor tapacyov 0 ox/ Tov Kapps 

apyuptov tan} pupiadas Svo OKTAKLOXELLA TETPAKOTLA 

2. ok/ Tov kapps: kaups, if rightly read, may be xayyArr@v or more natural to suppose the meaning to be ‘2 myriads of | 
kapunAapioy, but the extension of ox/ is doubtful; perhaps talents’ than ‘2 myriads(= talents)’. See however 1808, 4, 

okevov.* note, As 1773 and PSI. i. 43 referred to in 1773, 10, note are 
3. Ta\(avra): it is to be noted that in |. 4this word is omitted, both from the Hermopolite nome the method of reckoning may 

If the omission is not accidental, this would tend to prove that _ be one peculiar to that nome, and in that case the present series 
rddavra here means denarii, 7.e. drachmae (cf 1778, 10, note), | of documents will also come from there. 
though it may be a synonym for pupiddas. But it is certainly 

Vv. 1 | 
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pi» w (2nd hand) +eonpiwocapny apy’piov pupiada’s/ 

5 8vo OKTAKLTXELLA TETPAK[OT LA 

4. pls péva, 

PAPYRUS 1801.—5th-6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1677. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown (see however 1800). 3gin. x1 ft. 

ogin. Probably the same hand as 1800 but larger, along the fibres. Probably folded once 

in the middle from right to left and then once again in the same direction. ; 

1/ Avato\vov Kops 

Eppatohiwn tapacxou es evoeB/ apyvpiov tadavra pupa po’ 7 wou/ 

(2nd hand) eo[y|uwoapynv apyvpiov tadav7a prpia \ + 

2. evae8/: the conclusion is uncertain. If it is correct likely, as this would probably be expressed by the dative) 

we may think of either edo¢Beay (alms-giving?) or (less EioéBiov. 

PAPYRUS 1802.—5sth-6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1679 B. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown (see however 1800). 23in.x 1 ft. 

ozin. Same hand as 1801, across the fibres. Papyrus much damaged. Probably folded 

from left to right. 

m/ Avarohiolv Kops) 
Eppamio)\Aov Tapacx[ov A}dprave apyuptov [Tlaavra pupia plor’ . w)5 

(2nd hand) +eoypvwcapyy apyvpli|o” tadayra pupa \ \ 

PAPYRUS 18038,—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1725D. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 2% in.xgjin. In a fair-sized 

upright cursive hand, across the fibres. The papyrus is a strip from the edge of another 
document, and just below the present text, towards the left side, are the ends of a few lines, 

written along the fibres. 

RDER from a bishop (unless éioxomos is a secular official) to a wapad{nuarys] for a 

payment of 2 artabas of wheat. 

sieoliis 
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Hpakhappov emirk?/ Baoweidn rapad(numrn) 

tapacx6 Iwavyn ord aptaBas dv0 y/ ors B povas Bol 

(2nd hand) +Hpakd/ emo’ cupd/ ov — Svo 

PAPYRUS 1804.—6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1717 A. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 32in.x5zin. In a fair-sized 

upright cursive hand, across the fibres. Folded from the bottom upwards, but there are also 
traces of a folding from right to left ; perhaps the other side of the papyrus was also used for 

writing which was later washed off. 

RDER from a tribune for the payment of 5,000 talents of silver for the rent of an éravAts 
for the roth indiction. The order is signed by Demeas, who, as his name certainly 

does not occur at the top of the document, must be the tribune’s representative. 

7/ (TleB rprBs 
Avdpea Teal[pytjo’! tapacyo” azo to” own|[Kvov ?] 

TS eTavews rep THs Sexaryns wocK[TLoOvos] 

apyvpio’ TahavTa TevTakioxihia 

5 pov’ y/ ap/ + € Lavm Ke wduK/ [0] 

(2nd hand) £ Anpeas ovpd/ apyvpio” tahavra tev{ra] 

Kurxerdta pov’ ivd/ t Tlavv Ke + 

1. rpi8: rpiBovvov., For the tribunes in the Byzantine period context, and n for o: is common enough, but the corruption of « 
see Maspero, Org. militaire, pp. 88-99. to ot is somewhat strange. 

2. ownxiov: 7, évorxiov? This is certainly suggested by the 7. The stroke under the text is in the MS. 

PAPYRUS 1805.—sth-6th Century. 

Inv. No. 1687 B. Acquiredin 1906. Provenance unknown. 2in.x 1ogin. Ina large straggling 

broken cursive, across the fibres. Folded from the bottom upwards and perhaps once in the 
middle from right to left. 

2 aes to pay to a BonOds for a danpérns 15 artabas of wheat. 

3 Nee Js 2ABavo wapadnpary apy petpnoov Ao{Kdy}rady 

I. SABavo: 7. SABar@ or SABav0{i) ; but the dative seems _ the dative and this the patronymic. 
the likelier, as the name of the recipient should be given, and apy(vptov): this would not be expected in the context, but it 
mapadnunrn, which, though not a certain reading, cannot be read ___ is strongly suggested by the traces, and sirov or an abbreviation 
mapadnprrns, requires a preceding dative. Possibly, however, is quite impossible. 
the preceding name, though it apparently ends in s should be in 

Ll2 
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Bonf{w] es Aoyov tov vanpedroly ovrov apraBas Sexamevre S— te 
pov’ amo Kaptwv Tteroaperkiaide|K’ Kat mevrexatdex wvd// Mecopn 

x ts § ve wd (2nd hand?) eppwoOa oe evy/ 

PAPYRUS 1806.—Arab Period. 

Inv. No. 1705. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 23in.x6in. In a good-sized 

upright rather square minuscule hand, along the fibres. 

RDER from Demetrius, ianpérns, to a baker for the payment to him of one loaf of siligo- 

bread. 

+ XevovPiw payx"/ mapX oy Ts 

Urnp/ pO aWvyr/ xapaypS pray yi/ or$ P a 

Bh eyp* TIX 8 wd/ Sevrepas + (2nd hand) P yi/ 2 pray 

Anpntpios vm eyp/ 
I. payk’/: paryKert. 

map*: mapacxov. 
2. umnpe(ovas) : 2.e. for my service ; the man was a tmnpérns, 

and the bread was to be paid him by way of salary or perquisite. 

xapayp(nv): a form xapaypn is cited by Sophocles as= 
xapaypa, The meaning here is no doubt ‘ loaf’. 

4. eyp/: after this are flourishes, like three \’s with horizontal 
strokes above and below. 

PAPYRUS 1807.—7th Century. 

Inv. No. 1670. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolitenome. 73in.x gin. Ina large cursive hand - 

of minuscule type, in ink of a reddish tint. The papyrus is a piece from the beginning 

of the roll, about two-thirds of it being from the first xéA\nua, and the writing, which 

is parallel to the length of the roll, is across the fibres on the first «éA\nua and along 

them on the second. Apparently folded from right to left. 

CCOUNT of money ‘given to the brethren’ (monks?), and, as we learn from the 

endorsement, sent to the city. It is of some interest, but contains several obscurities. 

The person or persons making the payments may belong to the ovaia of a monastery. 

+7 xpvor/ 506% tots ade\p/h/ 
Ered a wwd:// € 

K aotix/ Kep/ v» ALAS S K/ 5 
opor/ & Kop§ Eppntap/ xed/ v? y S ous o tou'/ v° » S K/ O 

3. Apparently imép dotikdy xeadav. For dorikd see the 
introduction to 1686, and for xepady as the unit of taxation 
1793, introduction. 

A: this suggests Airpa, but in that case one would expect 

the article to be mentioned. : 
§ «/: the 3-symbol in this line and 1. 5 is made very large. 

The smaller symbol of similar shape, then, here and in following 

lines, must be that for cai, but it is curious that in ll. 4 and 6 it 

should be inserted between the sums of solidi and carats and 
that here the carat sum should be divided from that of solidi 

by A J. Perhaps, therefore, «/ does not stand for xepdria; but 
1. 4 makes that extension likely. 

4. (umep) kop(ntixov) Epuntap(cov) xep(adov) : the émotkcoy “Eppi- 

tapiov occurs in P. Cair. Preis. 29, 21 (A.D. 231-2); 30, 30, etc. 

—- 

7 
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5 opo/ K amapyupicp’” Kovoo™s Kep/ v? « trov/ v? 

opot/ 8/ evray/ B v’? vd S K/ § 
opot/ amohurs v? t 

opor/ 8/ ypayu") Ierp/ xapr’ v? iB 
opo/ mpooyp* am*/ trav dvax/K'/ e€ ov% Xpirtod'/ cx% ex~) ov S— pd 

Endorsed, across the fibres of the first koAAnpa :— 
10 +yvoot/ xpvor/ Tenph es tyv Tod§ 7°/ 

Exyax§ S App Kd-/ 

(4th cent.), in the Hermopolite nome. As xops here probably 
stands for kwpntixoy, not Kopys, it does not necessarily follow 
that “Epperdpiov was now a village; but this is quite possible, as 
it may have grown in importance since the third century, though 
the opposite tendency is the more usual in the Byzantine period. 

as: obscure. It is perhaps just possible to read ow, in 
which case the word might probably be extended owddsnor; 
civart would require a measure after it. 

mov/: perhaps zoel, z.e. the 1 oS made the sum up to 
8s. 9c. If this interpretation is correct, x/ can hardly be 
anything but xepdria ; but 1. 5, where woi/ follows 20s. and 
precedes 193s., and where there is no other entry to be added 

to or deducted from the 20s., throws doubt on this extension 
of mo/. Possibly the 20s. there were below par and should 
have been followed by 7/ «/ «f. 

5. Kovoo"s : this is presumably Kovood», ze. the village 
Kodooa in the Hermopolite nome, for which see P. Giss. 13, 21, 
note; but it is curious that it is placed before xeq/ if, as one 
would suppose, the meaning is ‘for the adaeratio of capita from 
Cusae’ ; and drapyupiopos xefpa)dr is itself an unexpected phrase. 

En{ilp a wd/ € 

From this passage it would appear that ‘Eppirdpioy was near 

Kotooat. 
6 and &. 8/: more like a/, which might be drapyuptopés, but 

évrayiwy OY ypazpatwy would not be expected after that word, 

whereas é:d is natural in the context. 
7. amodut§: uncertain. None of the possible extensions gives 

a sufficiently obvious sense to be regarded as certain. In 

Cair. Masp. iii. 67312, a will, money is left ets [r]e dvdppnow (/- 
dvdppvow) alyyadoroy kal eis erépas edoeBeis Siaddces; and it is 

conceivable that here dmohurpéceas, 7. e. redemption of captives 
(or, perhaps more likely, manumission of slaves, Hunt) may be 

meant. 
8. xapr*s: xaprovdapiov. 
9. mpooypahis (? — or mpooypapdpeva = rpoodiaypapdpeva? but 

with corn we should expect mpocperpotpeva) dmairnoews (?) Tov 
Staxecpévoy (or Siaxdvev?) && dvdparos Xprorod(mpov?). €x~) is 

obscure ; hardly ¢youevov, meaning ‘ of standard quality ’? 
II. Aup KA/: perhaps”Appovos KAavdiov, but”Aupa KA( __) 

seems more probable. 
Em: very doubtful ; rather more like [M]egs. 

PAPYRUS 1808.—7th Century. 

Inv. No. 1621. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 32 in. x 83 in. In a medium-sized 
upright minuscule hand with uncial elements, across the fibres. Probably folded from the 

top downwards. 

T is not quite clear how this document should be classed. At first sight it suggests an 

account, but as only a single sum or rather pair of sums, wheat and money, are in ques- 

tion, it is perhaps rather a statement of payments due, probably (1. 3) for wages. But the 

loss of the right side and of at least two or three letters from the left side and the obscurity 

of 1. 3 render the interpretation somewhat 
interesting features. 

8)/ Amo\dw mp*/ Nixns 
Ine§ Nexns ev ty nx) Kahovp) Marvna 

Srefavw 

I. mp°/: mpoecraros, mpovonrod, or mpoordrov. If Nixns is, as it 
may be, the name of a monastery (c/. Meravoias as a monastery 
name in Lond. iii. 996, p. 248 ; and see 1. 2, note, below), the 
first or second are the most likely. 

rorap§: either rorapiry or Hordupovos. 

doubtful. The document has, however, some 

moTap§ Kat Tous erepp/.. p// epyalrs 

ex. Tns | WS yewpyoups 8/ . [ 

.- p//: yap// (which can hardly be for dyyapevrais) is the 
likeliest reading. It could also be read in l. 4; see note there. 

2. JnpS: perhaps ép]nu(irav); cf 1690, 2. If so, Nixns is 
certainly a monastery. 

Taryna: all after 7 isa correction. For pyyavai with names 
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Mjafipov pel/ oy) pic? . ep v acer/ ps e&/ Kovgil/ d tov madid/ axk/ v acet/ [ 
ly 8 Kav ovo” S— 8 Kar ap/ & ao e& wv co’ wp// zpwnv v° B a/ O dom v ag [ue 

5 ovrov apjraBas reaoapas Kat ap/ ® xiduas Siaxooras yr/ yp/ 8 v? BY a/ Kep/ixaow S— 8.[ 

6 lave 00 w8/ exrys + (2nd hand) yi/ xp/ 8/ lvy§ vopsoparia Svo teraprov mapa Kep/ 

Sexa [ 

7 aptaBas Teroapas Kat apyup/ mupiad$ xidvas Staxocrals 

cf. Lond. iii. 776, 8 (p. 278) ; Oxy. i. 192; 194; etc. For ev r7 

nnxavyn cf. 1765, 7 and note. 

3. Most of this line is obscure. «£/ might be for é&js, but that 
word does not fit into the context very well. wis no doubt treép, 

pect/ is of course pet{orépou (or peitovos). 
4. ap/ &: dpyvpiov pupiidas, That the symbol, in spite of its 

form, which rather suggests rd\avra, stands for prpiddas is shown 
by 1.7. This perhaps gives some support to the explanation of 
ta\avra in 1773, 10 ; 1800, 3 as a synonym for pupids, for if 

that were the case it would be natural to use the symbol for 
rd\ayrov as a symbol for pupias also. Lines 5 and 6 give a 

valuable equivalence of silver and gold standards. 1,200myriads 
or 12,000,000 denarii = 2}s. less 1oc.=1s. 20c. Thus tc. 
standard value = 273% myriads. ? 

wp//: obscure; very possibly the same word as in I. 1 
before epyars; yap//is a possible reading. If not, perhaps “Qpq. 

v° Br/ @ dour) vagqee: if the reading is right Aom(a) does 
not refer to the remainder when the 2s. less 9c. paid out are 
deducted from the 1,200 myriads but to the remainder when 9c. 
are deducted from 2s. 

5. xp/ 87: xpvoou idiced ({vyd), as 1. 6 shows. 



DESCRIPTIONS. 

1809. Inv. No. 1521. Acquired in 1906. Herculaneum (P. Herc. 1042). Fragments of 

Epicurus, [epi ®¥cews, bk. xi; in seven frames. Presented by H.M. King Edward VII. 

1810. Inv. No. 1522. Acquired in 1906. Herculaneum (P. Herc. 1462). Charred and 

unopened papyrus roll. Presented by H.M. King Edward VII, 

1811. Inv. No. 1545. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 7in.x 7gZin. 3rd cent. 

In a broad slightly sloping uncial hand, along the fibres. Apparently no accents or breathings. 
One column, complete at top and bottom but imperfect on the left, to the extent of two letters in 

the lower lines and an increasing number in the upper ones, containing Homer, //ad, bk. xxii, 

Il. 449-474. 
1812. Inv. No. 1568 C. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown, 23in. x 23in. Early 

3rd cent. *In a small neat regular cursive hand; papyrus rather light in colour. Part of a leaf 

of a papyrus codex (no complete line) containing iambic lines, apparently from an unknown 
tragedy. The lines are written continuously, like prose, the end of each being marked by double 

dashes. Accents and breathings are somewhat freely used, apparently inserted by the original 
scribe. The passage (on both pages) is probably part of a messenger’s speech. 

1813. Inv. No.1707. Acquired in 1906.. Provenance unknown. 53in.x 2}in. 2nd cent.(?). 
In a small uncial hand somewhat inclining to the cursive, along the fibres. No accents or 
breathings. Much mutilated. Portion of a column, containing small portions of iambic lines, 
unidentified and probably from a lost play, which seems likely to be a tragedy rather than 

a comedy. 28 lines can be traced, but there may have been others on a small, much rubbed 

projecting piece of papyrus at the bottom. 

1814. Inv. No. 1546. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. Three literary prose 

fragments, viz. :— 
A. 4in.x43in. 2nd cent. In a small, neat uncial hand, along the fibres. There are no 

accents or breathings. Portions of 3 columns, all imperfect at the foot and col. 3 at the top ; col. 2 

is practically complete in width ; of col. 1 only the ends, of col. 3 only the beginnings, of lines are 
preserved. Width of margin }-3 in. Fragment of an oration or orations; the subject of col. 2 

is apparently a case of doxypvéis. 35 lines. 
B. 5%in.x 43in. 2nd cent. Ina small, regular, rounded uncial hand, along the fibres. No 

accents or breathings. Portions of 3 columns, imperfect at the foot; col. 2 is complete in width; 

of col. 1 only the ends of lines are preserved; col. 3 is represented only by a few single letters. 
Width of margin $in. Xenophon, Memoradilia, iv. 2.1-4. In cols. 1 and 2 there are 56 lines. 

C. 5$in. x 22in. 3rd cent. Ina medium-sized, sloping, rather irregular uncial hand inclining 
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to the cursive. No accents or breathings. Imperfect leaf of a papyrus codex, written on both 
sides. Demosthenes, De Fads. Leg. 4-7, 12-13. 50 lines. 

1815. Inv. No. 1778 verso. Acquired in 1907. Provenance unknown. 38 in. x 42 in. 

2nd cent. In an upright regular uncial hand of medium size inclining to the cursive, across the: 
fibres. No accents or breathings. Remains of 7 imperfect lines of a prose literary work, 
rhetorical or narrative. 

1816. Inv. No. 1605. Acquired in 1906, Provenance unknown. Three small literary 

fragments, viz. :— 

A. 7zin.x13in. 2ndcent. Ina small upright semi-cursive hand, across the fibres; on the 
verso of the papyrus. Apparently no accents or breathings, except perhaps 1 circumflex. On 

the recto, along the fibres, are small portions of 8 lines of a document of uncertain character, in 

a very small sloping cursive hand, followed by 6; in. of blank papyrus. Narrow strip, in very 

bad preservation, of a column of an unidentified prose work. 34 lines. 

B. 53 in.x2Zin. 2ndcent. Ina broad open upright uncial hand, across the fibres; on the 
verso of the papyrus. Some accents. The recto is blank except for two characters, belonging 

to different columns. Portions of 13 unidentified hexameter lines. 

C. 2in.xZin, 1st-2nd cent. Ina clear upright regular uncial hand, dione the fibres. No 

accents or breathings. Portions of 10 lines of a prose work, probably rhetorical, perhaps relating 
to a murder case (zJod dd[vou; Klara tov dolvews). ‘ 

1817. Inv. No. 1552. Acquiredin1906. From Kém Ishgau. 112 in. x 1 ft. 32 in. Second 

half of 6th cent. Hand A of Dioscorus, carefully written, fairly large and sloping, along the 

fibres, Some marks of quantity. Papyrus stained dark brown down the middle, elsewhere light 

brown in colour; ink of a brown tint. Folded from right to left. Encomiastic poems by 

Dioscorus addressed to Romanus. Of the first, in iambics, only the ends of lines (17) are 

preserved ; the second (20 lines), in hexameters, is practically perfect, and is in the form of an 
acrostic on the name Romanus. 

1818. Inv. Nos. 1728 verso+1745 verso. Verso of 1709, g.v. In hands A and B of 

Dioscorus, along the fibres. Papyrus very fragmentary, rubbed, and much stained. Compositions 
in verse and (apparently) prose by Dioscorus. The poems include one acrostic, and both iambics 

and hexameters occur. 

1819. Inv. No. 1733. Acquiredin 1906. From Kém Ishgau. 82 in. x 23in. Second half of 

6th cent. Hand A of Dioscorus, but with a considerable cursive element, across the fibres. 

Folded from the bottom upwards. Epithalamium, probably to Callinicus, by Dioscorus; the 

missing left side of Cair. Masp. ii. 67180. 24 lines; on the verso, along the fibres, small traces 

of 5 (?) more lines. 

1820. Inv. No. 1737 A verso. Verso of 1710, g.v. In hand A of Dioscorus, with cursive 

intermixture, along the fibres. Beginnings of 4 hexameter lines by Dioscorus, with a supple- 

mentary one added below. 

1821. Inv. No. 1727 verso. Verso of 1674, ¢. v. Hand A of Dioscorus, along the fibres. 

Greek-Coptic glossary, arranged by subjects ; in a bad state of preservation. 
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1822. Inv. No. 1609 A. Acquiredin 1906. Hermopolite nome. 7 in. x 3Zin. Ina broken 

upright cursive hand, along the fibres. Perhaps folded from right to left. Worm-eaten, and 

imperfect on the left and at the foot. Duplicate of 1648. 

1823. Inv. No. 1612. Acquired in 1906. Nilopolis (I. 1, NewAovoXirov). 82 in. x 3§ in. 
4th cent. Ina practised somewhat sloping cursive hand, along the fibres. Very imperfect, being 

a strip from the middle of the papyrus. Document of uncertain character, but apparently a return 

or report by an émipeX(nrHs) airov to the — of Nilopolis, followed by a list, now lost (1. 17,"Eore 8[é). 
The following are the most noteworthy phrases :—l. 4, Slypooiwv mrolov Siadepdvrov 7; 1. 6, 
Tholiov eis dep % euBodr eyévero; |. 7, ovykias y ypléppara) B; 1. 9,] poBy odpayile; 1. 11, 

dyyiov daTpakwov év kal yhwr[dxouov; |. 12, dyyiov] doTpdkwor ev Kal yhordxoplov; |. 14, Tots 

Sypociows dptows (horrea) rH(s) Néas Iddfews; 1. 16, ? calexoddpwr, 7} evoxor einpev [7d krh. The 

name ®)\aoviov Piraypiov occurs. 17 lines. 

1824. Inv. No. 1611 verso. Verso of 1647, 7.v. Early 4th cent. Ina rapid rather large 

sloping cursive hand of official type, along the fibres. Imperfect at the top and on the left, and 
much defaced by rubbing. Letter, probably official, concerning the supply of an ass with rpodai 
(od tpodais &v te KplO}p Kat dyvpe), apparently for a year ([rdv] wapdvta éviavrdv), the barley 
amounting to 18 (?) artabae, the [chaff] to 5000 litrae. The letter concludes tva pydev haPy riv 

peyadedtytd cov pyre|[mepi tns.......-- Jovetas pyre wept dv pds Kaboctiwow |[rav] Feodude- 
oTd|Tlav nuav Baciéwy [..... RON OD ees ca: ]| Pypdplwara mpoapotpefa, It is not 

possible to read [ze]roinrat. 13 lines. 

1825. Inv. No. 1763. Acquired in 1907. Panopolis(?). 42in.x3}in. 4th cent. In 

a large upright rounded cursive hand, along the fibres. Small fragment from the upper part of 
a document of somewhat uncertain character, perhaps an official letter, beginning with two lines 

of Zaéin writing. Mention is made of naute ex ciuitate) Panopolditarum ?) and of an épya- 

arypiov. 8 lines. 

1826. Inv.No.1617A. Acquiredin 1906. Perhaps Hermopolis. 5in.x4Sin. 4th cent. 
In a large flowing upright cursive hand, along the fibres. Very imperfect, Folded from right 
to left. Letter, probably official, to ? rimiwrdrjy ddedpau Evdoyian from ?’Io}iSwpos ’Ohvpmiddwpos 
“Eppatrondov | } ] 60oviov. If “Eppamdddowv is to be taken as a patronymic (which is not very 
likely, as the papyrus seems complete on the right), Olympiodorus may be the same as in 
P. Flor. i. 71, 388. Before édfoviov is perhaps to be read émmehyrys, draurnrys, or Svaddrys ; 
but 6@ov’ # would in that case be expected. The letter is too incomplete to give much 
indication3fis to its subject; perhaps the dispatch of wheat (o?trov occurs in |. 5). The writer 
apparently announces his coming (1. 4, dmlavrdpev a[plos oé pera trav). ev TH Oplul@ edpeOnra 

occurs. 3 lines. 

1827. Inv. No. 1730. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolite nome. 53in.x9Zin. Early 
4th cent. Ina small neat regular cursive hand, along the fibres. Folded at right angles to the 
fibres. Very imperfect. Application from an inhabitant of a village in the Hermopolite nome 

to the strategus, enclosing a copy of a petition to 7@ Stjaonpordre jyoupevm OnBaidos, apparently 
with/reference to the imposition upon him of duties for which he has passed the age (viv dé mpds 
TH mporovay po. Tod yypws ddvvalyia and dvdxhytov brapxOnvar tots wév ama€ yeynpaxda.). As 
land and crops are mentioned the service is probably the cultivation of unproductive royal land ; 

i oO™M, Mm 
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of. \, 11, ? tots] THs Kons Tpocerévar appect yewpylas brohdyov Bac{uruxys (cf. P. Oxy. iv. 721, 4). 
Lines 17 and 18 may also be noted :—é€}mxepévav adrois rolls THs Kopns Snpootous{, and ? Tlovrous 
(not avdrovs) dvtimoretc Oat] tis i8ias yas rav Ka.[. At the top the strategus has written in 

a sprawling cursive hand six lines (too much rubbed for continuous decipherment) addressed to 
a person whose name is mutilated, presumably with reference to the application. 20 lines. 

1828. Inv. No. 1606. Acquired in1906. Hermopolis. 10% in. x 52 in. Dated in or after 

the consulship of Modestus and Arintheus (here gen. ’Apw@éws) [ = A.D. 372]. In a rough cursive 
hand, along the fibres. Very imperfect, having lost the left side, and much damaged. Document 

of somewhat uncertain character, but apparently a petition, with an extract from the report of 
a law-case before the praeses Fl. Eutychius. There is a question of a mpoypeta, and of a collection 

by the officizm (|. 17, djraireto Bar S¢ dua rHs Ta€ews). FI. Eutychius was praeses of the Thebaid 

in 373 (P. Lips. i. 34 verso). 22 lines. [Insert here 1911.] 

1829. Inv. No,1713 B. Acquiredin 1906. Perhaps Hermopolis. 6% in. x 33in. 4th cent. 
Ina rather narrow sloping cursive hand, along the fibres. Very imperfect. Petition from Aur. 
Dorotheus to Aur. Mall——, apparently in a case of assault. The word puboxwdv[vyjws occurs, 

and the phrase rpuravevoperys THs Bovdjs b7d.... is also to be noted. 16 lines. On the verso 

slight remains of what may be an account. 

1830. Inv. No. 1615 B. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 53 in. x 3% in. 

Late 4th cent. Ina neat upright cursive hand, along the fibres. Probably folded from right to 

left. Fragment of a petition in a case of robbery with violence (eis tHv 68d Kaxovpywr [ ° pe 

Kat Oka Ta oKedn pov adleihov? ‘yvpvdy pe adjxav, 7d Sé[). The names, and the title of the 
official to whom the petition was addressed, are all lost. Lines 10 and 11 are to be noted :— 

ev th adynmrnpia (2. adeurrypia = adeurrynpio?) pe Karék[euoav, and pEpas exe Katdkhuotos [. 

16 lines and an endorsement, only very partially legible. 

1831. Inv. No, 1769 B recto. Acquired in 1907. Provenance unknown. 4? in. x 44 in. 

4th cent. In a rapid uneven sloping cursive hand, along the fibres. Folded from right to 

left. Small fragment., Letter or (more wieike petition. The text reads:—'[r@ Seomloryn 
pov “Adavacio. *] “Avrioyos. *... ls ard dOdnrav 6 dvadiBors *...]. para (probably 

not drour}yjpara, but ypdjzpara is possible) evrervuynkas 76 Seamdry pov *... Jove Kal phd 

Ta €avrod|[..... \- 3) 

1832, Inv. No. 1609B. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolis. 42in.x3%in. 4th cicond ae of 

upright regular cursive hand with comparatively little linking of letters, along the fibrthe fibres. 
eaten. Folded from right to left. Fragment from the left side of a lease of 2% rus; the 

land in the Hermopolite nome for [% years] from rijs] | dyias exxhnotas ris “Elppoviall traces 

a yearly rent of [.]25 solidi less [x] carats, for the cultivation of whatever crops the tenant \ 
14 lines, and a mutilated endorsement. \ 4 : orsement ‘cursive 

1833. Inv. No. 1616 B. Acquired in 1906, Provenance unknown, 3% in. x 5$ inupple- 

cent. Inan upright cursive hand with little linking of letters and written with a thin pen, < 

the fibres. Folded from right to left. Fragment of a lease, with provisions as to payments, 

the landlord and tenant respectively. The rent probably includes 6 artabas of ..... and a 
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dampeov mentioned at the beginning. Lines 2 (middle)-9 :—o[o] rod yeovyou mape*yxovros tas KaTa- 
vonas (doubtful) cat drép x\Alwpodayias ‘ydprov xhwpod dpovpas eixoow Kk Kal 7d dpKody ° Tis 
x<dpias( = pulse, connected with yeSpora ? it can hardly = xedpias in this context), guod rod ’ABplala- 

piov mapéxovtos °imep emvyleyyjparios] (see Waszytiski, Bodenpacht, p. 124; P. Rylands ii. 154, 
22, note) a{.]. val.]. a xpuotov "vopropld}ria Sv0 yi(verat) v?//B//, [rips Te emmpedias * Kai yours (?) Kai 

. arm . ovlans ?] mpos eve Tov ® pioHovpelvov. 9 lines. 

1834. Inv. No. 1769B verso. Verso of 1881, 7.v. 4th cent. In a small hasty cursive 
hand, across the fibres. Probably complete. Short account headed i(rép) 7s Meyadys (a personal 
name? cf. Méyas, 1679). The first portion consists of three payments of 200, 170, and 166 

myriads of denarii (x fl) respectively, with the total; the second, also of three entries, which is 
preceded by ovrws, is headed Seddxacx évrdyiov. _10 lines. 

1835. Inv. No.1617C. Acquiredin 1906. Provenance unknown. 52in.x 43in. 4th cent. 

In a clear practised upright cursive hand, across the fibres; at the foot three lines in a rougher 
sloping cursive. Probably folded from right to left. Fragment from the bottom of a column of 
an account in money. 4 lines. 

1836. Inv. No. 1615 A. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 73in.x4in. 4th cent. 

In a practised rather open cursive hand, along the fibres. _ Imperfect, having lost the earlier part, 
and considerably damaged. Letter on private affairs. There is a reference to rév ovvdpyxorta 

gov(?). The last ro lines read :—* r@de (or -rw Se) drooyjon im Spkov °adta tadra. Adopar 

S€ cov,  Kvpié pov, Ta Tapa ceavz[old mpal'éar cis 7d TOV Lapamiwva ™ drodvOjr[at] Tod Kaxplold 
mpoa|éxer |v (?) 

Tov Bépywv avTov Kal...].. fe .« -Jof.]]] ‘rots jyadv [mpldypace gxoha'’lew Oapaav yap 

gor Or moujoes eypayd cor. “Eppdcbai [ole evyopu(at),  Kvpié pov. 17 lines, and a small 

trace of an address. 

1887. Inv. No. 1713 A. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 82in. x 33in. 4th cent. 

Written across the fibres (probably on the verso of the sheet, though the other side is blank) in 

a small cramped cursive hand. Very imperfect. Letter on private affairs. The names of the 
writer and recipient are lost, and it is impossible to recover a consecutive sense. Nothing of 

much interest remains except the name [Ipuryiriov (1. 8, ] Odpaviov rod ddehhod Ipivyuriov), which 

seems to be Principius, and the form é&@adOa. 25 lines. 

1838. Inv. No. 1663. Acquired in 1906. The hand and colour of the papyrus point to 
Kém Ishgau as the provenance. 1 ft. o}in.x 6}in. 6th cent. Ina hand similar to those in the 
Aphrodito accounts, on dark reddish brown papyrus, a good deal rubbed. Writing on both sides, 

on the recto along, on the verso across, the fibres. On the recto are at least two distinct accounts, 

the first (7 lines) headed etomrpa&.s) cizr(ov) . [. . .] iv8(uxriovos), and apparently consisting of names 

of tax-payers, followed by amounts of wheat, the second (10 lines ?) a money account of uncertain 
character, in two sections. On the verso, the reverse way up, are two tall columns of a money 
account, the first giving sums in solidi with deductions in [carats], the second, apparently con- 

tinued in a short additional column, sums in carats. The second has apparently no connexion 

with the first. To the left of col. 1 at the top are traces of what seems to be a heading, perhaps 

Mm2 
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ending in iv8(xriovos). Lines 4-7 of col. 1:—*v® Kl a/ pu >» KO 7/ pxs °v' KO 7/ pxl/ 7 v" Ke 

a/ pral_& ; ll. 4-7 of col. 2 :—* k/ po 1B * k/ ppO ° k/ ov B/* K/ poy1B. 

1839. Inv. No. 1648. Acquired in 1906, Probably from Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 5% in. x 
7;in, First half of 6th cent. Ina rough upright cursive hand with few ligatures, across the fibres ; 
papyrus, particularly on the verso, stained very dark brown. Folded from the bottom upwards. 
Imperfect on both sides. Letter to a person referred to as tperépa adedddry[71, apparently com- 

plaining of exactions from the writer's tenants. The first three lines read | odSérore torépnoa 
Sodvar Ta Snudord plov...|... 0b yelwpyot pov mapa trav aidaicipwr draurntar | | rato eye 

mréeupar Ta evtdyia ait dairy. 10 lines, and an illegible address, 

1840. Inv. No. 1747. Acquired in 1906. Perhaps (from the colour and hand) from 

Aphrodito (Ké6m Ishgau). 6in.x 7Zin. 6thcent. In a flowing sloping cursive hand, across the 

fibres. Perhaps folded from the bottom upwards and from left to right. Imperfect on the right, 

and rubbed. Letter; it is uncertain whether private or official. Lines 4 and 5 read * réuypare 

ouvTdpws Oras OeparevOy 75 Kal plas . . . Kal xpamar TH popia tpav. . . . . [. 7 lines. 

1841. Inv. No. 1764. Acquired in 1907. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau), 114 in. x 63 in. 

10 Sept., A.D. 536. In a compressed sloping cursive hand, along the fibres. Papyrus light in 

colour. Folded from right to left. Nearly complete but so much damaged that much of the 
document is illegible. Acknowledgement of a lease on the métayer system (cf. 1694, introduction), 

addressed by the lessor to the lessee, contrary to the usual Byzantine practice (cf Waszyhski, 
Bodenpacht, p. 36); other examples are Cair. Masp. i. 67107; Flor. iii. 384 (but this is a lease of 

a bath, not of land). The text of the more legible portions follows, but several of the readings 

given are very doubtful:—'P Mera ryv traretay Paviov) Bekuoapiov rod évdo€o7|drolv, ? OG0 // 

Ly // v¢ // w&xriovos). * Adpy lila Of. . judy (not @eovdn) Tdvvir[o]s Tupiwvos * po . [.}8.[. JA.. p- 

a.. Atpyrur. [..]. *’Amoddas aad] Kdpyls] “Adpodirns rod *Aly}ravo’zrodirov voplod] Adpy lilo 

o[Bléppove "Tprade[A]gov az[o 77s (av77s) klduns "Ad|podizins xlalip(er). *MepiloOaxd vou 7plos] pdviov 

Tov wralpdvrla ° évavz7[d)y, kaprav old Ged pedNovorns) tpar7s [iv]Sux(riovos), 1° 7d drdpxov jor Tpltrlov 

p€pos ard ToD | ShokAypov KTyparos Kah[ov|uévov mpdrepor II. . ] (perhaps Tipiwvos] or T[xpto}!vos ?) 

[12-15 (middle) Specification of the position and appurtenances (‘8ews ody is visible in 1. 12 and 

dvrows at the beginning of 1. 14), probably followed by a clause somewhat similar to that in 
1698, 6-8, though xara Kkowwviay cannot be recognized anywhere and does not seem required in 

view of what follows. The text continues in the middle of 1. 15 ] daép rod ahdov Sxpfotpov] * wépolv|s 

[rod Kat?] dyopacO[évlros rapa cod mapa T...[...] od?) adeddod rod Kal Ble|Barold|vros (?) 

H pepos Ayuvdon (?)..%. |. Jv... .. arov, Kal rod Kailplod yevolulévov 7d [mlept*-yvyvoplevor] 

travroiwy [y\evinudrwr [Kali [yepav]. ad .*2uas (the » seems certain or é]¢’ dho|vias might be read) 

Kal). [..]...¢ ets Hplas] peprrOjoer|al kara 7d Hurov “eis ene ev beep Tov exdopiwr eis ve SE 

irép * rev exhopiur (sic), i 5é,8 pu ein, GBplolyos H HT. « (hardly yp) * Kat) pH péplols AywvacOjvar 
(the termination is doubtful) ért 74 oe brép rod * ddpov 7/00] adrold] Kr[yparos (?—the traces do not» 

well suit either «rjparos or dpoupdar) cilrm\npdcat Ta Sypldlova *" oirov Te [Kali yp(vortov) [.]. Kl... 

(perhaps [od]p x{(al) rod) vlavAov....... |. Jotov. Only slight traces of the remainder, including 

the scribal signature, remain. 33 lines, with only partially legible endorsement, along the fibres. 
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1842. Inv. No. 1680. Acquired in 1906. Perhaps Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 8zZin. x 4 in. 
First half of 6th cent. (in or after a consulship, Phaophi 15 of the 5th indiction). Ina tall laterally 
compressed cursive hand, along the fibres. Very imperfect, having lost the conclusion and the 
left side (at least half the width). Acknowledgement by the lessee of a lease of 9 arouras of 

arable land (apparently part of an estate of 80 arouras; cf. 1. 8, ].  dpovpav dySoxxovra; |. 12, 

d}ySoynKxovra), probably for more than one year. The lessor is the son of Phileas. The name 
of the village is lost, but the hand rather recalls those of the Kém Ishgau documents, A 

SuacroXevs is mentioned; and 1. 9, rol} wepurdrov eis Tas aAdas, is to be noted. 20 lines. 

18438. Inv. No. 1748A. Acquired in 1906. Kém Ishgau.. 1Zin.x 5jin. - Middle of the 
6th cent. Hand:B of Dioscorus, across the fibres. Small fragment from a lease, perhaps the 

subscription. See also 1845. 4 imperfect lines. 

1844. Inv. No. 1740. Acquired in 1906. Aphrodito (Kém Ishgau). 1 ft. 13in. x 7 in. 
Early 6th cent. Various hands, across the fibres, Papyrus stained very dark in places. Folded 
from the bottom upwards. Imperfect, having lost the whole of the contract itself and the left 

half of the portion preserved. Conclusion, containing only the signatures, of a bond for payment 
of 24 solidi undertaken by 12 persons of [Aphrodito]. All 12 signatures are preserved, each 
person being responsible for 2 solidi. The general form of subscription, subject to individual 
modifications, is: N. N. ddetho kal xpewoTa ypvood vopiopata Svo evoTabua Kal dmodécw ws 

mpox(etrar). The following names are preserved :—Aitp}j\vos Xapiotos ‘Eppavaros (see Cair. Masp. 
i, index ; occurs in A. D. 506 and 524); Avpydtos ‘Papavds “Iodkov (Cair. Masp. i. 67058, viii, 2, 2. d.) ; 
Avp(pdwos) "AmoAhas Avookdpov ouvteheotys (the father of Dioscorus); PowBdéppov VevOanciov 
(Cair. Masp. ii. 67139, ii, v., 4, 2. @.); “Iwdvvns Byokovutos Sidk(ovos) (Cair. Masp. i. 67001, 39, 

A.D. 514, where probably Byoxoviros should be read). There are two witnesses, the first bdavuos 

[ 
12, A.D. 514; Cair. Masp. i, ii, index; 1671, 5). The scribe was "Ioaxiov vopix(od) (who wrote 

also Cair. Masp. i. 67001, A. D. 514, etc.; see index toiand ii). 21 lines. 

Jos kal purdpios, the second *ASpuavjos "ABpaapiov orplariadrys) dptOuod ’Avraiov (Flor. iii. 280, 

1845. Inv. No. 1748E. Acquired in 1906. K6ém Ishgau. 13in.x52in. Middle of 6th 

cent. Hand B of Dioscorus, across the fibres; dark papyrus. Small fragment of a document of 

uncertain character; perhaps part of 1848. 4 imperfect lines, 

1846. Inv. No. 1804. Acquired in 1907. From Assuan. Second half of 6th cent. In 

a clear upright cursive hand of medium size, along the fibres; papyrus of light colour. Verso 

blank, hence no doubt a roll. Seven fragments of an account. No complete line is preserved, but 
from the remains it seems not unlikely that the account was a list of articles pawned. The lines 
begin (apa) N. N., and at the ends of lines are sums of money. One fragment contains a line 

ending ]. kutdpircos (b7rép) vo(iuicpdrwr) >. At the beginning of one line, however, are the words 

[m(apa). . . .jbiov (u7ép) otvov, which seem rather to imply an account of receipts. At least parts 

of the document were in Coptic, though the hand is of Greek type. Both the contents and the 
colour of the papyrus seem to connect the document with the Theban papyri (1719-1721) but 

&vy@) Suyriys occurs. The name [paurdo|ijros (see 1782, 9) occurs. 

1847. Inv. No. 1806. Acquired in 1907. From Assudn. 6th cent. In an open, widely- 
spaced, uneducated cursive hand, along the fibres; papyrus light in colour and of poor quality. 
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Verso blank, hence no doubt a roll. Twelve small fragments of an account, which, from what 

remains, seems to relate to a pawnbroker's business. The following words are to be noted in 
this connexion :—xetpowéd{Lov] (several times) ; da(Ep) 7o(d) (- (= 3) ddoK(orrivov); évlexdplov) parr ; 

ad’ (dv ?) exer tu[; Kal yerpo(WedAdov ?) a. Perhaps from Thebes (see 1846). 

1848. Inv. No. 1809. Acquired in 1907. From Assuan. 6th cent. In an upright, open 
cursive hand, along the fibres. Verso blank, hence probably a roll. Four fragments of an account 
very similar to 1847, possibly the same, but the ink is of somewhat different colour, and the hand 

is hardly identical. 

1849. Inv. No. 1807. Acquired in 1907. Syene. 7(?) June, a.p. 583. Seven fragments 
from the earlier part of Mon. 6. Published there, p. 61. 

1850. Inv. No. 1808. Acquired in 1907. Six miscellaneous fragments of Syene papyri. 
Three fragments, in an upright, rather square, cursive hand, along the fibres, seem to come from 

a single document, of uncertain character. One of the parties was a o|rpa(riarys) Tetp(wv) dpiO|ov 

Suyvns(?). The other fragments are from the foot of documents, and contain subscriptions. 

Among others are Mnva(s) Mpaurdcuros (2c) dvayvdarns, Adp(ydwos) loan Aéwy, Maddos MarévBrOt0s, 

and a mpeoBurepos THs ayias Mapiols. 

1851. Inv. No. 1810. Acquired in 1907. Twelve miscellaneous fragments of Syene 
papyri. One fragment probably belongs to 1785; see the introduction to that papyrus. Another 

is from a freight-contract (rv tapotoay vavhoruchp kupiav ovolay xrh.); and a third is part of the 
endorsement to a contract, and reads ] eis areppovluoyy +. 

1852. Inv. No.18i11. Acquired in1907. Seven miscellaneous fragments of Syene papyri. 
One, in a rough, coarse hand, along the fibres, is apparently part of a loan. Another contains 

the word xadad¢drov and the name Tadedavris (see Mon. 9, 34). 

1858. Inv. No. 1812. Acquired in 1907. Five small miscellaneous fragments of Syene 

papyri, containing nothing of importance. One seems to be part of an account, perhaps connected 

with the series 1846-1848. 

1854. Inv. No. 1813. Acquired in 1907. Ten miscellaneous fragments of Syene papyri. 
The greater part of all of them is blank ; possibly from accounts, but one, which has yuy +, is no 
doubt from the top of a contract. 

1855. Inv. No. 1814. Acquired in 1907. Twelve fragments of Syene papyri. Ten (of 

which six and four join to form two larger fragments) come from the beginning of Mon. 15 and 

read as follows :— 

Fragms. 1-6 :— 
I [+ pera ryv vrareav tov Seamotov nuwv Tov Seatotov nuwv (s2c) [PAN Avacr[ac]io” tov avwrolv] 

2 [Avyovorlo™! kar Povdov tov haymporarov Tayov a 2 tys a ¢ [w]durt ev Sunvy 2 

3 [Avpy va Ocdrwpuyy ex marpos] Mapxov plytlpos Kupiakys avev x{uptjov avdpos Tpayparevova|a] 

4 lp - - avevo’ (apparently not vmoyeylpappevo’) pera 
auvalwouvtTlos avTn Tov Kat vTo] 

[ypadovros ? our 
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Fragms. 7-10 :— 
6 1 ee amo axrovaptor [ 

7 otplatiwtn eyewvos Lunvys Kat ato ts [avTys Lluynvyns olppwpero. 

The date is April 26, a.p. 493. Note that the 2nd indiction had not yet begun at Syene- 

(ff 1692, 4, note). The remaining two fragments, one of which is from the foot of a murrdx(.ov) 

written 8 e4od Mdpxov "Ama, Aiov, are of no importance. 

1856. Inv. No. 1815. Acquired in 1907. Fifteen small miscellaneous fragments of Syene 

papyri. The following name may be noted :—? ék warpds] Iaceias ex pntpdis. 

1857. Inv. No. 1816. Acquired in 1907. Eighteen small miscellaneous fragments of 
Syene papyri. Two are from the earlier part of Mon. 8, and are published there, p.92. In 
(a), 1 read probably vytes 70 ofov. 

1858. Inv. No. 1817. Acquired in 1907. Twenty-three small miscellaneous fragments of 
Syene papyri, containing nothing of importance. 

1859. Inv. No. 1818. Acquired in 1907. Thirty-four small miscellaneous fragments of 
Syene papyri, containing nothing of importance. 

1860. Inv. No. 1819. Acquired in 1907. Two endorsements to Syene papyri. One may 
be that of Mon. 7 and is published there, p. 78. 

1861. Inv. No. 1820. Acquired in 1907. Many small scraps of Syene papyri, none con- 
taining more than a few letters. Three frames ; in the last are pieces of the ancient string found 
with some of the rolls. 

1862. Inv. No. 1754. Acquired in 1907. Lycopolite nome; from Assuan. 43in. x 52 in. 

6th or 7th cent. Writing across the fibres. Folded from the bottom upwards. Fragment from 
the bottom of a document of uncertain character, containing only subscriptions, four in number. 

The first is in large and very clumsy uncials, the others in smaller cursive or semi-cursive hands. 
The second, which is in a hand of Coptic type, and occupies nine out of the twelve extant lines, reads 

2... wov mperBurepos Kai poval(wv) 6 rpoyeypaplu(evos)]®.. . mpoyey|pappéver Sv0 povacrnpiwy pera 

mav'{r. . ? ev TO) Oper KpNs Tao pews ToD AuKoTroXirov vomod *... welraderpOevcopévns Tap é“od 3] ¢ ye ro pens wap’ ep 
> a ~ 6 , rf) ‘ , > ‘ 4 % ? / 06. 4 ‘ év T@ Katp[@] et-*. . . pious eideou Kal oKeverw ad peyddolv]’...? cup]|Bddov Kalas 7 ama. Kab v 7G Karp[9] €1 pey PD poyeyp 
BeBardow *. . . dplora tov Oetov Spor Kai TiPopar Taat Toils]®. .. dpoddyyloa kat dzéhvoa. Bikrwop 
bids “Lovdifoly?...? dlurod éyparba imép adz[ol) tapdvros Kal ein[dv]"[ros «rh. Brought from Assudn 

by D. G. Hogarth, Esq. 

1863. Inv. No. 1694 B. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolis. 6in.x8iin. Arab period. 
In a very small minuscule hand, along the fibres. Complete but somewhat rubbed; the text 
occupies only a small part of the papyrus, with 4 in. blank papyrus below it. Folded from right 
to left. Tax-receipt, somewhat obscure, but apparently for 3s. paid for Snpdov for the roth 
indiction by Collouthe and Horus son of Horsiesius, and perhaps for poll-tax (adv8purpds) by 

Abou Phoebam(m)on of Hermopolis. The receipt is apparently issued by Apa Marcus. ~ 3 lines. 

1864. Inv. No. 1630 A. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown; just possibly Oxy- 
rhynchus (see 1751, introd.), 2§in. x 3%in. Arab period. In a small sloping minuscule hand, 
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along the fibres. Complete but damaged. Folded from right to left. Tax-receipt, probably 
for Sardvy, to the same tax-payer as in 1751. The text reads :—'+ M(ynvds) Meco(py) Kn i(v)8(txrio- 
vos) t. (va, 8, or are all possible). "E[o]x(0v) 5(1a) Mnv(@) * orpalridrov) ddehpo(b) Aovka dad San(dvys) 

® Swdex(d)r(ns) Uv)8(uxriovos) dpO(uiov) vo(uioparos) y tpiro(v) P. ++ AvdcKkopos oroty(et)... +. 

1865. Inv. No.1725 A. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 5Zin.x 32 in. 6th cent. 
In a good-sized clear rounded cursive hand, across the fibres. Below the text a blank space of 

2iin., exclusive of the first fold (Zin.), which has not been unfolded. Imperfect, having lost the 
right half. Folded from the bottom upwards. Receipt (in the form +§ Sed«/ xrh.) for 3 

(given by the endorsement) artabas of wheat pérp(@) “A@nr(ai@) for the [emdola] of the 1st indic- 

tion, paid by the heirs of An——. Issued by a pagarch through Pcylius, a rpaxreuvrys. 6 lines. 

1866. Inv. No. 1641 A. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolite nome. 23in.x 7}in. 5th cent. 
In an upright tall cursive hand, on both sides of the papyrus, recto along, verso across, the fibres. 
Almost complete but with worm-holes.. List (recto 2 lines separated by a blank space, verso 

3 lines) of persons, for an uncertain purpose, signed (in 2 lines and in a small cursive hand) 

by “Eppoyévous BonG(od) ‘Apovwyyifolu...... The persons are :—@ecoddov0s Sditos pytpos.... 

amd Kbps Lerdu|Bvews (dotted letters very doubtful); YaBivov ["Olpov ard kdpyls] nd ; Maot- 

pis "Ahytos pntpos Oanoias dard Kdpns "“Apews; “Hpdx)euos Ilurdpwvos py[tplos Mapias dad Kopns 

"Apews ; DorBdppwv Lepyvov pyltpds] Oanoias awd Kops “Apews. LeoeuPdOs (or [Biov Sevep- 
BvOews) and "Apews are known in the Hermopolite nome (’Apews also in the Arsinoite); ®nd 

may be the ®ad of P. Giss. i, 56, 2, 10 (Hermopolite). Dr. H. Hepding and Prof. Kalbfleisch, 

who have kindly looked at the Giessen papyrus, write that though yn is not impossible there 
ad is more probable; but both spellings may represent the same word. 

1867. Inv. No. 1653 A verso(?). Verso (?) of 1747, g.v. 6th-7th cent. Ina neat regular 
upright cursive hand of Greek minuscule type but using the Coptic letters, across the fibres. Not 

quite perfect on the right and perhaps wanting the lower part. List of names, for an unspecified 

purpose. In spite of the Greek hand the document is probably to be regarded as Coptic rather 

than Greek. 12 lines. 

1868. Inv. No.1700. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 113in.x6zin. 6th cent. 
In a rounded, slightly sloping cursive hand, along the fibres, in rather faded ink. Complete. 

Probably folded from right to left. List of persons, including several clergy, for an unspecified 

purpose. There are several deletions. 25 lines. 

1869. Inv. No. 1701. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 1 ft. 1gin.x 7Zin. 6th 

cent. In an upright rather cramped cursive hand, along the fibres. Imperfect on the right and 
much damaged. Account, of which three columns, the last imperfect, remain, headed + odv 

O(c) etompakis Ilayov, and consisting of a list of persons, with payments in carats. The names 

are mostly of a well-known type, but “EAAynv and Xdéwp may be noted. A rém(os) “ABBA Maxa(piov) 

occurs. On the verso, which is mostly blank, is one entry, perhaps in the same hand as the 

recto, across the fibres but the reverse way up to the recto, headed + Ad(yos) pra H(od) Bonfod) 

(ep) peddur°’) = prehurrovpyav °); and the ends of a lost column, the reverse way up, are also 

visible at the side. 
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1870. Inv. No. 1706. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 4$in.x65in. Arab 

period. Ina small neat minuscule hand, on both sides of the papyrus, and probably therefore 
a leaf of a codex; red ink. Papyrus of light colour. Fragment of a taxing-list. Little besides 
figures remains, but the headings of several successive columns are preserved, and read :— 

recto :—t «/Bo* (1oth caraBohy ?) ; maxr(ov) i“ (interest on the roth caraBohy ?) ; mAe(fovs) (surplus) ; 

Tus) éuBod(js) (adaeratio for the embola?); Evwv?) ovarav); tpodoX (rpodoyys ?) 6 (perhaps 
a reference to payments previously received for the 9th xaraBod%); verso:—xad~ (hardly 

Kadaddrat ?) ; KaN~ p~ ; AetiWava); Kar(aB)NyOerra ?) ; Noum(a); ever ?) odor). 14 lines. 

1871. Inv. No. 1672. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown, 33in.x53in. 6th cent. 

In a small clear cursive hand, along the fibres. Probably folded from right to left. Small frag- 

ment, imperfect at the top, bottom, and left side, of a sale. No names or details are preserved, 

but the name of the thing sold was apparently neuter (1. 4 ] Kat todro véwer Oar Kal expiobodv Kai 
Kaprovaba; cf. however 1. 6, trys BeBasdoews tavrns THs; perhaps therefore todro refers to 
a pépos, but probably ravrns ris was followed by mpdcews or dpodoyias), and mention is made of 

THS avTAS TyYLNS TOV KEepatiwv tpidv. AA fine is to be paid in case of any breach of the agreement 
by the vendor (Il. 8 and 9, dkupos €otw Kal tpooarorticoper, and é}ritiplolu \éyw as idvov xpos Kai 

mv), but the amount is lost. 9 lines, and small traces of a 1oth. On the verso are the 

beginnings of the four last lines of a Coptic document, written across the fibres. 

1872. Inv. No. 1689. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolite nome. 5in.x7in. 4 Nov., 

A.D. 548. Ina small very neat and regular cursive hand, not the same as that of 1766, though 

the document has the same grammatical peculiarities; writing along the fibres. Papyrus much 
darkened in the lower part. Folded at right angles to the fibres. Imperfect, having lost the 
latter half. Acknowledgement of a lease of house-property, the lessee apparently taking over 
some fittings which are valued (1. 12 f.); the rent seems to be payable in kind. The text, which 
was not sufficiently deciphered at the time the texts were being arranged to be included among them, 

reads :—!' yyy. *P Mera riv irareiav Phaviov Bacthelov 70d evdokordrov * erous EBSd[un, ‘ADSp 7, 
Swdexdrys ivd(ixriovos). *Adpydio Tewpyiy vid SukBavod awd ris °“Eppouvmod\urav ra(pa) Adpydiov 

IIkvhts Kompeotros °pytpds “Avvas amd Képns Nayd&yews tod “Eppov"moXirov vopov. ‘Opodoya 

[elkovotws kat avOaipéras * pepicOdoba mapa cod éd’ [dy eav BovdyOys xpdvor ° oyilduerfor] ad 

TS o7peplov Kal mpoyeypappéryns [Hpépas Aris élotiv “AOPdp dyd[dy]s Tis mapovons Swdexarns 

4 (8iK(rlovos) Kali adry|s tas drapylolvoas wou oixydia (/. oixidia) peydda év (or év?) ody Tal... 

. Aka... ¢ dBavdrov (?—if correct, probably used in the same sense as in P. Strassb. 30, 6, 19; etc.) 
akiov tyjs  xpug(od) Klep(dria) ? Sexdrlevre evo(ra)Opna, évorxiov Sé rod “(weraéd GAAH@V TUpTE- 

dovlnpévns Kat ovvaperdlons| “(about 17 letters car’ évavrdv tupods | (about 22 letters }rary 

peydda tupl. . .](rupa? cf. 1770, 19; 1771, 9) "(about 22 letters ] . abre (?) yiverar) évo:k(éov) rupolds] 
Fd 3 For the lessor see 1766. 

1873. Inv. No. 1674. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolite nome. 5in.x 4tin. [1]5th year 
after the consulship of [Basilius, 4th or 5th] indiction [= a.p. 556]. Ina fair-sized regular sloping 
cursive hand, along the fibres. Probably folded from right to left. Fragment from the right top 

corner of an acknowledgement, addressed to a person described as Qav|uacvwtdt, of Hermopolis, 
by a yewpyds from a village whose name is lost, of a lease of land for 2 years. The tenant is to 
have the right to sow what crops he chooses, and the rent, which is apparently payable whether 

Vv. Nn 
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the inundation reaches the land or not, is 19 carats (fdépov rijs adrys | lyjs év T@ TvpBpdx@ Kal 

a\Bpox [cf 1771, 6, note] xpuvcod Kepdria Sexaevvéa). 11 lines, and slight traces of a 12th. 

1874. Inv. No. 1724. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolis. 6in.x5$in. 3rd Mesore, 3rd 

year of Fl. [Phocas or Heraclius, 9th or 2nd] indiction [= 27 July, a. p. 605 or 613}. Ina much 

sloping cursive hand, along the fibres; papyrus dark, Folded from right to left. Fragment from 
the right top corner of an acknowledgement of a lease of a house at Hermopolis for 10 years 

(ed? dv edy Siaxalréyo, yrolt] est Sexaerj, xpdvov; cf. 1877). The opening formula reads 
[+ €v dvémart THs ayias Kat C]worov0d Tpuddos marpds Kai viod | [kal aylov mvevparos, Bactdelals Tod 

Oevordrov Hav Seamdrov PAaviov) |[N. Tod aiwviov Avyovotou Avjroxparopos €rous tpirov Mecop?) 

tpitn | [ivdux(riovos) « év “Eppov}rode ths OnBatdos +. Lines 12-14 read:—... dad Olepediov 

péxpt Tov vrep@wv |...) Kal Kabi(o ?)rnpiw Kal dpioryrnplie)|...] Kal Karayaiw Kal Kapyndrov.. 
15 lines. 

1875. Inv. No. 1714B. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolis. 3%in.x4$in. Dated in the 

reign of Heraclius and the 4th indiction [= a. p. 615-616 or, less likely, 630-631]. In a clear 

upright widely spaced cursive hand, along the fibres. Small fragment from the beginning of 

a document addressed to —ulius son of Christodorus, of Hermopolis, from a person (whose 
mother was Aphthonia) resident there but not a native of the city, acknowledging a lease for 
1 year. All further details are lost. The opening formula reads :—{+ év dvdpuari ths ayilas Kat 

Cworowd Tpiddos warpds [kal viod Kal dytov mvevparos, Bacrdetas] | [rod Oevordrov ? Huadr] Seamdrou 

®)aviov “Hpaxdelov tod aiwviov Avyotatov A’roxpdropos €rovs] | [x,.... Tlerdpry, rerdprys WwO(ux- 

tiovos) év ‘Eppoumd[\e THs OnBaidos +]. 7 lines, and very small traces of an 8th. 

1876. Inv. No. 1626B. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 4%in. x 3$in. 5th (?) 
cent. In an upright cursive hand, along the fibres. Probably folded from right to left. Frag- 

ment from the left side of a document of uncertain character, but probably a lease. One party 

was ®)(avios) "Ami, apparently a court official (l. 2, wadarivov, perhaps but not necessarily mis- 
written for zahariov); and yeovyodvr év[radfa in 1. 2 recalls the Fl. Apion documents from 

Oxyrhynchus; but the hand suggests an earlier date than theirs, and in them évrad@a is preceded 

by «ai. Boundaries are specified. The name “Awa Naxiov occurs in the endorsement. 

10 lines, small traces of an 11th, and endorsement, along the fibres. 

1877. Inv. No. 1717 B. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolis. 32in.x62in. 6th cent. In 

a straggling cursive hand, along the fibres. Folded from right toleft. Imperfect, having lost the 

beginning and the latter half. Acknowledgement of a lease. Lines 2-10 read :—*‘Opuohoyotpev 
Exovoins Kal abPapéras pepirba(c)0a *rapa aod éf’ (Vv) éav Siaxaréxoper xpdvov (cf. 1874) 

hoyilope(vov) * dd THs oHpepov Huepas yris €otly Mecop? °reroapacKkadendry (sic) THs Tapovons 

Tpirns ivO(uxriovos) ° [7d] brdpxov cot Sipoupov pépor (ste?) dard ddokAjpov * palv)\uo[r|nptov (?—in 
the sense of wopvoBooxeiov? The reading is not certain but is strongly suggested by the traces) 

olas eotly Siablécews pera tavrds *abTod Tod Sixaiov Kal Tod Ppéaros Kal maons *[T]}ps avdrovd 

mep[ulBodis Te Kat mEeproyys ' [Siaxeevov év tadrn TH] “Eppovmodurav. Judging from the endorse- 
ment, one of the parties seems to have been called Adlpydiov Vaxa KoddovGo{v]. 10 lines, small 

traces of an 11th, and endorsement, along the fibres. 

1878. Inv. No. 1722B. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 2j3in.x4jin. 6th 
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cent. In a sloping cursive hand, along the fibres. Folded from right to left. Fragment of an 
acknowledgement of a lease for 5 years, from the crops of the coming 8th indiction, of 1 aroura of 
arable land, aw dpovpdv dv0 Kata Kowvwriay euod Kal Tdv eudv adehdav. The endorsement 

mentions ’Avolu¢iov (?) “EhAdro[s. 6 lines, small traces of a 7th, and endorsement, along the fibres. 

1879. Inv. No.1737B. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown; possibly Kém Ishgau. 

4; in. x 3Zin. 6th cent. Ina small compressed cursive hand with many uncial forms, along the 

fibres ; papyrus stained a dark brown. Probably folded at right angles to the fibres, but it is 
uncertain in which direction. Fragment from the right side of a document of somewhat uncertain 

character, but probably a lease of land. In the earlier part the landlord's title to the land seems 
to be given (l. 7, cara Slivapw ths Siafyxns). After this the boundaries are specified; among 

them occur ]. 77810 (not y7Sva) tod dyiov edxrnplov; Boppa dpdpas ris Sefapevys ; and... r}pdva THs 
€uns yvvatk(ds). From the last three lines it seems likely that the lease was on the méfayer 

system :—", . .] didopevns && ioov; ... (?) mepiLop]évov Tod mepvyvyvopévov; 1°... (2?) qyiv plev 

vrlép Katagmlopals (?). The name Bnovarnr (cf. 1419, 705, 746; 1420, 34) is to be noted. The 

land is probably held in common with SaBed cal Mapias kai Evdogias. 16 lines. 

1880. Inv. No. 1629 B. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolite nome. 33in.x3Zin. After 

A. D. 593 (the document begins with the Trinitarian formula). In a compressed sloping cursive 

hand, along the fibres. Folded from right to left. Fragment from the right top corner of an 
acknowledgement of a lease of land, beginning dé kapraév. All the details of the lease are lost, 

but it was for more than one year and there was apparently more than one aroura. The lessee is 

probably AdpyAliov Muepayd diod Iavdov, apparently from kdéplns “iBiovos TereadOu (see Lond. 

ili. 1171, 59, p. 179) Tod “Epp(ov)m(oXirov). 9g lines. 

1881. Inv. No. 1638 A. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 32in.x72in. 6th 

cent. Ina small irregular sloping cursive hand, along the fibres. Papyrus probably folded from 
right to left. Imperfect at top, bottom, and left side. Document of uncertain character, but 

apparently either one of the same class as 1774 or an ordinary sale in advance. The details, 
owing partly to difficulties of decipherment and partly to the erratic orthography and syntax, are 

mostly obscure, but the goods to be delivered are apparently, in part at least, wine, payable at the 
vintage in Mesore (ll. 1-2, kat ratra éroiuws exw tapacyelv oor |?... Kaip@ Tpvlyns TO Mecop?) 
pyvel tpirns WSiucriwvos) ; and probably the goodness of the wine is guaranteed till Mecheir (I. 4, 

Js (dvadexdpevols ?) Ews Mexeip pyvel rhs adrijs ivd.x(riovos) dvuTepOérws). In case of failure to 
supply the goods 2 solidi are perhaps to be paid, but the context is obscure (ll. 4-6, ei 8€| 
®... ? mapaclxeiy aor Tov avTav Exarov olv(ov) emt TO jor (ste) Tapacyeiv gor | *... volwicpdria dSvo 
mapavra éuol ws (€)pKaorrt (sic) Eroiwws Exw). Line 3, ]. . €rotpws [€lyw arodw (? ?—sc. doSodvat) 

got Tov avTav oiviov abv KodoKvvOov, is to be noted. In 1. 7 the words zpoto\ypa (meaning ?) 

év cal oradvda (/. cradvdaé ?) are noteworthy. 8 lines, and small traces of a gth. 

1882. Inv. No. 1695 B. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 33in.x6in. 6th cent. 
In an easy flowing cursive hand, across the fibres. Probably folded from the bottom upwards. 

Fragment from the right side of an acknowledgement by Damianus, tpayparevryjs, of a loan of 
30 [solidi]. The phrase xara rv mpayparevtixny |... is to be noted. 5 lines, and small traces 

of 2 more. 
Nn2 
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1883. Inv. No. 1618. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 23in.x112in. 6th cent. 
In a fairly large rough cursive hand, across the fibres. Probably folded at right angles to the 
fibres. Complete but much rubbed. Receipt, in very illiterate Greek, probably issued by the 
Flavii Paeonius and Marinus, for two payments, which seem of 455 and 65% artabas [of corn] 

respectively, though the sum is apparently given as — px §/ (= 1103 art.); the total of corn is 
preceded by @ ¥ 18 (12 talents or myriads of silver ?—* should = 8yvdpua, but a sum of only 12 
denarii at this period is not credible), 5 lines. 

1884. Inv. No.1630B. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown, 2?in. x 22in. 7th cent. 
In an uneven minuscule hand, across the fibres. Folded from bottom to top. Imperfect on the 
left side. Receipt for 9 carats, rent of land for the present 15th indiction, issued to Pebes 

son of George; the landlord’s name is lost. 5 lines. 

1885. Inv. No. 1723. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 63in.x62Zin. 5th—6th 
cent. Ina large clear cursive hand, across the fibres. Folded from bottom to top. Imperfect, 
having lost the left half. Private letter; the subject is doubtful, but the words wept S€ dpyvpov 7 

trovpdlp(cews ?)] occur. The recipient is referred to as 7}}s dyav evyeveias, and the name *Edmid.os 
(Sua. "EAmiSiov) occurs. Mention is made of rods dyiovs (probably edxJouar tods dyious Kai ipas). 

Addressed on the verso, along the fibres, + éri8(os) 7H ra wdvra ebyeveotdr(y) [. 6 lines, and 

address. 

1886. Inv. No. 1628. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 43in.x73in. 6th cent. 

In a medium-sized cursive hand, along the fibres. Probably folded from right to left. Imperfect 

at top and bottom and (probably) on both sides, and much damaged. Letter or report, apparently 

on the transport and sale of corn. The most noteworthy phrases are éxdoryns dpraByns pvpiddas 
TexoepaKxovta ; métpaxey dé émraxadexdrov [; dlrép Adyou vavdov Exdotns apTdBys pupiddas 
dddexa, 12 lines. 

1887. Inv. No. 1679 A. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown; perhaps Hermopolis. 
2¢in.x11¢in. 6th cent. Ina small upright cursive hand, across the fibres. Folded from the 

bottom upwards and then probably once from right to left. Private letter to 7@ Seomdry pov Kai 

DeooeBeordrw "Ama ‘Eppodépw zpeaRlvrépw), from his ‘son’ Aphous (zpos rv éodv Toddos Kal vids 

(MS. vios) "Adods, apparently for tapa tod aod Sovdov xrh.), asking him to send rpis dpraBys (szc) 
Kpilov eis thv omeppoBodiav. The name ‘Epyddmpos rather suggests Hermopolis as the 

provenance. On the verso, almost obliterated address, of which only 7a Seordty pov is now 

legible, along the fibres. 4 long lines, besides the heading ypy// and the valedictory formula, 

which reads, in 4 short lines, ép[pdlo[Oai oe] | {v}youar | roots | xpdvors. 

1888. Inv. No. 1748D. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 3%in.x 3Zin. 6th 

cent. Ina rough clumsy cursive hand, across the fibres; coarse papyrus. Imperfect, having lost 

the right half. Letter on private affairs. No consecutive sense can be recovered. 7 lines. 

1889. Inv. No.1758. Acquired in 1907. Provenance unknown. 63in. x 43in. 6th cent. 
In an upright regular rather square cursive hand, on both sides of the papyrus, recto across, verso 

along, the fibres; the writing on the verso is the opposite way up to that on the recto. Folded 

from the bottom upwards. Imperfect on both sides and at top and bottom. Apparently a letter, 

partly on private affairs but largely on military topics, in illiterate Greek. The following 
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passages are the most noteworthy :—Recto, ll. 6-7, °...].. ripoves év “Ade€avdpia, edmidopev 

(sc, rriLopev; of. 1786, 17, note)... 7. . .] poyevopevov . ’Erido eis av dywov (?) Teou. ..; Il. 12-15, 
12, ? Bliorov Exdory adypapia, éyo Sy pia edlmis...? 1... 2 dxodolvOjow Sé ra oiyva, pive ev 

"Adegfavdpeia 2... M. . . ?Mar|pdehov rod poydropos ori pl... '...? ddAloxdrrwwa, Kali] vov éav 

oldev pw... [...3 verso, Il. 3-7,%...Jovo Kdmuta (sc. dva(v) kdmira?) pov, éyo by dard S[y\ylo- 

ciwy...? 4... Ta KepKntopwr (circitorum) tov mpdtwy €os Tav |...’ TwepK . [...°. + .Javoros 

eis Adyov avahoparos ToAN. . .°... |kvpay kal “Apxadiav Kal ovpaviay [...7...] viv Kat Tare 

Sua avtis Kal Owddryl[s (sc. Beoddrys)... In 1. 10 of the verso the writer speaks of ryv pyrépav 

pov ’AydO[nv. 27 lines. 

1890. Inv. No. 1721. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 5in.x43in. 7th cent. 
In a flowing, sloping cursive hand, across the fibres. Folded from the bottom upwards. Very 

imperfect, the beginning and left side being lost. Letter on private affairs. Little light is thrown 

on the subject by what remains. The following passages may be noted :—]ngev ei{s] 76 dv{a}rodixdr ; 
ext Tov Seamdrnv pou yeypady ka’; eis tddas Tod Seomdro(v) | (mov. 11 lines, and slight traces 

of a 12th. 

1891. Inv. No. 1777. Acquired in 1907. Provenance unknown. 7in.x3Zin. 7th—8th 

cent. Ina flowing, sloping cursive hand very similar to that of the Aphrodito letters in vol. iv, 
across the fibres. Folded from the bottom upwards. Imperfect, only the left side being 
preserved. Letter, apparently to more than one person. Myvas cai Aopol are mentioned. No 
consecutive sense can be recovered. There is an allusion to rév puxpav Soxapioaly. 9 lines. 

1892. Inv. No.1678 A. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 3in.xg}in. 7th-8th 

cent. Ina flowing, sloping cursive hand of the same type as in 1891, across the fibres. Folded 

from the bottom upwards. Conclusion of a letter. The text reads:—1'dd\ad mapaxaddv Kai 
UropivyocKwy , Tos Wodas Tod Seamdrov pov meplt... | *Koopwa 7 weyadompereotarw 
xXaprovN api Kal eipyvy dpiv dd Tov @eov +. The comma in the space inl. 1 and the high point 

after juiv are in the MS. 

1893. Inv. No. 1671. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. Two fragments, in very 
similar, perhaps identical, hands, but apparently from different documents, as frag. A, which 

comes from near the left side, whereas frag. B contains the ends of lines, does not suit the 
readings required by B. 

A. 5%in.x1iin. 5th cent.; dated in the consulship of two Flavii and in a 4th indiction. 

Ina very much flourished cursive hand, along the fibres. Small scrap of a document of uncertain 

character, from a city ([7]éAews, |. 4), and apparently containing an oath (I. 6, [rdly wavrox|pdropa 

@cév) ; perhaps therefore a sale or a contract of surety. 11 lines. 
B. 1ft.x48in. 5thcent. The hand is even more flourished than in A. Folded from right 

to left. Fragment from the right side of a contract of surety, addressed by J\us (Tovduo)s ?) 
Nepuecivov to a person described as wepiBdér7m. The document begins with an oath, and the 

warranty is for two mpwroxwpyra. The text of the body of the document is :—*. . .] “Opohoyd 

(a large initial 0) da °... rH edoeBiay THs Kadduvixov °...] lovduov “Avtwriov ’...] duporépous 
mpotoKopntas ®.. . tplwtokwpyntov ppovrioa °®. . . ? érulnrov|ueva (cf. 1. 16) mpds adrovs kai. . .Je. ¢ 
cvyxepodvras 1... Jef’ dv Bovderai cov *. . . eiJkas dpyp THs edTUXOds *,..v 7 py SedvT@s *...)... 
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Toujowrra deumros ©... év Snpooiw rd\rw exrds ayiwv twepiBdrwv (cf. P. Strassb. i. 46 ff.) %..J.. 
Tac. Tots mpds adrods emulnrov'[pévos . . . evexl¥pov Adyw Kat Sixaiw taoOyxys. After this, 

in blacker ink than the body of the document, is the subscription, and then, after a space, the 

notary’s signature ; but the first line of the subscription is in ink of a similar colour (though not 

perhaps the same ink) to that used in the body of the document. The subscription shows that 
the other tpwroxwpjrns was Adpy\uov Tepyduiov "Ata “Qpov. 22 lines. 

1894. Inv. No. 1641 B. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown; perhaps, from the 

colour of the papyrus, from Kém Ishgau, in which case it is probably from Antinoopolis, but the 

hand looks earlier than the other Antinoopolite documents from Ké6m Ishgau. 3} in. x 6in. 

Early 6th cent. In a large, slightly sloping, rounded cursive hand, across the fibres; papyrus 
dark brown in colour. Small fragment from the left side of a will. It contains only subscriptions ; 

as these are all in a single hand, the document was a copy. A priest and a deacon of the 

Kafoduxys exxAnolas occur. 6 lines. 

1895. Inv. No.1748C.. Acquired in 1906. Oxyrhynchus. 3in.x23in. Dated after the 
consulship of [Theodosius] for the 14th time and FI. Max[imus (= a.p. 434). In an upright 

rather large cursive hand, along the fibres. Scrap from the left top corner of a document of 

uncertain character. Besides the date and ['O]fvpvyyi{rév nothing of interest remains except the 

word [é]kxhyoias. 5 lines. [This is part of 1777; see Addenda. ] 

1896. Inv. No. 1726 C. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolis. 7jin.x1ft. gin. 25 June- 
24 July, a.p. 483. In an upright rather artificial cursive hand, along the fibres. Folded: from 

right to left. Beginning, much damaged, of what was probably a long and elaborate document. 
Too little remains to show its character. The first three lines read :—! + pera tiv trareiay 

@aviov) Tplo]kovvdi[ov] (sic) tod Napzpo[ra}rov Kat ro[d] SywOncopevov, "Emdilp . ¢ ivSux(riovos). 

2 Adpndlo Lapamiov Ioapiolvols (?) topapiry 7[od rwlpapiolv told hapapordrov Anuea vig tod ris 
meprBrén{rlo[v] pvyipns Baowrelioly *[rlept rHv wodew mpds (Ba Kal ?] dvw ris Sidplvyols “Eved 

K[al ?] a@\dov Témov Tod dxariov amd THs ‘EppouTo\rdv. T\wpapiov perhaps recurs in |. 8, but the 

traces might also be read as avapiov. Remains of 10 lines. 

1897. Inv. No. 1704. Acquired in 1906. Provenance uncertain; possibly Antinoopolis 
(I. 7, dard rHs ’Avre .[, but the reading is not certain, and one party may have been from Antinoopolis 
and the other from some other place). 42in. x 52in. Dated in Hathyr of the 7th year, the 6th 

year after the consulship, of [Fl.] Mauricius Tiberius [= 28 Oct.-26 Nov., a.p. 588]. Ina small 

sloping cursive hand, along the fibres. Folded from right to left. Fragment from the left top 

corner of a document addressed to @daviw Mayioreps TO edSoKxtploTdr@ vid Tod THs mepuBdérrov] | 
plvljens “Epptov amd ris ’Avte. [ (see above). Too little remains to show its character; endorsed, 

along the fibres, + yp(apparetov) yevdudvov)[. There is possibly a question of land (a «djpos ?) 

k[a}\ovpevov ‘OAdediov 7eSi4[S0s. 10 lines, and endorsement. 

1898. Inv. No. 1669. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolis. 62in. x 10 in. (in the lower part 

the breadth is only 4Zin.). Dated in the [reign and consulship] of the Emperor F1. Mauricius 

external evidence, but as there is no religious ‘invocation at the beginning the date cannot be 

later than a. D. 594). Ina sloping flowing cursive hand, along the fibres, Folded apparently from 
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right to left. Imperfect on the left and at the foot. Agreement between Andronicus, didxovos 
kai iarpds, of Hermopolis, and Aur. George, relating to land, apparently conveyed to Andronicus 
by George and the former's sister Thaumasia (I. 5, émeli eLexdpnoev pou 7 7) adehddrys pera THs 
€uns adekdjs Oavpacins); it seems to have been acquired by them from Cyriacus son of Apollos, 

and there is a question of a wa\atod NdxKov, apparently held in shares (1. 7, ro[d] Nourod pépous 

Tov avTod mahatov AdKxK{[ov]). The document is very likely a reconveyance or surrender of the 
land by Andronicus. 14 lines. 

1899. Inv. No. 1652. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolite nome. 33in.x4gin. 18 July, 

A.D. 600. In a small sloping laterally compressed cursive hand, along the fibres. Folded at 
right angles to the fibres. Beginning of a document of uncertain character. The text reads:— . 
14 204 éy dvopatt] rod kupiov Kal Seamdrov Inaod Xpiarod Tod \Ocod’ * [kal cwrjpols uav, Bacrdeias 

Tov Oeordrov Kal evoeBeor(drov) *|nuadv Seardroly Paviov) Mavpixiov TiBepiov tod aiwviou *[Ad- 

yovarov Avrolkpdropos Erovs dxroKaiWexdtw (sic), Exel x5, 8 ivd(ueriovos). °[+ Adpydvos] Kupiaxds 

vids KodAovfov ex pntpos *[.......- dd] Képns Taveuwews (of. UKF. 989; 1049; 1050; Lips. 

i. 99, ii. 15, where Teveywews is presumably another form of the name) rod ‘Eppovmonirov * [vopov 
+ 70] dvoleBeor[arlo 4B8Ba “Ioaxiw mp! (rpoeorar ?) *[about 19 letters Jov rod ayiov povagrnpiov 

(about 16 letters dd kaluns Turkdews Tod 1 [adrod vowov.... 

1900. Inv. No. 1748B. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown; possibly Hermopolis. 

2in. x 3¢in. Second half of the 6th cent. In a compressed, sloping cursive hand, along the 

fibres. Folded at right angles to the fibres. Fragment from the top left corner of a document 
of uncertain character. The text reads :—'+ Baovdelas kai brarteials KTA. * Tov aiwviov Abyovarou 

Aliroxpdropos Krh. ®+ TO Sixaiw Tod edaylods povacrypiov Kr. * diaKetpévov Katia Krr. ° AuBds év 

popn Aeylouévy K7h. ; 

1901. Inv. No.1696B. Acquiredin 1906. Provenance unknown. 2$in. x 6jin. 6th cent. 

In a small clear slightly sloping cursive hand, across the fibres. Folded at right angles to the 

fibres. Small fragment of a document of uncertain character. Lines 2 and 3 read wavrayod 

mpodepoperyny ert maons apxijs xTh., and ] Kal ppixwdéorarov dpKkov puddfar THY Tapodioay Kh. 

4 lines, and small traces of a 5th. 

1902. Inv. No.1657. Acquired in 1906. Antinoopolis; from KémIshgau. 63 in. x 117 in. 
Recto. 6th cent. Ina large flowing upright cursive hand, across the fibres. Conclusion, 

having lost the end, of an agreement. The text is:—'dpodoyiav da travis, nvrep Huiv eOeucba 

*mpos adopddevav, Kupiav ovoav cat BeBatav *ravtayod mpodepomevyny, tbroeuevor * addyHdoUs] eis 

[arlavra Ta tpoyeypappeva ° Kal cis THY atrairnow Tod TpooTipolv] Et oUTw °TUYOL TaVTA TA UTapYoVTA 

Hpiv kai tadp£ovra " rpdypara Kuvytd Te Kal dkivyTa Kal adroKivyta. 
Verso. A.D. 566-573. In a hasty sloping cursive hand, along the fibres; additions, here 

marked by thicker type, in hand B of Dioscorus. Conclusion of an agreement of uncertain 

character. The last clause reads :—xai évopko racav e€ovciay Kal kpirny Kal Sucaorhy aperial|\Oéras 

TavTas del Tapadvidéar apparyets dmapaBatous (corr. from -tws) Kai doahevrovs ev tavti | ypdrw 

Kaip@ Kala mpo . . woy + TvykeKpoTnpévas BeBaly tavTl Kal vowipo ted Kal dtropatiKG ds [é] | SLahahas 

dpxévtTmv peyahotpe(rertatwv) Kara 6 | cvvictavopévas (1st hand) éx wavrds tpdrov. For the formula 

of. Cair. Masp. ii. 67151, 197 ff.; and see Byz. Zettschr. xxii, p. 394%; but it should not there have 

been quoted as an example of an oath formula. 5% lines, and 3 additional lines. 
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1903. Inv. No.1766. Acquired in 1907. Provenance unknown. 1I13in.x6in. 6th cent. 
In a small sloping cursive hand, along the fibres. Small portion of a lengthy document in two 

columns, only the ends and beginnings of lines being preserved. Too little remains to determine 
the character of the document. The space between the columns has been filled by a forger with 
fictitious writing, so as to produce the appearance of a continuous text. 51(?) lines. On the 

verso, in a small cursive hand across the fibres, are scanty remains of an account. 

1904. Inv. No. 1655. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 8$in.x5in. 5th or 
early 6th cent. Ina large upright cursive hand, along the fibres; on the verso (3 lines) also along 

the fibres; papyrus of coarse quality. Account; the lines on the verso, though apparently in the 

same hand, are probably unconnected with the entries on the recto, which are described as for the 

11thindiction. The entries on the recto are :—! Ad(yos) Avwa (?) ivd{uxriovos) va, dua) Al, *eyus dard TOD 

BpeBiov eval (or &v @ ?), * exis brép vavdov = aaxk/ [, *[. .Jypudiva =~ [, °paxapixa oadka (obscure ; 

the reading seems certain; probably paxapuxa = Meyapixa; see Pape, Worterd. d. gr. Eigenn# 
S.U. Mayapikot; cadka is perhaps connected with the word cadxas which occurs in Aét. BuBh. 

larp. Venetiis, 1534, p. 10, 5, eAalov aalka; 16, xpavrar S€ Kal T@ oadkG ai yuvaikes eis Tas 

kehadas adretpovoa adtds; but Crénert suggests rather a connexion with sadsacia, salsicia [see 

Loewe, Corpus Gloss. Lat. iii, p. 185, 27] or *salca [cf. salgama, salgamarius] and refers to Pliny, 
Nat. Hist. xxxi. 41 (87), xxxvii. 37 (118) for sal Megaricus [' servandis carnibus aptior acer et 

siccus, ut Megaricus’]. This supports his explanation) al, °dwép vavdov daxrovapiov { factionarit) 

[, 7kal kapnddova (charges for carriage by camel) cai dvddopla rorapod ?, *dvddoua motapod Kal 

Tov (st) Sudpuxlos, °Tod vo(uicpartov) Evds, Kepatiov) (Hurov) (dydoor), yi(verar) K/e SY .[,  daep 

Tovdaevxod = «{. ‘13 lines. 

1905. Inv. No.1726B. Acquired in 1906. Provenance unknown. 53in.x5%in. 6th—7th 
cent. In an upright cursive hand, along the fibres. Imperfect at the foot. Account headed 

déyos) Anppdrov Kepariwv) KBS’§. The entries include dvddop(a) (baép) ryplis) adds, (brep) TyXlHs) 
kiabiov (2. kvabiwr), (brép) Tyuns KovBiz[ov ?] (hardly = dxxovBitov? see Sophocles, s.v. xovBurov ; 

the price is 32c.); (bwép) tyu(As) paxepiov (4 payxaipiov; price 1c.); (dmép) Tiulis) odpidior 
(2. odvpWiwr ?) ; (bmép) rod pudvapiov (price 3¢.). 10 lines. 

1906. Inv. No. 1681 verso. Verso of 1787, g.v. In a large upright cursive hand across 
the fibres. Remains of 3 columns of an account, probably private, of corn (wheat and barley) 

and 6&os?). Little that is continuous remains; the following items may be noted:—..... Tov 
€v TO dpyadvy; eis ypad(yv) tov Cdwv pov Kp(\Oar) (apraBar) €; cis cvpadyp(wow) 7[A(v)] Snpoo(ior) 

Kp(\Bav) (a4pra By) a © (=19);- eis 7d povacryp(iov) Opup/ Kpli)Oav) (a4praBar) €; and Kp(O(Gr) 

(aprd Bau) tf para?) y. 30 lines. 

1907. Inv. No. 1702. Acquired in 1906. Hermopolis. 1ft. 1in.x5iin. 7th cent. In 

an irregular, hasty minuscule hand, along the fibres, on the back of an illegible protocol of 

‘Byzantine’ type. * Practically complete but ink much faded. Account headed + dv @(e@) ddy{os) 

Anpp(drov) 77s) ovaias) rod Kvp(fov) ‘A8Spravod x{[d]y[(iros ?). Among the entries are :—&vd) ray) 

yewpy(av) 77s) haxalvas) “Eppoumd\ews) (brep) xpulor)k(Gv ?); Sua) rar) yewpy(@y Virapnxvbews); 

8(1d) 7(Gv) yeopy(av) rA(v) yyStwlv) dpydvev ?) “EppoviréXews); (ud) 7(dv) yewpy(Gv) 7a(v) Svo a.pou(par) 

@acayap* “Ep(nov)m(ddews) ; 77 (or 77(s)) cuvpyop( ) dard ol(rov) dpr(aBar) pre SoK(uxe ?) (2. Soyixe) (rep) 
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amapyupirpov) oi(rov) dpt(aBav) o8 (more like oy) rod iB vo(utopara) = (kal) olrov) apr(éBar) py 
(z.é. out of a quota of 115 artabas 72 were compounded for by a money payment at the rate of 

Is. per 12 artabas = 6s. and 43 were paid in kind); 8d) (dv) yewpy(av) ’AdeAdiov aad ofrov) 
apr(aBav) tBS Sox(eK@ ?) (bmép) drapy(vpirpod) cilrov) apr(aBav) € Tod Le vo(uiopara) § (Kal) oi(rou) 

apr(aBar) KB§; (éwép) ‘tysHls’ mopapiov tdomov) Néov ap(i)O(u.a) vo(utopara) 5, vo(uiopara) y 
(kepdria) n. 22 lines. 

1908. Inv. No. 1553. Acquired in1906. Provenance unknown. g2in.x1ft. Byzantine 

period. Papyrus of poor quality. Document or documents in shorthand. Written on both 
sides of the papyrus. As the two xodA\jyara of which the sheet is composed are placed with the 
fibres at right angles it is difficult to say which side is verso and which recto; but probably the 
recto is the side which bears the largest amount of writing. In that case the writing on the recto 
was across the fibres of the inner xé\Aynpa, and the sheet was folded at right angles to the length 

of the roll. 20 lines, with some interlineations. 

1909. Inv. No. 1786. Acquired in 1907. Provenance unknown. 5in.x75in. Leather 
binding of a papyrus codex. The upper cover has an incised geometrical pattern, round the 
panels of which is a stitching of thin flat leather bands; the pattern itself is divided into two 
panels by a similar stitching. The stitching also appears on the lower cover, which is otherwise 

plain. The leather has been backed with papyrus, the few letters on which appear to be of the 
7th century. 

1910. Inv. No. 1520. Four detached seals; it is not known from what papyri they come. 
All are in brown clay; the devices are :—(a) a helmeted head turned to the right; (4) apparently 

a similar but not identical head; (¢) a similar but not identical head; (d) indistinct, apparently 
a decorative pattern. 

1911. Inv. No.1782A. Acquired in 1907. Heracleopolis. 23in.x4in. Early 4th cent. 

In a small neat cursive hand, along the fibres. Folded at right angles to the fibres, perhaps from 

right to left. Beginning of a petition to the exactores of Heracleopolis. This is an early instance 

of more than one exactor in a modus; see Wilcken, Grundziige, p. 229. The text reads :— 

1 Adpydlois Awpobép Kai TodpBon, * €dx(ropar) “HpaxheordX(ews), * rapla Alipndias Sdppas "lod 
amo THs * avry{s] Toews. “Opare rots evaeBE 'ow tyav dpOahpors Thy epi Tas ° only small traces. 

[This document should have been described after 1828 but was accidentally omitted.] 
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TABLE OF PAPYRI 

IN ORDER OF INVENTORY NUMBERS. 

(V.B.—Documents of the Ptolemaic and Roman periods are reserved for vol. vi, and the inventory numbers 
of these papyri are followed by the reference ‘vol.vi’, ‘Vol. iv’ means that the document in question 
has already been published in vol. iv. The numbers’ of papyri presented by the Egypt Exploration 
Fund are followed by the reference to the collection in which they were published or described.) 

Inv, Cat, Inv. Cat. Inv. Cat. 
1520 1910 1569-1604 Vol. vi 1632A 1760 

1521 1809 1605 A-C 1816 16328 1740 

1522 1810 1606 1828 1633 1795 

1523 P. Oxy. iii, 411 1607 1651 16344 1755 
1524 P, Oxy. iii. 420 1608 1659 1634B 1756 

1525 P, Oxy. iii. 427 1609 A 1822 1635 1793 
1526 P, Oxy. iii. 465 1609 B 1832 1636 1788 

1527 P, Oxy. iii. 473 1609 ¢c 1650 1637 1786 

1528 P. Oxy, iii, 489 1610 1649 16384 1881 

1529 P. Oxy. iii. 494 1611 recto 1647 1638 B 1744 
1530 P, Oxy. iii. 530 1611 verso 1824 1639 1758 

1531 P, Oxy. iv. 654 1612 1828 1640 1750 
1532 P, Oxy. iv. 668 and 657 1613 1652 164A 1866 
1533 P, Oxy. iv. 659 and 662 1614 1658 1641 B 1894 
1534 P. Oxy. iv. 686 I615A 1836 1642 1662 
1535 P. Oxy. iv. 687 16158 1830 1643 1694 
1536 P. Oxy. iv. 688 1616 A 1656 1644 1689 
1537 P. Oxy. iv. 713 16168 1833 1645 1687 

1538 P, Oxy. iv. 714 16174 1826 1646 : 1677 

1539 P, Oxy. iv. 727 16178 Vol. vi 1647 1699 

1540 P, Oxy. iv. 729 1617C 1835 | 1648 1839 

1541 P, Oxy. iv. 742 1618 1883 1649 1681 

1542 P. Oxy. iv. 784 1619 1762 1650 1701 

1543 P, Oxy. iv, 818 1620 1693 1651 1716 

1544 P, Oxy. iv, 832 1621 1808 1652 1899 
1545 1811 1622 1764 1653 A recto 1747 

1546 A-c 1814 1623 1778 1653 A verso 1867 

1547 1661 1624 1777 1653 B 1748 

1548 1707 1625 1798 1654 1754 

1549 1686 16264 1797 _ 1655 1904 

1550 1663 16268 1876 1656 1770 

1551 1692 1627 1796 1657 1902 

1552 1817 1628 1886 1658 1669 

1553 1908 1629A 1789 1659 1680 

1554-1557 Vol. vi 1629B 1880 1660 1700 

1558-1560 Vol. iv 16304 1864 1661 1679 

1561-1568 B Vol. vi 16308 1884 1662 1691 

1568 c 1812 1631 1765 1663 1838 

002 
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Inv, Cat, Inv, Cat. Inv. Cat. 

1664 1713 1708 A-C Vol. vi 1746 1660 

1665 1705 1709 1648 1747 1840 
1666 1708 1710 A-I712 Vol. vi 1748 A 1843 

1667 recto (+1785 recto) 1717 - —|-1713A - oP SESS ook 48'B 1900 

1667 verso (+1785 verso) 1718 1713B 1829 | 1748 ¢ 1895 

1668 1695 I7ZI4Aa 1774 1748 D 1888 

1669 1898 ---| 17148 1875 1748 E 1845 

1670 1807 I7I5A Vol. vi 1749-1753 Vol. iv 

1671 1893 I7I5B 1763 1754 1862 

1672 1871 >} 17164 As bo 1782 ‘| 1955 Sys) Vol. vi 
1673 1794 1716B 1783 1756 recto 1708 
1674 ’ 1873 “1yiza ’ 1804 1756 verso 1711 
1675 1761 1717B 1877 1757 recto 1653 

16764 1753 1718 1772 1757 verso 1654 

16768 1781 raga. 22 1743 1758 1889 
1677 1801 I719B 1749 1759 1655 

16784 1892 1720A 1738 1760 1657 .« 

16788 1800 1720B 1751 1761, 1762 Vol. vi 

1679 A ‘1887 1721 1890 1763 1825 

1679 B 1802 1722 A 1780 1764 1841 
1680 1842 17228 1878 1765 1704 

1681 recto 1787 1723 1885 1766 19038 
1681 verso 1906 1724 1874 1767 1792 

1682 - ‘1766 17254 1865 ss |_-:1768, 1769.4 Vol. vi 
1683 1715 1725 8B 1745 1769 B recto 1831 

1684 1768 1725 1752 1769 B verso 1834 

1685 1771 1725 D 1803 I77OA } 1671 

1686 1673 17264 1757 1770B 1668 
16874 1739 17268 1905 1771 } 1683 

16878 1805 1726c 1896 1772 1666 

1688 1778 1727 recto 1674 1773 1790 
1689 1872 1727 verso 1821 1774-1775 B Vol. vi 

1690 1767 1728 recto (+1745 recto) 1709 1776 1702 
1691 1759 1728 verso (+1745 verso) 1818 1777 1891 
1692 1799 1729 1714 1778 recto Vol, vi 

1693 1769 1730 1827 1778 verso 1815 

16944 1741 1731 1791 1779 1684 
1694B 1863 1732 1664 1780 1775 

16954 1776 1733 1819 1781 1688 

16958 1882 1734 1712 17824 1911 

1696 A "1779 - 1735 1697 1782 B 1785 
1696 B 1901 1736 1706 1783 recto 1685 
1697 1667's: 1737 A recto 1710 1783 verso 1672 

1698 1698 1737 A verso 1820 1784 1665 

1699 A 1746 17378 1879 1785 recto (+1667 recto) 1717 

16998 1742 1738 1682 1785 verso (+1667 verso) 1718 

1700 1868 1739 1690 1786 1909 
1701 1869 1740 1844 1787 | 1729 
1702 1907 1741 1678 1788 1736 

1703 1784 1742 1696 1789 1737 

1704 1897 1743 1675 1790 1730 

1705 1806 1744 1676 1791 1732 
1706 1870 1745 recto (+1728 recto) 1709 1792 1728 

1707 1818! * 1745 verso (+1728 verso) 1818 1793 ° 1720 
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INDICES 
I. INDEX OF SUBJECTS 

(N.B.—The references are to pages, except in a few special cases. The order of words ts that of the English alphabet.) 

aBpoxixds, meaning of, 87 
Accents, lectional signs, and punctuation marks, 1708 

passim 

Accents, 263 (1812), 264 (1816 a, p) 
Breathings, 263 (1812) 

as, 1677, 11 

éwep, 1677, 36 

dots separating vowels, 1729, 7, 8 

marks of quantity, 264 (1817) 
punctuation, 171, 277 (1892) 

Acrostics, 264 (1817, 1818) ‘ 

dywyy. See ydomos 
Agricultural work, early date for commencement of, 255 

dupa, length of, 161, 164 
Ammonius, Count, 99 

dvapéerpnow Tod oxowiov, mpds, 94 
Anatolius, Count, 257 

Annona, 215 

Antaeopolis, pagarchs of, 147 

petition of the inhabitants of, 74 

Anthony, St., 18 f. 
Antinoopolis, as capital of the Thebaid, 31 

demes at (?), 130 
avrimpo.xoy, meaning of, 123-124 

dyvipos, meaning of, 94 
dmaurnrai, as collectors of direct taxes, 25 

Aphrodito, assessments of land at, 60, 61 

barren nature of soil of, 60 

comparative prosperity of, 95 

ill-treatment of, by pagarchs, 56-63 

placed under the protection of the Empress, 109 
Apion, Flavius, of Oxyrhynchus, 121 

éxé added to a word as = ‘ex’, 85 

Apollos, father of Dioscorus, life of, 70 

— mpwtoxwpyrns of Aphrodito, 26 

— riparius of Aphrodito, 84 

Apprenticeship, clothing supplied in cases of, 125 
contracts of, 111 

Gpxwv, 212 

Arithmetical problems, 160-161, 164 

Artaba, capacities of, 156-163, passim 

relation of, to the modius, 32 
dorixa, 81-82 

Athanasius, Dux of the Thebaid: date of his tenure of 

office, 31, 57 

Babylon, customs office at, 212 

document from (?), 197 

Baottixh yj. See Royal land 
Basilius. See Chronology 

BedAriwors, meaning of, 198 

Biya, length of, 165 

Besarion, son of Dioscorus, date of, 96 

Bilingual papyrus, Latin and Greek, 265 (1825) 
Binding, leather, 281 (1909) 

Boat, divided ownership of, 182 
lease of, 147-149 

sale of, 178 

Bones, as tax-collector, 22, 33, 70, 73, 212 

Bucellarii, 236 

kaipos as = ‘time of harvest’, 97 

kdAapos, length of, 161, 164 

Callinicus, Dux of the Thebaid, 73 

date of his tenure of office, 31 

epithalamium to (?), 264 (1819) 
Capitatio in Egypt, 249 

Caput, as a taxation term, 260 

kapray, use of, in dating clauses, 5 

kaprovys, 251 

Censitor, returns to, 1 

Centumpondium, capacity of, 160 

kepadawrijs, 13 
kepariov yuaod as soldier’s pay (?), 241. 

Chaff-tax, 97 

Cheeses as extra payments in contracts of lease, 97 

XHY> 36 
xoing, 156-157 

Xopoypapparers, 4 
Chronology: Basilius, post-consulship of: inaccuracies in 

numbering, 82, 90, 224 

methods of reckoning, 89 
dating by term of office of the Dux, 71 (?), 121, 122 
Heraclius, style of, 199, 201 

indiction, commencement of, 90-91 

— double numeration of, 5 
— of Constantinople, use of, in Egypt, 30 
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Chronology (continued) 
Maurice, style of, 179, 189 

Tiberius, style of, 177 

xpoayys. See éOvixds xpvodvys 
Churches, documents relating to property of, 236, 240- 

242, 266 (1882) } 

soldiers in the service of, 236, 241 (?) 
xAjjpos, Meaning of, 194 

Clothing, supply of, as a liturgy, 19 f. 

Codex, for taxation purposes, 82-83 
Codices, fragments of, 217, 263 (1812), 264 (1814 c) 

make-up of, 41 f. 

Coinage: enormous sums in terms of old silver CORERE 

149, 262 

two standards of, in the case of xepdria, 60 

varying values of solidus, 28, 42, 48 

Colluthus, pagarch of Antaeopolis, 147 
KWpNTUKA, TA, 33 

Commonitoria, 74-77 

Coptic papyri: arbitration, 130-135 

Greek-Coptic glossary, 264 (1821) 

inventory, 167 

list of names, 272 (1867) 
uncertain, 208, 273 (1871 verso) 

Corn. See Wheat 

kovpovdor, capacity of, 156, 160 

Cumulatus, 157 
Cursus velox, 256 

Customs receipt, 212 

xvpuos for a woman, late instance of, 176 

daravy, receipts for, 203, 210, 211, 271 (1864) 

Dating. See Chronology 

dctés, referring to the indiction, 251 

Delegatio and praedelegatio, 30 f. 

Sypooia yh in the sixth century, 224 
Demosthenes, De Fails. Leg. 4—7, 12-13, 264 (1814c) 

popularity of the name in the sixth century, 80 

Siadadud, 6X 
diacradpds, meaning of, 82-83 
S:acroXeis, form of tax-receipts issued by, 2 204 

nature of the office, 204 

dtxaiwpa, Meaning of, 89, 113-114 

dixas, 164 f. 

Dikes, work on, measured by naubia, 4 

diarvov, kinds and capacities of, 156-159 

Svorxyrys as monastic official, 109 
Dioscorus of Aphrodito: archive of, 21 

as vopuxds of Antinoopolis, 56, 57 

a8 mpwroxwynrns Of Aphrodito, 26 
Greek-Coptic glossary by, 55, 264 (1821) 
his method of writing $y, 63 

life of, 70 

literary works of, 264 
petition against Menas, 69 

Divorce, contracts of, 144 

Domesticus, 40 

Donatio propter nuplias, 123-124, 139, 141, 177 

Duplicate documents, differences in arrangement of, 

145-146 ; 

Dux, dating by years of office of. See Chronology 
_ —and praeses, method of reckoning years of office of, 31 

éxBodeis, 3 

éxGeous tOv Synpociwy, 81 
€dvov, meaning of, 123-124, 139, 141 

Enmbola, payment of, by tenants on behalf of landlord (?), 
12 

receipts for, 213-215, 216, 217, 272 (1865) 
Endorsements, hands of, 27 

évrdyvov as = acknowledgement of a debt, 28° 
éxaviis, lease of, 89 

Epicurus, Tlept Dicews, bk. xi, 463 (1809) 
COvixds Xpveavys, 33 

evpevera, 23, 211 

Exactor, 281 (1911). See also Strategus 
Exceptor, 148 

Farming of taxes. See Taxation 

Forged writing, 280 (1908) 
Fruiterer, Greek names for, 251 | 

Glossary, Greek-Coptic, by Dioscorus, 264 (1821) - 
yopuos and éywyz7, distinction between, 148 
Grammatical and orthographical peculiarities (a selection 

only). 

Adjectives: ¢fs acc. &vav, 1786, 21 

ééds gen. d&éov, 1798, 2- 

— neut. plur. 6&}, 1764, 5 : 

conjunctions : iva used for dere, 1708, 152 ; 1708, 171 
ézws used for dare, 1708, 183 

mp rod py with infin. = ‘before’, 1683, 3 
nouns: accusative, Boppas acc. Boppa, 1722, 18, 21; 

1724, 25, 26; 1788, 42 Py 
paTnp acc. pnrépav, 1889 v., 10 

dative plural, 6vyarpais, 1695, 5 

gender, diapvé masc., 1904, 8 

orthography: 6 for Z, dyréw, 1786, 22 
a\ridw, 1889 F., 6, 7 
AoyiSouar, 1786, 17 

doubling of « before r+ or 6, 1790, 8 

(arocoreov), 10 (payuroropos), 12 
(...29 - o78a) 

éods for ods, 1786, 5, 7, 13 : 

particles: édy for dv, 1715, 53 1722, 28, 38; 1738, 39 

553 1765, 11 
vévrow beginning a clause, 1711, 34; 1796, 

10 : = 

tov beginning a clause, 1727, 13; 1729, 

22 : 
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Grammatical and orthographical peculiarities (continued) 
prepositions: eis = ‘in accordance with’, 1786, 9 

kal’ Hpas xpnoapevov, 1674, 76 f. 
mapa With genitive = zapa with dative (?), 

1720, to 

wepi for irép, 1781, 14 

pronouns: 6 for ds, 1674, 19; 1770, 12 

ris acc. twav, 1786, 10, 26 

syntax: éfeori with the gen., 1729, 41 

verbs: first aorist active: aorist of verbs in -fw as -£a, 

ééerd£at, 1708, 17 
inari{ar, 1727, 37; 1729, 27, 39 

oyifacba, 1708, 208 
mpooxapilacOa, 1708, 222 

exapilaro, 1674, 3; 1676, 57, note 

second aorist in a: yevapevos, 1676, 36, 40 (Suryev.), 
51, 68; 1677, 22, 47; 1694, 16; 

1787, 6, 26 

eiato, 1676, 5 

aor. pass. : 496 aor. subj. pass. of AavOavw, 1788, 9 
imperfect: jeev in imperfect of eye (darijerper), 

1674, 67 
perfect: ¢ in second sing. perf. ind., dédwxes, 

1753, 1; 1789, 3 

present participle: duvdpevos, 1727, 39 

Heraclius, style of. See Chronology 

Hermopolis, church of, 236, 240-242 

Homer, Ziad, bk. xxii, ll. 449-474, 263 (1811) 

House property, leases of, 149, 226, 273 (1872), 274 
(1874, 1877) 

Hultsch, on metrology, 156-161, passim 

iepevs as = a Christian priest, 210 
Illiterate persons as tax- and rent-collectors, 107 
Indictions. See Chronology 
Interest, rates of, 166, 200, 201 

Tota, triple dotting of, 47 (1. 156), 106 
igi, measure, See oldu 

Irenarchs, 3 

Irrigation, provisions as to rent in case of failure of, 87, 
IOI, 229 

isdmpotxov, meaning of, 123-124 

Jewellery, pledge of, 157 

Julianus, praeses of the Thebaid, 7-8 
’ 

Kako, See Patermuthius 

Land, transfer of, for purposes of taxation, from one 

village to another, 83 
Land-tax, receipts for, 203-206, 271 (1863) 
Aapdvn, 97 

Latin papyri, 248, 265 (18286, bilingual) 

V. PP 

Law-court, compulsion on plaintiffs to appear at (?), 75 
summons to send persons to, 74-76 

Leases: addressed by lessor to lessee, 268 
contracts concluded long before commencement 

of tenancy, 223 

for a year only, go 
for payment of taxes, 98 

Lectional signs, See Accents 

Letters, duplicates of official, 75 

Aixds, length of, 161, 164 

Literary papyri, 263, 264 

Airpa, 156 

paylornp, 69 
Mark, son of Apa Dius, scribe, 173, 183 
Marriage law in the Byzantine period, 123-124, 137-144, 

177 
Masculine names preceded by Coptic feminine article, 

167 

pdrwov, Measure, 157-159 

Maurice, style of. See Chronology 

pnxavy as = a field under cultivation, 205, 224, 262 

pyxavei with names, 261 

Menas, pagarch of Antaeopolis, 22, 147 

Mensuration, problems of, 160-161, 164 

Ment, capacity of, 156, 160 

Meétayage, 94-97, 103 (?), 268, 275 (1879) 
Metrology: metrological papyrus, 154-165. 

under the various measures 

pérpov, use of, in names of measures, 158 

Mina, capacity of, 156, 160 

Modius, relation of, to the artaba, 32 

two kinds of, and capacities of, 156-159, passim 

Monasteries, documents relating to property of, 81-84, 88, 

103 (?), 109, 260(?), 261 (?), 279 (1899, 1900) 
Myriads of talents (?), 233, 257 

See also 

Nome, reference to, 74 

Notarial signatures, 27, 29 

Numidians, corps of, at Hermopolis, 29-32 

olde or Te measure, 85, 158-159 

dvopa. in tax-receipts, 204, 205 

drwpoTaAns, drwpovys, 251 

pavordAns, 251 

Oratory: unknown oration (fragment), 263 (1814 a) 

épyavov as = a field under cultivation, 88, 205, 280 (1906, 
1907 [?]) 

épyov, meaning of, 205 

Overlining of Coptic names, 1665, 1; 1677, 13, [147], 

23; 1692 (a), 11, 12; (4), 5, [8], [9], 14; 1693, 5; 

1702, 3 ds; 1728, 5; 1780, 7, 9; 1781, 4; 1788, 

6, 21, 32; 1768, 11; 1770, 8 

— of Coptic words, 1722, 20 

— of names of months, 1781, 3 
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Overlining of numerals, 1660, 19, 43; 1661, 13; 1674, 

533 1677, 38; 1688, 3; 1692 (a), 16; 1693, 11; 

1695, 2; 1708, 77, 117, 119, 150, 159, 164, 169, 

171, 172, 176 dis, 178, 180 #r, 182, 222, 2634; 

1712, 22, 28; 1725, 4 

z/ at the head of letters, 242 

maxtoy, meaning of, 181 

maryavol, 72 

Pagarchs: issue of tax-receipts by, 33, 272 

relation of, to the pagarchy, in financial matters, 58 

two pagarchs in a pagarchy, 22, 33 

woman as pagarch, 22 

madaorys, length of, 161 

Palimpsest, 184 (?) 
Papyrus, bought in rolls, not sheets, 42 

mapapovn, of wine, 222 

mapapvOia, meaning of, 239, 242 

Partnership, Byzantine contracts of, 250 

Patermuthius and Kako, genealogy of, 174 

Patronage, contract for creation of, 253 f. (?) 

Pawnbroker’s (?) accounts, 269-270 

mxus, length of, 161 

mepixwpa, meaning of, 224 

pvra€ ris Snpocias 6803, 3 

Plenaria, 60 

modutixy Tags. See rags 

Poll-tax, receipts for, 203, 204, 207-210, 271 (1863?) 

Postal service, 256 

movs, length of, 161 

Praedelegatio, 30 f. 

’ Praeses. See Dux 

mpacis as = document of sale, 171 

Primicerius, 40 

Protocols, 50, 196, 280 (1907) 
placed in the middle of a book, 41 f. 

mpwtoxwunrys, illegalities of a, 78 

Provenance of papyri: Antaeopolite nome. See under 

Kém Ishgau 

Antinoopolis,1715; 1897(?). See also under Kém Ishgau 

Aphrodito. See under Kém Ishgau 

Arsinoite nome, 1652 (?); 1656 (?); 1786 (?) 
Assuan. A. Babylon (?), 1735 

B. Lycopolite nome, 1862 

C. Syene, 1722-1734; 1736; 17387 ; 1849- 

1861 

D. Thebes, 1719-1721; 1846 (?)-1848 (?) 
Babylon, 1754. See also under Assuan 

Heracleopolis, 1911 

Herculaneum, 1809; 1810 

Hermopolis and WHermopolite nome, 1647-1651; 

1745 (?); 1753; 1761; 1765-1776; 1780-1785 ; 

1791 (or Oxyrhynchus) ; 1793-1796 ; 1807; 1822; 

1824; 1826 (?)-1829 ; 1832; 1863 ; 1866; 1872- 

1875; 1877; 1880; 1887(?); 1898-1900(?); 1907 

Provenance of papyri (continued) « 
Kém Ishgau, A. Antaeopolite nome, 1660; 1665; 

1666 ; 1673 (?) | 
B. Antinoopolis, 1674-1678 ; 1707— 

1714; 1717; 1718 ; 1902 

C. Aphrodito, 1661-1664; 1667-1672; 

1679-1706; 1788 (??); 1838- 

1842; 1844 

D. Uncertain, 1817-1821; 1848; 1845; 

1879 (?) 
Lycopolite nome. See under Assudn 

Nilopolis, 1828 

Oxyrhynchus, 1655; 1788 (?); 1748 (?}; 1744 (?); 
1749 (?); 1751(?); 1752 (?); 1777; 1791 (or Her- 

mopolis); 1797; 1798; 1864(?); 1895 
Panopolis, 1653 ; 1654; 1825 (?) 
Thebes. See under Assuén 

Unknown, 1657-1659; 1789-1742; 1746-1748; 

1750; 1755-1760 ; 1762-1764; 1778; 1779; 

1787 ; 1789; 1790; 1792; 1799-1806 ; 1808; 

1811-1816 ; 1830; 1831; 1833-1837; 1865; 

1867-1871; 1876; 1878; 1881-1886; 1888- 
1894; 1901; 1903-1906; 1908-1910 

Public land. See 8ypoota yp 
Punctuation marks, See Accents 

Puscarit, 207 

Quadrimenstrua, in supplies for the troops, 30 

Reeds, cultivation of, in vineyards, 228 

Rent, half in wheat and half in barley, 93, 230, 231 

order for payment of, 259 

provisions for, in case of failure of the inundation, 87, 

IOI, 229 
Riparit, functions of, 3, 4, 7 

village ripariz, 84 

Rolls of papyrus: method of attaching first xéAAnpa, 42 
Romanus, acrostic on, 264 (1817) 

Royal land, compulsory cultivation of unproductive, 265 

cxowéov, kinds and length of, 161 
Scribal signatures, 151 , 

Seals, 2, 202, 206, 209, 281 (1910) 

Seeck (Otto), view of, regarding the capz/atio, 249 
Service, contracts for, 253 

Sextarius, 156-157 

Shepherds, as a corporation, 39 

illegalities of, 79 

Ship. See Boat 
Shorthand, 1701, 13; 1908 

giros as (1) ‘corn’, (2) ‘wheat’, 231 
Soldiers, exercise of civil functions by, 143 

in Arab period, 203 

in the service of churches, 236, 241 (?) 
Solidus. See Coinage 
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Spain, corn rents in, 230 

omOapy, length of, 161 

oropas used absolutely, in leases, 86 

Sportula, 108 

orad.ov, length of, 161 

Standards, equivalence of silver and gold, 262 
Strategus as = exactor, 9 

String, ancient, 271 

Syene papyri, the, 165-166 

Talent as equivalent to denarii or myriads, 233, 257, 262 

Taxation: date of payment of taxes, 83 
deputation of duty of collection by a zpwroxwyijrys, 

28 (?) 
farming of taxes in Byzantine period, 23, 25, 54 

method of collection of taxes, 21 f. 

_ oppressive burden of taxes, 98 

responsibility of tax-collectors in case of deficit, 22, 25 

taéis: Of the village, 78 

mohitiKh) T. 59 

Tax-receipts, types of, 203, 204, 208 

Tenants, position of, in Byzantine period, 95 
Thebaid, dates of Duces of, 121-122 

Theotecnus, ex-pracposttus, 85, 93 

Tiberius, style of. See Chronology 

Tractatores, 212 

Tragedy, unknown fragments, 263 (1812, 1813) 
Transference of property for payment of taxes, 65 

Treasury, of villages, 35 f., 38 
Tribunes, 259 

Tribunt et notarii, 76 

Tpludriov, Measure, 159 

Uncia, 156 

Viedebantt, on metrology, 156, 157, 160 

Vineyard, lease of, 227-228 
Vintage, date of, 222 

Warranty of liturgical officials, 3-7 

Wheat, prices of, 47 (see also Addenda), 276, 281 (1907) 

Wine, document relating to supply of, 275 

sale of, in advance, 222 

Woman as pagarch, 22 

Xenophon, Memorabilia, iv. 2. 1-4, 263 (1814 B) 

Evdoperpys, 4 
éddov, length of, 161 

évords, 157 

trép, origin of symbol for, 218 

trodexrys; functions of, 34 

fuydv, meaning of, 48 

used absolutely, 28 

2. INDEX OF PERSONS 

[Personal names, e.g. names of saints, which are elements in place names (including churches, etc.) must be looked 

Sor in Index 5.| 

"ABBas *lodarros, vordpws, 1789, 1 

"ABBas Mnvas, orpariirns, 1748, 5. See also Mnvis, 
oTparterns 

"ABBas Taxdpvos, 1783, 2 
°"ABBas Por.Bdppor, son of Isaac, (vyoordrns, 1741, 

*ABSdepaapayr, TeAwvi{k)os (?) BaBvAGvos, 1754, 1 

Abou Phoebam(m)on, 1863 

*ABpadp, Adpydtos, son of Anuphius, 1662, [2], 
21 

"ABpadp, Pdartos, son of Paul, dyourrdAwos AeyeGvos 

Sujvns, 1784, 23 

*ABpadp, ®)az1os, son of Stergorius(?), ad dxrovaplwy 

AeyeGvos PirGv, 1722, 57 

*ABpadp, son of Dius, 1784, 31 

"ABpadpuos, amd cxodactixdy, 1701, 14 
*ABpadtos, father of Aur. John, 1695, 22 

*ABpadp.os, father of Fl. John, 1781, 40; 1788, 75 

"ABpadpuos, father of Fl. Menas, 1780, 27 
*ABpadp.os, father of Hadrianus, 1844 
"ABpaduos, father of John, 1724, 79 
"A Bpados, son of Panechates, 1653, 15 

*ABpadtos, son of Paul, 1722, 15 

’ABpadtos, 1692 (4), 24; 1696, 18; 1833, 5 
’"ABpaduts 1, Koudpxns, 1678, 131 
"A Bpadus, olkovdyos, 1673, 14, 16, 114 (—avpis), 

118, 120, 121, 126, 229, 239 (—app), 243, 416 

1 In the sixth century the common ending -:s is the late and modern Greek contraction of -tos (gen. -iov), not the earlier 
personal ending -ts (gen. -ews). To mark the distinction and prevent misunderstanding such forms are here accented, as in 
modern Greek, as they would be if the ending were -:os, without regard to the quantity of the final syllable. 

Pp2 
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"ABpaduts, mperBvrepos, 1673, 30 

’"ABpadts, Pavvos, son of Pamét, xevruplov AeyeGvos 
Suyjvns, 1722, 60 : 

’"ABpadts, father of Joseph, See "ASpaatpis 
"ABpadpts, father of Pcylis, 1678, 409 
*ABpadjus, father of Ptolomaeus, 1673, 11, 44 (—avp.) 

*ABpadpus, son of Apollos, 1678, 316 « 

’"ABpaadpts, father of Joseph, 1678, 63, 64, 170 

(—app.) 
"ABpaavduts, father of Ptolomaeus(?). See "ABpadurs 
"Ayan, 1889 v., 10 
“Aya0os, father of [Aur.] Phoebammon, 1768, 24 

"Ayénos, father of Isaac, 1678, 225 

*Ad€A duos, 1907 
“ASptavds, xdpes (?), 1907 
“ASptavds, son of Abraham, orparidrns apiOyod *Av- 

talov, 1671, 5; 1844 

“Adptavds, 1761, 19, 21; 1788, 8; 1802, 2 
*ACapias, father of Paul, 1709, 88 

Adavace, 1742, 2 

’A@avacia, wife of Aur. Conon, 1707, 3 
’A@avactos, Dux of the Thebaid, 1674, 93 ; 1709, 5 

’AOavdoros, 1738, 3; 1831, 1 
Aidia ’"Avaoracia, Empress, 1724, 18 

Alwy, father of Papnuthis, 1781, 46 

Alwy, son of Sakaon, "ApaBorogérns (?), 1652, 3 

Alwy, 1652, 2 
Aiwveds, father of Horion, 1652, 18 

Ax—, father of Fl. Macarius, 1724, 86 

*AxovOiptos, father (?) of Ammon, 1788, 11 
*AxodXts, father of Aunes, 1652, 15 

’Axvdas, father of Cyrilla, 1652, 24 

"Addppor, son of Paul, 1722, 15 
"AdéEavdpos, “Iovdwos, 5 diaonpdraros xyvotrwp, 

1647, 1 

*AdéEavSpos, father of Fl. Colluthus, 1787, 21 

’AhéEavSpos, father of Fl. Didps, 1724, 82 

"Adys, father of Pasiris, 1866 

"AdAdpuwv, Pdadvos, son of Dius, orparudrys dpOpod 

Yuyvys, 1781, 43 

"AdA[ dor ?], father of Aur. Mary, 1725, 8 

"A\Adpor, father of Fl. Eulogius, 1784, 27 

"ANAdpwr, son of Peter, a7d BixapiavGv, 1727, 73 ; 
1729, 53 

’Advmtos, son of Dioscorus, 1652, 17 

*AA—xO0s, father of [Aur. ?] Phoebammon, 1795, 16 

“AXds, 1786, 5 

Ap—, 1658, 1, 9 

*Apavias, mother of Philadelphia, 1709, 7 

*Apavva, 1678, 331 

*"Apapeoia, Avpndia, daughter of Proous, 1713, 12 

*Apacia, 1700, 1 
"Appa (?) KA(_ ), 1807, 11 
"Ap(p)a Tapav, 1762, 14 

”Ap(u)wv, son of (?) Acuthimius, 1788, 11 

*App(dvi0s), axd tp.Bodver, 1761, 5 
"Appovios, AdpyAros, 1649, 22 
"Appavvos, 6 evdokdraros xéuns, 1695, 14 
"Appovwos, father of Pales, 1761, 2, 24 

"Appavios, father of Pebds, 1653, 42 
*Apparios, father of Phibis, 1678, 127 

"Apporios, 1770, 26 
"Apovus, father of Ptolomaeus, 1673, 39, 45,137,258, 354 

Av—, 1678, 222 

*Avavias, Avpy duos, son of Papnuthius, yewpyds, 

1772, 3, 25, [38] 

’Avavias, Pavwos, son of George, orparidrns &pOpod 
Sunvns, 1738, 77 

’Avaoracia, Aidia, Empress, 1724, 19 
*Avacracia, Avpyia, 1723, 6, 9 

’Avacracta, daughter of Apollos, 1708, 13, 21, 116, 

132, 137, 163, 177, 194, 195 

*Avaotacia, (or —os), sister (or brother) of Herais, 

1760, 1 

"AvaroX(u)os, Avpy\uos, son of Hermias, 1716, 13 

’AvaroXtos, Kéuns, 1800, 1; 1801, 1; 1802, 1 

’Avaro\uos, 1752, 5 

*Avdpéas, Pavios, son of Serenus, 1793, 4 
*AvOpéas, father of Aur. Cyriacus, 1691, 6, 21, 22 

*AvOpéas, son of Apollos, 1673, 31, 111, 233, 246 

*Avdpéas, son of George, 1780, 3; 1804, 2 

*Avdpéas, son of Musaeus, 1678, 363 

*Avdpéas, son of Pausothis, 1678, 213, 310 
Andronicus, d:dkovos kal iarpés, 1898 

’AvO€pvos, ‘father of Fl. John, 1784, 30 

*Avwas, 1904, 1 

"Avva, daughter of Cornelius, 1687, 9 

”Avva, mother of Aur. Pcylis, 1872, 6 

’Avvia (?), 1709, 101 

’AvovOus, son of Isaac, 1678, 205, 216, 224, 313 
’AvovOus, son of Ptolomaeus, 1678, 92, 204, 305, 309, 

317, 318 

’Avovbis, 1673, 68 
*Avovz, son of Psenthaminis, 1658, 51 

*Avovdtos, Adpydvos, son of Horus, 1687, 6, 18 

*Avovduos, Adpydvos, 1771, 11 
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*"Avovdtos, Tous, 1701, 5 
*Avovduos, father of Aur, Abraham, 1662, [2], 21 

[? *Avo duos, son of Hellés, 1878 

*Avovdis, dvayvdarns, 1678, 187 

*Avovdis, diactodeds, 1759, 4 
*Avovdus (?), father of John, 1673, 333 

’Avovdis, father of Papnuthis, 1673, 177, 389 
*Avovdis, son of At—cenus (? —or Apamenus ?), 1673, 

381 

*Avovdus, son of Isaac, 1673, 32, 236 
*Avovdis, son of Menas, 1673, 88, 201, 306 

’Avovdis, son of Pasothis, 1678, 203, 215 

*Avovdis, son of Victor, 1673, 62, 65, 168, 282 

*Avtioxos, 1881, 2 
*Avtovivos, Pavtos, frjrwp, 1716, 14 
*AVTOVLOS, Avp7 duos, son of Victor, 1711, 82 

*AvTavuos, father of Julius, 1893 B, 6 
*Avrdvios, 1658, 2 

*AddAys, 1762, 12 

"Ara Aios (?), PAaovtos, son of Cyriacus, orparirys 
dpiOuod Suyvns, 1728, [5], [22], 26 

"Ama Atos, Pdadtvos, son of John, (. , , dpiOuod) 
Sujvns, 1780, 28 

[Ama Atos, Patios], son of Martius, dxrovdpuos 

dpiOu0d Sunvys, 1728, 25 

"Ama Atos, Pdavuos, son of Martius, orparudrys 
AeyeGvos Suyvys, 1734, 29 

"Ama Atos, Pdavuos, son of Sourous, otpariérns 
apOp.08 Suynvyns, 1738, 9 

*Amra Aios, father of Apa Joseph, 1783, 78 
"Azra Atos, father of Aur. Jacob, 1782, 1, 11 

"Azra Atos, father of Aur. Tsone and Tsere, 1724, 70 

"Ama Atos, father of Fl. Mark, 1727, 65; 1729, 46 
"Azra Atos, father of Fl. Theodosius, 1787, 23 (A. Aet.) 

"Azra Atos, father of Mark, 1723, 29 ; 1728, 29; 1780, : 
30; 1781, 49 

”Amra. Aios, 1855 

"Amra ‘“Epyddwpos, mperBtrepos, 1887 
"Ama “Iodx, son of Macarius, 1762, 18 

"Ara Iwand, son of Apa Dius, dudxovos, 1788, 78 

Apa Marcus, 1863 

"Ama Mnvas (?), Adpy duos, yewpyds,1770, 2 ((Mnv]as), 
21 (M[nvas]), 28 

"Ara Myvas, orpariérns, 1749, 1, See also Mnvais, 

oTparTiosTns 

"Ama Naxos, 1786, 8, 14; 1876 

"Ata X ... dvos, 1658, 10 

"Ama Waios, mpoeorss of monastery of Zminos, 1690, 3 
"Ata *Opos, father of Aur. Pergamius, 1898 B 

’Amu—, Pdavuos, 1876 

*Amiwv, Abpyios, son of A—, 1656, 2, 8 

’"Amtawv, 6 évdoédsraros, Dux of the Thebaid, 1708, 80 

’Amriwv, son of Toranius, 1771, 4 

Aro, father of Aur. Dius, 1651, 6, 22 

’AmrodAwv, son of Demetrius, 1652, 5 

*AmrodNwv, 1652, 16 
*"Amro\XGvi0s, pdyerpos, 1655, 1 
’Atro\Av005, father of Psais, 1653, 55 

*Amro\a@vu0s, father of Theodosius, 1735, 29 

*AmroAA@u10s, son of Colluthus, 1648, 14 

’Amro\dds, AvpyAwos, son of Besius, 1662, [1], 18 
*AtroANais, AdpyAuos (afterw. PAavios), son of Dios- 

corus, mpwrokwyytns of Aphrodito, 1661, 6; 

1662, 3(?); 1665, 1; 1666, 1; 1670, 20; 1679, 

13; 1686, 6, 24, 44; [1688, 5]; 1690, 5; 1691, 

4; 1692(a), 5; (2), 3,13; [1697, 1]; 1698, 14; 

1699, 16; 1702, 1; 1844. See also "Amo\Ads, 

son of Dius 

*AmroAdas, Adpy tos, son of Joseph, 1702, 6 

*Amroddis, AdpyAtos, son of Phoebammon, $z7- 
pérns (?), 1771, 12 

*AmrohAds, AdprXtos, son of Proc(lus), 1795, 15 
"Amro ds, Aoydopos, 1702, 1, 6 

*Amroddais, mpo(eords ?) Nixys, 1808, 1 

’"Amoas,! mpwroxeophrns of Aphrodito, 1681, 7; 

1684, 7 
’Amrohdas, pimdpios Kobuns ’Adpodirns, 1687, 5 

*Amrohds, Pdavvos, son of John, 1661, 7 

*Amroddds, WdAr(ns ?), povddwy, 1748, 1 

’Azroddws, brother-in-law of Dioscorus, 1677, 23, 31; 

43, 46; 47 
*Azro\Xos, father of Abraham, 1673, 316 

’Amrodos, father of Andrew, 1673, 31, 111, 233, 246 

Apollos, father of Cyriacus, 1898 

*AtrodN Gis, father of Ibeis, 1694, 2, 29, 31 

’Atroddds, father of Isaac, 1673, 208 

’Amro\Xas, father of Peeus, 1678, 15, 94, 108, 119, 132, 

232, 408 (?) 

’Amroddas, father of Psates, etc., 1708, 7, 28, 84, 229 

’AzrodNods, father of Theodora, 1780, 2, 8 (AmoAwros) 

’Azro\Xds, son of Dius (? Dioscorus), 1679, 16 

’AmroAXas, son of Hellés, 1673, 245 

*AmroAdas, son of Iacybis, 1678, 74, 257, 295, 380 

*AmroAais, son of Ischyr(ion), 1673, 328 

1 A different person from Apollos, son of Dioscorus and father of Fl. Dioscorus, 
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*Amro\Xds, son of Peter, 1746, 1 

*Azrod\ os, son of Ptolomaeus, 1673, 89, 158 

"Aros, 1673, 192; 1696 (4), 7; 1841, 5 
’"Amods, 1655, 1 

Ap—, father of Faueistus, 1779, 1 

‘Apéovos, 1652, 28 
"Apwd\a, 1678, 129 

*ApivOeos, Pavuos, consul, 1648, 2; 1649, 2; 1650, 

6; 1828 (gen. —Oéws) 

*Aptorwv, Adpy)wos, son of Panbecius, 1777, 3 (see 

Addenda) 

*Apiotwy, son of Phoebammon, sais of Fl. Theodore, 

1701, [1], 8 

ApraBoup, 1761, 20 
"Aprepwdépa, Aapmpordry, 1761, 12 

*Aprepidwpos, Adpytos, son of Herminus, 1648, 3; 

1649, 4 

*Aprepidupos, ®)awvios, son of Sim(on), d:ouxnrijs, 

1704, 2, 14 

’Aprteuidwpos, father of Aur. George, 1772, 33 

"Aok\nmddys, Bon@ds, 1805, 1 

’"Aokhnmiddns, father of Aur. Isaac, 1771, 15 
*Aok\nTiddys, father of Aur. Isidorus, 1794, 4, 18 

Aopo-—, 1891 

’"AotpayoXtos, 1703, 4, 5; 1787, 24 (?) 
Aras, son of Ebetis, 1652; 16 

*AtGs, son of Heron, 1652, 14 

At . KHvos (? — or ’Amapivos?), father of suai: 

1673, 381 

’Arovduos, father of Heron, 1652, 9, 22 

“ATpis, xepadarwr}s, 1658, 19 

‘Atpys, Pdatvuos, son of Mark (?), adyovordavs (?) 
Gpi0y0d8 Sunvys, 1724, 85 

“Arps, Paruos, son of Peter, orparidrns deyedvos 
Suynvyns kat aad Bixapiaver, 1724, 83 

“Atpjjs, Pavvos, son of Victor, erparidrns dpiOpod 

Luyvyns, 1727, 71; 1729, 50 

“Arpjs, son of Colluthus, 1649, 15 

“Azpjjs, son of Horus, 1649, 14 
Advys, son of Aculis, 1652, 15 

Av’pyi—, 1841, 4 

Adpnia —, 4 edyeveordrn, 1772, 6 

Avpy)éa. (a single name), Aaympordrn, 1761, 10 
Atpyria “Apapeoia, daughter of Proous, 1718, 12 

Aipyria ’Avacracta, 1723, 6 

Adpydia @ehrrwpivy, daughter of Mark, [1855, 3] 
[AtpnAla] Geoddpa, 1710, 13 
Apna @... won, daughter of Ponnis, 1841, 3 
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[Avpndia] —1a, daughter of Calotychus (?), 1717, 51 

Avpnria Kako, daughter of Jacob, 1724, 7; 1727, 

5, 63; 1728, 6; 1780, 7; 1786, 5, 23, 35 

Avpyhia Kvpa, daughter of John, 1712, 6 
Avpydia Mapia, daughter of Menas, ; ebyeveordrn, 

1711, 77 
Avpyhia Mapia, daughter of Paul, 1720, 6 

Adpndia Mapidp, daughter of All[amon ?], 1725, 7 

Adpyia Novva, daughter of Tsabinus, 1720, 4, 19 

Avpyhia Sdppa, daughter of Isaac, 1911, 3 

Adpy\ia Tar, daughter of Dius, 1784, 20 
Avpy ia Taria, daughter of Tsius, 1781, 7 ; 1738, 6, 

69 
Adpydia Tapoe, 1735, 20 

Adpyhia Tkakw. * See Adpndla Kaxd 
Aipndia Todvy, daughter of Apa Dius, 1724, 69 

Aupy dia Todvn, daughter of Menas, povayy}, 1781, 

4, 38 
Adpydvos —, KvBeprijrns, 1728, 5 

Avpyios —, 1696, introd., 3; 1699, 5 

Adpy wos ‘ABpadp, son of Anuphius, 1662, [1-2], 21 
Aipydwos ’"Appovios, 1649, 22 

Adpyduos ’Avavias, son of Papnuthius, yewpyds, 1772, 

[3], 25 
Aipy wos "AvardX(u)os, son of Hermias, 1716, 13 
Adpy os “Avodduos, son of Horus, 1687, 6, 18 

Aipydtos “Avovduos, 1771, 11 

Atpyduos ’Avrevtos, son of Victor, 1711, 81 
Adpydwos ("Amra) Mnvas (?), 1770, 21 
Aupydwos ’Amiwy, son of A—, 1656, 2 
Avpy\wos ’AzroAXais, son of Besius, 1662, [1], 18 

Adpydtos *AmohAds, son of Dioscorus, 1690, 4; 
1691, 4; 1844 

Adpy duos ’AzroAas, son of Joseph, 1702, 6 

Adbpy wos ’Azrohddis, son of Phoebammon, danpérns (?), 
1771, 12 

Avpy\uos ’Azroh\ds, son of Proc(lus), 1795, 15 

Avpy duos “Apiorwy, son of Panbecius, 1777, 3 (see 

Addenda) 

Aupydtos “Apteuidwpos, son of Herminus, todurevd- 
pevos, pirdpios vowod ‘EppouroAlrov, 1648, 3; 

1649, 4 

Adpy tos —as, son of Victor, 1795, 13 

Adpywos —as, [1647, 15] 

AdbpyAuos Bavos, son of Pinution, 1798, 6, 19 

Adpy\uos Byoapiav, son of Dioscorus, 1694, 4; 

1699, 3; 1705, 1 

Aupywos Bixrwp, duaedoupyds, 1700, res 4, 9, 12 
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Avpy wos Bixrwp, son of: Hermauds, 1693, 16 

Avpy wos Bixrwp, son of Sansneous, 1705, 3 
Adbpy wos Bixrwp, son of Taurinus, 1796, 21 
Adbpy tos Tedpyvos, 5 Oavpacidraros, 1774. 5 

Avpy wos Tedpytos, son of Artemidorus, 1772, 33 

Adpy wos Medpyvos, son of Psaius, rou, 1692 (a), 

6, 20; (4), 4, 19 
Adprdwos Tedpytos, son of Silvanus, 1872, 4 
Aurelius George, 1898 

Avpy duos Aaveid, son of Siphius, 1793, 11 
Abpy tos Aeios, son of Apollo, 1651, 6, 22 

Adpydwos Awpddeos, edxrwp “Hpaxheorddcws, 1911, 1 

Aipy wos Awpdéeos, son of Phoebammon, édzwparys, 
1794, 5 

Aupydtos Awpdéeos, son of Silvanus, woAurevdpevos, 
pimdpios vouod ‘Eppoumedirov, 1648, 3; 1649, 4 

Aurelius Dorotheus, 1829 

Adpy tos ‘Epu—, son of Menas, 1768, 21 
Adpy wos ‘Epyias, son of Heliodorus, dpéas Bovdeuris, 

évapxos otparnyos ‘EppoumdAews, 1651, 4 

Adpy\uos ‘Eppoyevys, son of Cyrus, 1795, 17 

Adpy tos “HXias, son of Pcylius, yewpyds, 1768, 19 

A’pyuos “Hpddeuos, son of Paouomthus, oivorpdrns, 

1701, 2 

Aipy tos —ns, son of Isaac, 1796, 19 

Avpy vos Oeddwpos, son of George, plrOios pdyxuy, 
1713, 9 

Atpydtos BeddSwpos, son of Psoius, povontijs, 1707, 3 

Adbpydtos Geddudos, son of Eulogius, 1772, 27 

Abpy wos Owpas (?), 1770, 22 
App duos "laxdéB, son of Apa Dius, vatrns, 1782, 1 
Avpydvos “IaxéB, son of Co(n)stantius, vadrys, 

1725, 6 

AipyAwos "lad, son of Paeis, 1722, 3, 47 

AdpyAtos "lax, son of Psennesius, 1722, 52 
Atpyduos “Bets, son of Apollos, 1694, 2, 28 
[AvpyAtos] ‘Tepnyias, son of Enoch, 1774, 4 
AbpyAuos “Iodk, son of Leo, 1850 
Aipydtos "Iodxtos, son of Co(n)stantius, 1724, 71 

Aipyduos “Ioaxos, roy, 1689, 5, [22] 
Aipy\wos “Ioakos, son of Asclepiades, 1771, 15 

Adpy duos Ioidwpos, son of Asclepiades, drwpérns, 

1794, 4 

Abpydwos ‘lwdvyns, son of Abraham, 1695, 21 

Adp\wos "lwdvyys, son of Basilides, 1796, 20 

Aupytos ladvvys, son of Cornelius, 1687, 19 
Aptos ‘lwdvvys, son of Hermauds, 1687, 21 
Adpydtos "Iwavvns, son of Menas, 1768, 22 
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Aipyrvos “lwdvvns, son of Pityron, vatrns, 1736, 6; 
1737, 5 

Adpy duos “Iwdvvys, son of Salamas, 1716, [1], 17 

Atpydwos Kdotwp, son of Papnuthius, elpqrdpyns, 
1648, 5 

Adpytos Ké\\ovfos, son of Cyriacus, 1766, 3 
Adpydios Kévey, son of Epanacius, mpayparevrijs, 

1707, 3 

Avbpydvos Kvupiands, son of Andrew, xadxorizos, 

1691, 5, 20 

[Adpydtos] Kuptaxds, son of Colluthus, 1899, 6 

Avpydtos Aedvtios, son of Cyriacus, 1771, 14 

Advpy\os Mafias, son of Phoebammon, sodvcwnirns, 

1712, 5 
Apr vos Madias, son of Ponnis, 1694, 2, 27 (Ap.) 
‘Aurelius Mall—, 1829 

Adpr tos Mapivos, rapadnuris ray oir . , . yywv (?) 

“EppoumdAews, 1778, 3 

Avpydwos Myvas, son of Hermaués, dmairnris tév 
AevroupyOv, 1661, 9, 24 

Adpy tos Mnvas, son of Paul, 1726, 9 

Advpydios OX . . «. ¢ COAdur0s ?), son of Pathermuthius, 

1651, 22 
Avp7 wos Op—, 1686, 46 

Avpyuos Taap, 6 ddaBéoraros xpeoBtrepos, [1719, 3] 

Avpydwos (afterw. Pdaviws) Tlareppovfis, son of 

Menas, 1724, 6; 1727, 4, 62; 1729, 7 

Adpy tos lavas, son of Ponis, toysjv, 1700, 10 

Adpy ios Tlexvorus, son of Colluthus, vadrys, 1714, 16 

Avpywos Tepydpuos, son of Apa Horus, 1893 8 

Adpy wos Ileoadods, son of Isidorus, dnairntis trav 
AevroupyGv, 1661, 8, 24 

Adpndwos Ilérpos, son of Gunthus, 1795, 13 

[Adpy7A]uos IIuopayi, son of Paul, 1880 
Avpydwos Ix«dius, son of Copreous, 1872, 5 

Adpy\os “Pwpavds, son of Isaac, 1844 
Avpy wos Lapamiwv, son of Isarion (?), wpapirns, 

1896, 2 

ApH tos LuBavds, son of Pachymius, elpyvdpyns, 
1649, 6, 21 

Avpy\uos Srépavos, son of —lon, 1775, 3 

Adpy dos TodpBav, edxrwp “Hpaxdcorddews, 1911, 

Adbpy tos PorBdypeov, son of A—, 1692 (a), 22 
[Atpy wos] PovBdpwv, son of Agathus, 1768, 24 
[Avdprdtos ?] DorBdppwv, son of Al—chus, 1795, 

16 5 

Abpy\tos PoiBdupwr, son of Isidorus, vordpuos, 
1711, 94 : 
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Aipy vos PorBdppor, son of Mathias, dumedoupyds, 
1767, 4 

Adpy us PorBdupor, son of Triadelphus, 1841, 6 
Adpyrvos PorBdypor, 1694, 30 
Adpyd\wos Xapiowos, son of Hermauos, 1844 

Adpydwos Vas, son of Victor, 1661, 25 
Ad’py\wos Vaxas, son of Colluthus, 1877, endorsement 
Adpydwos Vaxds, son of Victor, 1695, 20 
Ad’py os Votos, son of Cosmas, vordpios, 1707, 3 

Adpydvos O—, 1772, 29 

Adpy wos “Opos, son of Discas, 1647, 2, 15 

Aphthonia, 1875 

’AdOdr0s, 1677, 50 
’Adods, Bonds Aoytornplov, 1756, 14 

’Adods, 1887 
’Addyyvos, pec Btrepos kabodixis exxdnotas [... Je- 

pous (?), 1777, 4 

BadBivos, youvaciapyjoas, 1652, 25 

Bavos, Adpy wos, son of Pinution, 1793, 6, 19 

Baorheidns, axairnris (?) rijs "EXevOepas, 1740, 2 

Bacdeidns, mapadnunris, 1808, 1 

Baoheidns, father of Aur, John, 1796, 20 

Baoreidys, father of Fl, Dius, 1736, 26 
Bagidetos, Pavwos, consul, 1686, 4; 1719, 1; 1720, 

1; 1765, 1; 1766, 1; 1767, 1; 1797, 1 (2? —]Auov) ; 

1872, 2 

BaciXeuos, father of Demeas, 1896, 2 

Barpjs, son of Dius, 1692 (4), 5 
Behtodpios, PAavuos, consul, 1841, 1 

Beo@BovGov, father of Ptolomaeus, 1673, 51 

Bea BovGou, father of Victor, 1678, 37 
Byvve, Mnvas, 6 xai Aeydyevos, father of Fl. Pater- 

muthius, 1726, 5 

Bynoapiwyv, Adpydwos, son of Dioscorus, 1694, 4; 
1699, 3,16; 1705, 2, 10, 12 

Brjovos, father of Aur. Apollés, 1662, 1, 19 
Byovos, father of Psaius, 1692 (a), 8 

Byoxouts, father of John, 1844 
Bynovarnr, 1879 

Buxropivn, daughter of John, 1709, 2, 17, 41, 67, 98, 
118 

Bixrwp, amairnris, 1740, 4 

Bixrwp, Adpydros, duredovpyds, 1700, [2], 7, 9, 12 

Bixrwp, AdpyAtos, son of Hermauos, 1698, 16 

Bixrwp, Adpy Atos, son of Sansneous, yewpyds, 1705, 

3, 13 

Bixrwp, Adpy vos, son of Taurinus, 1796, 21 

Bixrwp, Badpeds, 1673, 20 
Bixrwp, Bondds, 1665, 2 

Bixrwp, yvwornp, 1673, 241 

Bixrwp, didxovos, 1762, 11 

Bixrwp, didxovos Nijoov, 1678, 133 

Bixrwp, 6 eidaBéoraros mpecBirepos, 1765, 3 
Bixrwp, mpovonris, 1781, 

Bixrwp, orparidrns rijs &ylas éxxdnotas ‘Eppourdvews, 
1776, 1 

Bixtwp, Pdavwos, son of John, orparidrns aprOyod 

Ba(BvAGvos ?), 1785, 23 

Bixrwp, Pdavuos, son of John, orparidrns apiOpod 
LSunvyns, 1786, 31 

Bixrwp, Pdavws (?), 1661, 27 
Bixrwp, father of Anuphis, 1673, 62, 65, 168, 282 
Bixrwp, father of Aur, Antonius, 1711, 82 

Bixrwp, father of Aur. —as, 1795, 13 

Bixrwp, father of Aur. Psachdés, 1695, 21, 26 

Bixrwp, father of Fl, Colluthus, 1730, 28 
Bixrwp, father of Fl. Faustus, 1767, 4 

Bixrwp, father of Fl. Hatres, 1727, 71; 1729, 50 
Bixrwp, father of Fl. Musaeus, 1780, 29 
Bixrwp, father of Ionis, 1673, 91, 199, 212, 218 

Bixrap, father of Pasothis, 1673, 255, 264, 280, 281, 357 
Bixrwp, father of Paul, 1678, 256 
Bixrop, father of Ptolomaeus, 1678, 43, 48, 138, 143, 

260, 353» 356, 359, 361, 364, 370 
Bixrwp, son of Begbougou, 1678, 37 
Bixrwp, son of David, 1678, 314 

Bixrwp, son of Hermauds, 1696, introd., 30 

Bixrwp, son of Ision, 1676, 15 

Bixrop, son of Julius, 1862, 9 

Bixrwp, son of Macarius, 1653, 27 
Bixrwp, son of Mathias, rpeoBtrepos, 1767, 9, 13 
Bixtwp, son of Phoebammon, zpeoBtrepos, 1661, 26 

Bixrwp, son of Ptolomaeus, 1678, 171 

Bixrwp, 1744, 4; 1747, 4; 1748, 3; 1749, 5; 1761, 

7 (Beix*/), 13 (do.) 
Buvkdpados, Pdavvos, consul, 1778, 1 
Borros, zpwroxwpirns, 1667, 10; 1668, 9, 13 ; 1669, 8 

Teou—, saint (?), 1889 r., 7 

Tepdvttos, father of Phibis, 1678, 263 

Tepdvrtos, son of Enoch, 1678, 13 

T'epdvrios, son of Esaias, 1673, 179, 287 
Tepdvrtos, son of Musaeus, 1678, 360 

Tedpy.os, Atpy tos, 6 Oarpacidraros, 1774, 5 

Tedpyvos, Avpyuos, son of Artemidorus, 1772, 33 
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Tedpytos, Adpydtos, son of Psaius, 1692(2), 6, 20; 

(2), 4, 19, 22-25 

George, Aurelius, 1898 

Tedpy.os, Pdavuos (formerly AdpyjAtos), son of 
Silvanus, 6 Oavpaciéraros, 1766, 4; 1872, 4 

Tedpytos, father of Andrew, 1780, 3; 1804, 2 

Tedpyvos, father of Aur. Theodore, 1718, 10 

Teapycos, father of Fl, Ananias, 1788, 77 
George, father of Pebes, 1884 

Tedpyvos, father of Phoebammon, 1756, 16 

Tewpytos, son of Saniakathius (?), 1762, 8 

Tedpytos, son of Tsius, 1783, 31 

Tedpyvos, 1781, 1; 1785, 5 (?) 
TodvOos, father of Aur. Peter, 1795, 13 (Kovvdw) 
TovvOos, son of Macarius, 1783, 38 

Twpas (?), son of Ptolomaeus, éAavovpyds, 1673, 102 

AaBpoO(cos ), peyadonperéoraros, 1761, 16 

Damianus, mpayparevtyjs, 1882 

Aamrydtos, 6 ebdAaBéoraros nperBtrepos, 1687, 13 

Aavinduos, 1782, 2 
Aavuny\us, father of Phibis, 1673, 101, 209, 217 

Aavundts, 1673, 173 
Aaveid, Avpy\uos, son of Siphius, 17938, 11 

Aaveir, father of Victor, 1678, 314 

Aaveir, son of Apollos, povdwr, 1748, 1 

Actos, AdpyAtos, son of Apollo, 1651, 6 (Au), 22. For 

the name see also Atos 

Anpeas, son of Basilius, 6 Aawmpdraros, 1896, 2 

Anpeas, 1804, 6 
Anpytpos, 6 peyadonperéoraros, 1654, 5 

Anpytptos, innpérns, 1806, 4 

Anpyrpwos, father of Apollo, 1652, 5 

Anpoobéns “ladvyys Swpas, Patios Myvas 
lovatiwiavds, praeses of the Thebaid, 1679, 5-7 

Anpoobévys, 6 évdogdraros, 1684, 1 

Avdas, son of S—, 1790, 4 

AiSvpos, Pdavios, son of Silvanus, é7d Bixapravdr, 
1722, 53 

Aidupos, father of [Fl. Menas?], 17238, 28 

Atos, adxrovdpios (?), father of Aur. Taeit, 1784, 20 

Atos, Patios, son of Basilides, dd dxrovaptwr dpiOpod 
Svivns, 1736, 26 

Atos,PXavvos,son of Paul, crparudrns AeyeGvos Suijvns, 
1734, 28 

Atos, Pdavuos, son of Psachei, d7rd Bixapravv apibpod 
Sujvns, 1788, 79 

Atos, father of Abraham, 1784, 31 

v. Qq 

Atos (= Avdcxopos ?), father of Apollos, 1679, 16 
Atos, father of Batres, 1692 (4), 5 

Atos, father of Fl. Allamon, 1781, 43 
Atos, father of Fl. Paeion, 1781, 44 

Atos, father of Fl. Papnuthis, 1722, 54 

Atos, father of Megas, 1689, 11 

Atos, father of Pebos, 1653, 29 

Atos, son of Isaac al. Posius, 1722, 24 

Atos, son of Kelolius, 1724, 36; 1788, 36 

Atos, son of Papnuthius, 1782, 10 

Atos, son of Tagarias (Takares), 1722, 24; 1724, 37 

Atos, son of Th—, 1787, 27 

Atos. See also Acios 

Awéokopos, ®dawos, son of Apollos, tpwroxwprrns of 

Aphrodito, 1661, 6; 1677, 4; 1682, 6; 1686, 6, 

44; 1692 (2), 5; (4), 3; 1698, 14; 1716, 17 

Avéorkopos, father of Alypius, 1652, 17 

Avéoxopos, father of Ptolomaeus, 1673, 100 

Awéokopos, father of Theodore, 1653, 56 

Awéokopos, son of Joseph, 1692 (2), 21 
Awdokopos, son of Psimanobet, [1662, 47]; 1665, r ; 

1666, 1; 1686,24; 1688,5; 1690, 5; 1691, 4; 

1692(a), 5; [(2), 3]; 1694, 4; 1697, 1; 1699, 

3, 10; 1702, 2; 1705, 2; 1844. See also perhaps 

Atos, father of Apollos 

Awdokopos, 1864, 4 

Avéokvpos, Pdarvos, son of John, xevteplov adpiOyod 
Sunvns, 1781, 47 

Avoas, father of Aur. Horus, 1647, 2 

Atans, Pavuos, son of Alexander,[orparidrys] dp.Opo8 
Lvujvys, 1724, 82 F 

Aopiztios Moddeoros, consul, 1648, 1; 1649, 1 (Ao- 
petiov); 1650, 5; 1828 

Awpiov (?), son of P—, 1658, 44 

Awpdbeos, Adpy duos, dxtwp ‘Hpaxdeonddews, 1911, 1 
Awpdfeos, Adpytos, son of Phoebammon, érwpévns, 

1794, 5 

Awpdbeos, Adpydtos, son of Silvanus,1648, 3; 1649, 4 

Dorotheus, Aurelius, 1829 

Awpdeos, oivorapadnunris, 1773, 6 
Awpdfeos, son of Phoebammon, 1794, 18 

"EByrts, father of Atas, 1652, 16 

‘EX€v7, mother of Aur. Mathias, 1712, 6 

’EdevOepos (?), 1709, 64 

’E\uoaBér, mother of Aur. Isaac, 1689, 6 

“EdAaodt0s, 1762, 11. Or a church-name 

“EAXGs, 1652, 27 
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"EdAnv, 1869 
“EdAnvis, 1653, 11 

“EXA@s, oxvreds, 1678, 297 
“Ed os, father of [? AnJuphius, 1878 
“EdAds, father of Apollos, 1673, 245 
“Eds, son of Paul, 1678, 386, 387 
“EdAds (?), son of Ptolomaeus, 1678, 319 

’Edzridios, 1885 
"Evo, father of [Aur.] Jeremias, 1774, 4, 17 

Evo, father of Peter, 1658, 35 

*Evdy (?), son of Papnuthis, 1678, 46 
*Evdyis, father of Gerontius, 1678, 13 

*Evéxis, father of Phoebammon, 1678, 9, 134, 410, 

415, 417 (Eva) 
*Evdyes, son of Papnuthis, 1678, 231 

*Evdxus, son of Sarapion, 1673, 265 

’Ezravaxuos, father of Aur. Conon, 1707, 3 

’Exradpdsdiros, 1708, 265 

’Emiaxos, 1807, 11 
’Emupanios, father of Phoe(bammon), 1776, 2 (—veu) 

*Emudavvos, father of Taurinus, 1761, 4 

Enrer— (?), father of Memnon, 1708, 267 

‘Epp—, Adprdros, son of Menas, 1768, 21 

“Eppaovds, uncle of Apollos and Besarion, 1699, 11 

“EppamrddXor, [? "Io |tSwpos Ohupmddwpos, 1826 
“Eppatrod\dwv, 1801, 2; 1802, 2 
“Eppavds, vopixds, 1692 (2), 24; (2), 26 

“Eppaves, father of Aur. Charisius, 1844 

“Eppavois, father of Aur. John, 1687, 21 

“Eppaves, father of Aur. Menas, 1661, 9, 24, 30 

‘Eppaves, father of Aur, Victor, 1698, 16 

‘Eppavas, father of Victor, 1696 (2), 25, 30 
“Eppetas, father of Fl. Joseph, 1724, 84 

Epp, son of Batres, 1692 (2), 5 

“Epps, father of John, 1761, 18 
“Eppias, Adpyuos, son of Heliodorus, 1651, 4 (Ep- 

peta ?) 

“Eppias, Pdavwos, son of John, grparidrns apiO.od 
Suyvns, 1781, 48; 1738, 80 

‘Eppias, father of Aur. Anatolius, 1716, 13 

“Eppias, father of Fl. Magister, 1897 

“Eppivos, 6 eidaBéoraros, 1765, 10 
“Epptvos, father of Aur. Artemidorus, 1648, 3 ; 1649, 5 
“Eppivos, father of Capi(to?), 1759, 

‘Eppivos, father of Peeus, 1678, 352, 366 

‘Eppivos, son of John, 1678, 80, 83 

“Eppivos (?), son of Ptolomaeus, 1678, 50, 52 
“Eppivos, 1775, 1, 2, 10 

“Eppidvn, wife of Aur, Dius, 1651, 7 
“Eppoyevns, Avpyj\tos, son of Cyrus, 1795, 17 
“Eppoyevns, BonOés, 1866 

Ev—, father of Isaac, 1678, 73° 

EvBovduos lovdavds, lovduos, praeses of the Thebaid, 
1650, 3, 4 

Evsaipwry, father of John, 1678, 262 

Evdaipor, father of Onnophris, 1648, 16 
Evdoxia, 1761, 20 

Evdo€ia, 1879 

Eulogius, epitropos, 1792, 2 

Ev) dytos, Pavuos, son of Allamon,kevruplov Aeyedvos 
Svijvns, 1784, 27 

EvAdytos, father of Aur. Theophilus, 1772, 27 

Evddytos, 1826 
EvAvaos (?), 1786, 11, 17 
Evo€Bios, yewpyds, 1785, 2 
EvoéB.os, father of Mark (?), 1678, 190 (—eu) 
Evoroyxia, daughter of John, 1685, 1 
Eutychius, Flavius, praeses, 1828 

Evd¢ypia, mother of Aur. John, 1715, 2 
Eddypia, 1775, 1 
Evg av’, 1677, 23 

Zaxapias, Bondds xéuns SwadaPy}, 1758, 1 

Zaxapias, ovoxdpios, 1745, 1 : 

Znvddoros, father of Callinicus, 1761, 11 

“‘HAias, AdpyAros, son of Pcylius, yewpyds, 1768, 19 

“HAtas (?), xoudpxns, 1678, 343, [3457], 346 

“Hiias, father of Phoebammon, 1678, 21, 230, 244 

*“H\las, son of Musaeus, 1673, 109, 422 

“Hi\tas, son of Peeus, 1678, 407, 411 

“HXias, 1748, 3 

“Hrwddapos, eévixds xpvodvns éexapxlas OnBatdos, 
1664, 5 

“H\wddwpos, father of Aur, Hermias, 1651, 4 

“Hpais, daughter of Musaeus, 1695, 4 (Hpaetdos) 

“Hpais, mother of Psates, etc., 1708, 7 (Hpaeidos), 30, 
250 : ; 

“Hpats, wife of Apollos, 1708, 81 

‘Hpais, 1760, 1 

“Hpakddppor, éxicxonos, 1808, 1, 3 

“Hpaxheia (?), 1791, 3, 4 

“Hpdkdevos, Adpydws, son of Paouomthus, oivo- 

mparns, 1701, 2, 15 

“‘Hpdx)evos, son of Pebés, 1648, 14 

“‘Hpdx)etos, son of Pityron, 1866 
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“Hpas, ravpeddrns, 1652, 21 

"Hpor, father of Atas, 1652, 14 

*Hpor, father of Codon, 1652, 12 

"Hpov, son of Atouphius, 1652, 9, 22 

"Hpwr, 1652, 9 (?), 22 (?), 24 

*Hoatas, father of Gerontius, 1673, 179, 287 

’Hoatas, father of Horus, 1673, 178 

*Hoatas, son of Phoebammon, 1678, 36, 259, 362 

*Hoaias, son of Saliéhe, 1673, 182 
—nows 6 Kai Ovvoros, 1680, 4 

@ancia, mother of Aur. Jeremias, 1774, 4 

@anoia, mother of Aur. Marinus, 1778, 3 
®ancia, mother of Pasiris, 1866 
@anoia, mother of Phoebammon, 1866 

@addoros, father of Fl. Photis, 1722, 51 

@avpacia, sister of Andronicus, 1898 

@ékda, mother of Aur. Dorotheus, 1794, 5 

@ékXa, mother of Aur. Isidorus, 1794, 4 

@ékda, mother of Mary, 1733, 34 

@dkda, 1733, 35; 1789, 2 
edrwpivn, Aipndta, daughter of Mark, 1855, 3 

@codocia, daughter of John, 1717, 4, 54 

@coddcros, pics, 1782, 5 

@coddcros, povdtwy Kab ypappareds, 1662, 23 

@coddctos, Pavvos, son of Apa Dius, orparidrns 

dpiO.08 Suivyns, 1737, 22 (Ocwdwo-) 

@coddcros, son of Apollonius, voyixds, 1785, 29 

®co0ddctos, son of Sois, 1866 

@coddctos, 1783, 7 

@coddrn, 1889 v., 7 (Qwd.) 
@eddo70s, 1761, 6, 17 
@coddpa, [Adpydia], 1710, 14 

@coddpa, daughter of Apollos, # eyeverrdrn, 1780, 

1,8 
@cddwpos, Adpy tos, son of George, ploOuos wdyxup, 

1713, 10, 29 

@cddwpos, AdpHAL0s, son of Psoius, tpovonris,1707, 3 

@cdSwpos, Kvpiddos 6 Kal, 1652, 7 

@cddwpos, Pdaovwos, 5 peyadonpenéotaros xdpes, 

1701, 1, 9, 15 

@cddwpos, ®)avios, son of Menas, 6 Aaympdraros 

éfxéntwp, 1714, 12 

@cddwpos, father of Fl. Praepositus, 1782, 9 (Ocodop.) 

@cddwpos, father of Scholasticia, 1711, 72 

@<ddwpos, son of Dioscorus, 1653, 56 

@cddwpos, son of Sabanus, 1752, 2 

®covdy (?), mother of Aur. George, 1692 (2), 7; [(2), 4] 

@e—os, 1717, 55 

@edreKvos, énriwv of the corps of Numidians, 1663, 
II, 19 

@ecdrexvos, Paveos, son of Psaius, dxomparroctrov, 

1687, 22; 1693, 17 

@cdripos, 1659, 8 
@ed¢dudros, AdpyAtos, son of Eulogius, 1772, 27 
@eddudros, eddxioros SudKovos, 1724, 88; 1727, 70; 

1733, 73 

@edduros, father of Phoebammon, 1673, 334 

@edduros, son of Cyriacus, 1673, 70 

@edduros, son of Pacion, @Adxurros didKovos, 1728, 25; 

1729, 49 

@cpyovOdpror, daughter of Pasigenes, 1652, 23 
@e—s, son of Menas, 1772, 31 

©... dn, Adpydia, daughter of Ponnis, 1841, 3 
@wpas (?), AdpyAtos, 1770, 22 
Owpas, tpecBirepos, 1689, 22 

@opds, Dravws Myvas ‘lovotiwiavds Anpo- 

obeys “lwdvyns, praeses of the Thebaid, 1679, 

5-7 

*IaxxvBwos, 1670, 10 

*IaxvBts, father of Apollos, 1678, 74, 257 (?), 295, 380 

*IaxvBis, father of Pulis, 1678, 385, 388 

*IaxvBis, son of Ptolomaeus, 1678, 84, 85 

"Taxa, Adpy Atos, son of Apa Dius, vadrns, 1782, 1, 11 

*TaxaB, AdpyALos, son of Co(n)stantius,1725, 6, 10, 16 

(laxwBov) 

"Taxa, Avbpy os, son of Paeis, 1722, 3, 47 

*lakadB, Avp7ALos, son of Psennesius, 1722, 52 

*IaxaéB, Pdadvos, son of John, dp.O.08 Ba(Bvddvos ?), 

1735, 24 

*laxwf, father of Fl. Isaac, 1729, 52 

*Iax@Bos, Pdaovwos, son of Isaac, ryumavdpios rod 
dpOyod Sujvyns, 1722, 6 

*Iax@Bos, father of Tapia, 1729, 9 

*Iax@Bos, son of Pasarais, 1724, 8, 30; 1727, 5, 63; 
1728, 5, 23; 1780, 4, 8 (laxwf), 11, 26 (do.), 

31; 1736, 6, 23 (laxwf) 

"Bets, Adpytos, son of Apollos, 1694, 2, 29 (. . . Bas), 

31 (?—-see note) 

"[Bois, son of Stephen, 1648, 19 

"lyvarios, 1745, 4 

‘Iékwv, son of Teréous, 1652, 8 

lep—, 1652, 25 

‘lepaxiwv, Davos, 6 Aawmpdsraros, 1778, 5 
‘Tépa€, father of Paul (?), 1678, 367, 368 

Qq2 
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‘Tepeuias, 1746, 3 

‘lepnptas, [AdpyAos], son of Enoch, 1774, 4,17 (gen. 

—ylov) 

‘Tep(npias), father of Cyriacus, 1750, 1 (or = fepeds ?) 

“Iepnptas, son of Ionis, 1673, 238 

‘Iepoxhéns, Kepeddtos Tydéduos, praeses of the 
Thebaid, 1651, 19 

‘Inoods Xpiords, 1714, 6, 7; [1738, 1]; 1899, 2 
—ivos, 1652, 1 

*Tovd\vavds, lovdtos EXBovdos, praeses of the Thebaid, 
1650, 3, 4 

*Iov\vavds, PAavios, pagarch of Antaeopolis, 1660, 6; 

1661, 5; 1674, 37 
*Iovhuos “AdéEavdpos, 6 d:acnudraros Kyvolrwp, 

1647, I : 

*TovAtos EdBodduos *TovALavds, praeses of the Thebaid, 

1650, 3, 4 

*IovAvos, father of Victor, 1862, 9 

*Iov\tos, son of Antonius, 1893 B, 6 

[? Io¥]Ats, son of Nemesinus, 1893 8 

lovariunavds Anpoobévns lwdvyns Qwpas, Pra- 
vos Mnvas, praeses of the Thebaid, 1679, 5-7 

*Iodx, Aipy duos, son of Leo, 1850 
*Iodx, Pavuos, son of Jacob, xevrplor api.0d Suiyns, 

1729, 52 

*Iodk, father of Aur. Sarra, 1911, 3 

"Iodxos, Avpytos, son of Co(n)stantius, 1724, 71 

"lodktos, vopixds, 1844 
*Iodxwos 6 Kai Idotos, father of Dius, 1722, 24 

*Iodkwos, mp(oeords), 1899, 8 
*Iodxtos, father of Abba Phoebammon, 1741, 2 

*Iodxvos, father of Aur, —es, 1796, 20 

*Iodxtos, father of Aur. Romanus, 1844 

*Iodxwos, father of Colluthus, 1779, 4 

"Iodxtos, father of Fl. Jacob, 1722, 6 
*Iodxwos, father of Fl. Macarius, 1722, 56 

*Iodxwos, son of Sarapion, 1769, 4 

"Iodxwos (part of a KAfjpos name ?), 1696, 8 
"Ioakos,! Adpytos, roy, 1689, 5, 22 (Ioak) 

*loaxos, Adpyvos, son of Asclepiades, 1771, 15 

"Ioaxos, father of Anuphis, 1678, 32, 236 

"Ioaxos, father of Anuthis, 1673, 205, 216, 224, 313 

"Ioaxos, father of Ionis, 1673, gO, 211, 311 

"Ioaxos, father of Macaris (?), 1678, 340, 341 

"Ioaxos, father of Pasothis, 1673, 4, 210 

"Ioaxos, father of Paul, 1673, 202, 214, 219, 223 

"Ioaxos, father of Phoebammon, 1678, 17, 110, 240 

PERSONS 

*Ioaxos, son of Agenius, 1678, 225 

"Ioaxos, son of Apollos, 1673, 208 
"Ioaxos, son of Eu—, 1678, 73 
"Ioaxos, son of O—, 1696, 16 

"Ioaxos, son of Taeion, dpxsidxovos ths aylas Mapias 

Sunvyns, 1781, 45 

"Ioapiov, father of Aur, Sarapion, 1896, 2 

"IowWwpiavds, 1655, 1 

"IoiSwpos, Adpy\uos, son of Asclepiades, dxmpdvys, 

1794, 4 

[? Io |Swpos Odvpmriddwpos ‘Eppardd\av, 1826 
"Ia idwpos, father of Aur. Pesalous, 1661, 8, 24, 30 

"Io idwpos, father of Aur. Phoebammon, 1711, 95 

"Io idwpos, son of Asclepiades, 1794, 18 

"Ioiwv, father of Victor, 1676, 15 
"Ioxup((wv), father of Apollos, 1673, 328 
loxup((wv), father of Mary, 1678, 329 

*Iw—, 1673, 98 

*Iadvyns, Abpyduos, son of Abraham, 1695, 22 
*Iwdvyns, Avpy wos, son of Basilides, 1796, 20 

*Iwadvyns, Adpywos, son of Cornelius, 1687, 19 
*Iwdvyns, Adpyuos, son of Hermaués, 1687, 21 

"Iwdvyns, Avpyduos, son of Menas, 1768, 23 
*Iwdvyns, Adpydtos, son of Pityron, vadrns, 1786, 6 ; 

1787, 5 
*Iwdvens, Adpydvos, son of Salamas, 1715, [1], 17 
*Iwavvns, Marko, manonponontwst, father of Phoe- 

bammon and Victorine, 1709, 3, 18 i 

"lwdvvns Qwpas, bavios Mynvas “lovariviavos 
Anpoobérys, praeses of the Thebaid, 1679, 5-7 

"lwdvyys, Keparawwris, 1653, 48 

"lwavrys, vopikds, 1678, 382 

*Iwdvvns, vordpios, 1751, 4 

*Iadvyns, 6 ebddéxysos vordpws, 1708, 167 

*Iwavvns, 6 Oavpacidraros, brodexrns, (1664, 1 ?] 

"Iwdvyns 6 Kai Karras \eyopevos, aidu(dpevos ev 
TS povacrnplm Tlayrdvns, 1724, 1, 10, 72 

"lwavyns, rowjv, 1658, 18, 26 

*lwavyns, modurevoduevos, father of Fl, Panolbius ), 

[1689, 5] 

"lwdvyns, mpecBirepos tod aylov “Ara lwdvvov, 1653, 

49 
Twavrns, mpoearas of the monastery of Zminos, 1686, 8 

"Iwdvyns, mpovontis, 1759, 1 

*Iwavyns, cxodractixds Kai knvolrwp, 1686, 19 

"lwdvvys, cxodractixds Kal cvvijyopos pépoy OnBaisos, 

1707, 5 
* In 1678, and probably always, this form is declined “Ioakos, -xiov, 
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*Iwdvyns, inodéxrns, 1667, 1; 1668, 1; 1669, 1; 
1703, 2 

"lwdvyns, Pravios, dpxwv Kal rdyap xos “Eppotdrcws, 

1753, 1, 3 

"lwdvyns, ®)avuos, son of Abraham, dxrovdpuos dp.000 

Sujvys, 1781, 40 (Iwavvis); 1733, 75 

"Iwdvvns, Pavuos, son of Antherius, otparidrys de- 

yeGv(os) X(v)jvyns, 1784, 30 

"Iwdvvns, Pdavwos, son of Colluthus, xevruplwy dpibpod 

Suynvns, 1727, 72; 1729, 51 

"Iwdvyns, Pdavwos, son of Jacob, srparirys relpwv 
Aeyedvos Suyvyns, 1728, 5, 23; 1780, 4, 26, 31 

"Iwadvyns, Pravwos, son of Kaeis, orparudsrns apiOpod 

Sujvyns, 1786, 30 

*Iwdvyns, Pdavwos, son of Paam, orparidrns Aeyedvos 
Svjvns, 1722, 55 

*Iwdvvys, Pdavuos, son of Patermuthius, 7d Bixapravdv 

&p.0.08 Sunvns, 1727, 69 

"Ilwdvyns, father of Aur. Cyra, 1712, 7 

"lodvyns, father of Eustochia, 1685, 1, 3 

"Iwavvns, father of Fl. Apa Dius, 1780, 28 

*lwdvvns, father of FI, Apollos, 1661, 7 

*Iwdvvns, father of Fl. Christodorus, 1711, 88 

*Ilwdvrns, father of Fl. Cyrus, 1727, 68 (Iwavov) ; 

1729, 48 
*Iwdvvys, father of Fl. Dioscorus, 1781, 47 (Iwavov) 

*Iwdvrns, father of Fl. Hermias, 1781, 48; 1738, 80 
*Iwdvvys, father of Fl. Musaeus, 1724, 87 

"lwdvrns, father of Fl. Patermuthis, 1723, 27 

"Iwavvys, father of Fl, Victor, 1735, 23; 1786, 32 
"lwavvns, father of Herminus, 1678, 80, 83 

*Iwdvvns, father of Ionis, 1678, 41, 141 

"Iwdvvns, father of Papnuthis, 1678, 140, 358 

*lwdvvns, father of Peeus, 1678, 18, 235, 289, 339 

*Iwdvvys, father of Phoebammon, 1678, 180, 181, 183, 

288, 290 

"lwdvrns, father of Pisrael, 1678, 38, 139 

"Iwdvvys, father of Pouroose, 1678, 81 

*Iwavvys, father of Psates, 1653, 39 

"lwdvvns, father of Ptolomaeus, 1673, 82 

"Iwdvvys, father of Theodosia, 1717, 54 

*Iwavvys, son of Abraham, éddxictos mpeoBtrepos Tijs 

Tod Ocod aylas éxxAnoias Sujvyns, 1724, 79 

*Iwavvys, son of Anuphis (?), 1678, 333 
*Iwdvvys, son of Apollos, 1708, 65 
*Iwdvvys, son of Beskouis, didxovos, 1844 

*Iwdvvns, son of Eudaemon, 1673, 262 

"lwdvyns, son of Hermes, cxoAaorixds, 1761, 18 

"Iwdvvns, son of Lape, 1673, 335, 336 

"Iwdvvys, son of Panuphius, 1765, 9 
"lwdvens, son of Papnuthis, 1678, 296, 298 

*Iwdvvns, son of Patechnumius, éAdyicros povd wr, 

1729, 4; 44, 54 
"Iwdvvys, son of Phar (?), 1735, 24 

"lwdvvys, son of Phoebammon, 1678, 206, 308 

*lwdvens (?), son of Ptolomaeus, 1673, 19x 

"Iwdvvys, son of Ser(enus), 1776, x 

"Iwdvvys, son of Solomon, 1673, 128 

"lwdvrns, 1695, 25; 1787, 21; 1803, 2 
"IGB, rp.Bodvos, 1804, 1 

"Tavis, dudxovos, 1678, 125 
*Idvs, father of Jeremias, 1678, 238 
*Idvis, son of Isaac, 1678, 90, 211, 311 
*Idvus, son of John, 1673, 41, 141 

*Idvis, son of Pasothis, 1678, 12 

*Idvis, son of Paul, 1678, 105 

*Idvus, son of Pcylis, 1673, 22 

"levis, son of Victor, 1678, 91, 199, 212, 218 

*Ieavis, 1678, 116 

"Iwan, mpovonris TeBpn( ), 1798, 5 

Iwoynd, Pdavwos, son of Hermias, orpariirys 
[apOpod] Suyvns, 1724, 84 

*Iwonduos, father of Aur. Apollos, 1702, 7 
"Ilwonduos, father of Dioscorus, 1692 (2), 21 

"Iwo duos, father of Fl, Constantinus, 1711, 84 

"lwonduos, father of Silvanus, 1796, 23 
"Iwan dus, son of Abraham, 1673, 63, 64, 170 

*Iwondis, son of Musaeus, 1673, 351 
"lwondus, 1673, 167 

Kaets, father of Fl. John, 1786, 30 

Kafaras (?), reAwvt(x)ds (?) BaBudGvos, 1754, x 
Kaka, Avpndia, daughter of Jacob, 1724, 7, 31 ; 1727, 

5 (Txaxw), 63 (do.), [74 (Tx.)]; 1728, 6; 1780, 

7 (Tk.), 31 (do.); 1784, 33 (Tkaxwr)); 1736, 5 

(Kaxo’), 23 (Kaxo’), 35 (Kaxo) 

Kadduos, larpds, 1762, 10 

Kadnivixos, xdpns xa paylornp, 1678, 1 

KaddXtvuxos, father of —ius, 1797, 6 

KadXivixos, son of Zenodotus, 1761, 11 

Kado.évirtos, 1709, 63 

Kadéruxos (?), father of Aur. —ia, 1717, 51 

Kakorvyos, son of Stephen, 1717, 3, 53 

Kazi(rwy ?), son of Herminus, 1759, 1 

Kdorwp, AvpyAtos, son of Papnuthius, 1648, 5 
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Karras, Iwavyns 6 Kai, add{.Cduevos ev 7$ povarrnpl vn 9 ” 
_ Tlawmdyns, 1724, 1, 72 : 

Kedwdtos, father of Dius, 1724, 36 (KeAwA); 17383, 

36 

Kepeddos Tyd€duos ‘Iepoxdens, praeses of the The- 
baid, 1651, 19 

Ko—, 1692 (a), 13; (8), 10 

Kodwr, son of Heron, 1652, 12 

Collouthe, 1863 

KéddAovos, Adpy duos, son of Cyriacus, 1766, 3, 14 
Koddovos, 6 cidaBéoraros mpecBtrepos, father of Aur. 

Pecysis, 1714, 16 

KoAdovGos, zpovonris pepldos “Eppoundvews, 1784, 

I, 6, 9; 1785, 1, 6 

Koddovbos, sxovpyds, 1745, 3 

KodAdovbos, PAavwos, oxpwidpwos, 1702, 1, 6 

Koddovos, Pdavios, son of Alexander, xevruplwy (?) 
dpi0n08 S(v)yvns, 1787, 20 

K6(A)Aov$os, Patios, son of Victor, orparidrys 
(apiO0d) Sunvys, 1780, 28 

K6ddovbos, father of Apollonius, 1648, 14 
KoéAdovOos, father of [Aur.] Cyriacus, 1899, 6 
KoddovOos, father of Aur. Psakas, 1877, endorsement 

Ko(A)AovOos, father of Fl. John, 1727, 72; 1729, 

51 
Ko\dovGos, father of Hatres, 1649, 15 
KoAXovbos, son of Isaac, 1779, 4 

KoddAovGos, son of Victor, 1676, 14 

Ko)\AovGos, 1709, 92; 1789, 3 
Kopes, @ddxioros mpeodrepos, 1788, 74 

Kopes, PAavios, son of Paamius, adyovorddvos api0.od 

Sv(j)vns, 1788, 76 . 

Kopwdos (= Képpodos), father of Papnuthius, 1653, 

20 

Kovav, Adpyduos, son of Epanacius, mpaypareurys, 
1707, 3 

Kovov, Dux of the Thebaid, 1708, 94, 208, 266 

Kozpeovs, father of Aur. Pcylis, 1872, 5 

Képuwrvos, son of Ptolemy, 1755, 8; 1756, 11 ; 1757, 8 

KopvyAuos, father of Anna, 1687, 9 

KopvyAuos, father of Aur. John, 1687, 19 
Koopas, 6 peyadonpenéoraros xaprovddpios, 1892, 2 

Koopas, rais, 1654, 12 
Kooypdas, father of Aur. Psoius, 1707, 3 

Kovvm. See Totvbos 
Kupivos, father of Sarapion, 1652, 26 

Kvpa, Avpydia, daughter of John, 1712, 6, 26 

Kvptaxy, mother of Aur, Thelporine, 1855, 3 

Kvptakds, Adpy Atos, son of Andrew, xaAxorvzos, 1691, 

5, 21, 22 

Kvptaxds, [AdpyAvos], son of Colluthus, 1899, 6 

Kvupwakés, dvacroAets, 1759, 4 

Kup(i)akés, father of Aur. Colluthus, 1766, 3, 14 

Kvpvaxés, father of Aur. Leontius, 1771, 14 

Kvptaxds, father of Fl. Apa Dius (?), 1728, 5, 22 
Kuptaxés, father of Theophilus, 1678, 70 
Cyriacus, son of Apollos, 1898 

Kuptaxéds, son of Jeremias (or = tepeds?), 1750, 1 

Kvpit\A—, 1787, 10 

Kvptdka, daughter of Aquila, 1652, 24 

Kupthdos, 6 kal @edSwpos, 1652, 7 
Kvpirdos, 6 peyadonpenéoraros otparnddrns, 1786, 

4, 30 
Kvpos, Bonds of Phthla, [1677, 13 ?] 

KUpos, vordpws, 1762, 7 

Kupos, ®\avuos, son of John, xevruplor dpiO pod Sunvys, 
1727, 68; 1729, 48 

Kupos, father of Aur. Hermogenes, 1795, 17 

Kupos, fattier of Constantine, 1709, gt 

KUpos, son of Phiscius, 1698, 12 

Kopnre, 1678, 3 

Kewvotavtivos, cxod\actixds Kab svvijyopos pédpov On- 

Batédos, 1707, 5 

Kevoravtivos, Pavios, son of Joseph, orparidrns 
kal dovxnvdpwos (?), 1711, 84 

Kevorartivos (?), son of Apollos, 1708, ro 
Kworavrivos, son of Cyrus, 1709, 90 

Kworavrtos, father of Aur. Isaac, 1724, 41 

Kwordvtwos, father of Aur. Jacob, 1725, 6, 16 

Koovravrios, 1729, 23 

Adlapos, Pdavuos, son of Peter, ddvotrwp dpOpod 
Svynvns, 1788, 81 

Aaptdd.os, Pavwos, consul, 1691, 2 
Aazre, father of John, 1678, 335, 336 

Aapt—, father of Psaius, 1696 (4), 4 

Aaokas, son of P—, 1652, 10 

Aarovs, father of Tapaeis, 1652, 19 

Acévrwos, Adpy\uos, son of Cyriacus, 1771, 14 

Aedvtuos, 6 Kébpws, 1784, 2 f 
Aevs, 1678, 326 
Aéwv, father of Aur. Isaac, 1850 

Aoyytvos, Pdavios, consul, 1794, 2 

Aovxas, brother of Menas, 1751, 2; 1864, 2 

Avrus, son of Pal, 1648, 17 

Avtts, son of Silvanus, 1648, 16 
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—nor, father of Aur. Stephen, 1775, 3 

Mayiornp, Pravvos, son of Hermias, 6 eddoxypdraros, 
1897 ‘ 

Ma@eias, father of Aur. Phoebammon, 1767, 5 
Mafe‘as, father of Victor, 1767, 9 
Madfias, AdpyAtos, son of Phoebammon, woAvkwzirys, 

1712, 5, 27 (—Oeu.) 

Madias, Avpy wos, son of Ponnis, 1694, 2, 27 

Maxdpuos, Patios, sonof Ak—, orparidrns [aprO p08] 
Sunvyns, 1724, 86 

Makdptos, PXavvos, son of Isaac, orparudrns Aeyedvos 

Sunvns, 1722, 56 

Maxd pros, PLavuos, son of Posius,crparidrys Aeyedvos 
DSujnvyns, 1722, 58 

Makdpuos, father of Apa Isac, 1762, 18 

Maxdpvos, father of Gunthus, 1733, 38 

Maxdpuos, father of —mon (Phoebammon ?), 1688, 3 

Maxdpuos, father of Pebds, 1653, 33 
Maxdpuos, father of Victor, 1653, 27 

Maxdpis (?), son of Isaac, 1673, 340, 341 

Mall—, Aurelius, 1829 / 

Madéipos, pelCwv, 1808, 3 
Md€ipos, Pdavwos, consul, 1687, 2; 1688, 1 ; 1777, 2 

Map0a, 1673, 337 

Mapia, Aipydia, daughter of Menas, 7 edyeveordrn, 

1711, 77, 82 

Mapia, Avpy ia, daughter of Paul, 1720, 6 

Mapia, daughter of Apollos, 1708, 15, 168, 178 

Mapia, daughter of Ischyr(ion), 1673, 329 

Mapia, daughter of Papnuthius, 1731, 7 (Mapa); 1733, 
6, 28, 33 (Maprap), 69 

Mapia, daughter of Patechnumius, 1729, 31 

Mapia, mother of Aur. Banus, 1793, 6 

Mapia, mother of Aur. Cyriacus, 1691, 6 

Mapia, mother of Aur. Jacob, 1725, 7 

Mapia, mother of Aur. Pesalous, 1661, 9 

Mapia, mother of Heraclius, 1866 

Mapia, 1765, 4; 1879 
Mapidp, Adpydia, daughter of All[amon ?], 1725, 7 

Mapidp, daughter of Taristus, 1679, 14 

Mapudp, mother of Aur. Tapia. See Map(a, daughter 
of Papnuthius 

Mapudp, mother of Aur. Victor, 1705, 3 
Mapivos, Avpy\tos, zapaAnurijs Trav oir. . « yywv (?) 

“EppouréAews, 1778, 3 

Marinus, Flavius, 1883 

MapxehXivos, 1799, 2 

Mapk.avés, 6 évdogdraros, Dux of the Thebaid, 1708, 

83 
Mdpkos, 6 Aoyidraros dixacTihs, 1782, 4 

Mdpxos, Pdavios, son of Apa Dius, otparudrns 

dppod Svivns, 1727, 65; 1729, 46 

Mdpkos, father of Aur. Thelporine, 1855, 3 

Mdpxos (?), father of Fl. Hatres, 1724, 85 
Mdpkos, son of Apa Dius, orparidrns dpiuot Suijvns, 

1728, 29 
Mdpxos, son of Apa Dius, 1728, 29; 1730, 30; 1781, 

49; 1855 

Mdpxos (?), son of Eusebius, 1673, 190 

Mdpkos, 1764, 12 

Mdpztos, father of Fl. Apa Dius, 1728, 25; 1784, 29 

Maprvptos, father of Peteroous, 1722, 25 

Marot, Bondds, 1666, 4 

Marpivos, father of Philoxenus, 1762, 2 

Mawvpos, father of Papnuthius (or = ‘the Moor’), 

1722, 14 

MeyaAn, 1834 
Méyas, Pdarwos, cryyovddpios, 1679, 9, 15, 16 
Méyas, son of Dius, 1689, 10 

Méyvwr, son of Eppep—, 1708, 266 

Merta—, 1792, 1 

Mnvas, dvayvdorns, 1678, 169 

Myvas, AdpyAuos, son of Hermauds, 1661, 9, 24, 30 
Myvas, AdprjAtos, son of Paul, 1726, 9 

Mnvas, yewpyds. See "Aza Mnviis 

Myvas lovaetunavdsAnpocbévyns ladvyns Qwpas, 
Pdavwos, pracses of the Thebaid, 1679, 5-7 

Myvas, vordpws cal drxaurnrijs, 1783, 1, 6 

Mnvas, vordpwos xtpa(s) Névuns, 1762, 9 

Mynvas, 6 kat heydpevos Byvve, father of Fl, Pater- 

muthius, 1726, 5 

Myvas, orparidrns, 1752, 4; 1783, 5; 1864, 1. See 

also perhaps ’ABBas Mnvas, “Ama Mnvas, and 

Mnvas, son of Sarapammon 

Mynvas, ocvrpBoraoypdpos, 1770, 27 

Mynvas, Pdaruos, pagarch of Antaeopolis, 1660, 7; 

1661, 5; 1677, [10], 22, [43], 49; 1682, 3; 

1688, 1; 1684, 3; 1714, 13 
Mynvas, PXavvos, son of Abraham, orparidrys (apuO 08) 

Sujvyns, 1730, 27 

[Mnvas(?), Pravios], son of Didymus, orpariérys 
apiOuod Sunvys, 1728, 28 

Mnvas, brother of Luke, 1751, 1 

Mnvas, father of Anuphis, 1678, 88, 201, 306 

Myvas, father of Aur. Herm—, 1768, 21 
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Myvas, father of Aur. John, 1768, 23 

Mnvas, father of Aur. Mary, 1711, 77 
Myvas, father of Aur, Tsone, 1781, 4, 9, 12, 38, 50 

Myvas, father of Fl. Patermuthis, 1724, 7; 1727, 4, 62; 

1729, 7; 1730, 6; 1782, 2; 1736, 4, 21, 35; 

1737, 4, 28 

Myvas, father of Phoebammon, 1708, 14 

Mynvas, father of The—s, 1772, 31 

Myvas, son of Apollos, 1702, 2 

Mnvas, son of Flavius (?), 1709, 88 (sxsta) 

Myv4Gs, son of Praepositus, dvayvéarns, 1850 

Mynvas, son of Sarapa(mmon), otparidrys, 1788, 1; 
1744, 1. 

Myvas, son of Sie, 1709, 89 (ars) 

Myvas, son of Tsius, 1733, 21, 32 

Myvas, 1673, 279; 1891 
Muads, picOwrijs, 16538, 13 

Mvvos, xopdpxns, 1678, 13, 188, 189, 299 (?), 383, 384, 

391-394 

Mivos, son of Phoebammon, 1673, 325 

MéSearos, Aopirtos, consul, 1648, 1 ; 1649,1 ; 1650, 

See also Mnvas, orpariérns 

5; 1828 

Movo-aios, PAavwos, son of John, — dpiOu0d Suivys, 
1724, 87 

Movoeaios, Pavvos, son of Victor, orparidrns dpiOu08 
Svyvns, 1780, 29 

Movoraios, father of Andrew, 1673, 363 

Movaatos, father of Aur. —, 1699, 5 
Mova-aios, father of Elias, 1678, 109, 422 

Movo-atos, father of Gérontius, 1678, 360 

Movoaios, father of Josephis, 1678, 351 
Movo-atos, father of Peeus, 1678, 419 

Mova-aios, father of Peter, 1716, 16 

Moveaios, son of Syrion, 1695, 5 
Movo-aios, 1748, 4 

Movo7s, son of Jelo, 1678, 390 
Movo'js, son of Philemon, 1678, 412-414 

Movoys, son of Phoebammon, 1678, 40, 315 
Movo7s, son of Ptolomaeus, 1678, 200 ' 

Méd¢udos, father of Pasothis, 1678, 420 

—powv (PorBdypov?), son of Macarius, 1688, 3 

Mavons, mpecBirepos, 1653, 41 

N(e)iAdp(u)wv, 1799, 1 

Nepecivos, father of [? Jullius, 1898 8 

Novva, Avpy dia, daughter of Tsabinus, 1720, 4, 19 

Novva, «ipa, 1762, 9 

Nov(v)a, daughter of Olympiodorus, 1740, 2 

Novva, mother of Aur. Theodore, 1718, ro 

Novva, 1678, 332 

OX... ¢ (Oddumos?), Adprdtos, son of Pather- 
muthius, 1651, 23 

"OvBpwos, ®)avuos, consul, 1689, 1; 1690, 1 

(OdvpBp.) 
"Ohvprriddapos ‘Eppardddwr, [? "Io |iSwpos, 1826 » 
"Ohuprriddapos, father of Nonna, 1740, 2 (OAnyz.) 

’Ovvddpros, son of Titoi, 1747, 1 
’Ovvddps, son of Eudaemon, 1648, 16 

’Omtdiwv, Pdartos, consul, 1773, 1 
Op—, AdprAtos, 1686, 46 
’Opéarns, Paovios, consul, 1691, 2 
“Opiwy, Dux of the Thebaid, 1708, 86, 208 
Ovuradiavds, Patios, consul, 1699, 1 

Owuradiavds, Pravuos, 1656, 4, 8 

—oulius, son of Christodorus, 1875 

Ovvovws, —nduos 6 Kal, 1680, 4 
Ovpdnmos, father of Paul, 1722, 15, 17 

Ovpdnos, 1837 

Tlaap, Adpydtos, 6 ebdaBéoraros rperBvrepos, 1719, 

[3], 8 
Tlaap, father of Fl. John, 1722, 55 

Tladpos, father of Fl. Comes, 1788, 76 

TlaBaus, father of Psekes, 1653, 52 

Ilaets, son of Reuben, 1722, 3, 47 

Ilaeiwv, Pravwos, son of Dius, orparidrns apiOyod 
Suyvns, 1781, 44 

Ilaeiwv, Pdavuos, son of Psachés, erparudrns AeyeGvos 
—- Suifyns, 1722, 59 

Ilaetwy, father of Theophilus, 1728, 25; 1729, 49 
Tlafeppovbts, son of Menas. 

TlaGeppovOts, son of Serenus, @hdxuoros mpeoBirepos, 
1731, 42 

Paeonius, Flavius, 1883 

Ilake, father of Petre, 1746, 1 

IIaxovs, son of Poleis, MavozoaAfrns (?), 1690, 10 

— Takapts, 1706, 1 

IlaX, father of Lytis, 1648, 17 

Ila\7s, son of Ammonius, 6 peyadompenéoraros Kdpes, 

1761, 2, 24 

Ilad\js, son of Serenus, 1755, 7; 1756, 10; 1757, 7 

Ila\parar, father of Raistus, 1748, 2 

Tladws, 1771, 17 

Tlapyr, father of Fl. Abraham, 1722, 60 

Tlapidwpos (?), 1652, 11, 14, 27 

See [lareppovdis 
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TlapovOtos, 1655, 2 
TIapovy, son of Onnophrius, 1747, 1 

TlavByxKvos, father of Aur. Ariston, 1777, 3 (see Ad- 

denda) 

Tlaveydrns, father of Abraham, 1653, 15 

Tlaveydrns, 16538, 14 

[TlavddBuos (?), PAavwos], son of John, senator of 
Antaeopolis, 1689, 3 

Tlavovduos, father of John, 1765, 9 

Tlaovre, son of Poualelai, 1658, 40 

IlaovdpOos, father of Aur. Heraclius, 1701, 2 

Tlamvov@tos, father of Aur. Ananias, 1772, 3, [25], 38 
Tlamvov@tos, father of Aur. Castor, 1648, 5 

Tlazrvov@tos, father of Dius, 1782, 10 

Tlamvov6os, father of Horus, 16538, 34 
Tlamvov@tos, father of Mary, 1783, 34 
Tlamvov@tos, father of Pachumius, 1653, 28 

Tlavov6tos, son of Com(m)odus, 1653, 20 

Tlazvov@tos, son of Maurus (or ‘the Moor’ ?), 1722, 13 

IlamvovOuos, 1764, 10 

Tlamvov6is, Pdavwos, son of Dius, orparirns Aeye- 
Svos Sunvns, 1722, 54 

_ Ilamvov6ts, father of Enoch (?), 1678, 46, 231 
Tlamvovs, father of John, 1678, 296, 298 
Tlamvovts, father of —mus, 1678, 23 

Tlamvovts, son of Aion, didxovos éxxAnolas Suivys, 
1731, 46 

Tlamvov6.s, son of Anuphis, 1678, 177, 389 
Tlamvovis, son of John, 1673, 140, 358 
TlasvovGts, son of Pisulus, 1678, 307, 312 
Tlapdppwr, son of S—etis, 1648, 15 

TlapGevdrn, mother of Pecysis, 1714, 17 

Tlapuro( ), 1652, 13 

Tlacapais, father of Jacob, 1724, 30 

Tlacetas, 1856 

Ilaovyévys, father of Ptolemaeus, 1652, 4 

Tlacvyévns, 1652, 23 
Tlactpts, son of Ales, 1866 

Tlacpyr(?), son of Tyrannus, didxovos éxxAnotas 
Sunvns, 1784, 26 

Tlacdfis, zpecBbrepos, 1678, 365 

Tlao Os, father of Andrew, 1678, 213 (Ilavo.), 310 
Tlao as, father of Anuphis, 1678, 203, 215 

TlacaOts, father of Ionis, 1678, 12 

Tlacd fs, father of Peeus, 1673, 173 
TlacaOts, son of Horigenius, 1678, 117, 342, 418, 421 

Tlacdts, son of Isaac, 1678, 4, 210 

Tlaoé@1s, son of Mophilus, 1678, 420 
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Ilacaé@is, son of Phoebammon, 1678, 93, 207 
Tlao ds, son of Victor, 1678, 255, 264, 280, 281, 357 
TlarévBrO.s, father of Paul, 1850 

Tlarévos, father of Phoebammon, 1678, 8, 237 

Ilareppovies, Pdavuos, son of John, orparidrns 
dpiO.0d Sunvyns, 1728, 27 

Ilareppovios, Pdavuos, son of Menas al. Bénne, 
otpatidtns Telpwv dpiO.od Suyvys, 1726, [5], 12 

Tlareppov@vos, father of Fl. John, 1727, 69 

Tlareppovdis, Pavsos (orig. AipzjAvos), son of Menas, 

atpariarns dpiOyod “Edepayrivns, 1724, 6, 31 

(Ma0.); 1727, 4, 62, 74; 1729, 7, 16; 1780, 6, 
31; 1732, 1 ([Ia0.); 1784, 32; 1786, 4, 21 (Ilad.), 

35; 1787, 4, 6, 28 

Ilareppovéts, 1851 
Ilarepoovs, 1724, 38 

Tlarexvovp.os, father of John, 1729, 4, 44 

Ilarexvovpuos, great-grandfather of Tsone and Tsere, 

1724, 23, 77 

Tlarpixia, } évdogordrn, pagarch of Antaeopolis, 1660, 7 
[? Ildr]poxdos, 6 poydrwp, 1889 r., 14 

IlaryxoX, son of Peor, 1653, 37 

TlavXos, d:acroAeds, 1755, 11 

IladXos, vordpios, 1746, 2 

TlavAos, 6 aldéoiuos, 1762, 5 

TladXos, 6 xtpios, 1787, 14 

IlavAos, PAavios, crparisrys dpO.0d Surjvys, 1723, 23 

Ilavyos, father of Aur. Mary, 1720, 7 
[Tad os], father of Aur, Menas, 1726, 10 

TlavXos, father of [Aur.] Pisrael, 1880 
TlavXos, father of Fl. Abraham, 1784, 23 

Tladdos, father of Fl. Dius, 1784, 28 

Tlavdos, father of Hellés, 1678, 386, 387 

Ilavdos, father of Ionis, 1678, 105 

TlavXos, son of Azarias, WaraKonoc Ritcremwsn, 1709, 

87 
TladXos (?), son of Hierax, 1673, 367, 368 

IlavAos, son of Isaac, 1678, 202, 214, 219, 223 

TlavXos, son of Patenbtthis, 1850 

TlavXos, son of Uranius, 1722, 15, 16 

TladAos, son of Victor, 1678, 256 

TladXos, 16538, 60; 1719, 4, 10 

lavas, father of Andrew. 

lavas, Adpytos, son of Ponis, royjv, 1700, 10 

See [laces 

Ilaxovptos, son of Papnuthius, 1658, 28 

Ilaxovpwos, son of Psais, 1653, 38 

Tlaxovpos, 1653, 14 

Tlaxvpuos, father of Fl. Faustinus, 1787, 25 
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Ilaydpts, father of Aur. Silvanus, 1649, 6 
IIByKvos, son of Sansnés, 1653, 53 
TleBis, father of Phoebammon, 1796, 19 

Pebes, son of George, 1884 

TleBos, soysjv, 1658, 16 

TleBais, father of Heraclius, 1648, 14 
TleBais, son of Ammonius, 1653, 42 

TleBas, son of Dius, 1653, 29 
TleBais, son of Macarius, 1653, 33 

Tleeds,' father of Elias, 1678, [407], 411 

Tleeds, father of Solomon, 1678, 47, 254, 261, 355, 369 

Tleevs, son of Apollos, 1678, 15, 94, 108, 119, 132, 232, 

408 

Tleeds, son of Herminus, 1678, 352, 366 

Tleeds, son of John, 1678, 18, 235, 289, 339 
Tleeds, son of Musaeus, 1678, 419 

Ileevs, son of Pasothis, 1678, 173 

Tleeds, son of Phibius, dudxovos, 1767, 10 

leeds, son of Ptolomaeus, 1678, 142 

Tlexvous, Adpydtos, son of Colluthus, vadrns, 1714, 

16, 23 

Tled tf, father of Phoebammon, 1673, 69 

Tlevjvios, father of Tecrompias, 1678, 130 

Tlepydpuos, Adpydtos, son of Apa Horus, 1893 8 

Ileoahods, Avpyduos, son of Isidorus, 1661, 8, 24 
(Iluc.), 30 

TlerBis, son of Pesis, 1648, 18 
Tlerepoves, 1653, 43 

Ilerepoovs, son of Martyrius, 1722, 25 

Tlerpe, son of Pake, 1746, 1 

Tlérpos, amargris, 1758, 5 

Ilérpos, Avpy\os, son of Gunthus, 1795, 13, 21 

Tlérpos, 6 Aapmpdraros kal mepiBdexros oxpividpros, 

1676, 31 

Tlérpos, xaprovAdpios, 1807, 8 
Ilérpos, father of Allamon, 1727, 73; 1729, 53 

Tlé€rpos, father of Fl. Hatres, 1724, 83 

Tlérpos, father of Fl. Lazarus, 1788, 81 

Ilérpos, father of Psatus, 1673, 79 

Tlérpos, son of Enoch, 1653, 35 

Tlérpos, son of Musaeus, 1716, 16 
Tlérpos, son of Taurinus, 1673, ro 

Ilérpos, 1653, 63; 1706, 3, 11 
Tlewp, son of Tasais, 1658, 37 

IIjous, father of Petbés, 1648, 18 

TluAaros, vouixds, 1661, 29 

Ilwovfs, 1678, 323 
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Ilwovriwr, father of Aur. Banus,-1798, 6, 19 

Ilwovuriwv, 1747, 3 

Tlipiwy, father of Ponnis, 1841, 3 

IIuradovs, See Ieradods 

IIurovAos, father of Papnuthis, 1678, 307, 312 

IItopayi, [AdpyA]vos, son of Paul, 1880 
Tluepani, son of John, 1678, 38, 139 
Tlurov, xaoreAdirns, 1652, 6 

Ilurvpovs, xadxeds, 1778, 2 
Ilurvpor, father of Aur, John, 1736, 7; 1787, 5 

Ilurvpwyr, father of Heraclius, 1866 : 

Peylius, rpaxrevrys, 1865 

IIxvAuos, father of Aur. Elias, 1768, 20, 27 
TIxvAus, Adpy vos, son of Copreous, 1872, 5 
IIxvXus, father of Ionis, 1678, 22 

TIxvXus, son of Abraham, 1678, 409 

TIdovurivos, 6 évdogdraros xépes, 1668, 7 
Tl\ourivos, 1787, 12 
TloXets, father of Pakous, 1690, 10 

IIdvs, father of Aur, Pauéds, 1700, 10 
Tldvvis, father of Aur. Matthias, 1694, 2, 28 

TIdvvs, son of Pirion, 1841, 3 
Ildctos, Iodxtos 6 Kat, father of Dius, 1722, 24 

IIdotos, father of Fl. Macarius, 1722, 58 

Tlordppwr, 1797, 4 

Tlovadedat, father of Paonte, 1653, 40 

TlovAus, son of Iacybis, 1673, 385, 388 
Tlovpooge, son of John, 1673, 81 

IIpaurdouros, Pdavvos, son of Theodore, otparuirns 

dpiOyo0d Sunvyns, 1782, 9 

IIpaurdcuros, father of Menas, 1850 

IIpauréctros, 1846 

II pwyivos, 1837 

IIpoBuavés, Pavvos, consul, 1793, 3 
IIpéx(Aos), father of Aur. Apollos, 1795, 15 

II poovs, 6 tpayparevrijs, father of Aur. Amaresia, 1713, 
12 

IIporéduos, son of Sipoulai( ), 1755, 6; 1756, 9; 
1757, 6 

IITroXepaios, son of Pasigenes, 1651, 4 
IItodopatos, édaovpyds, 1673, 95 

IIltoAopatos, father of Anuthis, 1678, 92, 204, 305, 309, 

317, 318 
IIrodopatos, father of Apollos, 1673, 89, 158 
IIrodopatos, father of Corinnus, 1755, 8; 1756, 11; 

1757, 8 

IIrodopaios, father of Goras(?), 1673, 102 

1 Declined Heeis, -edros. 
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Tlrodopaios, father of Hellds (?), 1673, 319 
IIroopatos, father of Herminus (?), 1678, 50, 52 
TIroopaios, father of Iacybis, 1678, 84, 85 

IIrodopaios, father of John (?), 1678, 191 
IIroXopatos, father of Moses, 1678, 200 

IIroopaios, father of Peeus, 1673, 142 

IIroXopatos, father of Phibis, 1673, 286 

IIroopatos, father of Victor, 1673, 171 

TIroXopatos, son of Abraham, 1678, 11, 44 (?) 

TIvodopatos, son of Amunis, 1673, 39, 45, 137, 258, 

354 
IIrohopatos, son of Begbougou, 1678, 51 
IItodopaios, son of Dioscorus, 1673, 100 

IItohopaios, son of John, 1678, 82 

IIroAopatos, son of Victor, 1678, 43, 48, 138, 143, 

260, 353, 359, 359, 361, 364, 370 
IIrohopatos, 1678, 1(?), 2, 42, 49, 144, 196, 371, 

403 
Tv0ddwpos, sopaplrns (?), 1710, 15 

*“Pato-ros, son of Palmatat, 1743, 1 

“Paxyar, mother of Aur. Tsone and Tsere, 1724, 69 

“‘Paxyr, 1726, 11 

“Poddos, PAavwos, consul, 1855, 2 

“PwByp, father of Paeis, 1722, 3, 47 

“Pwpaves, Adp7 os, son of Isaac, 1844 

Romanus, 1817 

LaBaves, father of Theodore, 1752, 2 
cahenr, 1709, 74 

SaBevd, father of Phibis, 1678, 107 
LaBed, 1879 
SaBivos, son of Horus, 1866 
LaBivos, 1673, 278 

Saxdwy, father of Aion, 1652, 3 

Saxdwr, father of Timotheus, 1652, 20 

Sahapas, father of Aur. John, 1715, 2, 17 

Ladecivos (?), 1708, 265 
Yahww?,€, father of Esaias, 1673, 182 

Yaddover1os, PAavwos, consul, 1651, 2 
LapPas, zpwrolkwopyrns ?], 1791, 12 
LapounXLos, 1762, 13 

LYaviaKxd§ros (?), father of George, 1762, 8 

Lavpoov, 1782, 3 

Ldvois, 1652, 27 
Lavoveods, father of Aur. Victor, 1705, 3 

_ Lavorveis, father of Pbecius, 1653, 53 

Lapard(upwr), father of Menas, 1738, 1; 1744, 2 

Lapamiwv, AdpyAtos, son of Isarion(?), mwpaptrns, 
1896, 2 ; 

Lapaziwv, father of Enoch, 1678, 265 
Lapariov, father of Isaac, 1769, 4 
Sapaziwy, son of Cyminus, 1652, 26 

Lapamiov, 1673, 327 (—mwv); 1769, 7; 1791, 10; 
1836, 11 

Sdppa, Avpydta, daughter of Isaac, 1911, 3 
Lace, son of Souris, 1652, 2 

Yex—, father of Silvanus, 1758, 1 

Sexovvridda, 1761, 14 

LevovOys, si.orxnris of monastery of Zminos, 1690, 4 
LevovOuos, payriy, 1806, 1 

Levovbtos, mpovonrijs pepldos trav xpvorxdv ‘Epyov- 

mOoAews, 1781, 1, 4 

LYevovO.os, 1750, 3, 6, 8 
Levovbs, mpwroxwprjrns, 1681, 1 

Lepyvos, mpo(vonris), 1762, 2 

LepHnvos, Pdavios, son of Christodorus, 1771, 13 
Lepnvos PorBdppwr, Pavios —wv praeses of the 

Thebaid, 1663, 1 

Lepyvos, father of Fl. Andrew, 1793, 5 
Lep(jvos), father of John, 1776, 1 

Lepyvos, father of Palles, 1755, 7; 1756, 10; 1757, 7 

Lepvos, father of Pathermuthis, 1781, 42 

LepHvos, father of Phoebammon, 1866 

Lépvy, 1748, 3 
Levtpos, 1739, 4 
> .. Ares, father of Parammon, 1648, 15 
YiBvdXa, daughter of Musaeus, 1695, 4 
ce, father of Menas, 1709, 89 

YrBavds, Adprduos, son of Pachymis, 1649, 6, 21 

XwrBavds, zapadrnuntis apyvptov (?), 1805, 1 
iABavds, father of Aur. Dorotheus, 1648, 3; 1649, 4 

SABavds, father of Aur. George, 1872, 4 
LABaves, father of Fl. Didymus, 1722, 53 
=ABavds, father of Fl. George, 1766, 5 

SUABavds, father of Lytis, 1648, 16 

StABavds, son of Joseph, 1796, 23 
XiABavds, son of Sec—, 1758, 1 

EABavds, 1765, 2 
S1p(dv), father of Fl. Artemidorus, 1704,-2, 14 
Suroviaw( ), father of Protelius, 1755, 6; 1756, 9; 

1757, 6 

Sidvos, father of Aur. David, 1798, 11 

Sous, father of Theodosius, 1866 

Xodopwy, father of John, 1673, 128 

Lodopdy, son of Peeus, 1673, 47, 254, 261, 355, 369 

Rr2 
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Xovpts, father of Sase, 1652, 2 

Lovpods, father of Fl. Apa Dius, 1783, 9 
Loupous, son of Charisius, 1693, 7 

Lovpros, father of Tsendia, 1722, 4, 48 

[Sovadvva], mother of Aur. Menas, 1726, to 

Lodia, mother of Aur, Castor, 1648, 5 
Sodia, mother of Aur. Phoebammon, 1767, 5 (Zw¢.) 
Lrepydptos (?), father of Fl. Abraham, 1722, 57 
Xrépavos, Adpy duos, son of —lon, 1775, 3 
Srépavos, rorap(érns ?) 1808, 1 
Lrépavos, father of Calotychus, 1717, 53 
Lrépavos, father of Ibois, 1648, 19 
arpa . Wos (?), didkovos, 1786, 29 

Supior, father of Musaeus, 1695, 5 
Svupiwv, 1696 (4), 13 
Lxoracrixia, daughter of Theodore, 1711, 50, 72 

Sadia, See Sopia 

Taap, 1728, 15 

Tayapias, father (or mother?) of Dius, 1722, 24; 

1724, 38 (Taxapns) 

Tae:r, Avpydia, daughter of Dius, 1784, 20 
Taeiwy, father (?—or mother) of Isaac, 1781, 45. 

Taxapys. See Tayapias 

Tadedavris, 1852 
Tavaby, mother of Aur. Anuphius, 1687, 7 

Tavys, father (or mother ?) of —ei, 1673, 19 

Tavén, mother of Aur. Cyra, 1712, 7 

Tazrdets, son (or daughter?) of Latous, 1652, 19 

Tamia, Avpydia, daughter of Tsius, 1724, 8 ; 1725, 8; 
1727, 5, 64; 1728, 5; 17381, 4, 7, 50; 1788, 6, 

[10], 69 
Tapicuos, father of Mary, 1679, 14 

Tapoe, Adpy dia, 1735, 20 

Tac-as, father (or mother ?) of Peor, 1653, 37 

Tavpivos, didxovos, 1678, 106, 113, 115, 234, 242 

Tavpivos, 6 kupios, e&meAAeuTis, 1708, 3 

Tavpivos, father of Aur. Victor, 1796, 21 

Tavpivos, father of Peter, 1673, 10 

Tavptvos, son of Epiphanius, 1761, 4 

Tavpivos, 1789, 3; 1788, 5 

Tayot, father of Chorus, 1742, 1 

TByxts, mother of Aur. Silvanus, 1649, 6 

Texpopias, daughter (or son ?) of Penenius, 1673, 130 

Texpoptrias, 1673, 330 

Tepnois, father of Hiekon, 1652, 8 

Tevjs, 1652, 13 

Tlapovn, 1754, 1 

Tyré€duos ‘Tepoxdéns, Kepedduos, pracses of the 
Thebaid, 1651, 19 

Typod, daughter of Teron, 1722, 25 
Txpwyr, father (or mother ?) of Teron, 1722, 25 
TipdOeos, son of Sakaon, 1652, 20 

Tvrot, father of Onnophrius, 1747, 2 

Tkaxw. See Kaxé 

TAov, mother of Jacob, 1780, 9 
TAovs, mother of Fl. Jacob, 1722, 7. 

person from the preceding.) 

—rtoo Baw, 1700, 1 

TovpBar, Adpydvos, é€dxrwp‘HpaxdeordAews, 1911, 1 

TovwrTe, mother of Tsendia, 1722, 4 

Tpiddeddos, father of Aur. Phoebammon, 1841, 7 
TpiBovvos, Bonds doyiornptov, 1757, 11 

Tpoxovvd.os (sic), Pavuos, consul, 1896, 1 
ToaBivos, father of Aur, Nonna, 1720, 4, 19 

Toayw, mother of Fl. Apa Dius (?), 1723, 5, 22 

ToeXer, son (or daughter ?) of Tsius, 1783, 21, 32 
Toevdta, daughter of Sourtus, 1722, 4, 48 

Toépy, Toia 7 Kat, daughter of Apa Dius, 1724, 10, 75 
Tota % Kai Toépy Aeyopuévy, daughter of Apa Dius, 

1724, [3], 10 

Toia, mother of Aur. Patermuthius, 1727, 4, 62 

Toros, father of Aur. Tapia, 1781, 7; 1788, 6, 69 

Toon, Avpndia, daughter of Apa Dius, 1724, 4, 10, 

69, 75 
Todvn, Adpydia, daughter of Menas, povaxy}, 1731, 4, 

38, 50 ; 

Todvy, mother of Aur. Menas, 1661, 9 

To-avn, mother of —mon (Phoebammon ?), 1688, 3 

Tvpavvos, father of Pasmet (?), 1784, 26 

Twpavios, father of Apion, 1771, 4 

(A different 

“Yrepexia, 1761, 9 

Paveia, mother of Aur. Amaresia, 1718, 13 
@ap, father (?) of John, 1785, 24 

@Papoovs (?), father of Psaius, 1692 (a), 6; [(4), 4] 

Paveiotos, son of Ar—, 1779, 1 

Davortivos, Pravwos, son of Pachymius, orparudrys 
dpiO.08 Sunvns, 1787, 25 

@Dadvatos, PXavwos,. son of Victor, 1767, 3 

@averos (?), father of Phib, 1728, 27 (Pavorcar) 

@yovs, Toyjv, 1701, 5 

@:B, son of Faustus (?), dvayvdorns (?), 1728, 27 
@iB.os, father of Peeus, 1767, 10 
iis, son of Ammonius, 1673, 127 
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@iBis, son of Daniel, 1673, tor, 209, 217 

iBis, son of Gerontius, 1678, 263 

PiB.s, son of Ptolomaeus, 1678, 286 
i Bis, son of Sabeu, 1673, 107 

Pirdypios, PAaovios, 1823 

Piraderdia, daughter of John, 1709, 6, 19, 32, 37, 73, 

84, 93, 107 
Diddeddos, 6 xipws, 1708, 2, 5 

Phileas, 1842 

Puyo, father of Moses, 1678, 412 (—nyp$-414 
Pidurmos, father of Fl, Horuonchius, 1711, 5, 69, 78, 

85, 91 

®idd€evos, father of Phoebammon, 1755, 9; 1756, 12; 

1757, 9 

Purd€evos, son of Matrinus, 1762, 2 

—duwos, 1846 
@icokvos, father of Cyrus, 1698, 12 
[Pdaovwos] “Aza Atos (?), son of Cyriacus, erpariérns 

apiO.08 Suyvys, 1728, 5, 22 

®aovios. Bacidetos, consul, 1719, [1]. 
®datwos B, 

See also 

Pdaovios Oeddwpos, 5 peyadronpenéoraros xdpes, 
1701, 1 

®P)aovwos “IdkwBos, son of Isaac, rywmavdpws rod 
dptOyod Sujvys, 1722, 6 

Pdaovios Aapzrdd.os, consul, 1691, 2 

Paovws ’Opéorys, consul, 1691, 2 

Phaovwos Pirdypios, 1823 

®)avvos (a single name), father of Menas, 1709, 89 
[Pravvos —], ctyyovddptos, 1710, 10 

Phavios —, 1708, 5; 1785, 26; 17465, introd.; 
1844 

Pavwos "ABpady, son of Paul, dyoverdAwos Acyedvos 
Sunvys, 1734, 23 

Paws "ABpadp, son of Stergorius(?), axd dxrova- 

plov AeyeGvos PiiGv, 1722, 57 

Phavwos *ABpadpis, son of Pamét, xevrupiwy heyeavos 
Sujvns, 1722, 60 

Phavwos "AdAdpwr, son of Dius, erparidrys apOpod 
Sujvns, 1731, 43 

Patios ’Avavias, son of George, erparidrys dpibpod 
LSunvns, 1733, 77 

P)avwos ’Avdpéas, son of Serenus, 1798, 4 

Patios “Avtovivos, fijrwp, 1716, 14 
@Pavios “Awa Atos, son of John, (.... 

LSujvns, 1780, 28 

[Pdavvos "Aza, Atos], son of Martius, dxrovdpios apt- 
Oyu00 Luyvns, 1728, 25 

dpiOpod) 

®davtos "Azra Atos, son of Martius, orparudrns de- 
yeavos Sunvys, 1784, 29 

®)avwos “Azra Atos, son of Sourous, orpariérns dpt- 
O08 Suyvys, 1738, 9 

P)avwos "Ati—, 1876 
Patios “Amo\Ads, son of John, tpwroxopirns of 

Aphrodito, 1661, 7 

Pavtos ’ApivOeos, consul, 1648, 2; 1649, 2; 1650, 
6; 1828 

Patios “Apreuidwpos, son of Sim(on), duKyTH}s, 
1704, 2, 14 

Pdavios “Arpys, son of Mark(?), adyoverddros (?) 

GpiO.0d Sunvyns, 1724, 85 

Patios “Arpijs, son of Peter, orparudrns Aeyedvos 

Svjvys Kal and Bixapravdv, 1724, 83 

datos “Arps, son of Victor, orpariitys dpiOpob 
Sujvns, 1727, 71; 1729, 50 

®)avwos Bacideuos, consul, 1686, 4; 1720, 1; 1765, 
1; 1766,1; 1767, 1; [1797, 17]; 1872, 2, See 

also PAaovws B. 

Patios Bekuordpios, consul, 1841, 1 

Pdavios Bixrwp, son of John, orparidrys dpiOpod 
Ba(BvAGvos ?), 1785, 23 

Pdavwos Bixrwp, son of John, orparuirys dpOyod 
Suyvns, 1786, 31 

Patios (?) Bixrwp, 1661, 27 

Pdavios Buvkdpardos, consul, 1773, 1 

@)avuos Teapycos, son of Silvanus, 6 davpaciwraros, 

1766, 4 

Pdavios Aidvpos, son of Silvanus, dzd Bixapravér, 

1722, 53 

®)avuos Atos, son of Basilides, 7d dxrovaplwy dpOuob 
LSvijvys, 1786, 26 

®davios Atos, son of Paul, orparwrys Aeyedvos 

Svijvns, 1784, 28 

®)atos Atos, son of Psachei, d7d Bixapravdy apiOyod 
Sujvns, 1788, 79 

Pdavios AudoKopos, son of Apollos, tpwroxwpjrns 
of Aphrodito, 1661, 6; 1682, 6; 1686, 6, 44; 

1692 (2), 5; (4), 3; 1698, 14 
Pdavios Awokvpos, son of John, xevruplav dpiOyo8 

Sujvns, 1731, 47 

Pdavios Aiwys, son of Alexander, [orparidrys] dp.Ouod 

Suyvns, 1724, 82 

Patios “Eppias, son of John, orpariirys dpiduod 

Sujvns, 1731, 48; 1788, 80 

Pdavwos EdAdysos, son of Allamon, xevruplwv Aeyedvos 

DSunvns, 1784, 27 
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Flavius Eutychius, praeses, 1828 

P)avios @eoddcros, son of Apa Dius, orparidrns 
GpiO.08 Sujvys, 1787, 22 

Pdavios @eddwpos, son of Menas, 6 Aawnpdraros 
ééxénrwp, 1714, 12 

@)avios Pedrexvos, son of Psaius, dronpartocirov, 

1687, 22; 1693, 17 

Pdavwos “lake, son of John, &pi0u00 Ba(BvAdvos?), 
1785, 24 

Davos ‘lepaxiwv, 6 Aawnpdraros, 1778, 5 

®)atvvos “Iov\vavds, pagarch of Antaeopolis, 1661, 

5 

®)avwos Iodk, son of Jacob, xevruplor apiOyod Suivns, 
1729, 52 

Patios "lwdvyns, dpxwv Kai mdyapxos ‘Eppordcws, 
1758, 1, 3 

Pawvios "Lwdvrns, son of Abraham, dxrovdpios dprO pod 
Sujvns, 1781, 40; 1788, 75 

®)avvos "lwavvns, son of Antherius, orparidrns AeyeO= 
vos) S(v)jqvns, 1784, 30 

Pavwos Iwdvvns, son of Colluthus, cevruplov dpiluod 
Sunvns, 1727, 72; 1729, 51 

Patios “Iwdvyns, son of Jacob, orpariérns relpwr 
AeytGvos Vuyjvns, 1728, 5, 23; 1780, 4 

Pdavwos “Iwavyns, son of Kaeis, orparidrns dpiOyod 
Sujvns, 1786, 30 

Pdavwos "lwdvrns, son of Paam, orparidrns NeyeGvos 
DSvivns, 1722, 55 

@avwos Iwavvys, son of Patermuthius, 47d Bixapravov 

apipod Suyvns, 1727, 69 

Pdavios Iwond, son of Hermias, orparidrns [4pr0s00] 
Sunvns, 1724, 84 

®)avios Kdéd\dXovOos, oxpuidpios, 1702, 1, 6 

@davios KédXovOos, son of Alexander, xevruptwv (?) 
&piO.0d Xv)jvns, 1787, 20 

®)avios Ko(A)AovOos, son of Victor, orpariérns 
(apiOy0d) Sunvyns, 1780, 28 

@)avios Kopes, son of Paamius, avyovordAws apiyod 
Sv(j)vns, 1788, 76 

®davvos Kdpos, son of John, kevtuplwy dpWyots Sujvns, 
1727, 68; 1729, 48. 

Patios Kwvoravtivos, son of Joseph, orparirns 
kal dovxnvdpros (?), 1711, 84 

@davvos Adlapos, son of Peter, ddiotrwp dpibpod 
Suivns, 1788, 8x 

Pdavwos Aoyyivos, consul, 1794, 2 

®davwos Mayiornp, son of Hermias, 6 eddoxedraros, 
1897 

Patios Maxdpuos, son of Ak—, orparibrns [api- 
600] Sujvns, 1724, 86 

Pdavios Maxdptos, son of Isaac, erparudrns Aeyedvos 
Sunvns, 1722, 56 

®avvos Maxkdptos, son of Posius, erparvérns NeyeGvos 

-Sunvns, 1722, 58 

Pdavios Md Eipos, consul, 1687, 2; 1688, 1; 1777, 2 

Flavius Marinus, 1883 

Patios Mdpkos, son of Apa Dius, orparudrns dpi 
O08 Sunvys, 1727, 65; 1729, 46 

Phavwos Méyas, cvyyovAdpws, 1679, 15 

Patios Myvas “loverwiavds Anuorbérys “Iw- 
dvvns Owpas, praeses of the Thebaid, 1679, 5-7 

@davios Myvas, pagarch of Antaeopolis, 1661, 5 
®davwos Mnvas, son of aa otparidrns (ap0y0d) 

Svyvyns, 1780, 27 

[ravvos Myvas ?], son of Didymus, orpariérns apt- 
O00 Sujvyns, 1723, 28 

®)avios Movaaios, son of John, — dpOyod Shite 

1724, 87 
®)avios Moveratos, son of Victor, crparidrns dpiOyod 

Sujvyns, 1780, 29 

®)awuos "OAVBptos, consul, 1689, 1; 1690, 1 

®)atvos Omtdiwv, consul, 1778, 1 

®)avios Oviradavds, consul, 1699, 1 

@)avvos Ovrradtavds, 1656, 4, 8 

Pdavwos Ilaeiwy, son of Dius, crpatidrns apOuot 

Sunvns, 1781, 44 

®davwos Iaeiwy, son of Psachés, orparudrns Aeyedvos 

Sunvns, 1722, 59 

Flavius Paeonius, 1883 

[Pdavvos IlavddBros ?], son of John, senator of 
Antaeopolis, 1689, 3 

Pravios Hamvovbs, son of Dius, orparudrns eyeGvos 
Sujvns, 1722, 54 ; 

Pravios Lareppovers, son of John, orparidrns 
appod Suynvyns, 1728, 27 

[Pdavwos] TareppovOios, son of Menas al, Bénne, 
otparidrns telpwy aprOpod Suivys, 1726, 5 

Paruos (formerly Adpijduos) Tareppovts, son of 
Menas, orparidrns apiOuod "EAedavrivns, 1780, 6 ; 

1732, 1; 1736, 4, 21; 1787, 4 

Pdavwos [addos, orparidrns apiWyod Suijvns, 1728, 

23 

Patios Ipaurdovros, son of Theodore, erparidrns 

apiOuod Sunvns, 1782, 9 ; 

Pawtvos IpoBiviavés, consul, 1798, 3 
Pavos ‘Poddos, consul,.1855, 2 
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®davwos Saddovortos, consul, 1651, 2 
avis Lepyvos, son of Christodorus, 1771, 13 
P)avios Tpoxovvdx0s (sic), consul, 1896, 1 
®Phavios Pavorivos, son of Pachymius, srpariérys 

&pOpod Sunvyns, 17387, 24 

®davios Pavoros, son of Victor, 1767, 3 

Pravios Por Bdppwr, son of Alexander, etparidrys (?) 
apiO.08 “Avrwdov, 1711, 89 

Pravios PorBdppwyr, son of Dorantinous, dpdiuvdpros 

Ths Hyepovixhs Tdews, 1701, 1x 

Patios PorBdppwv, 1750, 3 
®)avuos Paitis, son of Thalasius, dyoverdAuos \eyeSvos 

Svyvyns, 1722, gr 

@davios Xpiotddwpos, son of John, orparidrys cal 

ad.0vrwp, 1711, 88 

[Pravios] —wv Lepjvos PorBdppov, praeses of the 
Thebaid, 1663, 1 ~ 

Pdavuos ‘Opoveyyis, son of Philip, xaloowpévos 
otpatidrns apiOyod ’Avtivdov, 1711, 5, 69 

PoiBdappwv, Adpydwos, son of A—, 1692 (a), 22 

Po.Bdppov, [Adpydsos], son of Agathus, 1768, 24 
Do. Bappor, [Avpydtos ?], son of Al—chus, 1795, 16 
DoiBdppov, Adpydios, son of Isidorus, vordpuos, 

1711, 94 

Por.Bdppov, AvpydLos, son of Mathias, dumedoupyds, 
1767, 5 

Do.Bdppwv, Adpydwos, son of Triadelphus, 1841, 6 
DoiBdéppov, Adpydros, 1694, 30 
Doi.Bdppwrv, BonOds, 1793, 5 
PDoi.Bdppovr, diacrodeds, 1740, 3; 1758, 4 
PoiBdppor, Qvyootdrns, 1742, 1 

Poi.Bdppov, piodvs, 1779, 5 

PoiBdppowv, 6 paylorwp, 1790, 10 

Poi.Bdppor, royjv, 1653, 17 
Doi Bdppov, orinnovpyds, 1708, 12, 20, 109, 133, 138, 

194 
PoiBdppwv, rpaxrevtijs, 1753, 3 
DovBdppov, Pravios —wv YepHvos, praeses of the 

Thebaid, 1668, 1 

PoiBdppwv, Pdavtos, son of Alexander, orparidrns (?) 
ap.Ouod “Avrwdov, 1711, 90 

PoiBdppwv, Parvvos, son of Dorantinous, dpdivdpios 
Tis Wyepovikhs Tagews, 1701, 11 

Poi Bdppwv, Pdavuos, 1750, 3 

Poi.Bdppov, father of Ariston, 1701, [1], 8 
Pov.Bdppor, father of Aur, Apollos, 1771, 12 

DoiBdppovr, father of Aur. Dorotheus, 1794, 5, 18 
PoiBdppor, father of Aur. Mathias, 1712, 6 
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PoiBdppwyr, father of Esaias, 1678, 36, 259, 362 

Do. Bdppwr, father of John, 1673, 206, 308 - 
Po.Bdppwr, father of Minus, 1673, 325 
PorBappovr, father of Moses, 1678, 40, 315 

Poi.Bdppor, father of Pasothis, 1678, 93, 207 
Poi.Bdppwr, father of Victor, 1661, 26 
PoiBdppwr, son of Elias, 1673, 21, 230, 244 

Poi Bdppov, son of Enoch, 1678, 9, 134, 410, 415, 

407 
Pou(Baippwv), son of Epiphanius, 1776, 2 

PoiBdppov, son of George, 1756, 16 

Poi.Bdppwr, son of Isaac, 1678, 17, 110, 240 

PoiBdppwr, son of John, 1678, 180, 181, 183, 288, 

290; (a different person) 1709, 2, 17, 41, 78 

Po. Bdppwv, son of Menas, 1708, 14, 22 

Poi Bdppor, son of Patenius, 1678, 8, 237 

PDoi.Bdppwr, son of Pebes, 1796, 19 
PoiBdppor, son of Pelips, 1678, 69 
PoiBdppwv, son of Philoxenus, 1755, 9; 1756, 12; 

1757, 9 ‘ 

DorBdppowv, son of Phourbion (= Fulvius?), 1673, 

324, 344 
Po.Bdppwr, son of Psenthaesius, 1844 

PoiBappwr, son of Serenus, 1866 

Doi Bdppwv, son of T—, 1653, 46 
Doi.Bdppev, son of Theophilus, 1678, 334 
PoiBdppov, 1665, 1; 1673, 28, 29, 124; 1704, 5; 

1788, 5; 1800, 1 
PovpBiov (= PovtdAPios, Fulvius?), father of Phoeb- 

ammon, 1678, 324, 344 

Paris, Pdavwos, son of Thalasius, dyovordAws Ae- 

yeGvos Sujvyns, 1722, 51 

Xapiowos, Adpy\tos, son of Hermaués, 1844 
Xapicuos, mpwtokwunrns, 1667, 9; 1668, 6, 12; 

1669, 9 
Xapictos, father of Sourous, 1693, 7 

—xos, 1649, 24 

Xpirrddotos, mpoxovpdrup (2), 1674, 36 

Xpia7rd8(wpos), cxohactixds, 1807, 9 

Xptardédwpos, Pdavwos, son of John, orparidrys xai 

ad.ovTwp, 1711, 88 

_Xptorddepos, father of Fl. Serenus, 1771, 13 

Christodorus, father of —ulius, 1875 

Xpiords, 1674, 7, 84; 1727, 28 
Xpicrds, Incods, 1714, 6, 7; [1733, 1]; 1899, 2 

X@pos, son of Tachoi, 1742, 1 

Xdwp, 1869 
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Watos, father of Fl. Theotecnus, 1687, 22; 1698, 17 
Waios, son of Besius, 1692 (a), 8 

Waitos, son of Lart—, 1696, introd. 4 

Watos, son of Pharoous (?), 1692 (a), 6, 20; [(4), 4, 19] 

Walos, 1696, introd. 30 

Was, Adpyvos, son of Victor, 1661, 25 

Waus, father of Pachumius, 1653, 38 
Wass, son of Apollonius, 1653, 55 

Waus, 1658, 61 
Waxas, Adprj\tos, son of Colluthus, 1877, endorsement 

Wakos, son of Victor. See ¥axos 
Wavo, 1782, 3 

WVao—, father of —lius, 1719, 5 

Warns, father of Psucius, 1658, 36 

Warns, son of Apollos, 1708, 7, 35, 43, 57, 128, 135, 

143, 145, 163, 181, 184 @, 201, 207, 208, 211, 214, 

219, 222, 225, 231, 234, 240, 243, 250, 260, 2624 

Warns, son of John, dpiodetxrns, 1658, 39 
Warns, 1658, 32; 1689, 25 
Wadros, father of Horus, 1678, 61, 172 
Wdros, son of Peter, 1678, 79 
WVado.. 0( ), BonOds, 1760, 3 

Wayet, father of Fl, Dius, 1788, 79 

Waxes, Adpy duos, son of Victor, 1695, 21, 26 (Wak.) 

Ways, father of Fl. Paeion, 1722, 59 

Wex7s, son of Pabois, 1653, 52 

WevOanouos, father of Phoebammon, 1844 

WevOaptvis, father of Anoup, 1658, 51 

j 

Wevyrjoros, father of Aur. Jacob, 1722, 52 

Wevovaipios, 1662, 5 

Wevranvods, 1653, 54 

Wipavwfer, father of Dioscorus, 1688, 5; 1691, 4, 16 ; 
1705, 2 | 

WipavewBer, son of Cyrus, 1698, 12 

Wotos, Adpyuos, son of Cosmas, vordpios, 1707, 3 

Wotos, father of Aur, Theodore, 1707, 3 

Wovxwos, son of Psatés, 1658, 36 

—0obis, 1678, 405 
“Opvyévios, father of ‘Pasothis, 1673, 117, 342, 418, 421 

‘Opion, son of Aioneus, 1652, 18 

*Qpos, At’pyAtos, son of Discas, 1647, 2, 15 

*Opos, father of Aur. Anuphius, 1687, 6, 18 

*Opos, father of Hatres, 1649, 14 

*Opos, father of Sabinus, 1866 
*Opos, son of Esaias, 1678, 178 

Horus, son of Horsiesius, 1863 

*Opos, son of Papnuthius, 1653, 34 

*Qpos, son of Psatus, 1678, 61, 172 

‘Opovdy vos, 1866 
‘Opovayyxis, Patios, son of Philip, caboowpevos 

otpariétns apiO.08 ’Avrivdov, 1711, 5, 16, 45, 66, 

69, 78, 85, 91 
Horsiesius, father of Horus, 1863 

_ Xedo, father of Moses, 1673, 390 

3. CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX 

(a) EMPERORS 

[Emperors who occur as consuls before Justin II must be looked for in (6).| 

Diocletian and Maximian as Augusti with 
Constantius and Galerius as Caesars 
(1 March, a. D. 292—1 May, A. D. 305) : 

of Seordrat fpav AtoxAnriavos kal Magyuavds SeBacrot 

cat Kwvordyrws xal Magiuavds of émipavécraro 
Kaicapes (a. D. 298), 1647, 3-5 

eédpvupe Thy Tov Kupiwv jpav AvoxAntiavod xrd. (as 

above) rixnv, 1647, 9-11 

Leo (7 Feb. a. D. 457—3 Feb. a. p. 474) and 
Anthemius (12 Apr. a.p. 467—11 July, 
A. D. 472): 

dpuvis tov (r)e xavtoxpdropa @edv Kal Thy eboeBeov Kai 

vixny tov Seororay pov Praviov Aéovros kat’ AvOeutov 

tov alwviwy Aiyotvotuy (A.D. 472), 1788, 7-9 

Justinian (1 Apr. a.p. 527—13 Nov. A, D. 

565) : 
Baocrrcias tod Geordtov nav Seororov PAaviov “Tovert- 

viavod Tod aiwviov Avyovorov kat Airoxpdropos (A. D. 
553), 1661, 1-2 

Baowrelas rod Oevordrov jpav deardrov Praviov “Ioverri- 

viavod Tod aiwviov Aiyovorou Adroxparopos A.D. 555), 
1692 (a), 2; (a.D. 556) (4), t (Bacwcéov for “Iover- 

vavod) ; (A.D. 565), 1686, 2-3 

éropvipevos Tov Te TavToKpdtopa Oedv Kat rHv Oelay Kai 

oipdnov Tixnv TOD Ta TavTA ViKaVTOS SeardtoU TIS oi- 
kovpévns PA(avi)ov “Ioverwtavod 70d aiwviou Abyovorov 
Adroxpéropos, 1660, 34-36 

*Iovorwiavds, as adj. : 
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Novpidat Iovoermavoi, 1668, 5, [11], 18 

Justin II (14 Nov. a. D. 565—5 Oct. a. D. 578): 
Bacrreias tod Oeordérov jpav Seardrov Pdaviov lovarivov 

Tov aiwviov Avyovorou A’roxpdropos (A.D. 566), 1707, 1 

Bactrcias Kat trarefas tod Oewotdrov jyov Seordrov 

Praviov loverivov tod aiwviov Atyovorou Aitroxpdropos 

(A.D. 565-573), 1710, 1-2; (A.D. 566-573), 1711, 
1-2; (A.D. 567 ?), 1708, 1-2; (a.D. 569), 1712, 1-2 ; 

1718, 2-3; (A.D. 570), 1714, 9-10; 1774, 1-2 

peta. tiv brateiay ToD S[ecrdrov Hav? Pdaviov “Tovori- 

vou] .. . THs Exrys ivdixriovos (A.D. 573), 1722, 1-2 
duvuvres THY ayiav Kal duooto.ov Tpidda Kal Ti viKnv Kal 

Stapoviy tod Kad\Awixov jyav Seordrov Praviov “Tov- 

ativov Tod aiwviov Atyovorou Airoxpdropos (A. D. 566), 
1707, 6-7 

erwpooldunv thy aylav Kal d|poovowlv] Tpidda Kal rhv 

vik{gv kat Siapoviv told KadAu[i]xov Seomdsrov jydv 

®[Aaviov “Iovativov(?) tod] aiwviov Aéyovorou Airo- 
k[pdropos] (n. d.), 1717, 31-34 

Justin as Emperor with Tiberius as Caesar (Dec. a.p, 
574—5 Oct. a.p. 578): 

[Bacircias t]od Oevordrov jpdv Seorérov Praviov “loveri- 

vou Tov aiwviov Adyovorou [Airoxpdropos erovs Sw]de- 
Katou Tois pera THY Sevtépav brateiav ToD a’rod yahn- 

vordrov Hpav [Sermdrov érous Sexdrov] Kal Praviov 
TiBepiov rod eitvxeordrov Kat piravOpwrwrdrov (s7c) 

jpav Kaicapos [? peyiorov evepyérov] (A.D. 577); 
1723, 1-4 

Tiberius II (26 Sep. a.p. 578—14 Aug. a. D. 
582): 
Baorrclas kat irareias tod Oeordrov juav Seordrov kat 

peylorou evepyérov Praviov TiBepiov Néov Kwvor(a)y- 

tivov Tod aiwviov Abyovatov Aitoxpdropos (A. D. 580), 
1725, 1-3 

+++ 700 aiwviov Adyotctov Kat Airoxpldropos érous 

x [brareias tod atrod eliceBeot|drov jpaly deomdrov 

érovs x—4 (A.D. 581), 1726, 1-2 

dpvipevor Kata THs dylas Kal dpoovciov Tpiddos kai vixns 

kat Siapovas tov yaAnvotatwy Kal tporaotxov Aydv 

deorotav PAaviwy TiBepiov kat Aidias “Avacracias 

tov aiwvioy Adyovotwv Kat Airoxparépwy (n. d.), 1724, 
16-19 

Maurice (13 Aug. A.D. 582—27 Nov. A.D. 
602): 
Bacir<ias tod GOeaorarov nuay Serrdrov Pdaviov TiBepiov 

Mavpixiov rod aiwviov Atyotorou kal Aitoxpdropos 

(A.D. 583-584), 1727, 1-2; (A.D. 584), 1729, 1-2; 

(a. D. 584 or 585), 1728, 1-3 ; (a. D. 585), 1780, 1-2 

Bacirgias 10d Oevordrov jpav Seordrov Praviov TiBepiov 

Mavpixiov tod alwviov Aiyovorov Airoxpdropos Kai 
peylorou evepyérov érous x Kal trareias Tod aibrod 

deordrov Hpav erous x—2 (A.D. 585), 1781, 1-3 

Fl. Mauricius Tiberius (a. p. 588), 1897 
Fl, Mauricius Novus Tiberius (a. p. 594), 1898 

&v dv]opare [rod kupiov Kai Seordrov “Inood Xpirrod rod 

cod Kai cwripos] jpav, Baorreials tod Oevordrov Hyav 

deorérov PAlaviov Mavpi{xiov TiBepiov| rod aiwviov 

Adyofvloro[y xai] Airoxpdropos érous x [kal imaretas] 

Tips abrdv yadnvornros érovs x—I (A.D. 594),1738, 1-3 

év évoparte Tod Kupiov Kat deordrov “Incotd Xpurrod rod 

@cod Kal cwrijpos jpdv, Bacir<las Tod Oeordrov Kal 

eioeBeotdrov ypav Seardrov PAaviov Mavpixiov Ti- 

Bepiov 70d aiwviov Aiyovorov Aitoxpdropos (A.D. 600), 

1899, 2-5 

erwpoodpeba. Tov Oeiov kat o¢Bdop.ov dpKov Tod mavroKpd- 

topos Meod Kat rhs vikns Kal diapovns Tov yaAnvotatwv 

Hpav Seomoray (A.D. 583-584), 1727, 56-58 

Phocas (23 Nov. A. D. 602—5 Oct. A. D. 610): 
Phocas or Heraclius : 

[ev dvopare ris dylas Kat Clworowod Tprddos rarpds Kal 

viod [kal dylov rvevparos, BaciAcials rod Oevordrov Hav 

Seordrov PX(aviov) [... 703 aiwviov Aiyotorou Adjro- 
Kpdtopos (A.D. 605 or 613), 1874 

Heraclius (5 Oct. a.p. 610—? 11 Feb. a. p. 
641): 

Baoir[etas rod Pevojrd[rov] Kai yady[vordrolv kat Ocoore- 

ods Hav Seordrlov Pdaviov “HpaxXeiov rod [ailwviov 

Aiyotorov Airoxpérop|os] (A. D. 611), 1786, 1-3 

. ++? Oeord|rov Kat yaAyvordrov Secx[dtlov PAlaviov 

‘HplaxAci[ov rod] aiwlyiov Adylovorou xat [A liroxpd~ 

ropos (A.D. 613), 1787, 1-2 
[év dvopare ths dyilas Kat Lworowd Tprddos ratpds [Kai 

viod Kal dylov rvevparos, BactActas Tod Oevordrov? Hyar] 

Seardrov PAaviov “Hpaxdciov 7/00 aiwviov Avyovorou 

Airoxpdropos] (A.D. 615-616 or 630-631), 1875 

Uncertain : 
Baowreias Kat tmareiafs ...] Tod aiwviov Aiyoverov 

A[troxpdropos, 1900, 1-2 

Bacurevs, of the Emperor: 
Bacreds 6 kpatrros, 16638, 2 

5 hroxplioros ypav BaciAeds], 1674, 1 

5 (a)vixnros jpadv Kal kpdrictos BaciAeds, 1675, 3 

5 Oedraros kal oikovperikds Seomdrys jpav Bacrreds, 

1676, 57 

6 Seordrys jpav Bactreds, 1676, 70 ; BaciAc’s (without 

article), 1677, 45 

tov Ocopircordtov jpov Bacivéwv, 1824 

(4) CONSULSHIPS 

[Lmperial consulships after Justinian must be looked for in (a).| 

imareias Tov Seordrov Ayov “lovdtavod tod aiwviov Av- 

yotarou 76 8 Kat Praviov SadAovoriov rod Aappordrov 
éxdpxov 70d lepod rperwplov (s7c) (A. D, 363), 1651, 1-3 

V. 

pera. tiv imaretay Aoputiov Modéorov tod Aapmporarov 

éxdpxov Tod iepod mpaitwpiov Kal PAaviov ‘“ApwOHéov Tov 

Aapmpordérov otparyAdrov (A.D. 373), 1648, 1-2; 
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1649, 1-3 (Aoperiov); 1650, 5f.; 1828 (gen. 
*Apw6éus) 

peta Ty trariav Tod Seordrov Hydv @eodociov aiwviov 
Aiyovorov 76. Kal PAaviov Magipov rod Napmpordrov 

(A.D. 434), 1777, 1-2 (see Addenda) 

peta thy trareiavy Paviwy BwKopddov kat OmdAtwvos Tov 

Aapampordrwv (A. D. 454), 1778, 1-2 

peta tiv brareay Praviov A€wvos 70d aiwviov Aiyotorou 

7> 8 xai poBiwavod rod Aapmpordrov (A.D. 472), 

1793, 2-3 

pera thy ixareiay Praviov Tpoxovrdiov (sic) tod apzpo- 

tatov Kal rod SywOnoopevov (a. D. 483), 1896, 1 

pera thy irateiav Pdaviov Aoyyivou tod Aapmrpordrov (A. D. 

487), 1794, 2 

pera thy trareiav Tod Seordrov jpov Praviwv "Avacraciov 

Tod alwviov Avyotorov kal “Povdou rod Aaprpordrov 

(A.D. 493), 1855, 1-2 

trrateias PAaviov Otitadavod rod Aapmrpordrov (A.D. 520), 
1699, 1 

trareias Pdaviov Magivov tod apmpordrov (A.D. 523); 

1687, 2; 1688, 1 

pera TH trateiay Praviov OdvPpiov rod evdogordrov (A. D. 

527), 1689, 1; 1690, 1 (OdAup Bp.) 

pera THY irareiay Praoviwy "Opéorov Kai Aapaadiov tov 

evdogordrwy (A. D. 532), 1691, 2 

pera. Thy brareiay Praviov Bedioapiov rod évdokordrov (A. D. 
536), 1841, 1 

[érareias Praviov Bac}Afe|i[ov] r[0d élvSog[ordérov] (A. D. 
541), 1719, 1 

[? wera ryv trarefav PAaviov Bacr|Alov rod évdogordrov . « « 

[ivduxriov}os v (A.D. 546), 1797, 1 
pera tiv irarefav Paviov BaciArciov tod evdogordrov erovs 

€Bddp{ov) (A. D. 548), 1872, 2 
pera tiv ixareiav Paviov Bacrreéov rod évdokordrov .. . THs 

dwdexarys ivduxriovos (A.D. 549), 1720, 1-3 
pera. thy trareiav @(aviov) Bacirciov rod éevdogordrov 

érov(s) Swdexdrov (A.D. 553), 1661, 3 
pera. THY brateiav Praviov BaciAciov tod évdofordrov erovs 

Tpeokaidekdrov (A.D. 554), 1765, 1 

pera. rHv irareiav Praviov Bacirelov tod éevdofordrou érovs 

tpioxaderdrov (sc. Tecoaperxadexdrov = A.D. 555); 

1692 (a), 3 
pera. rhv irareiav PAaviov Bacrrelov tod évdokordtov erovs 

mevrekaudexdrou (A.D. 556), 1692 (4), 1-2 

[z]5th year after the consulship of Basilius (a.p. 556), 
1873 

pera. THY iateiay Praviov BacrAciov rod évdogordrov érovs 

érraxaidexdrov (A.D. 559), 1766, 1-2 

pera tiv imareiav PAaviov Bacireiov tod évdokotarov erovs 

eixoorod (A.D. 561), 1767, 1 
pera. rhv draretay Praviov Bacirelov tod évdokordrov erous 

elxoorod tpirov (sc. Terdprov = A.D. 565), 1686, 4 

pera rh brareiav. . . (first half of 6th cent.), 1696 (4), 1 

traria, 1651, 21 (—eas) 

(c) INDICTIONS AND ERAS 

THS evTvXGs cicvovons if Aro B’ véas ivdixriovos (A.D. 373- 

374), 1648, 9 
Tis ebruxGs eicvovans iL rou B' ivdixriovos (A. D- 373-374) 

1649, 9 
Ths ebrvxods ty! Hrowy ivduxtiovos (A. D. 374-375), 1648, 10; 

1649, 10 

as € (€rovs) ivduxriovos, 1655, 5 

Gpx|y ris Swdexdrys ivdixriovols (Pachon?), 6th cent., 

1772, 1-2 

apéopevn rerdprn ivdixriwv (Pachon 8), 1692 (a), 4; [(2), 2?] 

apxn zéuarns ivdixrioves (Epeiph?), 1719, 11 

Setéts tis tapovorns x ivdixriovos, 1794, 11-12 

érwéeunois, 1668, 12, 22; 1708, 4; 1714, 28; 1764, 3 

ivdixriwv, 1648, 9, 10; 1649, 10, 11; 1654, 16, 17; 

1661, 4, 13; 1662, 12 (?), 25; 1663, 24; 1664, 3; 
1665, 2; 1666, 3; 1667, 5,8, 11; 1668, 4,11; 1669, 
3,6; 1678, 158, 164 ; 1686, 5, 25, 26; 1687, 3, 13; 

1688, 2, 8; 1689, 2, 17; 1690, 1, 8; 1691, 3; 

1692 (a), 10; (4), 7; 1698, 2; 1694, 7; 1695, 

3; 1696, [3]; introd., 10; (1697, 5]; 1699, 2; 

1700, 5, [9]; 1701, 8; 1702, 4; 1704, 9; 1705, 

8; 1706, 9; 1707, 1,8; 1710, 3; 1712, 2; 1718, 4; 

1714, 11; 1715, 6; 1716, 3; 1719, 2, 10; 1720, 3; 

1721, 11; 1722, 2; 1728, 4; 1725, 4; 1726, 3; 

1728, 4; 1780, 3; 1781, 3; 1782, 10; 1788, 4; 

1736, 3; 1787, 3; 1788, 1-3; 1789, 2, 3; 1740, 

3; 1741, 2; 1742, 1, 2; 1743, 1, 3; 1744, 1, 3; 

1745, 1, 2; 1746, 1, 2; 1747, 2, 3; 1748, 2 dis; 

1749, 3; 1750, [1], 2, 4, 53 1751, 1, 2; 1752, 1, 

3; 1758, 2, 3; 1754, 2; 1755, 2; 1756, 4; 1757, 

3; 1758, 3; 1759, 2; 1760, 2; 1764, 2; 1765, 6; 

1766, 2 dis, 12; 1767, 2; 1768, 1; 1769, 1, [2]; 

1770, 5; 1772, 11, 16, 38; 1778, 3; 1774, 3, 11; 

1779, 2,4; 1780, 8; 1781, 2,3; 1782, 3; 1783, 3,5; 

1784, 2, 3, 6,9, 10; 1785, 4,6; 1798, 3; 1794, 3; 

1796, 3; 1797, 2,11; 1798, 4; 1800, 4; 1801, 2; 

1802, 2; 1804, 3, 5,7 ; 1805, 3, 4; 1806, 2; 1807, 

2,11; 1808, 2,6; 1888; 1841, 2,9; 1842; 1855, 

23; 1864, 1,3; 1872, 3,11; [1874]; 1875; 1877, 

5; 1881, 2, 4; 1896, 1; 1899, 5; 1904, 1 

Eras of Oxyrhynchus : 

(érous) px’ (érous) 6” (2rovs) (A. D. 364), 1655, 9 
(érous) put’ pus’ (A.D. 470), 1798, 4 
7G rv (? — see note), 1788, 3 
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(zd) MonTHS 

@66 (29 Aug.—2 Sept.), 1667, 7; 1669, 5; 1690, 1; 
1701, 8; 1723, 4; 1731, 3 (@wx); 1738, 1; 1777, 
2; 1797, 10; 1798, 4; 1803, 2; 1841, 2 

Paddu (28 Sept—27 Oct.), 1707, 1, 7; 1718, 4; 1747, 
3; 1748, 2; 1788, 5 (Bwd/); 1842 

‘AOip (28 Oct.—26 Nov.), 1686, 5; 1744, 1; 1750, 2,5; 
1781, 3 ; 1872, 3, 10 

Xoid« (27 Nov.—26 Dec.), 1687, 3; 1688, 2; 1716, 2; 

1752, 1 ; 1778, 1; 1798, 3 

Td~ (27 Dec.—25 Jan.), 1754, 2; 1764, 5; 1766, 2; 

1767, 2 (?) 
Mexeip (26 Jan.—24 Feb.), 1700, 8 ; 1719, 1, 9 ; 1720, 2; 

1737, 3; 1881, 4 

Papevsd (25 Feb—26 March), 1656, 1 ; 1691, 3 ; 1706, 

9; 1714, 11; 1722, 1; 1725, 4; 1728, 3; 1729, 

2; 1783, 4; 1736, 3; 1742, 2; 1774, 3 

Pappovh (27 March—z25 April), 1651, 21; 1714, 27; 
1751, 1; 1778, 2 

Tlaxv (26 April—25 May), 1692 (a), 4; [(2), 2?]; 1700, 
5 (?); 1716, 6; 1746, 1; [1772, 17]; 1775, 6; 
1806, 3; 1855, 2; 1869 

Tlatve (26 May—24 June), 1655, 9; 1662, 25; 1689, 2; 

1721, 10; 1794, 2, 11; 1804, 5, 6; 1808, 6 

"Exeip (25 June—24 July), 1661, 4;.1668, 11 ; 1712, 2; 
1719, 11; 1739, 3; 1748, 1 (Em); 1745, 1 (do.) ; 

17538, 3; 1765, 1, 13; 1766, 11; 1772, 15; 1774, 

10; 1779, 4; 1780, 8; 1784, 3; 1797, 1; 1807, 

2,11 (Em ?); 1896, 1; 1899, 5 

Meoopy (25 July—23 Aug.), 1651, 7; 1699, 2; 17380, 2; 

1782, 10; 1784, 5, 6, 8, 9; 1785, 5; 1796, 18; 

1805, 3; 1864, 1; 1874; 1877, 4; 1881, 2 
b—, 1776, 3 
Tavovdpios, 1668, [12], 20 

PcBpovdpros, 1663, [12], 20 

Médprwos, 1668, [12], 20 

’Ampidws, 1668, 12, 20 

4. INDEX OF OFFICIALS 

INCLUDING MILITARY AND ECCLESIASTICAL TERMS 

aBBas, 1899, 8. For 484s as an element in personal 
or place-names see Indices 2 and 5 

dypapia, 1889 r., 12 
ddvovTwp, 1711, 89; 1783, 81 
axtovdpios, 1723, 25; 1781, 40 (—pys); 1783, 75; 

1784, 20(?); 1855, 6. dd dxrovapiwy, 1722, 57; 

1736, 25, 26 

dvayvaorns, 1673, 169, 187; 1728, 27 (?— ava- 
kvwtw); 1850 

amaitntys, 1740, 2, 4; 1758, 5; 1839. 

employment of a church), 1782, 2, 6. 

(In the 

a. TOV 

Aetrovpyov, 1661, 9 

dtrompautooitov, 1687, 23; 16938, 18 

d.paBdapyns, 1677, 16 
"ApaBoro€drys (?), 1652, 3 
dpb nds : 4. ’Avratov, 1844. 4. ’Avrwdov, 1711, [6], 

69, 79, 86, 90, 91. 4d. Ba(BvdGvos ?),.1785, 23, 

24, 26, 27(?). 4d. "EAepavrivns, 1780, 7; 1786, 

4, 22 (a. ev tn Eded.?); 1787, 4. &. Suivns, 

1722, 7; 1723, 5, 24, 25, 27-29; 1724, 82, [84]|- 

87; 1726, 6; 1727, 65, 68, 69, 71, 72; 1729, 46, 

48, 50-52; 1780, 4, 27 (dp. om.), 28 dzs (do.), 29; 

1781, 40, 43, 44, 47, 48; 1732, 9; 17338, 10, 75- 

77, 79-81; 1786, 27, 30, 32; 1787, 21, 23, 26; 

1850(?). 4. Biddy, 1782, 2. d. ray edxabooidrwv 

Novptd6v loveriviavGy dvipdv mevraxoctwy éxra, 

16638, 5, 18 {rots dmd tod dp. Novpldas lovort- 

viavois) 

apfas, 1651, 4 

apxOudKovos : a. Tis &ylas Maplas Suijvns, 1781, 45 
dpxwv, 1663, 1; 1674, 45; 1902 v. amd dpydvrwv, 

1660, 6; 1661, 5. 4. Kal mdyapxos, 1758, 1. 

For praestdes of the Thebaid see under jyeudv 

atyovordhwos, 1675, 8 (ay.). (In the military sense) 

1722, 51 (ay.); 1724, 85 (ayour.); 1788, 76; 

1784, 23 (ay.) 

Bixapiavds: amd Bixapwavdv, 1722, 53; 1724, 83; 
1727, 69, 73; 1783, 79 

BonOds, 1665, 2; 1666, 4; 1677, 12, 49, 51; 1758, 
1,4; 1760, 3; 1793, 5; 1805, 2; 1866; 1869. 
B. Aoytornplov, 1756, 14; 1757, 11 

Bovdeurys, 1651, 4 

Bovdy, [1829] 
yvoornp, 1678, 241 
yupvaciapxycas, 1652, 25 
Sudkovos, 1673, 106, 112, 113, 115, 125, 133, 234, 

242; 1724, 88; 1727, 70; 1728, 26; 1729, 49; 

1781, 46; 1788, 73, 78; 1784, 26; 1786, 29; 

Ss2 
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1762, 11; 1767, 10; 1844; 1898. 

Hiicreswnt, 1709, 88 

AIARWH, 1709, 3, 18 

Stacrodevs, 1740, 3; 1755, 11; 1758, 4; 1759, 4 22; 

1842 

SopeotiKds, 1672, 4 
Sovxnvaptos (?), 1711, 84 (Sauvapros) 
Soveikds: 8. rééis, 1714, 13 
Sov, 1675, 8; 1677, 18. Duces of the Thebaid: 

*Antwy (circ. g48-350?), 1708, 80. ‘Oplwv 

(? 550 —?), 1708, 86, 208. Kévwy (?- before 

558 2), 1708, 94, 208, 266. Mapkxiavds (? before 

558 —?), 1708, 83. "Adavdows (circ. 566- 

568 ?) 

eipyvapxos, 1648, 5, 12; 1649, 7, 13, 22 

exBoheds Youatwv, 1648, 7,13; 1649, 8 

€xduKos, 1709, 86. amd éxdikwy, 1676, 5. 
TAVTEKOLKOS 

e€dxTwp, 1911, 2 

efkertup : é. ths Kata OnBatda Aapmpas Sovkixijs 

Tagews, 1714, 14 

é&medevTHs, 1703, 3 
erapxia, 1664, 5(—xe.). 4 OnBatwv enapxfa, 1663, 

1 (enapx‘$), [6]; 1679, 5 (—xeu.). 

émapxla, 1797, 7 

ETapxos: and éxdpxwr, 1674, 37. enapxos Tod iepod 

mpaitwplov, 1648, 1; 1649, 2; 1650, 5; 1651, 2 

erusehyTys oiTov, 1823 
emia ko7r0s, 1808, 1, 3 
epyodorns Tav Xopdrav, 1648, 8, 15 

epnpirns, 1690, 2 (—perr.); 1808, 2 (?— see note) 
Cvyoordrys, 1741, 2; 1742, 1 (¢ixos) 
nyenovikn Ta&Ets, 1701, 11; 1797, 6 
Hyeev: Thebaid, Kepeddwos Tndédios “Iepoxdéns 

(a. D. 363), 1651, 19. “LovAvos EdBovAuos "lovAavds 

(A.D. 373 ?—See Addenda), AO5OS$ 3° 4. al, 

Eutychius (A. D. 373), 1828 (see Addenda). @davuos 

Mnvas “lovotiwwiavis Anpuoobévns “Imdvyns Owpas 

(first half of 6th cent.), 1679, 5-7. davis —wv 

Lepivos PoiBdupwv (6th cent.), 1663, 1 

nyovpevos, 1674, 73; 1686, 17; 1827 
ikNoverrptos, 1787, 11 (?) 

Kevtupiov, 1722, 60; 1727, 68, 72 (—rnp.); 1729, 
48, 51 (—rnp.), 52; 1781, 47; 1784, 27; 1787, 

21 (? —xyrpov) 

KEpkyTwp, 1889 v., 4 

Kepahatw7Hs, 1658, 19, 48, 57 

Knvoirwp, 1647, 1; 1686, 20 

AJAKOITOC 

See also 

H >Apxddwv 

Koes, 1663, 1, 7; 1676, 31; 1678, 1; 1695, 16; 

1701, 1;.9; 1761, 2, 24; 1800,.1581801, 1; 

1802, 1; 1907 

Koupatwp, 1787, 23 
K@papx7ns, 1678, 13, 131, 188, 189, 299, 343, 345 (?). 

346, 383, 384, 391-394 
Neyedv : A. Sujvys, 1722, 51, 54-56, 58-60 ; 1724, 83 ; 

1784, 23, 27-30 (once Acyewrn); 1855, 7. See 

also Aeyidv. A. Pirdv, 1722, 57 

Aeyrav Suyvys, 1728, 5 

oytory prov, 1756, 4, 15; 1757, 11 

payiornp, 1677, 3; 1678, 1 

payloTwp, 1790, 10 (—y.iwor.) 

perlorepos (or pelGwv), 1808, 3 
povalwy, 1662, 23; 1666, 2(?); 1729, 4, 44; 1748, 

1; 1761, 15; 1862, 2 

povacT.Kds, 1680, 1 
povaxy, 1781, 4, 39, 50 

povaxds, 1690, 2; 1790, 9 (?) 

VomtKOs, 1661, 29; 1673, 382; 1692 (a), 24; [(4), 26]; 

1735, 29; 1844 

votapios, 1672, 6 (vorapp.); 1707, 3; 1708, 167; 
1711, 95; 17389, 1; 1746, 2; 1750, 3, 6,8; 1751, 

5; 1762, 7. (In the employment of a church) 

1783, 2, 6. v. Ktpa(s) Névyns, 1762, 9. tptBodvos 

votaplwy mpattwpravGv Tod Oelov madartov, 1679, 4 

voupepaptos, 1788, 7 
Novpidat, 1670, 16 (Novpur§), Novpldae loverwavol, 

1663, 5, [x1], 18 

Evropmerpys, 1648, 8, 13 
olvoTrapahnymTys, 1778, 6 

Omriwv, 1668, 11, 19, 28 

Opdwadptos, 1701, 11; 1791, 11 

dpwodeixrns, 1658, 39 

daTidp.os, 1711, 6, 69, 78, 85, 91 
dddixiov : Ta Oeta dppixia, 1714, 

mayavoes, 1674, 78; [1677, 27] 
Taydpx7s, 1661, 6; 1677, 10. See also md&yapxos 
Tayapyxia, 1674, 16, 67 

TayapXos, 1660, 6, 8, 22; 1665, 2; 1666, 4; 1674, 
18, [38], 46, 81; 1677, 51. dpxwv kal 7., 1758, 1. 

See also taydpxns 

TAVTEKOLKOS, 1709, 80 
TapahnunTys, 1803, 1; mapadnuntys dpyuptov (?), 

1805, 1; mapadnp{m)ris tav oir... yywr(?), 

1778, 4 
TaTpiKuos, 1674, 92; 1709, 5 

TOALTEVOMEVOS, 1648, 3; 1649, 5; 1689, 3 
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TohiTevordevos, 1689, 5 
mohvkwrtitns, 1712, 6, 27 

mpautdattos. See dnonpatmoctrov 
mpaxtopeia, 1647, 6 (MS. —pu.) 

Tpaxtwp, 1676, 23; 1787, 13 

mpeo BvTEpos, 1653, 41, 49; 1661, 26; 1673, 30, 365 ; 

1687, 14; 1689, 23; 1692(a), 21; 1696, introd., 

27; 1714, 16; 1719, 3, 9; 1724, 79; 1781, 42; 

1788, 74; 1784, 25; 1765, 3; 1767, 9, 13(?); 

1777, 5; 1850; 1862, 2; 1887 
TpyrKéptos, 1672, 5 

TpoecTos, 1686, 8; 1690, 3; 1704, 1; 1808, 1 

(?— or zpovonryjs); 1899, 8 

mpokouparwp, 1674, 37 (?) 
m@povontys, 1798, 5. See also mpoeorés and in 

Index 8 

TputTavevw: mpvravevoueryns ils Bovdjs ind... , 

1829 

TpPwTOKWPLHATHS, 1661, 7; 1662, 4 (? —Jopur.); 1667, 
9 (xpor.), 10 (do.); 1668, 12 (do.), 13 (do.); 1669, 

8 (do.), 9 (do.); 1670, 20; 1677, [24], 25; 1679, 

13 (—xou.); 1681, 1, 7; 1682, 6; 1684, 7 
(mpwrnk.); 1690, 5; 1791, 12(?); 18988, 7, 8 

TpotoKopytia, 1677, 48 
pumdpios, of the nome, 1648, 4; 1649, 5; 1650, 2, 

4. Of the village, 1687, 5; 1844 

poydrwp, 1889 r., 14 

avyyouhdptos, 1679, 9, 15, 16. 0. Tis HyeuoviKis 
radgews, 1797, 6. o. tiode [ris .. + Tdgews], 

1710, 11 

okpwiaptos, 1661, 6; 1676, 31; 1677, 10; 1702, 
I, 6. oK. Tis kata OnBaida Aapmpas Sovkixijs 

Tdagews, 1714, 13 

omabdpios, 1684, 6 

otparnyds, 1651, 4 
oOTpaTnarys, 1648, 2; 1649, 3; 1650, 6; 1662, 

10; 1675, 8; 1786, 4 (orpdna.), [30] 

OTpaTia7Tys, 1663, 18; 1671, 5; 1674, 32, 49(?); 

1711, 5, 69, 78, 84, 85, 89, 90 (? — apwrns), 91; 

1722, 54-56, 58, 59; 1728, 5,[24], 27-29; 1724, 

[82]-84, 86; [1726, 6]; 1727, 65, 71; 1728, 5; 

1729, 46, 50; 17380, 4, 7, 27-29; 1781, 43, 44, 

48; 1732, 2, 9; 1783, 9, 77, 80; 1734, 28-30; 

1785, 23; 1786, 4, 22, 30, 32; 17387, 4, 23, 25; 

1738, 1; 1748, 5; 1744, 2; 1749, 1; 1752, 4; 

1783, 5; 1844; 1850; 1855, 7; 1864, 2. or. 

Tijs dylas éxxAnolas “Eppouré\ews, 1776, x 

ocvpBodaoypados, 1770, 27 

cvvapxwv, 1836 
ovvyyopos: cxodactixds Kal o. pdpov Onfaidos, 

1707, 6 

ouvpovalwy, 1690, 4 

TXoacTiKds, 1686, 20; 1761, 18; 1797, 3; 1807, 
9. amd cxoAactiKGy, 1701, 14. oX. Kal ovr7- 

yopos dpov OnBatdos, 1707, 5 

taBeddiwv, 1757, 4 

tapwevbeis, 1677, 37 

Takis, 1663, 13; 1674, 14, 41; 1679, 8; 1680, 14, 20; 

1681, 1; [1710, 11, 16(?)]; 1828. dovkcxi r., 

1714, 13, 14. myewoviki) T., 1701, 11; [1797, 7]. 

Tmoduriky T., 1674, Lo 

telpwv, [1726, 6]; 1728, 5; 1850; 1889 r., 6 (r1p.) 
TekwviKds, 1754, 1 (rekwvXvX) 

Tomapxta, 1647, 6 (MS. —xeu.) 

TPAKTEVTYS, 1660, 22; 1753, 3; 1865 

TptBodvos, 1804, 1. amd tpBotvwv, 1761, 5. rpt- 

Botvos votapiwy mpaitwpiavdy rod Oetov maXariov, 

1679, 4f. 

TuUpTavaplos, 1722, 7 
uTatos, uratia. See Index 3 (2) 
UmnpeTys, 1805, 2; 1806, 4 

bmodekrns, (1664, 1]; 1667, 1; 1668, 1; 1669, 1; 
1672, 7; 1703, 2 

bTooukKovos, 1765, 4 

vmoupyos, 1745, 3 
hvda€, 1661, 12. . MopdG rijs dnuoctas dd00, 1648, 

17 
xXapTovhdptos, 1807, 8; 1892, 2 

xpuodvys, €OviKds, 1664, 5 
Xopoypappareds (/. xwparoyp.?), 1648, 8, 18 
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5. INDEX OF PLACES 

[NV.B.—Place-names into which éBBas, d&yws, etc., enter will be found under ABBG, ‘Ayias, ‘Ayiov, etc.] 

"AB(B)& Matxp( ), povacriprov, locality unknown, 
1762, 3 

"ABB& Makapiov, réz0s, 1869 

"AB(B)A Biro€€vov, j.0r7, locality unknown, 1762, 17 
“Ayias Mapias, church at Syene, 1781, 45 ; 1850 

“Ayiov —, 1666, 2 
“Ayiou "Azra “Iwavvov, church in Panopolite nome, 

1658, 50 

“Ayiov Sovpodros, monastery (?), locality unknown, 
1754, 1 : 

Aep(_ )A(_), locality uncertain, 1768, 20 
’AOavacias, estate at Aphrodito, 1692 (4), 14 

’AOnvatos: pérpov °AO., 1770, 14; 1771, 6; 1772, 

19; 1774, 12 

*AxavOav, place-name in the Panopolite(?) nome, 
1692 (a), 12; [(2), 8] 

’AxavOar, locality uncertain, 1768, 6 

’Axatiov, rtézos rod, in the Hermopolite nome, 

1896, 3 
*AKis, village in the Hermopolite nome, 1798, 7 

*Ade€avdpeva, 1659, 12 ; 1715, 3; 1790, 13; 1889Fr., 
6 (—%pu.), 13. "Ade~avdpelas = ‘on the Alex- 

andrian standard’, 1678, 165; 1784, 3; 1785, 5 

’Adxvovis, village (?) in the Oxyrhynchite nome, 1655, 2 

"Apa “Avvas, povacripior, locality unknown, 1758, 2 

"App(wvos ?), povacriprov, locality uncertain, 1768, 20 

"Appovos, mpaxropela in the Hermopolite nome, 

1647, 6 

"Appovos, locality uncertain, 1768, 3, 16 

*Avaton(_ ), locality uncertain, 1768, 5 

"AvratoTodiryns vopds, 1661, 8; [1662, 3]; 1663, 
15; 1664, 1; 1674, 28; 1680, 3, 5; 1686, 6, 

21; 1687, 6; 1688, 4; 1689, 7; 1690, 5; 

1691, 5; 1692(c),6; (4), 4; 1694, 3; [1697, 2]; 

1699, 4; 1705, 4; 1714, 18; 1841, 5 
*AvratoTorav, 4, 1661, 6; 1676, 5; 1689, 4; 

1700, 1 (Avat.); 1714, 15 
’"Avtaiov, wéAus, 1674, 9, 48; 1678, 2. % ’Avratov, 

1674, 34, 46; 1677, 10; 1678, 9; 1700, 6 . 

(Avtiov). Avrafov alone, 1844 

*"Avtwoéwv ods, 1708, 8; 1711, [11]; 1712, 7. 

h “Avrwoéwv, 1707, 4; 1715, 3, 9. 

*Avrwoéwy, 1718, 11; 1714, 19. 

*Avtivoéwy méAts, 1710, 12 

q KadXlrodts 

h Aapmpa 

*Avrivodov (nédis), 1669, 7; 1711, [6], [22, 23], 69, 77, 
79, 82, 86, 90, 91, 95; 1716, 8, 15; 1897(?). 

% Aapmporary °A., 1707, 1; [1710, 3]; 1712, 3; 

1718, 4; 1714, 11 

"AddXov, Eevodoxeiov, locality unknown, 1762, 12 

"Ara, locality uncertain, 1768, 4, 14, 16 

“Atra Bixropos maprupos, Aavpa rod dylov GOdopspov, 
street in Syene, 1788, 25 

"Ama. Bixropos udprtupos, 6 ayws rémos, in Syene, 
17338, 36, 39 

"Ara MaxpoBiov, monastery in or near the Antaeo- 

polite nome, 1674, 74 

“Ama Mdpkov, church at Antinoopolis, 1708, 166 
"Apews, village in the Hermopolite nome, 1866 /er 

’Apxadia, 1889 v., 6. (Or an adjective ?) 

’Apkddav émapyia, 1797, 7 
*Adpodirns, «dyn, village in the Antaeopolite nome, 

1661, 7, 10,12; [1662, 3]; 1663,15; 1664,1; 

1677, 24; 1680, 7; 1686, 13; 1687, 5; 1688, 
4; 1689, 7; 1690, 5; 1691, 5, 7,15; 1692(a), 

6, 14, 18; (8), 4, 11, [17]; 1694, 3, 9; [1696, 

1, 7] (see Addenda) ; introd., 6 ; 1697, 1,6; 1699, 

4; 1700, 2; 1701, 10; 1705, 4; 1841, 5, 7. 
’Adpodirns 7 Kopn, 1680, 12; 1686, 6. Kopn 

*Adpodirn,. 1686, 29. ’Adpodirn alone, 1671, 2; 

1677, 49; 1679, 13; 1701, 2; 1706, 2 

"Awa, fun, street in Antinoopolis, 1715, 10 

BaBvdov, 1785, 23, 24, 26-29; 1754, 1 
BaotXelov, éofxiov in the Hermopolite nome, 1767, 6 
Baoois, locality uncertain, 1768, 7, 21 

Bepovixn, locality uncertain, 1768, 8 

Tepovriov, locality uncertain, 1763, 9 
I’. . &a(?), rémos in the Hermopolite nome, 1770, 8 
ypappa: 8° ypdppa adwOeiov 8 in Antinoopolis, 

1715, 9 

éxk\notat: Antinoopolis: 6 rdveenros otkos Tod aylou 
evayyeAtotod “Ama Mdpkov, at Antinoopolis, 1708, 

165-166. Aphrodito: 7) dyla caw? éxxAnola, 1694, 

4-8; 1705, 9. Castrum —, Thebes: 7 dyla 

éxxAnota, 1719, 3. Hermopolis: 7 ayla éxxAnola 

“EppoudAews, 1776, 1.  Gyla exxAnola rhs 
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“Eppourodews, 1882. 7 ayla tod Oeod exxrnola 

“Eppourdvews, 1782, 1; 1788, 1; 1784,1; 1785, 

1. Oxyrhynchus: xaOoAtxi éxxAnota[. . -lepous(?), 

1777, 5 (see Addenda). Panopolite nome: (é.) rod 

dylov” Ana ’lwdvvov, 1653, 49, 50. Syene: 7 rod 

cod dyla éxxAnola Sunvns, 1724, 79, 80. exkAn- 

cia Suivns, 1781, 46; 1784, 25, 26. 

Mapfas, 1781, 45; 1850. Locality unknown or 

uncertain: kaOoA.ky @., 1894. % dyla exxAnola 

Mapripwr, 1762, 16. 

1762, 19 

*Erevépas, perhaps a monastery, locality unknown, 

1740, 2 

’EXedartivy, 1780, 7; 1786, 4, 22 
“EAnuikéds, 1720, 9 

*Eved, diGpvé in the Hermopolite nome, 1896, 3 
“Evoed, village in the Hermopolite nome, 1770, [1], 

28 

“Eppytdptov, village in the Hermopolite nome, 

1807, 4 

“Eppdronts, 1753, 1; 1770, 26 

Hermopolis, 1863; 1875; 1898 

Hermopolite nome, 1832 

“EppovroXs, 1716, 13; 1766, 10; 1768, 21, [23], 

[25], 27; 1770, 16, 24, 25; 1771, 13-15, 18; 

1772, 20, 27, 29, 31, 33; 1774, 13; 1775, 3; 

1776, 1; 1782, 1, 2; 1788, 1; 1784, 1 dis; 

1785, 1, 2; 1701, r2(?); 1795, 16, 14, 21; 

1796, 20, 21; 1832; 1874; 1875; 1907 &r. 

‘E. # Aaumpordrn, 1651, 5 ; 1778, 4 

“EppovumoXirns vopuds, 1648, 4; 1649, 5; 1765, 8; 
1766, 4; 1767, 6; 1769, 9; 1770, [1], 28; 1771, 

18; 1772, 5, 38; 1774, 5; 1780, 4; 17938, 7; 

1872, 6; 1880; 1899, 7 
“Eppovrodtrav médus, 1668, 4; 1780, 2. ‘Epyov- 

moAurGv, i (wdAts omitted), 1745, introd. ; 1765, 3 ; 

1766, 5; 1767, 4; 1768, 9; 1772, 7; 1774, 6; 

1794, 6; 1872, 5; 1877, 10; 1896, 3 
‘Eppwrbirns vouds, 1719, 6; 1720, 8 
—epous, kaodixi éxxAnola, at Oxyrhynchus, 1777, 5 

(see Addenda) 

EvocBeias, krijya, 1760, 1 (—fu.) 

nn < 4 

THS ayias 

H Gyla éx. mapa torapd(v), 

Zpivos, monastery in the Panopolite nome, 1686, 7, 14; 

1690, 3, 12 

Zunviryns. See Sunvirns 

“H\tovtodurevorapevos, 1692 (a), 12; (4), 9 

‘H paxdedmrols, 1911, 2 

@acayap*, at Hermopolis, 1907 
@eXo, locality uncertain, 1768, 10, 14 

OnBaixds, OnBaixa xoipa, 1656, 7 (—Aaex.), 

9 (do.) 
@nBator, 1674, 4; 1676, 59 
@nBaios vouds, 1720, 6 

OnBais, eparchy of, 1668, 6; 1714,13; 1827; 1874; 

[1875]. dépos OnBaidos, 1707, 6 

@nBaiwr eOvos, 76, [1663, 4] 
OnBaiwv érapyia, 1663, 1, 5; 1679, 5 
OnBaiwv ydpa, 1674, 2 
@)od (?), place in the neighbourhood of Aphrodito, 

1671, 2 

@povd An, village in the Antacopolite nome, 1668, 7 ; 

1689, 23 (Ouovey.) 

@oovr, locality uncertain, 1763, 11 

@ozts, village in the Hermopolite nome, 1771, 18 

@vdvs, village in the Hermopolite nome, 1761, 19 

*[Biwv, village in the Antaeopolite (?) nome, 1673, 59 
*[Biwv ered, village in the Hermopolite nome, 

1880 

*TBiav ServpBvGews, village in the Hermopolite nome, 
1765, 8. See also SeoeuBidis 

‘‘Tepddos, xdjjpos at Aphrodito, 1686, 14; 1694, 9 
‘Iepddos ’Avavia, weduds at Aphrodito, 1692(a), 14 

(—veuas); (8), 11 (—vevas) 

Iveé—, village in the Hermopolite nome, 1780, 3 

*Iovdaikds, 1904, 10 (—éaetk.) 

*Iovoros, locality uncertain, 1768, 15 

— "Ioaxiov, xdjjpos name (?) at Aphrodito, 1696, 8 

*IowSépov, village in the Hermopolite nome, 1767, 6 

Kakavtiwy, perhaps an ézofxiov in the Hermopolite 

nome, 1781, 1 

kapnrov THs Bartayns Tov (ard) Par, at Syene, 
1722, 14 

Kadwvot, xwpfov in the Arsinoite nome (?), 1786; 6 

KacivXa, name of arourae at Aphrodito, 1693, 5 

Kdotpov —, at Thebes, 1719, 4 42s 

Kdorpov Kepapéws, village in the Theban nome, 

1720, 5 
Kdorpov Mepvovior, in the Hermonthite nome, 1719, 

6 (?); 1720, 7 
Kev@6us, place-name (?) in the Antaeopolite (?) nome, 

1673, 164 
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Kuepar( ), locality uncertain, 17638, 18 

Kop(a ?) ’Am(n)A(edrov ?), locality uncertain, 1763, 15 
Kovocat, village in the Hermopolite nome, 1807, 5 

Kuvor (7éAts), 1787, 24 (?) 

Aavpa THs TapeuBodrs, at Syene, 1722, 13 

Aavpa Tod ayiov dO\oddpov Ata Bixropos pdp- 
Tupos, at Syene, 1738, 25 

Aepdip ’Avraiov, name of arourae at Phthla, 1702, 3 

— ABs, quarter at [Hermopolis ?], 1900, 5 
Avkotohirns vopuds, 1862, 4 
Avkotro\utar, 7, 1707, 4 

Avkor, 4, 1706, 1 

Mayapixds, M. oddxa, 1904, 5 (Max.) 
Maydaka, locality uncertain, 1768, 3 

Mayéda\a Mipy, village in the Hermopolite nome, 

1769, 9 
Maprup(wv), church, locality unknown, 1762, 16. See 

also T(év) p(apripwr) 

—e, yedpytov at Aphrodito, 1692 (a), 12; [(4), 9] 

povaernpia: *AB(8)a Matkp( ), locality unknown, 

1762, 3. "AB(8)G Dirogévov, por}, locality un- 

known, 1762, 17. ‘Aylov Soupodros (or a village ?), 

locality unknown, 1754, 1. “Aya ”Avvas, locality 

unknown, 1758, 2. “Apup(wvos?), locality uncertain, 

1768, 20. “Ama MakpoBiov, in or near the 

Antaeopolite nome, 1674, 74. ”EAev0épas (mona- 

stery ?), locality unknown, 1740, 2. Zyivos, in the 

Panopolite nome, 1686, 7, 14; 1690, 3, 12. 

Nixns (monastery ?), locality unknown, 1808, 1, 2. 

Opvp/, locality unknown, 1906. Tlayzdvns (see 
note), 1724, 2, 73. T(wv) plapripwv), locality 

uncertain, 17638, 22 

Mooyiwvos (?),; kAfjpos in the Hermopolite nome, 

1647, 7 
Movvxp7xts, village in the Antaeopolite nome, 1682, 

3; 1683, 3; 1684, 1 

Nayayts, village in the Hermopolite nome, 1766, 3, 

[14]; 1872, 6 

Néa IldXts, at Alexandria: ra dnudova Spa ris N. T1., 
1823, 14 

Néas Pdvvews, local division in Aphrodito, 1692 (8), 
14 ; 

New(dupovos ?), locality uncertain, 1768, 5 

NewdorroXirns (vouds), 18238, 1 
Néos, réros, at Hermopolis, 1907 

N7@0s, place-name in the Antaeopolite (?) nome, 1673, 

133, 334-337, 347 

Nixns, monastery (?), locality unknown, 1808, 1, 2 

Novpidar. See Index 4 

£evodoxetov "AdAXov, locality unknown, 1762, 12 

"OpBor, 1726, [10], 11 
’Oupvyyxirns vopds, 1777, 4 
"O€upvyxitay Todis, 1791, 5; 1797, 2. Aapapa 

’O. m., 1777, 5. 4) Aaympa Kal Aapmpordrn ’O. 

m., 1797, 5 

"Okdpvyxos, 1791, 7; 1795, 15 
“Oppos, village in the Hermopolite nome, 1647, 2 

Opvp/, monastery, locality unknown, 1906 

Ilaxovx, sdyn, at Hermopolis, 1768, 11 

TladAad(tov), locality uncertain, 1763, 9 

Tlapardvys, monastery of, 1724, 2, 73 

Panopo(litarum ?), ciuitas, 1825 

Ilavoohirns, 1690, 10 (?) 

Ilavorronirys vouds, 1692 (2), 7; (2), 5 

TlavoomdXus, 1686, 8; 1708, 167. Tlards (adds 

omitted), 1716, 15 

TlapeuBodis, Aavpa rijs, at Syene, 1722, 13 
Tlarvna, wnxavy, locality unknown, 1808, 2 

TI(€)8(1ds) Mayd(aAwyr), locality uncertain, 1763, 10, 

14, 23 i 

Ilexpd, locality uncertain, 1763, 7, 21 

Tlepud8(ov ?), locality uncertain, 1763, 11, 17 

Ilept Idd [kdrw ?], toparchy in the Hermopolite 
nome, 1647, 6 : 

Ilva Bypets, xAfjpos at Aphrodito (?), 1704, 8 
Ilva Evo( yi locality uncertain, 1763, 6 

Ilva Sapamdppevos, arourae at Phthla, 1689, 13 

TIvace, «Ajjpos at Phthla, 1702, 3. See also Iluagae 

Tluag Iakk— dard ’AxavOdvos Tod pakapirov 
‘“H\wovTod\urevoapevov, yedépyiov in Aphrodito, 

1692 (a), 11-12; (4), 8-9 

IIvag Tlerd, xAjpos at Aphrodito, 1695, 7 
Iluag er, xrijya at Aphrodito, 1695, 26 
IIvagoe, wediov in the village of Phthla, [1677, 14?] 

(Cluace ?); 1686, 28; 1689, 13 (Iliace). See also 

Ilace 

T[uptwvos ? ?], xrijpa at Aphrodito, 1841, 11 

IIe, locality unknown, 1750, 1 

mruwvOetov: 8 ypdypa mAwOetov 8’ in Antinoopolis, 

1715, 9 
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Tlop@petor (?), place-name in the Antaeopolite (?) nome, 
1673, 398 

- Ilop)@s, place-name in the Hermopolite nome, 1648, 17 

Tlov—, rézos in the Hermopolite nome, 1771, 1 

IIpdxr(opos ?), locality uncertain, 1768, 8, 19 
IIp7xzts, place in the Antaeopolite (?) nome, 1678, 127- 

130, 326-333 

pvpn "Awa, at Antinoopolis, 1715, 9-10 
pvpn TlaKxov«, at Hermopolis, 1768, 10-11 

Ladapir( ), locality uncertain, 1768, 19 
ZaharTaxe, place-name at Aphrodito, 1693, 14 
Levacrs, weplywpya in the Hermopolite nome, 1765, 7 
LYeoeuBvis, village in the Hermopolité nome, 1866 (?). 

See also “IBiov SereuBidews 

Xeou( ), locality uncertain, 1768, 17 
Suyxe(__), locality uncertain, 1763, 13, 16 

XwadaBy, village in the Hermopolite nome, 1753, 1 
CIOOYT, 1709, 80 

=rpad( ) @vvr(_), locality uncertain, 1763, 12 

Lu7vy, 1722, 2, 5, 7 bis, 12, 34, 51, 52, 54-56, 58-60; 
1723, 4-6, 10 dis, 22; 1724, [2], 9, 43 bcs, 70, 73, 

80, 82 (Znv.), 83-87; 1725, 5, 7, [o], 14 ds; 

1726, 3, 6, [7]; 1727, [3], [4], [6], 63, 64, 66, 
68, 69 (Snvv.), 71, 72; 1728, 4, 6, 7, 19; 1729, 

4, 8, 44, 46, 48, 50-52; 1780, 3, 4, 7, 27-29, 313 
1781, 3, 4, 9, 39, 41-48, 50; 1782, 1, 2,7, 10, 11; 

1738, 5, 7, 10, 24, 46 ds, 74-81 (once Svr.); 

1784, 23, 25-30 (once Snv.); 1786, 5, 7, 11, 12, 
15, 25, 27, 31, 32, 353 1787, 5, 6, 9 dis, 22 (Snv.), 
24, 26 (Zynv.), 28 bis; 1846; 1855, 2, 7 dis 

Lunvirys, 1719, 5 (? — Zunp.) 
Lunvitav, 7, 1728, 7 

Ta( ) M(_), locality uncertain, 1763, 23. 
= Tév papripwr, povacrypiov 

Tad, locality uncertain, 17638, 18 

Tapzrért, village in the Oxyrhynchite nome, 1777, 3 
Tavepaus, village in the Hermopolite nome, 1899, 7 

Perhaps 

Tada pis, village in the Lycopolite nome, 1862, 4 

Taynméorare, xhijpos at Aphrodito, 1693, 4 

TeBpy( - ), in the Oxyrhynchite nome, 1798, 5 

Tepevdpkis Touévwr, village in the Hermopolite 

nome, 1648, 5 I 

Tepoor( ), povacrnpiov, locality uncertain, 1763, 4 

Téprov Kavas, village in the Hermopolite nome, 1772, 

4, 38 
TZU, place-name near Aphrodito, 1679, 14 

TirKaus, village in the Hermopolite nome, 1899, 10 

Txwapy(_ ), locality unknown, 1741, 5 

TxariT0s, redfov (?) at Aphrodito, 1688, 10 

T(@v) plapripwr), povacrypov, locality uncertain, 

1763, 22 

®arp(_), locality uncertain, 1768, 15 
@nv, village in the Hermopolite nome, 1866 

®O)a, village in the Antaeopolite nome, 1660, 10; 

1665, 1; 1666, 2; 1677, 13; 1686, 28; [1689, 

13]; 1702, 3 

Pidau, 1722, 14, 57; 1782, 2 
Dodvews, roroecta at Aphrodito, 1697, 7 

Ppovpiov AvBds, dypodov at Hermopolis, 1768, to 
Ppovpiov, rd voriwdyv pépos rob, at Syene, 1722, 13; 

1733, 24 

Xevdtw, place-name in the Paneopolite nome, 1684, 5 

WirapxdOs, at Hermopolis, 1907 
Wurdprwr, place-name at Aphrodito, 1692(2), 15; 

[(), x1] (see Addenda) 

Wwva da, olxovoyia in the Panopolite nome, 1653, £2 ; 

1654, 11 
WivdBda, village in the Panopolite nome, 1692 (2), 7, 

8, 21; (4), 5, 20 

WivaBra Pio€€vov, xwplov in the Panopolite nome, 

1654, 9 

AO. deXiov, [kAjjpos ?], perhaps in the Antinoopolite nome, 
1897 

6. INDEX OF 

avdpiopos, 1745, 2; 1746, 1; 1747, 2; 1748, 2; 
1749, 2; 1750, 1; 1863 

avvavar, dnudova, 1758, 2; 1760, 1 (avvov.) 
Grrapyupiop.ds, 1807, 5; 1907 dis 
dotikd, rd, 1672, 8 

v. 

TAXATION 

doriKn cvvTédeia, 1686, 23 
yopos, 1759, 2 (?), 3 (?) 
Samdvn, 1738, 2; 1751, 2; 1752, 3; 1864, 2 
Sexdry potpa aud (?), 1754, 2 
Snpoowa, rd, 1660, 8, 17, 21; 1665, 1, 3(?); 1666, 
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1; 1667, 3; 1668, 2, 10; 1670, 19; 1672, 10; 

1674, 47, 52-54, 75, 87, 88, 97; 1676, 28; 

1677, 14, 21, 44, 48; [1685, 1]; 1788, 2; 1739, 

1; 1740,2; 1741, 2; 1748, 2; 1770, 17; 1787, 

3, 53 1793, 13, 16; 1839; 1841, 26; 1863; 

1889 v., 3; 1906.  xpvoixd dypdowa, 1677, 52. 

TO dynpdowy, 1660, 23; 1661, 15; 1742, 1 

Siaypady, 1674, 23; 1686, 26; 1738, 2; 1739, 2; 
1744, 2 

€xaTooTy, 1755, 4; 1756, 7; 1757, 5; 1761, 2 

€uBodry, 1660, 8; 1673, 158; 1674, 27, 44; 1684, 

2; 1686, 26; 1695, 23; 1759, 2; 1760, 1; 
1762, 15; [1865]; 1870 

evpevera, 1660, 9; 1753, 2, 4 
Kavovikd, rd, 1664, 2; 1758, 3; 1760, 1 

kavov, [1665, 1]; 1667, 4; [1668, 4]; 1669, 3; 

1686, 24, 31; 1695, 26; 1704, 9; 1738, 

2; 1744, 3; 1765, 2; 1766, 3; 1757, 3; 

1759, 2 

Kedah (= capui), 1798, 13, 16; 1807, 5. dorixal 

kepaadal, 1807, 3. Kwpnrixal xepadal, 1807, 4 

Kwpntixd, rd, 1665, 1; 1666, 2 
vad\ov, 1674, 44; 1686, 27; 1695, 23; 1755, 4; 

1756, 6; 1757, 5; 1759, 2, 3; 1760, 2; 1761, 
23; 1762, 15; 1841, 27 

TpodndyyaTov, 1663, 23 
mpoaOyKn THS e4Bodns, 1674, 26, 44, 47; 1686, 

273; 1761, 23; mpooOjKa, 1674, 54 

ovvtTéheva, 1676, 46; [1677, 157]; 1686, 18, 33; 

1695, 14. dorixi) o., 1686, 23. PactrdiKy Kal 

dnpocta o., 1676, 35 

Tithos, dnudcowos r., 1674, 48; xpvorKol ‘r., 1664, 2; 

1686, 25 - : 
opos: Bacidixol pdpor, 1674, 40. 

Aukol @., 1676, 51 

xpvorkd, 1695, 13; 190 (?). 7d xpvorxdv, 1695, 23 
——— Snpoora. See under dypdor 
xpvorxol Tirhou, 1664, 2; 1686, 25 

Sypdoto Bact- 

7, INDEX OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

(a) SYMBOLS 

OS/ = duhv, 1714, x 
CO = dui, 1714, 5 
Gy = dpovpas, 1838, 4 

a = aprdBn, 1718, 1, 2, 14, 15, 56, 57, 60-69 
S = dpréBn, 1653, 9, 11, 30, 57-59; 1678, 159, 

199; [1699, 15]; 1772, 14 dis, 15, 38 dis; 

1805, 2; 1807, 9 
S— = dprdBn, 1759, 3; 1808, 4, 5 
T = dprdBa, 1687, 11 
T = dprdéBn, 1755, 6-10 ; 1756, 9-13, 16 ; 1757, 6-10; 

1760, 2, 3; 1761, 4-21 ‘ 

“> = dprdBn, 1674, 86 dis; 1698, 3 dis; 1772, 38; 

[1774, 9]; 1780, 7; 1798, 3; 1808, 3; 1883 

§ =airds, 1647, 16; 1668, 11; 1669, 6; 1687, 
orcte. 

S or § = atrds, 1761, 7, 8; etc. 

%* = dnvdpia, 1834 

L = érovus, 1655, 9; 1798, 4 

S = érovs, 1655, 5 

S’ = érovs, 1655, 9 
= kal, 1654, 2, 7, 12, 15; etc. 

9 (MSS. /) = kepdrwov, 1714, 8; 1750, 2, 5,8; 1808, 

4 bis 

= (probably) xpi0dv (dpraBar), 1668, 26, 28, 29 

d =Alrpa, 1718, 18, 19, 44-47, 54-57, 693 1787, 15, 

16 

fl = pvpiddes, 1884 

R = pupiddes, 1808, 4, 5 

y = fora, 1663, 26, 28, 29 

S&F = dpod, 1654, 1; 1668, ro 

@ = dod, 1670, 17, 21; 1671, 7 

o—— = otrws, 1668, 27; 1678, 33, 56, 58, etc. 

% = rddavra or prpiddes, 1883 P 

4+ = rdAavra, 1804, 5 

5p.” = rerpdyunvos, 1670, 16 

- YU’ = bmp (?), 1695, 23 

ke. = trép, 1665, 3; 1670, 4, 11, 19, 20; etc. 

X = trép, 1654, 3, 12, 14, 15 

S = inép, 1668, 6-8 ; etc. 
SX" = brép tis, 1748, 4 

x = xalpew, 1728, 7 

x = Xapayyi}, 1806, 2, 3 
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* = x(e)ipdypador (?), 1774, 17 

% = xepdypador (?), 1699, 16 

RK = xexpdypaov (?), 1767, 13 

G = 90, 1763, 25 

fp = 900, 1663, 26 drs, 28 

ll 
dik ~ ~J bo A ica an 

Puree 

1! 

to! pole 

e Dd on a ay ° 

-, 1778, 14, 15 

, 1663, 26, 29 

-, L665;.'3's. Etc, 

= 3, 1653, passim ; 1670, 7, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 

21; etc. 

§’ =4, 1653, passim ; 1655, 8; etc. 

C7 =, 1761, 21 

Ny ll 

to! tole 

AaD> 

ll 

4 = 5, 1718, 60; 1772, 15, 38; 1780, 7; 1906 
B/ = 3, 1670, 10 
7 = 3, 1673, 189, 194 
7= 3 1718, 44, 45 
Q = 3 1761, 21 
( = 2, 1847 
-) = 2, 1674, 36 
y = 2, 1658, passim; 1761, 8, 11, 14, 16 
BY = qs: 1653, 1; 1761, ro, 14 

:, expressing proportion, 1718, passim 

XY; uncertain, 1668, 1; 1677, 33 ; 1691, 1; 1692 (2), 1; 

[1718, 17]; 1714, 1; 1718, 1; 1740, 1; 1793, 1; 
1794, 1; 1854; 1872, 1; 1887 

XPYS, uncertain, 1687, 1 

xpy//, uncertain, 1677, 1; 1686, 1 

(4) ABBREVIATIONS 

[ Zhe most obvious abbreviations, consisting only of the omission of a few letters at the end of a word, are not included. 
In the case of an abbreviation occurring for different cases of a word the nominative ts here given. | 

a = dpyvpiov, 1883 

a) = avrod, 1651, 23 

ad*/ = ddeAgod, 1751, 2 
ax/ = axrovaptov (?), 1784, 20 
axk/, doubtful, 1808, 3 

add) = GAdAnr€yyvor, 1736, 19 

avah~ = dvaddpaci, 1757, 5 

avap.d/ = dvaydrdrdyws, 1689, 20; 1693, 15; 1694, 

24 
av = dvdpicpod, 1745, 2; 1746, 1; 1747, 2; 1748, 2 
avvepw, obscure, 1672, 3 

at*/ = dnairicews (?), 1807, 9 

atrat/(?) = arairntod, 1740, 2 
amra.t) = anatrynrod, 1740, 4 

amav"™ = axayraxod, 1787, 20 

at)h/ = am, 1664, 3, 4, 7 

am)/ = amhGs, 1764, 7 
am/ = and, 1782, 3 
amohuts = amodvrpdcews (?), 1807, 7 

ap/ = apyvpiov, 1804, 5; 1808, 4, 5 

ap? = apiOy.os, 1788, 3; 1741, 3; etc. 

acet/, obscure, 1808, 3 dis 

acd/, aod = dopddea, 1732, 7, 8,11; 1788, 65; 
etc. 

adb/ = dd’ Sv, 1670, 19; 1673, 160 
ad” = ad’ dv, 1763, 3-12, passim 

Baos = Pactrtxd, 1718, 79 

Bes = BeBatav, 1786, 19 

BeBS = BeBalav, 1785, 19; etc. 

Buxap/ = Bixaptavav, 1722, 53 

yer) = yevopuévn, 1766, 14 

yervar/ = yervaiordrwv, 1670, 16 
y/ = ylverat, 1661, 13; 1662, 14; etc. 

YP) = yedpupara, 1649, 23 

yp/ = ypapparetov, 1725, 16 

yp/ = ypdppart, 1715, 9 

Years, years = ypaypareioy, 1716, 15, 16; 1787, 
19 

5 = dnpdouor (?), 1658, 9, 11, 30, 36, 40, 54-59 

8/ = dypoctwv (?), 1665, 3 

8/ = did, 1660, 7; etc. 
Sam ~ = dandvns, 1751, 2 

Sex™/ = dexdrns, 1741, 2 

Seam = deondrns, 1676, 57 

Seon = deomorixGy, (1711, 22] 

Seon = déor0ra, 1677, 57 

Sy/, uncertain, 1762, 3 

Sn" = dnpool (Wy), 1661, 31 

Sp = dnpootwv, 1670, 19; 1672, 3, to 

Snes = dnpoolwv, 1789, 1 

8°/ = daravnbeicas (?), 1748, 5 

8°/ = d00év, dS00évra, 1745, 3; 1752, 4 
§, doubtful, perhaps dud, 1647, 17 

Tt2 
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8i/ = did, 1652, passim 

Siax/ = draxeévas, 1689, 12 

Siax/k/ = dvaKxeyséveor (?), 1807, 9 

Stay = d:avopGr (?), 1763, 25 

50° = do0évra, 1788, 4 
S005 = do0év, 1668, 10 
Sox/ = doxiywr, [1711, 23] 
Sox” = d0(x)uxd (uérpe) (?), 1779, 3 

8°/ = dandvys, 1788, 2; 1752, 3 
57/ = 61a tov, 1789, 1 

€yp) = ypaya, 1647, 16 

ey/ (?) = eypdgn, 1782, 10 
ev = elrev, 1650, 3 

ed”) = elddros, 1651, 24 

€KaT\ = éxarootais, 1757, 5 

exk/ = éxxAnotas, 1784, 26 

expo hy = éxuicdw0ev, 1705, 10 

eX%, eX*/, eXay = eAdxtoros, 1724, 88; [1728, 26]; 
1738, 73; 1734, 25 

e°/ = addxuoros, 1727, 70 

ef/, doubtful, 1808, 3 

em/ = énepwrnbels, 1771, 11 

erep/ = émepwrnfels, 1649, 21; etc. 
erep/ = erepwrnbels Gpordynoa, 1693, 16; 1695, 20 

erep’/§ = enepwrnbels, 1689, 21 

ereparn’s = enepurndels Gpodrdynoa, 1696, 16 

eTLd\ = énidos, 1789, 6 
Em 7% = éni 76 aird, 1678, 447, 268, 373 

em% = éxdnpdOn, 1779, 1; 1782, 3 
ev} = cipevelas, 1758, 2 

evo) = ciordOuor, 1661, 31 

evar} = ebordOpuwv, 1661, 23 

evy? = evxouat, 1655, 7, 9 

€vx’ = evxouat, 1805, 4 

€VX0) = edxouat, 1658, 8 

€X~), doubtful, possibly éxouévov (7), 1807, 9 

ex? = €x0eows, 1763, 1 

x9) = éxdécews, 1672, 10 

EXO) = éxdpueva, 1674, 36 

C/ = Wy, 1714, 8; 1720, 9; 1725, 14; etc. 
C’/= W@yG, 1716, 8; 1724, 43; etc. 
Cu? = dvyoordrov, 1741, 2 
Coys = GyG, 1662, 13, 14 

Oavps = Oarpaciwrdrov, [1664, 1] 

favp) = Oavpaciv, 1681, 7 

Deus = Oeuévov, 1768, 25 
Ov = Ocdv,, 1677, 42 

Os = eds, 1714, 4, 7 

Ov = Ocod, 1677, 40 
Ow = Och, 1755, 11; 1762, 1 
0°/ = O86, 1738, x 

/ = lvoixrlwvos, 1748, 3 

w°/ = Wvduxrlwy, 1788, 1, 2; etc. 
v/ = lik (vy), 1762, 18 
Louk’ = ldexd (Guys), 1762, 14 
wd/ = lvouxriwy, 1668, 24; etc. 

wv8°/ = ivduxrlovos, 1678, 158 

ub/ = ie (= ofgu), 1687, 11 

IXOTY = "Inoo8s Xpiords Ocod “Lids Swrip, 1714, 6 

k) = kal, 1655, 10; 1661, 20; etc. 

= kal, 1658, 19; etc, 

k/ = kat (?), 1674, 69 
k/ = kepdrioy, 1662, 14; 1665, 2, 3; 1666, 3; ete. 

k/ = xopn, [1766, 14] 

Ke/ = karaBodjs, 1752, 3 

Kal, Kal} = xadapod, 1718, 70 (?); 1757, 5; 1760, 2 

KaO§ = xaOddov(?), 1678, 6, 25, and passim 
Kad~, doubtful, 18'70 dzs 

Kappy = kaundaptor (?), 1800, 2 

Kavo = xdvovos, [1665, 1]; 1667, 4 

k/Bo* = xaraBodjjs, 1870 

xe/ = kepdria, 17538, 3 

Kep/ = kepdria, 1667, 5, 7; 1668, [5]-10; 1669, 5 

Ked/ = xepadGv, 1807, 3 
K/ = kdAAada, 1754, 2 

Kd/ = kAnpovdpuor, 1678, 128, 129, 326, 327; 1782, 2 

KA’ = kdnpovdpwv, 1762, 6 

KAA/ = kAnpovdpov, 1761, 19, 21 
KOL” = kowwvev, 1653, 19 

Kop§ = kdutros, 1800, 1; 1801, 1; 1802, 1 

Kou§*§ = xépeot, 1678, 1 

Kopel// = koutere, 1668, 25 

Kp/, = kpéws, 1655, 8 
Kp/ = kplov, 1674, 86 

x"/ = xard, 1749, 4 

KT") Or KT) = Kriparos (?), 1761, 4-17, 19-21 

Kk” (2) = kdpue, 1655, 9 
" Kkup/ = xtpios, 1670, 20; 1716, 12 

K® = kupiy, 1658, 2 
Kops = xopdpxov, 1673, 13 
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\// = Napnpordrn, 1761, 10, 12 

A, doubtful, 1807, 3 

Aapmp°/ = Aapnpdraros, 1660, 7; 1676, 31 ; 1677, 40 
hax = Aaxdvov, 1678, 199; 1674, 86 

hay§ = Aaxavoonéppov, 1772, 15 ; 1774, 9 

A =Alrpa, 1655, 7, 8, 10 

A = ddyos, 1678, 158, 164 

AY = ddyos, 1807, 1 

hoyil/ = Aoyi(ouevov, 1695, 3; 1705, 7 

\ = Aina, 1768, 25 

p/’ = pnves, 1746, 1 

PS =pnves, 1751, 1 

PS = pntpds, 1794, 4, 5 

pS = p08 (?), 1788, 5 

pp’ = pova, 1800, 4 

PS, BSS = pova, 1788, 8 dis 

pL~ = poévat, 1779, 4 

p/ = pdvov, 1748, 3; 1744, 3 

p// = povov, 1742, 2 

#~, obscure, 1870 

BP, uncertain, 1768, 25 

payk"/ = pdyxim, 1806, 1 

peyanr/ = peyadonpenectarov, 1761, 2, 16 
ped/ = peyadonpeneotdrov, 1761, 24 

pedd/ = péddovea (?), 1766, 14 

PEN, = pedAotons, 1697, 4 

peddur?"S = pedirrovpyay (?), 1869 

pep/ = pepidos, 1782, x 

pe” = pnvds, 1782, 10; 1754, 2 

PL} = untpds, 1648, 5; 1649, 6 

penx? = pnxavij, 1808, 2 

po = picbwors, 1696, 16 

p-° = pdd.os, 1718, 3, 5, 7, etc. 

m° = modii, 1663, 26 

p10” = pdva, 1801, 2 
pS = pdrny, 1806, 3 

p2°/ or 4° = pdvos, 1750, 2, 5, 8; 1782, 4 
p?// = pova, 1741, 3 

pe’, uncertain (woABis or podvBdls ?), 1778, 6, 10, 13-15 

}100/ = pdduos, 1718, 2, etc. 

pov’ = pova, 1802, 2 

pov = povacrnplov, 1686, 9 

pov =povacrypiy, 1768, 4, 20, 22 

pe” = prpiddes, 1799, 3, 4 

pup/ = pupiddes, 1762, 15 

v° = vopicpa, 1658, passim; 1654, 13; etc. 

vou") = voulopara, 1747, 2 

vo’ = voraptlov, 1789, 1 

v™ = vorapiov, 1746, 2; 1750, 3, 8 

&/ = &da, 1718, 79 

&/ = évotds, 1718, 3-7 

of = olvov, 1663, 28, 29 

otk/ = olkovdpos, 1678, 16, 118, 120, 121, etc. 
od’ = bdov, 1654, 12, 16, 17 

ohok/ = ddokAnpous, 1697, 5 

/OpS = 6pod, 1673, 57, 156, [277] 

ops = 640d, 1678, 378 

opo/ = duolws, 1671, 6; etc. 

ov” = 6voyua, 1758, 

oven’ = dv(n)Adrais, 1798, 2 

ovy = dvoudrwr, 1741, 4 

ov} = dvopatos, 1807, 9 

6ptod— = dpwdelkrov, 1653, 39 

ov~ = otrws, 1654, 8, 10; 1671, 3; 1673, 7, and 

passim ; 1758, 5; 1761, 3; 1762, 1 

/ = apd, 1648, 5; [1649, 6]; 1661, 8; etc. 
a’ = rapa, 1651, 6 

a/ = apds (?), 1718, passim 

a/ = mpocemt (?), 1718, 71, 73 dis, 76 des 

a = ray (?), 1678, 57, 156, [277], 378 

1r*/ = rapa, 1677, 3; 1807, 10 

a // = apd, 1780, § 

maXtX/, obscure, 1808, 3 

TapX = rapdoxov, 1806, ¥ 

muv?,= TmAWOelw, 1715, 9 

°, doubtful, probably zéoa: or moodkis, 1718, 21-37, 

ete, 

7°, doubtful, 1718, 70 

trou'/ = moet (?), 1807, 4, 5 

moos or 7°a4, doubtful, probably mécat or zocdnis, 

1718, passim 

ToTaps = rorapirn (? — or Tordypwvos), 1808, 1 

TOTHpOTAS = wornpomddrns, 1657, 15 

Tp\ = mpecBdrepos, 1719, 3 

mp = mpocoToti, 1899, 8 

Tp/ = mpoxevrat, 1783, 6 

mp* = mpayparevrod (?), 1670, 15 

7p*/ = mpeoBurepos, 1653, 49 

mpeoB\ = mperBirepos, 1661, 26; etc. 
tperB// = nperBirepos, 1692 (2), 21 

Tpyk/ = mpiutkeplov, 1672, 5 
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ap°/ = mpoecTGros, Tpovontod or mpoordrov, 1808, 1 

mp’, 7p°/, mp/ = mpovonris, 1762, 2; 1782, 1, 5; 

1784, 1, 4, 7, 9; 1785, 2, 6 

mp°/, doubtful (possibly pds; see Addenda), 1798, 3 

mpok/, mpo*/ = mpdxewrat, mpoxelpevos, 1662, 18-20, 
22, 23; etc. 

mpok// = mpdxerrar, 1664, 5 

Tpooyp* = xpocypadijs (?), 1807, 9 

apod/ = mpopepopérnv, 1786, 19; 1787, 20 
mpato*/ = mpwrokwpjrov, 1670, 20 

IIX= T[lax@v, 1746, 1; 1806, 3 

o = ofrov, 1687, 11 

a. = cirov, 1658, 9, I1, 30, 57-59; etc. 

oiAr$ = oiArryrviov, 1806, 2 

ous, obscure, 1807, 4 

ox/, doubtful, perhaps oxevov, 1800, 2 

orep/ = orepeds, 1718, 78 

otic / = ort(x)aptwr (?), 1748, 4 
OTP” = orparisrys, 1738, 1 

otp—/ = orparidrais, 1674, 32 

oTpS = orparisrov, 1671, 5 

ovpd/ = cvppovel, 1706, 10; 1740, 4; 1758, 5; etc. 
ovr = ov cs, 1695, 3; 1787, to 
ovvo, = civ @cG, 1756, 14 
ovv"?/ = ovvKou.dis, 1687, 12 

OX = ororxe?, 1669, 8 

OXXX = orovxel, 1667, 9; 1669, 9 

o XS = cxoAacrixod, 1686, 20; 1807, 9 

OXOL = orouxe?, 1667, 10 

oxon/ = oxodaorixGv, 1701, 14; 1761, 18 

Lo" = Sorip, 1714, 7 

Tah’’ = rddavra, 1788, 8 

tah = rdAavra, 1800, 3 
TN) = Tis adris, 1761, 13 

7 = ré\os, 1754, 2 

7§. See Em r°4 

Tp*"'/ = rpayelwy (?), 1768, 25 

TpuBS = rprBodvov, 1804, 1 

tus = rvdaplov (?), 1748, 4 

v) = tnép, 1655, 5 
> « Uv = trép, 1808, 3 

D = tnép, 1761, 7, 13, 15, 19-21 ; 1800, 2 

u™ = bnép, 1678, 138, 164; 1677, 43, 54-56; 1708, 

10, 123, 154, 155, 170, 171, 176, 178, 184 a, 246, 

251, 262 a; 1711, 83; 1714, 20 

um = trnpérns, 1806, 4 

ume/ = dn(n)pérns (?), 1771, 12 
umnp/ = innpeclas, 1806, 2 

vir” = jroupyod, 1745, 3 

Ts = ids, 1714, 7 

b°/ = badfu, 1747, 3; etc. 

xap) = xalpew, 1661, 10 

xXapr'} = xaprovdapiov, 1807, 8 

X = xépew = xalpew, 1799, 2 

x¢p/ § = xalpew, 1702, 2 

X° = xolvixes, 1718, 41-43, 48-51 

xp/ = xpuood, 1661, 14, 31; etc. 

Xe = xXpvood, 1667, 11 

xp?/ = xpvood, 1762, 1 

xp’/s = xpvooxouxd (crabpd), 1669, 5 

XpuaoxX = xpvooxorxG, 1667, 6 

X-s= xpovois, 1655, 8 

Xv = Xpuwroi, 1674, 7. 

xX” = xwptov, 1654, 9 

X” = xopis (?), 1789, 3 

w/ = dpohoyjoaper, 1694, 24 

wpod/ = dpodsynca, 1687, 17 

wp//, obscure, 1808, 4 
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8 INDEX OF WORDS 

[V.B.— Words which occur in the preceding special indices are repeated here with a cross-reference to the index 
; ¥ in which they will be found. | 

(2) GREEK WORDS 

[Words which do not occur in the 8th edition of Liddell and Scott's Greek Lexicon are preceded by an asterisk.| 

aBdxvov, 1688, 3 (—xeu.) 
aBBas. See Index 4 
aBdaBys: 7d 4B., 1660, 4 
*aBpoxiKds: ev redelp wal dSpoyixd, 1689, 18; 

1695, 11; (1696, 14] 

adBpoxos, 1674, 55; 1693, 15; 1841, 24. e& 76 
ovpBpdx@ cat aBpdxw, [1771, 6]; 1873. 7G 

&Bpoxw, [1770, 11] 
adya0ds, 1663, 6; 1677, 2, 39; 1710, 5; 1711, 41; 

1713, 17 

dyamntés, 1658, 5 

ayyetov, 1674, 86 (ayy/); 1716, 6 (ayy), 7 (do.); 

1771, 10; 1823, 11 (ayy..), [12] 

dyyéddkw, 1787, 23 (?) 

ayvos, 1653, 49; 1660, 16, 30; 1666, 2; 1690, 2, 3, 

12; 1694, 7; 1704, 1; 1705, 9; 1707, 6; 

1708, 166, 244, 258; [1717, 31]; 1719, 3; 

1724, 16, 80; 1728, 9; 1781, 45; 1788, 25, 36, 

38, 39; 1754,1; 1762, 16, 19; 1776, 1; 1782, 

1; 1783, 1; 1784, 1; 1785, 1! 1882; 1850; 
[1874 dis]; 1875 dis; 1879; 1889 r., 7(?); 
1893 B, 15; 1899, 9. of Gyo, 1674, 73; 1885 

a@ykupa, 1714, 32 
ayvoéw, 1677, 53 
ayvopoovvn, 1711, 24 
a@yopa, 1727, 20 

ayopalw, 1676, 33; 1841, 16 
dyopacia, 1722, 15; 1788, 30; 1769, 4 
*dyopaciaoTiKds, 1727, 32 

dyovoTdduos. See abyovorddws 
*dypapia. See Index 4 
dypados, 1709, 28, 77 ; 1712, 14; 1718, 24; 1717, 20 

aypds 1674, 57. Kar’ dypdv, 1686, 15 
adypumvia, 1660, 29 

*dypumviotus (= aypinvws), 1660, 12 (aypumtic.) 
dyxXLoTevo, 1686, 36; 1724, 56 
ayxXo, 1674, 21 

ayw, 1651, 17; 1674, 18; 1676, 4; 1679, 11; 1708, 
199; 1717, 24 dis 

dyaryy, 1714, 30 
adeva, 1716, 5 

aSehy, 1677, 23 ; 1708, 14, 15, 43, 48, 97, 116, 169; 
1724, [3], 75; 1728, 6; 1729, 32; 1780, 8; 

1760, 1 (or —qds); 1789, 2; 1898 

adedpudds, 1707, 3 
ddehdukds, 1791, 1 

ade dds, 1699, 8; 1708, 35, 38, 64, 71, 81, 96, 112, 
155, 184a@, 206, 212, 249, 253, 256; 1788, 20, 

31, 32; 1789, 1; 1762, 5; 1783, 2; 1786, 27; 

1789, 5; 1790, 9; 1799, 1; 1807, 1; 1826; 

1837; 1841, 17; 1864, 2; 1878 

adedforns, 1682, 2; 1700, 3 (—d¢or.), 5 (?); 1788, 
2; 18389; 1898 

“Avdns, 1675, 7 

dd.atperos, 1738, 20, 32, 50 

adadeutros, 1658, 6 (—Arzr.) 

ad.adeirTws, 1676, 22 
adiactpdpus, 1674, 103 

dducéw, 1681, 2 ' 
adiknua, 1674, 4; 1676, 59; 1677, 21 (?) 
GOLKoS, 1676, 62; 1708, 200 

dOiKws, 1674, 76; 1677, 15 

*adiovTwp. See Index 4 

adoXos, 1705, 6; 1722, 8; 1738, 15; 1735, 1 
ddvvapia, 1827 
dduvadtws, 1708, 220 
del, 1674, 49; 1677, 6; 1686, 11, 16; 1722, 10; 

1733, 17; 1902 v. 

deiwynoros, 1658, 1 (auryr.), 9 (do.) 
dévaos, 1677, 40 

depyia, 1708, 120 (—yeu.) 
alnptos: 7d a6, 1660, 4 
dndas, 1708, 93 

ap, 1722, 12, 22, 23, 36, 43, 49; 1738, I9, 43, 51, 

40; 1734, 20 

a0dvaros, 1676, 69 ; 1872, 12 (?) 
aberpos: &eopua, 1678, 5 
aberéw, 1727, 48 
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GOyTHs : 5 axd 4OAnTSr, 1831, 3 
GOduos, 1674, 46, 76, 85, 100; 1677, 38; 1678, 2 

(aOdeu.) 

aOdoddpos, 1783, 25 

aidéoyos, 1689, 3; 1762, 5; 1839 (adaw.). 
aldectdraros, 1708, 264 

aifpa, 1724, 28 ; 1768, 3 
atOpuov, 1724, 28 

aipéw, 1676, 5; 1691, 14; 1707, 5; 1722, 38; 
1729, 33; 1738, 55; 1784, 7, 19; 1765, 11; 
1769, 2; [1770, 9] 

aicOnows, 1727, 19 
aicvos, 1660, 8; 1674, 27, 44 

aioypés, [1711, 31] 

airéw, 1677, 51; 1684, 4; 1708, 15; 1709, 8; 1727, 

70; 1728, 26; 1729, 46, 49 

airnots, 1680, 14; 1708, 212; 1727, 8; 1781, 6 
aitia, 1708, 58; 1711, 44; 1717, 29; 1784, 9, 10(?) 
aidvios, 1651, 1; 1660, 36; 1661, 2; 1686, 3; 

1692 (a), 2; [(2), 1]; 1707, 1, 7; [1708, 

2]; 1710,2; [1711, 1]; 1712,1; 1718, 3 ; 1714, 

10; 1717, 33; 1728, 1; 1724, 19, 21; 1725, 3; 

(1726, 1]; 1727, 2; 1728, 2; 1729, 2; 1730, 

2; 1731, 1; 1788, 3; 1786, 2; 1787, 2; 1774, 

2; 1777, 1; 1798, 2, 9; 1855, 1; [1874]; 

[1875]; 1899, 4; 1900, 2 

axaprria, 1674, 34 
aKarayvoorws, 1714, 41 

*dixaradpovyrws (L. and S. adj. only), 1694, 13 

aKdTLov, 1896, 3 

axivntos, 1717, 48; 1902 r., 7 
axk( ) or ax(_ ), 1808, 3 

*axkovBitov, 1724, 30; 1738, 19 (axovp.), 71 (do.) 
aK\npos, 1727, 51 
aKohovbéw, 1889 r., 13 (?) 

GxodovOus, 1647, 2; 1663, 12; 1676, 36,51; 1686, 
15; 1702, 4; 1708, 142; 1711, 41; 1714, 38; 

1722, 26; 1769, 5; 1796, 11 
*axovBurov. 
dkovoTys, 1708, 127 

aKovm, 1661, 26, 27; 1674, 39; 1677, 47; 1686, 47; 

1687, 23; 1692 (a), 23; (4), 22-25; 1716, 

16 dis; (1728, 26]; 1724, 86 ; 1729, 23; 1735, 

26; 1768, 23, 25; 1770, 24-26; 1771, 13-[15]; 

1772, [30], 32, 34; 1795, 16, 18; 1796, 21, 
22 

axpiBea, 1660, 29 

axpiBdas, 1674, 4; 1706, 6; 1708, 258 

See *axxotBurov 

WORDS 

GKpwros, 1718, 24; 1717, 20 
axpodopmat, 1782, 5 

aKpoarys, 1708, 151 

GKTHLWV, 1708, 222 

*axrovdpwos (L. and S. dxrwdpuos). 
aKupos, 1871 

*axupwota, 1701, 6 

&k@\vTOS, 1719, 16 

dKwdvros, 1686, 34; 1695, 18; 1712, 18; 1722, 39; 
1738, 55; 1734, 7 

aKwv, 1677, 23; 1781, 31 

*aheurtypia (?), 1880, 10 (adnar.) 
adeurpis, 1676, 26 (adn) 

adnGeva, 1647, 11; 1680, 11, 19(?), 20(?); 1708, 

259 
adnOys, 1708, 110, 126 

adnOuvos, 1677, 2 (—Oew.) 
GdnOas, 1658, 5 

*ahymrnpia. See *dreurrnpla 

aduKds : GAukd (?), 1754, 2 
ad\dtTw, 1764, 6 

*a\nhavddoyos, 1661, 19 

*ad\yheyyy : éé Gdd., 1661, 19 ; 1694, 5 (adAeAryy.) ; 
1736, 8 (aAnA.) 

GAAnAEyyvos, 1736, 19 (?) 

GAAHAovs, 1661, 20; 1705, 7; 1707, 2, 4; 1708, 18, 

133, 139, 197 ; 1711, 4, note; 1712, 8 dzs, 10, 12, 

15, 17, 24; 1718, 6, 14, 15, 17, 21, 23, 27 dis, 

[29]; 1715, 10; 1722, 30; 1724, 41; 1727, 9, 

11; 1788, 45; 1735, 4; 1794, 6, 7; 1795, 5, 

6; [1872, 14]; 1902r., 4 

*a\Anopodoyia, 1727, 49, 59, 64, 74 

dddoOards, 1711, 67 ; 1714, 42 

GANOrpios, 1677, 21, 51; 1708, 110; 1727, 50; 
1786, 151 (? —adwrp.) 

addyws, 1677, 54 
daXs, 1905 
adwvia, 1694, 27 bis 

dpa, 1674, 34; 1676, 10; 1708, 98, 118 ; 1713, 30; 

1724, 16; 1780, 10; 1788, 52 
dpata, 1698, 6 
dudpa, 1698, 13; 1879 

dpédera: dvev dpuedelas, 1694, 13 (avev omitted); 

Kara, du., 1660, 28 

dpehew, 1659, 11 

GpéumrTas, 1893 B, 14 
dpepimvew, 1659, 5 
dpepysvia (MSS, —veu.), 1728, 24; 1781, 7, 23, 31, 5° 

See Index 4 
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dperabérws, 1902 v. « 
*dpetavdtpemtos, 1660, 37 
dpeTavdntos, 1722, 8; 1733, 14 

dpnv. See Index 7 (a), 0S/, G0 

appa, 1718, 79, 81, 88 

dpvynpovevtos, 1690, 9 (ayrup.) 
apo.By, 1676, 67; 1729, 22, 29 

dpmredukds, 1769, 2, 8 

apredos, 1674, 35, 43 
dparedoupyds, 1700, 2, 7; 1767, 5 
apprBdddw, 1708, 18; 1709, 13 (asxdshade), 19 

(do.); 1781, 17 

dpdrBorta, 1716, 8 
apduoByrnots, 1707, 4 
dpodor, 1768, 10 
dppdorepot, 1694, 3; 1708, 186; 1712, 7; 1722, 5; 

1765, 4; 1794, 5; 18938, 7 
dw, 1718, 18; 1727, 17 
avaBacis, 1648, 10; 1649, x0 
avaBod.iKds, 1695, 8 
avaywdoKw, 1787, 21 

dvayKalo, 1674, 104; 1676, 29; 1684, 2 

dvaykatos, 1651, 9; 1674, 19; 1676, 18; 1708, 
1x8; 1728, 8; 1729, 13; 1781, 15; 1786, 10; 

1737, 8 

dvéyKn, 1707, 2; 1710, 9; 1711, 60; 1717, 5; 
1724, 13; 1727, 23; 1781, 32; 1783, 12 

avayvearns. See Index 4 

avayo, 1708, 253 
dvadéxyouat, 1661, 20; 1724, [2], 74; 1782, 3; 

1764, 3; 1767, 7; 1775, 1; 1793, 10; [1881, 

47] | 
dvadidwpt, 1648, 6; 1649, 7; 1831, 3 
aviSocts, 1708, 136 

dvatpects, 1677, 28, 30 

dvatp€w, 1677, 37, 38 
avatoxuvros, 1651, 12 (avecy.) 

avairvos, 1677, 54 

avakddovbos, 1711, 53 

avaKkop.oy, 1699, 7; 1708, 196 
dvahauBdvw, 1706, 6; 1708, 93; 1788, 4 
avahiokw, 1660, 9; 1708, 106 ; 1729, 13, 19 
dvahoyia: pds dvadoylay, 1708, 238 (avnd.). . kara 

THY « «+ Gv., 1708, 241 (do.). Kar’ dvadoyiar, 

1733, 44, 62 

dvddwpa, 1660, 23; 1669, 7; 1674, 31; 1686, 27, 
38, 41; [1689, 16]; 1694, 12, 25; 1696, 12; 

1708, 60, 99; 149, 191, 192, 204; 1712, 27; 

V. 

1718, 26; 1722, 45; 1729, 14; 1780, 12, 17; 

1733, 63; 1784, 12; 1785, 16; 1755, 4; 1756, 

7; 1757, 5; 1760, 2; 1761, 2 (avad*/), 24; 

[1770, 16]; 1771, 8; 1774, 14; 1794, 13-15; 

1795, 3(?); 1889 v., 5 (avadop.); 1904, 7 

(do.), 8 (do,) ; 1905 

dvaperpnots, 1698, 10 
dvapiddyTos, 1658, 4 

dvappiBodos : ev xabapd Kad dv., 1661, 11 ; 1700, 3 

dvapduBddws, 1711, 81, 88, 94 
dvaudirdyws, 1689, 20; 1691, 19 ; 1693, 15; 1694, 

24; 1697, 14; 1721, 11 

avapro ByrnTOos, 1735, 8 
dvavedw, 1708, 78 (avnvewoa aor.) 
avdtradw, 1708, 196 

avdatravots, 1727, 10 

avamravw, 1722, 16; 1727, 11; 1729, 16; 1780, 11 
avatrintw, 1680, 12 

dvamhypacts, 1716, 11 
dvamrodetKTws, 1714, 51 (?— avarodix() 

dvaorté\\w, 1674, 3; 1676, 59 
dvactpody, 1674, 65 (—7) 
dvaoyxilo, 1796, 6 (avacxer.) 
avaroXKos, 1890 

dvarpema, 1685, 4 

dvaTpépw, 1708, 252; 1781, 20 

avatpéxw, 1730, 9 
dvatpomy, 1676, 46 

avatpopy, 1708, 255 
dvadatperos, 1735, 8 
avadhépw, 1674, 29 

dvaxwpéw, 1676, 13 ; 1787, 23 

avSpeia, 1790, x (—B8pu) 
dvipiopds, See Index 6 
dveykAHTws, 1712, 19 (—dvr.) 

aveddurras (MSS. —Aez.), 1674, 10; 1676, 35, 49 

dveprodiorws, 1686, 34; 1712, 18; 1722, 39; 1724, 
553; 1738, 55; 1784, 7 

dvevdxdntos : 7d dv., 1660, 4 

avérados, [1677, 9] 

aveTixwhUTws, 1724, 55 
avev, 1677, 14; 1693, 15 ; 1695, 20; 1707, 2; 1708, 

114; [1710, 8]; [1714, 46?]; 1717, 4; 1724, 

13; 1726, 13; 1731, 8; 1788, 12; 1855, 3 

avevperis, 1674, 82 

avéxw, 1708, 52, 58, 109 

dvykw, 1660, 23; 1674, 52; 1686, 36’; 1707, 5; 
1711, 37; 1784, 8 
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avproyia. See dvadoyla 

avyp, 1663, 7,11; 1676, 43, 61 ; 1677, 18, 23; 1707, 
6, 7; 1708, 13, 14, 21, 133, 138, 169; 1711, 

[32], 38, 45, 82; 1724, 71; 1729, 9; 1781, 8, 

16; 1750, 6; 1855, 3 

avOpwrros, 1658, 7; 1677, 5, 20, 37, 45, [512]; 1729, 

29 
avvet (obscure), 1694, 15 

avixnrtos, 1675, 3 (vix.) 
*dvvovdduos, 1706, 11, note 

avvopnti( ), 1672, 3 
avvavn. See Index 6 
avobsos, 1733, 23 

dvotyw, 1724, 37 
avojos, 1651, 10 
avdxAnT0s, 1827 
‘dvtakove, 1708, 57 

dvrapelBowat, 1729, 29 
avrecdyw, 1676, 67 

avrukabioryps, 1708, 144 
avThéyw, 1708, 185; 1781, 19 
avTWoyia, 1661, 16; 1687, 14; 1700, 6; 1711, 48; 

1736, 18; 1787, 13; 1766, 13; 1772, 17 

avturintw, 1708, 101, 140 

avrurovéw, 1707, 6; 1722, 42; 1738, 59; 1784, 
11 dis ; 1827, 18 

avtitpoukov, 1708, 50, 194 
*avticvyypados, 1718, 7 
avtipwvéw, 1709, 66 (?) 

avvdpos, 1686, 12; 1689, 12; 1693, 5; 1765, 7 

(? — see note); 1770, 7 

avutrepOérws, 1715, 13; 1764, 3; 1766, 12; 1768, 
15; 1771, 6; 1881, 4 

aviToloros, 1677, 20 

avw, 1674, 54; 1695, 15; 1718, 75; 1729, 38; 
1896, 3 

dvopadia, 1676, 26 (avop.) 
dvwrépw, 1788, 30 
aévomieros, 1711, 32 

aévos, 1770, 18; 1771, 9; 1872, 12 
aéidw, 1651, 16; 1661, 25; 1687, 19; 1689, 23; 

1692 [(a), 22]; (6), 21; 1698, 18; 1695, 22; 

1696, introd., 27; 1702, 7; 1711, 82, 95; 1722, 

51; 1728, 24; 1724, 80; 1727, 66; 17380, 27; 

1781, 41; 1788, 73; 1784, 23; 1785, 23, 25; 

1736, 27; 1768, 21; [1770, 22]; 1772, 27; 

1796, 20 

a€iwos, 1727, 8; 1781, 36 

* 

WORDS 

doxvws, 1677, 8; 1714, 41, 43 
damrabys, 1727, 19 

amrait—, 1839 

dmaitéw, 1660, 43; 1662, 8 (?—azer.); 1674, 96; 

1685, 5; 1708, 119, 243, 246; 1711, 47; 1712, 

23; 1717, 41; 1727, 53; 1728, 20; 1729, 35; 

1780, 22; 1781, 29; 1786, 20 (a7ed.); 1828 

dmrairnos, 1674, 23 (?); 1717, 46; 1786, 20(amed.); 
1807, 9(?); 1902r., 5 

dmaurntys. See Index 4 
drahhayy, 1708, 247; 1717, to 
amadatrw, 1712, 17; 1717,29; 1720, 16; 1791, 9 
amavraxod, 1728, 20; 1724, 65; 1727, 60; 1729, 

43; 1780, 24; 1781, 35; 1733, 66; 1736, 19; 

1787, 20 

atavtTdw, 1707, 7; 1826 
ama€, 1708, 195; 1827 
dmakat\@s, 1674, 83; 1708, 152, 191; 1712, 16; 

1714, 50; 1722, 26 
amrapdBaros, 1724, 42; 1902 v. 

amapyupirpos. See Index 6 
dardrn, 1707, 2; 1710, 9; 1711, 60; 1717, 5; 1724, 

13; 1727, 23; 1781, 32; 1788, 12 

Grey, 1658, 6; 1724, 59 (ame opt.); 1727, 29; 

1764, 11 

ametrov, See dmohéyw 
dameipatos, 1677, 55 
*daredoyaptlw, 1708, 104 

amevrevbev, 1718, 23, [28]; 1724, 51; 1738, 49; 

1784, 12 

amepioratos, 1677, 38 
dmépxopat, 1659, 14; 1674,67; 1682, 3; 1714, 42; 

1786, 22 ; 

dréyxe, (1701, 2]; [1717, 77]; 1720, 14; 1722, 33,-41, 

49; 1724, 44, 77 (a om.); 1783, 47, 58, 713 
1734, 4, 15 

dan dudrns, [1689, 147] (see note); 1691, 12; 1693, 

13; 1722, 25; 1724, 28, 38; 1733, 38; 1765, 

10; 1768, 4, 7 

dmn\wwrikds, 1722, 19 
amovs, 1660, 39; 1664, 3, 4,7; 1722, 9; 1733, 16 

am\Os, 1727, 12; 1729, 17; 1764, 7 

aToBahdw, 1659, 7 

drroBSehbrro (in L. and S. only mid.), 1708, 102 

amoBudw, 1708, 84 

amoBiwots, 1674, 106 

amoB\érw, 1676, 24 

amoBok, 1659, ro 
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amoyivopuat, 1674, 37; 1686, 20; 1695, 5 

dmroypay, 1647, 11 ; 1686, 19 
atoypadw, 1647, 5, 15 
amrodeiKvupt, 1708, 100, 207, 256; 1711, 31 
amdderéis, 1708, 56, 139; 1776, 2; 1779, 5 (amodeE/); 

1780, 9; 1782, 5, 6 

dmrod€xopuat, 1701, 5; 1708, 197 
amrodidwpt, 1651, 13; 1686, 40; 1687, 11; 1708, 

45, 69, 122; 1711, 73, 75, 79, 86, 92; 1715, 

18; 1716, 4, 14; 1722, 29; 1724, 40; 1729, 

22; 1768, 14; 1770, 14; 1771, 5; 1772, 15; 

1774, 10,15; 1776, 2; 1798, 16, [17?]; 1844; 

1881, 3 (? aod for dmodobvar) 

a7TooL@kw, 1681, 3; 1708, 113 
dmodocts, 1660, 14; 1661, 18; 1699, 13 (?); 1708, 

E14, 138, 241; 1711, 63; [1717, 1x?]3 1719, 

4 (—Bwo.), 16 (do.); 1721, 3 (do.); 1787, 17; 

1770, 17; 1794, 15 () 
amoledyvupt, 1712, 10 

*drolvyy, 1718, 8 

dmdlects, 1659, 2 
amderos : [év] drobér@, 1716, 6 

aroOnKkn, 1696, 6 (?) 
amobvicKw, 1698, 5 ; 1708, 67, 206; 1727, 38 
dtrotxopuas, 1708, 161 
droxabiornpt, 1714, 45 ; 1770, 15; 1771, 7; 1772, 

19; 1774, 12 

dmoKdpveo, 1708, 103 
a7roKxpivopa., 1674, 53, 87; 1686, 18; 1793, 12 
amoxptots, 1786, 12; 1791, 11 

atrokporas, 1776, 1 
dmokpvTTw, 1660, 14; 1708, 244 

atohapBdave, 1708, 103, 107; 1712, 12; 1717, 7 
atrohavw, 1676, 64 
amohéyw : ameizov, 1708, 186 

a7o\eitrw, 1798, 14, 15 

amohettoupyéw: 4. Tov Ploy =‘ to die’, 1708, 29 

dtrohoyéop.at, 1708, 107, 237; 17380, 13; 1836, 8 
amo\vo1s, 1781, 18 

drohvtpwors (?), 1807, 7 
dmohbw, 1677, 32; 1711, 65; 1722, 47; 1728, 21; 

1724, 68; 1730, 25; 1731, 38; 1733, 68; 1736, 
21; 1836, 12; 1862, 9 

amd tTavTos Kat Sua Tavrds, 1686, 38. See also 
under 61a mavrds 

droTréumrw, 1660, 22 (? —see note) 
dmom\npdw, 1648, 20; 1649, 16 
arom \ypwors, 1660, 17, 20; 1708, 203; 1716, 11 

dmopia, 1674, 92; 1676, 29; 1677, 12 

azropos, 1790, 14 

amocoBéw, 1735, 16 (? — azo Bnoopa) 

dtoadBnots, 1724, 49, 60 

amooré)\Xw, (1668, 14]; 1679, 10; 1790, 8 (anocor.) 

dmoorepéw, 1708, 37 
dmrotayy, 1720, 19; 1780, 26 
amdraktos: én dmordkry, 1689, 18; 1696, 13; 

(1697, 12] 

amoTatTw, 1780, 16 

amoTeéw, 1708, 22 

daroTiOnpr, 1660, 31 
dtror pepo, 1708, 71 
dtrorpopy, 1674, 95 ; 1708, 61, 153, 156, 207, 211, 

219 

aarovaia, 1651, 8; 1659, 9 

atropatikds, 1902 v, 

Gmropépw, 1681, 2; 1714, 46 
*dropbahpiow, 1674, 17 
dmroxy, 1702, 5; 1704, 13, 16 
dtroxwpilw, 1731, 11 
dmpayos (?), 1676, 17 (ampaxos), Or = dmpaxros 

GmrpakTos, 1708, 86 

dmpartos, 1722, 29; 1783, 41 
*dapoxpitws, 1663, 22 
dpa, 1677, 19 
dpaBdpyns. See Index 4 
* A paBoro€orns. 
apyds, 1778, 5, 9 

dpyvpwov, 1691, 19 ; 1715, 11 ; 1770, 18 ; [1778, 107]; 

1788, 8; 1800, 3,4; 1801, 2, 3; 1802, 2, 3; 
1804, 4-6; 1805, 1(?); 1808, 4, 5, 7; 1883 

dpyupos, 1885 
apyupous, 1727, 3 

dperkw, 1676, 32; 1677, 24; 1724, 54; 1777, 7 
dpery, 1677, 7; 1687, 16 
aprO pew, 1708, 165 ; 1795, 7 
apiOp.os, 1738, 3; 1741, 3; 1742, 2; 1748, 3; 

1744, 3; 1745, 3; 1746, 2; 1747, 3; 1748, 

2 bis; 1749, 3; 1751, 3; 1752, 3; 1864, 3; 

1907 ‘ 

GprOds: apps Kat oradus TArjper, 1724, 45; 1735, 

6. d. Kal or. wAjpn, 1722, 34; 1788, .48 ; 1734, 

5. ls GpOudv, 1719, 8; 1721, 4. Kar’ dpiOpor, 

1708, 235. For dpiOuos as a military term see 

Index 4 

d.purtntypLov,. 1874 
dpkéw, 1674, 75; 1708, 254; 1833, 4 

See Index 4 

UUuU2 
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dppevor (L, and S, only plural), 1714, 31 
dpoupa, 1647, 7, 8; 1674, 33, 35, 42, 43) 54, 863 

1677, 13; 1686, 12, 30, 32, 37; 1689, [12], 

19; 1692 (a), r1, 13, 16; (4), 8, [9], [13], 16; 

1693, 3, 9, 12, 13; 1694, 8, 20; 1695, 19; 

1696, introd., 24; 1697, 5; 1698, 7; 1702, 3; 

1704, 8; 1766, 8; 1769, 3; 1770, 6, 10; 1779, 
2; 1780, 6; 1796, 5-8, 16, 18; 1883, 4; 1842; 
1878; 1907 

apralw, 1681, 2 
dppayys, 1660, 37; 1717, 41; 1724, 64; 1781, 34; 

1902 v. 

appv, 1827, 11 
dprdBn, 1686, 32; 1687, 10; 1689, 19, 20; 1693, 

10, 11; 1695, 16; 1696, 14, 15; introd., 19; 

1698, 2 d7s; 1699, 13, 15; 1708, 147, 153; 

1714, 30; 1718, 70; 1759, 2,3; 1760, 2; 1765, 

12; 1770, 11, 20 (aprap.); 1771, 2; 1772, 12 dzs, 

13, 14; 1774,8; 1779, 3 d7s; 1780, 6; 1798, 3; 

1803, 2; 1805, 2; 1808, 5, 7; 1886 dzs; 1887; 

1906 quater; 1907 sexies. See also Index 7 (a) 

“dptt, 1674, 97; 1708, 50 
aptiws, 1676, 40; 1772, 11 
apros, 1674, 94; 1676, 47; 1677, 29 

apxatos, 1693, 14 
apxetor, 1781, 32 

apx7, 1660, 38; [1677, 167]; 1686, 42; 1708, 80; 

1719, 11; 1789, introd,; 1772, 1; 1796, 17 (?); 

1893 B, 12; 1901, 2 

apxynyés, 1680, 15 
dpxoudKovos, See Index 4 
dpxo, 1674, 3, 52; 1678, 3; 1692 (2), 4; [(4), 2] 

apyov. See Index 4 

dod evros, 1660, 37; 1717, 42; 1724, 65; 1781, 35; 

1902 v. 

aoéhyeva, 1711, 34 (—yu.) 
acbévera, 1730, 13 
dobevéw, 1724, 59 
aoKeTaoros, 1722, 22 

doKyTpia, 1674, 62 
dopévas, 1676, 39 

aoTropos, 1674, 57 
dorabos, 1686, 31 
aoTLKOs, 1807, 3, 

*dovyyeuords : dovyyenordrara, 1676, 42 

dodddeva, 1660, 2; 1661, 11; 1662, 16 (—AL); 
1664, 4; 1686, 10, 43; [1700, 7]; 1701, 6; 

1702, 5; 1704, 11; 1706, 7; 1707, 2; 1708, 

dorixd; see Index 6 

125, 127, 143,155; 1711, 19, 56, 61; 1714, 24; 

1717, 30, 43; 1719, 13, 18; 1721, 12; 1722, 9, 

28; 1723, 11, [19], [23], 25; 1724, 12; 1725, 

11; 1726, 9: 1727, 59; 1728, 14, 20, 21; 

1729, 42; 1780, 15, 23; 1781, 34; 1782, 7, 8, 
11; 1788, 11, 16, 65; 17384, 17; 1785, 19; 

1786, 9, 18, 19, 24, [35]; 1787, 7, 19, 28; 

1766, 7; 1775, 2, [10]; 1776, 2, 3; 1781, 3; 

1902 r., 2 

dopahys, 1711, 18. ev dopade?, 1651, 17. 70 
dopadés, 1662, 17; 1700, 7, 8; 1701, 7, 9 

aragia, 1711, [31], 34 
dtapayas, 1674, 103 

Gre, 1674, 2; 1676, 58. 
GTEKVOS, 1708, 64 
aTyLos, 1708, 33 

GToKt, 1716, 3; 1766, 12 (—xeu) 

av, 1708, 69 ; 
avyovoTd\uos. See Index 4 
av0aiperos, [1735, 1] 
aiPapérws, 1689, 8; 1692 (2), 8; [(4), 5]; 1695, 2; 

1714, 25; 1715, 4; 1765, 5; [1767, 11]; 1770, 
3; 1798, 10; 1872, 7; 1877, 2 

avlevréw, 1708, 38 
avbévrns, 1709, 26 
avOevria, 1678, 7; 1728, 16 (—rev.); 1729, 33 
avbevrixds, 1722, 26; 1724, 37; 1733, 37 

avs, 1708, 118, 136 
aida, 1728, 13 (?); 1788, 38 ; 1784, 3 ? — see note); 

1768, 5 
avdilopar, 1724, [1], 73 
avrapKns, 1674, 57 
abdre, 1708, 204; 1711, 66; 1872, 17 (?) 
avrdé@t, 1720, 13; 1722, 32; 1724, 44; 1733, 46; 

1791, 8 
avrokivytos, 1902 r., 7 
avtoxpatwp. See Index 3 (2) 

adroTedys, 1735, 8 
avroupyéw, 1841, 18 (?) 
adatpéw, 1674, 63 ; 1708, 36; 1830, 6 

ddeois: ev apéovet, 1674, 57 

adnyéeopat, 1729, 21 
adydtKd77s, 1708, 215 
adqr€, 1677, [29], 325 1708, 11; 1724, [3], 74 

adnovydlo, 1651, 15 
ainpt, 1676, 6; 1830, 7 
advéis, 1663, 9 

adiornp, (1677, 437]; 1711, 33 

dre 67, 1711, 37 
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aopilw, 1676, rx (apwp.) 
adopyy, 1711, 48; 1722, 41; 1780, 21; 1781, 23; 

1733, 57 

advotepéw, 1648, 23; 1649, 19 
ax pavros, 1675, 2 

axpt, 1651, 17; 1660, 14, 31; 1661, 17; 1663, 22; 

1728, 17; 1727, 40, 45; 1730, 10; 1784, 20; 

1737, 17 
axupoOyKn, 1768, 7 : 

axupor, 1694, 26 ; 1770, 20; 1824 
dabevdns ; 7d dyp., 1708, 134 

aapixopta, [1711, 39] 

BadSifa, 1727, 20 
Baos, 1718, 71, 74, 76 
Baddo,.1786, 18, 19 
BapBapixds, 1663, 6 

BapBapos, 1674, 79 
BapBapdw, 1674, 22 ; [1677, 36] 

Bapive, 1674, 86 
Bapis: Baptraros, 1676, 15 

*Baputedys, 1674, 33 

Bacwreta, See Index 3 (2) 
Bacirevs: B. Bactdevdvtwy Xprords, 1674, 83, For 

Bactreds as the Emperor, see Index 3 (2) 

Baciredw, 1674, 84 
Bacid.Kds, 1674, 11 dis, 30, 40; 1676, 34 (—Aetk.), 503 

1677, 37; 1678, 6; 1718, 79. BaovdrKy (yf), 

1827, 11 

Baorayy, 1722, 14 
Badeds, 1673, 20 
BéBasos, 1660, 38 ; 1686, 41 ; 1689, 21; 1691, 20; 

1692 (a), 19; [(4), 17]; 1698, 16; 1694, 24; 

1698, 10; 1711, 58 3 1712, 25; 1715, 16; [1717, 

44]; 1722, 46; [1728, 20]; 1724, 6, 51, 61, 63, 

64; 1727, 60; 1728, 21; 1729, 43; 1730, 6, 

24; 1781, 34; 17838, [8], 66; 1784, 17; 1735, 

19; 1736, 19; 1737, 19; 1768, 19; 1770, 21; 

1771, 11; [1772, 24]; 1795, 12; 1796, 17; 

1902 r., 2; verso 

BeBaidw, 1686, 38 ; 1708, 225; 1722, 50; 1724, 46; 
1788, 72; [17384, 6]; 1785, 22; 1841, 17 (?); 

1862, 7 
BeBaiwors, 1686, 38, 40; 1724, 47; 1733, 72; 

(1734, 6]; 1785, 22; 1871 

Bedtiwots, 1735, 18 
*Beoriov, 1654, 7, 12; 1708, 150, 213, 214, 223 

Bipa, 1718, 89 

Bia, 1707, 2; [1710, 8]; 1711, 60; [1714, 45]; 
(1717, 5]; 1724, 13; 1727, 23; 1783, 12 

Biawos, 1677, 25 
Buatws, 1676, 63 
BuiBd6ov, 1651, 9, 16 
*Buxapuaves. See Index 4 
Bios, 1674, 16; 1676, 5; 1708, 29; 1712, 9; 1713, 

16; 1727, 15, 29; 1780, 8 

Bioros, 1889 r., 12 
BdaBn, 1677, 11 (?) 
Bra Bos, 1735, 18 

BoyPea, 1650, 4 

Bonds. See Index 4 
Boorpddos, 1654, 2 (Bowr-), 3 (do.) 
Boppas, 1693, 12; 1722, 18 (acc. Boppa), 21 (do.), 

24; 1724, 25 (acc. Boppa), 26 (do.), 36; 1733, 

36, 42 (acc. Boppa); 1765, 9; 1768, 3, 11; 

1879 

Booy, 1692 (2), 16; (2), 15 

Booknpa, 1692 (2), 10, 15; (2), [7], 12, 14; 1695, 

17 

BovkdXos, 1769, 10 
Bovdevris. See Index 4 
Bovdevo, 1727, 25 
Bovdy ( =‘ will’), 1678, 6 
Bovdr (=‘ senate’). See Index 4 
BovdAnors, 1707, 11; 1785, 1. 

28, 77 

Bovdopou, 1660, 15 ; 1676, 46; 1677, 44(?); 1680, 
10; 1686, 34; 1689, 15; 1691, 8, 17; 1708, 

104, 244; 1711, 24, 55, 74; 1712, 18; 1714, 38; 

1715, 5, 13; 1727, 27; 1730, 21; 1786, 13; 

1787, 10; 1768,16; 1796, 9; 1872, 8; 18938, 

II 

Bpaxus, 1708, 33 
*BpéBuov, 1904, 2 

Bpéhos, 1712, 26; [1713, 30] 

dypados 2., 1709, 

yaXa, 1771, 10 
yadaxrotpopéw, 1708, 81 
yadnves  yadnvoraros, 1728, 2; 1724, 17 5 1727, 57 ; 

1736, 1; 1787, 1 

yadnvorns, 1733, 4 
yapery, 1707, 4; 1708, [237]; 1711, 50, 72; 1722, 

4, 25, 48; 1786, 35; 1762, 13 

yaperns, 1711, 53, 66 
yapéw, 1708, 43, 163 
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yapukds, 1708, 99; 1711, 4, [9], 19, 57, 71, 74) 80, 
87, 93; 1726, 13 

yapioke, 1708, 98, 168, 177 
yaj.os, 1708, 44, 50, 116, 178; 1709, 115; 1710, 4; 

1711, 20; 1712, 18; 1718, 15, 25, [26]; 1727, 

9; 1731, to 

yaoryHp, (1718, 30] 

yeitvia, 1686, 15 

yeirwv, 1708, 257; 1722, 23, 28; 1724, 34, 38; 

17338, 35, 39 
yéevnpa, 1677, 19; 1688, 7; 1689, 15; 1694, 17, 

26; 1697, 4; 1702, 4; 1772, 18; 1841, 21 

yeviKds, 1660, 4; 1661, 21; 1663, 46; 1711, 25; 

1736, 17 

yevvatos : yevvairaros, 1668, 17; 1670, 16 

yevvaw, 1730, 10 

yevvnots, 1731, 10 

yévos: éx yévous, 1686, 36. Kara yévos, 1724, 56; 

1784, 8 

*yeovxéw (L. and S. only ynoxéw), 1656, 4; 1714, 

15; [1797, 5]; 1876 

* *yeovpxy, 1695, 14 

*yeouxiKds, 1694, 21, 26 

yeovxos, 1833, 2 

yépar, 1691, 16; 1693, 7 
yewperpia, 1674, 30; 1770, 10 

yewperpiKds, 1718, 79, 86 

yeopyéw, 1689, 9; 1693, 8; 1694, 11; 1695, 9; 

1697, 11; 1705, 11; 1808, 2 

yewpyia, 1698, 7; 1827, 11 
yewpy.Kds, 1694, 11; 1696, 11 
yedpyvov, 1686, 14; [1688, 9?]; 1689, 9; 1690, 8; 

1692 (a), 10, 12,16; (4), [7]-10; 1694, 8; 1705, 

9; 1766, 8 

yewpyos, 1682, 4; 1695, 10; 1705, 4; 1765, 4; 
1768, 27; 1770, 2, 28; 1771, 3, 18; 1772, [4], 

[26], 38; 1785, 2; 1889; 1878; 1907 quater 

Y7, 1674, 30, 35, 43; 1686, 12, 31; 1689, 12; 1714, 

42; 1765,9; 1772, 10; 1779, introd.; [1878]. 

idfa yi, 1827, 18 

yyovov, 1674, 95; 1761, 19; 1907 
yipas, 1827 
ynpadoKe, 1827 
yivopat, 1659, 5; 1660, 25; 1661, 13; 1662, 14; 

1663, [8], 24; 1664, 3; 1665, 2, 3; 1666, 3; 

1667, 7; [1668,6]; 1669, 4; 1671, 7; 1672, 9; 

1678, 6, and passim ; 1674, 107; 1676, 7, 12, 36, 

. 42, 47, 51, 68; 1677, 22, 47; 1684, 2; 1686, 19; 

1687, 11; 1694, 16; 1698,3; 1699, 15; 1701, 

6; 1708, 86, 120, 127, 137, 155, 161, 172, 174, 

179, 232, 235; 1711, 40; 1712, 10; [1718, 29]; 

1714, 8, 47; 1715, 12; 1717, 12, 17; 1718, 87; 

1720, 19; 1721, 6; 1722, 27, 32; 1728, 10; 

1724, 43, 77; 1725, 16; 1728, 7; 1729, 12, 

20, 54; 1780, 31; 1781, 16, 32, 50; 1782, 11; 

1738, 46, 81; 1786, 12; 17387, 9, 28; 1789, 3; 

1740, 3; 1747, 3; 1748, 2; 1750, 2, 5, 8; 
1758, 2, 3;.1758, 4; 1759, 3; 1760, 2; 1768, 

25; 1766, to, 14; 1768, 13; 1772, 14; 1774, 

9, 195, 1776, 23 1779; 3 3, 1780, 73 IF81,..3; 

1782, 4; 1783, 4, 8; 1784, [3], 6, 9; 1785, 

[5]; 1787, 6, 25, 26; 1796, 12; 1799, 4; 1803, 

2; 1804, 5; 1806, 2, 3; 1808,5, 6; 1828, 6; 

1833, 7; 1841, 20; 1872, 17; 1897; 1904, 9 

ywookw, 1659, 2, 10, 13 

yrukis : yAvxtraros, 1789, 6 

y\Gooa, 1729, 20 

ydor(7)dKopov, 1828, 11, 12 
yvycvos, 1711, 17; 1718, 16; 1787, 14 
yvnoiws, 1711, 27 

yvepn, 1705, 5; 1714, 43; 1722,8; 1724, [3], 74; 

1733, 14 

yvepy.os, 1708, 257 

yvaous, 1663, 12 ; 1672, 1(?); 1708, 68, 131, 225 ; 

1709, 117; 1762, 1; 1807, 10 

yrwotyp. See Index 4 , 
ydpos, 1714, 39. See also Index 6 

yovevs, 1674, 7, 28; 1691, 13; 1697, 9; 1708, 108, 
200, 247, 252; 1711, 21; 1722, 17; 1724, [4], 

753; 1727, 323 1738, 34 

yovy, 1833, 8 
you.kds, 1691, 9, 12; 1693, 3; 1708, 39 

yovykia. See ovyxia 
ypéppa, 1715, 9. Measure, 1823, 7. ypdupara, 

1647, 16; 1649, 23; 1651, 23; 1661, 25 

(ypapara); 1679, 8; 1682, 2; 1685, 6; 1687, 

20 (yapp.); 1689, 24; 1692 (a), 22 (ypa-~ 

para); (6), 21; 1693, 18; 1695, 22; 1701, 12; 

1702, 7; 1711, 83, 89, 95; 1722, 52; 17238, 24 

(ypapara); 1724, 81; 1727, 66; 1728, 26; 

1729, 46; 1780, 27; 1781, 4x (ypapara); 1738, 

44; 1784, 24; 1785, 24, 25; 1786, 28; 1768, 

22; 1770, 23; [1771, 12]; 1772, 28; 1787, 15, 

23; 1791,1; [1798, 22?]; 1795, 15; 1796, 20; 

1807, 8; 1824 (?) 

ypapparetov, 1661, 30 (—r..?); 1716, 15, 16; 
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[1719, 19]; 1728, 19; 1725, 16; 1728, 11; 

1787, 19; 1764, 7, 9 (—t.); 1772, 24, 26, 

[30], 31; 34, [38] ; 1897 

ypappareds, 1662, 24 

ypady, 1906 
ypadw, 1647, 16; 1649, 22, 24; 1651, 23; 1660, 

39; 1661, 25, 29; 1662, 25; 1677, 42; 1684, 

4; [1687, 20]; 1689, [24], 25; 1692 (a), 22, 

24; (2), 21, [26]; 1698, 18; 1695, 22, 25; 

1696, 18; introd., 29; 1699, 9, 14; 1701, 12, 

14; 1702, 7; 1708, 252; 1711, 83, 89, 95; 

1712, 5 ; 1718, 8; 1722, 51; 1728, 24; 1724, 

80; 1727, 66, 73; 1728, 26, 29; 1729, 46; 

1780, 27, 30; 1781, 41, 49; 1782, 10 d¢s; 1788, 

73; 1784, 24, 31; 1735, 23, 25, 29; 1786, 27; 

1739, 3; 1746, 2; 1747, 3; 1748, 4; 1750, 2, 

5; 1753, 2; 1755, 11; 1764, 8,10; 1768, 22; 

WMO 23s LT bas 27s ATID) 2831776, 3; 

1779, 4; 1780, 8; 1781, 3; 1783, 5, 7; 1784, 
3, 6, 9; 1785, 5; 1786, 6 (eyeypadke.), 27; 

1787, 24; 1788, 3, 7,9; 1791,11; [1798, 22 ?]; 

1795, 12, 15, 20; 1796, 20 (expawa); 1806, 3, 

4; 1836, 16; 1862, 10; 1890 

yupvale, 1717, 22 bis 

yupvaciapyéw, See Index 4 
yupvds, 1830, 7 
yuvaixddeddos, 1708, 88 
yur, 1708, 47 ; 1711, [37], 67; 1788, 2; 1879 

Saipwr, 1712, 10; 1718, 20 
Sapvdpuos (obscure). See Index 4, dovxnvdpuos 
Saveilo, [17238, 8]; 1736, 10; 1737, 7 
Sdvewov, 1674, 87 (—x1.), 89 (do.); 1681, 6 (?) 
Savearys, 1674, 85 (—nor.), 88 (do.); 1708, 233 

(do.) 

Satravda, 1748, 5 (?) 
Samdvn, 1655, 5; 1708, 134. See Index 6 
Samdvynpa, 1660, 18; 1686, 38; 1708, 61, 149; 

1729, 19; 1730, 12,18; 1738, 63; 1735, 18 

Sacpds, 1708, 198 
Séyots, 1677, 3 
Set. See dé 

Setxvups, 1668, 9; 1711, 41 
SeiAawos, 1678, 2 
SetEis, 1794, 11 (8:E.) 
Sexaerys, 1874 
Sékaros, 1691, 3; 1695, 3; (1728, 3]; 1725, 4; 

1741, 2; 1745, 2; 1754, 2; 1772, 10; 1797, 

Ir; 1804, 3 

—dékaros, 1715, 6 
*Séxpyrov, 1674, 45; 1685, 3 (dux.) 
deAtiov, 1674, 101 

d€ua, 1771, 10 
Sefapery, 1694, 10; 1769, 5; 1879 
Sdopat. See under d¢w 
SedvTws, 1898 B, 13 
*Sepmorvdor, 1790, 5 (—rouA.) 

Seomdlw, 1686, 21 ; 1722, 36; 1724, 52; 1727, 36; 
1733, 53; 1784, 13 

Seomoreta, 1676, 12; 1686, 22 ; 1719, 16 ; 1728, 16; 
1724, 22, 34; 1735, [2], 8, 10 

Seamdrns: of God, 1658, 3; 1674, 83; 1729, 22. 
of Christ, 1727, 28; [1788, 1]; 1899, 2. of 

the Emperor, 1647, 3; 1651, 1; 1660, 35; 

1661, 1; 1676, 57, 69; 1686, 2; 1692 (a), 
25, (8)j. x3, 1907;.1, 45,1708, 1; [2710, x}; 

(1711, 1]; 1712, 1; 1718, 2; 1714, 9; 1717, 
32}; 1722, 1; 1728, '1, [3]; 1724, 18; 1725, 

Py U726; 2)9 LIST, £55845 728,. 23 27289, T5 

1780, 1; 1781, 1, 2; [1788, 2]; 1736, 2; 1787, 

2; 1774,1; 1777,1; 1798,8; 1855,1; 1874; 

1875; [1899, 4]. as an honorific title, 1660, 6; 

1677, 2, 39; 1682, 6; 1789, introd.; 1786, 2, 

24, 30; 1787, 9, 14-16; 1831, 1, 4; 1887 dz; 

1890 37s; 1892, 1. vocative, déo70ra, 1674, 21 ; 

1675, 7; 1677, 57; 1685, 6; 1786, 29; 1790, 

11. plur. deondrat, 1678, 6 

Seootikds, 1686, 34; 1711, 21, [22]; 1735, 5; 

1766, 9 (—zo08.) 

SeDpo, 7, 1708, 82, 217 ; (1718, 29] 

Sevrepos, 1661, 4, 13; 1663, 21; 1687, 3; 1688, 2; 
1708, 6, 10(?), 79, 82, 176; 1722, 20; 1728, 2, 

14; 1724, 27; 1725, 4; 1727, 2; 1728, 4; 

. 1729, 2,3; 1781, 3; 17838, 18, 42, 51; 1769, 1; 

1806, 3 
déxopat, 1663, 10; 1679, 7; 1680, 14; 1682, 2; 

1688, 1; 1702, 2; 1704, 5; 1706, 2; 1708, 

164, 181; 1724, 58; 1780, 14; 1731, 20, 21; 

1735, 6(?); 1780, 4; 1781, 1; 1788, 8; 1789, 

3; 1796, 12 

Séw, 1708, 253. dei, 1714, 42. S€ouat, 1676, 18 ; 
1708, 117; 1729, 14; 1836, 9 

87 : A€yw 37, 1692 (2), 10; 1889 r., 12, v., 3 
dyd(_ ), 1762, 3, 7 
Sydady, 1663, 24; 1693, 12; 1796, 17 
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Snover, 1661, 19; 1796, 5 
Sydos, 1784, 18 
Snow, 1659, 16 ; 1708, 56, 131 ; 1711, 9; 1714, 21; 

1788, 5; 1896, x 
Snpdorns, 1678, 7 (—pwr.); 1708, 265 
Snpooros : of ris Kédyys 8., 1827, 17. 7d 8., 1658, 

9(?), 11 @), 300), 36 @), 40), 54-59 (7); 1654, 
3; 1668, 29. dSyudoia; see Index 6. ev dypoole, 

1728, 28 (riu.). ey TO Syuoot(?), 1711, 9. 4. 

dvvGva, 1758, 2. év dnpoolw dpxelw, 1781, 31. 

yi} Snuoota (?), 1765, 9. 8. vydv, 1661, 23, 31. 

dvyov 8., 1661, 13, 14; 1674, 43. 5. Kori, 

1686, 18. 8. Aavpa, 1724, 36. 8. Adyos, 1664, 

4; 1674, 42, 66; 1676, 36, 39, 49; 1687, 4. 

d. 6dds, 1648, 17. 3. 8piov, 1828, 14. 8. mAota, 

1823, 4. 6. mpdxropes, 1676, 23. pvun 4, 

1722, 23, 26. 6. otros, 1755, 3; 1756, 5; 

1757, 4. 5. ovvrédeva, 1676, 35. 98. tlrAos, 

1674, 48. év 8. romm, 1728, 26; 1724, 81; 

1729, 47; [1893 B, 15]. 8. pdpor, 1676, 50 

Syvapiov. . See Index 7 (a) 
Sore. See olocdijmore 
Symov, 1729, 18 

diaBaivew, 1680, 14 
diaBodw, 1677, 5 

dvaBodtKds, 1781, 11 (—fovrd.) 
Siayivopar, 1676, 40 

Siaypady. See Index 6 

Sudyw, 1707, 4; 1708, 118 
Siado0x7, 1727, 32 

SuddoxXos, 1717, 15, 16 ; 1785, 10, 12 
dudeots, 1715, 8; 1791, 1; 1877, 7 
SiaOyKn, 1879 
Svarpéw, 1708, 202 

*Siavots (var. of dfeors), 1712, 4; 1718, 8 

Stara, 1707, 5; 1724, 57; 1727, 50; 1729, 37; 
1781, 25; 1782, 4; 1784, 9(?) 

duakatéyw, 1874; 1877, 3 
SuaKdroxos, 1717, 15, 17; 1785, 10, 12 

SudKeyat, 1680, 3, 73 1686, 7, 12; 1689, 12; 

1690, 11; 1691,15; 1692(a), 14; (2), [10], 13; 

1694, 8; 1695, 6; [1696, 6]; introd., 16; 

1697, 5; 1715, 8; 1722, 12; 1783, 24; 1765, 

7; 1768, 9; 1769, 8; 1770, 7; 1807, 9(?); 

[1877, 10]; 1900, 4° 

Svaxovia (?), 1714, 35 (see note) 
Sudkovos. See Index 4 

SvaKopedw, 1711, 18 (unk. aor.) 

Sudkpiors, 1708, 126 . 

Sudkav. See Index 4 

*Svahadia, 1674, 45; 1680, 10(—Aeu.); 1902 v. 
SiakapBave, 1708, 6 

SudAvors, 1712, 4, 11, 24; 1717, 38, 42, 52 
Svadvw, 1712, 17; 1717, 29 
Svapov7, 1677, 56; 1707, 6; {1717, 32]; 1724, 17; 

1727, 57°. 
Si.avoew, 1676, 29 

Suavdnpua, 1724, 15; 1788, 14 

Sidvoua, 1727, 18 

Svavopn, 1763, 25 (?) 
Sid wavrds, 1686, 22; 1712, 24; 1717, 43; 1735, 

17; 1902r., 1. ——— dnd zavros, [1734, 6]. 

kal dnd mavrés, 1724, 47. dad mavros Kal 

bua mavTds, 1686, 39 

Siudmpacis, 1708, 148 
Suampdrre, 1660, 31 

Svapmayy, 1677, 34 

Svacadéw, 1708, 17 

Sudonpos : diacnpdraros, 1647, 1; 1651, 18; 1827 
*Siacradpds, 1686, 17 } 

Suacrodevds. See Index 4 
SiacTodyH, 1711, 10; 1714, 22 
*SudoroXov, 76, 1727, 58 
Siacrpody, 1676, 22 
SiaTrdoow, 1674, 44; 1722, 38; 1788, 54 

Suaredéw, 1677, 7 
SvariOynpr, 1676, 48 
Svatpépo, 1711, 27; 1729, 15 
SiarpiBo, 1651, 8 

Siatpody, 1708, 197, 223 
*Siddavpa, 1684, 4 
Suadépw, 1680, 6; 1686, 41; 1708, 32; 1714, 30; 

1823, 4 

Siapbeipw, 1674, 62 
Siadopa, 1712, 9; 1727, 43 
Sudpopos, 1654, 7; 1697, 9; 1701, 4; 1708, 62, 

129; 1714, 32; 1769, 3 

Svadvddrrw, 1660, 36 
Siaxwpila, 1676, 44 
SiuSaoKw, 1674, 5, 6; 1676, 2; 1677, 9; 1706, 5; 

1708, 111 

SiSwpt, 1655, 8, 10; 1660, 42; [1664, 1]; 1665, 
1; 1666, 1; 1668, 10; 1669, 6; 1670, 20; 

1678, 160-162; 1686, 23; 1689, 16; 1691, 18; 

1692 (2), 17; [(2), 15]; 1694, 14, 15, 25; 1695, 

15, 17, 243 1696, 13; 1698, 9; 1699, 14; 1700, 
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9; 1701, 6; 1708, 59, 106, 126, 148, 170, 178, 

184 a, 230, 233, 255; 1712, 27; 1716,5; 1729, 

26, 34, 38; 1780, 22; 1781, 11, 14, 26; 1740, 

23° L741, i3° 17455 3°) 1760; F573 La; 4: 

1753, 1; 1758, 1; 1759, 1; 1760, 1; 1779, 1; 

1782, 2; 1783, 3, 4; 1784, 2; 1785, 3; 1786, 

16; 1787, 18, 20; 1789, 3; 1791, 1; 1799, 3; 

1807, ©; 1808, 4; 1834; 1839; 1841, 19; 

1865 ; 1879 
di€pxopuar, 1708, 169 

dverys, 1705, 7; 1708, 1844; 1765, 5 
Sievrvxéw, 1647, 14; 1651, 20 

Sunvexys, 1686, 11; 1735, 9 

Suxalw, 1709, 13 

duxatodoyia, 1708, 26, 186, 262; 1709, 16 
Sixatos, 1676, 65; 1729, 31; 1783, 30, 33. 7d 

dixavov, 1686, 7, 34; 1691, 11; 1692 (a), 11, 16; 

[(2), 8,14]; 1698, 5; 1694, 10; 1695, 8; 1696, 

6; 1697, 8,10; 1707, 6; 1708, 221; 1714, 35; 

1722, 15-17; 1727, 32; 1768, 8; 1769, 4, 6, 8; 

1877, 8; 1900, 3. d/kata, 1660, 26; 1677, 7; 

1678, 4; 1680, 13. d:xaim, 1661, 20; 1663, 

47; 1711, 65; 1717, 49;. (1728, 12?]; 1724, 

22; 17385, 2; 1893 8B, 17 

Suxatoovvn, 1676, 64; 1678, 4 
Sixaiwpa, 1691, 12; 1707, 8 
Sixacrypiov, 1679, 1; 1680, 15. 

1660, 25; 1729, 37. 

8.,1712, 16. pare ev 8.7) emixwply 7 ev trepopto 

pyre éxros 6., 1717, 26-27 

duxacrys, 1732, 4; 1902 v. 

SukacTiKos, 1663, 10, 13 

Sikn, 1708, 248; 1711, 48; 1712, 28; 1716, 8; 1785, 

év 8. H éxros 5., 

év 8. olwdimore 7 exrods 

19. KaOdmep ex dixns, 1660, 47; 1711, 65; 

1717, 50; 1772, 24. dixnv as preposition, 1674, 

79 
*Sixpyntov. See *déxpnrov 

*Suparvov : d. € pérpoy, 1718, 6, 7, 26, 27, 32, 33, 

36-41, 46, 47, 66. 8. 5° pérpov, 1718, 4, 5, 16, 

17, 34, 35) 42-45, 67 
Sipoupos, 1841, 15; 1877, 6 
610, 1677, 39; 1708,. 48 
Siovxéw, 1678, 6; 1686, 17; 1722, 37; 1727, 36; 

1783, 53 
dioiknors, (1668, 7]; 1727, 27 
StowxnTys, 1660, 7; 1690, 4; 1704, 3° 
SudAov, 1674, 31; 1708, 73, 86; 1711, 40 
ditaciws, 1686, 40 

Vv. x xX 

SovKiKos. 
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Sumdods, 1656, 6, 7, 13; 1783, 64. 
32; 1724, 62; 1735, 18 

Sis, 1727, 25 
dtoads, 1695, 20; 1712, 4; 1718, 7; 1795, 12 
Storeyos, 1715, 7 

év di7AG, 1660, 

Sixa, 1661, 16; 1674, 44; 1700, 6; 1711, [24], 39; 
1712, 28 ; 1714, 45 ; 1716, 8; 1727, 22; 

Sitba, 1674, 65 
dudKw, 1708, 25, 140, 146 

Sidpvé, 1718, 74; 1896, 3; 1904, 8 (masc.) 
*Soxdptov, 1891 

Soxéw, 1676, 32; 1707, 5; 1708, 122, 187; [1711, 
17]; 1712, 25; 1728, 8,17; 1780, 19; 1781, 

19, 33; 1784, 14 

*Soxuxds. See *doyixds 

Soxydlw, 1708, 189 ; 1731, 19 
Sdxtpos, 1711, 22, [23]; [1719, 8]; 1721, 4; 1722, 31; 

1723, 10, 18; 1725, 13; 1785, 5; 1766, 9 

SdXos, 1660, 31 ; 1707, 2; [1710, 8]; 1711, 60; 1717, 

5; 1724, 13; 1726, 13; 1727, 23; 1781, 32; 

1738, 13 

1788, 12. xara 5., 1660, 28 

Sopa, 1660, 21 
*Sopertixds. See Index 4 
Sodas, 1678, 7, 35, 37, 59, 67, 77, 87, 104, 136, 156, 

176, 186, 198, 228, [253], 277, 285, 293, [304], 
350, 378, 379, [400]; 1695, 15; 1708, 246; 
1786, 17 

*Socodnprbia, 1727, 45 

Sovxnvdptos. See Index 4 

See Index 4 x 

Sovdeia, 1674, 18 

Sovdevw, 1727, 11 ; 1729, 17 
Sovdos, 1674, 15; [1678, 2, 32]; 

(rovaA.) 

*§00€. See Index 4 

*SoyiKds, 1779, 3 47s (Sox”); 1907 is (? — 80") 
Spopos, 1798, 2 
SpdEyua, rd. See rpdfa 

Svvapat, 1651, 14; 1674, 45, 56; 58 (Suvnueba), 103; 

1678, 4; 1708, 156, 210, 237; 1711, 66; 1724, 
56; 1727, 39 ds; 1729, 36; 1780, 12; 1788, 

63; 1784, 8 

Svvapis, 1660, 38; 1676, 37a; 1711, 75; 1717, 12; 
1729, 11; 1788, 34; 1769, 5. épyp kal duvdwet, 

1660, 43; 1711, 47; 1712, 22; 1717, 40; 1727, 
53; 1728, 19; 1729, 34; 1780, 22; 1781, 29. 

kata dtvayw, 1879 

duvacretia, 1676, 63 

1786, 5; 1887 
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duvards, 1711, 28 

Svodnpéw, 1708, 51 
Svodypia, 1660, 25; 1677, 16 (—peu.) 
SwdS€xaros, 1661, 3; 1662, 13, 20; 1705, 8; 1720, 

2; 1728, 2; 1728, 3; 1783, 3; 1770,5; 1772, 

[2]; 1784, 2; 1785, 3; 1864, 3; 1872, 3, 10 

Sapa, 1724, 27, 29; 1738, 27, 43, 51, 61; 1768, 6 
Swped, 1709, 36, 45, 53+ mpd yduou 6., 1708, 116; 

1711, 20 (Swpwv). dwpedy as adv., 1708, 224 

S@pov, 1674, 2; 1676, 58 

€avTov, 1677, 19; 1708, [9?], 29, 40, 41, 35s 59> 

220; 1710, 10; 1711, 38; 1712, 4,11; 1881, 5 

é€dw, 1677, 15; 1708, 81; 1786, 9, 23; 1789, 4 

€BSomos, 1662, 11; 1689, 17; 1690, 8; 1726, 1; 
1766, 2; 1872, 3 

€BSopooKaverkds, 1794, 11 
éyytora, 1786, 26 (evx.) 
eyyovos, 1722, 38; 1781, 27; 1788, 54; 1734, 8 
€yypados, 1660, 2; 1661, 10; 1676, 51 (—daus dat. 

plur.); 1686, 10; 1708, 138, 142, 234; 1710, 7; 

1711, 18; 1712, 4, 11, 14; 1718, 24; 1714, 24; 

[1717, 20]; 1722,9; 1724, 12; 1725, 11; 1727, 

21; 1728, 13 (?); 1729, 10; 1780, 16; 1781, 

23, 34; 1788, 11, 16, 30; 1736, 9; 1787, 7; 

1766, 7; 1769, 5 

eyypadw, 1648, 7; 1649, 8; 1663, 44, 47; 1680, 
13; 1708, 125; 1711, 76; 1712, 20, 21; [1715, 

19]; 1727," 34, 37, 60, [83]; 1724, 783 1727, 

55,65; 1728, 25; 1729, 45; 1781, 30, 40 (evy.); 

1734, 22 (evy.); 1785, 22; 1795, 14 (evy.) 

eyypadas, 1676, 48, 51 

eyyvaw, 1648, 20; 1649, 16; 1711, 78, 85, 90; 1782, 
33) 1767,-7 3 1776, x3 1708; x0 

eyyunrys, 1711, 7, 70; 1782, 6 

*éyyunrtixos, 1782, 8, 11 

éyyvs, 1660, 21; 1682, 4; 1711, 54 

eyKaKéw, 1708, 92 

eykahéw, 1712, 15, 16; 1717, 25 is; 1722, 39 dis, 

41; 1727, 40; 1780, 19, 20, 21 ;"1781, 25; 1788, 

55) 56, 59; 1784, 9(?); 1785, 14; 1881,-6 (evk.) 

€yKaptos, 1779, 2 (evk.) 
€yKeyat, 1724, 44, 59, 62; 1788, 71; 1787, 18 
eyxerpila, 1648, 11 (ey’xip.?), 20; 1649, 12 (eryip.), 

Dp leyee) 7 
edados, 1722, 12, 23, 36, 43, 49 

€dvov, 1708, 136, 196; [1725, 13]. 

1712, 1331718, 25° 

é6va, 1711, 20; 

€0€w, 1727, 47 . ‘ 
€OvuKds, 1664, 5 

€0os, 1674, 7, 23 
e’ye, 1708, 41; 1764, 5 
eldov. See dpdw 

eldos, 1659, 13; 1708, 33, 125, 124, 129, 131, 193, 

198, 246; 1709, 38; 1712, 13; 1727, 35 ds; 
1862, 6 

eikds, 1769, 1; 1772, 1; 18938, 12 
TpOTos, 1712, 2 i 

€ikds, 1676, 20; 1686, 20 

*eixoouréraptos, 1751, 3 (exooiror®) 

eikooT0s, 1767, 1 
eBSopos, 1661, 2 
evaros, [1692 (a), 3] 
Tptros, 1686, 4 

eikoT@s, 1708, 107 

eihuxpwvys, 1711, 35; 1722, 9; 1783, 15 
elvEeKa, 1677, 24 

eimov. See réyw : 

*cipnvapxos (L. and S. only —xns). “See Index 4 
eipyvn, 1892, 2 
eipynvixds, 1680, 13 ; 1713, 17 

cicayyéd\\w, 1648, 7; 1649, 8 
elodyw, 1708, 147 

cio epyop.at, 1648, 9; 1649, 9; 1692 (a), 10; [(2), 6}; 
1714, 26; 1765, 6; 1766, 11 (ec.); 1769, 1; 

1770, 5; 1774, 10 ° 

eicoo—, 1660, Ir 

eic'080s, 1723, 13; 1733, 23 
elomnpdw, 1841, 26 
elompaégis, 1678, 59, 67; 1888; 1869 
elompaTTw, 1676, 49 
ciohépw, 1663, 17; 1674, 10; 1676, 35 
eira, 1708, 51, 243, 259. See also xdra 

eiTe, 1660, 8, 9 (e1de) 
etw0a, 1708, 181 
€xaorTos, 1660, 13 ds; 1661, 15; 1674, 35, 42, 43, 

53; 1676, 49; 1691, 18; 1698, 9; (1696, 13?]; 

1708, 146, 152, 164, 173, 228, 238, 261; 1711, 

7, 8, 22, 62, 71, 75; 71D, 1; 1715, 11, 12; 

1729, 21; 1786, 14; 1787, 11 ; 1768, 15; 1770, 

10 d7s; 1771, 6; 1781, 2; 1798, 13; 1886 ds; 

1889 r., 12. Kal’ éxdorny (sc. dpav), 1674, 

22 

Exdrepos, 1707, 6 ; 1708, 183, 263; 1711, 56; 1712, 
18, 19 ' 

éxatooTy. See Index 6 it 
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exBaddw, 1698, 7; 1711, 30, 43; 1731, 16 

exBacrs, 1659, 3 
*éxBodeds. See Index 4 
exyivopat, 1708, 209 

exdeyouat, 1675, 6, 7 

ExOiS@pt, 1662, 19, 22; 1665, 2; 1679, 15; 1680, 
22; 1686, 42; 1708, 52, 98, 111, 117, 143; 

1711, 61; 1722, 27, 45; 1727, 59; 1729, 42; 

1750, 3, 7; 1764, 12 

eKdiKnots, 1674, 102 

€xouKos. See Index 4 

*éxdiwéts, (1663, 6] 
éxdoo1s : kar’ &kdoow, 1711, 16 

€xelvos, 1677, 20; 1686, 15; 1708, 95, 112, 121, 

132, 157, 197; 1709, 86; 1787, 17 (prob. exw.) 

€Keloe, 1691, 14; 1696, 9 

éxkdnoia, 1694, 8; 1705, 9; 1719, 3; 1724, 80; 

1781, 46; 1734, 25 (—xdvo.), 26; 1762, 16; 

1776, 1; 1777, 5; 1782, 1; 1788, 1; 1784, 1, 
10; 1785, 1; 18382; 1896 

exkpov, 1708, 220 

éxhoytotia, 1708, 159 
expioOdw, 1694, 7; 1705, 10; 1708, 38; 1785, 11; 

1871 

€xovo1os, 1722, 8; 1733, 14 

Exovciws, 1660, 3; [1689, 8]; 1692 (2), 8; [(2), 5]; 
1695, 1; 1714, 24; 1715, 4; [1765, 5]; 1767, 

11; [1770, 2]; 1798, 10; 1872, 7; 1877, 2 

exTraat, 1674, 34; 1678, 7 

éx7rovéw, 1676, 30; 1716, 5 

éexoTrdw, 1674, 107 

exTedew, 1660, 29; 1718, 17; 1727, 37 

extiOnut, 1708, 105, 155, 259; 1781, 34; 1784, 

16 

ExTLoLs, 1668, 45; 1719, 7; 1721, 2 

€xTOs, 1660, 25; 1663, 13; 1695, 9, 14; 1712, 16; 
1717, 27; 1729, 37; 1786, 24; 1796, 7; 18938, 

15 
ExTOS, 1665, 2 47s; 1689, 2; 1690, 1; 1696, introd., 

10; 1697, 4; 1702, 4; 1721, 10; 1722, 1; 1744, 

3; 1808, 6 

kat S€xatos, 1729, 3 

EKTOTE, 1676, 6; 1708, 48 

expoptor, 1677, 14; 1687, 9; 1694, 19; 1695, 11; 

1766, 8; 1772, 8; 1779, 1; 1780, 5; 1781, 1; 

1782, 3; 1784, 2; 1785, 3; 1841, 23, 24 

exxopew, 1898 
€xov, 1707, 2; 1710, 8; 1711, 59; [1717, 4]; 1720, 
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15; 1724, 12 (exouvres); [1726, 13]; 1727, 22; 

1738, 11; 1785, 2 

€datov, 1708, 148, 154 
*é\avoupyds, 1673, 95, 102; 1699, 5 

éharrwpa, 1677, 22 (cAaco.); 1724, 15; 1727, 24 
éXarrwy: éddrrov, 1686, 30; 1714, 31; 1770, 7 
ehdxicros, 1676, 7, 20, 44; 1724, 79, 88; 1727, 35, 

70; 1728, 26; 1729, 4, 40, 44, 49; 1781, 42; 

1783, 73, 743; 1784, 25 

éawy, 1769, 3 

édeewvds, 1677, 3 

e€deevoTys, 1676, 4 (cdciv.) 

€eos, 1675, 6 
*é\evOepixas (L. and S. adj. only), 1674, 16 
€hevOepos, 1711, 33, 68 
EAK@, 1674, 15 
éehi€ya, 1660, 30 

E\Adytpos : eAdroydraros, 1797, 3 
é\rrile@, 1709, 45 (geAmuze) ; 1889 r., 6 (eAmd.), 7 

(do,) 
éXzris, 1676, 52; 1711, 16; 1712, 9; 1713, 16; 1889r., 

12 (?) 

€“avTov, 1711, 15 

euBodn, 1823, 6. See also Index 6 

Eu pevo, 1660, 41; 1698, 9 dis, 10; 1712, 20, 22; 

(1717, 34]; 1781, 31; 1782, 5; 1795, 10 

€uos, 1651, 14; 1659, 8; 1660, 3, 40; 1664, 5; 
1676, 3, 4, 12, 37, 47, 48; 1677, 20, 21, 23, 50; 

1686, 24, 43; 1691, 12; 1692 (a), 17; (4), 15; 

1693, 11,12; 1699, 8; 1706, 10; 1708, 46, 92, 

100, 101; 1711, 25, [29], 30, 68, 72; 1716, 12; 

1717, 14; 1728, 20; 1729, 24, 40; 17380, 8, 19, 

22; 1781, 30, 36; 1785, 13; 1768, 12; 1786, 

24, 27,30; 1787, 5; 1789, 2; 1791, 3, 5; 1798, 

17; 1796, 6, 8, 15; 1878; 1879; 1898 

€umrerpia, 1663, 3; 1708, 91; 1714, 37 ; 

Eu7rerpos, 1708, 188 
eutrepexw, 1674, 47; 1711, 62 (ev7.) 

eprint, 1729, 13 (ev7.) 
éumirrevo, 1708, 143 (evm.); 1714, 49 

€umhéw, 1714, 37 

€utropos, 1674, 85 
eumpoo- bev, 1674, 73 

éupavera, 1793, 11 ~ 
eudavilw, 1708, 225; 1709, 79 (eaxthamrceas); 1731, 

35 

€varyxos, 1708, 87 (evayx.) 

évdryw, 1708, 12, 24, 145, 154, 182, 208, 232, 250, 

XxX2 
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261; 1728, 16,17; 1729, 24; 1781, 13, 22, 25; 

1784, 9 (?); 1735, 14 

évaytios, 1787, 10. ék ray évayrlwy, 1718, 19 
*€vamrodetKTws, 1708, 135 
évatrohavw, 1727, 26 

€vapxos, 1651, 4 

€vatos, 1748, 3 (evr.) 
évypadw. See éyypddw 
evdeva, 1676, 47; 1677, 29 
évdeikvupt, 1711, 38; 1727, 10 

évdéxaros, 1694, 7; 1723, 4; 1788, 4; 1772, 10; 
1794, 12 

évoudsvoKe, 1711, 27 

evdov, 1651, 8 
evdo£os, 1674, 6, 25; 1676, 2; 1677, 16. évdogd- 

taros, 1660, 7; 1661, 3; 1663, 7; 1665, 2; 

1666, 4; 1675, 8; 1684,1; 1686, 4; 1689,1; 
1690, 1, 10; 1691, 2; 1692(a), 3, 13; (2), 2, 

[10]; 1695, 16; 1708, 80, 83; 1719, 1, 2; 

1765, 1; 1766, 1 (—fwr.); 1767, 1; 1786, 2 
(—£wr.); 1797, 1; 1841, 1; 1872, 2 

evdo€drns, 1668, 9 
*évddrepor (L. and S,"—pw), 1768, 2 
€evdvw, 1708, 216 
eveupt, 1660, 3; 1691, 11; 1714, 34 
€veka, 1781, 13 
évexev, 1717, 28; 1780, 21; 1781, 25; 1784, 9; 

1735, 14 ' 

evédkw, 1676, 34; 1695, 12 

*éveritpét@, 1677, 15 
évépyeva, 1731, 11 

évéxupor, 1661, 20; 1663, 46; 1711, 65; 1717, 49; 

1728, 11; 1786, 17; 1787, 13, 18 (evexep.); 1847; 

1893 B, 17 

€véx@, 1687, 16 (?); 1711, 7, 49, 71; 1724, 49 

evOgv0a. See évraida 
éviavoatos, 1692 (2), 9; (2), 6; 1794, 9 
éviavo.os, 1688, 7; 1697, 3; 1795, 7 

éviaurés, 1654, [12?], 16,17; 1676, 40; 1690, 7; 1694, 
6; 1708, 160 47s, 182; 1796, 5,10; 1824; 1841, 

9. kar év.,1872,15. Kal? éxaoror év., 1691, 18 

(xar’ ex. ev.); [1696, 13?]; 1786, 14; 1770, 11 

évidpto, 1663, 4 

eviornpt, 1722, 33 
évx—. For words so beginning see éyx— 
EVVEAKALOEKATOS, 1710, 3; 1766, 2.(?) 

€vvomos, 1712, 9; 1724, 65; 1727, 60; 1729, 43; 
1730, 24; 1731, 13, 35; 17838, 9, 66 

_ 

WORDS 

evoiKeéw, 1676, 58; 1678, 5 

€voikiov, 1691, 18 (—xeu.); 1708, 110 (—xeu.), 162, 
170 (—xkeu.), 172 (do.), 184 (do.), 193 (do.), 

203 (do.); 1715, 10 (do.), 12 (do.), 18 (do.); 

1768, 12 (do.), 14 (do.), 27; 1804 (? —own|x.); 

“1872, 13, 17. 

€voiKohoyew, 1708, 39 

€voLkos, 1768, 16 

évopkéw, 1675, 1; 1902 v. 

évopkila, [1677, 40] 
€voxh€w, 1709, 12 

evoxos, 1680, 32; 1793, 18; 1822, 16 © 
évriatevw. See gumoredw 

*évoknvos, 1714, 32 

€vrdy.ov, 1662, 19, 22 (evriayetov), 24; 1664, 4, 6; 
1665, 3; 1670, 10 (?); 1671, 4, 6; 1677, 52; 

1708, 5; 1750, 3 (—yw), 7 (do.); 1758, 4; 

1761, 1; 1781, 4; 1784, 4,10; 1807, 6; 18384; 
1839 

évtatrw, 1712, 15 bis 
évrav0a, 1677, 11, 47; 1681, 5; 1714, 18; 1727, 15; 

1791, 9; [1797, 5]; 1837 (ev6.); 1876 

évTad.ov, 1708, 205 
EVTEAHS : evredéorepos, 1717, 30 

évrevOev, 1722, 35; 1777, 6; 1796, 12 
€vTYLOS, 1708, 33 
évro\evs, 1717, 27 
*évropsos: Kodpa evrdpia, 1656, 6, 9 

€vT0s, 1695, 9; 1707, 7 
evtvyxdvo, 1831, 4 
eévTuxia, 1651, 20 
EvopoTus, 1674, 72; 1708, 207, 228, 258 
éveriov, 1729, 28 
évaTov, 1719, 15 ; 1720, 9 

e€(_), 1808, 3 
*eEdxrwp. See Index 4 
e€aprila, 1769, 6 

efacevéw, 1708, 85, 254 
efadhiorapat, 1708, 263 4 
e€éSpa., 1768, 1 
e€épxopat, 1711, 47; 1791, 9 

e€eort, 1686, 32; 1708, 243; 1712, 17; 1728, 15; 
1729, 41 ‘ 

éeralw, 1708, 17 ; 1709, 12 
*éEnuepys : é&nuepés as a subst. (?), 1776, 2 
é€fs, 1648, 7; 1649, 8; 1686, 11 ; 1689, 17; 1691, 

8; 1692 (2), 19; [(2), 18]; 1708, 91; 1711, [7], 

[9], 70; 1714, 20, 21, 27, 28; 1722, 6, 11; 

* 
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1724, [4, 5], 67; [1726,7]; 1727, 6, 7, 61; 
1729, 5, 6; 1780, 5,6; 1781, 5, 6, 37; 1782, 

93° 1788, -7,. Si Bi OF5) 11848, 68s), 1788, x25 

1766, 3; 1798, 14; 1796, 18; 1797, 7 

ekiorypt, 1686, 37; 1788, 62; [1784, rr] 
*é€xéntwp. See Index 4 

€€080s, 1651, 10; 1728, 13; 1729, 40; 1738, 23 
efourupt, 1647, 9 

efopxilw, 1676, 69 

efoppdw, 1682, 2 

é€ovoia, 1660, 38; 1674, 8; [1677, 42]; 1679, 2; 
1681, 1; 1708, 87; 1720, 18; 1728, 16; 1735, 

; 9, 12; 1737, 17; 1786, 29; 1791, 4; 1902 v. 

e€oxos : é€oxéraros, 1674, 1 

*é&redeuTys. See Index 4 

e€vinperéw, 1714, 40 
eEwev, 1768, 3. rept e&., 1676, 27 
€opTy, 1789, 4 

érav, 1727, 28 

erdvaykes, 1661, 17; 1674, 31 (?); 1686, 39; 1687, 
15; 1724, 63 

éravatpex©, 1727, 46 

eravaxwpéw, 1727, 16 

émavw, 1708, 228; 1711, 67; 1722, 22; 1728, 15; 
1724, 25, 27; 1788, 19, 20, 70 

éravabev, 1724, 30 
érapKéw, 1674, 47 
eTapTaw, 1660, 33 
erapxia. See Index 4 

€mapxos. See Index 4 
eavXts, 1691, 10; 1804, 3 

€mevoy, 1684, 1; 1708, 162, 253; 1712, 8; 1718, 
76,78; 1780, 8; 1787, 25 

erevOnmep, 1676, 52; 1708, 109; 1727, 9; 1729, 8; 
17381, 9 

emevéts, 1684, 2 (emé.) 
€reita, 1727, 52 

*éreuBpi0w, 1718, 20 

ere&€pxopat, 1731, 13, 17, 27 
erepeidw, 1676, 44 

eTepxopat, 1680, 6; 1686, 36, 39; 1724, 47; 1727, 

39, 48, 50; 1731, 26; 1784, 6, 8,11; 1785, 14, 

15 
eTEpwTdo, 1647, 14; 1648, 24; 1649, 21; 1660, 48; 

1661, 19, 24; 1686, 43; 1687, 17; 1689, 21; 

1691, 20; 1692 (a), 20; (4), 19; 16938, 16; 

1694, 24; 1695, 20; 1696, introd., 23; [1698, 

11]; 1701, 8; 1711, 59; 1712, 25; 1715, 16; 
? 

1717, 51; 1722, 46; 1728, 21; 1724,68; 1727, 
62; 1728, 22; 1729, 43; 1780, 25; 1781, 37; 

1732, 9 (wep.); 1788, 68; 1734, 18, 20; 17385, 

19; 1736, 20; 1787, 20; 1764, 8; 1768, 19; 

1770, 21 ; 1771, 11 ; 1772, 25; [1793, 19]; 1795, 

12; 1796, 17 

emepdtnais: ef én. kal mapaBdoews, 1660, 42 

éréxo, 1677, 7; 1708, 24, 87 
my, for éni, 1660, 27 
emnpedlo, 1677, 54 
émypeva, 1676, 22 (—pr.) 
ernovydlw. See epnovxdw 

ém7uBddrdw, 1660, 19; 1686, 23; 1708, 46; 1733, 
18;°1769, 2 

*émuBdpeors (L. and S, only émPdpnois), 1674, 24 
émuBovrevw, 1676, 62 
*érvyévna, 1833, 6 
ervywdoKw, 1660, 32; 1708, 207; 1724, 61; 1727, 

52; 1735, 17 

émvyp— (?), 1674, 27 
emioyy.ia, 1651, 18 
emdlOwpt, 1649, 22; 1651, 15, 22; 1708, 4; 1708, 

49, 115, 262 @; 1711, 68; 1756, 15; 1757, 12; 

1789, 6; 1885 

emvdidpwos, 1708, 221 

er Opop.y, 1663, 6 
émilntéw, 1708, 126, 156, 211; 1893 z, 9(?), 16 

emulntnots, 1708, 158 
ériPupéw, 1709, 58 
emuKadéw, 1676, 24 

é€rixeyat, 1781, 32; 1827, 17 

emuképdeta, 1737, 11 

émuxoupia, 1676, 68 
€muKTaopat, 1708, 121 
emiAapBave, 1708, 90 
éidvats, 1661, 22 
emipapTupew, 1692 (2), 19; [(2), 18] 
erie eva, 1833, 7 (—At.) 

emryed€opat, 1729, 15 
€ryseynTys, 1676, 19. See also Index 4 

emiwveunats. See Index 3 (c) 
eTLVOEew, 1674, 22 

ETrLopKew, 1674, 75 («quopk.) 

: emumndaw, 1674, 78 
> , 

emiaKoTros. See Index 4 

ériaTahpa, 1676, 372; 1788, 9 
ériorapat, 1677, 8; 1708, 258, 259 
eTLTTEAANY, 1676, 38; 1685, 7 
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emuaTo\y, 1684, 4 
emitayy, 1798, 5 

émiTaTT@, 1660, 39 

émiTed€w, 1708, 44; 1722, 38 

émirHdetos, 1648, 11; 1649, 11; 1658, 4 (—zu.) 
émitndevpa, 1722, 4; 1780, 5 
eritiOnpr, 1676, 46 
ézrizipov, 1871 

emiTpéTo, 1682, 3 
érurpomy, 1727, 7; 1781, 6; 1750, 6 
eriparvys, (1647, 4, 10] 
emiupépa, 1708, 201 ; 1711, 58 

émipOavea, 1676, 43; 1787, 8, 11 
emipvomat, 1724, 57 

erixetpew, 1727, 52 
*émixpevos : 
ety @ptos, 1717, 26 
émoiktov, 1767, 5 (—xet.), 10 (do.) 
émroKooomew, 1724, 53 
eropuvupt, 1660, 34; 1712, 19; 1717, 31; 

1729, 38; 1793, 20 

ETTAKALOEKATOS, 1766, 1; 

*épaia. See épéa 

epyalopar, 1708, 89 
épyacia, 1694, 11; 

16, 18 

épyaoryptov, 1825 
epyarns, 1708, 190; 1799, 3; 1808, 1 

€pyoddrns. See Index 4 

Epyov, 1886, 13. py Kai duvdper, 1660, 43; 1711, 
46; V712, 22; 1717, 40; 1727, 533: 1728, 19; 

1729, 34; 1780, 22; 1781, 29. 

Adyots, 1711, 36. 

1729, 18 
epyoxetpov, 1708, 56, 73, 91, 151, 227 

épéa, 1695, 17 (epat.); 1777, 8 

€pnpityns. See Index 4 
Epxopat, 1712, 11, 15 bis; 1718, 22; 1717, 21, 22, 

[38]; 1722, 14; 1781, 23; 1788, 26; 1769, 4; 

1788, 2, 5; 1790, 4; 1791, 6, 11 

épwtdw, 1708, 58; 1716, 12 
€o Ona, 1708, 130; 1727, 34 
€ods. See cos 

€oXaTOS, 1677, 29 
éowlev, 1768, 4 

€ratpos, 1711, 54 

€TEpOS, 1660, 10,17; 1674, 45, 72; 1691, 14; 1708, 
14, 22, 54,77, 99,102; 1711, 33, 55; 1712, 18; 

TO émlxpevov, 1708, 223 

1727, 56; 

1886 

(1696, 11]; 1714, 39; 1796, 

épyous Te Kal 
4 2 4 Uj 2 ” 

MyTE €V Aoy@ MITE €V Epyols, 
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1722, 40; 1780, 20; 1781, 16; 1788, 56; 1795, 

10; 1808, 1 

€THoL0s, 1692 (2), 17; [(2), 15]; 1708, 220 
€rt, 1651, 6; 1676, 3; 1708, 177 

ye, 1708, 46 

éToiwws, 1660, 3; 1661, 14; 1662, 14; 1695, 11; 
1700, 4; 1711, [23], 44; 1721, 6; 1786, 12; 1787, 

10; 1766, 10; 1775, 5, 8; 1794, 7; 1881, 1, 3, 6 

€Tos, 1661, 2, 3; 1686, 3, 4; 1692 (a), 3 dis; (4), [1], 
2; 1707, 1; 1708, 6, 79, 81, 83, 158, 162, 164, 

165,173,174, 177, 263 @ dis; [1710, 2]; [1711, 

2]; 1712, 2; 1718, 3; 1714, 10; 1728, [2], [3], 
4; 1725, 3; 1726, 1, 2; 1727, 2; 1728, 3; 1729, 

2; 1730, 2; 1781) 2; 35. 1788) 3; 4:5 1786535 

1737, 3; 1765, 1; 1766, 1 ; 1767, 1; 1768, 15; 

1771, 6; 1774, 2; 1872, 3; 1874; [1875]; 
1899, 5. ed’ grovs (sc. éros), 1674, 55. Kad’ 

éros, 1674, 11 ; 1708, 180, 263; 1714, 28. Kar 

éros, 1674, 43; 1676, 36; 1698, 9; 1765, 13; 

1768, 13; 1771, 2, 8. xa0” éxasrov éros, 1676, 
50; 1708, 146. See also Index 4 (a) 

ev, 1789, 4 
ebayyehuaorys, 1708, 166 
evayys, 1674, 74; 1686, 7, 14, 16, 32; 1690, 8; 

1900, 3 

evdpeotos, 1770, 19; 1771, 9 

evBovdos, 1676, 58 
evyéveia, 1711, 23; 1885 
evyerys : ebyevécraros, 1695, 4; 1707, 4; 1711, [37], 

47; 1769, 6; 1772, 6; 1780, 1; 1885 

evyevas, 1674, 15 
evyvapdvas, 1674, 10, 68 

evdy\os, 1708, 231 
evdokipnots, 1766, 7 
evVOOKimos, 1668, 8 ; 1708, 167 ; 1791, 11, 12. tens 

poraros, 1661, 7; 1687, 4; 1689, 10; 1782, 4; 

1767, 3; 1897 

evepyecia, 1677, 6 
evepyeTéw, 1677, 28 ; 1678, 7 (?) 

evepyérns, 1677, 2. Of the Emperor, [1723, 4 ?] ; 
1725, 2; 1728, 3; 1780, 2; 1781, 2 

edlwia, 1708, 120 . 
evOeros, 1648, 11; 1649, 11 

ev0éas, 1708, 43, 9° 

*eixabociwros, 1663, [5], 10 
evKdens, 1674, 4; 1676, 54 

evkheva, 1675, 2 

evKONWTEpAS, 1708, 241 
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€VKTHPLOV, 1728, 9; 1879 

evaBéopat, 1727, 13 
evaBys: cddaBéoraros, 1686, 8; 1687, 14; 1690, 

2, 4; 1714, 16; 1719, 3; 1765, 3, to 

evAoyos, 1711, 43 
evAdyws, 1708, 106 ; 1791, 6 
evpeévera. See Index 6 
evpotpos, [1711, 38] 
evvota, 1655, 4 (perhaps in the nature of a tax-payment), 

1711, 35 
€VVOLKOS, 1674, 68 

evvous : edvotctatos, 1724, 7 

evrroinua, 1729, 21 
evmropéw, 1674, 20 
evropia, 1661, 17; 1687, 15 
evTropartépas, 1708, 40 
evpeovdoyia, 1711, 49; 1716, 9; 1780, 21 
evpioKw, 1674, 41; 1682, 4; 1708, 157, 168; 1711, 

18; 1714, 18; 1716, 15; 1724, [2], 74; 1727, 

16; 1764, 5; 1787, 22; 1826 

evoéBeva, 1798, 8; 1801, 2 (?); 1898 B, 5 (—f..) 
evoeBrjs, 1663, 7; 1674, 11; 1911, 4. eboeBécraros, 

1726, 2; 1728, 1; 1780, 1; 1899, 3, 8 

evo a0 10s, 1661, 13, 14, 16, 23, 31; 1662, 13; 1664, 

3, 4; 1708, 175, 176; 1722, 32; 1782, 4 dis; 

1844 ; 1872, 13 (evoOp.) 

evTUXew, 1766, 11 (evrny.) 

evTvxyp.a, [1663, 4] 

evTUXYS, 1648, 10; 1649, 10; 1651, 17; 1898 8; 
12, evrvxéoraros, 1668, 23; 1728, 3 

EUTVY@S, 1648, 9; 1649, 9; 1663, 4; [1688, 8]; 

[16s9, 17] 

evdnpew, 1677, 5 

edppdauvos: ev cippoctvy «ul, 1684, 4 

evpurs, 1678, 3 
evxyaptoTew, 1674, 97 

EvYopat, 1655, 7,9; 1658, 8; 1659, 15; 1805, 4; 

1836, 16 ; 1885 (?); 1887 

edara€, 1708, 242 

edheeys, 1713, 14 

epyovxalo, 1708, 261 (en) 

epiornpt, 1715, 14 
€hodos, 1674, 77 
ef Ort, 1674, 46. = ‘inasmuch as’, 1677, 12 

exDeois (= exdeois), 1672, 10; 1685, 1; 1768, 1 
Exo, 1647, 5; 1650, 2, 3; 1656, 5; 1660, 3; 1661, 

14; 1662, 14; 1674,7; 1676, 19, 48, 53; 1686, 

33 dis; 1691,17; 1692 (a), 16; [(2), 14]; 1694, 

19; 1695, 11, 18; 1700, 4; 1708, 41, 49, 74, 

75, 113, 119, 200, 221, 241; 1711, [23], 44; 

1712, 12 d7s; 1718, 23 d7s; 1714, 36; 1717, 13, 

14; 1718, 60-69, 79, 81-84; [1719, 7]; 1720, 

18; 1721, [2], 6; 1728, 7; 1724, 68; 1725, 11; 

1727, 18, 30; 1728, 11; 1729, 11, 14, 20, 29, 32, 

33; 40, 41; 1780, 18; 1731, 9, 24, 37; 17384, 

15; 1785, 10; 1786, 9, 12; 1787, 7,10; 1738, 

1; 1789,1; 1748, 1; 1744, 1; 1745,1; 1747, 

1; 1748,1; 1749, 1; 1751, 1 ; 1752, 1; 1754,1; 

1766, 10; 1768, 17; 1774, 7; 1775, 5,8; 1776, 

i 1777, 6 3; 177852, 437 1768,.2; 6; 1791, 2; 

1794, 7; 18380, 11; 1847; 1864,1; 1881, 1, 3, 

6; 1904, 2, 3. éxopuevos of coins, 1674, 36. 

of wheat (?), 1807, 9 (see note). év tovrois 

éxw = ‘I am in this condition’, 1674, 6; [1677, 10] 

€ws, 1655, 3 (?); 1659, 5; 1674, 97; 1678, 8; 1684, 
5; 1698, 14; 1694, 26; 1708, 33, 50, 56, 65, 

209, [263 a]; 1722, 12, 22, 23, 43, 49; 1788, 

43, 51; 1789, introd. ; 1789, 4; 1881, 4; 1889 v., 

4 (€0s) 

ldo, 1708, 41, 97; 1727, 16, 25, 29, 39 

Cypia, 1660, 10; 1674, 23 

Cntéw, 1680, 20; 1708, 103, 184 a, 213; 1728, 13; 

1729, 33; 1780, 15; 1781, 17; 1786, 22 («dy- 

Tyoev); 1787, 3 

CyTtnpa, 1659, 9 

Cvyov, 1674, 16. vy6 used absolutely, 1662, 13, 14 ; 

1668, 5,6; 1714,8; 1725, 15. (¢) Adreavdpelas, 

1678, 165; 1784, 3, 6,9; 1785, 5. ¢’Avrwdov, 

1716, 8. ¢. kal oraud ’Avtwoov, 1711, 22, [23]. 

dnpoolw ¢, 1661, 23. ¢ dnuoolw, 1661, 13, 14; 

1674, 43. “EAAnvixé ¢, 1720, 9. ¢. “Eppov- 

moAews, 1766, 10, lduxd (¢), 1762, 14, 18; 1808, 

5 (¢ omitted), 6. ¢€ Surns, 1728, 10 drs; 1724, 

43 bts; 1725, 14 d7s; 1728, 19; 1782, 7; 17838, 

46 dis; 1786, 11, 12, 15, 25, 35; 1787, 9 dis, 28; 

1846 

fvyootdrns. See Index 4 
CoapKrys, 1729, 17, 27, 39 

Cw, 1680, 21 (Cwv.); 17138, 18 

Cov, 1674, 56, 63, 64; 1695, 10; 1698, 6; 1705, 

11; 1765, 14 (? — see note); 1770, 16; 1771, 

8; 1772, 21; 1774, 14; 1796, 6, 8; 1906 
Cworrotds, 1874 ; 1875 

nyeuovucds. See Index 4 
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Hyewev. See Index 4 

nyéopat, [1663, 2]; 1710, 6; 1714, 3. 
See Index 4 

Hyouv, 1677, 45; 1764, 6 
75, 1676, 40; 1708, 164; 1718, 23; 1786, 11 
HK, 1674, 5; 1711, 18; 1780, 16 

HAtKia, 1674, 107; 1676, 4, 7; 1708, 253, 263 2; 
1709, 74 (gHAsRia); 1724, 11; 1781, 13 

HArvos: d¢’ (?) Hrlo, [1663, 2] 
**H\voutroduirevw, See Index 5 
npépa, 1707, 7 bis; 1716, 2; 1722, 34; 1729, 9; 

1780, 8; 1736, 15; 1787, 12; 1794, 10; 1795, 

8; 1796, 16; 1880, 11; [1872, 10]; 1877, 4 

*pmepaios : jpepata as an ady., 1674, 32; 1677, 26 

HpETEpOS, 1651, 9, 13; 1707, 9; 1708, 35 

*jpapovptov, 1772, 9 (nurapovpov) 

HpOavys, 1676, 17 
*jpikdtBavos, 1724, 33 
Hpuworvs, 1660, 19; 1664, 3,7; 1665, 3; 1666, 3,5; 

1667, 6 ; 1674; 53; 1698, 8; 1694, 20; 1696, 
introd., 11, 23; 1708, 171, 184, 251, 255 ; 1721, 

5 ; 1733, 18, 26, 41, 50, 60, 70; 1742, 2; 1748, 3 

(nueoe); 1750, 8; 1758, 4; 1770, 6; 1771, 9; 

1780, 7; 1783, 4; 1904, 9. 

1694, 18; 1771, 2; 1841, 22 

hvixa, 1708, 43; 1796, 9 
HTOL, 1648, 9, 10; 1649, 9,10; 1660, 2; 1674, 15 (?); 

1676, 37a; 1686, 16; 1692 (a), 17; [(4), 15]; 

1707, 8; 1708, 85, 104, 118, 149, 151, 153, 223, 

249, 263 @3 1711, 20, 54: 1712, 4; 1714, 32, 34; 

1722, 20; 1730, 26; 1874 

HrTov, 1686, 39. pndey Frrov, 1711, 26; 1717, 41. 

ovdéy Arrov, 1796, 15 

TyOvpEvos. 

x A Lad 

KaTa TO 7MLov, 

Pada, 1674, 100; 1727, 11 ; 1729, 16 

Addis, 1727, 10 

Oavartos, 1676, 24; 1708, 29, 54, 229, 230 

fapoéw, 1836, 15 
Adrepos, 1707, 3; 1712, 6; 1718, 14 

Oavpacios, 1681, 7; 1790, 5 (?). Sarpacidraros, 

([1664, 1]; 1692 (a), 5; [(2), 3]; 1708, 265; 

1758, 1; 1759, 1; 1765, 2(?); 1766, 5; 1774, 

6; 18738 

Gavpacrdrys, 1681, 3; 1692 (a), 9; (2),6; 1717, 8, 

45 

Gavpacrds, 1791, 12 

Getos (noun): 0. xara unrépa, 1676, 6. 6. mpds untpds, 

1699, 11 

Oetos (adj.), 1660, 30, 32; 1674, 1; 1727, 56; 
1761, 15; 1798, 18, 20; 1862, 8. 7d QOeciov, 

1708, 17. =Imperial: 0. éddixia, 1715, 1. 

0, maddriv, 1679, 4. 0. mpayyatiKods tiTos, 

1663, 4. 6. mpdoraypa, (1647, 3]. 8. rdxn, 

1660, 35. Oevdraros, 1661, 1; 1674, 108; 1676, 

56; 1686, 2; 1692 [(2), 2]; (2), 1; 1707, 1; 

1708, 1; [1710, 1]; [1711, 1]; 1712, 1; 1718, 

2; 1714, 9; 1728, 1; 1725, 1; 1727, 1; 1728, 

1; 1720, 1; 1780, 1; 1781, 1; [1788, 2); 

1786, 1; 1787, 1(?); 1774, 1; 1874; [18752]; 

1899, 3 
Oddo, 1658, 7; 1660, 40; [1668, 10]; 1786, 20, 25; 

1789, 3 
Oepédov, 1784, 19 (—Aew.); 1874 

@eds, 6, 1660, 34; [1663, 2] ; 1674, 83, 98; 1676, 53, 
56, 65; 1677, 40, 42; 1708, 244, 258; [1711, 

17]; 1714, 2-4, 6, 7, 45; 1724, 79; 1727, 57; 
1729, 29; [1783, 1]; 1782, 1; 1788, 1; 1784, 
1; 1785, 1; 1787, 17; 1788, 6; 1790, 3; 1791, 

9; 1793, 8; 1841, 19; 1892, 2; 18934; 1899, 

2, odv Oc, 1689, 17; 1690, 7; 1692 (a), 10; 

[(2), 6]; 1693, 2; 1694, 6; 1695, 3; 1696, 3; 

1697, 4; 1705, 8; 1714, 26; 1725, 9; 1787, 

10; 1758, 1; 1755, 11; 1756, 14; 1762, 1; 

1764, 2; 1766, 12; 1769, 1; 1770, 5; 1774, 

10; 1787, 11; 1790, 1, 4; 1791, 8; 1841, 9; 

1869 ; 1907 : 

OcooéBeva, 1658, 5 (—Bu.), 8 (—n.); 1690, 6 
OeooeBys : deoreBéoraros, 1690, 3; 1887 

Geooredys, 1736, 1 
Geogidrs, 1674, 73. Oeogud€oraros, 1824 

Geopddaxros, 1789, introd. 

Oeparredo, 1840, 4 
Oeomilw, (1663, 4]; 1674, 3; 1678, 3 
Ojracpa, 1708, 82, 249, 2632 

Onv (obscure ; see note), 1781, 15 

Onoavpés, 1718, 71; 1771, 7 

PriBo, 1675, 4; 1708, 92 

Odtbis, 1677, 11 ~ 
*Ovjots, 1674, 56 
OvyoKe, 1708, 96, 227 
Opéppa, 1692 (2), 17; (0), 15 
Opentypia, rd, 1708, 248, 262 @ 

Ovydrnp, 1676, 8, 11,13; [1692, (4), 4]; 1695, 5 
(—rpais dat. plur.); 1710, 14; 1711, 77; 1712, 

4; 1718, 12; 1717, 51, 54,55; 1720, 4,7; 1728, 

6; 1724, 8, 69; 1725, 8; [1726, 11]; 1727, 5, 
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63; 1781, 4, 7, 38 (Onx.), 50; 1733, 6, 69; 1786, 

6, 23; 1780, 

Ovpa, 1715, 15; 1722, 26; 1724, 37 (xvpa — see 
note); 1788, 37; 1768, 17 

Oupis, 1715, 15 

iarpds, 1762, 10; 1898 
iStaldvrws, 1674, 12 
iScxds, 1708, 55; 1741, 4; 1762, 14, 18; 1808, 5, 6 
iduK@s, 1660, 4; 1661, 21; 1663, 46; 1677, 49; 

1711, 25; 1786, 17 

idvomrotéw, 1729, 41 
tdvos, 1674, 103; 1686, 37; 1689, 15; 1694, 12; 

1695, 10; 1696, 12; 1705, 11; 1708, 94, 252; 

1711, 7, 71; 1722, 45; 1728, 8, 18; 1728, 6; 

1730, 7; 1781, 8; 1738, 63; 1734, 12; 1735, 
16; 1786, 15; 1767, 8; 1770, 16; 1771, 8; 

1772, 21; 1774, 14; 1775, 2; 1798, 16; 1827, 

18; 1871. ra tdva, 1712, 12 

idta7iKds : ldwriKxh (yf), 1647, 7, 8 
idov. See dpdw 

idpds, 1708, 95; 1727, 32 
ieparixés, 1718, 85 

tepds, 1648, 1; 1649, 2; 1650, 5; 1651, 3 
iOdve, 1663, 2 
ixavos, 1648, 11; 1649, 11; 1674, 3; 1676, 11, 45; 

1708, 155, 243; 1729, 20, 22 

ikavas, 1676, 60; 1677, 42 

ixeo(a, 1677, 3 

*ihkovarpios. See Index 4 
iparile, 1727, 37; 1729, 27, 39 
iva, 1683, 2; 1708, 131, 152, 171, 200, 241; 1788, 

3> 9; 1789, 4 
*ivOuxtiov. See Index 3 (c) 
Urros, 1708, 266 

imopotpia, 1708, 199, 202, 206. 
* 

ef to., 1727, 42 

iodmpotkov, 1708, 115, 123, 134, 198 
ios, 1708, 204; 1711, 51; 1729, 22; 1764, 6; 1776, 

2. 16 to., 1679, 15; 1680, 22, é& icov, 1879 

iordpwov, 1728, 13 
iors, 1714, 31 
ioxupés, 1686, 41 
ioxvs, 1660, 38 
ioxvw, 1727, 54; 1781, 30 

*idt (= oldu), 1687, 11 dis 
ixvos, 1674, 5; 1676, 54; 1677, 9; 1789, introd. 

Kayo, 1677, 8 
v. ¥yY 
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wad, 1660, 18; 1708, 246, 251, 259; 1902 Vv. 

Kabarrep, 1663, 47; 1675, 6; 1708, 242; 1711, 65; 

1717, 49; 1772, 23 

Kabapotrovéw, 1722, 44; 1733, 62; 1784, 12; 1735, 
16 

*xa0apotroinats, 1724, 50, 60 

Kabapds, 1686, 30; 1695, 17; 1697, 13; 1708, 175, 
180; 1718, 70; 1755, 3; 1756, 6; 1757, 5; 

1760, 2 dis; 1770, 13; 1771, 4; 1772, 18; 
1774, 11. éy x. kal dvapdiBdrd, 1661, 11 ; 

1700, 3 

Kabedpa : 4 tyndordrn x., (1663, 9] 
Kal? Hpas, ré (= ‘our case’), 1674, 6 
KaOypepwvds, 1780, 15 
Kadixereva, 1676, 55; 1677, 39 

Kabiornp., 1674, 9 (?); 1681, x, 4 (?) 
Kabiory prov, 1874 (? — xabirnp.) 

Kd0080s, 1783, 23 
Ka0oX.Kds, 1708, 237 (—Aty.); 1777, 4; 1894. 

xaOoduxdv, 1708, 262 a (—aAry.) 

Kaorov, 1678, 6, 25, and passim; 1714, 35 
Ka0oo.de, 1668, 11, 19; 1711, [5], 69 
Kkabooiwors, 1824 
KaOort, 1677, 32 
Kaburoypadw, 1685, 5 
KaOds, 1648, 21; 1661, 16; 1691, 13; 1708, 114; 

1722, 28; 1724, 39; 1788, 30, 40; 1771, 3; 

1788, 5; 1789, 2; 1862, 7 
Kavos, 1694, 7; 1705, 9 

KatvoTopia, 1676, 62 
Kapds, 1658, 4; 1686, 39; 1687, 12; 1694, 16; 

1708, 121; 1711, 42, 67; 1714, 5; 1717, 36; 

1722, 40; 1724, 57; 1728, 15 (?); 1780, 11, 20; 

1781, 22, 28; 1788, 57; 1785, 17; 1770, 17; 

1771, 6; 1836, 12; 1841, 20; 1862, 5; (1881, 

2]; 1902 v. xatpod Kadodyros, 1677, 46. 

kaipov, 1674, 46; 1686, 9. 

23 
KatpoTnpéw, 1651, 7; 1676, 41 

Kairol, 1674, 66; 1708, 42 

Kaitou ye, 1677, 31 

KakkaB.ov, 1657, 6 
kaxonOeva, 1724, 14; 1727, 24; 1788, 13 
KaKooyew, 1709, 105 
Kakovoud, 1724, 14; 1788, 13 
Kak0S, 1677, 25. Kaxd, 1674, 28; 1677, 38 

KaKoupyéw, 1647, 12 

Kakoupyos, 1830, 5 

. 
TO 

Kara 

m™po Katpod, 1676, 
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Kakopuns, 1674, 33 

Kad( ), 1870 bis 
*xahapia, 1769, 3 
KaAapL0os, 1718, 79 

*xahadarns, 1852 
Kaew, 1674, 83; 1677, 46; 1688, 10; 1692 (a), 11; 

[(4), 8]; 1698, 4; 1702, 3; 1770, 8; 1808, 2; 

1841, 11; 1897 

kadXtvuKos, 1707, 6; 1717, 32; 
Kad\troXs, 1718, 11; 1714, 19 
Kahhovy, 1764, 4 
*xahobehds, 1674, 68 
Kados, 1694, 21; 1711, 36; 1790, 5 
kad@s, 1678, 7; 1709, 74; 1781, 37; 1789, 4 

Kappa, 1768, 6 

Kdparos, 1694, 18; 1727, 33 
*xapnddpuos, 1796, 15; 1800, 2 (?) 
*xauydacwor, 1904, 7 
Kdpndos, 1796, 15 

*kapndov, 1874. 
1722, 14 

Kdpve, 1708, 50; 1709, 125 

*xaptravilw, 1708, 130 

KaY, 1729, 29 

Kaviotpor (?), 1657, 9 
kavovilw, 1674, 34 
Kavovikd, td. See Index 6 

Kkavov. See Index 6 

* «amo, 1889 v., 3 
Kapm( ), 1741, 5 

KapTos, 1648, 10; 1649, 10; 1689, 16; 1690, 7; 

1692 (a), 9; [(2), 6]; [1698,1]; 1694, 6; 1695, 3; 

1696, 3; 1705, 8; 1765,11; 1769,1; 1770, [4], 9; 

1772, 10; 1781, 1; 1782, 3; 1783, 3; 1784, 2, 

10; 1785, 3; 1796, 5; 1805, 3; 1841, 9; 1880 

Kap76w, 1677, 13; 1871 

*xaoTedXirns, 1652, 6 

KaoTpov. See Index 5 

Kara, 1902 v. 
karaBaddw, 1660, 12; 1712, 23; 17838, 64; 1870 

KataBoy, 1661, 15 bis; 1663, 24; 1664, 2; 1665, 

1; 1667, 1, 11 (?); [1668, 1]; 1669, 1; 1674, 

52; 1752, 3; 1775, 5; 1870 

kaTdyavov, 7d, 1768, 6 ; 1874 
KataywaoK, 1795, 8, 10 

kataypadw, 1676, 30; 1722, 10; 1724, 20; 17383, 

16; 1785, 7 
kaTdyw, 1674, 16; 1678, 8 

1898 8, 5 

k. Tis Baorayhs tv (amd) Pier, 

KaTadatravaw, 1708, 55, 79, 98 
KaTadixny, 1780, 22; 1795, 11 
katabeots, 1770, 9 

KaTaK\ELoTOS, 1830, 11 (—xAuoT-) 

Katak)elw, 1830, 10 

katako\ovbéw, 1708, 16 (—xKodovTwy ?) 

Katakpatéw, 1678, 9 

Katakuplevo, 1727, 36 
katahapBdvw, 1680, 11, 18; 1688, 2; 1684, 1; 

1708, 190, 217, 238; 1790, 1; 1791, 4, 8 des 

Katahelrw, 1676, 3; 1708, 31, 108; 1727, 30, 41 

Katah\drrw, 1735, 11 

kaTdhoyos, 1663, 2 

katapav0dve, 1674, 92 
KaTapeéva, 1715, 3; 1722, 5 

Karapepila, 1795, 4 (karapepet.) 

katavahiokw, 1674, 64 
Katavouy, 1692 (a), 17; (2), 15; 1833, 3 (?) 

KaTa€iw, 1663, 4; 1674, 3; 1681, 3; 1788, 3, 9; 
1790, 6 

Kkatram\éw, 1787, 1 

Karamrovéw, 1674, 21; 1675, 4 

KaTappnots, 1680, 9 

kataotropa, [1697, 4]; 1879 
KaTadoracts, 1711, 55; 1790, 12 (?) 

KaratiOnus, 1674, 57; 1677, 44; 1689, 15; 1735, 11 

katatpvxw, 1677, 50 

katapépa, 1681, 5 

katadihéw, 1787, 18 

Katappovéw, 1711, 29, 42, 51 

katappdvnats, 1711, 39, 46 

Kataduyy, 1676, 53 
KaTeheew, 1674, 96 

karemetyw, 1791, 3 

KaTépxXopuat, 1683, 2; 1684, 3 
kateoOiw, 1674, 93 

Katéx@, 1661, 17; 1677, 21; 1727, 30 

KaToLKéw, 1724, 53 . 
Katoikynots, 1708, 111 

katopOow, 1787, 2 

KatopOwors, 1674, 102; 1787, 7 (?) 

KaTOXy, 1724, 21 
Kat, (1647, 6?]; 1718, 75; 1791, 8 
Keipat, 1678, 7; 1708, 235 
Kédevorts, 1692 (4), 13; 1709, 54, 77; 1714, 38; 

1749, 4; 1787, 20 

KEAEVM, 1677, 18; 1679, 2,11; 1709, 30; 1729, 40; 

1789, introd.; 1786, 28 ; 1787, 19, 22 
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*xedXlov, 1722, 18; 1724, 24 

*xevrnvapuov (L. and S. only xevrnvdpuos, 6), 1718, 

58, 59; 1778, 4, 8, 12 

Kevtupiov. See Index 4 

Képas, 1714, 31 
KEpariov, 1660, 14, 31; 1662, 13, 14, 20; 1665, 2, 3; 

1666, 3, 5; 1667, 5, 7; 1668, [5]-10; 1669, 5; 

1670, passim; 1671, 4-8; 1678, 6, 25, 34, and 

passim; 1674, 35, 36 d%s, 42, 43, 53; 1692 (a), 

18; [1697, 13]; 1700, 9; 1701, 4, 10; 1708, 

1; 1706, 3, 5; 1708, 69, 154, 172-176, 179, 

‘180 dis; 1711, 22, 73, 79, 86, 92; [1712, 28 ?]; 

1716, 4, [8], [12]; 1717, 10; 1785, 5; 1787, 12; 

1789, 2, 3; 1740, 3 ds; 1750, 2, 5, 7; 17583, 

2 bts, 3, 4; 1758, 3, 4; 1762, 3 d%s—5, 7-13, 16, 

17, 20; 1766, 9, 10; 1768, 13 dzs, 27; 1771, 9; 

1775, 4, 6-8; 1776, 2 d7s, 3; 1781, 2, 3; 1788, 

4 bis, 5, 8; 1784, 3 d7s, 5, 6, 8, 9; 1785, 4, [5]; 

1807, 3, 4,6; 1808, 5, 6; 1888, ii, 4-7; 1871; 
1872, 13 (?); 1873; 1904, 9 ds; 1905; 1907. 

See also Index 7 (a) 

Képdos, 1660, 12 
*xkepxntwp. See Index 4 
Képpa., 1788, 4 
Keddavos, 1721, 4; 1766, 9; 1772, 12. Kepddator, 

1660, 13, 17; 1663, 44; 1707, 5; 1708, 262; 

1711, 63, 75 
*xehahatwrys. See Index 4 
Keady. See Index 6 
Kndeia, 1708, 63 

Kndeuadv, 1676, 20 

Kndevw, 1727, 37 
Know, 1659, 11 
*«nkiov, 1657, 4 (—xw) 

*«nvottwp. See Index 4 
xidOuov. See xvdvov 

Kwdvuvevo, 1660, 20; 1680, 21 
kivduvos, 1648, 12; 1649, 12; 1660, 3, 33; 1711, 

25; 1723, 18; 1724, 48; 1786, 16; 1767, 8; 
1775, 2; 1793, 16, 19 

Kwvéw, 1707, 4;, 1724, 58 ; 1727, 50; 1729, 36, 37; 

1781, 25; 1734, 9 

Kivnots, 1660, 24; 1663, 13; 1787, 25 

xwros, (1717, 48]; 1902 r., 7 
KeLOlov, 1657, 14 (KALd.) 
KAypovop.ia, 1708, 19, 34, 37, 53, 245; 1709, 24; 

1722, 17; 1728, 16; 1729, 31; 1788, 28, 33 

K\npovop.Kds, 1722, 16 

Khypovepos, 1652, 13 (?); 1673, 128, 129, 326, 327; 
1686, 35; 1692 (c), 8, 13; (4), 10; 1693, 6 
(—povp.); 1698, 12; 1708, 199; 1709, 72, 99; 

1717, 14, 16; 1781, 22, 24, 27, 28; 1785, 9, 12, 

13; 1742, 1 (kAA.); 1761, 19, 21; 1762, 6; 1765, 

2,9; 1782, 2 

KNpos, 1647, 7,8; 1653, 13, and passim; 1686, 13; 

1690, rz (?); 1698, 4; 1694,9; 1695, 7; [1696, 

7?]; [1697, 7]; 1702, 3; 1704, 8; 1788, 35; 

[1897 ?] 

*«\Bdviov, 1788, 23 
Kvidwov, 1778, 8 
Koos, 1660, 5; 1668, 8; 1691, 14; 1696,9; 1705, 

5; 1707, 5; 1708, 61, 196, 198, 201; 1718, 7, 

[29]; 1727, 42, 47; 1788, 31; 1787, 9, 16; 

1794, 12. 10 Kowdyv, 1690, 2; 1694, 14, 16, 19, 

23, 25; 1764, 8 

Kowvavew, 1660, 18; 1794, 7 

Kowwwvia, 1712, 9; 1718, 16; 1727, 9; 1781, 10; 

1795, 14 (—veu.). kara kowwvlay, 16938, 6; 1769, 

6 (—ve..); 1878 

KOLV@VLLatos, 1728, 8, 11 (kowovopiat.); 1784, 19 
KOLV@VOS, 16538, 19 

KOLVOS, 1696, introd., 12; 1708, 108, 207; 1794, 14 

koirn, 1711, 33 
KOKKOS, 1697, 13 ; 1761, 23 

KoNaKeta, 1727, 24 (—xt.) 
*xd\\abov, 1754, 2 

Ko\\dw, 1781, 16 ; 
*xohoBov (in L. and S. only adj.), 1694, 22; 1695, 

25; 1698, 4 

kodoxuvOos, 1881, 3 
*xdmes, Kons. See Index 4 
Kopuo7y, 1663, 23; 1714, 40 

kopilw, 1668, 25; 1708, 195; 1795, 9 

*KOppoviT@pLov, 1680, 22 
*xopmpoptooor, 1707, 2; 1709, 11 

komry, 1694, 20 
KOTr0S, 1708, 214 

Képy, 1674, 62 
Kopudy, 1676, 69 

KooKivevw, 1770, 13; 1771, 4; 1772,18; 1774, 11 

Koo pLOTNS, 1711, 34, 45 

KOo mos, 1727, 15 
*xoTUALoV, 1657, 1 (—Aw) 

*KovBitov, 1905 
*KovpovdGTos, 1718, 14-32 (also Kopovd/ kcovuod/), 

61 

* 

yy2 
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*xovmovdor, 1718, [8, 9], 32-35 (also xop.), [50]-53, 

63 
Koupatwp. See Index 4 

kovdilw, 1662, 15; 1708, 193, 220; 1808, 3 
kovdiopos, 1676, 37 2, 47 
*xoddov: xodha diumd\G, 1656, 13. Kodpa dumdG év- 

Topta, 1656, 6. OnBarxa dita coda, 1656, 7, 

9. «Kk. WemLTooKoTNEVa, 1654, 4, 6 

Kpatéw, 1668, 8; 1686, 17; 1724, 34; 1785, 10 | 

Kparnots, 1735, 17 
KpatioTos, 1663, 2; 1675, 3 
Kp€as, 1655, 7, 8 
KptOy, 1668, 26 (?), 28 (?), 29 (?); 1674, 86; [1689, 

20?]; 1698, 11; 1698, 2, 3; 1702, 4; 1772, 

13, 14, 38; 1824; 1887; 1906 guar 

Kptva, 1707, 8; 1718, 24; 1717, 20 
Kptots, 1711, 48; 1712, 28; 1716, 8 
KpiTy prov, 1782, 6 

KptTns, 1676, 66 ; 1902 v. 
KpvmTw, 1795, 5 («p7.) 

KTdomat, 1708, 91; 1724, 54; 1784, 7 
KT), 1676, 30, 34; 1677, 30(?), 44; 1680, 6; 1686, 

28; 1689, 14; 1692 (4), 16; 1695, 4, 13, 26; 

1708, 72; 1760, 1; 1761, 4—17 (?), 19-21 (?); 

1841, 11, 26 (?) 
*xrnvadaipecis, 1677, 35 

KTHVoS, 1694, 12; [1696, 12] 

KTHOLS, 1668, 6 

KTHTMP, 1674, 35, 46, 85 

Kud.Qvov, 1657, 11; 1905 (x:ad.) 

KuBepyyrns, 1728, 6 
Kuk dev, 1686, 16 

KuA\LvOew, 1674, 5; 1676, 54 
KuTapircos, 1846 

*xdpa (=xupla), 1677, 41; 1762, 9 
Kuplev@, 1686, 21 ; 1722, 36; 1724, 52; 1788, 53; 

[1784, 12]; 1785, 10 

KUpios : of God, 1676, 54; 1681, 5 (?). of Christ, 

1658, 2; [1733, 1]; 1899, 2. ‘of the Emperor, 

1647, 9. as honorific title, 1651, 18; 1655, 4, 9; 

1659, 15; 1660, 7; 1670, 20; 1675, 8; 1677, 

49; 1679,3; 1682, 3; 1683,1; 1684, 3; 1708, 

2,33 U714, 225. 1776; 13.1784; 2350787, ta; 

1791, 10; 1799, 1; 1886, 10,17; 1907. =legal 
representative, 1724, 70; 1781, 8; 1855, 3. adj., 

1660, 38; 1689, 21; 1691, 20; 1692 (a), 18; 

((2), 17]; 1693, 16; 1694, 24; [1696, 15]; 

1698, 10; 1711, 58; 1712, 24; 1715, 16; 1716, 

12; 1717, 44; 1722, 46; 1728, 19; 1724, 64; 

1727, 60; 1728, 21 ; 1729, 42; 1780, 24 ; 1781, 

34; 1738, 66; 1784, 17; 1785, 19; 1786, 19; 

1787, 19 ; 1764, 7; 1768, 19; [1770, 20]; 1771, 

11; 1772, 24; 1795, 11 (xvpa); 1796, 17; 1798, 

1; 1851; 1902r., 2 
kupias, 1707, 3; 1734, 15 
KV, 1727, 40 

Kwpdapyns. See Index 4 
Kaun, 1647, 2; 1648, 5; 1649, 6; 1651, 8; 1660, 

' I, 10, 26, 27; 1661, 7, 10, 12; 1662, 2; 1663, 

15, 16; 1664, 1,2; 1665; 1; 1666, 2; 1668, 

8; 1678, 59; 1674, 76, 78, 96, 110; 1677, [13], 

14, 24, 25, 27; 1680, [5], 7, 12, 17; 1681, 2; 

1686, 6, 13, 28, 29; 1687, 5, 7; [1688, 4, 6]; 

1689, 6, 12, 23; 1690, 5; 1691, 4, 6,15; 1692 

(2), 6-8, 14, 18; (4), [3], 5, 11, 17, 20; 1694, 

3, 4, 9, 26; 1695, 1, 7; 1696, [1], 7; 1697, 1, 

6; 1699, 4, 6; 1700, 2; 1701, 4, 10; 1702, 3; 

1705, 4; 1714,17; 1758, 1, 2; 1765, 8; 1766, 

3,14; 1767, 6; 1770, 1, 8, 28; 1771, 18; 1772,, 

4, 38; 1774, 4; 1777, 3; 1780, 3; 1786, 23 

(xou.); 1798, 6, 11, 12; 1827, 11, 17; 1841, 5, 

7; 1862, 4; 1866 guinguies; 1872, 6; 1880; 

1899, 7, 10 
KwpyTiKds, 1807, 4.  Kwpntixd. 

* OTE (= *xGdié), 1686, 33. 
See Index 6 

dnpdows k,, 1686, 18 

Aayydve, 1708, 152; 1780, 14 

\adOpa, 1795, 9 (Aada) 

NdKKos, 1694, 9; 1695, 7; 1718, 75, 76; 1769, 5; 
1898 7 

Aahéw, 1708, 26, 115 ; 1787, 14 

Lap Bdvw, 1660, 12; 1673, 165 (?); 1677, 52, 55; 

1685, 3; 1694, 14, 16; 1695, 19; 1702, 1; 

1708, 123, 142, 162, 250; 1712, 28; 1719, 9, 

[x1]; 1729, 32, 33, 41; 1780, 15; 1781, 17, 21, 

26; 1788, 3, 4; 1790, 6 

Aapsmpés, 1677, 6; 1708, 66; 1710, 12; 1714, 13; 
1777, 5; 1797, 5. Aapmpdraros, 1648, 1, 2; 

1649, 1, 3; 1650, 3-6; 1651, 2, 5; 1660, 7; 
1661, 5; 1676, 31; 1677, 2, 10, 40, 56; 1679, 

3; 1682, 3; 1683, 1; 1684,3; 1687, 2; 1688, 

1; 1689, 3, [11?]; 1699, 1; 1707, 1; [1710, 

3]; 1712, 3; 1718, 5; 1714, 11, 12, 14; 1761, 

10, 12, 20, note; 1778, 2, 5 dts; 1777, 2; 1798, 

3 (Anp/), 4; 1794, 2; 1797, 5; 1855, 2; 1896, 
T5023 
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hapmporns, 1689, 9 (?); 1714, 25; 1778, [8], 93 
1798, 1 

Lapupdvyn. See AaWdvy 
AavOdvw, 1788, 9 (AnOn aor. subj. pass.); 1824 
Aavpa, 1722, 13; 1724, 37; 1783, 25 

Aaxavid, 1907 

Adxavor, 1673, 199; 1674, 86 
axavdomeppov, 1772, 13, 15, 38; 1774, 8, 9, 11, 

13 (masc.), 15 (do.) 

Aartkavn, 1694, 22; 1695, 24 (AeW.); 1698, 4 (Aap.); 
1771, 10 (Aew.) 

heyeadv. See Index 4 

Adya, 1685, 4; 1689, 13; 1692 (2), 12, 14; (4), [9+ 

II, 14; 1708, 69, 74, 162, 164, 185; 1717, 

23, 24; 1724, 1, 11, 23, 72; 1726, 5; 1781, 14, 

17,19; 1787, 8 des; 1788, 6; 1889 r., 12 (Aeyo), 

v., 3 (do.); 1900, 5. «izov, 1650, 3; 1701, 12; 

1711, 83, 96; 1728, 26; 1727, 66; 1729, 47; 

1735, 24, 25; 1787, 19, 22; 1789, 2; 1862, Io. 

os ay elans, 1677, 35. elpnxa, 1660, 1, 8, 10, 

I7, 21, 23, 26, 30; 1661, 16, 18; 1674, 40, 47, 

54, 78; 1676, 50; 1677, 18, 22, 42; 1686, 29; 

1692 (4), 16; 1698, 7; 1708, 47, 71, 119, 140, 

145, 146, 161, 181, 222, 234, 262 a, 263; 1716, 

4; 1729, 38; 1733, 30 

Aenraréw, 1677, 36 

Nevroupyéw, 1708, 224 

hevrovpynpa, 1659, 14 (Aur.) 
Nevroupyia, 1708, 101, 151, 215 
Mevroupyds, 1661, 9, 12 

Aeitbavov, 1698, 5; 1870 

Aexdvy, 1657, 5 (?) 

hes, 1718, 14 
*\emroxTyTwp, 1674, 95, 100 

Aemrds, 1727, 34 

*\ebdvyn. See Aadvn 

*\rjyarov, 1706, 11, note (—yad.) 
Ayjye, 1796, 3 

Appa, 1670, 19 (Anua); 1794, 12; 1905; 1907 

Anpparilo, 1755, 1; 1756, 2; 1757, 2 
Anp(pariopds ?), 1756, 16 
Anpres (L. and S. only Ajjyis), 1708, 246 
Anis, 1768, 14 

AnoryHs, 1677, 26 
AnorpiKds, 1674, 77 

*)iBedXos (?), 1683, 1 (see note) 
*)\Bixds, 1723, 13 
AiPos, 1708, 191 

hipvdlw, 1674, 54; 1841, 19, 25 
Aipds, 1729, 20 
*\ipwéss, 1676, 27 

Mrpa, 1655, 7, 8, 10; 1695, 18; 1708, 129, 130; 

1718, 18; 1787, 14 (Aeurp.). See also Index 7 (2) 

Atxds, 1718, 80 
Auf (obscure), 1695, 15; 1696, introd., 19 

his, 1691, 11; 1695, 6; 1722, 19, 21, 25; 1724, 

37; 1788, 38; 1765, 10; 1768, 10; 1896, 3; 

1900, 5 
—)dap(_), 1670, 11 
hoyilo, [1693, 1]; 1695, 3; [1696, 2]; 1705, 7; 

1708, 150, 208; 1714, 26; 1715, 5; [1716, 1?]; 

1749, 3; 1770, 4; 1786, 17 (Aoyd.); 1794, 9; 

1872, 9; 1877, 3 

Adytos, 1686, 19; 1782, 4 

Aoytopds, 1708, 104; 1727, 18 

hoytarypiov. See Index 4 
hoyoypados, 1654, 11 

hoyoberéw, 1727, 40 
Aoyorrouia, 1660, 20 (—zrovet.) 

Adyos, [1648, 24]; 1649, 20; 1660, 13; 1670, 21; 
1671, 1; 1673, 158, 162, 164; 1707, 3; 1708, 

9, 131; 1711, 30, [36]; 1712, 12; 1718, 23; 

1717, 13; 1720, 17; 1728, 10; 1729, 18; 1730, 

18; 1781, 24; 1791, 10; 1807,1; 1869; 1904, 
1; 1905; 1907. 6 dnpdoros r., 1664, 4; 1674, 

42, 66; 1676, 36, 39, 49; 1687, 4. Ady, 1660, 

42; 1661, 20; 16638, 46 (Aoyov); 1669, 7 (Aoyou) ; 

1691, 18; 1692 (a), 17; [(4), 15]; 1708, 63, 99, 

115, 149, 153, 172, 192 (Aoyov), 227; 1711, 45, 

65; 1712, 22 (Aoyov); 1717, 39, [49]; 1719, 14; 

1728, 11; 1727, 52; 1728,18; 1729, 34; 1730, 

2Fs LISS, 25. ki0l,. X33.) bd 1070 5) kage et 

(Aoyov); 1806, 1; 1808, 3; 1871; 1893 8, 17. 

amd Adyov, 1701, 3. els Adyov, 1654, 7; 1664, 

2; 1665,1; 1666, 1; 1683, 3; 1720, 10; 1740, 

2; 1758, 2; 1759, 1; 1760, 1; 1805, 2; 1889 v., 

5. is Tov Adyov, 1695, 14. dmep Adyov, 1699, 

13; 1708, 184; 1798, 2; 1886 

*)\oyddopos, 1702, 1, 6 

hourras, 1687, 9; 1766, 8 (Aovraros gen.); 1776, 1 
Nourds, 1670, 10, 15; 1671, 8; 1678, 162; 1708, 

112; 1714, 34; 1768, 25; 1795, 3; 1796, 14; 

1808, 4; 1870. 1d Aourdv, 1674, 81. 

as conj., 1787, 10. Tod Aoiwod absolutely, 1713, 

23 
hoyxela, 1712, 27 

Aourdv 
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Adpn, 1674, 66 
urréw, 1729, 18 F 

dUorts, 1687, 17 

AvotTErA€w, 1663, 9 

Auoiredijs, 1677, 6 

*\Urpts, 1657, 2 
*\uxvdpvor, 1657, 3 

Vw, 1787, 21; 1790, 2 

pa, 1790, 3 

pdeyerpos, 1655, 1 

*uaylornp. See Index 4 
*uaylotwp. See Index 4 
*udyKup, 1718, 11; 1806, 1 
pakapiKds. See Mayapixés, Index 5 
Pakdptos, 1676, 3; 1689, 10; 1690, 9; 1692 (a), 5; 

(6), 3; 1704, 4; 1709, 3; 1729, 31; 1781, 9; 

1766, 5; 1767, 3; 1787, 12 (?). 

1699, 10; 1729, 9 

pakapirns, 1692 (2), 12; (4), 9; 1708, 212, 236 

padvora, 1651, 13; 1708, 41; 1709, 97 

pavdpa, 1694, 23 

pavlave, 1674, 4; 1789, 5 
paprupéw, 1661, 26,27; 1662, 24; 1663, 8; [1686, 

46]; 1687, 21, 23; 1692 (ca), 23; (2), [21], 23-25; 

1698, 14 d¢s; 1700, 11; 1716, 15, 16; 1722, 52 

(—+rnpw)-59 ; 1728, 25, 27, 28; 1724, 5, 82-87; 

1727, 8, 61, 68-72; 1728, 28 (uaprnpos); 1729, 

6, 48-52; 1780, 28, 29 des; 1781, 37, 42-48; 

1732, 9, 10; 1738, 8, 68, 74-80; 1734, 18, 25-30 ; 

1785, 26 ; 1786, 29, 31, 33; 1787, 22, 24 (—rnp.), 

26; 1768, [23], 25; 1770, 24-26; 1771, 13-15; 

1772, 29, 31, 34; 1795, 16,18; 1796, 21, 22 

paptupia, 1709, 79 
pdptus, 1660, 40; 1674, 83; 1680, 9; 1686, 43; 

1709, 29, 81, 85; 1714, 20; 1722, 6; [1724, 

5]; [1726, 8]; 1727, 7; 1729, 6; 1780, 6; 

1731, 5; 1738, 8. =martyr, 1788, 25, 36. See 

also Index 5 

*udtiov, 1906 
pavhuoryptoy (?), 1877, 7 
paxatptov, 1657, 12; 1905 (uaxep.) 
paxn, 1676, 28 
peyahetor, 7d, 1708, 229 

peyaevdrys, 1824 

peyahompemns, 1677, 17; 1689, 4; 1797, 4. peyado- 

mpenéeotaros, 1654, 5; 1660, 5, 6; 1661, 5; 

1663, 1; 1678, 1; 1700, 1, 9; 1761, 2, 16, 24 

paxapiéraros, 

(ued/); 1786, 2 (ueyadrwzp.), 30; 1787, 24 (?): 

1892, 2; 1902 v. 
péyas, 1674, 91; 1686, 14; 1698, 13; 1694, 21; 

1708, 226; 1712, 14; [1717, 20]; 1722, 18; 

1727, 35; 1755, 1; 1756, 2; 1757, 2; 1787, 

25; 1862, 6; 1872, 11, 16. as a noun, 1708, 

167. péyloros, 1676, 58; 1677, 55; [1728, 47]; 

1725, 2; 1728, 3; 1780, 2; 1781, 2 

péyeBos, 1786, 7, 13, 25 

p€0080s, 1780, 21 
pe(otepos. See Index 4 
pilav, 1708, 13, 33, 36; 1719, 13 
peiva, 1674, 102 
pederaw, 1729, 23, 33 

pedurroupyés, 1869 (? — peddur"S) 
pédr\@, 1651, 19; 1682, 2; 1687, 12; 1688, 8; 

1690, 7; 1693, 2; 1697, 4; 1705, 8; 1766, 

14 (?); 1787, 3 (?); 1791, 7; 1841, 9 

pepdhomar, 1648, 22; 1649, 18 
pépurpes, 1711, 48 
*wévT, 1718, 24, 25, 36, 37, 54, 55, 68 

H€vToL, 1680, 16; 1711, 34, 51; 1796, 10 

péva, 1708, 110; [1717, 42]; 1889 r., 13 

pepila, 1694, 18; 1841, 22; 1879 (?) 
pepis, 1653, 12; 1782, 1; 1784,1; 1785, 2 
pepiop.ds, 1694, 20; 1708, 201; 1793, 13 

pépos, 1660, 19; 1662, [7], 15; 1663, 44; 1686, 
24; 1691, 9; 1693, 8; 1694, 26; 1695, 6; 

1698, 9; 1705, 12; 1707, 2, 5, 6; 1708, 25, 

44, 47, 75, 76, 114, 186, 187, 192, 217, 220, 

238-240, 263; 1709, 42, 87; 1710, 10; 1711, 

56; 1712, 5, 6, 19, 21, 22; 1718, .9, 12; 1722, 

13, 44; 1728, 12-[14]; 1724, 22, 24, 29, 31; 

36, 52, 76; 1729, 10, 30, 33; 1780, 9, 12, 

14, 17; 1788, 18, 19, 21, 24, 26 d%s—29 dis, 41, 

43 bis, 50, 51, 60, 61 bs, 7o bis; 1784, 19, 21; 

1735, introd., 7, 15, 20; 1768, 5; 1769, 2, 7; 

1770, 12; 1795, 5 (?); 1841, 10, 18, 19, 25; 

1877, 6 (uepor ?) 

peoireia, 1709, 1 (—r) 
peradetrw, 1862, 5 
peraéd, 1656, 10; 1676, 32; 1699, 8; 1707, 5; 

1708, 16, 122; 1711, 21; 1712, 25; 1717, 12, 

18; 1728, 8; [1872, 14] 

petam@déw, 1724, 52; 1785, 11 

peradépa, 1686, 29 

peraxerpila, 1676, 48; 1677, 31 
*uereCeTralw, 1680, 17 
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peréreita, 1676, 7 
*uerevOdvw (obscure), 1674, 20 

peTrexw, 1796, 10 

petpéw, 1674, 82, 88 bis; 1718, 71, 72, 74, 75, 773 

1765, 13; 1770, 14; 1771, 5; 1805, 1 

METpNOLs, 1686, 19, 21 

petpiKds, 1724, 48; 1731, 30 

perpidrys, 1711, 29 

HETpor, 1663, 17; 1696, introd., 20; 1755, 3; 1756, 

5; 1757, 4; 1761, 1. dydriov € p.,1718, 6, 7, 26, 
27 (yu. omitted), 32, 33, 36-41 (4. once om.), 46, 

47, 66. dydriov > p., 1718, 4, 5, 16, 17, 34, 

35, 42-45 (u. once omitted), 67. ys. "A@nvaiov, 

[1770, 13]; 1772, 19; 1774, 12; 1865. 1d 

mapadn|pariKoy tov p.| AOnvaiov, 1771, 5. je 

Tod évdogorarov Kdperos "Aupwviov, 1695, 16. Td 

p. Aavindlov rod ebAaBeordrov mpecBurépov, 1687, 

13. p. Snudovov, 1780, 7. soxuKdv (u.), 1779, 

3 ds (Soxc”; js. om.); 1907 d’s (? — dox.). 7d 

oov f., 1697, 14(?). 70 

f. cov hopikdy, 1689, 

eu pérpo, 1698, 11. 

tpav [uérpov], 1696, 14. 

20 

PExXpt, 1661, 22; 1674, 48; 1687, 16; 1708, 82, 

217; [1718, 29]; 1714, 28; 1719, 16; 1724, 

33; 1727, 35; 1764, 4; 1796, 9; 1874 
payee, 1789, 4 
pndapas, 1711, 33 
pndérra, 1708, 142 
pnkéri, 1708, 210; 1720, 17 (—rri); 1728, 10; 

1730, 18; 1781, 24; 1790, 12 

Pijkos, 1718, 71, 73, 74, 77 
pnKvve, 1708, 131 

py, 1651, 7; 1663, 11, 20; [1700, 57]; 1708, 169, 

171,178, 182; 1714, 27; 1715, 6,11, 12; 1716, 

1, 2; 1719, [10], 11; 1721, 9; 1782, 10; 1746, 

Ps V761L hy 1164, 25-/ 1764,_ x; 53. 1765; 23's 

1766, 11; [1770, 14]; 1772, 16; 1774, 10; 

1775, 6; 1796, 18; 1797, 10; 1864, 1; 1881, 
2,4. kara pnva, 1787, 12 

py (particle), 1795, 6 

pyvvots, 1787, 2 (?), 26 

pnvio, 1787, 2 
peyote, 1711, 66; 1727, 14 
pate, 1708, 194 

pyre for pd, 1676, 61 
pjrnp, 1648, 5; 1649, 6; 1661, 8, 9; 1677, 41; 

1687, 7; 1688, 3; 1689, 6; 1691, 6; 1692 (a), 

7; [(2), 4]; 1699, 11; 1700,1; 1705, 3; 1708, 

4, 30, 32, 45, 76, 80, 250; 1710, 13; [1711, 5]; 

1712, 6, 7; 1718, 10, 13; 1714, 17; 1715, 2; 

1722; 3, 4, 7; 1728, 5, [7], 12, 22; 1724, 8; 

1725, 6,8; 1726, [6], [x0], 11; 1727, 4, 5, 62, 

64; 1728, 5; 17380, 9; 1781, 4, 7, 8, 38; 178338, 

6, 28, 69; 1765, 4; 1767, 5; 1772, 3; 1778, 3; 

1774, 4; 1775, 1; 1789, 5; 1793, 6; 1794, 4, 
5; 1855, 3; 1856; 1866 guar; 1872, 6; 

1889 v., 10 (uyrepay acc.); 1899, 6 

pentpiKds, 1789, x 

LNTPGos, 1708, 19, 37, 53, 75 245 
PNxXavy, 1727, 24; 1765, 7; 1808, 2 

puxpos, 1657, 5; 1676, 4; 1708, 15, 170, 184 ¢; 
1712, 14, 28; 1717, 20; 1724, 27-29; 1790, 7; 
1891 

pdudpiov, 1905 
pipnots, 1768, 15 

pc&is, 1708, 50 
pio Qos, 1708, 90; 1718, 10; 1779, 5; 1782, 6 
pods, 1674, 48; 1692 (a), 17; [(2), 15]; 1694, 24; 

1695, 20; 1706, 3; 1708, 72, 91, 190; 1749, 

4; 1769, 10; 1788, 5 (?); 1796, 7, 8, 17; 1808, 

3; 1869 ‘ 

picbdw, 1688, 6; 1689, 8, 22; 1690, 6; 1691, 7, 
21; 1692 (a), 9, 21; (2), 6, [11], [20]; 1698, 

17; 1694, 5, 28, 29; 1695, 2, 21; 1696, 2,17; 

[1697, 3]; 1698, 13; 1714, 25; 1715, 4,17; 

1765, 5; [1767, 11]; 1768, 20; 1770, 3, 22; 

[1771, 11]; 1833, 9; 1841, 8; 1872, 8; 1877, 2 
picbwors, (1689, 21]; 1691, 19; 1692 (2), 23; (2), 

22-25; 1693, 15; 1694, 24; 1695, 20; 1696, 

16; 1702, 4; 1715, 16; 1768, 18, 23, 25; 1770, 

[20], 24-26; 1771, 3, 10, 13-[15]; 1796, 12 

picOwrys, 1658, 13; 1677, 30; 1698, 8 
pc Owrixds, 1692 (a), 18; [(6), 17]; 1698, 10; 1714, 

255243 LIST Ao; tS 

p4v@ (indeclinable), 1718, 58, 59, 62 
pony, 1658, 5; 1674, 25; 1676, 3; 1677, 16; 

1686, 20; 1689, 4, 11; 1690, 10; 1692 (2), 5, 

13; (2), 3, [10]; 1766, 5 (uevny.); 1767, 4; 
1798, 5; 1797, 4; 1896, 2; 1897 

po( iF 1778, 6, 10, 13-15. Perhaps poAls or po- 

AvBdis 

POOLOS : pf. KovpovAaros, 1718, 14-32, 61. p. fvords, 

1718, 2-13, 30, 31, 60. See also Index of Latin 

words 

pot for 7}, 1687, 20 
potpa, 1708, 152, 204, 218, 251, 255, 263 @; 1754, 2 
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*uodBis. See pol ) 

uodtBods, 1823, 9 
poduBdis. See pol) 
poovalwv. See Index 4 
poovacrypiov, 1674, 74; 1680, 3 (?); 1686, 7, 

9, 14, 16, 32; 1690, 2, 3, 8, 12; 1698, 3; 

1704, 1, 3; 1724, [x], 73; 1758, 1; 1762, 3; 

1763, 4, 22; 1862, 3; 1899, 9; [1900, 3]; 

1906 

* wovacTikds. 
povaxy. 
povaxds. See Index 4 
povy, 1695, 8; 1762, 17; 1793, 10 

povynpys, 1676, 4 
*wovdBodor, 1714, 32 

pOvos, 1674, 35, 74, 97; 1676, 65; 1690, 7; 1694, 

6; 1708, 59, 73, 76, 161, 179, 184, 229, 239; 

1740, 3; 1741, 3; 1742, 2; 1748, 3; 1744, 3; 

1750, 2, 5, 8; 1752, 3; 1753, 2; 1764, 2; 

1755, 10; 1758, 4; 1779, 4; 1780, 7; 1781, 3; 

1782, 4; 1788, 8 ds ; 1798, 16; 1800,1; 1801, 

2; 1802, 2; 1808, 3; 1804, 5, 7; 1805, 3; 
1806, 3; 1841, 8. ydvoy as adv., 1678, 8; 

1709, 64. od pdvov ort, 1677, 28 

px Gos, 1674, 63 
*uvpravroT\dovos, 1676, 67 

pupids, 1715, 11, 12; 1762, 15; 1778, 10; 1799, 3, 

4; 1800, 3,4; 1808, 7; 1886 ds. 

Index 7 (a) 

pepia, 1840, 5 

See Index 4 

See Index 4 

See also 

vavdorv, 1886 ; 1904, 3, 6. See also Index 6 

*vavdwtiKds : 7 vavdwrixy}, 1851 

vavTns, 1714, 17 (see Addenda), 23; 1725, 7; 1727, 

4," 63.3) L729; 75, 4780,.'5, 9k 304783, 1,2; 15 5 

1786, 4, 7; 1787, 4, 5, 28 

vautTiKds, 1714, 37 

véuw, 1691, 13; 1871 

veounvia, 1714, 27; 1766, 11 (vevy.); 1796, 18 
(vovp.) ; 1797, 10 

véos, 1648, 9; 1725, 2; 1781, 10; 1770, 13; 1771, 

43 1772, 18; 1774, 11. 16 véov, 1724, 11 

vevw, 1691, 11 (veovra part.); 1722, 18, 19, 21 bis, 26; 

1724, 25, 26, 28; 1783, 37, 42; 1768, 3, 4, 7, 

It . 

yiymlos, 1677, 28 ; 1708, 256 

viKaw, 1660, 35 

vikn, 1707, 6 ; 1717, 32; 1724, 17; 1727, 57; 1793, 8 

WORDS 

voéw, 1712, 14 2%; 1717, 21 bis; 1727, 17 (voovres 

part.) 
vou.y, 1650, 2-4; 1676, 12; 1686, 22; 1692 (a), 17; 

(2), 16; 1724, 34 

vopile, 1787, 16 

voids. See Index 4 
vomyzos, 1711, 49; 1724, 16; 1781, 10; 1902v. 
vopiopa, 1658, passim; 1654, 13; 1661, 23, 31; 

1662, 20; 1670, passim; 1671, 4, 6-8; 1672, 

passim; 1678, passim; 1674, 72; 1685, 2, 4, 5; 

1686, 31; 1692(4), 17; 1697, 12; 1701, 3, 5-7, 

10; 1708, 1, 5; 1708, 68, 117, 119, 148, 150, 

164, 168, 175, 176, 180, 184; 1711, 21, 22, 46, 

733°79,156; 03% L712, 2255 (2714, 8.3) (1716, 75 

1717, 9, 40; 1719, 8-10; 1720, 15; 1727, 53; 

1728, 19; 1729, 34; 1781, 14, 18, 20; 1782, 7; 

1733, 45, 46; 1734, 16; 1786, 11, 12, 35; 17387, 

9 ds (once vopu.), 11, 28; 1788, 3; 1741, 3-5; 

1742, 2; 1748, 3; 1744, 3; 1745, 3; 1747, 2; 

1748, 2; 1749, 3; 1750, 2 d7s, 4, 5, 7, 8; 1751, 

3; 1754, 2 dis; 1762, 2, 11, 14, 18, 20; 1768, 

passim; 1766, 9, 10; 1775, 8; 1782, 4 dz; 

1795, 19; 1807, 3-8; 1838, 4-7; 1844; 1846; 

1864, 3; 1907 “r 

vopiapdriov, 1661, 13, 14, 15; 1662, 7, 12, 14; 

1664, 3 ds, 6; 1667, 5, 7, 11; 1668, 4 dis; 

1708, 171; 1721, 5; 1722, 31, 32, 50; 1728, 

9 bis, 10 bis, 18, 23; 1724, 42, 43, 78; 1725, 

13-15; 1781, 12, 33; 1788, 72; 1784, 21; 

1735, 5, 21; 1786, 25; 1758, 2 d%s-4; 1775, 

4, [6], 7; 1781, 2, 3; 1795, 11; 1796, 11, 

13 dts, 14; 1808, 4 d%s-6; 18838, 7 7s; 1881, 6; 

1904, 9 

VvOp0S, 1663, 3; 1678, 7. vdyw, 1724, 20; 1786, 17. 
kara vdyous, 1660, 40 

vomos, 1648, 4, 6; 1649, 7; 1661, 8; [1662, 3]; 

1664, 1; 1674, 48; 1678, 9; 1680, 2, [4]; 
1686, 7; 1687, 6; 1688, 4; 1689, 7; 1690, 6; 
1691, 5; 1692 (a), 6, 7; (2), 4, 5; 1694, 3; 

1697, 2; 1699, 4; 1705, 5; 1714, 18; 1719, 6; 

1720, 6, 8; 1767, 6; 1769, 9; 1772, 5; 1774, 
5; 1777, 4; 1780, 4; 1798, 7; 1841, 6; 1862, 

4; 1872, 7; [1899, 8, rr] 

vooos, 1676, 15 ; 1708, 120; 1729, 14 
vooros (?), 1674, 82, 85 

*vordpios. See Index 4 , 
*yorivds, 1686, 13; 1692 (a), 14; [(2), 10]; 1722, 

12, 18; 1783, 24 
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votos, 1692 (a), 15; [(2), 11]; 1722, 23; 1724, 36; 

1733, 35 
*voupepadptos. See Index 4 
vous, 1712, 15; 1717, 21 

vipdy, 1711, 50, 73 

vov, 1668, 3; 1686, 23; 1692(a), 9; [(4), 6]; 1708, 

56, 65, 97, tor; 1711, 64; 1712, 9; 1722, 24; 

1724, 33; 1729, 20; 17383, 17; 1775, 5; 1791, 

10; 1796, 3, 7; 1827; 1889 r., 15, v., 7. 

vov, 1686, 11 ; 1722, 10; 1780, 20; 1731, 22; 

1793, 14 
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Eevodoxetov, 1762, 12 (—x..) 
&évos, 1677, 54; 1695, 19; 1729, 36; 1785, 13; 

1870 dis (?). emi Eévns, 1660, 27 

Earns, 1718, 22, 23, 38, 39, 48, [49], 52, 53, 65. 
See also Index 7 (a) 

Enpaiva, 1674, 65 
Enpos, 1674, 97; 1694, 21 
Evd\wos, 1694, 24; [1769, 6] 
*Evhomérpns. See Index 4 
Evdov, 1714, 35; 1728, 12 ; 1778, 3, 8,11. measure, 

1718, 83. Bacvdrkdv &., 1718, 79 (?) 

€va70s, 1718, 2-13, 30, 31, 60 

*byyia, 1780, 22; 1781, 29. See also ovyxia 

GySoos, 1666, 3; 1692 (2), 4; [(4), 2?]; 1707, 1, 8; 
1718, 4; 1788, 28, 29; 1738, 2; 1766, 12 (oxr.); 

1770, 6; 1781, 2; 1872, 10;'1904, 9 
dua, (?), 1798, 2 

650s, 1648, 17; 1765, 10; 18380, 5 
dev, 1680, 13; 1711, 18; 1727, 17; 1781, 23 
d0dvi0r, 1826 
ou for q 1729, 36 drs 

oloa, 1647, 16; 1649, 23; 1651, 24; 1659, 10; 1661, 

25; (1668, 13]; 1676, 41; 1681, 5; 1687, 20 

(etroros part.) ; 1689, 24; 1692 (a), 22; [(2), 21]; 

1693, 19; 1695, 23; 1696, introd., 28; 1701, 

12; 1702, 7; 1711, 84, 89, 95; 1718, 19; 1722, 

52; 1723, 24; 1724, 81; 1727, 67; 1728, 26; 

1729, 47; 1730, 27; 1781, 41; 1733, 74; 1734, 

24; 1735, 24, 25; 1786, 28; 1768, 22; 1770, 

23; (1771, 12]; 1772, 28; 1786, 24; 1787, 17; 

(1793, 22?]; 1795, 15; 1796, 20; 1889r., 15 

OLKaoe, 1676, 13 

Oikos, 1708, 239; 1711, 54; 1729, 37; 1735, 13 
oikeidw, 1677, 19; 1708, 40 
oixérns, 1677, 3 
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oixéw, 1724, 53 ; 1727, 36. % olkovpévn, 1660, 35 
otKnpa, 1708, 47, 74, 75, 202; 1729, 10 

olknots, 1708, 47; 1714, 36; 1768, 12 
oikytiKds, 1691, 13 
olkyTwp, 1677, 27 
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oikodopéw, 1708, 78, 189; 1722, 37; 1724, 53; 
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olkoddp0s, 1708, 188, 190 
otkobev, 1729, 19, 27, 39 ; 1798, 15 
oikovopéw, 1722, 37; 1733, 53 
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olkos, 1708, 165, 244, 258; [1770, 15]; 1772, 20; 

1774, 13. é& oixov cov, 1738, 48; 1734, 5; 1785, 
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oikooKevy, 1708, 44 

*oixdaKevos, 1780, 17 (see note) 
oikoupevikds, 1676, 56 
oixoupds, 1711, 40 
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olvos, 1663, 26, 28, 29; 1674, 86; 1701, 3; 1716, 6; 
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ddtyos, 1708, 262 2; 1729, 8; 17380, 8 

dd\iywpéw, 1791, 6 

OAK, 1708, 129, 130 
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dddypados: rd bAdypador as subst., 1706, 10 
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(2), 8, 9, 12; 1696, 4; 1697, 5; 1708, 75; 

1715, 7; 1722, 11, 43; 1785, introd.; 1768, 1; 
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59; 1712, 8, 11 d¢s, 21, 25; 1718, 22; 1714, 23; 

1715, 3,16; 1716, 12; 1717, [1], 51; [1719, 7]; 
1720, 12; [1721, 1]; 1722, 8, 47; 1728, 7, 21; 

1724, 9, 68; 1725, 10; 1726,12; 1727, 21, 62; 

1728, 10, 14, 23; 1729, 24, 28, 30, 44; 1780, 

16, 25; 1781, 24, 38; 1782, 2,9; 1788, 10, 68; 
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1770, [1], 21; 1771, 11; 1772, 7, 25; 1778, 7; 

1774, 7; 1775, 5; 1777, 6; 1798, 7,19; 1794, 
7; 1795, 12; 1796, 17; 1797, 9; 1862, 9; 

1872, 7; 1877, 2; 18938, 4 
opoddynpa, 1660, 34; 1714, 22 
opodoyia, 1660, 1 (op.), 2, 36; 1692 (a), 18; [(2), 

17]; 1698, 10; 1708, 210, 234, 258; 1710, 7; 

1718, 7; 1714, 21, 243 1727, 8, 21, 70; 17289, 
6, 42, 45, 543 1780, 6, 16, 23, 26, 31; 1781, 7, 

31, 39, 50; 1767, 8, [12]; 1794, 18; 1795, 11, 
14, 16, 18; 1796, 17, 19, 21, 22; 1902 r., x 
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dpoovartos, 1707, 6; 1717, 31; 1724, 17; 1728, 15 
*6udturos, 1695, 20; 1712, 5; 1718, 8; 1795, 
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6.00, 1654, 1; 1673, 57, 156, [277], 378; 1699, 15; 
1750, 7; 1757, 10; 1759, 3; 1778, 15. See 

also Index 7 (a) 

Opws, 1674, 44 
dvndrarys, 1798, 2 (oved.) 

dvopma, 1676, 15; 1678, 8; 1685, 1, 2; 1686, 24; 
1701, 4; 1708, 28, 45, 65; 1733, 1; 1740, 2; 

1741, 4; 1750, 2; 1758, 1; 1759, 1; 1760, 1; 
1764, 9; [1874]; [1875]; [1899, 2]. dd 

évoparos, 1685, 3. é& dvduaros, 1722, 40; 1724, 

55; 1780, 20; 1783, 56; 1807,9. én’ dvdparos, 

1786, 12 (ovwp.). intp dvéparos, 1780, 10; 17381, 

26 

dvopalw, 1709, 38 
Ovos, 1787, 4; 1889 v., 3 (?) 

d€0s, 1906 (?) 
6€vs, 1764, 5; 1798, 2 (gen. o€eov) 
Omdov, 1663, 2 
Omotav, 1711, 24, 74; 1786, 13; 1787, 10; 1768, 
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émrtwyv. See Index 4 
drrwpavns, 1794, 6, 8 (w7.) 
OWS, 1676, 63; 1679, 10; 1708, 106, 183; 1840, 4 
Spacis, 1708, 85, 209 
6pdw, 1674, 107; 1708, 221; 1727, 43; 1911, 4. 

eldov, 1677, 50 (idov). idov, 1786, 11 (1d.), 18 

(do.); 1787, 2 

dpyavov, 1690, 9; 1694, 25; 1769, 6; 1906; 

1907 (?) 

*Spyov (?), 1741, 5 
*6pduvdpios. See Index 4 

dpéy@, 1677, 7; 1678, 4 
opOds, 1791, 7 
dpilw, 1707, 8; 1732, 5, 6 

Gpiodeixrns. See Index 4 
Sptov, 1692 (a), 13, 16; (4), 10; 1698, 6, 14, 15; 

1694, 10; 1695, 9 ; 1696, 9; introd., 15 ; 1697, 8 

*Spvov (= horreum), 1828, 14 
dptyadkos, 1727, 34 

*dpiyahkodns, 1737, 14 

*6pkopocta, 1728, 9 
dpkos, 1647, [13], 15; 1660, 15, 30, 32; 1677, 535 

1708, 228, 233, 244, 261; 1712, 20; 1727, 57; 

[1793, 18, 20]; 1862, 8; 1901, 3. t° Spxov 

1836, 8 
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oppaw, 1707; 4:32 1712, 737 YUH8; 21, 23; 1714, 14, 

17; [1715, 2]; 1720, 5; 1724, 8, 70; 1725, 8; 
[1726, 7, 10]; 1727, [6], 64; 1728, 7; 1729, 5, 

8; 1780, 4, 7; 1781, 4,8; 1788, 7; 1765, 4(?); 

1855, 7 
Oppy, 1675, 5 
Opj.os, 1684, 3; 1826 
pos, 1862, 4 
dphavixds, 1708, 249, 256 

Sphavds, 1674, 106; 1676, 66; 1708, 1844 

6s for ws, 1665, 3; 1786, 28 

60s, 1692 (a), 11; (4), 8, [16]; 1694, 8; 1697, 7; 
1708, 49, 74, 263 2(?); 1729, 40; 1769, 3 

domep, 1648, 20; 1649, 16; 1660, 39; 1677, 36; 
1678, 6; 1680, 14; 1686, 42; 1708, 196; 1712, 

24; 1715, 12; [1717, 43]; 1721, 6 (irep); 1722, 
247, 32; 1724, 43, 59, 64; 1725, 14; 1727, 28; 

1733, 46; 1786, 12; 1765, 12; 1768, 13; [1770, 

12]; 1771, 4; 1772, 15; [1774, 9]; 1828, 6; 

1902 r., 1 

Gompeor, 1833 
*6artdpios. See Index 4 
OoTts, [1663, 9]; 1707, 7; 1716, 2; 1720, 14; 1781, 

34; 1794, 11; [1872, 10]; 1877, 4 

daTpdxwvos, 1823, t1, 12 
OTL: ob udvov Srt odK...GAAG Kal KrA., 1677, 28 

ovyKia, 1660, 43; 1718, 12 (yovyk.), 13 (do.); 1828, 

4. See also dyyia 

ovdézroTe, 1839 
ovKeért, 1775, 4 

ov pay adda Kal, 1660, 14; 1708, 38, 74, 95 f, 
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ov, 1659, 9; 1708, 159; 1720, 15; 1728, 13; 1780, 
15; 1731, 15; 1787, 19; 1788, 3, 9; 1791, 6 

ovum, 1659, 2 
ovpanos, 1660, 35; 1889 v., 6 
ovpos : map’ odpov, 1714, 44 

ovaia, 1709, 56; 1870 ds; 1907 
ovotaKos, 1654, 1 
ovrw, 1686, 21; 1711, 63; [1717, 47]; 1780,-18; 

1781, 33; 1734, 14; 1794, 13; 1902 r., 5 

ovTwS, 1653, 12a; 1654,8, 10; 1671,3; 1673, 7,and 
passim; 1674, 58; 1708, 122, 172, 185; 1712, 

23; 1713, 15; 1724, 36, 68; 1781, 37; 1738, 
27; 17384, 20; 1755, 5; 1761, 3; 1762, 1; 

1796, 1 (?); 1834. See also Index 7 (a) 

ovxt, 1659, 10 
Sperdy, 1661, 26 (opiA.), 27 (wp.); 1687, 22 (werd) 
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ddeiAnpa, 1661, 22 (odiaA.); [1700, 4] 

dheihw, 1654, introd.; 1661, 11; 1676, 33; 1677, 32; 

1681, 4; 1685, 5 (opiA.); 1687, 8 (do.); 1699, 6 

(do.); 1708, 158, 182, 197, 208, 217, 242, 250, 

252, 254; 1711, 19; 1766, 7 (odiA.); 1772, 8 

1773, 7 (opuA.); 1844 

Sdédytos. See dpérupos 
bfOad( ), 1657, 5 
bPOarpds, 1911, 5 
*bddixvov. See Index 4 
dxéw, 1682, 4; 1791, 11 

dxAnors, 1676, 21, 28, 43 

dysus, 1708, 183 

éWaviov, 1654, 7 

*rayaves, [1711, 32]. See also Index 4 
*maydpxns. See Index 4 
*tayapxia. See Index 4 
*qd-yapxos. See Index 4 
Tavdapuov, 1676, 19 

mavdta, 1781, 15 

Tavolov, 1708, 249, 257, 262 a; 
mats, 1654, 12; 1701, 2, 9 

*adxtov, 1727, 46; 1788, 3; 1870 
maXads, 1677, 12; 1698, 14; 1696, 9; 1771, 3; 

1898 

TahavoydpaKktos, 1722, 31 
TahatoTns, 1718, 80 (—Aear.), 82 (do.) 
mahativos, 1876 

TaNariov, 1679, 4 

Tahwr( ), 1808, 3 

md, 1660, 9; 1708, 137, 203 

*mad\ov, 1659, 4 
Tavapirros, 1677, 41 

TaveTOomTns, 1676, 65 

Tavevpnuos, 1674, 92; 1709, 4 

*TravouKTioTns, 1676, 56 

Tavoentos, 1708, 165 
*tavTdO\uos (L. and S. only ravdOdu0s), 1674, 2, 34; 

1676, 57 
TavTaxy, 1676, 24 

tavraxobev, 1661, 16 

TAVTAXOV, 1686, 42; 
1902 r., 3 

mavTéKouKos. See Index 4 

TAVTENS, 1660, 16; 1674, 55; 1676, 17; 1677, 31; 

1708, 216 

TavTn, 1722, 28; 1724, 39; 17388, 39 

1712, 29 (?); 1791, 2 

1711, 58; 1717, 44; 1901, 2; 

* 
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mavrobev, 1722, 28; 1724, 39; 17838, 40 
TavTovos, 1661, 17; 1676, 19; 1686, 25, 27; 1687, 

15; 1694, 17; 1711, 49; 1714, 39; 1727, 34 

(mavrots dat.), 51; 1757, 5; 1768, 8; 1841, 21 

TavToiws, 1714, 50 

TavToKpatwp, 1660, 34; 1727, 57; 1790, 3; 1793, 

7; 189384 

Tavrore, 1676, 64 

mavu, 1790, 5 

tapaBaivw, 1660, 40; 1698, 8; 1712, 20, 21 dis; 
1717, 35, 36; 1727, 48, 52, 54, 58 

mapaBacia, 1732, 6 

mapaBacts, 1717, 39; 1728, 18; 1781, 29. e 
emepwTnrews Kal 7., 1660, 42 

Tmapayyéddw, 1787, 9, 17 

Tapaypady, 1711, 49 
Tapadidwpt, 1655, 1; 1659, 13; 1668,.7; 1679, 9; 

1715, 14; 1735, 7; 1768, 17 

Tapadpopis, 1724, 26; 1788, 22 
TapaKkah€w, 1677, 39; 1708, 51; 1709, 9; 1788, 6, 

7; 1892, 1 

Tapakatéxyo, 1708, 59 

TapaKdnots, 1730, 13, 19; 1781, 36 

TapaKkodovbéw, 1663, 13 
TrapadapBdave, 1674, 51 (?), 67; 1715, 15; 1785, 

20; 1768, 18; 1797, 9 

Tapadeitro, 1647, 12 
Twapadnpmrys. See Index 4 
*qrapahymrikds, 1771, 5 
Tapapevo, 1798, 12 

Tapay.ov”", 1764, 4 
Trapapvbia, 1781, 2, 3; 1785, 5 

Tapacahevw, 1727, 49 

TmapacKevatw, [1668, 3]; 1782, 4 
mapdaratis, 1663, 2 

tapattOnus, 1677, 17; 1707, 8; 1881, 5 
Tapatvyxave, 1674, 29 (?) 

TapavTa, 1683, 1; 1881, 6 

mapappovéw, 1711, 80, 87, 93 

Tapadvhaky, 1663, 5; [1765, 87]; 1769, 8 
TapapvrAdtTw, 1902 v. 

Tapaxwpew, 1686, 10; (1718, 28]; 1795, 6 

Tapaxopnors, 1730, 23 

Tapert, 1661, 12; 1668, 12, 21; 1679, 7; 1690, 7; 
1694, 6; 1700, 5; 1706, 11, note; 1707, 8; 

1708, [4?], 57, 97,165; 1711, 83, 95; 1718, 21; 

1714, 15, 20, 27; 1715, 6; 1716, 3; 1721, 10; 

1723, 26; 1724, 50, 63; 1727, 64, 66; 1729, 
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23, 25; 1764, 1; 1769, 1; 1772, 16; 1781, 1; 

1782, 5; 1794, 12; 1797, 11; 1824; 1841, 8; 

1851; 1862, 10; 1872,10; 1877, 5; 1901, 3 

TapeKtos, 1711, 30 
mapenBody. See Index 5 
mapévOeros, 1717, 28 
mape€, 1728, 11 
*rapemukpiva, 1727, 13 

TapépxXomat, 1674, 32(?); 1686, 25; 1716, 3; 1727, 
20; 1766, 13; 1772, 11; 1774, 14; 1775, 9; 

1786, 10 

Tapéx@, 1658, 3; 1660, 15; 1661, 14; 1663, 17; 

1667, 2; 1668, 1; 1669, 2; 1674, 32; 1676, 

39; 1677, 49; 16938, 9; 1694, 21, 22; 1695, 

12; 1697, 11; 1700, 4, 9; 1708, 42, 82; 1711, 

23,45; 1714, 19; 1715,13; 1717, 38; 1721, 7; 

1722, 5; 1724, 4; 1726, 7; 1727, 6; 1728, 18; 

1729, 5; 1730, 5; 1731, 5, 28; 1732, 6; 1733, 
7; 1736, 13; 1787, 10; 1764, 7; 1766, 10; 

1771, 8; 1772, 21; 1775, 5,7 (?), 8(?); 1788, 4; 

1794, 13; 1795, 10; 1796, 4, 15; 1798, 2; 

1800, 2; 1801, 2; 1802, 2; 1803, 2; 1804,2; . 
1806, 1; 18338, 2, 5; 1881, 1, 5 dis 

mapOeveia, 1711, 18 
mrapOevos, 1674, 62 
TapltoTnp., 1648, 20, 23; 1649, 16, 19; 1655, 3; 

1674, 49, 100; 1676, 59; 1677, 42; 1679, 8 

1727, 28; 1787, 7; 1798, 15, 21 (?) 

mapooos, 1676, 60 

Tapodvpopat, 1674, 5 
Tapopaw, 1675, 4 

Tapovota, 1675, 7; 1791, 5 

Tax, 1718, 20 
matéw, 1787, 4 

TaTHp, 1659, 15 ; 1676, 3, 66; 1677, 34; 1686, 24; 

1692 (a), 6; (4), [4], 13; 1699, 3, 10; 1708, 28, 

45, 54, 61, 67, 70, 77, 84, 92, 147, 161, 174, 209, 

227, 236, 254; 1712, 28; 1722, 3, 4,16; 1724, 

30, 69; 1725, 6; 1726, 5; 1780, 4, 8, 11; 17381, 

9, 12, 16, 21; 1855, 3; [1856]; 1874; 1875. 

(in the ecclesiastical sense), 1674, 73 

matpixuos. See Index 4 
martpis, 1674, 105 
TaTp@os, 1692 (a), 10; (4), 7; 1708, 19, 36, 53, 58, 

60, 74, 206, 245 

Tavw, 1729, 28 

meouds, 1674, 55; 1686, 13; 1689, 12; 1690, 11; 
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1692 (a), 14; (2), 10; 1696, 7; 1697, 6; 

1897 

meOtov, [1677, 147]; 1686, 28; 1688, 10(?); 1694, 
8; 1702, 3; 1767, 6; 1770, 8 

meiOw, 1660, 3; 1680, 17; 1707, 2,8; 1710, 8; 1711, 
59; 1715,18; 1717, 4, 52; 1720,16; 1724, 12; 

[1726, 13]; 1727, 22 (wemesevor perf. part.) ; 

17838, 11; 1735, 2; 1795, 14; 1862, 8 (770.) 

meiva, 1674, 21 (mv.) 

Teo pLOVvy, 1674, 36 
méumTos, 1692 (2), [2], 7; 1704, 9; 1714, 10; 1719, 

11; 1785, introd., 7, 14, 20; 1757, 3; 1774, 

3 bis; 1782, 3; 1788, 3 

méumrw, 1651, 11; 1683, 3; 1684, 5, 6; 1708, 3; 
1807, 10; 1889; 1840, 4 

*revOepidns, 1676, 8, 37 
mevOepds, 1676, 14; 1724, 31 
qevia, 1677, 12, 29 

mevixpds, 1708, 221 

TEVTAETHS, 1695, 2; 1770, 4 
MEVTEKALOEKATOS, 1692 (2), 2; 1700, 5; 1707, 1, 8; 

1805, 3 
TEpaios : n Tepata, 1686, 8 

TEpaLTépw, 1674, 45 

mepatwots, 1714, 29 

mépas, [1663, 7]; 1679, 11 
meptBadr.w, 1729, 25 
mepiPrenTos, 1676, 31, 43, 61; 1677, 3; 1678, 1; 

1714, 12; 1750, 6; 1793, 4; 1893 8; 1896, 2; 

[1897] 

mepiBohy, 1877, 9 

mepiBodos, 1893 8, 15 
Tepuytyvopat, 1694, 16; 1841, 20; 1879 
mepvypady, 1707, 2; 1717, 6; 1724, 16 
Tepieyt, 1676, 3, 38; 1699, 12 

Tepiepxopat, 1697, 8; 1727, 31; 1729, 30 

Teplex@, 1708, 68, 125, 128; 1711, 10, 81, 88, 94; 

1714, 22; 1787, 16; 1771, 3 

*repidvots, 1709, 110 

TEpLoxXy, 1877, 9 
Tepimatos, 1842 
meputinrw, 1676, 15 
TepuTovew, 1708, 41 
TEpLaTOhy, 1708, 62, 205 

mepiterxilw, 1691, 10 (—riy.) 
mepitTos : x mepirrod, 1676, 21 
TEPLXUTNS, 1654, 2 

*repixopa, 1765, 7 
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Tero 0s, 1722, 21, 23; 1724, 27, 33; 1788, 22, 

42 

77, 1681, 2 dis 
Tyyatos, 1695, 7 
THX, 1718, 78, 79, 81, 83-86 

*ruyKépvys, 1656, 3 (mwx.) 

TuKpOs, 1674, 3; 1676, 59. 
miva. See neva 

TumTparkw, 1676, 34, 50; 1686, 10; 1722, 10, 33, 
44,48; 1724, 20, 35, 76; 1729, 9, 26; 1738, 

16, 47, 62, 69; 1784, 15, 21; 1735, 6, 13, 15; 

1886 

mint, 1660, 12 

TirooKoTréopat, 1654, 4 (memeurcoxon’), 6 (memeWwo- 

koup*§) 
TloTts, 1647, 11; 1714, 48; 1724, 3, 74 

TLOTOS, 1648, 22; 1649, 18 

TUTTAKLOV, 1786, 9, 14; 1855 

mralw, 1674, 104 

a\aros, 1718, 71, 74, 77; 1788, 42 
m)eiwy, 1870. én rArciw, 1674, 32. mAeioros, 1676, 

30 

m€ov, 1674, 22; 1677, 35; [1711, 32] 
meovetia, 1677, 10 (?) 
mhéw, 1714, 31; 1770, 7. mAéw 7) GAaTTov, 1686, 30 

*tr)hedrepos, 1722, 27 

m7 Oos, 1680, 5 

TV, 1708, 253 
*rhyvapia, i, 1674, 41 

TANpNS, 1664, 7; 1670, 21; 1673, 162; 1722, 35; 

1724, 46; 1788, 48; 1784, 5; 1735, 6. 76 7A., 

1708, 142,194. els mAfpes, 1674, 49. ek mAr- 

povs, 1702, 4; 1704, 10; 1708, 45; 1712, 12. 

mAnpéotatos, 1724, 21; 1735, 2 

mnpdm, 1656, 8; 1660, 11; 1674, 41; 1677, 46; 

1702, 2; 1704, 6; 1708, 231; 1712, 17; [1717, 

8?]; 1724, 58; 1781, 33; 1741, 1; 1774, 7; 

1779, 1; 1780, 5; 1782, 3 

mrnporixés, [1702, 5]; 1704, 12, 15 
TANPOTLKAS, 1674, 10 

TAHTTH, 1680, 9 

*hwvOdpvov (?), 1718, 78 
m)wwetov, 1715, 9 
mdotov, 1714, 30; 1718, 72; 1728, 12; 1823, 4, 6 

*thovpapors (?), 1885 
m\ovaLos, 1676, 66 

tmUvw, 1695, 18 (wemAu. perf.) 

mvevma, [1874]; [1875] 

mikporatos, 1677, 36 
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TVLYNpss, 1676, 26 

Todadyia : wepdeyyevyn 7, 1676, 16 (—yera) 

mo0ev, 1676, 41; 1718, 19 

To.ew, 1647, 12; 1651, 10, 20; 1658, 6; 1659, 8; 

1660, 11; 1662, 16; 1664, 4, 6; 1675, 6; 1677, 

17, 24; 1683, 3; 1694, 12, 25; [1696, 11]; 

1700, 7; 1701, 7; 1702, 5; 1704, 11; 1706, 
4, 7; 1707, 2, 3; 1708, 9, 95, 132, 146, 151, 

213, 219, 243; [1710, 9]; 1711, 74; 1712, 4; 

1713, 6; 1714, 40, 43; 1719, 18; 1728, 19; 

1727, 43, 45; 1780, 19; 1781, 38; 17382, 8; 

1788, 65; 1786, 18; 1787, 19 ;- [1772, 26]; 

1776, 2; 1781, 3; 1786, 28; 1790, 2; 1807, 

4(?), 5 (?); 1886, 15; 1893 8B, 14 

TouLHV, 1653, 16-18, 26; 1670, 1; 1671, 2; 1677, 
13, 20, 27, 30; 1682, 4; 1689, 6; 1692 (a), 7, 

1g, 20; [(6), 5, 11, 19]; 1700, 103 1701, 5. 

Tepevxitpxis Tlouuévar, 1648, 6 

Tolwviov, 1694, 23 

Tow, 1711, 45 

moXs, 1647, 6; 1651, 6; 1656, 3, [4]; 1663, 2, [5]; 

1674, 8, 48; 1678, 2; 1680, 8 (?); 1708, 8, 

166; 1709, 80; 1710, [3], 12; 1711, 6, [11?], 

70; 1712, 3,7; 1718, 4, 14; 1714, 11; 1769, 

4; (1777, 6]; 1780, 2; 1797, 2, [6], 12; 1807, 
io; 1893 a; 1896, 3; 1911, 4. See also in 

Index 5 (Avratov 7. etc.) 

moXwreia, 1668, 7 (—r..). 
To\uTevw : roAtrevdpevos. See Index 4 
moNuTiKs, 1711, 32. 7. rd€is, 1674, 9 

To\daKis, 1651, 10 (—xeis); 1729, 38 
*rohvkwtitns. See Index 4 
Tovnpos, 1718, 20 

movos, 1708, 94 
tropbéw, 1677, 26, 36, 52 
mopveta, 1711, 30 (—v..) 

Topvn, 1709, 26 

TOpos, 1660, 3; 1668, 8; 1708, 120; 1711, 25, 28; 

1724, 48; 1736, 16 4 

mooaKis. See xécos 

m6a0s, 1718, 2-59 (? — or tocdxis ?) 

ToooTns, 1674, 88 ; 1708, 218, 235; 1733, 65 

Trotapirns (?), 1808, 1 
TOTAp0S, 1762, 19; 1904, 7, 8 
ToTHnpoTAUTNS, 1657, 15 
motile, 1796, 8 

mous, 1718, 80; 1787, 18; 1890; 1892. én) modap 

Babi, 1727, 19. mapa méda, 1674, 4 

Tpayy.a, 1659, 3; 1663, 8, 46; 1675, 5; 1676, 7, 9, 
20 (mpayywv gen. plur.), 45, 50 ; 1677, 53; 1680, 

2; 1681, 3; 1683, 2; 1708, 17, 32, 59, 109; 

1711, 64; 1712, 14; 1718, 24, [27]; 1714, 30, 
47; 49; 1716, 10; 1717, 19; 1727, 16, 27, 31, 

42; 1728, 8, 11,17; 1729, 40; 1781, 28; 1772, 

23; 1886, 14; 1902r., 7. 7d Kar eye mp., 

1677, 9. Kara mpayya, 1782, 7 

TpaypLarevTys, 1670, 15; 1707, 3; 1718, 13; 1882 
TpayLatevTiKds, 1882 

Tpayparevw, 1674, 84; 1855, 3 

TpaypatiKds, 1663, 4 

Tpaidevw, 1674, 91 (apair.) 
mpaumrdattos. See Index 4 
*rpaitwpvaves, 1679, 4 

Tpaitapov, 1648, 1; 1649, 2; 1650, 5; 1651, 3 

(mper.) 

mpaxtopeia. See Index 4 
mpakrwp. See Index 4 
mpaéis, (1711, 31] 
Tpaos: Td mpaov, 1663, 9 

Tpacs, 1650, 2, 3; 1651, 13; 1676, 51; 1686, 10, 
42, 45, 47; 1722, 27, 45, 50; 1724, 6, 21, 46, 

5I, 61, 63, 86; 1729, 10, 12; 17338, 9, 65, 72 ; 

1734, 16; 1735, 16, 19, 20, 22, 26; 1769, 5 

TpatTw, 1660, 28 bis; 1674, 17, 19, 92; 1707, 3; 

1708, 80, 83; 1711, 68; 1787, 7; 1836, Io 

TpeTo, 1674, 68 

mpeaBurepos. See Index 4 

mpiapat, 1775, 3 

*apysixépos. See Index 4 

mpiv, 1677, 48. ply rod pj, 1688, 2 
mpoatpecis, 1705, 6 (—perapynv); 1711, 42; 1722, 

8; 1788, 15; 1785, 1 

Tpoaipew, 1824 
mpoapynyeouat, 1676, 14; 1708, 23; 1711, 15, 43, 

50 

mpoBaive, 1677, 53; 1781, 13 

mpoBuBalw, 1708, 262 
mpoyovos, 1674, 7; 1678, 6; 1691, 16 (—yer-) 

Tpoypadw, 1660, 33 ; 1686, 44; 1692 (2), 20; [1700, 
8]; 1707, 7; 1711, 44 dis, 66, 78, 82, 85, 90; 

1712, 26 dis; (1718, 28]; 1714, 23; 1716, [1?], 
13; 1717, 1, 3, 9, 46, 52, 54; [1719, 9]; 1722, 

42, 49; 1728, 17; 1724, [3], 9, 67; 1725, 10; 

1726, 12; 1727, 21; 1728, 23; 1729, 16, 45; 

1781, 33; 1782, 3; 1783, 10, 33, 59, 64, 69; 

1734, 15; 1735, 18; 1786, 15, 24; 1737, 123 
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1764, 8; 1766, 6; 1770, 2; [1798, 20]; 1794, 

10; 1796, 7, 9, 10; 1862, 2, 3, 7; 1872, 9; 

1902r., 4 

*rpodndyyarov. See Index 6 
mpodnrdw, 1648, 21; 1660, 41; 1663, 10; 1708, 

198; 1722, 30, 35, 43; 1728, 15; 1727, 58; 

1733, 29, 49, 60; 1785, 9; 1795, 8 

Tpodidapt, 1708, 123 
Tpod.iopohoyéopan, 1708, 219 

*mpodoy7 (?), 1870 
Tpoelrov, Tpoeipynka. 

mTpo€pxopuat, 1680, 10; 1708, 163 

Tponyéopat, 1677, 15(?); 1708, 86 
mpobecpia, 1708, 235; 1716, 4; 1766, 13; 1774, 

15 
mpo0upor, 1724, 32; 1733, 22 
TpoukyLatos, 1676, 10, 45 

TpouK@or, 7d, 1709, 46, 49, 99, I0I, 114, 120; 

1718, 25 (—xo.) 

ampot€, 1781, 18 
TpolaTne : mpoeares. 
TpOKEpat, 1651, 21; 1661, 21, 22, 24, 25; 1662, 18-20, 

22,23 ; 1664, 5,7; 1665, 3; 1666, 5; 1674, 85 

(zpoxwp.); 1686, 32, 40, 46; 1687, 17-19; 1689, 

14, 22 ds; 1691, 21 d2s; 1692 (a), 15, 21 drs; [(), 

14, 20]; 1698, 12, 17 des; 1694, 28 dis, 30; 

1695, 21 ds; 1696, 10, 17 ds; introd., 21, 

22, 26; 1698, 13 ds, 14 dts; 1700, 7, 8, 11; 

1701, 7, 9, 10, 11; 1702, 5, 6; 1704, 13, 16; 

1706, 10; 1711, 77, 81, 88, 94; 1715, 17; 1716, 
3, 10, 14; 1717, 53; 1719, 17; 1722, 48 dz, 

50; 1728, 22, 23; 1724, 75, 79; [1725, 15?]; 

1727, 64, 65; 1728, 25; 1729, 46; 1730, 26 dz; 

1731, 39, 40; 1738, 73; 1784, 21, 22; 1785, 7, 

14, 20, 1786, 26; 1750, 7; 1764, 10; 

1768, 20 dis ; 1770, 22; 1771, 12; 1775, 10 bis; 

1776, 3; 1780, 9; 1781, 4; 1782, 5; 1788, 6; 

[1798, 21 ?]; 1795, 7, 13, 15; 1796, 13, 19 dis; 

See mporéyw 

See Index 4 

22; 

1844 

mpoKopilw, 1686, 42 

*rpoxovpatwp. See Index 4 
Tpohéyw, 1660, 21 ; 1676, 43; 1708, 42. mpoeizov, 

1660, 18 ; 1722, 41 ; 1733, 58. mpopndels, 1676, 

33, 60. mpoetpnxa, 1686, 32, 37; 1707, 7; 1708, 

35; 1711, 72, 76, 80, 87, 93; 1717, 17, 18; 

1730, 17; 1781, 12, 20, 21; 1784, 13; 1770, 

12; 1794, 8; 1796, 6 

mpohoyilw, 1708, 27 
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mpovontys, 1707, 3; 1759, 1; 1762, 2; 1771, 5; 
1781, 1; 1782, 5; 1784, 4, 7,9; 1785, 6. See 
also Index 4. Tp. 

Hepldos t&v xpvotxdv ‘EppourdAews, 1781, 1; 

1784, 1 (mp. pep. Epp.) ; 1785, 2 (do.) 

TpovontiKds, [1663, 7] 

mpovowa, 1650, 2; 1674, 1 
mpovopia (or=mpovoyeta?), 1660, 26 
Tpovdpvov, 1678, 8 
mpoooos, 1674, 77 

Tpooipm.ov, 1663, 9 

Tpoovopala, 1708, 141 

mpomammos, 1724, 23, 77 
mTpoTéuTrw, 1791, 7 

Tpowayopevw, 1789, 1 
Tpoodma€, 1687, 10 
mpocamorive, 1871 

mpooypady (?), 1807, 9 
mpoodokia. : mapa mpoodoxiav, 1718, 19; 1727, 14 

Tpooedw, 1790, 7 
Tpdocepe (from eiul), 1668, 9; 1707, 8; 1711, 28; 

1827 

mpdocerpe (from cit), 1676, 54 (spoctys); 1677, 8 (do.) 

*rpocemt, 1660, 33; 1708, 46, 102; 1711, 26; 
1718, 71 (?), 73 d2s(?), 76 dis (?); 1727, 56 

Tpocexw, 1660, 26; 1786, 8; 1836, 13 

TpoonKe, 1708, 232. (76 mpoonKov, 1676, 9, 63 

Tpoonpaive, 1674, 75 
mpooOyKn. See Index 6 
mpooinut, 1827, 11 

TpooKaprepew, 1680, 19 

TpooKepar, 1676, 21 

TpooKvvew, 1791, 10 
Tpoaheyo : mpoceitety, 1658, 4 

Tpoopaptupéw, 1780, 6 ; 1731, 6 
Tp0aobos, 1676, 13; 1708, 72 
Tpowopir€w, 1658, 7; 1712, 18 (—peud.) 

Tpowopodhoyew, 1711, 52, 66 

TpooTapaKerpat, 1722, 19 
Tpooropevopmat, 1680, 4 
mpoctaypa, (1647, 3]; 1663, 10; 1674, 12 

mpdaTatis, 1677, 37 
TpooTarevw, 1674, 8 (? — see note) 

TpooTaTrw, 1663, 6, 7; 1674, 96, 101; 1676, 60; 

1677, 42 

*mpdateyov, 1708, 40 

tmpootiOnpr, 1674, 46; 1676, 62 

TpooTimov, 1660, 42, 45; 1711, 51, 63, 68, 76; 

amd mpovontay, 1709, 4, 89. 
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1712, 22; 1717, 47; 1727, 52; 1728, 18; 1729, 

34; 1781, 29; 1902 r., 5 

Tmpoo dep, 1730, 13 
mpoopopa, 1708, 62; 1727, 38 
Tmpooxapilopat, 1708, 222 
mpocwrov, 1654, 7; 1708, 21, 66, 226; 1712, 12; 

1717, 28; 1784, 8. éx ap., 1660, 27. xara 

mpdcwmov, 1701, 12; 1711, 83, 96; 1728, 21; 

1730, 25; 1781, 37; 1784, 18 

TpoTaTTw, 1686, 46; 1711, 52 
Mpoteiva, 1708, 128 
TpoTédeva, 1708, 66, 227 

MpoTedevTaw, 1708, 30 

mporepov, 1690, 9; 1791, 5; 1841, 11 

mporepos, 1696, 10(?); 1699, 7 

m@poTo\npa. (obscure), 1881, 7 
Tpopacis: npopdce:, 1660, 10 
Tpopepw, 1660, 39; 1708, 68; 1717, 44; 1723, 20; 

1724, 65; 1727, 60; 1729, 43; 1780, 24; 1781, 
35; 1783, 66; 1736, 19; 1787, 20; 1901, 2; 

1902 r., 3 

Mpoxpeia, 1828 

mpvpva, 1714, 34; 1718, 72 bis 
TpvTavevo, 1829 

Tpony, 1681, 1; 1712,8; 1718, 15; 1781, 9; 1808, 4 

Tpe@pa, 1714, 34 
*qpwretos, 1764, 7 (—r1.) 

mpwrns (obscure), See Index 4, orparidrns 
TpwTokapyntys. See Index 4 
mMp@T0s, 1664, 2; 1667, 4; 1669, 3; 1707, 1; 1708, 

4, 27,1723; 1709, 115 (mpot.); 1722, 18; 1724, 

24; 1736, 3; 1737, 3; 1740, 3; 1749, 2; 1750, 

1; 1758, 3; 1759, 2; 1841, 9; 1889 v., 4 

(xpor.). 

1727, 50 

TTUXLOV, 1719, 15 (?) 

muddy, 1722, 19, 20; 1724, 25, 33; 17338, 22 

mwdéw, 1722, 37; 1724, 52; 1738, 54; 1789, 4 

TOA, 1657, 6 

*wpdptov, 1896, 2, 8(?); 1907 

*rwpapirns, 1710, 15 (?); 1896, 2 
mamore, 1712, 16; (1718, 27]; 1717, 25, [35]; 1724, 

57 

Ta Tmp@ta, 1680, 16. mpGrov as adv., 

padiovpyia, 1714, 46 

p2Ovpia, (1663, 13]; 1680, 12 
* Serovo.ov, 1713, 9, 22 
pyrwp, 1716, 15 

*pumdpwos. See Index 4 
puboxwdvves, 1829 
*Adya, 1660, 9 (pwy.) 
*poydtrwp. See Index 4 
*Soyevw, 1889 r., 7 

pvpn, 1691, 15; 1715, 9; 1722, 23, 26; 1768, 10; 

1900, 5 
*Supiov, 1738, 37 
puTapés, 1718, 70; 1759, 2 (?) 
pvous, 1764, 2 
*boya. See *fdya 

povvups, 1655, 7,9; 1659, 15; 1712, 23; 1724, 63; 
1727, 18, 55; 1805, 4; 1836, 16; 1887 

oa0pdw, 1708, 77 
*¢dpwots, 1677, 34 
oak( ), 1904, 3 
cwakkopdpos, 1822, 16 (?) © 

*rahdpuor, 1654, 3 (?), 11 (?), 12, 14-17 
*gddxov (?), 1904, 5 
oavi0da, 1714, 33 

oaravikds, 1781, 11 
aadas, 1677, 8 
a Béous, 1708, 248 
@EavToV, 1836, 10 

ocBao pos, 1647, 13, 15 ; 1727, 56 

aeBaords. See Index 3 (a) 

oeuvos, 1710, 16 ; 1711, 17, 21; 1718, 18 

oemTos, 1708, 228 
onpaive, 1791, 2, 5 

onperow, 1798, 4 (onut.); 1800, 4 (do.); 1801, 3 
(do.); 1802, 3 (do.) 

onpepov, 1691, 8; 1707, 7; 1722, 10; 1723, 8; 
1724, 20, 76; 1733, 16; 1785, 7; 1786, 10; 

1737, 8; 1794, 10; 1872, 9; 1877, 4 

*ouyyouddpios (L. and S. cvyyAdpios). See Index 4 
ciyvov, 1709, 88 ; 1889 r., 13 

oidnpos, 1778, 5, 9, 13 
ovyvi(as ?), 1806, 2 dis 

oup( ), 1807, 4 

ourapyxia, 1708, 118, 145, 153 (—xeu) 
airnors, 1663, 6 

airwvos, 1770, 20 
owrdxptOor, 1771, 2 

GtTos, 1653, 9, 11, 30; 1668, 26, 28, 29; 1678, 159; 
1674, 85; 1686, 31; 1687, 10, 11; 1689, 19; 

1693, 10; 1695, 13, 15; 1696, 14, 15; introd., 

19; 1698, [2], 3; 1699, 12, 3; ; 1702, 
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4; 1708, 147, 153; 1755, 3, 10; 1756, 6; 

1757, 5, 10; 1759, 2, 3; 1760, 2 dzs, 3; 1765, 

123 1770,,.1% >> 1778;, 12500) 145, 9051 27 19, 

3 41s; 1780, 6, 7; 1798, 4; 1808, 2, 3; 1805, 

2; 1807, 9; 1808, 4, 5 ds; 1826; 1838; 

1841, 27; 1907 sexzes 

oiwwrdw, 1717, 23 dis 

oKa.ds, 1712, 10; 1718, 20 

*oxagidios (L. and S. only noun oxadlduov), 1714, 30 

oKevoS, 1708, 141; 1708, 22, 33, 70, 106; 1712, 13; 

(1718, 26]; 1800, 2(?); 1880, 6; 1862, 6 

oKoTréw, 1708, 189 

*oxpuidpios. See Index 4 
oKuTEvs, 1673, 297 (cxvd.) 

aos, 1667, 1; [1668, 2]; 1669, 3; 1682, 2; 1683, 

1; 1689, 8, 20; 1691, 16; 1692(a), 9; (4), 6; 

1694, 27; 1697, 9; 1700, 3, 4,6; 1701, 6; 

1702, 5; 1704, 10; 1711, 19, [21], 26(?), 33, 

34 45 625, 53; 2717, 8, [16], [30], 45; 1719, 16, 
18; 1721, 12; 1728, 20; 1729, 42; 1732, 7 

(conv = cis oy) ; 1788, 65 ; 17385, 9, 19; 1736, 

18; 2737, 17; 1781, 3; 1786, 29; 1788, 2; 

1789, 1; 1790, 1; 1796, 4; 1797, 8, [10]; 

1857; 1898. éods (dialectal form), 1786, 5, -7, 

13; 1887 

codia, 1797, 8, [10] 
copes : coperatos, 1707, 5, 7 

omabdpuos. See Index 4 
omreipw, 1674, 58, 63; 1677, 30, 44. éonappévos; 

1647, 7 
oTrépua, 1796, 4 
*omeppoBoNia, 1694, 14, 15; 1841, 18; 1887 
o7revow, 1708, 48 
omBapy, 1718, 80 (y0.) 
omopa, 1688, 7; 1711, 17; 1712, 9; 1718, 17; 

1770, 9 
oTdpimos, 1674, 35, 43; 1686, 31; 1772, 9; 1779, 

introd. 

omdpos, 1674, 65 
*gamdptovdov, 1703, 2 (o7ops.) 
omovodlw, 1677, 6; 1679, 7; 1680, 8 
o7Trovoy, 1660, 29 
aordduov, 1718, 84 
oTabuos: xpuooxoixds or., [1667, 7]; 1692(4), r7. 

xpvooxoixds or. kduns Adpodirns, 1692 (a), 18. 

dvyov kal or.’ Avrwdov, 1711, 22, [23]. apiyd cal 

or. TAnpel, 1724, 46; 1735, 6. dpi0u@ kat or. 

mTAnpn, 1722, 34; 17388, 48; 1784, 5 
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aorapvary, 1881, 7 (crapvda) 

ordxus, 1771, 10 

oTeyavop.ov, 1708, 42 

oréyn, 1722, 18, 20, 22; 1728, 14, 15; 1724, 24, 

27; 1788, 18, 42, 51; 1785, 3 (?) 
oré\dw, 1727, 42 
orevds, 1676, 24 

arevoxwpia, 1677, 11 
aorévwos, 1674, 91 
orépyw, 1732, 5 bis 
arepeds; 1718, 78; 1787, 4 (—pat.) 
OTEppos: oreppdraros, 1676, 21 

“orurmoupyds, 1708, 13 
orixdpiov, 1659, 6; 1748, 4 (? — otic “/) 

oTOLXEW, 1666, 4; 1667, 9 (cxxx), 10 (exor?); 1668, 
12 (crox), 13 (erext); 1669, 8 (cx), 9 (oxxx); 

1700, 8, [10]; 1701, 9; [1702, 6]; 1704, 

15 (ortx.); [1706, 10]; 1707, 8; 17238, 23; 

1724, 78; 1727, 65; 1728, 24; 1729, 45 ; 1730, 

26; 1781, 39; 1784, 22; 1785, 22; 1786, 24; 

1788, 3; 1739, 4; 1742 (ocroyr); 1744, 4; 17465, 

4; 1746, 3 (ornxe); 1747, 4 (ornxe); 1748, 
3 “er; 1749, 4; 1750, 8; 1761, 5; 1752, 5; 1764, 

9; 1775,10; 1779, 4; 1780, 9 (crox$); 1782, 5, 

6; 1788, 6; 1784, 4, 7, 9; 1785, 6; 1864, 4 

oTopma, 1724, 40; 1729, 20 
oropyy, 1711, 36 

oTparnyos. See Index 4 

otparnddrns. See Index 4 
oTpatiarns. See Index 4 

oOTpatiwtiKds, 1663, 2 

ovyyeirwy, 1708, 188 (cwy.) 

ovyyivopat, 1737, 14 (cvvyew-) 

ovyypady, 1676, 37 (cvvy.), 52; 1687, 23 (vevy.); 

1717, 13 (?), [18 ?] 

ovyypados, 1708, 124 

ovyKahéo, 1711, 53 
ovykaratiOnus, 1708, 183 (cwe.) 
oVYKEYLal, 1674, 96 

ovykhetw, 1694, 13 (cvvKAicwper future) 
ovyK\npovdpos, 1686, 35 

ovykop.oy, 1687, 12; 1771, 6 

ovyKpotéw, 1902 v. 

ovykupéw, 1724, 32 
ovyxXwpew, 1660, 24; 1893 B, To 
oulevyvupt, 1727, 9 

ovtvyia, 1711, 57 

avdnors (?), 1780, 17 (see note) 
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ovh\apBave, 1655, 2 (cvvrA.) 
oupBaivw, 1660, 16; 1678, 5; 1698, 8; 1711, 42, 

80, 87, 92; [1717, 36, 47]; 1729, 13; 1781, 27 

ovpBvos, 1651, 7; 1724, 7; 1725, 9; 1726, 10; 
1727, 5, 63 ; 1780, 7, 31; 1786, 5, 22 

ovpBiwors, 1712, 13 (cvvB.) 
ovpBodatoypddos. See Index 4 
ovpBodrarov, 1676, 10; 1711, 10, 58, 72, 75, 80, 87, 

93; 1862, 7 (?) 
*ovpBpoxos: & rh crpSpdxy xa a8pdx, [1771, 6]; 

1873. 76 ovpBpdxe, 1770, 11 

ovppeTexw, 1660, 19 
TvppETOXOS, 1733, 52 
*ouppeérpwos, 1711, 28 (cwvp.) 
ouppovalwy. See Index 4 (cvvp.) 

oupmapet, 1797, 8 (ovr7.) 

ovptreiOw, 1708, 195 (cv7.) 

ovpTAHpwors, 1661, 18; 1719, 17; 1723, 17; 1787, 

17; 1769, 7; 1795, 6; 1796, 9; 1906 
ouptootale, 1711, 54 
Oupmocov, 1722, 20, 22; 1728, 14, 15; 1724, 26; 

1733, 18, 20, 26, 27, 41, 50, 60,70; 17384, 13, 

15 
Tupdavew, 1656, 10; 1661, 24; 1687, 18 (cvpdor.); 

1706, 10; 1711, 20; 1715, 10; 1722, 30; 1724, 

1; 1725, 12; 1738, 45; 1735, 4; 1740, 4; 

1758, 5; 1759, 4 d7s; 1760, 3; 1776, 3; 1777, 

7; 1803, 3; 1804, 6; 1872, 14 

oupdwvikds, 1676, 41 (cvpdor.) 
ovpdovos : atpdwvov, 1660, 34, 41; 

57; 1714, 21; 1724, 42 

ouvaye, 1660, 12 
ouvaiveois, 1707, 5; 1708, 133, 139; 1709, 10; 

1717, 2 
ovvawéw, 1708, 195; 1724, 71 (cvvev.); 1855, 4 
ovvaddaypa, 1729, 26 
cuvah\arrw, 1674, 84 

ouvarre, 1676, 8; 1708, 48; 1712, 8; 1713, 15 
ouvapéoke, 1711, 20; 1722, 31; 1724, 41; 1788, 

45; 1785, 5; 1872, 14 

ovvaptrayy, (1710, 9]; 1717, 6; 1724, 14; 1727, 
23; 1733, 13 

ovvapyw : cvvdpywv. 
ovvddea, 1718, 25 

1711, 9, 52, 

See Index 4 

ourBiwors. See cvpBlwots 
ouryeirov. See ovyy. 

ovvyivopat, See ovyy. 

ovvypady. See ovyy. 

WORDS 

ovveidnots, 1722, 9; 1733, 15 
cvverhépe, (1718, 26] 

ovvehavvw, 1711, 60 

cuvepydlopat, 1705, 6 
ouvépxopat, 1674, 49; 1677, 29; 1686, 31; 

1791, 9 

ovvEots: 4 of o., 1651, 15 

ovvevdoKkew, 1708, 25, 264 ; 1710, 13 (?); ai i: 42 

ouvevpioke, 1708, 88 

TEX, 1660, 33; 1676, 25; 1677, 12; 1780, 13 

CUVEXGS, 1674, 67 

avrnyop(_), 1907 
auviyyopos. See Index 4 
ovvy Pea, 1672, 7 (—6..); 1771, 8 
auvy Ons, 1660, 40; 1686, 43; 1692 (a), 19; [(2), 

18] 

ovvbeors, 1767, 7 
CUVLOTaAVO, 1902 v. 

ouviornut, 1674, 47; 1708, 26 
ovvKatatiOnus. 
auvkdeiw. See ovyk. 
ovvhauBdvea, See ovda. 
ourperpios. See cvpp. 
ouvpovalov. 
cuvoikéc.ov, 1711, 30, 56; 1718, 18 

*ovvoixialw, 1735, 11 

avvodos: 7d o., 1647, 12; 1686, 35; 1712, 14; 1718, 
28; 1717, 19 

ovvopaw, 1791, 6 

ovviTrd peut. 
ovvTeOw, See cvun. 
ovvTatro, 1708, 42, 124, 127, 134; 1709, 104 

(cymtaze) 5 1711, 74; 1780, 19 

ovrrédeva. See Index-6 
ouvTeeoTys, 1695, 5; 1844 

ovvrTiOnpt, 1708, 49, 115, 126 

ovvTopws, 1840, 4 

ovvevéopat, 1659, 12 

ovvevy, 1659, 7 
ovpeo, 1686, 33 (perf. part. cervpop.) 

ovoKevy, 1674, 65 

ovoTacis, 1708, 232; 

odpayila, 1823, 9 

oppaytory prov, 1657, 13 
*adupid.ov, 1905 (? — ogpid.) 
OXHMG, 1729, 25 

oxilw, 1796, 5 (oxen) 
oxiopa, 1796, 7 

See ovyk, 

See ovpp. 

See oup7. 

1709, 76 
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oxowiov, 1714, 31; 1718, 87 bis, 88, 90-93. pds 
dvayerpynow Tod vx.,1693, 10. Td 0x. Td yewperpt- 

xév, 1718, 79, 86. 
ocxordlw, 1836, 14 
oxoacrtiKds. See Index 4 

ool, 1674, 58 ; 1712, 26 (?) 

oGpa, 1676, 25 
*cwpdpvotpov (L. and S, only Copdpuorpor), 1657, to 
copatilo, 1662, 24; 1722, 60; 1723, 29 
oopartiKds, (1711, 31] 
TwLEATLOV, 1708, 63 dis, 206 
goryp, 1714, 7; [1738, 1]; 1899, 3 

ogornpia, 1675, 3; 1676, 70; 1677, 40, 56 
oodppwr, 1711, 41 

TO ox. TO leparixdy, 1718, 85 

*raBeddLov. 
Tayy, 1676, 47 

TAKTLKOS : Ta TaKTiKd, 1668, 3 

Tahaimwpos, 1677, 28, 32 

Taddavrov, 1691, 19; 1719, 12; 1770, 18; 1773, 10; 
1788, 8; 1800, 3; 1801, 2, 3; 1802, 2,3; 1804, 

4, 6. See also Index 7 (a) 

Tapedvw. See Index 4 

Tavuv, 1707, 4; 1724, 2, 73 

*rakiapyiKds, 1708, 87 
Tats, 1668, 3; 1688, 9; 1691, 10; 1708, 24, 27, 

go. See also Index 4 

TTT, 1685, 1 

Tavpehdrns, 1652, 21 

TaXoS } bia rdxous (?), 1787, 1; 1790, 8 
teivw, 1790, 3 

*reipwv. See Index 4 
Tetxilo, 1663, 3 
TEKVOV, 1674, 94; 1677, 40, 56; 1711, 17; 1712, 9; 

1718, 16, [29]; 1722, 37; 1727, 17, 38, 42, 

43 bis, 47 bts; 1781, 27; 1788, 54; 1784, 8 

téevos, [1656, 107]; 1674, 66; 1676, 47; 1708, 

248 ; 1717, 11; 1720, 13; 1722, 32, 41; 1724, 

44, 77; 1788, 46, 58; 1784, 4; [1774, 8].  év 

Tedel Kal 4BpoxixG, 1689, 18 ; 1695, 11 ; (1696, 

14] 
Téheo pa, 1674, 11 
TehevTdw, 1708, 64, 81, 147, 157, 249; 1727, 31, 44 

TehevTH, 1708, 70, 82, 160, 173, 236; 1727, 40, 41, 

45, 406; 1729, 24; 17380, 10 

Te€w, 1663, 11; 1674, 42; 1686, 30; 1716, 17 
téhos, 1727, 15, 29; 1780, 8; 1785, 21; 17654, 2. 

adverbially, 1676, 29; 1708, 187 

See Index 4 

Tedwvia, 1673, 390 (—ver.) 
TEAWVLKOS. 

*rexoapakovradyooos, 1751, 4 (capaxocoy’) 
TETTApEeTKkaLoeKaros, 1686, 5, 26; 1699, 2; 1753, 

2; 1764, 2; 1805, 3; 1877, 5 (recoapack.) 

rérapTos, 1662, 6, 15; 1666, 3, 5; 1667, 6; 1668, 

8; 1669, 5; 1692(c), 4, 10; 1696(4), rx (?); 

1701, 8; 1703, 1; 1712, 2; 1718, 3; 1716, 3; 

1719, 2, 10; 1728, 12; 1780, 2, 3; 1781, 2, 3; 

1733, 19, 26, 27, 29, 43, 51, 61, 70; 1787, 12; 

1739, 2 d's; 1741, 3; 1756, 4; 1765, 6; 1774, 
10; 1808, 6; 1875 dis 

TEeTpaywvos : &k Terpaydvov, 1686, 15. 

yavov Kal rerparAetpov, 1724, 39 

TETPAETHS, 1714, 26, 29 

TeTpauNnvos, 1663, 21; 1670, 16 

Tetpaaeupos : ex rerpaydvov Kal rerpamedpou, 1724, 

39 

TEXVH, 1708, 89 ; 1794, 8, 14 

*rlaykd.pios, 1708, 89 
THALKOUTOS, 1674, 87 
THVLKAUTA, 1708, 83. 

Ts for Tots, 1668, 10 
TiO ypu, 1660, 20; 1661, 27, 28; 1686, 44, 47; [1687, 

24]; 1692(@), 23; 1706, 8; 1707, 2; 1708, 

159, 228; [1710, 9]; 1711, 57, 71; 1712, 4, 24; 

1718, 6; 1716, 16 (Ovpevov partic.), 17; 1717, 43, 

[52]; 1728, 22, 26; 1724, 64, 86; 1727, 64, 70; 

1728, 21, 24; 1729, 45; 1780, 23, 26; 1731, 

39 ; 1785, 20, 27; 1768, 24, 25; [1770, 24-26]; 

1771, [13], [14], 16; 1772, 30, 32, 35; 1795, 

13, 17, 18; 1796, 19, 21, 22; 1902 r., 1 

TiKTO, 1712, 26 

TYysH, 1654, 4, 6; 1656, 11; 1673, 199; 1676, 32; 

1686, 46; 1694, 23; 1720, 13; 1722, 30, 32, 

42, 50; 1724, 40, 44, 59, 62, 78; 1729, 11, 12, 

32; 1733, 44, 46, 59, 64, 71; 1784, 4, 16, 21; 

1735, 4,18; 1778, 8; 1774,8; 1870; 1871; 

1872, 12; 1905 guinguies; 1907 

tiwnpia, 1686, 40; 1711, 25; 1785, 21 
Tipos, 1789, introd. timidraros, [1826 ?] 

Tis pla, 1680, 5 

*rirOnvdw, 1708, 184 a 
tithos. See Index 6 
Toivuv, 1663, 10; 1707, 6; [1718, 22]; 1727, 13; 

1729, 22 ' 

TOLODTOS, 16638, 6; 1674, 23; 1708, 113, 200; [1717, 

39] 

See Index 4 

éx Terpa- 

TO T., 1674, 44 

3A2 
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TOLXos, 1708, 78; 1718, 77 

TOKOS, 1670, 4; 1719, 17 
Tomapxia, See Index 4 
totolecia, 1696, 8; 1697, 7 

TOMOS, 1660, 16, 31; 1674, 22; 1677, 36; 1680, 18; 

1681, 4; 1696, 10(?); 1708, 111; [1728, 27]; 

1724, 81; 1729, 47 ; 1738, 30, 36, 38, 39; 17384, 

19; 1768, 17; [1770, 7?]; 1771, 1; 1787, 7; 

1869; 1893 B, 15; 1896, 3; 1907 
TOTOUTOS, 1659, 12; 1708, 100 

TOT€, 1651, 11; 1674, 96 ; 1677, 18; 1708, 87, 119, 

213; 1791, 7; 1889 v., 7 (rwre), dd 7., 1674, 

21, 42; 1708, 216 

Tpdyevos, 1763, 25 (?) 
TpaxtevTyns. See Index 4 
TpevrKaLoeKarTos, 1663, 12 (rpic.), 22 (do.), 24 (do.); 

1686, 25 (do.); 1692 (a), 3 (do.); 1725, 4 (do.); 

1764, x (do.); 1765, 1; 1779, 2 (rpic.); 1898 

Tpépw, 1708, 73, 88, 93, 94, 2543 1727, 37; 1729, 

27, 39; 1780, 9; 1781, 15 

TpEX®, 1711, 34 

TpidKooros, [1692 (2), 1] 
TpLakooTos EvaTos, 1686, 3 (r. evr.) 
Tpuds, 1675, 2; 1707,6; 1717, 34; 1724,17; 1728, 

15; 1735, introd.; 1874; 1875 

*rpyBovvos. See Index 4 
TpreTys, 1696 (2), 9 

TPYyLEpHS : 7d Tp., 1674, 56 
*rpiynovov, 1786, 14 
tpis, 1727, 25 
Tpitos, 1664, 3; 1665, 1; 1668, 5; 1687, 13; 1688, 

83 1693;-25 °1706,-12:;" 1708, 207 1712-3; 

1718, 4; 1714, 11, 28; 1723, 4,15; 1724, 29, 

31, 52; 1726, 2; 1728, 3; 17387, 3,9; 1745, 

3; 1746, 2; 1755, 3; 1760, 2 ds; [1769, 2]; 

1770, 12; 1772, 14; 1774, 3; 1780, 7; 1841, 

10; 1864, 3; 1874 ds; 1877, 5; 1881, 2 

TpoTavovyxos, 1724, 18 ; 

TpOmos, 1686, 34; 1708, 201; 1709, 1; 1711, 28, 

34, 435, 1712, 20°; 1722; 38; 403° 1724, “54s 

1780, 21; 1731, 23; 1788, 55, 57; 1784, 7; 

1902 v, ds 

Tpopy, 1674, 20, 58, 63, 94; 1676, 18; 1708, 118; 
1730, 12, 15; 1781, 15; 1824 

Tpodds, 1708, 257 
Tpvyn, 1881, 2 

Tpdipa, rd, 1674, 93 (dpoé.) 

TvYXaVw, 1674, 33; 1676, 5; 1677, 55; 1686, 21; 

INDEX OF WORDS 

1692 (a), 7; 1708, 8; 1711, 63; 1727, 10; 

1902 r., 6 

TUKGVLOV, 1657, 7 
Tudpvov (?), 1748, 4 
*rupmavdpuos. See Index 4 
TUTrOS, 1668, 4; 1674, 62 
Tupavvis, 1676, 43 
*rupdv, 1770, 19; 1771, 9 (or tupds) ; 1872, 16 (?) 
Tupos, 1694, 21; 1695, 24; [1698, 47]; 1872, 15, 17 
tupdow, 1708, 84 
TUX, 1678, 8. of the Emperor, in oaths, 1647, 11; 

1660, 35. 7 Kparodoa T., of the Emperor, 16638, 

8. xara rdxnv, 1682, 4 

*rypnpe (Coptic). See *xpnpe 

* 

vBpts, 1711, 39 

byeia, 1659, 16 (vy:.) 
byvaive, 1727, 26 

byuyps, 1714, 48; 1727, 19; 1857 
byl@s, 1648, 22; 1649, 17 

Vopevpa, 1695, 19 
*jSpomapoyia, 1769, 9 (—xeu.) 
Vdwp, 1695, 19. Kad’ tiara, 1688, 9 
vids, 1658, 1, 5, [9]; 1677, 21, [29], 31, 32, 43, 543 

1689, 4,10; 1692(a), 5; (4), 3; 1699,5; 1702, 

2; 1704, 4; 1706, 3, 11; 1707, 3 zr; 1708, 

4, [x2], 14, 267; 1711, 5; 1712, 5; 1718, 10; 

1714, 6, 7, 12,-06; 1717, [12], 19; 1719, 63 

1722, 6, 15; [1728, 6]; 1724, 7, 71, 86; 1726, 

9, 62; 1727, 4; 1728, 5, 23, 274?); 1729, 4, 7, 

23,44; 1780, 6, 10; 1782, 1, 2, 9,113 1783, 9; 

1746, 1; 1748,1; 1765, 2; 1766, 4; 1767, 3; 

1786, 7, 13; 1793, 4; [1797, 4]; 1862, 9; 
1872, 4; 1874; [1875]; 1880; 1887; 1896, 

2; 1897; 1899, 6 
Udy, 1714, 34 
DpeTEPOS, 1663, 16 ; 1674, 15; 1675, 6; 1676, 2, 64, 

66; 1677, 40; 1714, 38, 39, 47; 1771, 5, 7; 

1772, 9; 1839 
brayopevw, 1722, 29; 1724, 40; 1783, 40 
brakovw, 1711, 35; 1727, 12 
Urapéis, 1660, 4 
brdpxeo, 1661, 21 bis; 1663, 45 dis; 1686, 12; 1688, 

8; 1689, 11; 1691, 9; 1692 (a), 10; (4), 7; 

. 1698, 3; 1696, 4; 1697, 5; 1708, 34, 72, 199, 

205, 232; 1714, 29; 1715, 7; 1717, 47, 48; 

1719, 14; 1722, 11; 1728, 12; 1724, 22, 76; 

1729, 10; 1738, 17; 1765, 6; 1768, 1; [1770, 
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5]; 1827; 1841, 10; 1872, 11 ; 1877, 6; 1902r., 

6 bis 

wmatia. See Index 3 (d) 
brrevrepxXopat, 1677, 48 

umevavtiov, 1717, 37 
dreLarpéw, 1708, 159 (ude.), 239 
brepBaive, 1711, 76 
brepBaddw, 1677, 41 
Uirepevyopat, 1676, 65; 1677, 55 

brépHecrs, 1661, 16; 1687, 15; 1711, 24; 1772, 17 

dmepdp.os, 1717, 26 

vrrephuns, 1676, 55 
vreppvia, 1676, 2 

birep@or, 1874 
brevOuvos, 1647, 13 

by} Koos, 1678, 3 
brnperia, 1806, 1 
brnperys, 1771, 12). See also Index 4 

broypadevs, 1714, 19; 1722, 5; (1724, 4]; 1726, 7; 
1727, 6; 1729,5; 1780,5; 1781,5; 1783, 7 

broypady, 1662, 17; 1664, 5; 1676, 372; 1686, 

43; 1692 (a), 19; (2), 18; 1701, 7; 1711, 8, 71; 

1716, 12; 1722, 46; 1723, 20; 1724, 66; 1727, 

61; 1728, 21; 1729, 43; 1730, 24; 1781, 35; 

1732, 8; 1733, 67; 1784,17; 1786, 20 
broypada, 1660, 39; 1692 (2), 19; (4), 18; 1701, 8; 

1711, [7], 60, 70; 1714, 20; 1722, 6, 46; [1723, 

21]; 1724, 5,66; [1726,8]; 1727, 7,61; 1728, 

22; 1729, 6, 43; 1780, 5, 25; 1781, 5, 36; 1732, 

8; 1783, 8, 67; 1784, 17; 1786, 20; 1766, 3; 

1779, 6; 1797, 7; 1855, 4 (?) 

brodens ; drodeeorepos, 1708, 37 

bmodexTns. See Index 4 
brrodexopat, 1659, 6; 1674, 72 
wroduaKovos. See Index 4 
brodoxy, 1667, 3; 1668, 2; 1669, 2; 1670, 19; 

1743, 4 
bmdects, 1708, 127 ; 1709, 1 (gynoeccsc) ; 1731, 25 
broOnKn, 1661, 20; 1663, 46; 1711, 65; 1717, 49; 

1719, 14; 1720, 10; 1728, 12(?); 1766, 14; 

1893 8, 17 
broOnktatos, 1723, 19 
broKeypat, 1663, 43; 1686, 27; 1711, 26; 1716, 9; 

1772, 22 

brrohelrw, 1660, 16 ; 1674, 94; 1708, 202; 1722, 29; 

1733, 40 

brddoyos, 1827, 11 

vrdXouTros, 1769, 7 
bropelive, 1677, 11 
UTopyvyTK, 1730, 11; 1892, 1 
*broméo oor, 1722, 20 

imdaTacis, 1676, 9; [1680, 227]; 1711, 25; 1724, 

49; 1727, 51, 54; 1728, 20; 1729, 35; 1780, 

23; 1781, 30; 1786, 16; 1767, 9; 1775, 2; 

1787, 5 (?); 1798, 17 

brorayy, 1708, 215; 1727, 13 
UTOTAKTLKS, 1708, 151 

UToTaTTw, 1654, 9,13; 1668, 12,16; 1707, 4; 1711, 
36; 1712,8; 1727, 12; 1755, 3; 1756, 5; 1757, 

43 1761, t 

bToTek€w, 1708, 260 
broriOnn, 1661, 20; 1711, 64; 1717, 45; 1719, 13; 

1728, 11; 1787, 13; 1902 r., 3 

bmoupyéw, 1714, 41 
trroupyds. See Index 4 
baTEepew, 1708, 85, 209; 1727, 16; 1838 
Vorrepov, 1708, 92, 117, 247; 1781, 19 
VorTEpos, 17389, introd. 

bdhatpew, 1651, 9 
pac pa, 1727, 34 

bd’ Ev, 1708, 242 
dpeEarpew. See imeaipéw 
dhiornpt, 1648, 24; 1649, 20; 1674, 56; 1677, 35 
tYndds : iymddraros, [1663, 9] 
upos, 1718, 77 

daive, 1651, 11; 1668, 8; 1708, 135, 218, 224 

*haxrovapwos, 1904, 6 
pavepotrovew, 1708, 70; 1729, 40 

avepdos, 1676, 9, 49; 1707, 5; 1708, 62, 65, 1303 
1720, 11; 1790, 13, 17 

pavepdow, 1795, 9 
pack, 1708, 27, 53, 59, 113, 145 

advdos, 1724, 15; 1733, 14; 1764, 6 

épw, 1650, 3; 1660, 13; 1680, 16; 1705, 12; 
1711, 67; 1786, 12 

hevyw, 1708, 57, 135, 240 

dnpi, 1674, 40, 53; 1676, 16; 1708, 73 47s, 109, 

130, 141, 144, 154, 182, 194, 210, 227; 1789, 5 

*duxomndados, 1714, 33 
piradeddia, 1708, 101 
idaddnXos, 1711, 56 
diravdpos, 1711, 40 
prriavOpwria, 1674, 2, 6, [15]; 1676, 55 
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prravOporos, 1677, 2. davOpwrdratos, 1728, 3 

(—zwr.) 

*poxayabos, 1677, 5 

drroxahéw, 1727, 36 
dtroverkia, 1728, 7 (—xeu.) 
diros: gudatraros, [1711, 38] 

roriuia, 1719, 12 (—peu.); 1721, 7 

ditdypioros, 1674, 1 

préyo : mepAcypevos, 1676, 16 - 

hoBepss : hoBepdraros, 1676, 25 

doBéw, 1787, 6 
$oBos, 1707, 2; [1710, 8]; 1711, 59; [1717, 5]; 

1724, 13; 1726, 13; 1727, 23; 1788, 12 

doiw€, 1694, 10; 1695, 8; 1696, 5; 1769, 3 
* doiracia (?), 1714, 37 (¢i[.Jacvav) 
doirdw, 1663, 3 

dovevs, 1816 c 
ovis, 1677, 29 
ddvos, 1816 c 
dopa, 1694, 26 

*opuxds, 1689, 20 
*hoppapia, 1663, 25 
opos, 1689, 16; 1692 (a), 17; [(2), 15]; 1698, 

9, 15; 1696, 13; introd., 18, 22 (?); 1697, 

11; 1702, 2; 1704, 7; 1765, 11, 12; 1770, 10, 

[12], 13, 15; 1771, 2, 4, 7; 1794, 15; 1796, 

II, 13; 1841, 26; 1873. See also Index 6 

ddpos ( = forum): dpos OnBatdos, 1707, 6 

*hovokdptos, 1745, 2 

dpéap, 1691, 14; 1768, 5; 1877, 8 

ppevarrarns, 1677, 22 
dpyy, 1727, 19 

ptx7ds, 1660, 15 

Ppixadns : ppixwdécraros, 1712, 19 ; 1901, 3 

povéw, 1727, 18 

dpovtila, 1686, 40 

dpovris, 1893 8, 8 
ppovriopa, 1648, 12, 21; 1649, 12, 17 

ppovticTys, 1680, 2 : 

dpovpiov. See Index 5 
gud), 1673, 7, 35, 55, 60, 67,-77, 87, 104, 136, 

147-154, 176, 186, 198, 228, [253], 269-[275], 

285, 293, 304, 350, 374-377) 379, [400] 
pvdha€. See Index 4 

duddtTw, 1660, 5; 1711, 35; 1735, 17; 1901, 3 
vows: pice, 1663, 9 
durdv, 1694, 10; 1695, 8; [1696, 5]; 1769, 3; 

1841, 14 

Xalpo, 1658, 2; 1661, 10; 1686, 9; 1687, 7; [1688, 
6]; 1689, 7; 1690, 6; 1691, 7; 1692 (a), 8; 

[(2), 5]; 1694, 4; 1695, 1; [1696, 1]; introd., 

8; 1697, 2; 1699, 6; 1700, 2; 1701, 2; 1702, 
2 (xup.); 1705, 5; 1714, 22; 1719, 6; 1720, 8; 

1722, 7; 1728, 7; 1724, 9; 1725, 10; [1726, 

12]; 1727, 9; 1728, 7; 1729, 8; 1780, 8; 

1731, 9; 1732, 2; 1738, 10; 1736, 7; 1737, 6; 

1766, 6; 1772, 7; 1774, 7; 1777, 6; 1797, 9; 
1799, 2 (x); 1841, 7 

*yahddptov, 1714, 33 (—arp.) 
Xaduvapiov, 1657, 8 

Xadkevs, 1778, 3 

XadKorvios, 1691, 6, 22 

Xadkovs, 1727, 33 

XaAKwpa, 1708, 129 
Xapdpundor, 1788, 12 (xayouvd.) - 
Xapaypa, 1658, 8 

Xapaypy, 1806, 2 di, 3 
Xapaxrnpila, 1663, 3 
xapilopar, 1674, 3 (aor. exapi(aro); 1676, 10, 57; 

1722, 37; 1738, 54; 1735, 11 

Xapis, 1658, 3; 1708, 211; 1714, 2; 1729, 28; 

1790, 11. xdpw as prep., 1728, 8; 1796, 6 (?), 

8 (?) : 

Xapioriov, 1787, 15 

xa prns, 1709, 44 
*yedpla, 1833, 5 
XEtudy, 1674, 93 
xelp, 1660, 40; 1676, 66; 1694, 17; 1706, 10; 

[1841, 21]. dad x. eis xeipas, 17385, 6. dia 

xeupds, [1777, 72]. da xeupds els xeipd pov, 

1788, 48. 61a xeupds els xeipa Huay, 1722, 34 ; 

1724, 45. [1a xeupds cov els] xelpa eyod, 1784, 

5. pera xetpas, 1650, 2 

*yepoypadeva, 1755, 1; 1756, 3; 1757, 2 
xelpoypadia, 1708, 132 

xEtpdypador, 1699, 8, 16 (?); 1774, 17 (? — *) 

*yerpowedd\uov, 1719, 14; 1847 

x€poos, 1647, 8 
xXepadodys, 1674, 31 

Xnpevo, 1733, 6 
xAapvs, 1659, 4 

xAwpés, 1833, 4 
*yopodpayia, 1672, 2 (xAwpwd.); 1838, 3 

xotm€, 1718, 10, 11, 20, 21, 40-43, 48-51, 64 

Xopnyéw, 1663, 6, 10; 1708, 233; 1780, 14 (xwp-) 

xopyyia, 1709, 104 
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KOpTos, 1674, 64; 1694, 15, 20; 1838, 4 
XOvs, 1771, 10 (?) 

Xpdopat, 1674, 77; 1686, 33; 1707, 5; 1723, 17; 
1724, 54; 1727, 15, 26, 29; 1780, 8; 1734, 7; 

1840, 5 
x peta, 1681, 4; 1691, 17; 1709, 97 (x¢pta); 1714, 40, 

42; 1728, 8; 1729, 13, 17, 28, 39; 1780, 14; 

1736, 11; 1737, 8 

xpéos, 1687, 17; 1699, 10; 1708, 60, 114, 224, 230, 

233; 1709, 100; 1719, 17; 1720, 11; 1721, 9 

(xpews gen.) ; 1772, 22; 1871 

xpeworéw, 1656, 6; 1661, 11; 1681, 6; 1687, 8; 
1699, 7, 11; [1700, 3]; 1701, 3;-1708, 54, 

65, 66, 95, 226, 229; 1711, 19; 1719, 7; 1720, 

11; 1721, 2, 8; 1725, 12; 1727, 44 dis; 1729, 

25; 1766,7; 1772,8; 1778, 7; 1776,1; 1844 

Xp%, 1663, 16 ; 1708, 224 ; 1791, 6 

xpnparilw, 1731, 8 

*xpnpe (Coptic), 1722, 20 
xpyoywos, (1663, 8] 
XpHots, 1691, 18; 1768, rr 

“xXpnorypiov, 1691, 14; 1715, 8; 1724, 32; 1783, 
21, 44, 51, 61; 1768,\8 

xXpnores, 1711, 16 ; 1712, 9 (xpvor.); 1718, 16 
Xpovos, 1655, 8; 1659, 12, 15; 1676, 11, 40, 45; 

1686, 12; 1688, 7; 1689, 9,17; 1690,9; 1691, 

8 bis; 1692 (a), 9; [(2), 6]; 1695,3; [1696,introd., 

9]; 1697, 3; 1705, 7; 1708, 122, 163, 184 4, 

236, 249; 1711, 42,67; 1718, 18; 1714, 26, 28, 

29; 1715, 5, 13; [1717, 36]; 1722, 11; 1724, 

57; 1728, 16(?); 1783, 17; 1785, 12, 17 ; 1765, 

Bs 51070, 455 2776, 9); 1790; 13 17938, 14; 

1794, 9; 1795, 7; 1872, 8; 1874; 1877, 3; 

1887; 1902 v. 
xpuo.kd, td, 1782, 2. See also Index 6 

XpveiKes. See Index 6 

xpvotor, 1661, 18, 22; 1671, 1; 1672, 1; 1807, 1, 
10; 1833, 6; 1841, 27 

xpucds, 1660, 42; 1661, 13, 15,31; 1662, 12; 1664, 

3 bis; 1667, 4,11; 1668, 4; 1669, 4 ds; 1686, 

31; 1692 (a),18; 1697, 12; 1698, 9; 1700,9; 

1701, 3, 5, 6; 1706, 3; 1708, 153; 1711, 21, 

[22], 46, 73, 79, 86, 92; 1712, 22, 28; 1717, 39; 

(1719, 8]; 1720, 9, 15; 1721, 3, 6; 1722, 31, 

323 1723, 9 dis, 10 dis, [18] ; 1724, 42, 43, 78; 

1725, 13-15; 1727, 53; 1728, 19; 1729, 34; 

1730, 22; 17381, 12, 29; 1782, 7; 1788, 45, 46; 

1734, 16; 1735, 5, 21; 1786, 11, 12, 14; 1787, 

8, 9, 12, 18, 28; 1740, 3 dis; 1746, 2; 1747, 2; 

(1748, 2; 1758, 3, 4; 1762, 1; 1766, 9; 1771, 
9; 1776, 2; 1781, 2,3; 1782, 3, 4; 1783, 4 dis; 

1784, 3, 5,8; 1785, 4; 1795, 11,19; 1796, 11, 

13,14; 1808, 5,6; 1844; 1872, 13; 1878 

Xpuoods, 1719, 15 bis ; 1727, 33 
Xpuaoxoikds : xp. craduds, 1667, 6; 1669, 5 (or. 

omitted); 1692 (a), 18 (xpucotk.); (4), 17; 1697, 

13 (or. om.); 1701, 4 (do.), 10; 1708, 1 (xpv- 

coik.; oT, om.) 

*ypucavys. See Index 4 

XGpa, 1648, 7,9; 1649, 9 

*\wpoypappareds (/. xwparoyp.?). See Index 4 
xXGpa, 1660, 11; 1674, 2, 85; 1676, 57; 1708, 21 

Xopéw, 1718, 78 
X&pynpa, 1691, 10 

*yopyoysos. See *xwploysos 
xXwpilo, 17138, 21, 
Xplor, 1654, 9; 1677, 46; 1786, 6(? — xop.). x. 

dpredckdv, 1769, 2, [8] 

Xwpis, 1687, 14; 1711, 43, 47 (—pets); 1715, 15; 

1736, 18; 1737, 13; 1789, 3 (?); 1759, 2, 3; 

1766, 12; 1772, 17; 1775, 9; 1781, 2,3; 1796, 

17 
*ywpioipos, 1658, 47 (— pro.) 

wWadrns, 1748, 1 

Wappodns, 1674, 30 

Wndile, 1707, 7; 1708, 192 

*WudOvos (adj.? —or yidOov ?), 1714, 33 

*WOapyy. See omap) 
Wuyx7, 1676, 26, 53 
Wuxadedys, 1677, 6 

*@udmhwOos, 1708, 191 

avéopat, 1722, 33, 35; 1724, 45; 1733, 47, 49; 1784, 
4; 1785, 9 

@viaKkds, 1676, 37, 52; 1724, 12; [1726, 9]; 1733, 
31 

@ov, 1670, 11 

OoavTws, 1686, 26; 1708, 63, 108, 139, 207 
@OTE, 1676, 17, 23; 1708, 258; 1723, 15; 1729, 20; 

17380, 9; 1781, 19; 1782, 4 (wode), 5 (do.); 1735, 

9; 1791, 2 

aped€w, 1728, 18 
apéduyos, 1711, 36 (o¢.) 
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(4) LATIN woRDS 

[Latin words which occur only in a Greek form are included, but without the references, which must be looked for under (a). 
+ defore a Greek form means that it is a derivative of the Latin word.| 

accubitum, dxxovBirov, xotBirop (?) 

actuarius, dxrovdpios 
adiutor, dd:ovrwp 
agraria, dypapta 
annona, dvvevn 

annualis, dvvovdAros 

annus, 1792, [6 ?], 17 (?) 

Augustalis, atyovorddus 

Augustus, Atyovoros (Index 3 a) 

bonum, 1792, 7 

breve, SpéBiov 

caput, Kdmtrov 

castrum, xdorpov 

cella, txeAAfov 

censitor, xnvotrwp 

centenarium, xevrnvdpior 

centurio, xevruplor 

circitor, Kepxijrwp 

Ciuitas, 1825 

codex, xdrié (= xddé) 

colonus, 1792, 8 

comes, kées 

commonitorium, xoppovirdpioy 

compromissum, xopympdpuocov 
conpleo, 1792, 11 
contradico, 1792, 13 
contradictio, 1792, 12 
cum, 1792, 15 

cumulatus, xovpovdaros 

cumulus, xovdpovdoy 
cupa, xodpov 

curator, xovpdrwp . 

custodio, 1792, 6 (? — see note), 17 (const.) 

decretum, déxpyrov, d{kpnrov 

deus, 1792, 16 

dignor, 1792, 6, 18 

dilectus, 1792, 1 
dolus, 1792, 8 
domesticus, dopecrixds 

dominus, 1792, 4, 7, 15 

ducenarius, dovxnvdpios (?) 

dux, d00f, fdouxikds 

epitropos, 1792, 2 
et, 1792, 3, 4 

exactor, éfdxrwp 

exceptor, éfxérrwp 

factionarius, ¢axrovdpios 
filius, 1792, 5 
formaria, oppapla 
forum, ¢dpos 
frater, 1792, 1 

horreum, 8piov 

illustris, tAdoverpwos (?) 

indictio, WwdiKcriov 

ipse, 1792, 14 

legatum, Aijyarev 
legio, Acyedy 

lego, 1647, 16; [1663, 14 ds] 

libellus (?), A(BeAdos (?) 
libra, Airpa 

magister, paylornp, paylorwp 

manceps, pdyxuy 

meus, 1792, 6, 8 
milliarium, puAcdprov 
modius, 1668, 26, 28, 29. See also uddwws 
mora, 1792, 12 

nauta, 1825 
noster, 1792, 5 (nester) 

notarius, vordpios 
nullus, (1792, 12] 

numerarius, vovpepdpios 

obtineo, 1792, 15 (optinem ?) 

officium, é¢¢ixiov 

omnipotens, 1792, 16 
omnis, 1792, 7 



optio, énriov 

ordinarius, dpduwdpvos 
ostiarius, doridpios 

pactum, wd«rov 

paganus, zayavds 
palatinus, zadarivos 
palatium, zaddrioy 

pallium, 7éAdvov 

patricius, tarplxws 

peto, 1792, 10 

pincerna, yxépyys 

plenaria, TAnvapta 

pluma, tzAovpuapors (?) 

plurimus, 1792, 5, 17 (?) 
pomarium, twpdpiov, tropapirns 

praedelegatio, mpodnArjyarov 
praedor, zpairevo 

praepositus, zparndoiros * 

praetorianus, spaurwpiavds 

praetorium, zpairéproy 
precor, 1792, 7 
pretium, 1792, 10 
primicerius, zpysxépios 

procurator, tpoxovpdrwp 

puella, 1792, 9 
puscarius, povexdpros 

qui, 1792, 8-10 

redigere, 1716, 18 (? — pedeyerr$) 
repudium, perové.ay 

rescribo, 1792, 13 

aasszage, 1709, 32, 44. 

assagte, 1709, 22, 23. 

atau, 1709, 8. 

fs (qs), 1709, 21, 76. 
huge (qwoe), 1709, 24, 105. 

rian, 1709, 116. 

sziite, 1709, 16. 

satitpe, 1709, 87. 

sxoy, 1709, 28, 70, 82. 

V. 
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saluator, 1792, 
sanctitas, 1792 

si, [1792, 13] 
signum, ofyvoy 

sub, 1792, 8. 
sum, 1792, 11 

tiro, refpwv 

titulus, rirdos 

tuus, 1792, 3, [ 

uel, 1792, 12 

uestis, Beorlor, 

uolo, 1792, 13 

uotum, 1792, 6 

(c) copTIc woRDS 

(A selection only.) 

ss07e (pay), 1709, 98. 

oce, 1709, 56. 

oywn (share), 1709, 31, 83. 

oywt9, 1709, 84. 

oywors, 1709, 48. 

neuse, 1709, 39. 

nwpx, 1709, 47. 

mwuy, 1709, 30, 68, 75, 82. 

mw, 1709, 45. 

3B 

riparius, pimdpros 
rogator, poydrwp 

salarium, caddpiov 

5 

» 3, 10, 14 

scriniarius, oxpuidpuos 
sextarius, ééorns 

siligo, towryri{as?) 

singularis, ovyyovAdpuos 

sportulum, ozdprovaov 

Or sub— 

tabellio, raBedAlwv 

tractator, tpaxrevrijs 

trado, 1792, 9 (tradedi perf.) 
tremissis, rpyjovoy 

tribunus, rp.iBodvos 

tunc, 1792, 9 (?) 

11], 14 

uero, (1792, 13] 
1654, 7 

uncia, dyyla, obyxia 

pip, 1709, 58. 

proh, 1709, 102. 

poue, 1709, 106. 

cahodA, 1709, 40. 

canehsw, 1709, 91. 

coyo, 1709, 102. 

cwr, 1709, 99. 

cwAdo, 1709, 71. 

tcaho, 1709, 15. 

coy- (3rd plur.), 1709, 83. 
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twhe, 1709, 71. 

xX prpe, 1722, 20. 

waat, 1709, 103. 

weNdeet, 1709, 123. 

ujshe, 1709, 109. 

wwr (?), 1709, 40. 

ga, 1709, 21, 56. 

gan, x5-, 1709, 5. 
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Que, ariit-, 1709, 31, 71. 

gice, 1709, 34. 

ep, 1709, 29. 

owh, 1709, 2. 
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